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301.1 / Long term follow up of subjects with aortoiliac occlusive
disease treated with the VIABAHN VBX balloon expandable
endoprosthesis
Holden A1,2, Takele E1, Hill A1, Sakuja R3, Metzger C3, Gray B4, Cavadino A2

1Auckland Hospital, Auckland, New Zealand, 2University School of Medicine, Auckland, New Zealand, 3Ballad
Health CVA Heart Institute, Kingsport, United States, 4University of South Carolina School of Medicine, Greenville,
United States

1. General study info:
Long Term Follow up of Subjects with Aortoiliac Occlusive Disease Treated with the VIABAHN VBX
Balloon Expandable Endoprosthesis
Physician initiated study to provide 5 year treatment durability data from 3 top recruitment sites
that participated in the prospective, multi center, non randomized, single arm VBX FLEX clinical
study (ClinicalTrials.gov identifier: NCT02080871).

2. Purpose
To evaluate the long term treatment durability of the Gore VIABAHN VBX Balloon Expandable
Endoprosthesis (VBX Stent Graft) in the treatment of patients with de novo or restenotic aortoiliac
lesions.

3. Methodology
A total of 59 patients with 94 treated lesions were enrolled at the 3 participating sites from the
original 134 patients in the VBX FLEX study. The primary durability endpoint was primary patency
evaluated at 5 years or beyond. Secondary outcomes collected around 5 years included freedom
from target lesion revascularization (TLR), freedom from target vessel revascularization (TVR), as well
as resting ankle brachial index (ABI), Rutherford category, and functional status.

4. Endpoints
Of the 59 patients enrolled, 28 (47.5%) patients participated in the long term study with a median
follow up time of 6.6 years. Long term Follow up (LTFU) primary patency outcomes by subject and
lesion were 88.1% and 90.4%, respectively. The 5 year Kaplan Meier estimate of primary patency
was 84.4% and primary assisted patency was 93.3%. The estimate of freedom from TLR per
lesion/vessel was 89.1% and 96.3% at 5 years. The LTFU mean resting ABI was 0.95±0.18, an
improvement of 0.15±0.26 from baseline (p<0.001). At LTFU, 28 patients (89.3%) improved 1
Rutherford category from baseline, and 27 patients (96.4%) maintained or improved upon their
baseline mobility status. Sustained improvement in quality of life measures are also seen.

5. Expected data/impact on IR
This is the longest follow up study of the VIABAHN VBX in aorto iliac occlusive disease yet reported.
Results from this study demonstrate long term durability of the VBX Stent Graft in the treatment of
aortoiliac occlusive disease.
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301.2 / Long term effectiveness and safety of femoropopliteal drug
coated balloon angioplasty – 5 years results of the randomized
controlled EffPacTrial
Teichgräber U1

1Friedrich Schiller University, Department of Diagnostic and Interventional RadiologyJena University Hospital, ,
Jena, Germany

General study info:
Effectiveness of Paclitaxel Coated Luminor® Balloon Catheter Versus Uncoated Balloon Catheter in
the Superficial Femoral Artery [EffPac] (clinicaltrials.gov; NCT02540018).

Purpose
This study aimed to assess 5 year effectiveness and safety of femoropopliteal angioplasty with the
Luminor® 35 drug coated balloon (DCB).

Methodology
The EffPac trial was a prospective, multicenter, randomized controlled trial that enrolled 171 patients
of Rutherford category 2 to 4 with medium length femoropopliteal lesions. Patients were allocated
1:1 to either Luminor® 35 DCB angioplasty or plain old balloon angioplasty (POBA).

Endpoints
Assessment at 5 years mainly included primary patency, freedom from clinically driven target lesion
revascularization (CD TLR), clinical improvement, and target limb amputation. Long term vital status
was ascertained in 97.1% of the participants.

Expected data/impact on IR
At 5 years, primary patency was 61.4% after DCB angioplasty and 53.5% after POBA (log rank p =
0.040). Freedom from TLR was 82.1% and 73.7%, respectively (log rank p = 0.050). Incidence of
primary clinical improvement was similar between groups (61% DCB vs. 64% POBA, p = 0.94). Major
target limb amputation was necessary in one POBA group participant. Freedom from all cause death
at 5 years was 88.5% after DCB and 86.0% after POBA (log rank p = 0.34).
Long term follow up of the EffPac trial showed a sustained superior incidence of primary patency
after femoropopliteal Luminor® 35 DCB angioplasty compared to POBA over a period of 5 years. This
finding was reflected by freedom from TLR, however no longer with a significant difference. No
safety signal occurred. From this we can conclude that femoropopliteal Luminor® 35 DCB angioplasty
is a sustainably efficacious treatment approach.
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301.3 / Orbital atherectomy in CLTI patients: a value based impact in
Italy

Palena M1

1Maria Cecilia Hospital GVM care & research, Cotignola, Italy

No abstract available.
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301.4 / PRIZER study using Renzan™ stent for endovascular
interventions in femoropopliteal area: primary safety endpoint at 30
days
Deloose K1, Lichtenberg M, Fuß T, Brunet J
1Vascular Surgery, AZ Saint Blasius, Dendermonde, Belgium

Purpose: to report 30 day safety outcomes in PRIZER study.

Materials and Methods:
PRIZER is a prospective single arm multicentre study aiming to assess the safety and effectiveness of
percutaneous treatment of femoropopliteal lesions with the Renzan™ stent in 135 patients.
RenzanTM is an innovative self expandable interwoven nitinol dual layer micromesh stent.

Results:
39 patients with Rutherford class 2 to 5 are included in this analysis, age 71.6 ±10.16, male 27 (69%),
BMI 26.9 ± 4.62. Of these, 15 (38%) have diabetes, 25 (64%) hypertension, 8 (21%) coronary
revascularization, 4 (10%) low limb amputation, 5 (13%) TIA/stroke in anamnesis. ABI and Rutherford
score at baseline was 0.58 ± 0.13, 3.28 ± 0.79 and 0.98 ±0.09, 0.27± 0.96 at 30 days, respectively. The
mean lesion length is 66.5 mm ± 20.65, diameter stenosis is 89.8% ± 9.89, calcified lesions are
observed in 34 (87%) patients. Prior to implantation the permitted level of stenosis 20% was
achieved in all patients, using POBA only. Dissections happened in 15 (33%) cases, distal embolization
in one case. Mean stent length is 84.1 mm ±16.66. Safety endpoint defined as absence of death, TLR,
index limb amputation achieved in 38 (97%) patients. One death was not study related (COVID). One
patient had hematoma at the access site.

Conclusion:
preliminary results show a promising safety profile with Renzan™ stent. Results on 30 days safety in
complete sample size of 135 patients are expected in August 2022
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301.5 / FemoSeal CLOSE: prospective multicentre observational study
with vascular closure device FemoSeal™ following lower limb arterial
endovascular procedures
Goueffic Y1, Deloose K, Zeller T
1Hôpital Paris St Joseph, Paris, France

Purpose:
To report design of FemoSeal CLOSE study.

Methodology:
FemoSeal CLOSE is a prospective registry aiming to assess safety and effectiveness of FemoSeal™
vascular closure device (VCD) in percutaneous lower limb endovascular procedures in routine clinical
practice. FemoSeal™ is a polymer based VCD intended to achieve hemostasis following common
femoral artery (CFA) puncture with 7F devices.

Results:
The study will enroll 230 patients in 3 European centres, undergoing lower limb interventional
endovascular procedures using FemoSeal™ VCD. Patients with re puncture of the CFA within 90 days
at the same access site, lumen diameter of the CFA < 5 mm and stenosis and/or significant
atheromatous plaque close to CFA puncture will be excluded. Primary effectiveness endpoint is
defined as cessation of arterial bleeding achieved in interventional unit without any adjunctive
treatment. Primary safety endpoint is defined as freedom from major vascular complications within
first 6 hours after the procedure. Minor access site complications and major complications between
6 hours and 30 days post procedure will be reported as a secondary safety endpoint. Study collects
data about time to hemostasis, ambulation and discharge. Quality of life will be assessed with QoL
EQ 5D 3L questionnaire, administered at baseline, before discharge and at 30 days follow up. System
performance regarding ease of use and operator satisfaction will be collected in the device usability
survey.

Conclusion:
This prospective registry will provide real world clinical data about FemoSeal VCD in patients
undergoing lower limb endovascular procedures. Study results are expected in August 2022.
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301.6 / Update on the DEEPER LIMUS trial: the temporary spur stent
system in conjunction with a sirolimus coated balloon
Brodmann M1

1Medizinische Universitat Graz, Graz, Austria

Background:
Critical limb ischemia CLI) is associated with high rates of morbidity and mortality. CLI typically
involves the infrapopliteal arteries, often requiring treatment with endovascular devices. Paclitaxel
coated devices were thought to be a promising solution, but these have been called into question
due to evidence suggesting increased mortality risk with their use in the lower extremities.

Materials and Methods:
The DEEPER LIMUS trial is a prospective, non randomized, single center, single arm pilot study
examining the safety of the Temporary Spur Stent System for treatment of infrapopliteal artery
disease, when used in conjunction with a commercially available, Sirolimus coated balloon. The study
is powered for up to 30 patients. Follow up consists of in person visits out to 12 months post
procedure.
The primary safety endpoint is a 6 month composite of All Cause Mortality, Major Amputation and
Clinically Driven Target Lesion Revascularization (CD TLR).
Important secondary endpoints include Late Lumen Loss (LLL) of the target lesion by angiogram at 6
months; freedom from target limb Major Adverse Limb Event (MALE) & All cause perioperative
death (POD) at 30 days; and freedom fromMALE of the target limb at 6 and 12 months post
procedure.

Results:
Primary and secondary endpoint data to date will be presented (at least 18 patients).

Conclusions:
Evidence suggests that the Temporary Spur Stent System may be a safe and effective treatment for
infrapopliteal arterial disease.
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301.7 / MOTIV BTK post market clinical trial – preliminary 12 month
study results
Rand T1
1Klinikum Floridsdorf, Department of Radiology, Vienna, Austria

1. General study info:
MOTIV™ Bioresorbable Scaffold in BTK Artery Disease (MOTIV BVS BTK).
Registration: clinicaltrials.gov; NCT03987061

2. Purpose:
The primary objective of the MOTIV Pilot Study is to evaluate the immediate and long term safety
and efficacy of the MOTIV™ Bioresorbable Scaffold (Reva Medical) in Below The Knee (BTK) arteries,
for the treatment of patients with rest pain or minor tissue loss (CLI).

3. Methodology:
The MOTIV Bioresorbable Scaffold incorporates a new scaffold material TyroCore, which is composed
mainly of an iodinated, polycarbonate copolymer of tyrosine analogs. MOTIV is completely
radiopaque and is comprised of thin struts that facilitate device delivery and precise target lesion
treatment.
The MOTIV BTK study is a prospective, multicenter trial which enrolled 58 patients due to the
presence of lesions of max 120mm in length in BTK arteries.

4. Endpoints:
The study will evaluate the primary patency rate through 12 months of follow up as well as the
proportion of subjects who experience serious device related adverse events within 30 days.

5. Expected data/impact on IR:
Acute technical success as defined in the clinical protocol was 99% (71/72 scaffolds) across the full
study population. The primary patency rates and limb salvage rates through 6 months of follow up
were 90% and 97%, respectively. The initial patency rates and clinical outcomes through 12 months
of follow up will be reported at the conference.
The MOTIV BTK Study has demonstrated favorable acute safety and effectiveness performance in
this initial trial. All patients in the study will be followed for a total of 36 months with both clinical
and imaging assessments.
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301.8 / A novel high performance PCB for reliable and persistent
inhibition of neointimal proliferation? Studies in pigs based on a
clinical observation
Tepe G1

1Institut für diagnostische und interventionelle Radiologie, Klinikum Rosenheim, Rosenheim, Germany

Purpose
Clinical data indicate that drug coated balloon (DCB) treatment effect and durability depend on drug
density on DCBs. The aim of the current study was to investigate the efficacy and tolerance of a novel
double dose DCB in an established animal model.

Material and Methods
A four week efficacy and tolerance study was performed in peripheral arteries of 12 pigs using a
porcine model of in stent neointimal proliferation. A novel double dose DCB with 6 g paclitaxel
(Ptx)/mm 2 balloon surface (1x6) and a 6 fold dose (3 fully overlapping DCBs with 6 g Ptx/mm 2
each, 3x6) as potential margin of safety were compared to a standard DCB with 3.5 g Ptx/mm 2 (3.5)
and uncoated balloons (group POBA). Quantitative angiography, histomorphometry and
histopathology were performed.

Results
Higher paclitaxel doses per square millimeter of treated arteries were associated with reduced late
lumen loss (LLL) in quantitative angiography 4 weeks after treatment (POBA: 0.91±0.75mm; 3.5:
0.45±0.53mm; 1x6: 0.21±0.4mm; 3x6: 0.38±0.65mm). In histomorphometry maximal neointima
thickness and neointimal area were lowest for the 1x6 group (0.15±0.06mm/1.5±0.4mm 2 ), followed
by 3x6 (0.20±0.08mm/1.8±0.4mm 2 ), 3.5 (0.22±0.12mm/2.2±1.1mm 2 ), and POBA
(0.29±0.08mm/3.3±0.7mm 2 ). Histopathology of downstream tissue revealed only low grade
changes associated with DCB treatment, which did not cause clinical or functional abnormalities
throughout the study.

Conclusion
Treatment with the double dose DCB (6 g Ptx/mm 2 ) seems to improve inhibition of in stent
neointima formation and diminished LLL after peripheral intervention in the porcine model
compared to a market approved DCB with 3.5 g Ptx/mm 2
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301.9 / SAVAL: primary results of the randomised trial of DES vs. PTA
in infrapopliteal arteries
van Overhagen H1

1Department of Radiology, Haga Teaching hospital, The Hague, Netherlands

General study info:
SAVAL Trial: A Randomized Trial comparing the Drug Eluting Stent (DES) Below the Knee (BTK)
Vascular Stent System (DES BTK Vascular Stent System) vs Percutaneous Transluminal Angioplasty
(PTA) Treating Infrapopliteal Lesions in Subjects With Critical Limb Ischemia
ClinicalTrials.gov identifier: NCT03551496

Purpose
The primary objectives of the SAVAL study are to evaluate patency and safety following use of the
SAVAL drug eluting stent (Boston Scientific, Marlborough, MA, USA) vs percutaneous transluminal
angioplasty (PTA) to treat infrapopliteal artery lesions in patients with chronic limb threatening
ischemia (CLTI), a condition with few effective treatment options.

Methodology
The SAVAL trial is a prospective, multicenter, multinational, randomized superiority trial of patients
with symptomatic infrapopliteal artery lesions with total lesion length 140 mm, stenosis 70%, and
Rutherford category 4 5 assigned 2:1 to treatment with SAVAL DES or PTA (uncoated balloon).
The primary effectiveness endpoint is 1 year primary vessel patency, defined as core lab adjudicated
duplex ultrasound flow at 12 months in the absence of clinically driven TLR or surgical bypass of the
target lesion. The effectiveness endpoint was pre specified for superiority at a one sided significance
level of 2.5%.
The primary safety endpoint (non inferiority) is 12 month MAE free rate, defined as a composite of
above ankle amputation of the index limb, major re intervention (i.e., new bypass graft,
jump/interposition graft, or thrombectomy/thrombolysis), and 30 day mortality.

Endpoints
A total of 201 patients were enrolled and randomly assigned to treatment (N=130 DES, N=71 PTA) at
39 study centers in Europe (Belgium, France, The Netherlands), the United States, and Japan.
Primary effectiveness and safety endpoints will be available at the time of presentation.

Expected data/impact on IR
Primary results from the randomized SAVAL trial will be presented at First@CIRSE 2022.
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401.1 / First report of the SUCCESS PTA study evaluating safety and
efficacy of the novel sirolimus eluting SELUTION SLR balloon in
peripheral arterial disease
Lichtenberg M1

1Klinikum Arnsberg, Arnsberg, Germany

General study info:
SUCCESS PTA Study is a real world, prospective, multi center, single arm post market surveillance
study of the novel SELUTION SLR 018 sirolimus eluting balloon (drug dose: 1 μg/mm2), for treatment
of de novo/restenotic lesions in SFA, popliteal, tibial and/or pedal arteries.

Purpose:
To Evaluate the safety and efficacy of the novel SELUTION SLR 018 sirolimus eluting balloon in the
treatment of real world patients with peripheral arterial disease.
Methodology: A minimum of 722 subjects are planned to be recruited at 50 sites in Europe, Asia,
Canada, and South America, in an all comers fashion. This is an interim analysis of the first 100
patients enrolled in the study with 6 month follow up.

Endpoints:
The primary endpoint of the study is freedom from clinically driven target lesion revascularization at
1 year. Follow ups are planned at 1, 6, 12 months and then yearly up to 5 years. Major secondary
endpoints are device and procedural success, Major Adverse Limb Events i.e. severe limb ischemia
leading to an intervention or major vascular amputation (above the ankle), death, amputation,
changes in the Rutherford score, change in ankle brachial index, and wound status if applicable.

Expected data:
The study is recruiting and has enrolled over 150 patients between Feb 2021 and Feb 2022. 100
patients will have 6 month follow up available by the time of the presentation. The 1 month and 6
month outcomes of this cohort will be reported. This is the first report of the SUCCESS PTA study in
the largest cohort treated with SELUTION SLR 018 to date.
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401.2 / SELUTION4BTK a randomized clinical trial evaluating
SELUTION SLR sirolimus eluting balloon in the treatment of below
the knee lesions in patients with chronic limb threatening ischemia
Armstrong E1, Brodmann M2, Tang T3
1Adventist Heart and Vascular Institute, Adventist Health St. Helena Hospital, St. Helena, USA, 2Medical University
Graz, Graz, Austria, 3Singapore General Hospital , Singapore, Singapore

General study info:
SELUTION4BTK is a prospective randomized clinical trial to assess SELUTION SLR™ sirolimus eluting
balloon (SEB) vs. plain (uncoated) balloons for treatment of below the knee (BTK) lesions in patients
with Chronic Limb Ischemia (CLI). This is an Iinvestigational Device Exemption (IDE) trial.

Background and rationale:
SELUTION SLR is a sirolimus eluting balloon with 1μ/mm2 drug embedded in biodegradable micro
reservoirs to ensure drug release through 90 days. Two recent registries have shown promising
results with this technology in treating BTK lesions. This is the first randomized clinical trial assessing
the safety and efficacy of this device in BTK indication.

Objectives:
To demonstrate the superior efficacy and equivalent safety of the SELUTION SLR compared to plain
balloon in the treatment of BTK lesions in CLI patients.

Methodology:
This is a prospective, multi center, single blinded, randomized, controlled, superiority clinical trial
with independent core lab analysis. 377 subjects across US, Europe and Asia will be randomized 1:1
to either SEB or plain angioplasty balloons.

Endpoints:
The primary efficacy endpoint is a composite endpoint of target lesion occlusion above ankle
amputation and CD TLR through 6 month follow up. The primary safety endpoint is freedom from
Major Adverse Limb Event and all cause perioperative death at 30 days. Follow up is planned through
3 years for all endpoints and through 5 years for mortality. Secondary endpoints include mortality,
amputation free survival, and wound healing as assessed by the core lab.

Expected data/impact on IR:
This sirolimus eluting technology can have a positive impact on minimizing distal embolization,
improving wound healing and amputation free survival.
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401.3 / Vascular effects through sirolimus vs. paclitaxel DCB
treatment in symptomatic peripheral artery disease the Limus
FLOW investigator initiated randomized controlled trial
Rammos C1, Petrikhovich O, Messiha D, Lortz J, Fakea S, Runde S, Rassaf T
1University of Duisburg Essen, Duisburg, Germany

Background
Endovascular treatment is the primary revascularization strategy for symptomatic peripheral artery
disease (PAD), which affects endothelial function. Vascular and endothelial dysfunction per se is the
pathophysiologic principle involved in the initiation and progression of atherosclerosis and has been
correlated to higher incidences of vascular events such as myocardial infarction or the need for
interventions. PTA and drug coated balloon (DCB) treatment alter the endothelial homeostasis but
the impact and detailed mechanisms are incompletely understood, especially regarding novel
Sirolimus or Paclitaxel DCB.

Objectives
We now aim to determine the impact and mechanisms of Sirolimus or Paclitaxel coated balloons on
endothelial function in symptomatic PAD.

Methods
In this investigator initiated randomized controlled trial, vascular function is determined in 70 PAD
patients, Rutherford 2, 3, 4 and 5, treated with Sirolimus (Selution SLR, Medalliance) vs. Paclitaxel
coated balloons.

Endpoints
The primary objective is the local endothelial function as determined through flow mediated dilation
(FMD) of the SFA, before and after lower limb intervention with a one and twelve month follow up in
the nonstenotic segment of the proximal SFA (target vessel) and control vessel.
Further, vascular stiffness and compliance determined by vascular strain analysis and pulse wave
velocity (PWV) of the target and control vessel is evaluated.

Expected data/impact on IR
The methodology and initial results regarding endothelial function after 1 month will be presented at
CIRSE. We will demonstrate an altered endothelial and vascular function after DCB treatment
following Sirolimus vs PTX DCB treatment.
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401.4 / Treatment of long femoropopliteal occlusions with a single
application of multiple, sirolimus eluting, bioresorbable vascular
scaffolds: the efemoral vascular scaffold system (EVSS)
Holden A1, Corne C1, Takele E1, Barry A2, Tzvetanov I2, Goor J2, Estrada E2, El Khoury R3, Schwartz L4
1Auckland Hospital Department of Interventional Radiology, Auckland, New Zealand, 2Efemoral Medical, Inc., Los
Altos, California, USA, 3University of California, San Francisco, California, USA, 4Advocate Lutheran General
Hospital, Park Ridge, Illinois, USA

Objective:
The treatment of choice for symptomatic femoropopliteal occlusive disease is endovascular
recanalization with balloon angioplasty and/or self expanding stents. Clinical results remain
suboptimal, however, especially in patients with critical ischemia due to long lesions in multiple
arteries. The Efemoral Vascular Scaffold System (EVSS) is an experimental intravascular device
consisting of a series of short, radially strong, balloon expandable, sirolimus eluting, bioresorbable
scaffolds all mounted on a single delivery balloon and deployed via a single inflation cycle. The
radially rigid scaffolds optimize and maximize the post procedure result, provide sustained,
antiproliferative drug elution then dissolve completely between the first and second years after
implantation.

Methods:
The purpose of the EFEMORAL I Clinical Investigation is to evaluate the safety and performance of
the EVSS in patients with symptomatic peripheral arterial occlusive disease from stenosis or
occlusion of the femoropopliteal or external iliac arteries. EFEMORAL I is a prospective, single arm,
open label, multi center, clinical investigation enrolling patients with an arterial diameter of 5.5 mm
and 6.5 mm and lesion length 90 mm receiving a single EVSS. The primary safety endpoint is
Freedom fromMajor Adverse Events (MAE) at 30 days and the primary efficacy endpoint is Freedom
from Binary Restenosis at 12 months.

Results:
The EFEMORAL I first in human trial has recently begun enrollment; the favorable procedural and
early clinical results in a small patient cohort will be presented.

Conclusion:
The EVSS is the first sirolimus eluting bioresorbable scaffold designed for the percutaneous
treatment of femoropopliteal occlusive disease. Its ease of use and favorable early clinical results
suggest its feasibility, safety and effectiveness.
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606.1 / EPOCH: A randomized, open label, international, multicenter,
phase 3 trial of glass microsphere radioembolization with
chemotherapy for colorectal liver metastases
Salem R1

1Northwestern University, Chicago, United States of America

Purpose:
To evaluate the addition of transarterial yttrium 90 radioembolization (TARE) to second line
chemotherapy for colorectal liver metastases.
Material and Methods:
EPOCH (N=428) primary endpoints were progression free survival (PFS) and hepatic PFS (hPFS).
Additional assessments were: overall survival (OS), objective response rate (ORR), depth and
duration of response (DoR), time to subsequent therapy (TTST), time to progression (TTP), time to
hepatic progression (hTTP), time to deterioration of quality of life (TTDQoL), and safety. Response
was assessed by blinded, independent central review using RECIST 1.1. All p values are 1 sided.

Results:
Baseline characteristics were balanced between the 2 groups. Both primary endpoints were met with
significantly better PFS (HR 0.69; p=0.0013) and hPFS (HR 0.59; p<0.0001) in the TARE arm. There was
no difference in OS (HR 1.07; p=0.7229) or TTDQoL (HR 0.86; p=0.1513). ORR (34.0% vs 21.1%;
p=0.0019), mean depth of response ( 25.6% [N=196] vs 13.0% [N=182]; p=0.0001), and median DoR
(7.2 vs 6.6 months; HR 0.79; p=0.1781) were greater for TARE than for chemotherapy alone. The
addition of TARE extended median TTST from 10.1 to 21.0 months (HR 0.49; p<0.0001), median TTP
from 7.6 to 9.7 months (HR 0.70; p=0.0033), and median hTTP from 7.6 to 12.5 months (HR 0.55;
p<0.0001). Grade 3 adverse events were reported more frequently with TARE (68.4 vs 49.3%).

Conclusion:
EPOCH results demonstrate that the addition of TARE to second line chemotherapy extended PFS,
hPFS, TTST, TTP, and hTTP, and improved ORR and depth of response without major safety concerns
or compromising quality of life.
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606.2 / Use of tumor growth rate as a predictor of objective response
for patients treated with SIRT for hepatocellular carcinoma
Holderbaum Do Amaral R1, Girardet R2, Vietti Violli N1, Dromain C1, Watte G3, Villard N1, Denys A1,
Schaefer N1, Tsoumakidou G1, Duran R1

1CHUV, Lausanne, Switzerland, 2 Réseau Hospitalier Neuchâtelois, Neuchâtel, Switzerland, 3UFCSPA, Porto Alegre,
Brazil

Purpose:
Selective internal radiation therapy (SIRT) is essential for many hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC)
patients not amenable for surgery, with patient selection being a keystone of this treatment. Image
derived biomarkers, such as tumor growth rate (TGR), have proved prognostic value for liver
transplant and chemoembolisation in HCC but lack evidence with SIRT. This study aims to evaluate
the value of pretreatment TGR as a predictor of post treatment objective response (OR) in patients
treated with SIRT for HCC.

Materials and Methods:
This ongoing analysis retrospectively included patients treated with SIRT for HCC. Two independent
radiologists evaluated pre baseline, baseline, and follow up MRI or CTs. mRECIST at six months after
the first SIRT and TGR at pretreatment was evaluated. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve
analyses were used to select the TGR threshold that best predicts OR at six months.

Results:
A total of 46 patients, 39 male (84.8%), mean 66.5 years +/ 9.5 years (range 39 87 years) were
included. At follow up, 78% of patients presented OR at imaging. The mean TGRs for the OR group
and non responders were respectively 6.9 [IQR=2.7 14.9] and 23.4 [IQR=2.2 28.7]%/month. TGR
threshold of 22.19%/month was the best predictive value for OR, having an area under the curve of
0.65 (95%CI 0.43 0.88), a sensibility of 60%, specificity of 83.3%, and accuracy of 78.3%.

Conclusion:
The selected pretreatment TGR threshold predicts OR at six months for patients treated with SIRT
with high accuracy. Pretreatment biomarkers of good response can improve patient selection and
may lead to improved outcomes.
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606.3 / Evaluation of prognostic scores using CT/MRI morphological
parameters in TARE patients with HCC
Beeskow A1, Ebel S1, Denecke T1, Seehofer D1, Purz S1, Sabri O1, Berg T1, van Bömmel F1, Schindler A1

1Universitätsklinikum Leipzig, Leipzig, Germany

Purpose
To evaluate existing scoring systems using morphological parameters in patients with hepatocellular
carcinoma (HCC) who underwent transarterial radioembolization (TARE) regarding to response to
therapy after three months.

Materials and methods
CT and MRI scans of 161 patients with HCC prior to 90Y radioembolization (TARE) were evaluated
retrospectively in terms of macrovascular invasion, portal vein thrombosis, multifocality, and tumor
volume, using the prognostic scoring systems ALBI, MELD, Child Pugh, BCLC, Okuda, CLIP and HAP
score, which have been evaluated in Patients treated with transarterial chemoembolization (TACE).
Pearson correlation was performed regarding to tumor response after 3 months (complete response,
partial response, minimal response, stable disease, progressive
disease).

Results
The Scores (Okuda, CLIP, HAP) were evaluated using image parametric aspects (tumor size/volume,
presence of portal vein thrombosis, multifocality, and ascites) in CT and MRI. In addition, the
paraclinical parameters bilirubin and AFP were analyzed. Preliminary results of Pearson correlation
analysis showed a poor correlation between tumor response after 3 months and HAP Score (R=0.4,
p=0.4), Okuda Score (R=0.04, p=0.9) and CLIP Score (R=0.06., p=0,8).

Conclusion
The analysis showed a weak correlation between treatment response at 3 months and HAP, CLIP and
Okuda score. Consequently, the scores tested in TACE patients, are not transferable to TARE patients.
Therefore, new scores have to be developed.
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606.4 / Pathological results of large, multifocal or advanced HCC
surgically treated after 90Y radioembolization with personalized
dosimetry
Meerun M1, Allimant C1, Riviere B1, Panaro F1, Cassinotto C1, Pierredon Foulogne M1, Hermida M1,
Schembri V1, Herrero A1, Guiu B1

1CHU of Montpellier, MONTPELLLIER, France

Purpose :
Radioembolization has recently been recognized as a bridging/downstaging therapy to surgery for
small hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) with high rates of complete pathological necrosis (CPN).
However, pathological data in HCC patients with portal vein thrombosis (PVT), multifocal or large
tumors is scarce. The benefit of surgery after radioembolization is yet to be established in this
particular population. Therefore, the aim of this study was to evaluate pathological necrosis in HCC
patients with PVT, multifocal or large tumors surgically treated after radioembolization and to
determine the association between tumor absorbed dose and pathological necrosis.

Material and methods :
Eighteen HCC patients with PVT, multifocal or large tumors and treated with radioembolization prior
to surgery were included in our retrospective study. Tumor absorbed dose was correlated to the
degree of pathological necrosis. Long term outcomes were also reported.

Results :
CPN was observed in 36 % of tumors. Post treatment tumor absorbed doses differed between
tumors that exhibited complete, extensive necrosis and partial necrosis (p = 0,045). CPN was more
likely observed if surgery was delayed and in patients with complete response according to localized
mRECIST prior to surgery. OS at 2 years was 85.9% (95%CI : 54 – 96.3) and median RFS was 49.3
months (95%CI: 14 NR).

Conclusion :
Our study shows that CPN occurred significantly in HCC with initial bad prognosis and is more likely
observed when a higher absorbed dose was delivered to the tumor. Surgery portends longer OS and
RFS and delayed surgery optimizes patient selection with better pathological outcomes.
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606.5 / Radiation pneumonitis following Yttrium 90
radioembolization: a Korean multicenter study
Kim G1, Kim H2, Choi S1, Chun S1, Kim H1, Moon S1, Park J1
1Yonsei University Severance Hospital, Seoul, Korea, Republic of, 2Seoul National University Hospital, Seoul, Korea,
Republic of

Purpose:
This study aimed to report radiation pneumonitis incidences after radioembolization in the Asian
population.

Materials and Methods:
This retrospective study included 732 patients who received radioembolization between May 2009
and July 2021. Medical internal radiation dose dosimetry and partition dosimetry were used for glass
and resin microspheres, respectively.

Results:
Of the 732 patients, 13 (1.8%) had symptomatic radiation pneumonitis and six patients died due to
radiation pneumonitis. Of the 721 patients whose lung doses were calculated, 10 patients who were
treated with glass (n = 5) and resin (n = 5) microspheres had radiation pneumonitis. Among the
patients with radiation pneumonitis, five patients treated with glass microspheres had estimated
lung doses >29 Gy, whereas three patients treated with resin microspheres had relatively low lung
doses ranging from 13.21 to 21.01 Gy.

Conclusion:
The present study suggests that radiation pneumonitis after radioembolization is more common in
the Asian population, and the recommended cutoff value of the estimated lung dose can be adjusted
to a slightly lower value.
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606.6 / RAdiation SEgmentectomy for cuRative intent of unresectable
HCC (RASER): a prospective, single arm study
Kim E1, Sher A1, Abboud G1, Schwartz M2, Facciuto M2, Tabrizian P2, Knešaurek K1, Fischman A1, Patel
R1, Nowakowski S1, Llovet J2,3,4, Taouli B1,5, Lookstein R1

1Mount Sinai, New York, USA, 2Mount Sinai Liver Cancer Program, Recanati Miller Transplantation Institute and
Department of Liver Diseases, Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai , NY, USA, 3Liver Cancer Translational
Research Laboratory, Institut d'Investigacions Biomèdiques August Pi i Sunyer (IDIBAPS) Hospital Clínic,
Universitat de Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain, 4Institució Catalana de Recerca i Estudis Avançats (ICREA), Barcelona,
Spain, 5BioMedical Engineering and Imaging Institute, Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai, NY, USA

Purpose:
Unresectable, very early to early stage, solitary HCC has been managed with ablation, however,
unfavorable tumor location may result in suboptimal outcomes. The aim of this study was to assess
the safety and efficacy of radiation segmentectomy (RS) in patients deemed suboptimal for ablation.

Materials and Methods:
RASER is a single center, single arm, prospective study that included patients with solitary HCC 3cm,
CPA B7, ECOG 0, and adequate hematologic and organ function. Patients underwent RS and were
followed with imaging, laboratory tests, and office visits for up to 24 months.

Results:
Twenty nine patients were included with a 89.7% sustained complete response rate. Initial objective
response rate was 100%. Median TTP was not reached with three target lesion progressions at 227,
496 and 668 days. Eight patients (26 7%) received liver transplant with all target lesions
demonstrating 100% histopathologic necrosis. Grade 3 laboratory related AEs included four (14%)
patients with leukopenia and two (7%) with thrombocytopenia. Two (7%) non laboratory related
Grade 3 AEs occurred (arterial injury, ascites). The most frequent (ie, occurring in >10%) Grade 1 or 2
AEs included fatigue (nine (31%)), nausea/vomiting/anorexia (seven ((24%)), abdominal discomfort
(six (21%)), leukopenia (nine (31%)), thrombocytopenia (four (14%)), elevated alkaline phosphatase
(four (14%)), aminotransferase (four (14%)), bilirubin (four (14%)), and decreased albumin (six (21%)).
There was one non treatment related mortality.

Conclusion:
RS can achieve excellent sustained complete response rates with low rates of high grade AEs for
tumors deemed suboptimal for ablation. Our findings support the inclusion of radioembolization in
the BCLC guidelines for early stage HCC.
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606.7 / ADC values of the paraspinal and psoas muscles are of
prognostic relevance in HCC undergoing transarterial
radioembolization
Meyer H1, Ehrengut C, Ebel S, Schindler A, Denecke T
1Universitätsklinikum Leipzig, Leipzig, Germany

Purpose:
Sarcopenia is acknowledged as an important prognostic factor in oncology. Apparent diffusion
coefficients (ADC) values derived from Diffusion weighted imaging can reflect microstructure of
tissues. The present study used ADC values of paraspinal and psoas muscle as a novel prognostic
factor in patients with hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) undergoing transarterial radioembolization
(TARE).

Materials and methods:
52 patients (n=9 female patients, 18.9%) with a mean age of 69 ± 8.5 years were included into this
retrospective analysis. ADC values of the paraspinal and psoas muscles were measured before TARE.
Overall survival was estimated as 12 months overall survival.

Results:
BCLC stage B was identified in 28 patients (52.8%) and stage c in 22 patients (41.5%) and BCLCL stage
A in 2 patients (5.7%). Vascular infiltration was identified in 11 patients (20.8%). Mean overall
survival was 11 months. The mean ADC value of the paraspinal and psoas muscle was associated with
12 months overall survival (p=0.026). The mean ADC value of the paraspinal muscles alone was also
associated with 12 months overall survival (p=0.019).

Conclusion:
ADC values of the paraspinal and psoas muscles could be used as a novel sarcopenia parameter in
patients with HCC undergoing TARE with prognostic relevance. Presumably, ADC values can reflect
the microstructural changes of the muscles in patients with HCC.
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607.1 / United Kingdom nationwide outcomes following
percutaneous cholecystostomy for acute calculous cholecystitis:
results of the multicentre audit of cholecystostomy and further
interventions (MACAFI)
Zhong J1, MacCormick A3, Jenkins P3, Makris G2, Chan D4, UNITE Collaborative T
1Department of Interventional Radiology, Leeds, United Kingdom, 2Department of Interventional Radiology, St
Thomas’ Hospital, Guys and St Thomas NHS Foundation Trust, Westminster Bridge Rd, London, United Kingdom,
3Department of Interventional Radiology, University Hospitals Plymouth NHS Trust, PL6 8DH, Plymouth, United
Kingdom, 4Department of Upper GI Surgery, University Hospitals Plymouth NHS Trust, PL6 8DH, Plymouth, United
Kingdom

Purpose
To assess the outcomes and variations in practice on the use of percutaneous cholecystostomy (PC)
in patients with acute calculous cholecystitis (ACC).

Material and Methods
Data on consecutive patients who underwent PC for ACC between 1st January 2019 and 31st
December 2020 were collected retrospectively from 36 hospitals within the United Kingdom as part
of a national multi centre audit project conducted by the UK National Interventional Radiology
Trainee Research (UNITE) Network.

Results
1186 patients [636 (53.6%) males, median age (range) 75 (24 102) years] who underwent PC (66.3%
definitive treatment, 31.3% bridge to surgery) were included. A greater proportion of patients
presented with complicated ACC during the COVID 19 pandemic compared with before (49.9% vs.
40.9%, p=0.007) resulting in more PCs being performed (61.3 per month vs. 37.9 per month,
p<0.001). More PCs were performed in tertiary centres (9 vs. 3 per 100 beds, p<0.001) with a greater
proportion as a bridge to surgery (50.5% vs. 22.8%, p<0.001) compared with district general
hospitals. Cholangiograms via the PC drain were performed in 538 (45.9%) patients prior to removal.

Conclusion
PCs were predominantly performed as a definitive management in patients with ACC who were unfit
for surgery. During the COVID 19 pandemic, a greater proportion of patients presented with
complicated ACC resulting in an increased use of PCs. There is a wide variation in practice regarding
the use of PCs, duration of tubes left in situ and investigations performed prior to removal.
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607.2 / Percutaneous biliary interventions via the modified hutson
loop in 151 cases: impact of endoscopic interventions by
interventional radiology
Malik A1, Soliman M1, Alexander J1, Antalek M1, Pennix T2, Ebrahim Patel M1, Thornburg B1, Salem R1,
Riaz A1

1Northwestern University, Chicago, United States of America, 2University of Miami, Miami, United States of
America

Purpose:
To evaluate percutaneous transjejunal biliary interventions performed in patients with surgically
created modified Hutson loops (mHL) and to study impact of endoscopy by interventional radiology
(IR).

Methods:
151 interventions (36 diagnostic, 115 therapeutic) were performed via mHL in 45 patients [mean age
52 (range 20 82)] from 2008 2021. Indications were stricture (76%) and bile leak (24%). Retrograde
access was obtained via mHL to evaluate the biliary enteric anastomosis, perform cholangioplasty
and place/remove plastic stents. Technical success rate (before vs after introduction of endoscopy in
IR [using Chi squared test]), clinical success (improvement in total bilirubin and alkaline phosphatase,
leak resolution) and complications were studied.

Results:
Endoscopy by IR was performed in 99/151 cases (66%). Following the implementation of endoscopy
in IR, technical success rates improved from 30/38 (79%) to 113/113 (100%) (P<0.001). Mean
duration of procedure and mean fluoroscopy time were 2 hours (range 0.5 3.5) and 44 minutes
(range 1.5 82), respectively. For the 115 therapeutic procedures, mean total bilirubin and mean
alkaline phosphatase decreased by 1.48 mg/dL and 143 IU/mL, resepectively (from pre to 30 day
post procedure). All post liver transplant bile leaks resolved after IR interventions via the mHL. Major
complications were seen in 4/151 (3%) procedures (3 abscesses requiring drainage and 1 bowel
perforation requiring surgery). Minor complications were associated with 15/151 (10%) procedures
(pain, stent migration).

Conclusion:
Percutaneous transjejunal biliary interventions via the mHL are safe and effective, without the need
for percutaneous drains. The addition of endoscopy in IR has significantly improved the success rate
of these procedures.
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607.3 / Serial dilation alone versus serial dilation with cholangioplasty
for management of benign biliary strictures
Crawford W1, Walter C1, Clark L1, Li Y1, Young K1, Rohr A1, Custer B1

1The University of Kansas Medical Center, Department of Interventional Radiology , Kansas City, United States

Purpose
To determine whether the use of cholangioplasty in the non surgical management of benign biliary
strictures impacts rates of complications and surgical revision.

Materials and Methods
A benign biliary stricture protocol was analyzed to compare outcomes of patients who received
cholangioplasty alongside serial upsizings versus patients who underwent the same protocol without
cholangioplasty. Patients were included in this retrospective analysis if they underwent benign biliary
stricture protocol at a single institution from 2005 to 2020. Random intercept logistic regression
models were used to determine the odds ratios of complication, surgical revision, and mortality
based on cholangioplasty use.

Results
Sixty one patients with a total of 75 interventions were included, 31 women and 30 men, with an
average age of 54 years (IQR = 41 64). Forty three interventions involved the use of cholangioplasty
alongside serial upsizings while 32 interventions did not. No statistical difference in post treatment
symptom recurrence was noted, with nine (20.9%) of the cholangioplasty group and eight (25%) of
the non cholangioplasty group having symptom recurrence (OR = 0.78, 95% CI = 0.23 2.70).
Additionally, there was no statistical difference in the rate of surgical revision between the
cholangioplasty group (16.3%) and the non cholangioplasty group (18.8%) (OR = 0.83, 95% CI = 0.21 –
3.21).

Conclusions
In this study, the exclusion of cholangioplasty in the non surgical management of benign biliary
strictures did not significantly increase rates of symptom recurrence or surgical revision. Excluding
cholangioplasty from the treatment protocol may decrease cost and procedure time without
differences in complication rates.
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607.4 / Misadventures in biliary drain placement: complications from
452 consecutive cases
Antalek M1, Aguilar J, Malik A, Soliman M, Thornburg B, Lewandowski R, Salem R, Riaz A
1Northwestern University, Feinberg School Of Medicine, Department of Radiology, Section of Vascular and
Interventional Radiology, Chicago, United States

Purpose
Report complications data for percutaneous biliary drainage cases.

Methods
Outcomes data from 452 consecutive patients undergoing biliary drainage procedures from 1/2010
to 4/2020 were analyzed from a single center. Data collected included the SIR complication class,
sepsis requiring ICU treatment, sepsis not requiring ICU treatment, and bleeding or pseudoaneurysm
formation. Quality of life complications such as peri catheter leakage, drain retraction, malposition,
accidental removal and drain occlusion were analyzed. Sub stratification analyses for
benign and malignant etiologies were conducted.

Results
The overall complication rate is 11.6% across 2833 IR procedures. 32% of patients experienced at
least one complication during the course of treatment. In our data, 74% of complications were SIR
class A complications with classes B F accounting for 5%, 12%, 7%, 2% and 0%, respectively. Patients
undergoing drainage due to malignant etiologies experience complications in 14.7% of cases vs 7.9%
of cases for benign etiologies (p< 0.0001); this finding is driven by differences in SIR class A
complication rates. The rate of bleeding or pseudoaneurysm formation was 3.6% across all cases.
Bleeding/pseudoaneurysm cases required embolization in 75% of cases to correct. Post procedure
sepsis rate was 0.9%. Of the cases where post procedure sepsis occurred, 85% needed ICU level care
(p< 0.0001). Minor complications such as drain leakage, drain malposition/accidental removal and
drain occlusion accounted for 26%, 16% and 11% of all complications, respectively.

Conclusions
Our analysis shows an overall complication rate of 11.6% across 2388 cases over a span of 10 years.
Bleeding was the most common major complication at 3.6%.
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607.5 / Percutaneous combined chemical and mechanical
necrosectomy for walled off pancreatic necrosis: the next chapter in
interventional radiology
Ghabili K1, Shaikh J2, Pollack J3, Elwood D4, Nezami N5

1Division of Vascular and Interventional Radiology, Department of Radiology and Nuclear Medicine, University of
Maryland School of Medicine, Baltimore, Maryland, United States, 2Division of Interventional Radiology and
Image Guided Medicine, Department of Radiology and Imaging Scien ces, Emory University School of Medicine,
Atlanta, United States, 3Department of Radiology and Biomedical Imaging, Yale University School of Medicine, ,
New Haven, Connecticut, United States 4Division of General and Gastrointestinal Surgery, Department of Surgery,
Emory University School of Medicine, Atlanta, United States, 5Division of Vascular and Interventional Radiology,
Department of Radiology and Nuclear Medicine, University of Maryland School of Medicine, Baltimore, United
States

Purpose:
To study the feasibility, safety, and efficacy of percutaneous combined chemical and mechanical
necrosectomy using a Malecot anchor drain and Arrow Trerotola percutaneous thrombolytic device
in patients with walled off pancreatic necrosis (WOPN) by comparing the results with a historical
control group.

Material and Methods:
In a retrospective analysis, patients with pancreatitis complicated by WOPN not amenable to
endoscopic guided cystogastrostomy were studied in case and historical control groups. The case
group underwent percutaneous combined chemical (using hydrogen peroxide) and mechanical
necrosectomy using the Malecot anchor drain and/or Arrow Trerotola percutaneous thrombolytic
device from 2020 through 2021. The controls underwent mechanical necrosectomy alone without
chemical necrosectomy. Clinical success was defined as a reduction of 50% in the collection size on
sequential follow up sinogram or non contrast CT scans.

Results:
Eleven patients (median age, 40 years; nine men) in the case group and 11 control patients (median
age, 60 years; 10 men) underwent percutaneous drain placement followed by percutaneous
combined chemical and mechanical necrosectomy (case group) or mechanical necrosectomy only
(control group) for WOPN. Drain placement and necrosectomy were technically successful in all
studied patients. One case patient developed bleeding from a branch of the jejunal artery on post
necrosectomy day 9, which was successfully embolized by interventional radiology. No
pancreaticocutaneous fistula was reported on follow up of our patients. The clinical success rate in
the case and control groups was 100% and 54.5%, respectively (p=0.03).

Conclusion:
Percutaneous combined chemical and mechanical necrosectomy performed by interventional
radiology is a feasible, safe, and effective treatment of WOPN.
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607.6 / Radiologic gastrostomy: single centre morbidity and mortality
in 1125 cases
Mullan D1, Laasch H, Edwards D
1The Christie Hospital, Manchester, United Kingdom

Purpose:
To assess morbidity and mortality in patients undergoing percutaneous radiologically inserted
balloon gastrostomy(RIG) for feeding support for malignancy in a tertiary cancer hospital.

Materials and Methods:
A retrospective audit was performed for all RIG procedures between 2009 2019. Electronic searches
were undertaken for follow up at an ad hoc drop in/complication clinic. Hospital 30 day mortality
data was correlated with the patient subset. Complications were correlated with numbers of
gastropexy sutures, and images recorded at insertion.

Results:
1125 RIGs were inserted. There was one 30 day mortality linked with the procedure, with
intraperitoneal displacement of the feeding tube approximately 28 days post insertion, due to poor
wound healing/tract formation.
There were 5 cases of non procedural 30 day mortality linked to primary disease. 12 cases of severe
pain 24 hours after insertion provoked further imaging, 2 of which showed peritoneal tube
displacement; notably in a novel, and subsequently discontinued tube design. There were 91 cases of
tube malfunction with balloon migration to the tract between 30 1829 days post insertion, and 153
cases of balloon failure. There were 8 cases of subcutaneous abscess formation requiring needle
aspiration. Minor/self limiting complications such as skin erythema/granulation/excpration are
recognised but uncommon. Failure rate was less than 1% and commonly associated with prior gastric
surgery. 7 infracolic gastrostomies were inserted.

Conclusion:
Complications and mortality are associated with deviation from standard technique/indications and
poor wound healing. Non procedural 30 day mortality occurred in a small subset of non head and
neck cancer patients. Standard technique is safe and effective. Complications and side effects are
predictable.
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607.7 / Imaging guided percutaneous direct needle puncture of
visceral pseudoaneurysms embolization: feasibility and safety
Carriero S1, lanza c1, Biondetti P1, Angileri S2, Ierardi A2, Carrafiello G1

1University of Milan, Milan, Italy, 2IRCCS Fondazione Ospedale Maggiore Policlinico Ca Granda, milan, Italy

Purpose:
Visceral artery pseudoaneurysms (VAPAs) are the most frequently diagnosed pseudoaneurysms
(PSAs). The aim of our study was to evaluate the safety and effectiveness of percutaneous
embolization of VAPAs performed on patients with an unfeasible trans arterial approach.

Material and methods:
Fifteen patients with 15 visceral PSAs were retrospectively analyzed. All patients were not suitable
for trans arterial catheterization and a percutaneous approach was chosen. During percutaneous
treatments, 2 embolic agents were used: N butyl cyanoacrylate (NBCA) (Glubran II, GEM Italy) mixed
with Lipiodol (Lipiodol, Guerbet, France) and thrombin. Our outcomes were technical success,
primary clinical success and secondary clinical success.

Results:
In our population the 15 PSA were located as follows: 2 in the left gastric artery, 1 in the right gastric
artery, 3 in the right hepatic artery, 2 in a jejunal artery, 1 in left colic artery branch, 1 in a right colic
artery branch, 1 in the gastroepiploic artery, 1 in the dorsal pancreatic artery, 1 in a ileocolic artery
branch, 1 in an ileal branch and 1 in a sigmoid branch. 80% of PSAs (12/15) was treated with a
NBCA:lipiodol mixture and 20% of PSA (3/15) with thrombin. Technical, primary and secondary
clinical successes were obtained in 100% of the cases. No harmful or life threatening complications
were observed during the procedures. Minor complications were registered in 26,6% (4/15) of the
patients.

Conclusion:
Percutaneous embolization of visceral PSA is a safe and effective treatment and should be
considered as an option when the endovascular approach is unsuccessful or unfeasible.
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705.1 / Prospective registry of transarterial chemoembolization of
metastatic colorectal cancer to the liver with Hepasphere™
microspheres loaded with Irinotecan
Moschouris H1, Kiakidis T2, Spanomanolis N1, Vergadis C3, Panayotou I4, Tsetsou I1, Bisyri K1, Papadaki
M1, Malagari K2

1General Hospital Tzanio, Radiology Dpt, Piraeus, Greece, 2Evgenidion University Hospital, Radiology Dpt, Athens,
Greece, 3Laiko General Hospital, Radiology Dpt, Athens, Greece, 4Agios Savvas Anticancer Hospital, Athens,
Greece

PURPOSE :
To demonstrate the safety and efficacy of transarterial chemoembolization (TACE) with
HepaSphere™ Microspheres (Merit Medical Systems) loaded with irinotecan for the treatment of
metastatic colorectal cancer (mCRC) to the liver.

MATERIAL AND METHODS :
Post market, prospective, single center, single arm, observational study of patients with confirmed
liver mCRC, ineligible for surgical hepatic resection and with no prior TACE treatments for this
indication. Two TACE cycles (i.e., TACE Cycle 1, TACE Cycle 2, 2 4 weeks apart ) per patient were
scheduled. A TACE cycle was defined as one TACE procedure for subjects with unilobar disease or
two TACE procedures for subjects with bilobar disease (one for each liver lobe). “Additional” TACE
cycles were performed at the investigator’s discretion for residual or new disease.

RESULTS:
A total of 105 patients were embolized as part of TACE Cycle 1. 58/105 patients (55.2%) were treated
again in TACE Cycle 2. 29/105 patients (27.6%) received ‘additional’ TACE cycles. Median Overall
Survival (MOS) of all study participants was 19 months. Objective Response Rate (mRECIST system)
was 42.2%. Median Progression Free Survival and Time to Progression were 4 months and 7 months,
respectively. The MOS of subjects who had received ‘additional’ TACE cycles was 25 months, versus
14 months for subjects receiving only two TACE cycles (P=0.052). The most common adverse events
(AEs) were gastrointestinal disorders (84.8%). No fatal AEs occured.

CONCLUSION:
TACE using irinotecan loaded HepaSphere microspheres is a safe and effective treatment option for
patients with unresectable or chemotherapy refractory mCRC to the liver.
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705.2 / Long term hepatotoxicity in patients receiving bland
embolization prior to PRRT for metastatic neuroendocrine tumors
(mNET)
Alayli A, Salloum E, Strosberg J, Kis B, El Haddad G1

1H. Lee Moffitt Cancer Center & Research Institute, Tampa, United States of America

Purpose:
Evaluate long term hepatotoxicity in patients who received Peptide Receptor Radionuclide Therapy
(PRRT) with 177Lu DOTATATE and hepatic bland embolization for metastatic neuroendocrine tumors
(mNET).

Material and methods:
Retrospective review of mNET patients who received PRRT between 4/2018 and 08/2020 with and
without prior hepatic bland embolization (TAE). Patients followed for at least 6 months after last
PRRT cycle. Most recent clinical, imaging and laboratory findings including hepatic CTCAE v5.0 were
compared to pre PRRT.

Results:
97 patients (57 M, 40 F, mean age=66) with mNET (G1:35, G2:49, G3:1, 12 unknown) of different
primary sites (3 foregut, 45 midgut, 4 hindgut, 13 pancreas, 4 unknown) underwent PRRT, of whom
56 were embolization naïve and 41 had prior TAE. Median follow up for the entire group was 2.8+/ 1
year. Long term G3 hepatotoxicity developed in 6 patients from the embolization naïve cohort
(bilirubin, AST, ALT, ALP), while 5 patients from the cohort with prior TAE experienced G3
hepatotoxicity (bilirubin, AST, ALP) (P=0.82).
29/41 of the patients with TAE completed 4 cycles of PRRT with long term follow up, of whom 4
patients developed G3 toxicity (bilirubin, ALP). 34/56 patients without TAE completed 4 cycles of
PRRT with long term follow up, with 4 experiencing G3 hepatotoxicity (bilirubin, AST, ALT, ALP)
(P=0.81).
None of the patients who did not complete all 4 cycles of PRRT had G3/G4 hepatotoxicity.

Conclusion:
There is low risk of long term high grade hepatotoxicity in mNET patients who receive PRRT following
TAE. Patients with liver dominant metastatic mNET are safe to receive TAE prior to PRRT.
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705.3 / Histopathologic HCC necrosis rates after TACE using lipiodol,
microspheres and carboplatin
Sommer C1, Ritz T2, Richter G3, Mehrabi A4, Ryschich E4, Weiss K5, Schirmacher P2, Kauczor H1,
Longerich T2
1Heidelberg University Hospital, Diagnostic and Interventional Radiology , Heidelberg, Germany, 2Heidelberg
University Hospital, Pathology, Heidelberg, Germany, 3Stuttgart Clinics, Diagnostic and Interventional Radiology ,
Stuttgart, Germany, 4Heidelberg University Hospital, General, Visceral and Transplantation Surgery , Heidelberg,
Germany, 5Heidelberg University Hospital, Internal Medicine IV, Heidelberg, Germany

Purpose:
Locoregional therapies are well established in the treatment of HCC. The aim of this work is to
analyze histopathologic HCC necrosis rates after TACE with Lipiodol, microspheres and carboplatin.

Materials and methods:
Between 10/2003 and 01/2011, 51 patients with HCC at different stages underwent liver
transplantation after TACE. A specific TACE technique was used with Lipiodol, microspheres, and
carboplatin as embolic and chemotherapeutic agents. Decisions for TACE and liver transplantation
were made in the interdisciplinary multi institutional liver board and according to national
guidelines. A primary study endpoint was histopathologic determination of necrosis rates of target
HCCs after TACE using the liver explants. A secondary study endpoint was analysis of survival after
liver transplantation (as of 02/2022).

Results:
A total of 126 TACE procedures were performed in the 51 patients. The range of TACE procedures
was between 1 6, and only in a proportion of patients could the intended TACE cycles be completed
because a donor liver was offered on an ad hoc basis. For the entire collective, HCC necrosis rates
were 95% (median) and 50%/100% (lower quartile/upper quartile) and the survival after liver
transplantation was 0.1 17 years. In 12, 11 and 28 patients, the HCC necrosis rates were 100%, 90
99% and <90%, respectively.

Conclusion:
Histopathologic HCC necrosis rates after TACE with Lipiodol, microspheres, and carboplatin are high if
intended TACE cycles could be completed. The presented TACE technique can be considered curative
in selected patients, as demonstrated by the 100% HCC necrosis rates and the long term survival
after liver transplantation.
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705.4 / Transarterial chemoperfusion on head and neck cancer: an
MRI based evaluation on local response and survival
Vogl T1, Tröger A1, Gruber Rouh T1
1Universitätsklinikum, Frankfurt am Main, Germany

Purpose:
To evaluate the efficacy of transarterial chemoperfusion (TACP) in the treatment of head and neck
cancer.

Material and Methods:
In this study, 77 patients undergoing 300 repetitive TACPs (range, 1 13) of the head and neck area
were retrospectively evaluated. TACPs were performed in 4 week interals. The chemotherapeutic
agents used were Mitomycin C, Gemcitabine, Cisplatin, and Irinotecan. Before treatment a
multiparametric MRI was performed in order to evaluate size, location and volume of the tumor.
Post TACP a CT was performed to exclude possible side effects. Tumor response was evaluated
according to the RECIST criteria. Several factors were analyzed to determine their prognostic value
regarding reduction of tumor volume and survival time.

Results:
Patients showed an average tumor volume reduction of 34.86%. The first TACP proved to be
particularly effective with an average tumor volume reduction of 19.39%. Overall, 44.2% of patients
presented with “partial response” (PR) according to RECIST criteria in this study. 40.3% showed
“stable disease” (SD) and 6.5% progressive disease (PD). Median survival of the patients from the
start of the therapy was 12.6 months (CI 95% 9.6 – 15.6 months). A T1 T3 stage of the TNM
classification, a low N stage, and a high tumor volume reduction are correlated with survival time (p =
0.036, p = 0.004, p = 0.013). No significant side effects were documented.

Conclusions:
TACP is an effective treatment in palliative head and neck cancer. It effectively reduces tumor
volume and increases survival rates.

Keywords:
Head and Neck Cancer, Transarterial Chemoperfusion (TACP)
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705.5 / Comparison of clinical outcomes between B TACE and TACE
with end hole catheter: a systematic review and meta analysis
Cheung P1, Kruse J3, Madoff D4, Kishore S1
1Stanford University School of Medicine, Department of Radiology, Division of Interventional Radiology, Palo Alto,
United States, 2Palo Alto Veterans Affairs Healthcare System, Interventional Radiology Service, Palo Alto , USA,
3Texas Christian University School of Medicine, Fort Worth, USA, 4Yale University School of Medicine, Department
of Radiology, Division of Interventional Radiology, New Haven, USA

Purpose:
To compare clinical outcomes between balloon occluded transarterial chemoembolization (B TACE)
and TACE through standard catheter via systematic review and meta analysis.

Methods:
We searched English language articles investigating B TACE in the PubMed database: ("balloon
occluded" OR balloon* OR "Balloon Occlusion"[mesh]) AND ((("transarterial" OR "trans arterial" OR
"trans catheter*" OR "transcatheter*") AND (chemoembolization OR "chemoemboli*")) OR "TACE")
AND (((hepatocellular OR hepatic) AND carcinoma) OR "Carcinoma, Hepatocellular"[mesh]).
Search results (n=77) were screened in accordance with PRISMA guidelines. Studies with a
comparison group proceeded to full text review (n=8), with suitability for meta analysis determined
by same comparison group treatment modality, patient selection criteria, and reporting of clinical
endpoints. Meta analysis was performed with forest plot construction and random effects modeling.

Results:
The quality of evidence of the 8 studies identified ranged from poor to good, with moderate risk of
bias. Three retrospective cohort studies from 3 different cohorts met criteria for meta analysis
(Figure 1). Range of post procedure imaging follow up was 1 6 months. Meta analysis demonstrated
a 26% increased probability of complete response (CR) using B TACE over C TACE (RR 1.266, 95% CI
1.098 1.460, p = 0.001). Toxicity reporting is variable, with slightly increased minor toxicities reported
in the B TACE group (e.g. elevated liver enzymes or post embolization syndrome). Biloma or abscess
formation in patients with biliary dilation prior to B TACE was reported. No high grade toxicities were
reported in either group.

Conclusion:
B TACE demonstrated improvement in CR over C TACE at 1 6 months, with possible increase in minor
toxicities. Given few comparative studies, study heterogeneity, and inconsistent standardized
reporting criteria, future prospective studies are warranted.
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705.6 / Locoregional intraarterial therapy of nonresectable
intrahepatic cholangiocellular carcinom (CCC) with transarterial
chemoembolisation (TACE) using degradable starch microspheres
(DSM TACE)
Dubasz K1, Misbahuddin Leis M1, Ankolvi M1, Mishra M1, Müller T2, Kapp M3, Graeb C4, Radeleff B1

1Department of Diagnostic and Interventional Radiology, Sana Klinikum, Hof, Germany, 2Department of
Gastroenterology, Sana Klinikum, Hof, Germany, 3Department of Medical Oncology, Sana Klinikum, Hof,
Germany, 4Department of Visceral and Abdominal Surgery, Sana Klinikum, Hof, Germany

Purpose:
CCC are rare but aggressive primary liver tumors. In the case of surgical nonresectibility, locoregional
therapy alongside systemic chemotherapy plays a secondary role. Such patients, where the surgical
therapy is not indicated, generally have a very poor prognosis with a dismal median survival of
approximately 3 months. The goal of DSM TACE is effective oncological locoregional control and to
increase the overall survival rate.

Materials and methods:
In this work, we report our initial therapy results from 10 patients (m= 3, f= 7, age 69±6, 58 80 years)
with nonresectable CCC, who were treated in our clinic from 1st January, 2018 to 1st March, 2022
with superselective DSM TACE using 7.5mg EmboCept® biodegradable particles (PharmaCept, Berlin)
and 100mg Doxorubicin performing the free flow embolisation technique. We aimed for a 2 stasis
embolisation endpoint.

Results:
Altogether we performed a total of 48 DSM TACE on the 10 patients. We defined tumor response
(stable disease) as partial devascularization or size constancy which we achieved in 6 patients starting
from 2nd DSM TACE and further devascularization or size reduction in 4 patients starting from 4th
DSM TACE. The follow up (first DSM TACE to the most recent CT/MRI) comprised 11±9, 4 27 months.
We found an overall survival rate (initial diagnosis until last CT/MRI) of 19±12, 2 39 months. Post
embolisation syndrome (PES) occured in 4 patients but was less severe than with DEB TACE.

Conclusion:
Superselective DSM TACE using a biodegradable particle allows good tumor control in patients with
unresectable CCC.
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705.7 / A first in human study of embrace HES, a polyethylene glycol
based liquid embolic in the embolization of tumours
Goh G1,2, Goodwin M3,4, Huang J5,6, Kavnoudias H1,2, Holden A7,8

1Alfred Health, Melbourne, Australia, 2Monash University, Melbourne, Australia, 3Austin Health, Melbourne,
Australia, 4University of Melbourne, Melbourne, Australia, 5 Kaohsiung Medical University Hospital, Kaohsiung,
Taiwan, 6Kaohsiung Municipal Ta Tung Hospital, Kaohsiung, Taiwan, 7Auckland City Hospital, Auckland, New
Zealand, 8University of Auckland, Auckland, New Zealand

Purpose:
To investigate the safety and efficacy of an aqueous polyethylene glycol based liquid embolic
(Embrace HES) in the treatment of hypervascular tumours.

Material and methods:
A prospective, international, multi centre, single arm study was performed. Technical success was
delivery of Embrace HES to the target vessel with disappearance of >90% of the vessel vascular
enhancement, or for portal vein embolisation, occlusion of the portal branches of the liver segments
for future resection. The volume of Embrace HES administered, ease of use, administration time and
adverse events were recorded. Follow up at 7, 30 and 90 days with clinical assessment and blood
tests. Follow up imaging at 30 days was performed.

Results:
10 embolisations were performed in 8 patients. Tumours included hepatocellular carcinoma (n=4) ,
renal angiomyolipoma (n=3) and Intrahepatic Cholangiocarcinoma (n=1). Technical success was
100%. 0.4 4ml of Embrace HES was used, administration time was 1 28 minutes and ease of use
(Likert scale) was 3.3. 8 patients reached 30 day and 6 patients reached 60 day follow up. There was
no target vessel recanalisation on imaging follow up at 30 days. There were no serious adverse
events (SAE) related to the embolic agent.

Conclusion:
Embrace HES had 100% technical success in embolisation with no SAE related to the embolic agent.
No target vessel recanalisation on follow up imaging at 30.
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706.1 / Fertility after transcatheter arterial embolization for obstetric
hemorrhage: an urban healthcare system observational study
Mills AC1, Marinelli B2, Klein ED1, Maron SZ1, Garcia Reyes K2, Nowakowski S2, Bishay V2, Loudon H3,
Stone J3, Lookstein R2

1Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai, New York, United States, 2Division of Vascular and Interventional
Radiology, Department of Diagnostic, Molecular and Interventional Radiology, Icahn School of Medicine at Mount
Sinai, New York, United States, 3Department of Obstetrics, Gynecology, and Reproductive Science, Icahn School of
Medicine at Mount Sinai, New York, United States

Purpose:
To investigate pregnancy rate, pregnancy outcomes and resumption of menses after transcatheter
arterial embolization (TAE) for obstetric hemorrhage (OH) within a large healthcare system in New
York City.

Material and methods:
Sixty seven patients who underwent TAE for OH from 2006 2020 within a multi hospital healthcare
system were identified retrospectively. Selected patients were interviewed by phone to complete a
survey with a primary outcome of self reported pregnancy in those attempting pregnancy. Secondary
outcomes included pregnancy outcomes and resumption of menses. Univariate testing of association
of pregnancy and miscarriage rates with embolic agent was performed using Fisher’s exact test.

Results:
Thirty three of 50 patients (66%) meeting the inclusion criteria completed the survey on fertility a
median of 47 (13 123) months after TAE for OH. Of the 13 patients who attempted pregnancy there
was a pregnancy rate of 77% and miscarriage rate of 38%. Those who delivered live newborns
conceived spontaneously, carried to term, and delivered a healthy newborn via cesarean section at a
weight appropriate for gestational age. Thirty (91%) patients resumed menstruation, and the
majority with unchanged frequency or length. Most patients underwent bilateral uterine artery
embolization with radial artery access (54%). The most common embolic agents used were glue only
(24%) and gelfoam only (30%). There was no statistically significant association between embolic
agent and pregnancy or miscarriage rate.

Conclusion:
Spontaneous pregnancy with live birth of healthy, full term newborns and resumption of menses can
occur in a majority of patients after TAE for OH.
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706.2 / Study of ovarian vascularization and its impact on fertility
after uterine artery embolization
Serres Cousine O1

1CLINIQUE DU PARC 34170 HERAULT, Murviel Les Beziers, France

Purpose:
This presentation aims to study the anatomy of the ovarian vascularization, protective gestures and
its impact on clinical and obstetrical outcomes.

Materials and methods:
This was a retrospective cohort study of 398 female patients under the age of 43 years treated by
uterine artery embolization between 2003 and 2017 for symptomatic fibroids and/or adenomyosis.
Uterine artery embolization was performed according to a standardized procedure (fertility sparing
uterine artery embolization technique). A classification of the utero ovarian anastomosis was
performed and ovarian protection carried out in the event of dangerous utero ovarian anastomosis.
Magnetic resonance imaging and pelvic ultrasounds were performed before and after uterine artery
embolization. Follow up one year

Results:
The overall clinical success rate was 91.2%. A total of 108 patients (49.3%) presented with dangerous
utero ovarian anastomosis and 33 (14.5%) benefited from ovarian protection. In our group, there
were 148 pregnancies and 109 live births. Restoration of uterine anatomy and ovarian protection
were identified as the main predictive factors for obstetrical success.

Conclusion:
This study provided details on anatomical UOA, therapeutic options for 398 women with pregnancy
wish who underwent uterine artery embolization for fibroid treatment; it contributes to the
identification of anatomic and technical factors that could have an impact on fertility after uterine
artery embolization.
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706.3 / Can prophylactic uterine artery embolisation in morbidly
adherent placenta aid in placental separation, prevent hysterectomy
and reduce maternal morbidity and mortality?
Sebastian B1, Rajesh U1, Lakshminarayan R1

1Hull University Teaching Hospitals NHS Trust, Hull, United Kingdom

Purpose:
Morbidly adherent placenta (MAP) is a rare but severe complication of pregnancy. However, if
present this often causes massive life threatening blood loss, even in planned elective caesarean
section. Recent treatment guidelines include embolization in the protocol for management of
suspected abnormal placentation. Our study evaluates the effectiveness of this procedure as a tool
to aid placental separation leading to uterine sparing and reduced maternal morbidity.

Materials and methods:
Seventeen consecutive patients with MAP from 2016 to 2021 in whom embolisation was involved in
the management were included in this retrospective study. Unlike most of the centres, the
Caesarean operation was performed in the Interventional radiology angiography suite. Vascular
access prior to delivery followed by prophylactic embolisation in the presence of active bleeding was
performed. Primary goal was to reduce massive blood loss (>3000) with no significant maternal
morbidity and mortality. Avoidance of hysterectomy or repeat embolization were considered as
clinical success.

Results:
Technical success rate was 100%. Seven patients (41%) underwent hysterectomy (2 percreta, 3
increta and 2 accreta). Average estimated blood loss was 1900 ml. No IR or surgical complications.

Conclusion:
Caesarean section in the IR angiography suite followed by prophylactic uterine artery embolization in
MAP is feasible, safe, and effective in preventing massive blood loss, related complications, and
requirement of ICU admissions and is often uterine sparing.
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706.4 / Unilateral uterine artery embolization as a treatment of
fibroids in patients with a dominant uterine artery 10 years of
experience
Szmygin M1, Pyra K1, Wo niak S2, Jargiello T1
1Medical University of Lublin, Department of Interventional Radiology and Neuroradiology, Lublin, Poland,
2Medical University of Lublin, Department of Gynecology, Lublin, Poland

Purpose:
Uterine artery embolization (UAE) has become an accepted and widely performed therapy for
patients with symptomatic uterine fibroids. Although in majority of cases bilateral occlusion is
required to obtain a successful clinical outcome there are patients in whom treatment of only one
uterine artery could be attempted. There are several reasons for unilateral UAE – hemodynamic
conditions, technical difficulties, anatomical variants and unilateral dominancy of blood supply to the
fibroid. Our aim is to present our 10 year experience with unilateral UFE and evaluate radiological
and clinical outcome.

Materials and Methods:
Records of 369 patients with fibroids who underwent UFE from 2010 to 2021 were analyzed. We
identified 26 patients treated with unilateral uterine artery embolization. All patients attended
medical consultation, were assessed using 5 grade symptoms scale and underwent MRI examination.
Clinical response was evaluated at least 6 months after the procedure and was categorized to one of
the following groups: complete improvement, partial improvement, no change, and a worsening in
symptoms.

Results:
Twenty two patients (85%) reported at least partial improvement 6 months following the procedure.
One patient required secondary embolization due to recanalization. Secondary procedure was
successful and complete improvement was achieved. One patient did not observe any clinical
improvement and in 2 cases symptoms recurrence was observed. All three patients were referred for
surgical treatment. No major complications were noted. Overall success rate was 88%.

Conclusion:
Results of our study support the statement that elective unilateral embolization is an appropriate
treatment in patients with a dominant uterine artery.
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706.5 / Endovascular treatment of postpartum and post abortion
arteriovenous malformations
Serafini A1, Ciferri F1, Muratore P1, Discalzi A1, Calandri M1, Fonio P1

1AOU Città della Salute e della Scienza/ Radiology Departement, Torino, Italy

Purpose:
the aim of this study is to verify efficacy and safety of selective embolization of uterine arteries (UAE)
in patients with uterine arterial venous malformations (AVM).

Material and methods:
all patients with AVMs treated with selective UAE in our department between March 2016 and
December 2021 were retrospectively analyzed.
Technical success of UAE was defined as selective catheterization and embolization of horizontal
segment of both uterine arteries. Clinical success was defined as control of bleeding.

Results:
47 patients with ultrasound features referable to AVM and bleeding requiring blood trasfusion were
treated. Mean age 35 years (23 46). AVMs were subsequent to 20 post spontaneous, surgical or
pharmacological with RU486 Voluntary interruption of pregnancy (VIP), 7 post uterine curettage, 5
post partum, 2 angular Extra uterine pregnancy (EUP), 4 for placental remnant, 4 angular
pregnancies, 4 scar pregnancies and 1 hydatidiform mola.
Non resorbable microspheres (Terumo Hydropearl or Merit Embosphere) were used in all patients as
embolic agents.
Technical and clinical success was achieved respectively in 46/47 and 42/47 patients.
One patient received embolization of a single uterine artery.
Two patients required a second successful embolization treatment for AVM recurrence. The other 3
patients underwent to hysteroannessiectomy or uterine artery ligation for bleeding control.
No procedural complications have ever occurred.

Conclusions:
UAE is a safe and effective treatment for AVMs.
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706.6 / Radiofrequency ablation for treatment of abdominal wall
endometriosis
Mahdavi S1, Forouzan nia A, Haghighi z
1Shahid Beheshti University of Medical Sciences, Tehran, Iran

Purpose
Abdominal wall endometriosis (AWE) usually develops in a surgical scar resulting from a Caesarean
section. Its treatment options consist of the excision of the lesion and/or hormonal therapies. Here
we review a case series of abdominal wall endometriosis treated with radio frequency ablation (RFA)
under ultrasound guidance.

Methods
8 patients included in this study all of them presenting with palpable mass (es) in abdominal wall
close to cesarean scar. Written informed consents were obtained. Before RFA, the patient’s pain
level was assessed using a validated visual analogue scale (VAS). RFA was performed under general
anesthesia with Neuro N50 generator with 500KHZ up to 99c temperature for maximum 10 minutes.
The patient’s pain level was assessed one week, one month and 4 months after the procedure.

Results
Before the procedure mean VAS was 8.2 and one week after the procedure reduced to 2.3, one
month to 1,5 and 4 months to 1.2. Four patients reported no pain after one month (VAS=0). No
major complications was observed except for moderate erythema at RFA site resolving after one
week.

Conclusion
Medical management of AWE often results in temporary relief. Surgical excision may create a defect
in the abdominal wall and may increase the risk of hernia. RFA is used in many solid and superficial
organs such as thyroid however there are no studies in the literature on the role of RFA in the
treatment of pain related to endometriosis. Here we suggest that RFA could be considered as an
alternative treatment for AWE.
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706.7 / Uterine artery embolization (UAE) in the treatment of
leiomyomas. Radial versus femoral approach: advantages and
disadvantages, costs and procedure time
Santonocito E1,2, Seminatore S2, Santonocito S3, Fanzone L1, Vacirca F1, Palmucci S1, Foti P1, Di Maggio
E2, Basile A1

1Policlinico G. Rodolico San Marco University Hospital, Catania, Italy, 2Umberto I Hospital, Enna, Italy,
3Cannizzaro Hospital, Catania, Italy

Purpose:
Uterine artery embolization (UAE) for symptoms related to the presence of uterine fibroids is
emerging as a viable option of choice in the last two decades in women of childbearing age with a
desire for progeny. The aim of the study is to compare the cost and duration of each procedure, as
well as the duration of radiation in patients undergoing UAE with femoral access and with radial
access, also assessing the advantages and disadvantages for both accesses

Material and methods:
Twenty two patients who underwent UAE in one hospital were selected. Transfemoral access was
used in 12 patients and transradial access in 10 patients. The two groups analyzed were compatible
in age and clinical characteristics, and the following parameters were evaluated: procedural cost,
procedure time, and radiation time.

Results:
UAE procedures were successfully performed in 100% of cases. Procedure cost (p=0.821), procedural
time (p=0.721), and radiation time (p=0.381) showed no statistically significant differences in the two
groups.

Conclusion:
Transradial access has the same efficacy and safety as transfemoral access in UAE procedures, while
also reducing the rate of access related complications. It is also not associated with increased dose
delivered, time, or cost of the procedure.
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707.1 / Portalvenous distribution of ammonia
Dell T1, Praktiknjo M2, Jansen C2, Isaak A1, Mesropyan N1, Luetkens J1, Attenberger U1, Meyer C1,
Kuetting D1

1Department of Diagnostic and Interventional Radiology and Quantitative Imaging Lab Bonn (QILaB), University
Hospital Bonn, Venusberg Campus 1, 53127 Bonn, , Germany, 2Department of Internal Medicine I, Center for
Cirrhosis and Portal Hypertension Bonn (CCB), University Hospital Bonn, Venusberg Campus 1, 53127 Bonn,
Germany

Purpose:
The theory of directed portal venous blood flow (mesenteric vein to right portal vein; splenic vein to
left portal vein) as well as the potentially resulting asymmetrical portal venous dispersion of
ammonia remain unproven. These phenomena are believed to be causative factors for lower
incidence of hepatic encephalopathy (HE) in left sided TIPS, as found in a recent metanalysis. The
goal of this study was to investigate the portalvenous distribution of ammonia.

Material and methods:
A total of 20 patients with advanced cirrhosis (16 men; mean age: 63.5 years) who underwent TIPS
due to refractory ascites (75 %) / visceral hemorrhage (25 %) were included. Before shunt creation,
blood samples were collected in five positions to determine concentration of ammonia: 1. right
portal vein branch, 2. left portal vein branch, 3. main portal vein, 4. superior mesenteric vein (VMS),
and 5. splenic vein.

Results:
The ammonia concentration in the VMS was higher (142.75 μg/dl; range 45 273) than in the splenic
vein (69.75 μg/dl; range 27 126) (p < 0.0001). The ammonia concentration in the right portal vein
branch averaged 105.25 μg/dl (range 48 194) and in the left portal vein branch 106.73 μg/dl (range
50 247) (p=0.923).

Conclusion:
While concentrations of ammonia differ between the mesenteric vein and the splenic vein, there is
no difference between the right and left portal vein in patients with advanced cirrhosis; thus other
factors of left sided TIPS must be associated with a lower incidence of HE.
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707.2 / Safety in percutaneous intraportal pancreatic islet
transplantation – a single centre experience
Barbosa F1, Gemma P, Solcia M, Morelli F, Alfonsi A, Pintaudi B, Antonioli B, Tosca M, Brambillasca P,
Bertuzzi F, Rampoldi A
1ASST Grande Ospedale Metropolitano Niguarda , Milano, Italy

Purpose:
Percutaneous intraportal pancreatic islet transplantation (PIPIT) has demonstrated to provide
superior glycaemic control with reduced glucose lability and hypoglycaemic events compared to
intensive insulin treatment. Aim of this study is to retrospectively review short and long term
procedural complications.

Material and Methods:
From January 2009 to January 2022, 40 PIPITs in 31 patients were retrospectively reviewed. All
procedures were performed by an expert interventional radiologist supported by Diabetes Team.
Mean follow up was 49 months(2 144). Intraprocedural data, complications (according to Dindo
Clavien classification), Doppler ultrasound and functional changes were collected. Statistical analyses
included chi squared test and Fisher’s exact test.

Results:
Technical success was 97.5% with a mean procedure time of 6±3 minutes and 71±63 Gray of
exposure. No significant mean portal pressure difference was observed during the procedure (10±4
mmHg vs. 12±4 mmHg). PIPIT was interrupted in one case because of increased intraportal pressure
during infusion (>20mmHg). No Doppler changes were observed at follow up. No complications were
observed in 87.5% cases; 5%(2/40) had a grade I complication (perihepatic hematoma), 5%(2/40) a
grade II complication (portal vein thrombosis treated with anticoagulants) and 2.5%(1/40) a grade 3b
complication (hepatic hematoma requiring surgical treatment). No procedure related complications
were observed in the long term. Insulin independence rate was 56% at 1 year after PIPIT; a partial
graft function (c peptide> 0.5 ng/ml, insulin requirement reduced >50%) was observed in 27% of islet
recipients.

Conclusions:
PIPIT is a safe procedure. Early onset procedural complications are thrombotic or bleeding related.
Close clinical and ultrasound follow up is crucial to identify and treat procedural complications.
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707.3 / TIPS plus sequential systemic therapy of advanced HCC
patients with tumor thrombus related symptomatic portal
hypertension
Gao F1, Qiu Z1, Wang G1, Jiang W1, Chen Z1
1Sun Yat sen University Cancer Center, Guangzhou, China

Purpose:
Portal vein tumor thrombus (PVTT) related symptomatic portal hypertension (SPH) leads to poor
prognosis in hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) patients. Transjugular intrahepatic portosystemic shunt
(TIPS) could effectively relieve SPH but remains unclear in PVTT related SPH. This study aimed to
evaluate the clinical value of TIPS combined with sequential systemic therapy in advanced HCC
patients with PVTT related SPH.

Materials and methods:
After 1:1 propensity score matching (PSM), this retrospective study analyzed 42 patients who
received TIPS plus sequential systemic therapy (group A) and 42 patients only underwent
symptomatic and supportive treatment (group B). The evaluated outcomes were overall survival (OS)
and SPH control rate. Cox proportional hazards regression analysis was used to compare OS in two
groups.

Results:
In group A, the technical success rate of TIPS was 95.2% and no severe complications occurred. The
rebleeding rate in group A and group B was 5.0% and 73.7% (P<0.001), and the ascites control rate
was 92.0% and 28.0% (P<0.001). The median OS of group A was significantly better than that of
group B (9.6 [95% CI: 7.1, 12.0] vs. 4.9 [95% CI: 3.9, 5.8], months, P<0.001). Multivariable analysis
showed that without TIPS plus sequential systemic therapy (Hazard ratios[HR]= 5.799; 95% CI: 3.177,
10.585; P<0.001) was an independent prognostic factor related to OS. Also, PVTT degree(I+II)
(P=0.008), AFP 400 ng/ml (P=0.003), and Child Pugh Class A (P=0.046) were significant predictors of
OS.

Conclusion:
TIPS plus sequential systemic therapy is safe and feasible for treating advanced HCC with tumor
thrombus related SPH.
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707.4 / Portal flow diversion based on portography is superior than
puncture site in the prediction of overt hepatic encephalopathy after
TIPS creation
Yang C1, Xiong B1, Liu J1
1Wuhan Union Hospital, Wuhan, China

Purpose:
Targeted puncture of an appropriate portal venous branch during transjugular intrahepatic
portosystemic shunt (TIPS) procedure may reduce the risk of postprocedural overt hepatic
encephalopathy (HE). This study aimed to describe blood distribution under portography and
combined it with puncture site to determine portal flow diversion, and evaluate its prognostic value
in predicting post TIPS overt HE.

Materials and methods:
In this retrospective analysis of patients with cirrhosis undergoing TIPS, we included 252 patients to
describe blood distribution under portography and 243 patients to assess the association between
portal flow diversion and post TIPS overt HE.

Results:
At the first stage, 51 (20.2%) patients were identified as type A (unilateral type with the right portal
branch receives blood from splenic vein [SV]), 16 (6.4%) as type B (unilateral type with the right
branch receives blood from superior mesenteric vein [SMV]) and 185 (73.4%) as type C (fully mixed
type). At the second stage, 40 patients were divided into the SV group, 25 into the SMV group and
178 into the mixed group. Compared with the mixed group, the risk of post TIPS overt HE was
significantly higher in the SMV group (adjusted HR 3.70 [95%CI 2.01 6.80]; p<0.001), whereas the SV
group showed a non significantly decreased risk (adjusted HR 0.57 [95%CI 0.22 1.48]; p=0.25).
Additionally, the SMV group showed a substantial increase in ammonia level at 3 day and 1 month
after procedure.

Conclusion:
Our results support the clinical use of portal flow diversion for risk stratification and decision making
in the management of post TIPS overt HE.
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707.5 / VesOpen procedure – PV malignant thrombus percutaneous
recanalization by endoportal RFA and stenting
Mizandari M1,2, Azrumelashvili T1,2, Gotsiridze E1, Habib N3

1New Hospitals ltd, Tbilisi, Georgia, 2Tbilisi State Medical University, Tbilisi, Georgia, 3Imperial College, London, UK

Purpose:
Novel technique of portal vein tumor thrombus percutaneous image guided recanalization is
presented

Material and methods:
62 patients underwent percutaneous endoportal RF treatment attempt. PV tributary is accessed
under US in 61 and under CT guidance in 1 case; manipulation by 5 Fr diameter guiding catheter is
used to conduct the guidewire across the blocked segment and portography is performed. 15 Watts
power was applied for 2 minutes using bipolar endoluminal RF device (Habib™ EndoHPB, EMcision
Ltd., London, UK), placed in PV blocked segment over the guidewire. 1 to 3 RF application sessions
were performed depending on tumor thrombus extent as shown on portography. After RFA 14 mm
vascular stent is implanted and PV patency restoration is documented by portography. Procedure is
completed by working track coil&gel foam embolization.

Results:
Procedure was completed in 52 (83.9%) cases; 8 (12.9%) wire conduction failure; 2 (3.2%) RF
device conduction failure (stenting only performed). Blood flow was restored in 51(94.4%) of 54
completed stenting cases as documented by postprocedure portography, follow up Doppler and CT
studies; this resulted in liver function improvement in 40 (74.1%) of stent positioning success cases.
Procedure was complicated by intraperitoneal bleeding in 3 (4.9%) cases; 1 of them (1.6%) died
because of polyorgan failure. Recanalized PV patency varied from 3 weeks to 22 months; in 13 cases
patients underwent successful TACE procedure after PV recanalization.

CONCLUSIONS:
VesOpen procedure is safe and effective; it should be suggested as a possible treatment option for
HCC patients complicated with PVT.
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707.6 / Portal cavernoma revascularization in symptomatic portal
hypertension of non cirrhotic and non malignant thrombosis
Barbosa F1, Airoldi A, Gemma P, Morelli F, Alfonsi A, Brambillasca P, Solcia M, Perricone G, De Nicola S,
Belli L, Carnevale F, Rampoldi A
1ASST Grande Ospedale Metropolitano Niguarda, Milano, Italy, 2InRad HCFM USP, São Paulo, Brasil

Purpose:
The primary goal of portal cavernoma (PC) revascularization in non cirrhotic and non malignant
thrombosis is to reduce the pre hepatic portal hypertension in patients with failure of medical and
endoscopic treatment. The aim of this retrospective study is to assess the clinical outcome and
complications after PC revascularization in a cohort of patients with symptomatic portal
hypertension (PH).

Materials and Methods:
21 patients with refractory ascites and/or recurrent esophageal bleeding caused by non cirrhotic and
non malignant PC were treated from May 2015 to December 2020. Male:female ratio was 2:1. Mean
age was 45 yo (range, 28 67 yo). TIPS was performed in all cases. Complications according to Dindo
Clavien classification, intraprocedural data, and mortality rate were recorded.

Results:
Patients were followed up for 21.3 months (range, 0 82 months). Portal gradient reduction was 12.4
mmHg, with significant symptoms reduction after the procedure. Splenic access was performed in 8
cases (38%) and hepatic access in 2 cases (9,5%). Complications were observed in 7 patients (35%): 6
grade IIIa (1 bleeding, 5 stent occlusions) and 1 grade V (death of the patient due to bleeding
complications). Overall survival at the end of the follow up was 90.4%: one patient died 7 months
after the procedure for infective causes. Orthotopic liver transplant (OLT) was performed in 1 patient
(4.8%) and 3 (14.3%) could enter in waiting list after revascularization.

Conclusions:
PC revascularization provides an adequate portal inflow reducing portal hypertension symptoms.
New treatment options can be prospected after revascularization, including OLT.
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707.7 / Decision making for TIPS in refractory ascites and variceal
bleeding: overall survival and reintervention rate
Pitton M1, Weinmann, A1, Kloeckner R1, Düber C1, Hoppe Lotichius M1, Otto G1

1Universitätsmedizin Mainz, Mainz, Germany

Purpose:
To analyse clinical predictors of survival after TIPS for refractory ascites and variceal bleeding using
PTFE covered stentgrafts.

Material and methods:
Data included 514 consecutive patients (320 male, 194 female, age 56.9±12.7years). Analysis was
based on the institutional database, medical reports, and a questionary. Re interventions were
analysed for indication and technique. Risk analysis was performed and predictors for survival
identified.

Results:
TIPS was for ascites in 442, hydrothorax in 65, variceal bleeding in 218, Budd Chiari in 52, and
combinations. 63 patients (12.3%) were treated as emergency. Patients presented HRS (30.6%),
history of SBP (19.0%) and HE (19.4%), HCC (6%), CCC (0.4%), other tumors (2.3%), and portal vein
thrombosis (11.4%). PSG before and after TIPS was 17.6±5.5 and 5.7±2.8 mmHg. Median follow up
was 13.8 months (range 0 199 months). 3d and 30d mortality was 0.7% and 6.4% in elective cases
and was 15.9% and 31.7% in emergencies, respectively. Overall, one , three and five year survival
was 74.3%, 63.4%, and 58.6%, respectively, and was related to MELD, NaMELD, CHILD, emergency
TIPS, age, hepatic hydrothorax, tumor, and others. Re intervention rate at 1, 3, and 5 years was 19%,
23.5%, and 25.3%, respectively. Re interventions included TIPS dilation/recanalization (18.5%), TIPS
reduction for HE (8.2%), and embolization of varices (0.8%). The rate of patients with 2, 3, and >3 re
interventions was 9.1%, 4.1%, and 2.1%, respectively.

Conclusion:
Survival after TIPS depends on complex clinical findings, including not only liver function, but also
symptomatology, underlying disease, age, emergency, and others. Patients should undergo a
structured follow up protocol.
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1201.1 / A randomized, double blind, placebo controlled clinical trial
assessing the utility of antibiotic prophylaxis prior to Totally
Implanted Venous Access Device (TIVAD) insertion
Johnson M1, Hoffer E1
1Dartmouth Hitchcock Medical Center, Lebanon, United States of America

Background and rationale:
Many clinicians use prophylactic antibiotics prior to TIVAD insertion in hopes of decreasing the rates
of TIVAD related infections in their patient population. However, the use of prophylactic, peri
procedural antibiotics is not well supported by evidence, and current Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC) recommendations advise against the practice. Despite these recommendations, in
a recent survey of American College of Surgery members, 88.2% reported using antibiotic
prophylaxis. This research project aims to assess the effectiveness of peri procedural antibiotic
prophylaxis in the reduction of TIVAD placement related infection.

Objectives:
To assess the effectiveness of peri procedural antibiotic prophylaxis in the reduction of TIVAD
placement related infection.

Methodology:
Participants will be randomized (1:1 ratio) across two treatment cohorts: Cohort A: placebo (normal
saline (0.9% NaCl)) or Cohort B: control (antibiotic prophylaxis as per institution IR Guidelines).
The enrollment goal for this study is 1100 participants. This sample size will allow us to detect a 3%
difference of infection rates between the two cohorts with a power of 80%.

Endpoints:
Primary endpoint is cumulative incidence of local TIVAD surgical site infection (as determined by the
CDC criteria) or a central line associated blood stream infection.

Expected data/impact on IR:
This study aims to add clarifying evidence to the role of peri procedural antibiotics for TIVAD
placement, with possible practice implications.
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1201.2 / Treatment of the femoro popliteal district with the
innovative Exist NiTi Stent (QMEDICS) type Flex & Pull: the HORIZON
clinical trial
Glowinski J1, Chlabicz M1, Veroux P2, Giaquinta A2, Moelker A3, Bijdevaate D3, Glauser F4, Roffi M4,
Rinaldi L5,6, Brioschi C6, Marone E6,7
1University Clinical Hospital of Bialystok, Bialystok, Poland, 2University Hospital of Catania, Catania, Italy,
3Erasmus Medical Center, Rotterdam, The Netherlands, 4Geneva University Hospitals, Geneva, Switzerland,
5University of Genova, Genova, Italy, 6Department of Vascular Surgery, Policlinico di Monza, Monza, Italy,
7University of Pavia, Department of Clinical Surgical, Diagnostic and Pediatric Sciences, Pavia, Italy

Background and rationale:
Longer terms patency rates after stenting in the femoro popliteal district remain a concern due to
the extrinsic forces of flexion and torsion acting on these arteries with the movements of the lower
limb. Heavy calcifications and lesions involving the distal superficial femoral artery (SFA) and the P1
tract of the popliteal artery present technical challenges and require stents with dedicated structural
characteristics.

Objectives:
To test in the femoro popliteal district the Exist nitinol stent with two types: PULL and FLEX, whose
design is meant to comply with the movability of the artery, while adapting to the specific
characteristics of difficult atherosclerotic plaques. Clinical and instrumental follow up will assess
success and outcome durability, imaging, mobility, and quality of life.

Methodology:
A multicentre, prospective non randomized study enrolling 230 subjects affected by peripheral artery
disease involving the SFA or P1 (TASC II A B C) and who are candidates for stenting with the Exist NiTi
Stent in 5 European centres. The choice of PULL or FLEX is based on lesion characteristics and the
Fanelli calcification review.

Endpoints:
Primary endpoints are freedom from perioperative adverse events and 12 months patency rate with
a threshold of 50%. Secondary endpoints include clinical success and technical success at 6 , 12 and
24 months.

Expected data/impact on IR:
Provide long term outcomes of the innovative Exist NiTi stent, types PULL and FLEX, which allows for
treatment tailored to the patient's anatomy and lesion’s characteristics.
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1201.3 / DEEPER OUS trial: 6 month interim analysis results
Holden A1

1Auckland City Hospital Interventional Radiology, Auckland, New Zealand

Purpose:
Peripheral Arterial Disease (PAD) of the infrapopliteal arteries is associated with decreased quality of
life and increased morbidity and mortality. Current endovascular therapies demonstrate high
restenosis rates, without any clear alternative to percutaneous balloon angioplasty (PTA). The
Temporary Spur Stent System (Spur) is a novel device developed to address the unique challenges
associated with infrapopliteal disease. The DEEPER OUS trial is designed to assess the safety and
efficacy of the Spur in conjunction with a commercially available paclitaxel coated balloon.

Materials and Methods:
This trial is a prospective, multicenter, single arm study with 10 international sites. The study is
powered for 106 patients, with an interim analysis of the first 40 subjects for success or failure based
on efficacy criteria. A vessel recoil sub study of up to 35 patients is also ongoing. Follow up
timepoints are out to 5 years.
The primary safety endpoint is freedom from device and procedure related death through 30 days
post procedure; the primary efficacy endpoint is patency of treated lesion sites by duplex ultrasound
at 6 months.

Results:
The 6 month interim analysis has been completed, examining the primary efficacy and primary safety
endpoints. Results will be presented at the conference after submission to the governing regulatory
bodies. If success criteria are met, this data will be used for submission for CE mark.

Conclusions:
The Temporary Spur Stent System is a safe and possibly effective method for the treatment of
infrapopliteal artery disease. Data collection is ongoing to support the efficacy of the device.
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1201.4 / GRAVITY: genicular artery embolization versus observation
for the treatment of symptomatic knee osteoarthritis: a randomized
controlled trial
Padia S1, Genshaft S1, Plotnik A1, Ryan T1, Kim G1, La Cava A1, Stavrakis A1

1UCLA, Santa Monica, United States

Background and Rationale:
GAE is an effective treatment for symptomatic knee osteoarthritis (OA) in single arm studies.
Comparative trials are lacking.

Objectives:
Compare response in patients with knee OA undergoing GAE versus observation.

Methodology:
GRAVITY is a prospective, open label, double arm, randomized trial. 100 subjects will be randomized
to GAE or observation in a 2:1 ratio. Inclusion criteria: age 40 80, ineligibility for surgery, moderate
severe knee pain, Kellgren Lawrence score >/= 2, failed conservative treatment (e.g.
NSAIDS/physiotherapy/joint injection). Observation group subjects may crossover to the GAE arm at
6 months. Total follow up is 24 months.

Endpoints:
The primary endpoint is the percentage of subjects achieving at least 50% reduction in WOMAC at 6
months under an intent to treat analysis. Secondary endpoints include changes in: WOMAC at all
timepoints up to 24 months; quality of life measures; dynamic contrast MR at 6 and 24 months;
localized inflammatory markers drawn directly from the synovium at 6 and 24 months. We will also
assess how differences in baseline clinical, imaging, and biochemical characteristics correlate with
response, change in medications, arthritis progression based on radiographs, and therapeutic safety.

Expected Data:
A reduction in WOMAC in subjects undergoing GAE versus observation would potentially change the
standard of care for subjects with knee OA. Assessments of MR and synovial fluid changes with time
in this population may help us understand the mechanisms of pain generation from knee OA.
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1405.1 / Braided nitinol stent for chronic iliofemoral venous disease –
the real world BLUEFLOW registry
Lichtenberg M1, de Graaf R1

1Klinikum Arnsberg, Arnsberg, Germany

Background:
In patients with iliofemoral chronic venous disease (CVD) is still frequent and post thrombotic
syndrome is a common complication. Thus, we aimed to evaluate mid term effectiveness and safety
of a novel braided venous stent.

Patients and methods:
Consecutive patients who underwent venous recanalization with a new braided, closed cell,
dedicated venous stent were eligible for inclusion in our retrospective, single arm, single center,
observational study. Effectiveness outcomes of equal weight were primary patency and change in
rVCSS and CEAP at 6 and 12 month follow up.

Results:
A total of 67 participants (50.7% female, aged 46.7 ± 18.1 years) who underwent blueflow Venous
Stent implantation were enrolled. Primary patency of the target segment was present in 91.7%
(95%CI: 76.8–97.7) of participants at the 6 month examination and in 79.8% (95%CI: 66.4–93.2) at
the 12 month examination. Twelve month primary patency was 91.7% (95%CI: 76.0–100) in non
thrombotic, and 72.6% (95%CI: 53.9–91.3) in post thrombotic disease (log rank p = 0.14). Median
rVCSS improved from 8 (interquartile range [IQR]: 9–7) at baseline to 4 (IQR: 6.3–2.8) at 12 months (p
< 0.001) with a substantial clinical improvement of 2 points in 86.1%. No significant association of
rVCSS improvement with thrombotic pathogenesis could be found (regression coefficient [B]: 0.8
[95%CI: 2.1–0.6], p = 0.26). Median clinical CEAP score improved from 3 (IQR: 3–3) to 2 (IQR: 3 2), p
> 0.001. No safety signal occurred.

Conclusions:
blueflow Venous Stent implantation for the treatment of iliofemoral CVD was associated with
promising patency and favorable clinical improvement over the mid term.
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1405.2 / Predictors for use of forceps directed inferior vena cava
filter retrieval: when standard techniques fail
Shaikh J1, Blegen DiPietro Z2, Schuchardt P1, DePalma A3, Davis C1, Hoots G1, Engel C1, Nezami N2

1Tampa General Hospital, Tampa, United States of America, 2University of Maryland, Baltimore, United States of
America, 3Emory University, Atlanta, United States of America

Purpose:
Removal of inferior vena cava filters (IVCF) outside the typical 12 month window often requires
advanced retrieval techniques. Although use of endobronchial forceps is well established in complex
filter retrieval cases, when to use it is still up to debate.

Materials and Methods:
A multi center, retrospective analysis of IVCF retrievals between August 2015 and August 2020 were
studied where standard filter retrieval failed and were converted to forceps retrieval. 150 patients
met inclusion criteria and were compared to an age matched cohort of patients who had successful
primary retrieval. Body mass index (BMI), total dwell time, aberrant anatomy, angle of filter tilt,
concurrent ileocaval thrombosis, underlying hypercoaguable state, filter strut penetration and type
of filter were analyzed.

Results:
There was no significant difference between technical success rates of isolated loop snare versus
forceps retrieval (p=0.60). Higher BMI, dwell time longer than 14 months, filter angle greater than 8
degrees, concurrent thrombosis, permanent filters, and penetration of filter strut into >2
surrounding structures required conversion to endobronchial forceps retrieval (p<0.05). Higher
complication rates seen in patients who underwent more than 2 forms of filter retrieval techniques,
however, this was not statistically significant (p> 0.05).

Conclusions:
Higher BMI, dwell time longer >14 months, filter angle >8 degrees, concurrent thrombosis,
permanent filters, and penetration of filter strut into >2 surrounding structures are predictors of
conversion from snare to endobronchial forceps retrieval. IVCF retrievals should begin with
endobronchial forceps with these predictors to avoid longer intraprocedural times, higher radiation
exposure, and potentially worse complications.
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1405.3 / Improvement in cardiac function and exercise tolerance
after stenting of the inferior vena cava and iliofemoral veins
Morris R3, Ruijsink B1, Bruce R2, Marino P4, Brame A4, Smith A3, Thulasidasan N4, Black S4
1Department of Biomedical Engineering and Imaging Sciences, King's College London, London, United Kingdom,
2Centre for Human and Applied Physiological Sciences, King's College London, London, United Kingdom, 3School of
Cardiovascular Medicine and Sciences, King's College London, London, United Kingdom, 4St Thomas' Hospital,
London, United Kingdom

Purpose
Chronic venous outflow obstruction develops in up to half of patients after iliocaval thrombosis and
may impair venous return, thus limiting stroke volume response to exercise. This study aimed to
quantify cardiac function in patients with post thrombotic venous outflow obstruction (PTVO) and to
evaluate changes after endovascular recanalization.

Methods
Patients with PTVO and age/gender matched controls underwent cardiopulmonary exercise testing
(CPET), and exercise cardiac MRI (ExCMR) using an MR compatible supine cycle ergometer. ECG and
respiratory gated 2D flow and cine images were acquired in real time at rest and during exercise,
allowing measurement of flow in the major vessels and cardiac end systolic and end diastolic
volumes. Tests were repeated 6 8 weeks after intervention.

Results
Fourteen patients (10 males 4 females, age 43.5±14.24) and 10 controls (7 males 3 females, age
44+/ 13.5) were included. Peak VO2 was impaired in patients (17.9mL/min/kg, 66% predicted)
compared with controls (30.65ml/ml/kg, 100% predicted, p<0.0001). Anaerobic threshold (AT) and
VO2/HR ratio were also lower (p<0.0002, p<0.0007). ExCMR demonstrated insufficient increase in
stroke volume in patients from rest to exercise (0.8% vs 16.5% in controls, p<0.01), and lower
cardiac index at peak exercise (5.5L/min/m2 vs 8.6L/min/m2, p<0.05). Seven patients repeated
testing after stenting of the IVC and iliofemoral veins. Peak VO2 improved by 29% (p<0.002) and AT
by 24% (p<0.002). Patients were able to increase stroke volume significantly from rest to exercise
post stenting (15% increase, p<0.01), leading to improvement in cardiac index (5.5L/min/m2 to
7.1L/min/m2 , p<0.05).

Conclusion
Stenting of the IVC and iliofemoral veins can significantly improve cardiac function and exercise
tolerance.
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1405.4 / Safety and efficacy of inferior vena cava filter retrieval: a 5
year multicenter retrospective review from tertiary care centers
Schuchardt P1, Hoots G1, Davis C1, Bleginn DiPietro Z2, Nezami N2, Massis K1, Shaikh J1
1University Of South Florida Department of Radiology, Tampa, United States, 2University of Maryland Department
of Radiology, Baltimore , United States

Purpose:
Assess the safety, efficacy, and complication profiles of inferior vena cava (IVC) filter retrieval using
both loop snare and forceps directed retrieval techniques.

Materials and Methods:
A multi center retrospective study of all IVCF retrieval attempts between August 2015 and August
2020 were studied. Information about type of retrieval technique, patient demographics,
anticoagulation, tilt, and complications was collected. Complications were categorized according to
CTCAE v4.03. Successes and complications were recorded based on the retrieval techniques.

Results:
A total of 636 patients (age range 17 89, MALE: 324) underwent IVC filter retrieval. No difference was
noted between technical success rates of loop snare versus forceps filter retrieval (p= 0.60) despite a
significantly longer dwell time in patients undergoing forceps directed removal (p < 0.001).
Complication rates were higher with forceps retrieval (p<0.001) and prolonged dwell time (p<0.001).
Four major complications were recorded (0.8% of retrievals) with the majority caused by forceps
directed removal.

Conclusions:
IVC filter retrieval using both standard and advanced techniques is a safe procedure with low
complication rates. Retrieval rates were equivalent among all techniques, despite a significantly
longer dwell time in patients undergoing forceps directed removal. Although use of endobronchial
forceps may be associated with higher complication rates, this is likely due to prolonged dwell times,
filter tilt, and removal of non retrievable filters. Overall, forceps directed retrieval offers a safe,
effective means of removal in difficult cases.
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1405.5 / Safety and performance of the Indigo Lightning 12
Aspiration System for the treatment of intermediate and high risk
pulmonary embolism: interim analysis of the STRIKE PE study
Moriarty J1, Qanadli S2, Dexter D3, Iliadis E4, Weinberg I5
1UCLA Health, Departments of Radiology and Medicine, Los Angeles, USA, 2Centre Hospitalier Universitaire
Vaudois, Service de Radiodiagnostic et Radiologie Interventionnelle, Lausanne, Switzerland, 3Cooper University
Health Care, Department of Cardiology, Philadelphia, USA, 4Sentara Vascular Specialists, Virginia Beach, USA,
5Massachusetts General Hospital, Vascular Center and Department of Cardiology, Boston, USA

Purpose:
The STRIKE PE study objective is to evaluate real world safety and performance of the computer
aided Indigo Lightning 12 Aspiration System for the treatment of intermediate and high risk
pulmonary embolism (PE).

Materials and Methods:
This is an interim analysis of STRIKE PE, a prospective, multicenter study of adult patients with acute
PE within 14 days and an RV/LV ratio 0.9. The primary safety endpoint is a composite of major
adverse events (MAEs; major bleeding and device related death, clinical deterioration, pulmonary
vascular injury, and cardiac injury) within 48 hours. The primary performance endpoint is the change
in RV/LV ratio from baseline to 48 hours.

Results:
This interim analysis includes 26 patients (mean age 58.8 years, 45.8% female; N=24); 87.0% had
intermediate risk PE and 13.0% had high risk PE (N=23). Baseline mean pulmonary artery pressure
(mPAP) was 34 mmHg (IQR 29 40) and mean baseline RV/LV ratio was 1.43 (SD 0.37). Median
thrombectomy time was 32.5 minutes (IQR 19.5 48.5). Median estimated blood loss was 250 mL (IQR
200 350). Improvement in mPAP, from before to after thrombectomy, was 7.5 mmHg (IQR 2.5 11.5).
Decrease in RV/LV ratio from baseline to 48 hours was 0.41 (SD 0.39). One MAE (access site
hematoma requiring transfusion) occurred within 48 hours. No device related serious adverse events
occurred. Within 30 days, no deaths or symptomatic PE recurrences occurred.

Conclusion:
These interim results suggest that treating acute PE with the Indigo Lightning 12 Aspiration System is
safe and effective. These data compare favorably to those in previously published studies.
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1405.6 / Quantifying blood velocity during venous interventions using
quantitative digital subtraction venography
Periyasamy S1, Oberstar E2, Pieper A1, Kutlu A1, Whitehead J2, Hoffman C2, Brace C2, Speidel M2,
Laeseke P1

1University of Wisconsin School of Medicine and Public Health, Madison, United States of America, 2University of
Wisconsin Madison, Madison, United States of America

Purpose
To determine the feasibility of using quantitative digital subtraction venography (qDSV), a newly
developed intra procedural venous velocity quantification technique, to quantify venous blood
velocity in phantom and in vivo normal and stenotic iliac vein models.

Methods
qDSV blood velocity was computed from DSVs by tracking the oscillations in venous image contrast
following a temporally modulated, pulsed injection of iodinated contrast medium, and compared to
Doppler ultrasound (US) measurements (phantom: in line probe, in vivo: diagnostic linear probe).
Phantom evaluation was performed in a polyethylene tube phantom with a simulated constant
venous flow rate. Triplicate qDSVs were acquired at different flow rates. In vivo evaluation was
performed in a porcine model (n = 5). The femoral vein was percutaneously accessed and triplicate
qDSV images of the iliac vein were acquired at different flow rates by balloon occluding the
ipsilateral iliac artery. In one animal, an iliac venous stenosis was created via endovenous
radiofrequency ablation. qDSVs were acquired at baseline, post stenosis, post venoplasty, and post
stenting.

Results
The mean qDSV velocity was strongly correlated to US in both the phantom and in vivo models (R2
=0.98 and 0.93, respectively). In the stenosis model, the blood velocity (cm/s) measurements at
baseline (qDSV=15.2,US =12.8), post stenosis (qDSV=8.7,US=4.8), post venoplasty
(qDSV=15.8,US=10.1), and post stenting (qDSV=18.0,US=12.3) demonstrated that qDSV tracks
intraprocedural and treatment induced changes in velocity.

Conclusion
Using time modulated, pulsed contrast injections, qDSV quantified phantom and in vivo venous
blood velocity which were strongly correlated with US. Furthermore, qDSV was able to characterize
venous velocity changes during stenosis creation and subsequent treatment.
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1405.7 / Achieving optimal outcomes in the treatment of venous
outflow obstruction: an international Delphi consensus
Hofmann L1, Black S2, de Graaf R3, Gagne P4, Gohel M5, Silver M6, Fleck B7

1Stanford University Medical Center Department of Radiology, Stanford, USA, 2Guy’s and St. Thomas’ NHS
Foundation Trust Department of Vascular Surgery, London, UK, 3Klinikum Friedrichshafen GmbH Department of
Radiology, Friedrichshafen, Germany, 4Vascular Care Connecticut, Darian, USA, 5Addenbrooke's Hospital
Department of Vascular Surgery, Cambridge, UK, 6Ohio Health Department of Interventional Cardiology,
Columbus, USA, 7Cook Medical, Bloomington, USA

Purpose:
The purpose of this study was to determine the level of consensus regarding best practices for
treating venous obstructive disease.

Methods:
A two round Delphi methodology was used to assess consensus. Statements were prepared by a
panel of expert physicians and sent to a pre identified group of global venous experts who met
qualifying criteria. Clinical scenarios were used to develop statements covering imaging, clinical
symptoms and baseline measures, differential diagnosis, treatment algorithm, indications for
stenting, inflow/outflow assessment, successful procedural outcomes, post procedure care and
follow up, and successful clinical outcomes. The study used a 9 point Likert scale with consensus
defined as 70% of respondents indicating agreement. The results of the first round guided
rewording of second round statements for greater clarity.

Results:
Response rates were 68% (75/110) for round 1 and 75% (91/121) for round 2. Respondents were
vascular surgeons (52.8%), interventional radiologists (33.0%), interventional cardiologists (8.8%),
and other (5.5%) and represented the Americas (73.6%), Europe/Middle East (18.7%), and Asia
Pacific (7.7%). Round 1 achieved consensus in 32/39 (82%) statements overall and lacked consensus
on treatment algorithm. Round 2 achieved consensus in 50/80 (62.5%) overall and lacked consensus
primarily on baseline measures (12/24, 50%), differential diagnosis (2/8, 25%), and treatment
algorithm (10/17, 59%).

Conclusion:
This study demonstrated that while there are several areas where venous experts agree, there are
multiple domains where consensus was not achieved. The treatment of venous disease remains
controversial with several unresolved clinical questions. The Delphi consensus identified areas for
future research and clinical guidance.
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1406.1 / Factors for successful transvenous retrograde thoracic duct
cannulation
Noh J1, Kim J1, Hyun D
1Samsung Medical Center, Seoul, South Korea

Purpose
To analyze prognostic factors for successful transvenous retrograde approach (TVA) of the thoracic
duct.

Materials and Methods
A total of 47 consecutive patients (62.1 years ± 13.2 and 32 men) underwent TVA between July 2016
and July 2021. Reasons for interventions were chylous leakage from the chest (n=36), abdomen
(n=6), and other sites (n=5). Patient age, sex, access vein (femoral versus brachial), anatomic
classification (presence of dominant channel versus plexiform) of the terminal thoracic duct, and
engagement of a guiding catheter into the jugulovenous junction were included in analyses.
Anatomical details were evaluated according to catheter based high pressure lymphangiography and
conventional intranodal lymphangiography. The Firth’s bias reduced penalized likelihood logistic
regression model was performed to analyses prognostic factors.

Results
TVA was successful in 33 patients (70%, 33/47). On univariable analyses, access vein, guiding catheter
engagement, and anatomic classification were significant (p < 0.05). On multivariable analysis,
guiding catheter engagement and anatomic classification were significant prognostic factors (p <
0.05). Guiding catheter engagement showed the highest diagnostic performance (accuracy 0.872)
followed by anatomic classifications. High pressure catheter based lymphangiographic findings
showed better performance (accuracy, 0.844 versus 0.727).

Conclusion
A secure selection of the jugulovenous junction and the presence of dominant channel in the
terminal portion of the thoracic duct are significant prognostic factors for successful TVA. The
anatomy near the thoracic duct opening should be evaluated with a catheter based high pressure
lymphangiography.
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1406.2 / Lipiodol based lymphangiography with subsequent
lymphatic interventions: hands on in a preclinical model
Sommer C1, Pereira P, Tinoush P1, Do T1, Richter G, Kauczor H1, Pan F
1Heidelberg University Hospital, Heidelberg, Germany

Purpose:
To present a hands on preclinical model for Lipiodol based lymphangiography with subsequent
lymphatic interventions.

Material and methods:
Twelve pigs (body weight of ca. 34 kg) were prepared according to standardized techniques (e.g.,
intubation). Surgical incision with introduction of arterial access resulted in postoperative lymphatic
fistula. Lipiodol based lymphangiography with subsequent lymphatic interventions were used to
visualize the lymphatic system and to treat the lymphatic pathology.

Results:
Either transpedal or intranodal Lipiodol based lymphangiography was performed using a technique
comparable to that used in humans to visualize the lymph ducts, cisterna chyli, thoracic duct, and
lymph nodes, as well as the postoperative lymphatic fistula. Various types of lymphatic interventions
followed: Ultrasound, fluoroscopy and/or CT guided ethanol sclerotherapy, interstitial embolization,
lymph duct maceration, or thoracic duct embolization.

Conclusion:
Hands on in a preclinical model for Lipiodol based lymphangiography with subsequent lymphatic
interventions is feasible and provides valuable educational opportunities for physicians and
residents.
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1406.3 / Percutaneous lymphatic intervention for the treatment of
postoperative lymphatic ascites related to pelvic surgery: analysis of
factors affecting outcome
Kim J1, Lee K1, Gwon Y1, Choi T1, Won J1
1Ajou University Hospital, Suwon, Korea, Republic of

Purpose:
To report the outcome of interventional treatment for lymphatic ascites related to pelvic surgery and
to assess factors associated with clinical outcome.

Material and methods:
Interventional treatment performed between May 2015 and February 2020 for lymphatic leak
developing after pelvic surgery were retrospectively reviewed. Patients with lymphatic drainage >
500 mL/day for > 1 week were treated by inguinal lymphangiography and lymph node embolization.
Statistical analyses were performed to identify factors associated with clinical outcome.

Results:
Ninety five procedures were performed in 71 patients. Mean daily output was 1,329.3 mL/day.
Catheters were successfully removed in 49 patients (69.0%) after one procedure and in 69 (97.2%)
after a mean of 1.34 procedures. Mean daily output at time of catheter removal was 157.1 mL/day.
Including 10 patients (14.1%) who developed recurrent leak requiring catheter re insertion, overall
failure rate was 16.9%. Significant difference was seen in age and pre intervention output between
success and failure groups. A threshold of 1,517 mL/day for pre intervention output could be used to
predict clinical outcome (P = 0.012). Output > 1,500 mL/day was associated with clinical failure (P =
.004) and with catheter removal beyond one week of treatment (P = .024). Transient leg edema was
seen in four patients (5.6%).

Conclusions:
Lymphatic intervention is effective for treating lymphatic ascites related to pelvic surgery and may
require re intervention. Output > 1,500 mL/day is associated with clinical failure and with catheter
removal beyond one week of intervention. Patients may develop lymphatic ascites or lymphocele
requiring catheter re insertion.
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1406.4 / ELIXIR an Evaluation of LearnIng and eXposure to the
undergraduate Interventional Radiology curriculum
Osman F1, Koe J1, Lau E1, Nagaraj D1, Ng H1, Ng A2,3, Asif A3,4, Uberoi R5, Chan W1,3, Lakshminarayan R6,
Wah T7
1School of Medicine, Faculty of Medicine and Health, University of Leeds, Leeds, United Kingdom, 2UCL Medical
School, University College London, London, United Kingdom, 3British Urology Researchers in Surgical Training
(BURST), London, United Kingdom, 4Leicester Medical School, University of Leicester, Leicester , United Kingdom,
5Department of Radiology, John Radcliffe Hospital, Oxford, United Kingdom, 6Department of Vascular Radiology,
Hull University Teaching Hospitals NHS Trust, Hull , United Kingdom, 7Division of Diagnostic and Interventional
Radiology, Institute of Oncology, St. James’s University Hospital, Leeds, United Kingdom

Purpose:
Despite interventional radiology (IR) recently being declared as a sub speciality, the interest of
medical students in IR has been relatively low, primarily due to the lack of exposure to IR. ELIXIR is a
national cross sectional study designed to evaluate the engagement of medical students with IR in
relation to recommendations set out by BSIR.

Methods:
A questionnaire comprising of questions that gauge medical students’ understanding of IR and
exposure to the sub specialty, was sent out to final year students across 34 UK medical schools.

Results:
To date, over 346 responses were received. A significant proportion of respondents (n=226, 65.3%)
rated their knowledge on IR as inadequate, with 7.2% (n=25) having no knowledge at all. When asked
to rank their likeliness of considering a career in IR on a scale of 1 to 5, 39.6% ranked 1/5 (Not likely),
while only 2.9% ranked 5/5 (Definitely). An interest in IR, or lack thereof, was the most popular factor
(72.8%) influencing their career choice. Majority (90.5%) felt that there was insufficient
undergraduate teaching on IR, and that they lacked information to consider pursuing a career in IR
(87%). Data collection period ends in March, with finalized results by May 2022.

Conclusion:
There is poor awareness of and exposure to IR amongst medical students, mainly due to the
insufficient teaching of IR. As such, there is a need for the re evaluation of IR teaching in medical
school curricula. In the long term, such recommendations could provide the much needed solution
to IR’s workforce shortages.
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1406.5 / Real world experience of the Angio Seal closure device:
insights from FDA’s MAUDE database
Ahrari A1, Min A1, Alkhalifah F1, Healy G2, Oreopoulos G2, Tan K2, Jaberi A2, Rajan D2, Mafeld S2
1Department of Medical Imaging, University Of Toronto, Toronto, Canada, 2University Health Network, University
of Toronto, Toronto, Canada

Purpose:
Angio SealTM (Terumo Medical Corporations) device is indicated for femoral arteriotomy closure.
Real world published data on complications are limited. We present one year of adverse events
involving Angio Seal from the FDA’s post market surveillance Manufacturer and User Facility Device
Experience (MAUDE) database. Steps for managing frequent device related problems are discussed.

Materials and Methods:
Angio Seal MAUDE data from November 2019—December 2020 was classified according to 1) mode
of failure, 2) complication, 3) treatment, and 4) CIRSE adverse event system.¹

Results:
There were 715 events, involving Angio Seal VIP (93.1%), Evolution (5.7%), STS Plus (1.1%), and sizes
6 (62.5%) and 8 French (37.5%). Failure mode involved damaged device (43.4%), failed deployment
(20.1%), failed arterial advancement (6.3%), detachment of device component (4.9%), failed
retraction (3.6%) – wherein the anchor embolized and occluded the vessel, and indeterminate
(21.7%). While there was no patient harm in 55.2% of cases, complications involved minor blood loss
(34.1%), hematoma (5.6%), significant blood loss (1.4%) and pseudoaneurysm (1.4%). No
intervention was required in 47.8% of cases, whereas the reminder necessitated manual
compression (43.4%), surgical repair (4.5%), thrombin injection (0.8%), balloon tamponade (0.6%),
and covered stent (0.4%). Majority of adverse events were CIRSE grade one (92.9%), followed by
grades two (2.9%), three (4.6%), and six (0.4%). Minority of devices were returned for manufacturer
analysis (27.8%).

Conclusion:
There is a greater need for root causes analysis aided by return of device to manufacturer. Increased
understanding of adverse events may lead to manufacturer user training in managing commonly
encountered device related problems and improved product design.
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1406.6 / Maintaining a global interventional radiology teaching
program during the COVID 19 pandemic
Chan S, Ramalingam V, Rukundo I, Naif A, Mbuguje E, Mosher R, Laage Gaupp F
1Yale School Of Medicine, New Haven, United States

Purpose
In 2018, a US based consortium implemented the first accredited IR training program in East Africa at
a quaternary care hospital. Training is performed by visiting teams comprising an IR physician, nurse,
and technologist, traveling to Tanzania on a 2 weeks on, 2 weeks off schedule. In March 2020, Covid
related restrictions halted academic travel. Herein, we describe the successful adaptation of a novel
IR teaching program in a resource limited setting during Covid 19.

Materials and Methods
IR procedures occurring between January 2019 – October 2021 were recorded and analyzed,
including during academic travel bans. During this time focus was placed on virtual teaching,
recruitment, supply procurement, and industry support. Monthly in person teaching trips resumed in
late 2020.

Results
In the latter half of 2019, 124 primary procedures were performed. In the first half of 2021, a total of
254 primary procedures were performed, increased from an average of 120.5 per half year, pre
restrictions. Expanded virtual teaching resulted in lectures and journal clubs beyond the main
teaching site, such as Rwanda, Uganda, and Nigeria. Despite widespread travel restrictions in 2020,
supply, research, and recruitment operations increased. As a result, once travel resumed, attending
visits increased compared to pre pandemic times from 14 (1.17 ± 0.37 per month) to 20 (1.82 ± 1.74
per month). In September 2021, the program graduated the first three fully trained IR faculty in East
Africa.

Conclusion
Maintaining a highly functional IR training program is feasible in a resource limited setting, despite
the pandemic. Future work will focus on increasing efficiency, longitudinal sustainability, and Pan
African expansion.
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1406.7 / Safety and efficacy of bronchoplasty with balloon dilatation
for bronchial stenosis after lung transplantation
Kwon J1, Kim M1, Han K1, Moon S1, Kim G1, Won J1, Choi S1, Chun S1, Kim H1, Park J1
1Yonsei University College of Medicine/Severance Hospital, Seodaemun gu, Korea, Republic of

Purpose:
To evaluate safety and efficacy of bronchoplasty with balloon dilatation to manage bronchial stenosis
after lung transplantation.

Materials and methods:
Between September 2012 and March 2021, fifty patients (mean age, 54.4 years; range, 25 72) who
underwent brochoplasty using balloon due to bronchial stenosis after lung transplantation were
retrospectively analyzed. A total of 65 bronchi were treated under bronchoscopic and fluoroscopic
guidance. Technical success, 6 month, 1 year and 2 year primary and secondary patency rates, and
complications were evaluated.

Results:
The mean follow up period was 29 months (range; 0.5 102.2 months). In total, 277 balloon
dilatations were performed, with range of one to twelve sessions per patients. Thirty six bronchi
were treated for the main bronchus level and 29 bronchi were at the lobar level. The mean diameter
of balloon use was 10.2 mm (range, 7 14 mm). Technical success was achieved in 275 sessions
(99.3%). 6 month, 1 year and 2 year primary patency rates were 83.1%, 70.8% and 56.99%,
respectively. Those of secondary patency rates were 93.8%, 89.2% and 83.1%, respectively. There
was no procedure related complications.

Conclusion:
Balloon dilatation seems to be a safe and effective treatment for bronchial stenosis associated with
lung transplantation.
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1407.1 / Long term follow up and mortality rate of patients of the
randomized Freeway Stent Study
Müller Hülsbeck S1, Hausegger K2, Kurre W3, Schröder H4, Stahnke S5, Dambach J5
1Diakonissenkrankenhaus Flensburg, Institut für Interventionelle Radiologie und Neuroradiologie, Flensburg,
Germany, 2Klinikum Klagenfurt amWörthersee, Institut für Diagnostische und Interventionelle Radiologie,
Klagenfurt, Austria, 3Klinikum Passau, Institut für Interventionelle Radiologie und Neuroradiologie, Passau,
Germany, 4Jüdisches Krankenhaus Berlin, Gemeinschaftspraxis für Radiologie, Neuroradiologie und Zentrum für
Minimal Invasive Therapie, Berlin, Germany, 5Eurocor Tech GmbH, Bonn, Germany

Purpose
The results of the prospective randomized multicenter Freeway Stent Study showed hemodynamic
and clinical benefits of primary stent insertion followed by percutaneous transluminal angioplasty
(PTA) with drug eluting balloons (DEB) over post stent insertion PTA with standard balloons in the
treatment of symptomatic femoro popliteal arteriosclerotic lesions at 12 months. This study aims to
investigate the long term clinical outcome up to 5 years of patients which have been formerly
included in the randomized Freeway Stent Study.

Material and methods
204 patients were randomized for postdilatation by either DEB (FREEWAY™) or plain balloon (PTA) of
primary implanted stents and followed for 12 months. For this study, patients were contacted again
to evaluate their actual clinical status and to analyze the outcome up to 5 years after inclusion in the
study. The focus is to determine the long term survival, and in case, the cause of death. Clinical data
as well as related serious adverse events are documented as far as available.

Results
The 5 years follow up results did not show a higher mortality rate in the DEB group compared to the
PTA group.

Conclusion
In December 2018 Katsanos and colleges have published a meta analysis stating a higher mortality
rate at 5 years following a treatment of peripheral arteries with a Paclitaxel eluting device. The long
term follow up of the Freeway Stent Study could not confirm this finding for treatment with a
FREEWAY™ DEB.
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1407.2 / Does active smoking influence the technical success of
endovascular treatment in Buerger’s disease?
Gundogmus A1, Sorkun M1, Samadli V1, O uzkurt L1
1Koc University Hospital/Radiology Department, Istanbul, Turkey

Purpose
Tobacco exposure is central to onset and progression of Buerger’s disease. Cotinine is a metabolite of
nicotine detecting presumed tobacco usage. Aim of this study is to assess the effect of smoking on
the technical success of endovascular treatment in Buerger’s disease.

Material and Methods
102 patients had endovascular treatment in a tertiary hospital were enrolled in the study. Patients
without blood cotinine levels at the procedure day, had onset of symptoms after age of 50, any
findings of premature atherosclerosis or thromboembolism and stents from previous interventions
were excluded. Superficial femoral, popliteal, anterior tibial, posterior tibial, peroneal, dorsal pedal
and plantar arteries of the dominantly effected limb were evaluated as occluded or patent along its
course. The improvement score (IS) was calculated by the difference between the number of patent
arteries after and before the intervention. McNemar's test was used to compare the proportion of
recanalized arteries after the intervention.

Results
A total of 38 males (mean age 42.9+10.1) were evaluated. Thirteen patients had high cotinine levels
(smoker group) while 25 had low (non smoker group). Total IS was similar for both groups. However,
the ratio of patent arteries significantly improved for all 7 arterial segments following the
intervention in non smoker group. Whereas, in the smoker group, the improvement is significant for
only 2 of 7 (peroneal and posterior tibial) arterial segments. Overall complication rate was 8%.

Conclusions
Cessation of smoking before endovascular procedure improves recanalization rates and technical
success in Buerger’s disease.
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1407.3 / Preliminary results of the new 2.9Fr GoBack device for
below the ankle intraluminal re entry in diabetic patients requiring
lower limb salvage procedures: a retrospective study
Gandini R1, Salimei F1
1Policlinico Tor Vergata, Rome. Interventional Radiology Unit, Rome, Italy

Purpose:
To investigate effectiveness and safeness of a new low profile re entry device for distal re entry in
long chronic total occlusions(CTOs) of the below the knee vessels in patients undergoing
endovascular limb salvage procedures.

Materials and methods:
We evaluated 14 limb salvage procedures in diabetic patients between March 2020 and December
2021., during subintimal recanalization of the tibial vessels, the 2.9Fr GoBack re entry catheter
(Upstream) was utilized to achieve intraluminal re entry in the foot arteries.
Primary end point were technical success of intraluminal re entry in the below the ankle vessels, and
the presence of undesired events following device use that resulted in limb loss or patient death.
Secondary end point was procedural success, measured both as angiographic results and as TcPO2
values 3 days after the intervention.

Results:
All cases were long CTOs of the posterior tibial artery with recanalization at the plantar arch from
peroneal branches. GoBack catheter was utilized to preserve collateral vessel patency.
Technical success was obtained in 11/14 procedures(78%). No major complications occurred after
device deployment.
In the unsuccessful cases, all patients had end stage renal disease. Piercing of the intimal layer was
never obtained; we hypothesize that the device lacks sufficient strength/stiffness to be effective in
severely calcified vessels at the site of re entry.
Successful revascularization was achieved in 10/14 cases (71%).
The average preprocedural value of perilesional TCPO2 was 21.8±9.2 mmHg. The mean TCPO2 value
was 44.7±18.2 mmHg 3 days after the procedure(P<0.05).

Conclusions:
The GoBack catheter offers a safe and effective option for distal re entry in long CTOs of below the
knee vessels.
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1407.4 / The level of disease is associated with risk of ipsilateral
major amputation after endovascular revascularisation for peripheral
arterial disease
Birmpili P1,2, Williams R3, Atkins E1,2, Li Q1,4, Johal A1, Waton S1, Pherwani A5, Boyle J6, Chetter I2,7,
Cromwell D1,4

1Clinical Effectiveness Unit, Royal College Of Surgeons Of England, London, United Kingdom, 2Hull York Medical
School, Hull, United Kingdom, 3Department of Interventional Radiology, Freeman Hospital, Newcastle upon Tyne,
United Kingdom, 4Department of Health Services Research and Policy, London School of Hygiene and Tropical
Medicine, London, United Kingdom, 5Staffordshire & South Cheshire Vascular Network, Royal Stoke University
Hospital, Stoke on Trent, United Kingdom, 6Cambridge Vascular Unit, Cambridge University Hospitals NHS Trust,
Cambridge, United Kingdom, 7Academic Vascular Surgical Unit, Hull University Teaching Hospitals NHS Trust,
Hull, United Kingdom

Purpose
To evaluate the association between the level of disease and 1 year outcomes after endovascular
revascularisation for peripheral arterial disease(PAD).

Material and methods
All patients over 40 years old, who underwent endovascular revascularisation for PAD from January
2017 to December 2019 were extracted from Hospital Episode Statistics. Hybrid procedures and
patients with revascularisations or major amputations 3 years prior to the index event were
excluded. Level of disease was defined as the most distal treated vessel.The effect of level of disease
on 1 year ipsilateral major lower limb amputation (MLLA) and mortality was modelled using two
level multinomial logistic regression, to account for patient characteristics and hospital of treatment.

Results
The study included 32,415 patients (65.4% men, 44.4% with diabetes). The most distal arteries
treated were iliac (29.9%), femoral (45.0%), popliteal (10.3%) and crural (14.8%), and 14.3% of
procedures included multiple vessels. Re intervention rate at 30 days was 4.3% and at 1 year 15.1%.
The unadjusted 1 year MLLA rate was 4.5%(95%CI 4.2 4.7%) and 1 year mortality 14.5%(14.1 14.8%).
Adjusting for age, gender, comorbidities, frailty, deprivation, admission mode, tissue loss and
number of treated vessels, distal disease was associated with significantly higher risk of 1 year MLLA
(crural 4.5% [3.8 5.2%] vs. iliac: 2.2% [1.8 2.5%] and femoral 3.0% [2.6 3.4%], p<0.001) but not 1 year
mortality. Independent predictors of 1 year MLLA were male gender, younger age, diabetes, tissue
loss, emergency admission, increased frailty and increased deprivation.

Conclusion
The level of disease is associated with 1 year major amputation risk and should be considered during
patient selection and for risk adjusted outcome reporting.
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1407.5 / 2 year data from the PROMISE I US study and the ALPS study
with the LimFlow system
Holden A1

1Auckland City Hospital, Auckland , New Zealand

Purpose:
Report the 24 month outcomes from the PROMISE I US feasibility study and the ALPS study on the
LimFlow System

Material and Methods:
PROMISE I Single arm EFS of the LimFlow System enrolled 32 patients with no option CLTI. Primary
endpoint analysis was amputation free survival (AFS) at 30 days, 6 months, 12 months and 24
months.
ALPS 32 consecutive CLTI patients treated with pDVA using the LimFlow System at 4 centers were
retrospectively analyzed. The primary outcome was amputation free survival (AFS) at 6 months.
Secondary outcomes were wound healing, limb salvage, and survival at 6, 12, and 24 months.

Results:
PROMISE I The 30 day, 6 month, 12 month, and 24 month AFS rates were 91%, 74%, 70%, and 59%
respectively. The wound healing status of fully healed or healing was 67% at 6 months, 75% at 12
months, and 92% at 24 months.
ALPS At 6, 12, and 24 months, estimates were 83.9%, 71.0%, and 67.2% for AFS, 86.8%, 79.8% and
79.8% for limb salvage, and 36.6%, 68.2%, and 72.7% for complete wound healing, respectively.

Conclusion:
These studies represents the largest population of patients with no option CLTI treated with the
LimFlow System with data out to 2 years. In this complex group of patients, pDVA using the LimFlow
System has been shown to be feasible,
with a high technical success rate and AFS up to 24 months coupled with wound healing. In selected
patients with no option CLTI, pDVA could be a recommended treatment to prevent amputation and
heal wounds.
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1407.6 / Risk of death and major amputation at 2 Years in a
randomized trial comparing drug coated balloon angioplasty versus
conventional balloon angioplasty for treating below the knee arteries
in chronic limb threatening ischemia: the SINGA PACLI trial
Tan Z1, Tan H2, Zhuang K1, Patel A1, Pua U3, Win H1, Irani F1, Leong S1, Gogna A1, Chandramohan S1,
Venkatanarasimha N1, Chua J1, Tan G4, Too C1, Tay K1, Chong T5, Lee K1, Lo R1, Wang M1, Tan A1, Tan A1,
Tashi S1, Tan B1

1Singapore General Hospital, Singapore, Singapore, 2Lee Kong Chian Medical School, Nanyang Technological
University, Singapore, Singapore, 3Department of Diagnostic Radiology, Tan Tock Seng Hospital, Singapore,
Singapore, 4Department of General Surgery, Tan Tock Seng Hospital, Singapore, Singapore, 5Department of
Vascular Surgery, Singapore General Hospital, Singapore, Singapore

Purpose
This study sought to assess the 2 year safety outcomes of the Singapore Infra Genicular Angioplasty
with Paclitaxel eluting Balloon for Critical Limb Ischaemia (SINGA PACLI) trial, by comparing the 2
year risk of death and major amputation in patients with critical limb ischaemia (CLI) who received
drug coated balloon angioplasty (DCBA) with those who received standard percutaneous
transluminal angioplasty (PTA) in below the knee (BTK) lesions.

Methods
The SINGA PACLI trial is a two centre, prospective, double blind, randomised controlled trial that
enlisted 138 patients with CLI. Patients were randomised equally to DCBA or PTA. 2 year outcomes of
major amputation, limb salvage, amputation free survival (AFS) and mortality of 114 patients from
one institution were evaluated as time to first event with the Kaplan Meier method and hazard
ratios (HRs) were analysed with Cox regression.

Results
There was no significant difference in freedom from major amputation (DCBA: 78.6% against PTA:
83.9%; log rank P = 0.44), mortality (DCBA: 69.6% against PTA: 73.2%; log rank P = 0.74) and AFS
(DCBA: 53.6% against PTA: 67.9%; log rank P = 0.14). DCBA did not have a significant effect on major
amputation (HR: 1.34; 95% confidence interval, CI: 0.57, 3.19; P = 0.50), limb salvage (HR: 1.17; 95%
CI: 0.71, 1.91; P = 0.54), AFS (HR: 1.51; 95% CI: 0.83, 2.76; P = 0.18) and mortality (HR: 1.10; 95% CI:
0.55, 2.20; P = 0.79).

Conclusion
There was no significant difference in mortality and major amputation rates in patients with BTK
lesions who received DCBA or PTA at 2 years.
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1407.7 / Three year results from the MIMICS 3D European study
Lee V1, Lichtenberg M2

1Veryan Medical, Horsam, UK, 2Karolinen Hospital, Angiology Department, Arnsberg, Germany

Purpose
The BioMimics 3D® Vascular Stent System (Veryan Medical, Horsham, UK) has a unique three
dimensional (3D) helical centerline to provide biomechanical compatibility and promote swirling
blood flow to beneficially elevate wall shear stress. The MIMICS 3D European Study investigated
outcomes through 3 years in a real world population.

Materials and Methods
MIMICS 3D enrolled 507 subjects treated with BioMimics 3D at 23 sites. Mean age was 70 years; 37%
were diabetic. Mean lesion length was 126 mm; 57% were occlusions; lesion calcification was Grade
#0 18%; #1: 29%; #2: 24%; #3: 15%; #4: 14%. The primary safety endpoint is a composite of MAE,
comprising death, major index limb amputation or clinically driven target lesion revascularization
(CDTLR) through 30 days. Primary outcome measure for effectiveness is freedom from CDTLR though
12 months.

Results
Technical success for the BioMimics 3D implant procedure was 99%. Kaplan Meier (KM) estimate of
freedom from CDTLR at 1 yr, 2 yrs and 3 yrs in the ITT population was 90%, 83% and 79%
respectively. KM estimate of freedom from loss of primary stent patency (PSVR >2.4) at 1 yr, 2 yrs
and 3 yrs in the ITT population was 87%, 79% and 70% respectively.

Conclusions
CTLR and patency outcomes in the MIMICS 3D European Study are consistent with those of earlier
MIMICS studies and are achieved in longer, more complex lesions. These investigations support the
hypothesis that imparting non planar curvature to the femoropopliteal artery to promote swirling
blood flow and increase wall shear stress, results in clinical outcomes that are comparable to those of
drug eluting devices.
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1407.8 / Treatment of ISR lesions with the pantheris atherectomy
catheter
Lichtenberg M1

1Klinikum Arnsberg, Arnsberg, Germany

Purpose
Evaluate the safety and effectiveness of the Pantheris catheter to revascularize in stent restenosis
(ISR) in peripheral arteries.

Methods
INSIGHT, a multicenter, prospective, single arm trial, enrolled subjects with ISR lesions and assessed
freedom from composite major adverse events (MAEs) through 30 day follow up, percentage of
residual stenosis < 50% after use of the Pantheris catheter alone, freedom from target lesion
revascularization (FFTLR), and changes in ABI and Rutherford Class (RC).

Results
A total of 97 subjects were enrolled, with 85 completing 6 month and 76 completing 1 year follow up
clinic visits, with a mean age of 73.9 years, mean weight of 85.6 kg, mean height of 165 cm, were
equally male/female, and predominantly Caucasian (78%) with co morbidities of history of smoking,
hypertension, coronary artery disease, and diabetes. The ISR lesions had a mean length of 13 cm,
none to mild calcification, and mean stenosis of 85%. As assigned by the clinical events committee,
97% of subjects were free of MAEs within 30 days post procedure; FFTLR was 93% 6 months and 89%
1 year post procedure. ABI improved 39% and RC improved 71% in 6 months. As adjudicated by a
central core lab, 89% of the occlusions had a residual diameter of stenosis of < 50%, with a mean
stenosis of 35% after use of the Pantheris catheter alone, a 58% reduction.

Conclusions
The Pantheris catheter reduces the occlusion residual diameter substantially while causing few
adverse events in the treatment of ISR.
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1504.1 / Early experience in routine practice with a navigated robotic
arm for image guided percutaneous needle insertion
de Baere T1, Roux C1, Deschamps F1, Tselikas L1
1Institut Gustave Roussy, Villejuif, France

Purpose
To present early experience in routine practice with a recently CE marked, and FDA cleared robotic
system for image guided percutaneous needle insertion.

Materials and Methods
All consecutive patients treated with the Epione® robot (Quantum Surgical, Montpellier, France)
were prospectively evaluated. The Epione® robot is a navigated robotic arm with a universal needle
guide which is sent to a pre planned trajectory defined on a 3D CT acquisition with respiratory
motion compensation.

Results
14 consecutive patients with 16 targets were treated requiring 26 needle insertions, including 7
single needle and 9 multiple needle insertion, targeting liver (n=6), kidney (n=9), or bone (n=1) for
thermal ablation (n=15), or osteosynthesis (n=1). Procedures were performed under general
anesthesia using either conventional ventilation (n=11) or jet ventilation (n=5). Contrast
enhancement was none (n=2), IV (n=12), or intra arterial (n=6).
Treatments were feasible in all instances, with all needles inserted in one shot with few needles
requiring minor adjustments
Subjective evaluation by the operator in between needle location and planed trajectory was <2mm
(n=10), <5mm (n=8), <10mm (n=6), and >10mm (n=2). All post ablation contrast enhanced CT shows
complete ablation and adequate screw positioning in the osteosynthesis patient.
No complications related to the needle insertion were depicted during the 30 days post treatment.

Conclusion
This first post market series available with the Epione® robotic system suggests that robotic guided
needle insertion is safe, highly feasible, and provided efficient thermal ablation of liver and kidney
tumors and bone reconstruction. Further developments and studies are expected to provide even
better outcomes.
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1504.2 / Recommended optimal thermal ablation margin range
model for liver malignancies 3 cm based on 979 cases
Qiu Z1, Gao F1, Wang G1, Jiang W1, Chen Z1
1Sun Yat sen University Cancer Center, Guangzhou, China

Purpose:
This study aimed to evaluate the influencing factors of technical success in thermal ablation for liver
malignancies 3 cm and to develop a recommended model for the optimal ablation margin range.

Material and methods:
The tumor size and ablation margin range of 979 cases who received computed tomography guided
thermal ablation were delineated and calculated with the treatment planning system. Basic
characteristics were compared using t test or Pearson 2 test. Univariate and multivariate logistic
analyses were performed to identify factors associated with ablation’s technical effects. The
nomogram for the predictive probability of residual was established and evaluated using Harrell’s
concordance index.

Results:
Tumor diameter >2 cm was an independent factor associated with ablation failure (p=0.002). Volume
ratio (mean±SD, 3.73±2.04 vs. 2.81±1.12, p<0.001) of the no residual group was significantly higher
than that of the residual group. Multivariate logistic analysis showed that adjacent large vessel (odd
ratio=1.97, p=0.015), preoperative maximum tumor area (odd ratio=1.44, p=0.014), and volume ratio
(odd ratio=0.77, p=0.009) were significant predictive factors for the technical effect of ablation. A
nomogram was made for predicting the probability of residual tumor occurrence and was validated
by a ROC curve with an AUC of 0.685. The optimal ablation margin for tumors with a diameter of 1.0,
2.0, and 3.0 cm were 0.3, 0.8, and 1.6 cm, respectively.

Conclusions:
A model was developed to calculate the optimal ablation margin range for liver malignancies 3 cm
at https://fbzl.org/monitor/ablation_model.html, which will be employed as a practical guide in
clinical.
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1504.3 / Artery first microwave ablation in the treatment of benign
thyroid nodules
Karakas H1, Yildirim G1

1University of Health Sciences, Istanbul Fatih Sultan Mehmet Training and Research Hospital, stanbul, Turkey

Purpose:
Microwave ablation (MWA) is a safe and effective procedure in the treatment of benign thyroid
nodules. MWA provides progressive nodule shrinkage as well as symptomatic and cosmetic
improvement. Some basic techniques have been described to further increase the efficacy and safety
of the procedure. The aim of this study is to evaluate the efficacy of artery first MWA as an advanced
technique in the treatment of benign thyroid nodules.

Materials and Methods:
A total of 40 patients treated with MWA were enrolled in the study. Nineteen patients who
underwent artery first MWA were included in the study group and 21 patients who underwent MWA
alone were included in the control group. All patients were evaluated in terms of volume, symptoms,
cosmetic scores, and laboratory findings before, 3 months (early term), and 6 months (intermediate
term) after the procedure.

Results:
Both groups were comparable according to baseline volume (p=0.054). Nevertheless, nodular volume
reduction rate was significantly different at 3 month follow up (study group: 58.74 ± 9.7%, control
group: 46.911 ± 7.9%; p=0.000) and 6 month follow up (study group: 73.91± 10.11, control group:
69.54 ± 9.40%; p=0.003). In both groups, cosmetic and symptom scores decreased progressively
(p<0.005) and there were no major complications. Thyroid hormones and antibodies were within
normal limits before the procedure, and no significant change was observed in the follow ups after
ablation.

Conclusion:
The artery first MWA technique can be used in the treatment of benign thyroid nodules as a method
that increases the effectiveness of MWA.
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1504.4 / Percutaneous ablation of local and nodal prostate cancer
recurrence: a single center experience
Chevallier O1, Youssef E1, Laccetti A1, Chen Y1, Mueller B1, Danila D1, Scher H1, Morris M1, Solomon S1,
Ridouani F1
1Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center, New York, United States

Purpose:
To assess the outcome of image guided percutaneous ablation of local and nodal recurrence of
prostate cancer.

Materials and Methods:
This IRB approved, retrospective study included 17 patients (mean age: 68.0 years, range: 55 85
years) who underwent 21 percutaneous ablation procedures for 23 local or nodal recurrence of
prostate cancer between 2012 and 2022. Patient characteristics, technical success, and disease
outcomes were analyzed using Stata/Se 17.

Results:
At time of ablation, only one patient had undetectable prostate specific antigen (PSA) level. The
median PSA value for the remaining was 2.17 ng/mL (range: 0.27 15.49). Eight procedures were
performed using cryoablation, 6 using microwaves, 5 using irreversible electroporation and one with
radiofrequency to ablate respectively 8, 9, 5 and 1 lesions that included 8 local and 14 lymph node
recurrences. One lesion was not safe to treat. Technical success was achieved in 22/23 (95.7%)
treated lesion. After ablation, PSA level declined in 19/21 (85.7%), were undetectable in 8/21
(38.1%), and declined by more than 50% in 5/21 (23.8%). The median follow up time for survivors
was 56 months [IQR:10 62]. The radiological median local recurrence free survival was 61 months
[95%CI:7 NR] with a recurrence rate of 22% at 1 year, 39% at 5 year, and 59% at 7 year. The
radiological median disease free survival was 8 months [95%CI:6 33]. Two complications occurred,
one class C and class D.

Conclusion:
Percutaneous ablation of local and nodal recurrence of prostate cancer is safe with a high technical
success and can achieve good local tumor control.
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1504.5 / Intraprocedural assessment of ablation margins using
computed tomography co registration in primary liver tumor
treatment with percutaneous ablation: IAMCOMPLETE study
Hendriks P1, van Dijk K1, Boekestijn B1, Dijkstra J2, van Duijn de Vreugd J1, de Geus Oei L1,3, Burgmans
M1

1Department of Radiology, Leiden University Medical Center, Leiden, Netherlands, 2LKEB Division of Image
Processing, Department of Radiology, Leiden University Medical Center, Leiden, Netherlands, 3Biomedical
Photonic Imaging Group, University of Twente, Enschede, Netherlands

Ablation margin quantification to predict local tumor progression (LTP) after thermal ablation (TA)
has gained popularity in recent years. However, a standardized workflow has not been established
yet. This study investigates the feasibility of a standardized workflow that includes an optimized
intraprocedural pre and post ablation scanning protocol and ablation margin quantification using
rigid registration implemented in in house developed software.

This was a prospective, single center study in 20 patients with BCLC 0 A HCC patients that underwent
thermal ablation. Intraprocedural pre and post ablation contrast enhanced CT scans were acquired
under preoxygenated breath hold in a similar (bed) position. In house developed software was used
to generate 3D models of the livers, using segmentation of the liver, tumor and ablation area. These
models were registered using a rigid registration algorithm to quantify the 3D ablation margins. Inter
and intra observer variability of tumor delineation in arterial and portal venous scan phase were
determined, as well as of ablation margin quantification.

20 patients (m=13, mean age= 67.2 years (45 82)) with 28 tumors (mean size=19mm (12 38)) were
included. 17 (85%) patients were feasible for analysis. Tumor delineation showed good interobserver
variability (Dice Similarity Coefficient: 0.825). Minimal ablation margin (MAM) of <0 was found in all
patients with LTP (n=6). MAM <0 was found in 5/14 patients who did not develop LTP. Mean
interobserver and intraobserver difference in MAM measurement were 1.7mm (SD:1.50) and 1.1mm
(SD:1.03), respectively.

A feasible and robust workflow was found to perform MAM quantification. This workflow is further
investigated in a multicenter, prospective trial (PROMETHEUS study).
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1504.6 / Quantitative volumetric assessment of liver segments in
patients treated with selective internal radiation therapy for
metastases
Oung K1, Yasser A1, Boughdad S4, Digklia A2, Demartines N3, Halkic N3, Villard N1, Schäfer N4,
Tsoumakidou G1, Denys A1, Duran R1

1 Department of Diagnostic and interventional radiology / CHUV, Lausanne, Switzerland, 2Department of
Oncology / CHUV, Lausanne, Switzerland, 3Department of Visceral Surgery / CHUV, Lausanne, Switzerland,
4Department of Nuclear Medicine / CHUV, Lausanne, Switzerland

Purpose
To investigate volumetric and functional liver changes in patients treated with 90Yttrium Selective
Internal Radiation Therapy (SIRT) for liver metastases using a quantitative volumetric approach.

Material and methods
Monocentric retrospective study of a prospectively collected database (2010 2020). Liver metastatic
patients treated with SIRT and who underwent CT scan before and 3/6/9/12 months after treatment
were included. A three dimensional quantification of individual liver segments, whole liver, tumor
burden and spleen volume was performed for each time point using a semi automatic software.
Liver segment volumes were obtained based on portal/hepatic vein anatomy. Clinical, laboratory,
imaging and SIRT data were analyzed.

Results
47 patients with 142 volumetric assessments were included. SIRT was administered to the whole
liver in 23 patients, right/left liver in 12/6 patients, and other (sectorial/sub/segmental) in 6 patients.
Treated liver volume decreased significantly at 3 months from 932 mL (+/ 367) to 865 mL (+/ 324)
(p<0.05) whereas untreated liver regions volumes increased. When whole liver treatment, liver
volume did not change significantly (all time points, p>0.05). Complex segment changes were
observed. Spleen volume increased significantly at all time points, from 238 mL (+/ 35) at baseline to
288 mL (+/ 63) at 12 months (all p<0.05). Tumor volume remained similar at all time points (p>0.05).
There was no significant correlation between administered Y 90 activity and liver, spleen and tumor
volume evolution at different time points (p>0.05).

Conclusion
Complex dynamic changes in liver and spleen volumes were observed in patients with liver
metastases treated with SIRT.
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1504.7 / Percutaneous ablation of the adrenal lodge tumors
Blain M1,2, Tselikas L1, Varin E1, Delpla A1, Kobe A1, Deschamps F1, Roux C1, De Baere T1
1Gustave Roussy, Villejuif, France, 2Henri Mondor Hospital, Creteil, France

Purpose:
To evaluate the safety and effectiveness of percutaneous tumoral ablation of the adrenal lodge
tumors in cancer patients.

Material and methods:
All patients treated by percutaneous ablation of the adrenal gland between 2004 and 2021 at our
institution were included. Clinical, biological and imaging data from pre, per and post treatment
phases were extracted.

Results:
In total 59 patients were included : 48 for adrenal metastases and 11 for recurrence after
adrenalectomy. The median overall survival was 755 days. Survival appeared prolonged for renal or
adrenal primaries compared to pulmonary primaries. Median progression free survival was 162 days.
Progression free survival tended to be negatively correlated with nodule long diameter (p=0.05).
Systemic anti cancer therapy was reintroduced after procedure in 64% of cases after a median
interval of 150 days after tumor ablation. The primary and secondary efficacies of percutaneous
ablation were 86% and 93%. The local recurrence rate was 15%. Local progression was correlated
with lesion diameter and volume (p=0.01). 17% presented per procedure hypertensive
complications, without any death. 15% of patients presented chronic adrenal insufficiency, always
associated with an history of contralateral adrenalectomy.

Conclusion:
Adrenal percutaneous ablation has an excellent local efficacy. The best indications are recurrencies
after adrenalectomy and metastases in selected patients. The rate of immediate or long term
complications remain low. Adrenal percutaneous ablation can allow the discontinuation of all
systemic anti cancer treatment and thus improve quality of life.
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1505.1 / Extended outcomes of genicular artery embolization for the
treatment of knee osteoarthritis: results from a prospective
investigational device exemption trial
Padia S1, Lauko K1, Plotnik A1, Kim G1, Genshaft S1
1UCLA, Santa Monica, United States

Purpose:
Genicular artery embolization (GAE) is a promising therapy for symptomatic knee osteoarthritis (OA)
by reducing synovial arterial hypervascularity, with initial results reported at 12 months. This
extended follow up evaluated the efficacy of GAE at 24 months.

Materials and Methods:
A prospective, single center, open label trial was conducted. Patients aged 40 80 years, with
moderate or severe knee OA (Kellgren Lawrence 2 4), who previously failed conservative therapy.
Baseline pain and symptom scores (Western Ontario and McMaster Universities Osteoarthritis Index
(WOMAC)) were assessed. GAE was performed using 100 m particles of 1 3 genicular arteries
supplying the location of the subject's pain, as determined by angiography and cone beam computed
tomography. Adverse events and symptoms scores were assessed at multiple timepoints up to 24
months.

Results:
40 patients were treated. Knee OA severity scores included: 17.5% patients with grade 2, 42.5% with
grade 3, and 40% with grade 4. Technical success was achieved in 100%. WOMAC total score
decreased from 52/96 at baseline to 21/96 (60% decrease) and 27/96 (48% decrease) at 12 and 24
months, respectively. WOMAC pain score decreased from 11/20 at baseline to 4/20 and 6/20 at 12
and 24 months, respectively. Of the 27/40 who demonstrated clinical success at 12 months, 22/27
(81%) had sustained improvement at 24 months. Three patients underwent total knee arthroplasty,
with no adverse events from surgery.

Conclusion:
This prospective trial demonstrates that GAE is highly effective and durable in reducing symptoms
due to moderate to severe knee OA, with most patients showing benefit two years following therapy.
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1505.2 / The Gaucho Trial: Genicular Artery embolization Using
imipenem/Cilastatin vs. mirospHere for chrOnic knee pain: a
randomized controlled trial – preliminary clinical results of 3 months
Picada Correa M1, Michelin A, Algarve R, Lugokenski R, Motta Leal Filho J
1Invasc, Passo Fundo, Brazil

Purpose:
To compare imipenem/cilastatin (IC) versus microspheres in the results of 3 months follow up
(3mFU) of genicular artery embolization (GAE) for the treatment of moderate to severe pain related
to knee osteoarthritis (OA).

Materials and Methods:
This is a randomized, blind, prospective, single center clinical trial. Patients with knee OA, Kelgren
Lawrence (KL) 1 to 3 refractory to conservative therapy were enrolled. Technical success was defined
as embolization from at least one feeding artery. Clinical success was defined as improvement in
symptoms 50% reduction in WOMAC score or at least a raise of 10 points in KOOS pain score vs
baseline.

Results:
From February 2021 to January 2022, 44 patients and 59 joints were enrolled in the study, KL 1(18%),
2(54%), 3(27%). Technical success was 100%. Clinical success was achieved in: 59% of patients at 30
days and 42% at 3mFU, on total WOMAC; 65% of patients at 30 days and 39.4% at 3mFU on WOMAC
pain; 89.5% of patients at 30 days and 77.4% at 3mFU on KOOS pain. There was no difference
between the two groups. However, the mean scores improved from baseline to 3mFU, as follow: in
the IC group, the total WOMAC was 70 and 37.9 (p<0.0001) and KOOS pain was 29.5 and 55.1
(p<0.0001). In the microspheres group, total WOMAC score was 69.4 and 33.8 (p<0.0001) and KOOS
pain was 32.8 and 59 (p<0.002).

Conclusion:
The trial trends to favor improvement of WOMAC and KOOS scores after 3 moths of GAE, with no
difference in the embolic agent used.
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1505.3 / MONARCH trial: 30 day results of the prospective, multi
center, single arm, real world study of the CATERPILLAR™ arterial
embolization device for arterial embolization in the peripheral
vasculature
White S, Gandhi R, Foteh M, Collins Z, Haste P, Golzarian J, Kalva S, Lynch F, Cornejo S, Abdel Aal A,
Rilling W
1Medical College of Wisconsin, Milwaukee, United States, 2Baptist Hospital of Miami / Miami Cardiac and
Vascular Institute, Miami, United Stated, 3Cardiothoracic and Vascular Surgeons, Austin, United Stated, 4Kansas
City Medical Center, Kansas City, United States, 5Indiana University Health University Hospital, Indianapolis,
United Stated, 6University of Minnesota Medical Center, Minneapolis, United Stated, 7The General Hospital
Corporation Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston, United States, 8The Pennsylvania State University and
Milton S. Hershey Medical Center, Hershey, United States, 9Dignity Health / St. Joseph's & Medical Center,
Phoenix, United States, 10University of Texas Health Science Center , Houston, United States, 11Medical College of
Wisconsin, Milwaukee, United States

To assess the safety and performance of the CATERPILLAR self expanding Arterial Embolization
Device for peripheral artery embolization.

The prospective, multicenter, single arm, real world MONARCH study enrolled and treated 50
patients with the CATERPILLAR arterial embolization device at 10 centers in the United States.
Primary endpoints were freedom from device related serious adverse events (SAEs) through 30 days
and technical success, defined as successful occlusion of the target embolization site(s) (TES).
Secondary endpoints were time to vessel occlusion, freedom from clinically relevant recanalization
site through 30 days, acute and non acute migration, and from device and/or procedure related
adverse events (AEs) through 30 days. Additionally, accuracy of device delivery, ease of device
trackability/deliverability, ease of detachment, and acceptability of device visibility were evaluated.

Freedom from device related SAEs through 30 days was 100.0% and technical success was achieved
in 98.2% of the TESs treated. The majority (58.2%) of the TESs treated were found to be occluded
within 3 minutes, while 80.0% occurred within 5 minutes and 89.1% within 10 minutes of device
deployment. There was no clinically relevant recanalization, acute or non acute migration. The
freedom from device and/or procedure related AEs through 30 days was 84.0%. Accuracy of device
delivery and ease of device trackability/deliverability were both measured at 98.4%. Ease of
detachment was measured at 100.0% while acceptability of visibility was under fluoroscopy was
93.7%.

The 30 day MONARCH study results demonstrated 98.2% technical success of treated TESs and no
device related SAEs using the Caterpillar Arterial Embolization Device for arterial embolization in the
peripheral vasculature.
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1505.4 / Immune function after splenic artery embolization for blunt
trauma: A prospective long term study assessing CD27+ IgM B Cell
levels
Clements W1,2,3, Zia A1, Kavnoudias H1,2, Bosco J1, Narita C1, Lee R1, Joseph T1, Lukies M1,2

1Alfred Hospital, Melbourne, Australia, 2Monash University Central Clinical School, Melbourne, Australia,
3National Trauma Research Institute, Melbourne, Australia

Purpose
Splenic artery embolisation (SAE) has a critical role in treatment of high grade splenic injury in
haemodynamically stable patients. Compared with splenectomy, embolisation provides preservation
of splenic tissue, which is advantageous given the immune function of the spleen.
CD27+ IgM+ memory B cells, also termed splenic marginal zone B cells, have been shown to be
significantly lower in patients who have undergone splenectomy and are commonly used as a
quantitative indicator of splenic immune function.
This study aimed to determine the long term splenic immune function of patients after SAE for blunt
trauma based on CD27+ IgM B cell levels.

Materials and Methods
IRB approval was obtained. All patients who had undergone SAE for blunt abdominal trauma
between 2006 and 2016 were invited to participate, with the latter date selected to allow a minimum
of 5 year follow up.

Results
220 SAE procedures, of which 170 patients were able to be contacted, and 17 patients consented to
participate. Median injury grade was AAST IV and 75% were proximal. Median follow up was 92
months (7.7 years), range 56 153 months. All patients had normal levels of IgM memory B cells as %B
Cells, median 14.30 (IQR 10.0 24.16); Reference range 4.9 22.0).
Ultrasound confirmed splenic parenchyma in the abdomen in all patients, median volume 122cc
(range 49.0 234cc).

Conclusion
This study quantitatively demonstrated preserved long term splenic immune function after SAE for
blunt abdominal trauma. This supports the position that routine vaccination may not be necessary
post SAE, and further highlights the importance of splenic salvage procedures after trauma.
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1505.5 / Comparison of effectiveness and safety of embolic agents
polyvinyl alcohol particles versus n butyl 2 cyanoacrylate in bronchial
artery embolization for control of haemoptysis
Seth R1, Thapa M1, Yadav A1, Gupta A1

1Sir Ganga Ram Hospital, New Delhi, India

Purpose
To compare effectiveness and safety of PVA(polyvinyl alcohol) particles and n butyl 2
cyanoacrylate(NBCA) in bronchial artery embolization(BAE) for control of haemoptysis.

Materials and Methods
Institutional review board approval was waived off for this retrospective study. From January 2014
to December 2020, a total of 167 patients(130 males and 37 females; age range 21 72 years)
presented with massive haemoptysis and underwent BAE by using PVA(n=127) or NBCA(n=40).
Clinical and technical success rate, complications, recurrence rate and haemoptysis free survival rate
were analysed between the two groups, using appropriate tests of statistical significance.

Results
The most common aetiology of haemoptysis was pulmonary tuberculosis(54%) followed by
aspergillosis(21%), other causes of bronchiectasis(15%), bronchogenic carcinoma(6%) and pulmonary
arterio venous malformations(1%) and others(3%). Technical success was achieved in 100% of
patients for both PVA and NBCA. Clinical success was achieved in 95%(121 out of 127) and 97.5%(39
out of 40) for PVA and NBCA, respectively(P >0.05). The major and minor complication rates were not
statistically different between the two groups(minor complication rates 20% and 21.0% for PVA and
NBCA, respectively and major complication rate 0% for both). The recanalization of previously
embolized bronchial arteries leading to recurrent bleeding was seen more frequently in PVA
group(19%) than in NBCA group(2%),P<0.05. The 1 year,3 year and 5 year haemoptysis free survival
rates were 75%,65% and 64% for PVA and 89%,84% and 81% for NBCA(P<0.05). The presence of
aspergilloma and non bronchial systemic collaterals were predictive of recurrent
haemoptysis(p<0.05).

Conclusion
The use of NBCA in BAE resulted in lower recurrence and higher haemoptysis free survival, compared
to PVA, without any increase in complications.
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1505.6 / SPLENIQ study: splenic artery embolisation after traumatic
spleen injury: clinical, imaging, quality of life and costs outcomes
Raaijmakers C1,2, Lohle P1, Lodder P3, de Vries J1,3,4, SPLENIQ Study Group
1Elisabeth TweeSteden Hospital, Tilburg, Netherlands, 2Albert Schweitzer Hospital, Dordrecht, Netherlands,
3Tilburg University, Tilburg, Netherlands, 4Admiraal de Ruyter Hospital, Goes, Netherlands

Purpose
To determine the impact of splenic artery embolisation (SAE) on clinical, MR imaging, quality of life
(QOL), and costs outcomes after treatment of traumatic spleen injury.

Materials and methods
A prospective multi centre study was conducted on trauma patients, age 18y, with splenic injury,
who were admitted to the hospital between March 2017 and December 2018. All patients were
registered in the database, and patients who gave consent, completed five questionnaires at 1 week,
1, 3, 6 and 12 months after treatment (WHOQoL Bref; SF 12; EQ 5D 5L; iPCQ; iMCQ). The follow up
period was one year for clinical symptoms, imaging, QOL, and costs. Patients treated with SAE
underwent MR imaging at regular intervals during 1 year.

Results
During the inclusion period, 116 patients with splenic injury were admitted to 10 participating
hospitals; 50 patients completed all questionnaires, and 24 SAE patients underwent MR imaging.
All one year follow up data have been collected of clinical and MR imaging results, and the
questionnaires, including QOL (WHOQOL Bref), health status (SF 12, EQ 5D 5L), cost effectiveness
(iPCQ, iMCQ). The complete database analysis is currently in process. The results of the prospective
SPLENIQ study will be presented.

Conclusion
SAE has advantages in comparison to surgery in terms of clinical and imaging outcome after spleen
trauma. Clinical, MR imaging, QOL and costs results will be compared and presented.
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1505.7 / Transarterial Bleomycin Lipiodol Embolization (B/LE) for
giant hepatic hemangioma
Mikos E1, Moqbil S1, Czeczelewski M1, Pyra K2, Szmygin M2

1Students’ Scientific Society at the Department of Interventional Radiology and Neuroradiology, Medical
University of Lublin, Lublin, Poland, 2Department of Interventional Radiology and Neuroradiology, Medical
University of Lublin, Lublin , Poland

Purpose:
Large hepatic hemangiomas can cause symptoms such as pain and bleeding. There is currently no
gold standard in their treatment. One of the methods is transarterial bleomycin lipiodol embolization
(B/LE).
The aim of this study is to evaluate the efficacy of treating hepatic hemangiomas with B/LE.

Material and methods:
We retrospectively reviewed 15 patients treated with B/LE between February 2021 and February
2022 in the Department of Interventional Radiology and Neuroradiology, Medical University of
Lublin. Before the procedure, all patients were examined by magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) or
computed tomography. The hemangiomas were embolized by administering a mixture of bleomycin
with lipidol intraarterially closing the vascularization of the lesion. All patients were followed up
clinically and by MRI for an average of 6 months.

Results:
The size of the examined hemangiomas before the procedure ranged from 7 to 12 cm. After the first
procedure, 4 out of 15 patients had an essential reduction in the size of the hemangioma, while 11
patients had the procedure repeated. Eventually, the size of the hemangiomas decreased
significantly (p 0.05). The technical success described as the reduction of blood supply to the
hemangioma was achieved in all of the cases.

Conclusions:
Transarterial bleomycin lipiodol embolization (B/LE) is an effective procedure resulting in reduced
size of hemangiomas and symptoms alleviation.
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1506.1 / Use of renal tumour biopsy prior to nephrectomy – An
analysis of the British Association of Urological Surgeons
Nephrectomy Outcome Data from 2012 2019
Chan W1, Cartledge J2, Bhattarai S2, Wah T2
1University of Leeds, Leeds, United Kingdom, 2St. James's University Hospital, Leeds, United Kingdom

Purpose:
Up to 30% of treated small renal masses (SRM) are benign. This study aims to review the use of renal
tumour biopsy (RTB) for SRM in the UK and its potential benefits.

Material and methods:
The prospective British Association of Urological Surgeons nephrectomy audit database was enquired
for SRMs (T1a/bN0M0) treated by partial or radical nephrectomy from 2012 2019.

Results:
A total of 14,828 patients (T1a: 46.5%, T1b: 43.7%, T1: 9.8%) from across the UK are included. 12.9%
(1,918/14,828) patients received a renal tumour biopsy prior to treatment. The utilisation of RTB
increased from 6.6% (90/1351) in 2013 to 16.0% in 2019 (307/1915) (p<0.001). The diagnostic rate of
RTBs in the series is 92% (1748/1890). In patients with no missing histological data, 11% (709/ 6468)
were treated for a benign mass, of those, 58.7% (416/709) were treated with a partial nephrectomy,
and 41.3% (293/709) were treated with a radical nephrectomy. However, stratifying by the biopsy
status, patients not undergoing RTB are significantly more likely to be treated for a benign mass,
compared to those who had an RTB. (12.3% [673/5474] vs 3.62% [36/994], Chi2 p:<0.001, Logistic
regression: OR:3.73, 95%CI: 2.64–5.25, p<0.001). Amongst those who did not receive RTB, 9.8%
(282/2878) were overtreated with a radical nephrectomy, and 15.1% (391/2596) were overtreated
with a partial nephrectomy.

Conclusion:
RTBs are underutilised before nephrectomy, resulting in at least 673 patients (12.3%) overtreated in
7 years with potentially life changing nephrectomy for a benign tumour. This study highlights the
importance of RTB before treatment decisions for SRMs.
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1506.2 / Comparison of percutaneous CT guided microwave ablation
and partial nephrectomy in the treatment of T1a renal carcinoma
Novosel L1, Sjekavica I1
1UHC Sestre Milosrdnice, Zagreb, Croatia

Purpose:
Development of minimally invasive therapies for patients with severe comorbidities allowed for
active therapy in patients with early stage renal cell carcinoma.
MWA has not been introduced into urology guidelines and is still considered to be experimental.
Despite existing literature confirming the efficacy and safety of MWA, there is still a lack of studies
that directly compare partial nephrectomy (PN) and percutaneous MWA. The aim of this study was
to compare local recurrence rates, oncological outcomes, complication rates and renal function after
CT guided MWA and PN of T1a RCC.

Materials and methods:
Our retrospective study involved 80 patients with T1a RCC treated from 2015 to 2018. Patients were
chosen, according to their tumor size and mRENAL complexity, to match the patients treated with
MWA, using propensity score matching. All patients were under radiological and clinical follow up for
at least 12 months, up to 3 years.

Results:
The results did not show statistically significant difference between MWA and PN in overall survival,
recurrence free survival, disease free survival, metastasis free survival or disease free survival.
Decrease in the glomerular filtration rate was significantly lower after MWA, and a significantly
higher complication rate was found after PN compared to MWA.

Conclusion:
It can be concluded that, when compared to the partial nephrectomy as the golden standard, MWA
can be used as an equally successful therapeutic tool in small RCCs in patients with severe
comorbidities, but also in other patients due to its nephron sparing qualities.
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1506.3 / Effect of body mass index and obesity on perioperative and
oncological outcomes in patients treated with thermal ablation for T1
renal cell tumors
Varano G1, Mauri G2, Bonomo G1, Camisassi N1, Della Vigna P1, Maiettini D1, Lucertini E3, Luzzago S2,
Mistretta F1, Musi G2, De Cobelli O2, Orsi F1
1Istituto Europeo di Oncologia, Milan, Italy, 2Università degli Studi di Milano Statale, Milan, Italy, 3"Sapienza"
Università di Roma, Rome, Italy

Purpose:
To analyze association of perioperative and oncological outcome with Body Mass Index (BMI) and
obesity (BMI 30) in patients with renal tumor treated with thermal ablation (TA).

Methods:
BMI and obesity (BMI 30) were tested in 342 T1 renal cell carcinoma patients treated with. Logistic
regression models were tested for independent predictors of peri operative complications and
persistency; Kaplan Meier plots (KM) and Cox regression models were tested for local recurrence
(LR).

Results:
Median (IQR) BMI at TA was 26 (24 29). Overall, 64 (19%) vs 278 (81%) patients were obese vs non
obese respectively.
8 (12.5%) vs 38 (13.7%) complication in obese vs non obese patients were recorded, respectively
(p=0.9). In multivariable logistic regression models, BMI was not associated with higher rates of
complications (OR:1.00; 95% CI:0.99 1.00; p=0.8) and obese patients had not higher risk of
complications (OR:0.96, 95% CI:0.88 1.06, p=0.5).
Overall, 38 (11.1%) cases of persistent pathology were observed. In multivariable logistic regression
models, BMI and obesity were not associated with higher rates of persistency (OR:0.99; 95% CI:0.99
1.00; p=0.8 / OR:0.97; 95% CI:0.89 1.05; p=0.5).
Finally, 29 (8.5%) cases of LR after a median (IQR) follow up time of 28 (16 51) months were
observed. In KM plots, 3 year LR free survival rates were 86% vs 90% in obese vs non obese patients
(p=0.7) and BMI was not associated with higher rates of LR (HR:1.01; 95% CI:0.94 1.09; p=0.6). Obese
patients had not higher risk of LR (HR:1.16; 95% CI:0.45 3.01; p=0.7).

Conclusion:
An association between obesity and worse outcomes after TA was not observed.
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1506.4 / P RENAL: a new scoring system for the prediction of
complications and recurrence in kidney malignancies percutaneous
ablation
Ferrillo G1,2, D'Antuono F1, Lanza E1, Poretti D2, Pedicini V1

1Humanitas Research Hospital, Milano, Italy, 2Humanitas San Pio X, Milano, Italy

Purpose
There is a lack of internationally validated scores for the assessment of outcomes in percutaneous
ablation of kidney tumours.
We designed the P RENAL score and compared it to the surgical standard score (RENAL).

Material and methods
We performed a retrospective analysis of 146 patients treated with RFA (N = 90) or MWA (N= 56)
between 01/01/2016 and 31/03/2021 (minimum follow up of 6 months).
RENAL and p RENAL were calculated in both populations.
Primary outcomes were recurrence (presence of vital tumour > 1 cm in the treated area) and
complications (according to the CIRSE complications score).
P RENAL is derived from RENAL, it consists of 6 parameters, each assigned a value from 1 to 3:
Radius (<2 cm, 2 3 cm, >3 cm)
Exophytic area and Nearness to the collecting system (identic to RENAL score)
Location (1 interpolar mass; 2 lower polar ; 3 apical tumours)
Side (1 posterior lateral; 2 medial posterior ; 3 medial anterior)
Proximity of external structure ( > 3 cm from an high risk structure as ileal or colic wall, renal artery,
spleen or liver); 2 from 3 to 1 cm; 3 points if < 1 cm.

Results
P RENAL showed higher sensitivity than RENAL score in predicting recurrence after ablation of kidney
tumours expecially with MWA (AUC 0.86).
There was no association of the RENAL score with complications, while we observed an independent
positive correlation between p RENAL and the presence of grade >2 complications.

Conclusion
P RENAL has higher sensitivity than RENAL in detection of recurrence and complications in
percutaneous ablation
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1506.5 / Long term survival outcome radiofrequency ablation of
biopsy proven T1a renal cell carcinoma (RCC)
Abdelsalam M1, Awad A, Baiomy A, Karam J, Matin S, Ahrar K
1The University Of Texas Md Anderson Cancer Center, Houston , United States

Purpose:
To evaluate the long term survival outcomes of radiofrequency ablation (RFA) for Biopsy proven T1a
RCC.
Materials:
In this retrospective study, we only included patients with solitary denovo biopsy proven T1a RCC
(<4cm) who underwent RFA between January 2001 until December 2019. We collected
demographics, tumor size, histology, complications, recurrence at ablation site or elsewhere in the
kidney, development of metastases, history of another malignancy, survival/death and cause of
death. OS, RFS, MFS, DFS and CSS were estimated using Kaplan and Meier product limit estimator.

Results:
Two hundred thirty RFA procedures were performed for 228 lesions in 228 patients (145 males and
83 females, average age 68 years). Average tumor size was 2.5 cm (range: 0.9 3.9 cm). The median
follow up period was 3.7 years (range: 0.04–15.4years). Clear cell RCC (n=152, 66%) was the most
common histological subtype. Grade III or greater complications according to the Clavien dindo
classification were noted in 12 (5.2%) patients. Local recurrence at the ablation site and elsewhere in
the kidney developed in 6 (2.8%) and 11(4.8 %) patients, respectively. One hundred twenty five
patients (55%) had another non renal primary malignancy. The 5 year OS is 73.4 %. The 10 years and
15 years RFS were 97%. The 10 years and 15 years DFS were 88.9%. The metastasis free survival
(MFS) and cancer specific survival (CSS) were 100%.

Conclusions:
Radiofrequency ablation is a highly effective modality for treatment of T1a RCC with low
complication rate. Fifteen year survival data reveals ample long term oncologic control with low
recurrence rates.
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1506.6 / Use of radiomics to predict post ablation outcomes in renal
cell carcinoma
Zhu T1, Repajic M1, Mittelstein D1, Hwang D2, Cen S2, Lei X2, Ter Oganesyan R2, Katz M2, Duddalwar V2,
Vairavamurthy J2
1Keck School of Medicine of the University of Southern California, Los Angeles, United States, 2Department of
Radiology, Keck School of Medicine of the University of Southern California, Los Angeles, United States

Purpose:
To identify CT radiomic features associated with post ablation outcomes in renal cell carcinoma.

Materials & Methods:
After IRB approvals, a retrospective review of 21 RCC ablations was performed. Inclusion criteria
were a pre ablation CT and >30 day survival. Fifteen radiomic categories with 707 features were
extracted. Two clinical outcomes of interest over 2 years were identified: local recurrence (LR,
recurrence in ablated lesion or new tumor in ipsilateral kidney) and event free survival (EFS, absence
of recurrence or metastasis). Independent t test or Wilcoxon rank sum test were used, depending on
data normality, to compare clinical outcomes. Benjamini Hochberg (BH) procedure was used to
control multiple comparison error for univariate analyses. A heatmap of percent absolute mean
difference between patient outcomes was used to detect signal pattern for features in discriminating
clinical outcome.

Results:
Six of 21 patients experienced LR (29%) and EFS rate was 62% (13/21 patients). 3.6% of radiomic
features were significantly associated (unadjusted p 0.05) with LR and 5.9% with EFS. However, after
BH correction, none of the features sustained significance. Four radiomic categories had a high
percentage of features with >50% absolute mean difference discriminating both clinical outcomes:
voxel intensity, grey level run length matrix 3D, neighborhood grey tone difference 3D, and discrete
cosine transform 2D.

Conclusions:
Specific radiomic categories may be associated or predictive of specific clinical outcomes following
RCC ablation. With a larger patient cohort, nomograms including demographic and semantic
features, future radiomic analysis, and machine learning may aid in developing clinical decision
making tools for RCC ablation.
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1506.7 / Association between histology and oncological outcomes or
complication rates in patients treated with thermal ablation for T1
renal cell tumours
Varano G1, Mauri G2, Bonomo G1, Camisassi N1, Della Vigna P1, Maiettini D1, Lucertini E3, Luzzago S2,
Mistretta F1, Musi G2, De Cobelli O2, Orsi F1
1Istituto Europeo di Oncologia, Milan, Italy, 2Università degli Studi di Milano, Milan, Italy, 3"Sapienza" Università
di Roma, Rome, Italy

Purpose:
Data from surgery showed important variability in survival behaviors depending on renal tumor
histology. For thermal ablation (TA) in T1 renal cell tumors, histologic variants may lead to different
rates of tumor persistence and local recurrence or of complications.

Methods:
311 T1 patients with renal cell tumor treated with TA, were analyzed. Variable of interest was
histologic subtype: clear cell carcinoma vs non clear cell carcinoma vs benign tumors. First,
multivariable logistic regression models (MVLRMs) tested for independent predictors of peri
operative complications (Clavien Dindo classification) and disease persistency at post operative CT
scan. Kaplan Meier plots (KM) depicted local recurrence survival rates over time.

Results:
196 (63.0%) patients with clear cell carcinoma, 72 (23.2%) with non clear cell carcinoma and 43
(13.8%) with benign tumors were included. 42 (13.5%) peri operative complications were observed.
In MVLRMs, histology was not associated with different rates of complications ([non clear cell
carcinoma vs clear cell carcinoma OR:0.96, 95% CI:0.87 1.06, p=0.4]; [benign tumours vs clear cell
carcinoma OR:1.02, 95% CI:0.91 1.14, p=0.7]). 31 (10.0%) cases of disease persistency were observed
(26 (13.3%) vs 2 (2.8%) vs 3 (7%). In MVLRMs, lower rates of disease persistence were recorded in
non clear cell carcinomas (OR:0.92, 95% CI:0.85 0.99, p=0.03).
Finally, 25 (8.0%) local recurrences after a median follow up time of 28 (16 49) months were
observed. 3 year local recurrence free survival rates were, respectively, 86% vs. 92.0% vs 100%
(p=0.03).

Conclusion:
Clear cell carcinoma was associated with higher rates of disease persistency and local recurrence. No
associations between histologic variants and complications rates were observed.
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2001.1 / PiVET ED: a prospective, randomised, single blinded, sham
controlled study of pelvic vein embolisation for treatment of erectile
dysfunction
Phan T1, Kavnoudias H1,2, Ellis S1,2, Zia A1,2, Blecher G1,2, Moriarty H1

1The Alfred, Melbourne, Australia, 2Monash University, Melbourne, Australia

Background and rationale
Erectile Dysfunction (ED) affects the quality of life of young men and over 50% of men aged over 40
years. Venogenic ED is elucidated as a cause in a subgroup of patients.

Objectives
To investigate the clinical success, technical success, safety and durability of PVE for management of
venogenic ED.

Methods
After informed consent, and confirmation of venogenic ED by Doppler ultrasound (dUS) and
cavernosography, 80 men referred for cavernosography and PVE, will be randomised to treatment or
sham groups. Efficacy will be assessed using dUS and validated questionnaire, the International Index
of Erectile Function (IIEF). Adverse Events (AEs) and pharmacologic agents used during the trial will
be recorded.

Endpoints
The primary endpoint is clinical success at 3 and 6 months post PVE, defined by end diastolic velocity
in the cavernosal artery <5cm/s with dUS and a >4 point improvement in IIEF.
Safety assessed by the number of AEs using CTCAEv6.
Durability of embolisation will be assessed annually to 5 years.
Quality of life assessed at 3, 6 months and annually (Short Form Survey 36).

Expected data/impact on IR
A Randomised Controlled Trial is an important study to undertake in this area as it will provide the
evidence base and understanding of the efficacy, safety and durability of the treatment, and thus
establish the role of cavernosography and PVE in the management algorithm for ED.
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2001.2 / RESPECT: a new Europe wide prospective multi centre
observational study evaluating the effectiveness of percutaneous
electrochemotherapy for liver cancer
Kovács A2, Arnold D3, Cornelis F4, Curigliano G5, Iezzi R6, Moche M7, Orsi F5, Wah T8, Kaufmann N1,
Poulet C1, Wiggermann P9

1CIRSE, Vienna, Austria, 2MediClin Robert Janker Klinik, Bonn, Germany, 3Asklepios Klinik Altona, Hamburg,
Germany, 4Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center, New York City, USA, 5Istituto Europeo di Oncologia, Milan,
Italy, 6Policlinico Universitario Agostino Gemelli, Rome, Italy, 7Helios Park Klinikum, Leipzig, Germany, 8The Leeds
Teaching Hospitals NHS Trus, Leeds, United Kingdom, 9Städtisches Klinikum Braunschweig, Braunschweig,
Germany

General:
Registry on Percutaneous ElectroChemoTherapy (RESPECT)

Background:
Electrochemotherapy (ECT) is a local tumour ablation technique that uses reversible electroporation
to transiently permeabilize the cell membrane and increase the cytotoxicity of chemotherapeutics. In
the context of liver malignancies, ECT overcomes limitations encountered by more established local
ablation therapies: it can be used in the vicinity of critical structures and is not affected by the heat
sink effect of large blood vessels. Small studies have recently introduced percutaneous ECT (pECT) as
a very promising minimally invasive treatment option for liver malignancies.

Objectives:
RESPECT aims at expanding our understanding of pECT for the management of liver malignancies by
substantiating the evidence base for its effectiveness, safety and impact on quality of life.

Methodology:
RESPECT is a prospective, Europe wide, multi centre, single arm observational study with the
objective to enrol, within 2 years, 250 patients with any type of primary or secondary liver
malignancies treated with pECT using the CLINIPORATOR®. The follow up period will be 3 years,
maximum.

Endpoints:
Effectiveness of pECT will be primarily assessed by local tumour control at 12 months. Secondary
endpoints will include overall and disease free survival, time to progression untreatable by pECT and
vacation from systemic chemotherapy. In addition, safety will be evaluated based on the occurrence
and severity of adverse events. Quality of life and pain will be documented during the first three
months.

Impact:
Overall, RESPECT intends to provide healthcare professionals and health authorities with information
on pECT for liver malignancies to help decision making regarding treatment access and modalities
and optimize patient care.
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2001.3 / A multi center, single arm, non randomized, prospective
European trial to evaluate the safety and efficacy of the Histosonics
system in the treatment of primary and metastatic liver cancers
(#hope4liver)
Wah T1, Pech M, Thormann M, Serres X, Littler P, Wiggermann P, Vidal Jove J, Torzilli G, Solbiati L
1Leeds Teaching Hospitals Trust, Leeds, United Kingdom

Background
Image guided thermal ablation with radiofrequency and microwave ablation are established
treatment options for non surgical patients with primary and metastatic liver cancers. However,
there are limitations with non uniformity of cancer tissue destruction, heat sink effect and the risk of
thermal ablative injury. The current non thermal ablative techniques with percutaneous ethanol
injection and irreversible electroporation (IRE) have high risk of local recurrence and are not widely
adopted. Histotripsy is a treatment technology that destroys targeted tissue via mechanical
destruction through the precise targeting of acoustic cavitation and can offer the potential of non
invasive, non thermal and non radiation cancer treatment. The aim of this multi centre non
randomized phase I trial is to assess the initial safety and efficacy of the prototype investigational
‘System’ in the treatment of primary and metastatic liver cancers.

Methods/ Design
All non surgical patients with primary/metastatic liver cancers having had previous systemic or liver
directed therapy, may be offered image guided Histotripsy as per trial protocol. The co primary
endpoints are technical efficacy and procedural safety. Technical success as determined, at 36 hours
post index procedure, by evaluating the histotripsy treatment size and coverage. The procedural
safety is defined by index procedure related major complications, defined as Common Terminology
Criteria for Adverse Events (CTCAE) grade 3 or higher toxicities, up to 30 days post index procedure.
This phase 1 trial has intended to recruit a total of 40 patients and aiming for completion in 2023.
This novel technology offers the potential of providing ‘radiation free’ and ‘needle less’ cancer
treatment.

Registration: Clinicaltrials.gov identifier NCT04573881; NIHR CRN CPMS ID 47572
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2001.4 / First in human clinical trial evaluating safety and
effectiveness of investigational radiopaque Eye90 Microspheres™ for
the treatment of unresectable hepatocellular carcinoma and
metastatic colorectal cancer
Verma A2, Holden A3, Liu D4, Dobrowski D2,2, Abraham R1,2

1Dalhousie University/QE II Health Sciences Center Diagnostic Radiology Department, Halifax, Canada, 2ABK
Biomedical Incorporated, Halifax, Canada, 3Auckland City Hospital, Auckland, New Zealand, 4University of British
Columbia, Vancouver, Canada

First in Human Clinical Trial Assessing Safety and Effectiveness of Radiopaque 90Y Microspheres
(Eye90) in HCC and mCRC.

Background:
Current 90Y Radioembolization microspheres are not visible on x ray or CT at the time of treatment.
Lack of “real time” visualization prevents precision targeting, adequate tumor coverage, and
detection of non target deposition at time of treatment. Investigational novel radiopaque glass
microspheres, Eye90 microspheres™ (Eye90), visible on x ray and CT upon implantation and
administered through a unique controlled delivery system, have been developed to address this
unmet need.

Objectives:
Demonstrate safety and effectiveness of novel radiopaque glass Y 90 therapeutic agent (Eye90).

Methodology:
Prospective, single center, single arm, open label, up to 10 patients with liver only unresectable
Hepatocellular Carcinoma (HCC) or metastatic colorectal cancer (mCRC), at least one lesion >2 cm,
total tumor linear length 9 cm, >700cc non target normal liver, and tumor to normal ratio 3:1.
Partition dosimetry treatment. Baseline MRI, CT, liver function, performance status, FACT Hep score,
Angiographic Mapping, and 99TcMAA infusion and SPECT/CT. Post 90Y TOF PET/CT (with 4 phase
Liver CT), in clinic follow ups with labs at Days 21, 42, 90, 180, 270, and 360 and MRI follow up at 90,
180, 270, and 360 days.

Endpoints:
Primary endpoint is overall response rate (ORR) using local mRECIST (HCC) and RECIST 1.1 (mCRC) at
180 days. Other endpoints include mRECIST/RECIST 1.1 ORR at all timepoints, absorbed dose
quantification, FACT Hep scores, CT radiopacity maps versus TOF PET/CT radioactivity maps, and
safety evaluation.

Enrollment commenced December 2021. Interim results expected Dec 2022.
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2107.1 / Novel robot assisted, CT guided targeting system using
image only navigation for stereotactic needle insertion without
positional sensors: a phantom study
Fong K1, Tan A2,3,4, Sulaiman M5, Leong S6, Ng K6, Tan Z2, Gogna A2,3, Leong S2,3, Too C2,3,4

1Yong Loo Lin School Of Medicine, National University Of Singapore, Singapore, Singapore, 2Department of
Vascular and Interventional Radiology, Singapore General Hospital, Singapore, Singapore, 3Radiological Sciences
Academic Clinical Program, SingHealth Duke NUS Academic Medical Centre, Singapore, Singapore, 4Centre for
Quantitative Medicine, Duke NUS Graduate Medical School, Singapore, Singapore, 5Radiography Department,
Singapore General Hospital, Singapore, Singapore, 6NDR Medical Technology Pte Ltd, Singapore, Singapore

Purpose:
To evaluate the feasibility and accuracy of a novel robotic system in integrating and mapping
computed tomography (CT) and robotic coordinates into a single coordinate space, followed by
automatic trajectory execution by a robotic arm with 6 degrees of freedom, without the need for
positional sensors.

Materials and Methods:
A study was conducted using this system for needle placements in a phantom model on 2 different
types of CT scanners: moving patient table (MT CT), and moving gantry (MG CT). 8 spherical markers
were registered as targets for 90 needle insertions at differing trajectories using the integrated
Robot CT system. All entry and target points were defined and planned based on one single Robot CT
registration. Subsequently, multiple targets were targeted via insertion of 18G needles robotically
aligned using the closed loop control software. Post needle insertion CT scans were acquired to
assess accuracy (distance from needle tip to predefined target).

Results:
All needle insertions (median trajectory depth = 64.8 mm; range = 46.1–153 mm) were successfully
performed in single attempts (100% feasibility). Overall accuracy was1.36 ± 0.53 mm, which did not
differ between the two types of CT scanners (MT CT: 1.39 ± 0.54; MG CT: 1.33 ± 0.52 mm; P=0.44).
These results were not significantly impacted by the degree of craniocaudal or mediolateral
angulation.

Conclusion:
Robot assisted needle insertion using the integrated CT Robotic device was shown to be feasible and
accurate for multilesional targeting in a phantom model. Prospective animal and human clinical trials
are in preparation.
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2107.2 / The role of super selective intra arterial cerebral infusion in
the treatment of high grade glioma
Verma Y1
1Humanitas university, Milan, Italy

Learning Objectives:
To understand the past,present and future of Intra arterial delivery of chemotherapeutics.
To Evaluate the efficacy,safety and risks of Super selective Intra arterial cerebral infusion.

Background:
Glioblastoma is a highly malignant tumour with a poor response to most chemotherapeutic agents.
Lack of effective cellular target due to the molecular heterogeneity of the tumour cells and
impermeability of the blood brain barrier (BBB) to chemotherapy are formidable barriers to effective
drug concentration and treatment. Super selective intra arterial cerebral infusion may offer an
effective solution through focussed disruption of the BBB in the peritumoral vasculature, thereby
delivering effective dosages of therapeutic agents directly into the tumour cells. The technique may
also reduce the incidence of systemic toxicity and side effects of traditional IV chemotherapy.

Clinical Findings/Procedure Details:
Modern technological advancements in micro catheters allow placement distal to the internal
carotid or basilar arteries. The initial phase of therapy relies on disrupting the BBB either through
osmotic agents such as mannitol which provides hyperosmotic BBB disruption or through Focused
ultrasound (FUS) which utilises acoustic energy to stimulate cavitation in microbubbles leading to
mechanical BBB disruption. The second phase of treatment involves the administration of the
therapeutic agent. Currently, trials are underway on the use of various chemotherapeutic agents and
monoclonal antibody therapies such as Bevacizumab. Careful attention to infusion rates, infusion
techniques and rate of blood flow aim to limit streaming.

Conclusion:
While current trials have shown promise, ongoing research looks to improve drug selection, drug
delivery methods and a better understanding of the chemosensitivity of GBM.
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2107.3 / Prognostic value of neutrophil to lymphocyte ratio (NLR) and
platelet to lymphocyte ratio (PLR) for small renal cell carcinomas
(RCC) after image guided cryoablation or radio frequency ablation
(RFA)
Asif A1,2, Osman F3, Koe J3, Ng A2, Cartledge J4, Kimuli M4, Vasudev N4, Ralph C4, Jagdev S4, Bhattarai S4,
Smith J4, Lenton J4, Chan W2,3, Wah T4
1University of Leicester, Leicester, United Kingdom, 2University College London, London, United Kingdom,
3University of Leeds, Leeds, United Kingdom, 4St. James's University Hospital, Leeds, United Kingdom

Purpose:
First study investigating the relationship between NLR or PLR and long term outcomes of
percutaneous cryoablation or RFA for small RCCs.

Material and Methods:
All patients undergoing cryoablation or RFA for small RCCs(<7cm) from 2003 2016 at a regional
centre for RCC were included. Optimal cut offs for NLR/PLR were determined using the ROC curve
and AUC using the Youden method. Outcomes were compared using Cox or logistic regression.

Results:
203 patients (Cryoablation:103, RFA:100) were included. Median follow up was 75 months and 98
months, respectively.
Using the Youden method, high post operative NLR values were associated with worsened local
recurrence free survival (LRFS) (NLR >5.38; HR: 5.13, p=0.037) and worsened Overall Survival (OS)
(NLR >6.42; HR: 3.40, p<0.001) in all patients.
High post operative PLR values were associated with worsened OS in all patients (PLR >192; HR: 2.31,
p=0.006) and RFA patients alone (n=100; PLR >260; HR: 8.27, p<0.001).
Using continuous Cox regression model, greater changes in peri operative NLR were associated with
worsened LRFS in cryoablation alone and all patients (Continous; HR: 1.09, p=0.028).
Higher post operative NLR was also associated with worsened LRFS in cryoablation patients alone
(HR: 1.10, p=0.046).
Post operative NLR (HR:1.17, p=0.002), change in peri operative NLR (HR:1.19, p=0.001), and change
in peri operative PLR (HR:1.20, p=0.009) were all associated with worsened CSS in all patients.
Pre operative PLR and NLR were not associated with complications and change in renal function.

Conclusion:
NLR and PLR are valuable prognostic factors for this group of patients and should be used to guide
subsequent follow up and monitoring of recurrence.
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2107.4 / Managing burnout in interventional radiology: a directional
shift
Cyphers E1, Groskreutz D2

1Philadelphia College of Osteopathic Medicine, Philadelphia, United States of America, 2Frank Netter School of
Medicine at Quinnipiac University, New Haven, United States of America

To discuss directional changes for mitigating burnout in Interventional Radiology (IR).

Burnout among IRs has been recorded among the upper range for physicians. Risks for physician
burnout have been categorized as age, sex, relationship status, administrative duties, hours worked
per week, and call schedule. This has resulted in burnout reduction strategies relying on improving
physician resiliency and ability to handle stress, typically through small group discussion and
mindfulness training. While these factors contribute to burnout in IR, open ended responses from
research surveys indicated themes of burnout unique to IR such as lack of recognition and respect
from other specialties and fielding inappropriate consults.

Research has further distilled these trends in IR, showing those who worked >80 hours per week are
7x more likely to report symptoms of burnout while those identifying as female are 2.4x more likely.
76.1% of respondents submitted optional open ended responses categorizing what they perceived as
contributors to burnout in IR. While some responses highlighted previously categorized risks, others
cited recognition and respect from other specialists and fielding inappropriate consults. Such
problems cannot be ameliorated by typical wellness interventions.

Burnout in IR is among the highest throughout all specialties. While IR faces some of the same
challenges as other fields, specific themes of burnout in IR appear to derive from factors relating to
consultation services rather than patient management. Thus, IR’s continued evolution and adoption
of a clinical mindset may not only prove best for our patients but for IR providers as well.
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2107.5 / Minimally invasive treatment options for thyroid disease: a
systemic review of literature
Wang K1, Grundy S2, Depalma A3, Raymond C2, Massis K2, Shaikh J2
1University of South Florida, Morsani College of Medicine, Tampa, United States, 2University of South Florida,
Tampa General Hospital Interventional Radiology Department, Tampa, United States, 3Emory University Hospital,
Interventional Radiology Department, Atlanta, United States

Learning Objectives:
Retrospectively review current data, procedural options, and indications of thyroid arterial
embolization and percutaneous thyroid ablation.

Background:
Thyroid arterial embolization as a novel treatment for hyperfunctioning thyroid disease (Grave’s
Disease) was first introduced in 2002. Since then, Selective Embolization of Thyroid Arteries (SETA)
has evolved as both an alternative and pretreatment option to thyroid resections for Grave’s Disease,
toxic goiters, and thyroid cancer by controlling thyroid hormone levels, reducing total thyroid
volume, and limiting intraoperative bleeding. Separately, percutaneous RF ablation of thyroid
nodules has been readily available for the selective management of benign thyroid nodules.

Clinical Findings/Procedure Details:
Although effective treatments exist for primary thyroid dysfunction, there remain difficult cases not
amenable to currently available therapeutic options. We will discuss the clinical indications and
review current indications for SETA and percutaneous RF ablation of various thyroid disease
processes as well as review the relevant anatomy and applicable anatomic variants surrounding the
thyroid gland. Post procedural care including immediate peri operative and post operative
management as well as success rates and complications will be discussed.

Conclusion:
Recent advances in interventional radiology prompted us to examine the use of minimally invasive
therapies including both SETA and RF ablation as possible alternatives for the treatment of primary
thyroid diseases. Further studies are needed to establish their role in the management of non
operative patients suffering from primary thyroid dysfunction.
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2107.6 / Adrenal vein sampling: outcomes of repeat sampling on
inconclusive studies
Wu R1, Siesener N2, Sharma J3, Saunders N3, Loya M4, Kocharyan H4, Lilly M4, Kokabi N4, Majdalany B4,
Peters G4, Newsome J4, Bercu Z4
1Emory University School of Medicine, Atlanta, United States, 2Emory University School of Medicine Department
of Radiology and Imaging Sciences, Atlanta, United States, 3Emory University School of Medicine Division of
General and GI Surgery, Atlanta, United States, 4Emory University School of Medicine Division of Interventional
Radiology and Image Guided Medicine, Atlanta, United States

Purpose
Adrenal vein sampling (AVS) is the gold standard for diagnosing subtypes of primary aldosteronism
(PA) but is a technically challenging procedure that often produces inconclusive results. The objective
of this study was to evaluate factors associated with inconclusive AVS results and the utility of repeat
AVS.

Materials and Methods
Retrospective analysis of AVS performed in 194 patients from 2013 2021 at a large academic center
was performed to identify studies with inconclusive results and which were repeated. Available
patient management and clinical outcomes were then reviewed utilizing the electronic medical
record.

Results
47/194 (24.23%) studies were inconclusive and 44/47 (93.62%) were due to inadequate sampling of
the right adrenal vein. 14 inconclusive studies were repeated – 12/14 (85.71%) were for this reason
while 2/14 (14.28%) were due to clinical assessment of results/equivocality. Of the repeated studies,
7/14 (50%) were diagnostic—6 demonstrated lateralization and 1 demonstrated bilateral disease.
4/6 (67%) of repeat AVS utilizing Thorough Adrenal Vein Sampling Technique (TAVST) were
diagnostic, while 3/8 (37.5%) were diagnostic by other techniques. In total, 5 patients received
adrenalectomy, 6 medical management, and 3 lacked documentation from outside institutions.
10/11(90.91%) patients with documentation had well controlled blood pressures at follow up visits
regardless of treatment type. No adverse events were noted.

Conclusion
Inconclusive AVS studies are frequently due to failed cannulation of the right adrenal vein and repeat
sampling is often conclusive. Given significant multi system deleterious effects of PA/chronic
hypertension and relatively low risk of repeat sampling, patients should be considered for repeat
AVS.
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2107.7 / Prospective study of different embolic agents for pulmonary
arteriovenous malformation (PAVM) embolization: technical results,
time saved, and financial costs
Gong A1, Bosworth E, Gowda P, Khalil A, Garg T1, Weinstein R, Weiss C
1Johns Hopkins School Of Medicine, Baltimore, United States

Purpose:
While PAVM embolization with the Micro Vascular Plug System™ (MVP) has a 0% re perfusion rate,
technical features, time, and costs of embolization with MVPs versus other embolics have not been
described.

Materials and Methods:
29 patients (41 y; 12 48 y) underwent PAVM embolization with at least one MVP, Amplatzer vascular
plug (AVP) or coil, 4/2019 12/2021. Technical success, occlusion time, room time, and costs were
analyzed. Occlusion time was evaluated immediately after device deployment and in two minute
intervals until occlusion occurred or another embolic was delivered. Mann Whitney U analysis was
used.

Results:
58 PAVMs and 71 feeding arteries were treated: 49 with MVPs, 19 with coils alone, and 3 with AVP.
Technical success rates were 100% for all cases. Median occlusion time was 1.4 min (range: <1.0 8.0),
10.5 min (range: 3.0 25.0), and 5.0 min (range: 4.0 6.0) for MVPs, coils, and AVPs respectively. MVP
embolization has a shorter occlusion time than coil embolization (9.1 min saved/feeding artery)
(p<0.0001).

Considering room time and device costs, total cost of MVP embolization was lower than coil
embolization, with a median total cost savings of $1300.68/feeding artery (p=0.011). When
compared to embolization with coils, embolization with MVPs reduced room time costs by a median
of $430.90/feeding artery (p<0.0001). Device costs for embolization with MVPs versus coils were not
significantly different per feeding artery (MVPs: $2790.45; Coils: $3531: Median difference $740.55)
(p=0.14).

Conclusions:
Given an equivalently high technical success rate and significant time and cost savings compared to
coils, MVPs should be considered a first line agent for PAVM embolization.
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2205.1 / Oncological and peri operative outcomes of cryoablation of
renal cell carcinoma for patients with hereditary RCC diseases an
analysis of European multinational prospective EuRECA registry
Osman F1, Chan W1, Keeley F2, Lagerveld B3, Breen D4, King A4, Nielsen T5, van Strijen M6, Garnon J14,
Alcorn D7, Graumann O8, de Kerviler E9, Zondervan P10, Walkden M11, Lughezzani G12, Wah T13
1University Of Leeds, Leeds, United Kingdom, 2Bristol Urological Institute, North Bristol NHS Trust, Bristol, United
Kingdom, 3Department of Urology, OLVG, Amsterdam, the Netherlands, 4Department of Radiology, Southampton
University Hospitals, Southampton, United Kingdom, 5Department of Urology, Aarhus University Hospital, Aarhus,
Denmark, 6Department of Radiology, St. Antonius Hospital, Nieuwegein, the Netherlands, 7Department of
Interventional Radiology, Gartnavel General Hospital, Glasgow, United Kingdom, 8Department of Radiology,
Odense University Hospital, Odense, Denmark, 9Radiology Department, Saint Louis Hospital, AP HP, 1 avenue
Claude Vellefaux, Paris, France, 10Department of Urology, Amsterdam UMC, University of Amsterdam,
Amsterdam, the Netherlands, 11Department of Imaging, University College London Hospitals NHS Foundation
Trust, London, United Kingdom, 12Department of Urology, Vita Salute San Raffaele University, Milan, Italy,
13Department of Diagnostic and Interventional Radiology, Institute of Oncology, St. James's University Hospital,
Leeds Teaching Hospitals NHS Trust, Leeds, United Kingdom, 14Department of Interventional Radiology, Nouvel
Hôpital Civil, 1 place de l'Hôpital, Strasbourg, France

Objectives:
To report oncological and peri operative outcomes of cryoablation of SRMs for patients with
inherited RCC syndromes.

Methods:
From 2015 to 2021, patients with inherited RCC syndromes with consequent SRMs undergoing
percutaneous, laparoscopic, or open cryoablation from 11 European institutions within the European
Registry for Renal Cryoablation (EuRECA) were included for the retrospective analysis.

Results:
A total of 55 patients (age 23 83) with inherited RCC syndromes (41 VHL, 2 HLRCC, 3 HRPC, 9 BHD)
with 89 tumours received cryoablation in 71 sessions, with subsequent mean follow up duration of
30.4 months (SD 22.2). Median (IQR) RCCs per patient was 1 (1 6), with a mean tumour size of
24.5mm (SD 9.6). In 79 tumours with available follow up data, 95% (n=75) achieved primary technical
success, while overall technical success was achieved in 99% of tumours with available consecutive
follow up data (77/78). Out of 67 sessions with available intra operative data, none had intra
operative complications. Four out of 61 sessions (6.6%) had post operative complications, out of
which two were CD 1 (post ablation syndrome, haematuria and AKI 2), and one CD 3 (ureteric stent
under GA for clot colic). Mean post operative reduction of eGFR was 6.02 (SD 17.2). In 28 patients
who had undergone 35 treatment sessions with available peri operative eGFR, 2 patients in 3
treatment sessions had >25% reduction in renal function. LRF, MF, CS and overall survival rates are
96.2%, 96.6%, 91.7% and 91.7% respectively.

Conclusion:
Cryoablation of RCCs for patients with hereditary RCC diseases offers low complication rates, renal
function preservation and good oncological outcomes.
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2205.2 / Outcome evaluation of percutaneous cryoablation for the
treatment of primary and metastatic lung lesions: preliminary results
from a Greek multicenter trial
Stefanou D1, Petsatodis E2, Efthymiou E1, Galanis S2, Moschovakis Zeigger O1, Zlika S2, Giankoulof C2,
Kelekis N1, Filippiadis D1

12nd Department of Radiology, University General Hospital “ATTIKON”,, Athens, Greece, 2Interventional Radiology
Department, George Papanikolaou General Hospital, Thessaloniki, Greece

Purpose:
To highlight and assess the efficacy and safety of Computed Tomography (CT) guided lung
cryoablation in primary or metastatic lung lesions.

Materials and Methods:
This is a phase II prospective, multicenter, single arm trial; 42 patients (34 males, 8 females) with 55
pulmonary lesions (21 non small cell lung carcinoma [NSCLC] and 34 lung metastases) were treated
with 44 sessions of percutaneous cryoablation (2 lesions required a second ablation). Neoplastic
substrate included NSCLC and metastases from sarcoma (11 lesions), pancreatic (1 lesion), colon
carcinoma (19 lesions), cholangiocarcinoma (1 lesion), hemangiopericytoma (1 lesion) and stomach
carcinoma (1 lesion). Technical and clinical success, on a per tumor and a per patient basis, as well as
complication rates, were evaluated.

Results:
Mean (±standard deviation [SD]) patient age was 71(±11) years. Median lesion size was 1.7cm (range:
0.5 to 4 cm). Mean(±SD) follow up time was 15 (±9) months. On a per lesion basis, technical success
was achieved in 96.36% (53/55) of evaluated tumors. Local recurrence free response (local tumor
efficacy) of the treated lesions was 96.36% (53/55) and 100% following a second cryoablation
treatment for recurrent tumor. The rate of pneumothorax requiring pleural catheter placement was
6.81% (3/43). Mean (±SD) survival was 16 (±8) months. Two patients died (at 20 months and 12
months, respectively) post ablation, due to disease progression (pericardial tamponade and
mediastinal soft tissue mass, respectively).

Conclusion:
CT guided cryoablation for the management of primary and secondary lung lesions is a safe,
efficacious and minimally invasive method for non surgical candidates or patients who do not wish
to be operated.
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2205.3 / Cryoablation of breast cancer in metastatic patients: a single
institutional experience
Pusceddu C1

1Hospital Oncology ARNAS, Cagliari, I

Purpose:
to evaluate the safety and efficacy of breast cryoablation (CRA) as local therapy for patient with
metastatic breast cancer.

Material and methods:
thirty nine breast lesions, mean size 2,1 (range 1 6,7 cm) in twenty nine consecutive patients, mean
age 51 (36 81) with core needle biopsy proven breast carcinoma and metastases were included in
this study. Twenty three patients had one lesion, 4 patients two lesions, 1 patient three lesions and 1
patient five lesions. Under local anaesthesia and mild conscious sedation, the tumour and
surrounding breast tissue were ablated with percutaneous CT guided CRA. Cryoablation consisted of
2 cycles each of 10 minutes of freezing followed by a 4 min active and 4 min passive thawing phase
for each one. Twenty four patients underwent one CRA session, four patients 2 CRA sessions and one
patient underwent 3 CRA sessions.

Results:
all CRA sessions were successfully completed and all breast tumours were ablated. Morbidity
consisted in transient and mild ecchymotic changes and post procedural oedema seen in ten cases.
The therapeutic outcomes were evaluated by contrast enhanced TC or MRI at 2 , 6 , 12 , and 18
month intervals. The absence of tumour enhancement TC or MR image was considered as indicating
complete tumour necrosis. During the mean follow up of 15 months (6 28 months) 26 patients had
shown complete response to the treatment. Only 3 patients out 29 (10%) showed relapse close to
the treated lesion.

Conclusion:
CRA of metastatic breast cancer is a safe and effective method which allows local control of the
disease.
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2205.4 / Percutaneous cryoablation for local tumor control of
sarcoma pulmonary metastases in oligometastatic patients
Efthymiou E1, Karahaliou A1, Georgiadi E1, Mazioti A1, Kelekis A1, Kelekis N1, Filippiadis D1

1University General Hospital "ATTIKON", Athens, Greece

Purpose:
To evaluate the effectiveness and safety of percutaneous computed tomography guided cryoablation
in achieving local tumor control of sarcoma pulmonary metastases.

Materials Methods:
Retrospective review of 24 sarcoma pulmonary metastases in 6 women and 6 men (total = 12)
treated with cryoablation between April 2019 and December 2021 was performed. Technical and
clinical success, on per tumor and per patient basis, as well as complication rates, were recorded.
Mean age of the cohort was 50.16 years ± 15.25 years. A variety of sarcoma histologies were treated
with average tumor diameter of 1.3±0.63 cm (range 0.5 2.78 cm). Follow up imaging was evaluated
for local tumor control.

Results:
Mean follow up time was 18.3 months. On a per lesion basis, technical success was achieved in
95.83% (23/24) of evaluable tumors and 100% following a second cryoablation treatment for the
remnant tumor. The 12 months local recurrence free response of the treated lesions was 91.6%
(22/24). The rate of pneumothorax requiring pleural catheter placement was 8.33% (1/12). Two
patients out of 12 died (20 months and 12 months respectively) post ablation, due to disease
progression.

Conclusion:
Computed tomography guided cryoablation is a safe, minimal invasive method for oligometastatic
patients with sarcoma malignancies.
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2205.5 / Cone beam CT guided histotripsy targeting an in vivo
porcine study
Wagner M1, Periyasamy S, Kutlu A, Swietlik J, Ziemlewicz T, Speidel M, Lee F, Laeseke P
1University Of Wisconsin Madison Department of Medical Physics, Madison, United States

Purpose:
Histotripsy is an emerging noninvasive tumor treatment, which enables destruction of malignant
tissue without heat or ionizing radiation. While ultrasound is the current standard for histotripsy
guidance, not all tumors can be visualized using ultrasound. This study investigates the accuracy of a
recently developed targeting system for histotripsy treatments based on cone beam CT (CBCT)
imaging.

Materials and methods:
A porcine study (n=7) was conducted, where spherical treatments (2cm diameter) were performed in
the liver during continuous mechanical ventilation. Targeting was performed based on a pre
treatment CBCT with intravenous contrast. The integrated robotic arm of the histotripsy system was
calibrated to the C arm prior to the procedure by imaging the therapy transducer for different robot
poses using x ray fluoroscopy. For all treatments a target was selected off CBCT with the calibrated
system automatically positioning the therapy transducer at the target. In two cases, a smaller
treatment (1cm) was performed first to serve as a pseudotumor and target for a second larger
treatment (2cm).

Results:
The mean (STD) distance between predicted and effective treatment center segmented from post
treatment CBCTs was 4.5±1.5 mm. The main source of error was respiratory motion during treatment
which causes an asymmetric elongation of the treatment zone. The overlap between the targeted
pseudotumors and actual treatments was 96.7±2.2%.

Conclusion:
The proposed CBCT guided targeting system allows targeting for histotripsy treatment even in cases
where the target cannot be visualized by ultrasound. This may increase the number of patients who
can be treated and reduce operator dependency.
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2205.6 / Adjuvant Holmium 166 radioembolization after
radiofrequency ablation in early stage hepatocellular carcinoma
patients, a dose finding study (HORA EST HCC trial): follow up
Hendriks P1, Rietbergen D1, Van Erkel A1, Coenraad M2, Arntz M3, Bennink R4, Braat A5, Crobach S6, Van
Delden O4, Van der Hulle T7, Klümpen H8, Van der Meer R1, Nijsen F3, Van Rijswijk C1, Roosen J3, Ruijter
B2, Smit F1, Stam M1, Takkenberg R9, Tushuizen M2, Van Velden F1, De Geus Oei L1,10, Burgmans M1

1Department of Radiology, Leiden University Medical Center, Leiden, Netherlands, 2Department of
Gastroenterology and Hepatology, Leiden University Medical Center, Leiden, Netherlands, 3Department of
Medical Imaging, Radboud University Medical Center, Nijmegen, Netherlands, 4Department of Radiology and
Nuclear Medicine, Amsterdam University Medical Center, Amsterdam, Netherlands, 5Department of Surgery,
Leiden University Medical Center, Leiden, Netherlands, 6Department of Pathology, Leiden University Medical
Center, Leiden, Netherlands, 7Department of Medical Oncology, Leiden University Medical Center, Leiden,
Netherlands, 8Department of Medical Oncology, Amsterdam University Medical Center, Amsterdam, Netherlands,
9Department of Gastroenterology and Hepatology, Amsterdam University Medical Center, Amsterdam,
Netherlands, 10Biomedial Phontonic Imaging Group, University of Twente, Enschede, Netherlands

Purpose:
To establish an administration dose for adjuvant Holmium 166 microspheres after radiofrequency
ablation (RFA) of BCLC A hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) that results in a tumoricidal dose on the
direct periphery around the ablation zone (i.e. target area). This abstract reports on the completed
follow up data.

Methodology:
In this multicenter, prospective dose escalation study in patients with HCC lesions 2 5cm, RFA was
followed the next day by angiography, cone beam CT (CBCT) and Tc 99m MAA SPECT/CT. Tc 99m
MAA was injected into the (sub)segmental artery of the tumor bearing segment(s). IntelliSpace
Portal was used to calculate the area opacified on CBCT (i.e. treatment area volume). Holmium 166
microspheres (Quiremspheres) were administered at day 5 10. SPECT/CT was used to determine
dose distribution. Cohorts up to 10 patients were treated with an incremental dose (60Gy, 90Gy,
120Gy) to the treatment area. Primary endpoint was the treatment area dose that resulted in a
target area (i.e. hyperemic zone around the ablation) dose of >120Gy in 90% of the patients.
Secondary endpoints were toxicity, local recurrence, disease free and overall survival.

Results:
Twelve patients were treated (male:10, age: 66 (35 79), mean tumor size: 25mm (11 45)). An
administration dose of 90Gy was established as optimal dose with >120Gy on the target area in 9/10
patients. After one year follow up, no local tumor progression occurred. 5/12 patients developed
new intrahepatic lesions and one patient died from advanced liver cirrhosis.

Conclusion:
Combined RFA and Holmium 166 radioembolization for HCC 2 5 cm resulted in local control in all
study participants.
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2205.7 / Transperineal laser ablation of benign and malignant
prostate disease
Walser E1, Nance A1

1University of Texas Medical Branch, Galveston, United States of America

Purpose:
Can transperineal laser prostate ablation (TPLA) correct symptoms of lower urinary tract obstruction
due to benign prostate hypertrophy (BPH) and treat prostate cancer?

Material and Methods:
35 men with an average score of 14.2 on the IPSS survey (International prostatism symptom score)
had TPLA bilaterally using the Elesta Laser ablation system (Elesta sPA, Florence, IT). 25 of these
patients also had prostate confined cancer (Gleason grade 6 8). The procedure was performed as an
outpatient. A catheter was placed into the bladder and a sheathed 18g needle was also positioned
between the rectum and prostate. Both were infused with sterile saline to provide thermal
protection to the urethra and rectum, respectively. Up to six 21g needles were inserted into the
prostate with transrectal ultrasound guidance and 1800 joules energy delivered per laser fiber to
effect ablation of prostate tissue covering both hypertrophic tissue and areas of prostate cancer as
determined by pre procedure MRI. All patients had MRI with contrast 48 hours post procedure to
determine the extent of ablation. The urinary catheter was left in place for one week following
ablation.

Results:
The mean IPSS score fell to 6.1 (p<0.05) and the technical success was 100% with MRI follow up
showing coverage of the cancer lesion in all patients. Three patients had prolonged urinary
catheterization up to 6 weeks due to urethral thermal injury but no patients required surgery.

Conclusion:
TPLA for prostate hypertrophy and cancer is safe and effective. Assessment of oncologic control is
ongoing.
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2206.1 / Targeted exome based predictors of progression patterns of
patients with colorectal liver metastasis after percutaneous thermal
ablation
Paolucci I1, Lin Y1, Jones A2, Calandri M3, Kopetz S4, Newhook T5, Brock K2, Vauthey J5, Odisio B1

1The University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center, Department of Interventional Radiology, Houston, USA,
2The University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center, Department of Imaging Physics, Houston, USA, 3University
of Turin, Department of Surgical Sciences, Radiology Institute, Turin, Italy, 4The University of Texas MD Anderson
Cancer Center, Department of Gastrointestinal Medical Oncology, Houston, USA, 5The University of Texas MD
Anderson Cancer Center, Department of Surgical Oncology, Houston, USA

Purpose
To identify genetic biomarkers for prognosis of different progression patterns following
percutaneous thermal ablation(TA) of colorectal liver metastasis(CLM).

Methods
Patients who underwent curative intent TA for CLM between January 2011 and March 2020 at our
institution were retrospectively identified from a prospectively managed registry. Next generation
sequencing (NGS) consisting of at least 46 hotspot genes assays were collected from the medical
records. Inclusion criteria were: 46 NGS panel, no combined LRT, >1 year imaging follow up. The
influence of genomic mutations on local tumor progression (LTP), non target intrahepatic tumor
progression outside the ablation zone (NTP), extrahepatic progression preceding intrahepatic
progression (EHP), and receiving repeat loco regional therapy (LRT) (ablation, TACE/Y90, resection)
were analyzed. Cox regression was used for time to event analysis (LTP, NTP) and logistic regression
for binary outcomes (EHP, LRT).

Results
Out of 229 patients who underwent initial TA for CLM, 101 were included in this study. Median
follow up was 2.89 years (IQR [1.65, 4.05]). SMAD4 mutations were associated with 2.68 fold
increased risk of NTP (p = 0.005). RAS/BRAF mutations were associated with 3.51 fold increased risk
of EHP (p = 0.03). Patients with APC mutations were 8.18 times more likely to receive repeat LRT for
any intrahepatic progression (p < 0.001). None of the tested mutations had a significant effect on
LTP.

Discussion
Expanded NGS panels provides good biomarkers for prognosis of different progression patterns
following TA of CLM, potentially allowing to identify patients who will derive most benefit from LRT,
as well to select optimal LRT modality accordingly to distinct patterns of recurrence.
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2206.2 / Minimum ablation margin assessment of colorectal liver
metastasis using a novel AI based automatic segmentation and
biomechanical deformable registration
Lin Y1, O'Connor C1, Anderson B1, Paolucci I1, Felllman B1, Jones A1, Brock K1, Odisio B1

1University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center, Houston, United States of America

Purpose:
To evaluate a biomechanical deformable image registration (DIR) software, incorporating ablation
specific AI segmentation for 3D minimum ablation margin (3D MAM) quantification and disease
progression correlation following colorectal liver metastasis (CLM) computed tomography (CT)
guided ablation.

Materials and methods:
This single institution retrospective analysis of a prospective registry included 124 patients (mean
number of CLM, 1.1; range 1–4) with 213 ablated CLM (mean diameter, 1.4cm, range 0.4–4) from
2015 to 2020. AI segmentation of liver, CLM, ablation, and disease progression (residual unablated
tumor or local tumor progression) were applied for a per tumor DIR 3D MAM quantification using
pre /post ablation contrast enhanced CT images. Spatial correlation between disease progression
and 3D MAM was performed using 3D ray trace method. Cumulative incidence of disease
progression was estimated, and 3D MAM effect was evaluated using competing risk regression.

Results:
The median follow up was 25.8 months (range, 6.2–66.9). Two year cumulative incidence of disease
progression was 16%. DIR 3D MAM depicted < 5 mm and 5 mm in 54.9% and 45.1% of the CLM,
respectively. One and 2 year cumulative incidence of disease progression were 22% and 28% for
CLM with 3D MAM < 5 mm and 0% (both) for CLM with 3D MAM 5 mm, respectively. Disease
progression was spatially correlated with the area of 3D MAM < 5 mm in 83% of CLM. On
multivariable analysis, a 1 mm increase in 3D MAM decreased disease progression risk by 61% (P
<0.001).

Conclusion:
The proposed method showed a high incidence of 3D MAM < 5 mm following CLM ablation and its
strong association with disease progression and spatial correlation. An ongoing trial is evaluating its
use intraprocedurally.
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2206.3 / First look into CIEMAR: patient selection, treatment details
and early safety data of the European wide observational study on
MWA in CRLM with curative intent
Meijerink M1, Gjoreski A2, Orsi F3, Filippiadis D4, Vogl T5, Fretland Å6, De Cobelli F7, Ruiter S8, Bale R9,
Goldberg N10, Helmberger T11, Ruers T12, Stättner S13, Zeka B14, Kaufmann N14, de Baere T15, Pereira P16

1Amsterdam University Medical Center, Amsterdam, The Netherlands, 2City General Hospital 8th September,
Skopje, North Macedonia, 3Istituto Europeo Oncologia, Milan, Italy, 4Attikon University Athens, Athens, Greece,
5Universitätsklinikum Frankfurt, Frankfurt, Germany, 6Oslo University Hospital, Oslo , Norway, 7San Raffaele
Milano, Milan, Italy, 8University Medical Center Groningen, Groningen, The Netherlands, 9Universitätsklinik
Innsbruck, Innsbruck, Austria, 10Hadassah Medical Center, Israel, 11Städtisches Klinikum München, , Germany,
12Cancer Institute of Amsterdam, Amsterdam, The Netherlands, 13Salzkammergut Klinikum Vöcklabruck,
Vöcklabruck, Austria, 14Cardiovascular and Interventional Radiological Society of Europe, Vienna, Austria,
15Institute Goustave Roussy, Paris, France , 16SLK Kliniken Heilbronn, Heilbronn, Germany

Purpose:
Acceptance of Microwave ablation (MWA) as a minimally invasive treatment for colorectal cancer
liver metastases (CRLM) may increase by conducting large prospective multi centric studies. The
CIRSE Emprint Microwave Ablation Registry (CIEMAR) will assess real world data on effectiveness of
MWA in CRLM. Data for patient, tumor and treatment characteristics, as well as safety data are
presented.

Materials and Methods:
Eligible patients were adults curatively treated with Emprint or Emprint HP microwave ablation
system for a maximum of 9 local treatment naïve CRLM with a maximum diameter of 3cm without
extrahepatic disease except for a maximum of 5 nodules in the lung. Data was prospectively
collected for baseline, treatment data and adverse events (AE) (according to CTCAE 5.0).

Results:
Between October 2019 and February 2022, 292 patients were enrolled (median age: 67 years; ECOG
0: 70%; 1: 19%) receiving MWA ablation for 583 tumors in total (median size: 1.5 cm). Treatments
were performed percutaneously (90%) under general anesthesia with intubation (46%),
fentanyl/midazolam (32%) and propofol/deep sedation (15%). A median ablation time of 8 minutes,
median of 1 night hospital stay and 99% technical success was achieved.
A total of 40 patients (13.7%) experienced at least one related or likely related acute AEs (grade 1 2
[39, 13.4%] or grade 3 [10, 3%]) or chronic AE (grade 1 2 [2, 0.7%] or grade 3 [1, 0.3%])

Conclusion:
MWA ablation for CRLM within CIEMAR was mostly administered percutaneously, required short
hospital stays and was well tolerated by the patients.
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2206.4 / Local vs. distant progression following thermal ablation of
colorectal liver metastasis – what is worse?
Paolucci I1, Lin Y1, Jones A2, Brock K2, Odisio B1

1The University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center, Department of Interventional Radiology, Houston, USA,
2The University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center, Department of Imaging Physics, Houston, USA

Purpose:
To quantify the effect of different progression patterns and repeat loco regional therapy (LRT) at the
liver following percutaneous thermal ablation of colorectal liver metastasis (CLM).

Methods:
Patients who underwent curative intent initial percutaneous image guided thermal ablation for CLM
between January 2005 and March 2020 at our institution were identified from a prospectively
managed registry. The inclusion criteria were: Microwave or radiofrequency ablation, >1 year
imaging follow up, no combination with other LRT, liver ablation naïve patients. The effects of local
tumor progression (LTP), distant (non target intrahepatic tumor progression outside the ablation
zone (NTP), extrahepatic progression (EHP)), and receiving repeat LRT (ablation, TACE/Y90, resection)
for intrahepatic progression on overall survival (OS) were analyzed using multivariable Cox
regression.

Results:
Out of 253 patients who underwent initial thermal ablation for CLM 214 were included in this study.
Median follow up was 2.57 years (IQR [1.48, 3.71]). Patients with NTP (58.4%) had a 2.95 fold (CI95%
[1.76, 4.96], p<0.001) increased risk for death, patients with LTP (22.9%) had a 1.97 fold (CI95%
[1.15, 3.37], p = 0.01) increased risk for death, and patients with EHP (70.6%) had a non significant
1.41 fold (CI95% [0.79, 2.52], p=0.25) increased risk of death. Patients who received repeat LRT
(47.9%) had a 4.55 fold (HR = 0.22, CI95% [0.11, 0.45], p<0.001) decreased risk of death.

Conclusion:
NTP has a larger contribution towards risk of death than LTP. Repeat LRT is correlated with a
decreased risk of death. Therefore, more research should focus on prognostication of NTP and the
possibility of providing salvage LRT after thermal ablation of CLM.
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2206.5 / Interventional oncological treatment of colorectal cancer
liver metastasis (CRLM) single center long term evaluation over 26
years using thermoablative techniques in a multimodal application
Vogl T1, Freichel J1, Gruber Rouh T1
1Universitätsklinikum, Frankfurt am Main, Germany

Purpose:
To evaluate the development and technological progress in local oncological treatments of colorectal
liver metastases (CRLM) using thermoablative techniques like laser induced thermal therapy (LITT),
microwave ablation (MWA) and transarterial chemoembolization (TACE) in a multimodal application.

Material and Methods:
This monocentric study with 2,140 patients is based on data generated from 1993 to 2020. Patients
were divided into 5 different groups: the LITT+TACE group included 346 patients, LITT alone 573
patients, MWA alone 67 patients, MWA+TACE 152 patients, and TACE alone 1,002 patients. Therapy
results were evaluated using survival rates of Kaplan Meier estimator, Cox proportional hazard
regression and log rank test.

Results:
Median survival in the LITT group was 1.9 years, for LITT+TACE 1.7 years. For LITT only treatments 1
/3 /5 year survival rates were 77%, 27% and 9%. Results for combined LITT+TACE were 74%, 18% and
5%. Median survival in the MWA group was 3.1 years, for MWA+TACE 2.1 years. In the MWA group
the 1 , 3 and 5 year survival rates were 80%, 55% and 33%. MWA+TACE showed values of 74%, 36%
and 20%. TACE as monotherapy showed a median survival of 0.8 years. 1 /3 /5 year survival rates
were 37%, 3% and 0%. Cox regression analysis showed that the different treatment methods are
statistically significant predictors for patient survival.

Conclusion:
Treatments with MWA resulted in best median survival rates for CRLM patients, followed by
MWA+TACE. Patients treated with MWA or LITT or combined with TACE showed significantly higher
survival times vs. TACE as monotherapy.

Keywords:
colorectal cancer liver metastases, thermal ablation
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2206.6 / Evaluation of tissue shrinkage after CT guided microwave
ablation of liver tumors using Jacobian determinant
Pöhler G1, Klimes F1, Behrendt L1, Winther H1, Wacker F, Ringe K1
1MHH, Hannover, Germany

Purpose:
To evaluate 3D volumetric changes following hepatic microwave ablation (MWA) in the ablated
tumor, 5cm perimeter and whole liver in different tumor settings to predict precisely ablation degree
and safetymargin.

Materials and Methods:
24 patients (13 male, median age 61 (34 79 years) with liver tumors (median tumor size 18 (10 34
mm), with CT guided MW single 10min ablation 100watt power were retrospectively included. CT
images before and immediately after MWA were registrated. 3D tissue volume analysis voxelwise
using Jacobian Determinant (JD) of the ablated tumor, 5 cm perimeter and the whole liver was
performed. JD percentual volume changes were compared between different preconditions: tumor
location (subcapsular vs. non subcapsular), tumor volume (<6.1ml vs.>6.1ml), cirrhosis, tumor entity,
chemotherapy, Shapiro Wilk test, Wilcoxon rank sum test (p<0.05 deemed significant).

Results:
Median JD percental tissue volume change was +0.6% in the ablated tumor, +1.6% in the 5 cm
perimeter and +0.3% in the whole liver. Tissue shrinkage in the ablated tumor zone was significantly
pronounced in patients with non subcapsular located tumors, as compared to subcapsular tumors (
3.8% vs. +1.8%; p=0.0195). Tissue shrinkage in the whole liver was higher in patients with tumor
volumes >6.1 ml compared to <6 ml ( 1.0% vs.2.5%; p=0.002). There was no significant difference of
tissue shrinkage depending on cirrhosis, tumor entity or chemotherapy (all p>0.05).

Conclusions:
3D Jacobian determinant hepatic volume analysis immediately after MWA shows regional tissue
shrinkage most pronounced in the ablated tumor zone in non subcapsular located tumors and in the
whole liver in relation to the tumor volume.
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2206.7 / Cone beam computed tomography guided percutaneous
cryoablation to treat bone metastases due to endocrine tumors: a
prospective clinical trial
Freitas R1, Lima O1, Grigio T1, Queiroz M1, Buchpiguel C1, Sousa A1, Fragoso M1, Hoff A1, Caldas J2
1Instituto do Cancer do Estado de São Paulo, Sao Paulo, Brazil, 2Instituto de Radiologia do Hospital das Clínicas da
Universidade de São Paulo, São Paulo, Brazil

Purpose:
To assess the effectiveness, feasibility, safety, efficacy and complications of CBCT guided
cryoablation of bone metastases.

Materials and methods:
Seventeen patients were enrolled in prospective, single arm, tertiary single center, IRB approved
study (ClinicalTrials:X); inclusion criteria were: adults; ECOG 0 3; mean life expectancy > 1 month;
biopsy proven bone metastases <7.0 cm from endocrine tumours (thyroid, adrenal cortex and
neuroendocrine), with at least one of the following: pain; fracture or spinal cord compression risks;
hypercalcemia. Follow up of CBCT guided cryoablation+ cementoplasty was weekly for the first 8
weeks, 3, 6, 12 and 24 months with brief pain inventory (BPI) and possible adverse events
observation.

Results:
Primary tumours were thyroid cancer: papillary (n=10; 58.8%) or medullary (n=5; 29.4%), or
adrenocortical cancer (n=2; 11.8%); patients (64.2±12.3 years old) had 22 lesions with 3.3±1.3 cm
mean diameter with 11.6±6.4 months follow up. Bone sites were: sacrum, iliac and sternum (17.4%
each); scapula (13.0%); lumbar vertebrae, clavicle and costal arch (8.7% each) and thoracic vertebra
and acetabulum (4.4% each). Cementoplasty was performed in n=3 lesions; no severe procedure
related complications were reported. Mild adverse events were neuropraxia (n=1); bone fracture
(n=2). Non procedure related deaths (n=7). Complete ablation was achieved in n=10 (59%); painful
lesions were n=14 (73.7%) with pre treatment 8.3±2.1 pain score; n=6 (42.8%) lesions had complete
pain relief; in the remaining, pain decreased to 2.8±3.3 at 1 week; 0.3±1.0 at 6 months and 0.9±1.8
at 12 months.

Conclusion:
Cryoablation was safe and effective to treat bone metastases from endocrine tumours, providing
rapid and durable pain palliation, local disease control and quality of life improvement.
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2207.1 / Molecular MR imaging of T cell immune response to
cryoablation in immunologically hot vs. cold murine liver tumor
models
Gois Santana J1,2, Shewarega A1,3, Nam D1, Kahl V1,4, Hyder F2, Goldberg N5,6, Muneeb Ahmed M5,
Madoff D1, Coman D1, Chapiro J1
1Department of Radiology and Biomedical Imaging, Yale School of Medicine, New Haven, United States of
America, 2Department of Biomedical Engineering, Yale University, New Haven, United States of America,
3Department of Diagnostic and Interventional Radiology and Neuroradiology, University Hospital Essen, Essen,
Germany, 4Department of Radiology, Charité Universitätsmedizin, Berlim, Germany, 5Department of Radiology,
Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center, Harvard University, Boston, United States of America, 6Department of
Radiology, Hadassah Medical Center, Jerusalem, Israel

Purpose:
To establish molecular magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) instruments for non invasive monitoring of
T cell response to cryoablation in murine models of immunologically “hot” vs. “cold” hepatocellular
carcinoma (HCC).

Materials and methods:
6 C57BL/6 and 6 BALB/c mice were each treated with carbon tetrachloride (CCl4) for 12 weeks to
induce histologically proven liver cirrhosis. Hepa1 6 (intrinsically immunogenic or “hot”) and Tib75
cells (intrinsically non immunogenic or “cold”) were orthotopically implanted in either C57BL/6 or
BALB/c mice, respectively. Tumors were allowed to grow for 1 week. Animals were randomized to
undergo (A) cryoablation or (B) no treatment (control). 160Gadolinium (160Gd) labeled CD8 antibody
was administered intravenously either 1 week after tumor induction (control group) or 1 week post
cryoablation (treatment group). All animals were imaged using T1 weighted sequences acquired in a
horizontal bore 9.4 Tesla MRI scanner. Radiological pathological comparison included imaging mass
cytometry (IMC) and immunohistochemistry.

Results:
In Hepa1 6 tumor bearing animals treated with cryoablation, T1 weighted MRI with 160Gd CD8
revealed peritumoral ring enhancement corresponding to spatial signal distribution patterns
detected by IMC. No peritumoral ring enhancement was detected in untreated Hepa 1 6 tumors.
Radiological pathological cross referencing with IHC confirmed a remarkable increase in tumor
infiltrating CD8+ T lymphocytes as compared with untreated Hepa 1 6 tumors. Neither MRI nor
histopathological analysis detected T lymphocyte infiltration in animals with Tib75 tumors in either
group.

Conclusion:
Cryoablation reliably induced T cell infiltration in immunologically “hot” tumors while no
immunological effect was observed in the “cold” tumor phenotype. These ablation induced changes
can be reliably detected using T1 weighted MRI after the administration of 160Gd labeled CD8
antibody.
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2207.2 / Impact of cone beam CT on complete prostatic vascular
anatomy identification for prostatic artery embolization
Rocha A1, de Assis A1, Moreira A1, Carnevale F1
1Hospital das Clínicas HCFMUSP, São Paulo, Brazil

Purpose:
Prostatic artery embolization (PAE) is an effective procedure to treat symptoms associated with
benign prostatic hyperplasia. One important challenge is the correct identification of arteries feeding
the prostate. Digital Subtraction Angiography (DSA) is the state of the art imaging technique for
vessel visualization during PAE. However, cone beam CT (CBCT) is being increasingly adopted to
improve anatomical assessment.
A study based on DSA imaging only (de Assis et al, 2015) defined the standard pelvic vascular
anatomy classification for PAE, categorizing prostatic arteries by their origin in five groups and
reporting a prevalence of double vascularization in 8% of the 286 hemi prostates analyzed.
This study aims to update this prostatic vascular anatomy study based on the use of CBCT instead of
DSA.

Methods:
Three dimensional angiographic findings during 186 PAE procedures using systematically CBCT and
embolization planning software (Vessel/Embo ASSIST with Virtual Injection, GE Healthcare) were
retrospectively collected. Findings included prostatic arteries classification and prevalence of
multiple vascularization.

Results:
From the total of 322 pelvic sides treated, 101 (31.4%) had at least one prostatic secondary branch, 6
(1.9%) had three independent prostatic arteries.
From all the 429 prostatic arteries found: Type I anatomy was identified in 33.3% (143/429), Type II in
13.5% (58/429), Type III in 12.1% (52/429), Type IV in 32.9% (141/429) and Type V in 8.2% (35/429).

Conclusion:
Data suggests that up to 75% (8% against 31.4%) of secondary prostatic arteries can be missed when
DSA is used alone. CBCT is recommended as the standard technique for vascular anatomical
identification for PAE.
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2207.3 / Digital variance angiography significantly reduces the
radiation dose related to lower extremity diagnostic angiographies
without affecting the diagnostic value
Legeza P1,2, Mihály Z1,2, Berczeli M1, Gyánó M1,2, Góg I2,3, Kiss J2, Osváth S2, Szigeti K2, Nemes B1,
Sótonyi P1

1Semmelweis University, Budapest, Hungary, 2Kinepict Health Kft, Budakeszi, Hungary, 3Hungarian Military
Hospital, Budapest, Hungary

Purpose
Digital variance angiography (DVA) is an image processing method for angiographies with an image
quality advantage over digital subtraction angiography (DSA). This study aims to investigate whether
DVA is suitable for radiation dose reduction during diagnostic angiographies, and to compare the
original DVA1 with DVA2, which was developed for acquisitions with higher background noise.

Materials and methods
This is a prospective, block randomized study where patients undergoing lower extremity
angiography were assigned to standard radiaton dose (SD) or low radiation dose (LD) groups. DSA,
DVA1, and DVA2 images were generated (SD DSA, LD DSA, LD DVA1, LD DVA2). Total and
angiography related radiation dose area product (DAP) was compared between groups. Image
quality was assessed on a 5 grade Likert scale.

Results
114 patients were included. Total and angiography related DAP(μGy*m2) was significantly lower in
the LD group compared to the SD group (642.3(IQR,614.8) vs 1044.8(IQR,1417.3), p<0.001)( 39%),
and 279.3(IQR,268.1) vs 724(IQR,1002.6), p< 0.0001)( 61%). Visual evaluation scores of LD DSA were
significantly lower than SD DSA in all regions except the popliteal region. Scores did not differ
significantly between SD DSA and LD DVA1 or LD DVA2 images, except in the popliteal region where
LD DVA2 scored significantly higher. LD DVA2 received significantly higher scores in the femoral,
popliteal and crural regions.

Conclusion
DVA imaging allowed us a significant reduction in total and angiography related radiation dose in
lower extremity angiography, without affecting the image quality. LD DVA2 images showed better
visual scores in the popliteal region than SD DSA images, and outperformed DVA1 in the femoral,
popliteal, and crural regions, therefore DVA2 might be especially beneficial in below the knee
imaging.
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2207.4 / Intra hepatic virtual perfusion volumetry on CBCT: validation
of a semi automatic software
Dioguardi Burgio M1, Tselikas L1, McLennan G2, Deschamps F1, Karuppasamy K2, Levitin A2, Rebet A3,
Coeuret S3, Jugnon V3, de Baere T1, Gill A2

1Gustave Roussy, Villejuif, France, 2Cleveland Clinic, Cleveland, United States, 3General Electric, Buc, France

Purpose
To evaluate the virtual perfused volume (VPV) obtained using the Liver ASSIST virtual parenchyma
software on non selective enhanced cone beam CT (CBCT) by using the corresponding selective CBCT
volumetry as reference in patients who received local liver intra arterial treatment.

Methods
74 selective/non selective CBCT couples in 44 patients from two centers were included. A ground
truth volume (GTV) was calculated on each selective CBCT by manual segmentation and was used as
a gold standard. The VPV was then obtained using the software on non selective enhanced CBCT.
The same injection point corresponding to the selective CBCT was used. The calculated volumes GTV
and VPV were then compared as absolute error (ABSerr) and relative volumetric error (RVerr), while
the geometric correspondence between GTV and VPV was assessed by using the DICE overlap index.

Results
The software was successful in automatically computing VPV in 70/74 cases (94.6%).
For the entire cohort, median GTV was 430 cc (228–642cc) and was not significantly different from
VPV extracted by the software: 400 cc (212–622 cc); p=0.610.
On the 70 analyzed couples, median ABSErr, RVErr and DICE overlap index were 44.6cc (18.4–97.7cc),
12% (5% 22%) and 80% (77% 85%), respectively.
No significant differences of ABSErr, RVErr and DICE overlap index was found between the two
centers (p=0.523, 0.629 and 0.381 respectively).

Conclusion
VPVs computed using liver Assist virtual parenchyma software are numerically and geometrically
similar to those obtained by selective enhanced CBCT. The use of this software may help in reducing
the need to perform selective intrahepatic CBCT during intra arterial procedures.
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2207.5 / AI denoising significantly enhances image quality and diag
nostic confidence in interventional cone beam computed to
mography
Brendlin A1, Grözinger G1, Tsiflikas I1, Artzner C1

1Universitätsklinikum Tübingen, Tübingen, Germany

Objective:
To investigate if interventional cone beam computed tomography (cbCT) could benefit from AI
denoising, especially regarding patient Body Mass Index (BMI).

Material and Methods:
From 1 January 2016 to 1 January 2022, 100 patients with liver directed interventions and peri
procedural cbCT were in luded. The unenhanced mask run and the contrast enhanced fill run of the
cbCT were recon structed using weighted filtered back projection. Additionally, each dataset was
post processed using a novel denoising software solution. Place consistent regions of interest
measured signal to noise ratio (SNR) per dataset. Corrected mixed effects analysis with BMI
subgroup analyses compared objective image quality. Multiple linear regression measured the
contribution of “Radiation Dose”, “Body Mass Index”, and “Mode”, to SNR. Two radiologists
independently rated diagnostic confidence. Inter rater agreement was measured using Spearman
correlation (r).

Results:
SNR was significantly higher in the denoised datasets than in the regular datasets (p<0.001).
Furthermore, BMI subgroup analysis showed significant SNR deteriorations in the regular da tasets
for higher patient BMI (p<0.001), but stable results for denoising (p>0.999). In regression, only
denoising contributed positively towards SNR (0.6191; 95%CI 0.6096 to 0.6286; p<0.001). The
denoised datasets received overall significantly higher diagnostic confidence grades (p=0.010) with
good inter rater agreement (r 0.795, p < 0.001). In subgroup analysis, diagnostic confidence
deteriorated significantly for higher patient BMI (p<0.001) in the regular datasets, but was stable in
the denoised datasets (p 0.103).

Conclusion:
AI denoising can significantly enhance image quality in interventional cone beam CT and effectively
mitigate diagnostic confidence deterioration for rising patient BMI.
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2207.6 / Clinical evaluation of non contrast enhanced radial
quiescent interval slice selective (QISS) magnetic resonance
angiography in comparison to contrast enhanced computed
tomography angiography for the evaluation of endoleaks after
abdominal endovascular aneurysm repair
Mostafa K1, Pfarr J1, Langguth P1, Schäfer P1, Trentmann J1, Koktzoglou I2, Edelman R2, Both M1, Bueno
Neves F1, Graessner J1, Jansen O1, Salehi Ravesh M1

1Department of Radiology and Neuroradiology, University Medical Center Schleswig Holstein, Kiel University, Kiel,
Germany, Kiel, Germany, 2 University of Chicago Pritzker School of Medicine, Chicago, Illinois, USA, Chicago,
United States of America

Purpose:
Clinical evaluation of non contrast enhanced radial quiescent interval slice selective magnetic
resonance angiography (QISS MRA) in its ability to diagnose and monitor endoleaks and aneurysm
size after abdominal endovascular aneurysm repair in direct comparison to contrast enhanced
computed tomography angiography (CE CTA).

Material and Methods:
Our study included 20 patients (17 male, median age 79.8 years) who underwent radial QISS MRA
and CE CTA after non fenestrated infrarenal EVAR at their first follow up examination. Two
interventional radiologists evaluated datasets from both techniques for each patient concerning
presence of endoleaks, types of endoleaks, aneurysm diameters and image quality.

Results:
Compared to CE CTA, all endoleaks after abdominal EVAR were detected and classified correctly on
QISS MRA. The interobserver agreement between CE CTA and QISS MRA was almost perfect, except
for type 2 endoleaks, where agreement was substantial. Intermodal aneurysm diameter
measurements correlate “very strongly” for both observers. All results were statistically significant.
Hyperdense imaging artefacts in CE CTA cause aneurysm diameter measurements to be inaccurate
by up to 1 cm. These artifacts were not present in QISS MRA. Also, QISS MRA seems to be more
sensitive in detecting type II endoleaks. Some type II endoleaks could only be detected in QISS MRA
but not in CE CTA, which was most likely due to low flow endoleak characteristics.

Conclusion:
Radial QISS MRA is a contrast agent free technique for diagnosing and monitoring all types of
endoleaks and aneurysms in patients after abdominal EVAR. It provides information about specific
clinical questions concerning aneurysm size as well as presence and types of endoleaks without
exposure to radiation and contrast agents.
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2207.7 / Benefit of pelvic magnet resonance angiography for
prostatic artery embolization planning
Schimmöller L1, Boschheidgen M1, Ullrich T1, Albers P2, Minko P1, Antoch G1

1University Düsseldorf, Medical Faculty, Department of Diagnostic and Interventional Radiology, Düsseldorf,
Germany, 2University Düsseldorf, Medical Faculty, Department of Urology, Düsseldorf, Germany

Purpose:
Knowledge about anatomical details facilitate prostatic artery embolization (PAE) in patients with
benign prostatic hyperplasia (BPH). This study analyses the benefit of pre interventional MR
angiography (MRA) and tries to identify parameters which may have influence on radiation dose,
intervention time, or technical success.

Material and methods:
All consecutive patients with pre interventional MRI/MR angiography and PAE between 03/2018 and
03/2021 were analysed retrospectively. Parameters like visibility and anatomic type of the prostatic
artery (PA), elongation and defined angles of iliac and aortic vessel bifurcations were assessed. These
parameters were correlated with parameters of the digital subtraction angiography (DSA) (e.g.,
intervention time, fluoroscopy time, dose area product, CM dose, number of cone beam CT) and
technical success of embolization.

Results:
In total 78 patients (mean age 71 years, median PSA value 5,5 ng/ml) were included. MRA identified
PA in 126/147 cases (86%). PA had similar type on both sides in 57% of the patients. The PA type
itself showed no significant effect on DSA parameters. The vessel elongation affected significantly the
PA probing time (right PA, p=0.02), the fluoroscopy time (p=0.05), and the contrast media dose
(p=0.02). A moderate correlation was observed for iliac bifurcation angles with DAP (r=0.30 left;
r=0.34 right; p=0.01).

Conclusion:
Pre interventional MRA could reliably identify the PA origin and offered a good anatomic orientation
before performing PAE. The PA type showd no significant influence on complexity of PAE, while
pelvic vessel elongations prolongated the intervention time and required higher contrast media
doses.
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2306.1 / Comparison of restenosis risk in single layer versus dual
layer carotid stents: a duplex ultrasound evaluation
Sykora J1, Zelenak K1, Vorcak M1

1Clinic of Radiology, Comenius University's Jessenius Faculty of Medicine and University Hospital, Martin, Slovakia

Purpose:
The aim of this study was to report intermediate term results of duplex ultrasound follow up of
carotid artery stenting performed with the dual layer stent as compared to concurrent patients
treated with other commercially available single layer carotid stents.

Materials and Methods:
A single centre, retrospective, nonrandomized study including 162 non consecutive patients with 199
implanted carotid stents treated over a 7 year period was conducted. Patients with at least one
ultrasound examination after treatment were included. Procedural and follow up data for patients
treated with the dual layer stent implantation (83 stents) vs first generation carotid stents
implantations (116 stents) were compared.

Results:
The median follow up time was 24.0 months (IQR 10 32 months) for dual layer stents, and 27.5
months (IQR 10.3 59 months) for single layer stents. The rate of severe restenosis was significantly
higher in the dual layer stent group than in the single layer group (13.3% [11/83] vs 3.4% [4/116], p =
0.01). Seven reinterventions were performed in 5 patients with dual layer stents. The rate of
reintervention was significantly higher compared to no reinterventions in single layer stents (6%
[5/83] vs 0% [0/116], p = 0.012). Patients with restenosis had significantly higher presence of
dyslipidaemia (100% [12/12] vs 63.3% [95/150], p = 0.009).

Conclusion:
In this real world cohort of patients undergoing carotid artery stenting, the patients treated with
low profile dual layer micromesh stent showed higher rates of restenosis and reinterventions
compared to first generation single layer stents.
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2306.2 / Incidence of plaque protrusion during carotid artery stenting
using micromesh stent
Takayama K1, Wada T1, Myouchin K1
1Kouseikai Takai Hospital, Department of Interventional Neuroradiology / Radiology, Tenri, Japan

Purpose:
It has been reported that plaque protrusion (PP) during carotid artery stenting (CAS) using
conventional stent was strongly associated with ischemic complication. On the other hand, recently
micromesh stent has been developed. Micromesh stent (Casper stent) is double layer stent whose
cell size has smaller than conventional stent. Therefore, micromesh stent has been expected to
reduce ischemic complication and PP during CAS.

Purpose:
We investigated the initial treatment result and incidence of PP during CAS using Casper stent.

Material and Methods:
We prospectively analyzed 40 patients with 46 carotid artery stenoses (29 men; age 54 94 years
[mean 76.8 years]; symptomatic stenosis, 14 lesions; unstable plaque, 18 lesions; mean stenosis rate,
84.1%) who underwent CAS using Casper stent from October 2020 to January 2022. Technical
success rate, Incidence of plaque protrusion evaluated by intravascular ultrasound (IVUS), incidence
of ischemic lesions within 48 h after CAS and major adverse event (stroke, MI, death) within 30 days
were assessed using diffusion weighted images. All CAS was performed by a standard procedure
using embolic protection devices.

Result:
Technical success rate was 100%. PP occurred in one patient (2.2%). In this case, the additional
micromesh stent was placed and patient did not suffer from stroke. New ischemic lesions were found
in nine patients (19.6%). No MAEs were observed in any patients.

Conclusion:
Micromesh stent seemed to reduce ischemic complication by preventing PP during CAS.
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2306.3 / Thrombectomy in basilar artery occlusions: impact of
number of passes and futile reperfusion
Finitsis S1, de Havenon A, Gory B
1AHEPA University Hospital, Thessaloniki, Greece

PURPOSE:
There is a strong relationship between the number of mechanical thrombectomy (MT) passes and
angiographic reperfusion and clinical outcomes in patients with anterior ischemic stroke. We
investigated the influence of the number of MT passes on degree of reperfusion and clinical
outcomes, as well as compare outcome after 3 versus >3 passes.

MATERIAL AND METHODS:
We used data from the ongoing prospective multicentric Endovascular Treatment in Ischemic Stroke
Registry at 18 sites in France. Patients with BAO treated with MT were included.

RESULTS:
We included 275 patients. Successful recanalization (mTICI 2b 3) was achieved in 88.4% and 41.8%
had a favorable outcome. The odds ratio for favorable outcome with each pass above 1 was 0.41
(95%CI, 0.23 0.73) and for recanalization (mTICI 2b 3) was 0.70 (95%CI, 0.57 0.87). In patients with
3 passes, the rate of favorable outcome in recanalized versus non recanalized patients was 50.5%

versus 10.0% (P=0.001), while in those with >3 passes it was 16.7% versus 15.2% (P=0.901).

CONCLUSIONS:
In this post hoc analysis of a multicenter registry of consecutive large vessel occlusion stroke patients
treated with MT, we found that BAO patients had a significant relationship between the number of
MT passes and both recanalization and favorable functional outcome. We further found that the
benefit of recanalization in BAO patients was significant only when recanalization was achieved
within two to three passes, encouraging at least 3 passes before stopping the procedure.
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2306.4 / Indirect flow diversion for off centered bifurcation
aneurysms and distant small vessel aneurysms, a retrospective proof
of concept study from five neurovascular centers
Schob S1, Schüngel M1, Brill R1, Skalej M1

1Abteilung für Neuroradiologie, Klinik & Poliklinik für Radiologie, Universitätsklinikum Halle, Halle (Saale), Halle
(Saale), Germany

Purpose
Endovascular aneurysm treatment using hemodynamic implants as extra saccular flow diverting
stents (FDS) has gained significant momentum. The therapeutic success is based on the reduction of
aneurysmal perfusion and the subsequent formation of a neointima along the stent struts. However,
especially off centered bifurcation aneurysms and aneurysms arising from small peripheral vessel
segments oftentimes cannot be treated via coiling or implanting a hemodynamic implant at the neck
level for technical reasons. In those, indirect flow diversion a FDS deployed in the main artery
proximal to the parent vessel of the aneurysm can be a viable treatment strategy, but clinical
evidence is lacking yet.

Materials and methods
Clinical data, aneurysm characteristics, anti platelet medication and follow up results, including
procedural and post procedural complications, were recorded.

Results
17 patients (harbouring 17 aneurysms, mean age: 60.5 years) from five neurovascular centers were
included. The average distance between the FDS and the aneurysm was 1.65mm (range: 0.4 2.4mm).
In 15/17 patients (88.2%), aneurysm perfusion was reduced immediately after implantation. Follow
ups were available for 12 cases. Delayed opacification (OKM A3: 11.8%), reduction in size (OKM B1 3:
29.4%) and occlusion (D1: 47.1%) were observable at the latest investigation. Clinically relevant
procedural complications, adverse events in the early phase and in the late subacute phase were not
observed in any case.

Conclusion
Our preliminary data suggest that indirect flow diversion is a safe, feasible and effective approach for
off centered bifurcation aneurysms and distant small vessel aneurysms. However, validation with
larger studies including long term outcomes and optimized imaging is warranted.
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2306.5 / ASPECTS evolution after endovascular successful reperfusion
in the early and extended time window
Finitsis S1, Anadani M, Gory B
1AHEPA University Hospital, Thessaloniki, Greece

Background:
The Alberta Stroke Program Early CT scan Score (ASPECTS) is a reliable imaging biomarker of infarct
extent on admission but the value of 24 hour ASPECTS evolution in day to day practice is not well
studied, especially after successful reperfusion. We aimed to assess the association between
ASPECTS evolution after successful reperfusion with functional and safety outcomes, as well as to
identify the predictors of ASPECTS evolution.

Methods:
We used data from the ongoing prospective multicenter Endovascular Treatment in Ischemic Stroke
(ETIS) registry in France. For the purpose of this study, we enrolled stroke patients with anterior
circulation large vessel occlusion treated with endovascular therapy (EVT) and achieved successful
reperfusion (modified Thrombolysis In Cerebral Ischemia [mTICI] 2b 3). ASPECTS evolution was
defined as one or more point decrease in ASPECTS at 24 hours.

Results:
A total of 2366 patients were enrolled in the final analysis. In a fully adjusted model, ASPECTS
evolution was associated with lower odds of favorable outcome (modified Rankin Scale [mRS] score
0 2) at 90 days (aOR=0.46; 95%CI=0.37 0.57). In addition, ASPECTS evolution was a predictor of
excellent outcome (90 day mRS 0 1) (aOR=0.52; 95%CI=0.49 0.57), early neurological improvement
(aOR=0.42; 95%CI=0.35 0.51), and parenchymal hemorrhage (aOR=2.64; 95%CI, 2.03 3.44). Stroke
severity, admission ASPECTS, total number of passes, complete reperfusion (mTICI 3 vs. mTICI 2b 2c)
and good collaterals emerged as predictors of ASPECTS evolution.

Conclusion:
ASPECTS evolution is a strong predictor of functional and safety outcomes. Higher number of EVT
attempts and incomplete reperfusion are associated with ASPECTS evolution at day 1.
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2306.6 / 30 day safety outcomes of endovascular carotid artery
revascularization using the Roadsaver dual layer micromesh stent in
patients featuring different aortic arch complexity: evidence from a
large multicentre European study (ROADSAVER)
Langhoff R1

1Brandenburg Medical School Theodor Fontane, Campus Clinic Brandenburg, Department for Angiology, Center
for Internal Medicine I, Brandenburg an der Havel, Germany

Purpose:
To assess the safety of the dual layer micromesh Roadsaver stent in elective carotid stenosis
treatment of patients featuring different aortic arch anatomies.

Materials and Methods:
ROADSAVER is a prospective, single arm, observational study of 1967 patients enrolled in 52
European sites, who had non occlusive/non thrombotic carotid stenosis treated with the Roadsaver
stent per routine practice. The primary safety outcome is cumulative incidence of independently
adjudicated any death or stroke up to 30 days.

Results:
Presented are 30 day outcomes of 1939 patients with the available follow up, featuring non complex
(Type I & II; n=1703) or complex (Type III & bovine; n=236) aortic arch (AA) anatomy. Patients with
non complex AA were younger (70.1 ±8.6 vs. 73.6 ± 8.2 years; p<0.0001) and more often
symptomatic (50.3 vs. 41.1%; p=0.008). The prevalence of males was similar (70.9 vs. 69.1%; p=0.57).
Non complex AA group featured less calcified (44.4 vs. 59.7%; p<0.0001) and diseased (29.4 vs.
36.0%; p=0.04) AAs, and less calcified (57.1 vs. 67.0%; p=0.004) and ulcerated (24.2 vs. 31.4%;
p=0.02) lesions. With non complex AAs, femoral access (71.3 vs. 64.4%; p=0.03) and post dilatation
(96.7 vs. 91.5%; p=0.0001) was more frequent. 30 day cumulative incidence of any death or stroke
was similar (2.1 vs. 2.1%; p=0.95), much like any stroke (1.9 vs 0.8%; p=0.26) and stroke related
death (0.5 vs. 0.4%; p=0.92) incidence.

Conclusions:
Low and comparable 30 day rate of any death or stroke was noted in this large, real world cohort of
patients subjected to carotid stenting with the Roadsaver stent, irrespective of the AA anatomic and
other complexities.
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2306.7 / 30 day safety outcomes of endovascular carotid artery
revascularization using the Roadsaver dual layer micromesh stent
with or without the use of embolic protection: evidence from a large
multicentre European study (ROADSAVER)
Müller Hülsbeck S1
1Dept. of Diagnostic and Interventional Radiology / Neuroradiology ACADEMIC HOSPITALS Flensburg; Kiel
University Faculty of Medicine, Flensburg, Germany

Purpose:
To assess the safety of the dual layer micromesh Roadsaver stent in elective carotid stenosis
treatment with or without embolic protection (EP).

Materials and Methods:
ROADSAVER is a prospective, single arm, observational study of 1967 patients enrolled in 52
European sites, who had non occlusive/non thrombotic carotid stenosis treated with the Roadsaver
stent per routine practice. The primary safety outcome is cumulative incidence of independently
adjudicated any death or stroke up to 30 days.

Results:
Presented are 30 day outcomes of 1940 patients with the available follow up, treated with (n=1237)
or without EP (n=703). Mean age was similar (70.8 ± 9.0 vs. 70.2 ± 8.6 years). Male (71.7 vs. 68.8%)
and symptomatic (48.3 vs. 50.8%) patients were equally distributed. Lesions in the EP group were
longer (19.2.± 8.6 vs. 16.2 ± 7.8 mm; p<0.0001), more frequently eccentric (46.6 vs. 36.8%;
p<0.0001), with irregular surface (59.0 vs. 51.2%; p=0.001) and localized at carotid artery bifurcation
(11.3 vs. 7.3%; p=0.004). EP group featured more type I aortic arches (61.9 vs. 41.1%; p<0.0001).
With EP use, radial access was less (15.4 vs. 43.8%; p<0.0001) and pre dilatation more (33.7 vs.
10.8%; p<0.0001) frequent. 30 day cumulative incidence of any death or stroke was similar (2.4 vs.
1.4%), much like any stroke (2.0 vs.1.3%) and stroke related death (0.4 vs. 0.6%) rates.

Conclusions:
Carotid artery stenting of real world asymptomatic and symptomatic patients using the Roadsaver
stent without EP results in low 30 day rate of any death or stroke, and has no adverse impact on
stroke and stroke related death incidence.
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2307.1 / Embolization of the prostatic arteries for the treatment of
BPH: our evidence and preliminary experience with anti reflux
microcatheters
Siciliano F1, Ronconi E1, Tipaldi A1, Zolovkins A1, Orgera G1, Rossi M1

1Azienda Ospedaliera Sant'andrea, Roma, Italy

Purpose
Demonstrate the efficacy of prostatic artery embolization (PAE) as a treatment for urinary symptoms
in benign prostatic hyperplasia (BPH) and how this affects the QoL of patients.

Materials and Methods
30 patients who underwent PAE at our center in the period 2018 2021 were evaluated using MRI
before treatment and a modified International IPSS questionnaire for QoL estimation. Periodic re
evaluation at 3, 6, 12 and 24 months were done. Clinical and anamnestic data, glandular volume and
procedure details (prostatic arterial anatomy, embolizing agent, materials, technical success,
complications) were collected. The variation in IPSS score and QoL were investigated using the
appropriate statistical tests. 5 patients were treated with an antireflux microcatheter (SeQure,
Guerbet, FR) of which the technical notes are illustrated in detail.

Results
The decrease in the IPSS averaged 11 ± 8 points at 1 year (pre 22 ± 7, post 11 ± 9; p <0.05), ie 50 ±
30% compared to initial symptoms; the impact on QoL decreased on average by 3 ± 1.8 points (pre 4
± 1, post 1 ± 2; p <0.05). Only the high pre procedural IPSS was significantly associated with clinical
success (p = 0.008). Cases performed with anti reflux microcatheter were characterized by smooth
embolization with bilateral technical success of 100%, in the absence of complications.

Conclusions
Embolization of the prostatic arteries is a safe and effective procedure for the treatment of BPH
LUTS. The use of new technologies such as anti reflux microcatheters will help to further improve the
clinical performance of our intervention.
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2307.2 / Efficacy of prostate artery embolization in patients with
indwelling bladder catheter
Brambillasca P1, Morelli M2, Secco S2, Barbosa F1, Alfonsi A1, Morelli F1, Solcia M1, Sampogna G3,
Rampoldi A1

1Niguarda Ca' Granda Hospital, Dept of Interventional Radiology, Milano, Italy, 2Niguarda Ca' Granda Hospital,
Dept of Urology, Milano, Italy, 3Niguarda Ca' Granda Hospital, Dept of Neuro Urology, Milano, Italy

Objectives
To evaluate the efficacy of prostate artery embolization (PAE) in patients with indwelling bladder
catheter (IBC).

M&M
A total of 167 patients who underwent PAE with IBC for urinary retention between November 2013
and December 2021 were included. Patients had a median (IQR) prostate size of 84 ml (65 114) and a
median age of 75.1 years (51 92). We collected preoperatively Charslon Comorbidity Index, PSA ,
prostate volume (MRI, CT or ultrasound) of each patient. The primary endpoint was to evaluate the
correlation between time of pre PAE catheterization and the possibility of IBC removal after the
procedure.

Results
Successful removal of IBC and spontaneous voiding was achieved in 132 of 167 (72.5%) patients with
a median time of 16 months (IQR 8.7 36.6). Overall, median time of pre PAE catheterization was 6
months (IQR 4 10), no statistically significant differences were observed between time and IBC
removal (p=0.575) although a trend of worsening of outcomes due to the increased catheterization’s
time was observed. Moreover, no correlation (p=0.931) was shown between the prostate volume
and catheter removal. In total, 140 (83.8%) patients received bilateral embolization and 27 (16.2%)
unilateral (p = 0.010), with a median scan time of 47min and exposure of 584 Gycm2. In 11 (6%)
cases, a second embolization was performed, with IBC removal success rate of 27.3%(3/11).

Conclusions
PAE today represents a valid therapeutic tool for all patients with IBC, particularly if performed after
a short period of catheterization, further studies are needed to better define its place in this setting.
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2307.3 / Adjunctive coil embolization of penile collaterals during
prostate artery embolization a single center experience
Richardson D1, Esses E, Bysani K, Pennix T, Jalaeian H, Bhatia S
1University of Miami Department of Interventional Radiology, Miami , United States of America

Purpose:
Adjunctive coil embolization during prostate artery embolization (PAE) is performed to avoid non
target embolic delivery to the rectum, bladder or penis. Coil embolization of the penile plexus has
been reported to cause post procedural erectile dysfunction. This study aims to evaluate outcomes,
sexual function, and complications following coil embolization of penile plexus collaterals during PAE.

Materials and Methods:
Retrospective review of 771 patients from June 2014 to September 2021 who underwent PAE was
performed. 659 patients, Group A (85.5%), did not require microcoil placement and 38 patients,
Group B (4.9%), required adjuvant coil placement into a penile collateral artery. 74 patients (9.6%)
required placement of a microcoil into an artery other than the penile plexus and were excluded.
Patients were evaluated at 3, 12, 24, 60 month intervals following PAE. A two tailed P < 0.05 was
considered significant.

Results:
Mean follow up was 1094 ± 632 days. Group A and B patients did not have statistically significant
change of SHIM scores compared to baseline at any timepoint following PAE. In addition, there was
no significant difference in median EJQ, IPSS, or QOL scores. Phosphodiesterase 5 inhibitor usage
between the two groups were not significantly different. No patient in group B had a major
complication, penile discoloration, or ulceration.

Conclusion:
Unilateral adjunctive coil embolization of penile plexus collaterals during PAE appears to be safe at
preventing nontarget embolization and does not appear to have deleterious effects on erectile
function or ejaculation function. However, caution is advised if bilateral penile collaterals require coil
embolization.
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2307.4 / Predictors of early clinical failure following prostate artery
embolization: a single institution review
Richardson D1, Bokhari A, Sandhu J, Richardson K, Jalaeian H, Bhatia S
1University of Miami Department of Interventional Radiology, Miami , United States

Purpose:
Factors associated with early clinical failure can give insight into improving patient selection,
management and expected outcomes following prostate artery embolization (PAE). This study
evaluates patient and procedural factors influencing early clinical failure in PAE.

Methods:
602 patients with baseline IPSS >13 underwent PAE for BPH related lower urinary tract symptoms
(LUTS) from April 2014 to September 2021. Patients with 3 month post PAE follow up visits were
included in the analysis. Median follow up was 1053.5 (IQR 572 1517.5) days. Early clinical failure
was defined as IPSS >13 at 3 months post PAE. Demographics, medical conditions, questionnaires,
and procedure factors were analyzed. Two tailed P value <0.05 was considered statistically
significant.

Results:
Following PAE, 48 patients (15.0%) had early clinical failure. These patients had higher baseline IPSS
scores, lower baseline prostate volume and lower PSA levels (P<0.05). Total embolic particle volume
administrated during PAE was lower with early clinical failure (P<0.05). In a multivariate logistic
regression model, high baseline IPSS (OR=1.083, 95%CI (1.022 1.152), =0.08, SE=0.03, P=0.009) and
total embolic particle volume (OR=0.934, 95%CI (0.873 0.998), = 0.068, SE=0.034, P=0.046)
predicted early clinical failure. Baseline PSA levels, prostate volume, the ratio of embolic volume per
gram of prostate gland or per nanogram of PSA did not predict outcome.

Conclusion:
Patients undergoing PAE for LUTS related BPH can experience early clinical failure. Individuals with
lower prostate size or lower PSA levels at baseline may be prone to early clinical failure. Attention
should be given to administering larger amounts of embolic particles during PAE to improve chances
of early clinical success.
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2307.5 / 1 year cost utility analysis of prostate artery embolization
(PAE) versus transurethral resection of the prostate (TURP)
Modi S1, Vigneswaran G1,5, Patel N3, Yung N3, de Preux L2, Maclean D1, Harris M4, Somani B4, Hacking
N1, Bryant T1
1Interventional Radiology, University Hospital Southampton NHS Foundation Trust, Southampton, United
Kingdom, 2Centre for Health Economics and Policy Innovation, Imperial College Business School, London, United
Kingdom, 3Faculty of Medicine, Imperial College London, London, United Kingdom, 4Urology, University Hospital
Southampton NHS Foundation Trust, Southampton, United Kingdom, 5University of Southampton, Southampton,
United Kingdom

Purpose:
Prostate artery embolization (PAE) and transurethral resection of the prostate (TURP) are both
options in the management of benign prostate hyperplasia (BPH). We assessed whether PAE is a
cost effective alternative to transurethral resection of the prostate (TURP) at 1 year follow up.

Materials and Methods:
A retrospective cost utility analysis over a 12 month time period was conducted to compare the two
interventions. effectiveness was measured as quality adjusted life years (QALYs) derived from data
collected during the observational UK Register of Prostate Embolization (UK ROPE) Study. Costs for
both PAE and TURP were derived from University Hospital Southampton, a tertiary referral centre for
BPH and the largest contributor to the UK ROPE. An incremental cost effectiveness ratio (ICER) was
derived from cost and QALY values associated with both interventions to assess the cost
effectiveness of PAE versus TURP. Further sensitivity analyses involved a decision tree model to
account for the impact of patient reported complications on the cost effectiveness of the
interventions.

Results:
The mean patient age for TURP (n=31) and PAE (n=133) was 69 and 65.6 years, respectively. In
comparison to TURP, PAE was cheaper due to shorter patient stays and the lack of necessity for an
operating theatre. Analysis revealed an ICER of £64 798.10 saved per QALY lost when comparing PAE
to TURP after 1 year follow up.

Conclusion:
Our findings suggest that PAE is initially a cost effective alternative to TURP for the management of
BPH after 1 year follow up. Due to a higher reintervention rate in the PAE group, this benefit may be
lost in subsequent years.
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2307.6 / Feasibility of pre interventional magnetic resonance
angiography (MRA) in the context of prostatic arterial embolization:
impact on workflow, radiation dose and clinical outcome
Vogl T1, Alizadeh L1, Nour Eldin N1

1Universitätsklinikum, Frankfurt am Main, Germany

Purpose:
To evaluate the impact of pre interventional magnetic resonance angiography (MRA) on prostatic
artery embolization (PAE) regarding workflow, radiation dose, and clinical outcome.

Material and Methods:
259 patients (mean age 68.28 ± 8.69, range 41 92) with severe benign prostatic hypertrophy (BPS)
who had undergone PAE were retrospectively evaluated between January 2017 and September
2020. Pre interventional MRA including maximum intensity projection (MIP) and colored three
dimensional reconstructions was performed in 137 cases to identify prostate artery (PA) origin and to
detect anatomical variants. In 122 patients, no pre interventional MRA was performed. International
Prostate Symptom Score (IPSS), Quality of Life (QoL) and International Index of Erectile Function
(IIEF) were evaluated before and after PAE to examine clinical improvement. We evaluated the
impact of pre interventional MRA on PAE comparing workflow, mean intervention and fluoroscopy
time, mean dose area product and entrance dose, mean volumetric decrease as well as the results of
the clinical scores in both patient groups.

Results:
MRA showed significant improvement in clinical key performance indicators of PAE such as prostate
volume reduction, IPSS, and QOL compared to workflows not including MRA. Furthermore, MRA
showed impact on particle sizes used, avoiding unnecessary radiation and reduction of total radiation
dose by decreasing fluoroscopy times.

Conclusions:
Pre interventional MRA facilitates improved workflow and patient safety of PAE while reducing
radiation dose and intervention time. Regarding clinical outcome, no direct correlation of MRA to a
better outcome was found.

Keywords: MRA, Prostatic Artery Embolization (PAE)
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2307.7 / Cardiovascular comorbidities do not impact prostate artery
embolization (PAE) outcomes
Vigneswaran G1,2, Maclean D1, Harris M1, Bryant T1, Hacking N1, Modi S1
1University Hospital Southampton, Southampton, United Kingdom, 2University of Southampton, Southampton,
United Kingdom

Purpose:
Prostate artery Embolization (PAE) and Surgery are both options for the management of benign
prostatic hyperplasia (BPH). Common cardiovascular risk factors have yet to be examined as
independent predictors of outcome and may influence treatment selection. We investigated their
potential impact on PAE outcomes.

Materials and Methods:
Retrospective subset analysis of the UK Registry of Prostate Artery Embolization (UK ROPE) database
was performed with the inclusion of patients who had a full record of cardiovascular comorbidities
(hypertension, diabetes, coronary artery disease (CAD), smoking history and age) as well as
International Prostate Symptom Score (IPSS), Flow rate (Qmax) and Prostate volume at baseline and
12 months. ANOVA (analysis of variance) was performed to assess for any predictors.

Results:
All data was available in 55/216 patients (age 64.5 +/ 6.7, baseline IPSS 21.4 +/ 6.7, Qmax 8.6 +/ 5.4,
prostate volume 97.0 mls +/ 57.0). ANOVA revealed that the presence of hypertension (58.5% IPSS
reduction vs absence 48.4%, p=0.69), diabetes (64.1% vs absence 50.4 %, p=0.51), CAD (66.1% vs
absence 50.2%, p=0.97), no comorbidities (44.8% vs any comorbidity present 61.1%, p=0.35),
smoking status (non smoker, 52.5%, current smoker, 62%, ex smoker, 49.9%, p=0.86), age (p=0.43),
baseline prostate volume (p=0.10) and baseline Qmax (p=0.39) did not significantly impact
normalised 12 month IPSS reduction. Similarly, we found no significant comorbidity predictors for
Qmax improvement or prostate volume reduction.

Conclusion:
The presence of cardiovascular comorbidities or smoking history does not significantly impact PAE
outcomes. This study provides reassurance for an endovascular approach where surgical
management might be deemed risky.
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2308.1 / Modern endovascular aneurysm repair offers a survival
advantage and is cost effective compared to conservative
management in patients physiologically unfit for open surgical
aneurysm repair
Shahin Y1,2, Dixon S3, Kerr K4, Cleveland T1, Goode S1
1Sheffield Vascular Institute, Northern General Hospitals, Sheffield, United Kingdom, 2Department of Infection,
Immunity and Cardiovascular Disease, University of Sheffield, Sheffield, United Kingdom, 3School of Health and
Related Research (ScHARR), University of Sheffield, Sheffield, UK and SAMRC/WITS Centre for Health Economics
and Decision Science PRICELESS, , South Africa, 4Department of Anaesthesia, Sheffield Teaching Hospitals,
Sheffield, United Kingdom

Purpose:
The EVAR 2 trial suggested that endovascular aneurysm repair (EVAR) in patients unfit for open
surgical repair (OSR) failed to provide a significant overall survival advantage compared to
conservative management. The aim is to compare survival and cost effectiveness in patients with
poor cardiopulmonary exercise test (CPET) metrics who underwent EVAR or were managed
conservatively.

Material and methods:
A prospective database of all CPETs (1435 patients) performed to assess preoperative fitness for
abdominal aortic aneurysm (AAA) repair was maintained. 350 patients deemed unfit for (OSR)
underwent EVAR or were managed conservatively. A 1:1 propensity matched analysis incorporating
age, gender, anaerobic threshold (AT) and aneurysm size was used to compare survival. Cost
effectiveness analysis (CEA) was based on the economic model for the National Institute for Health
and Care Excellence (NICE) clinical guideline on AAA treatment.

Results:
Propensity matching produced 122 pairs of patients in the EVAR and conservative management
groups. The median overall survival for the EVAR group was significantly longer than the conservative
management group (84 versus 30 months, p<0.001). 1, 3 and 5 year mortality in the EVAR group was
7%, 40% and 68%, respectively, compared to 25%, 68% and 82% in the conservative management
group, all p<0.001. Increment cost effectiveness ratio (ICER) for EVAR was £8023 per quality adjusted
life year (QALY) gained compared to £430,602 in the NICE Guideline, which is based on EVAR 2
results.

Conclusion:
Modern EVAR offers a survival advantage and is more cost effective in patients deemed unfit for OSR
based on CPET compared to conservative management.
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2308.2 / Three year outcomes of a single branch, off the shelf
endovascular solution for treating aortic arch pathologies
Holden A1, Hayes P3, D'Onofrio A2

1Dept of Radiology, Auckland City Hospital, Auckland, New Zealand, 2Dept of Cardiovascular Surgery, Padova,
Italy, 3St John's Innovation Centre, Cambridge, United Kingdom

Purpose:
Endovascular aortic arch repair has reduced mortality and paraplegia rates compared to surgery, but
current TEVAR systems still report high stroke rates. Specific features of the NEXUS™ Aortic Arch
Stent Graft System (Nexus) are designed to help reduce neurological events. This study evaluated this
single branch, two stent graft system specifically designed to treat aortic arch pathologies without
the need for sternotomy.

Materials & Methods:
This is a multi centre study with prospective data collection. These were complex cases as the
proximal landing zone in all cases was in Zone 0. Surgical debranching/parallel graft insertion was
performed to provide LCCA/LSCA flow. Data were evaluated through to three years. Survival analysis
used the Kaplan Meier method.

Results:
28 patients were treated with complete follow up to 3 years. Seventeen had an arch aneurysm, 6
chronic dissection, 5 other pathologies. The rate of freedom from mortality/disabling
stroke/paraplegia at 30 days was 92.9%. There were no late strokes or paraplegias. There were no
type 1a endoleaks throughout the study period and only a single type 1b leak (3.8%) present at 3
years. There were no device related deaths in the 3 year follow up period. The brachiocephalic trunk
branch remained patent in 100% of cases at 3 year follow up.

Conclusions:
The NEXUS™ Aortic Arch System demonstrates a high success rate with excellent 3 year outcomes
and very low rates of neurological complications. The unique design of the system may help
overcome one of the last significant barriers in the management of aortic arch pathologies.
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2308.3 / Outcomes of bridging covered stent in patients treated with
the t Branch off the shelf multi branched stent graft
Spanos K1, Jakimowicz T2, Nana P3, Behrendt C1, Panuccio G1, Jama K2, Eleshra A1, Rohlffs F1, Kölbel T1
1German Aortic Center Hamburg, Department of Vascular Medicine, University Heart & Vascular Center,
Hamburg, Germany, Hamburg, Germany, 2Department of General, Vascular and Transplant Surgery, Medical
University of Warsaw, Poland, Warsaw, Poland, 3Departments of Vascular Surgery, Faculty of Medicine, School of
Health Sciences, University of Thessaly, Larissa, Greece, Larissa, Greece

Purpose:
There is a controversy on bridging covered stent (BCS) choice [balloon (BECS) vs self expanding
covered stent (SECS)] in patients treated with aortic branched devices. The aim of this study was to
determine the primary patency of target vessels (TV) in patients treated with the t Branch off the
shelf device as well as risk factors which impair outcomes.

Material and methods:
A two center retrospective observational study was undertaken including patients who were treated
with the t Branch for complex aortic aneurysm between 2014 and 2019. Endpoints were primary
patency of TVs during follow up. Any branch instability was also assessed. Factors that may be
associated with patency as well as the impact of BCS types were also analyzed.

Results:
In 542 patients 1542 TVs were stented with SECSs and 476 with BECSs. Relining was performed in
86% of SECSs and 32% of BECSs. CT, SMA, RRA and LRA patency rates were 99.8% at 1 month, 97.8%
at 12 months, 96.7% at 24 months and 99% at 6 months, with no other event up to 3 years of follow
up respectively. Relining with bare metal stent was the only factor independently associated with
improved SMA branch patency (p=0.02). No significant difference was identified between BECSs and
SECSs in separate analyses and between early and late experience.

Conclusion:
BCSs of the t Branch show good primary patency outcomes during mid term period. The use of either
BECS or SECS did not influence patency. Relining might be protective in terms of patency for SMA
bridging stent.
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2308.4 / Abdominal aortic aneurysm sac regression with a
bioabsorable shape memory polymer
Holden A1, Reijnen M2, Hill A1

1Auckland City Hospital, Auckland, New Zealand, 2Rijnstate Hospital, Arnhem, The Netherlands

Purpose:
To determine the safety and efficacy of filling an abdominal aortic aneurysm (AAA) sac with
bioabsorbable, shape memory polymer devices at the time of endovascular aneurysm repair (EVAR)
to promote AAA sac regression and reduce post EVAR complications. Preclinical data has shown the
porous devices support rapid formation of organized thrombus followed by cellular infiltration and
tissue ingrowth.

Materials and methods:
Two equivalent prospective, multicenter studies are treating patients by filling the AAA sac residual
flow volume after endograft placement to 100% capacity with compliant shape memory polymer
devices. Patients will be followed through 2 years.

Results:
To date, 28 patients have been treated with 100% technical success. No device or study related
major adverse events were reported. Volumetric analysis was performed on 8 patients. The mean
implanted expanded embolic material volume was 74±26 mL, equivalent to 100% of the residual
flow volume (the volume outside of the endograft), based on preprocedural sac volume analysis. At
30 days post procedure, mean sac volume was 172±31 mL and mean sac diameter was 63±4 mm. At
6 months, all sacs regressed and the mean change in sac volume was 33±21 mL (p=.001), which
corresponded to a mean percentage change in volume of 19±11%. The corresponding change in sac
diameter was 5±4 mm (p=.004).

Conclusion:
Preliminary data demonstrate filling AAA sacs with shape memory polymer devices during EVAR is
safe and effective in promoting sac regression. Further experience and follow up will determine the
device effect on aneurysm sac behavior.
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2308.5 / EVAR follow up with ultrasound superb microvascular
imaging (SMI) compared to CEUS and CT angiography for detection of
type II endoleak
Piacentino F1,2, Fontana F1,2, Curti M1,2, Ossola C1,2, Timb Timb F1,2, Zorzetto G1,2, Piffaretti G1,3,
Venturini M1,2

1Insubria University, Varese, Italy, 2Circolo Hospital/ Radiology and Interventional Radiology Department, Varese,
Italy, 3Circolo Hospital/ Vascular Surgery Department, Varese, Italy

The aim of this study was to evaluate the usefulness of superb microvascular imaging (SMI) versus
contrast enhanced ultrasound (CEUS) and compared to computed tomography angiography (CTA) as
a reference standard, for detection of type II endoleak during follow up of endovascular abdominal
aortic aneurysm repair (EVAR). Between April 2017 and September 2020, 122 patients underwent
post EVAR follow up with CTA at 3 months and with ultrasound SMI and CEUS at 4 months from the
EVAR procedure. Aneurysmal sac diameter and graft patency were evaluated; endoleaks were
assessed and classified. Sensitivity, specificity, positive and negative predictive values, and diagnostic
accuracy were calculated both for SMI and CEUS and compared to CTA. Furthermore, the percentage
of agreement and Cohen’s Kappa coefficient were calculated. CTA revealed 54 type II endoleaks.
Ultrasound SMI and CEUS presented the same sensitivity (91.5%), specificity (100%),
positive (100%), and negative (92.8%) predictive and accuracy (95.9%) value for detecting type II
endoleak. The same percentage of agreement of 94.9% was found between SMI/CEUS, and CTA with
a Cohen’s Kappa coefficient of 0.89. The diagnostic accuracy of SMI is comparable with CEUS in the
identification of type II endoleaks after EVAR. Since SMI is less invasive, less expensive, and less time
consuming, this method may be considered to be a potential tool for monitoring patients after EVAR
implantation.
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2308.6 / "Post close" femoral arterial haemostasis at endovascular
aneurysm repair using a dedicated large bore vascular closure device:
a prospective pilot audit of 50 consecutive punctures
Chaudhuri A1

1Bedfordshire Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust, Bedford, United Kingdom

Purpose:
To audit the efficacy of a new plug based vascular closure device (VCD) for femoral arterial
haemostasis after abdominal, thoracic or popliteal endovascular aneurysm repairs
(EVAR/TEVAR/PEVAR).

Materials and methods:
Fifty consecutive large bore femoral punctures closed with the Manta Large Bore Closure Device
(Essential Medical Inc., Exton, USA) over August 2020 May 2021 were assessed. Patient
demographics including BMI, depth and size of femoral arterial defect (actual sheath OD), VCD profile
used were recorded. Immediate deployment success was graded 1(haemostasis without pressure
adjunct), 2(haemostasis with pressure adjunct} and 3(failed haemostasis +/ intervention) with
grades 1 2 designated successful; at later follow up groin by computed tomography angiography
(CTA) as feasible, early failures were assessed, as also the distance between the steel lock and the
femoral artery, designated the Tamped Plug Thickness (TPT). Statistical analyses were undertaken
using Minitab 21.

Results:
Fifty large bore femoral arterial punctures (right sided, n=29, left sided, n=21) were closed in 30
patients (24 males, 6 females, aged 77+/ 1.3 years, BMI 29.1+/ 0.9) at EVAR (n=45), TEVAR (n=4) and
PEVAR (n=1; representing antegrade femoral puncture closure). Femoral depth was 3.3+/ 0.2cm
(moderate correlation to BMI, Pearson coefficient 0.6), defect size was median 17F(IQR4); VCDs used
were 18F(n=24), and 14F(n=26). Immediate deployment success rates were Grades 1(n=44;88%),
2(n=5;10%), 3(n=1;2%) representing an overall 98% success rate. CTA follow up (n=46) at median
4(IQR 2) weeks indicated median TPT was 4(IQR 5.8)mm; freedom from complications (early failure,
n=1, pseudoaneurysm, n=2) was 93.1% (Kaplan Meier method).

Conclusion:
The MANTA device is effective for closure of large bore femoral arterial punctures at
EVAR/TEVAR/PEVAR.
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2308.7 / Type 2 endoleak treatment with ethylene vinyl alcohol
(EVOH) copolymer: efficacy, complications and correlation between
EVOH volume and therapeutic success
Rossini N1, Floridi C1,2, Bruno A1, Boscarato P2, Rosati M2, Mincarelli C2, Agliata G1, Candelari R2

1Radiology Department, University Hospital, Ospedali Riuniti of Ancona, Polytechnic University of Marche,
Ancona, Italy, 2Interventional Radiology Unit, Ospedali Riuniti of Ancona, Ancona, Italy

Purpose:
To evaluate EVOH efficacy in type II endoleak (EL2) treatment and the correlation between EVOH
volume used and therapeutic success.

Materials and methods:
This retrospective monocenter analysis includes patients with EL2 treated with EVOH, and with pre
and post embolization computed tomography (CECT). Patients with EVOH volume recorded were
included. In CT pre embolization was evaluated EL2 volume using a specific software.
EVOH volume (Q) was correlated with CECT EL2 volume (V) in order to obtain an objective index of
the EVOH volume (Q/V index). Q/V index and embolization therapeutic success were correlated.

Results:
Twenty nine patients were retrospectively evaluated in 50 months. In 15 cases, post treatment CT
showed residual EL2 (51,7%), whereas in 14 cases showed complete embolization (48,7%). EL2 was
filled by: inferior mesenteric artery (AMI) in 6 cases (21%), lumbar arteries (AL) in 10 cases (34,5%),
AMI and AL together in 4 cases (14%), other arteries in 9 cases (31%). Retrograde femoral approach
was used in 25 cases (86%). Direct sac puncture was used in 4 cases (14%). EVOH volume was
recorded in 16 patients with an median value of 6,84mL. In these patients EL2 average volume was
9,94 mL. A significative positive correlation was found between Q/V index and EL2 complete
embolization. No complication were observed.

Conclusion:
EVOH is a safe and effective embolizing agent for EL2 treatment. Q/V index in a good method to
estimate EVOH volume required to obtain a complete EL2 embolization, reducing EL2 residual risk.
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3007.1 / Safety and efficacy of radioembolization of metastatic breast
cancer to the liver as a 2nd/3rd line therapy
Kokabi N1, Kalisnky K, Szabo S, Thirunavu M, Friend S, Bercu Z, Loya M, Abdalla E, Levy J, Sethi I,
Gogineni K
1Emory University School of Medicine, Atlanta, United States of America

General study info:
Safety and Efficacy of Radioembolization (REM) as an Early Modality (EM) therapy for Metastatic
Breast Cancer (BR) to the liver with Y90 (REMEMBR Y90)

Background and rationale:
This prospective randomized control trial aims to evaluate the safety and efficacy of Y90
radioembolization as a therapeutic option in conjunction with systemic therapy as 2nd or 3rd line
therapy.

Objectives:
1. To evaluate the efficacy of Y90 radioembolization as a 2nd/3rd line therapy by assessing
progression free survival (PFS)
2. To evaluate overall survival (OS) benefit of addition of Y90 to systemic therapy
3. To evaluate the safety of Y90 by evaluating treatment related toxicities

Methodology:
Patients will be randomized to Y90 + systemic therapy vs. systemic therapy alone. Permissible
systemic therapies for both groups are the following:
1. Capecitabine 1000mg/m2 po bid D1 14 every 21 days
2. Eribulin 1.4mg/m2 D1, D8, every 21 days
3. Vinorelbine 20mg/m2 IV Qweek.
4. Gemcitabine 1000 mg/m² IV D1 & 8 of each 21 day cycle (300 mg/m² IV for cycles during and after
Y90 SIRT).

Endpoints:
1. Liver and overall PFS from the time of randomization using therapy alone based on PERCIST (PET)
and RECIST 1.1 (MRI)
2. OS from the time of randomization
3. Treatment related toxicity using CTCAE version 5

Expected data/impact on IR:
In patients with metastatic breast cancer to the liver, combination of Y90 and systemic therapy,
earlier in the course of the disease would improve survival outcome and reduce treatment related
toxicity.
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3007.2 / DRAGON 1 – training, accreditation, implementation and
safety evaluation of Portal and Hepatic Vein Embolization (PVE/HVE)
to accelerate Future Liver Remnant (FLR) hypertrophy
Korenblik R1,2, Smits J1,2, Olij B1,2,4, Bemelmans M2,4, Binkert C3, Van Der Leij C5, Schadde E6,7, Van Dam
R1,2,4, On behalf of the DRAGON trials collaborative .
1GROW School for Oncology and Reproduction, Maastricht University, Maastricht, Netherlands, 2Department of
Surgery, Maastricht University Medical Center+, Maastricht, Netherlands, 3Department of Radiology,
Kantonsspital Winterthur, Winterthur, Switzerland, 4Department of Surgery, RWTH Aachen, Aachen, Germany,
5Department of Radiology, Maastricht University Medical Center +,, Maastricht, Netherlands, 6Department of
General, Visceral and Transplant Surgery, Hirslanden Klink St. Anna Luzern, Luzern, Luzern, 7Department of
General, Visceral and Transplant Surgery, Klinik Hirslanden, Zurich, Switzerland

Study Purpose:
The DRAGON 1 trial aims to assess training, implementation, safety and feasibility of Combined
Portal and Hepatic Vein Embolization (PVE/HVE) to accelerate Future Liver Remnant (FLR)
hypertrophy in patients with borderline resectable colorectal cancer liver metastases.

Methodology:
The DRAGON 1 trial is a worldwide multicenter prospective single arm trial.

Endpoints:
The primary endpoint is a composite of the safety of PVE/HVE, 90 day mortality, and one year
accrual monitoring of each participating center. Secondary endpoints include: feasibility of resection,
the used PVE and HVE techniques, FLR hypertrophy, liver function (subset of centers), overall
survival, and disease free survival. All complications after the PVE/HVE procedure are documented.
Liver volumes will be measured at week 1 and if applicable at week 3 and 6 after PVE/HVE and follow
up visits will be held at 1,3,6, and 12 months after the resection.

Expected data/impact on IR:
We intent to present the pre final results on safety, FLR hypertrophy and feasibility of resection of
the DRAGON 1 trial on Cirse 2022. The results will have a huge impact on future FLR hypertrophy
inducing procedures
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3007.3 / Clinical impact of a volumetric image method for confirming
tumour coverage with Ablation on patients with malignant Liver
Lesions (COVER ALL Trial)
Odisio B1, Lin Y1, Paolucci I1, Sheth R1, Metwalli Z1, O'Connor C1, Briones Dimayuga M1, Chun Y,
Vauthey J1, Fellman B1, Jones A1, Brock K1
1The University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center, Houston, United States of America

General study info:
High rates of local tumour progression (LTP) remains a major limitation for widespread acceptance of
liver ablation. Insufficient minimal ablation margin (MAM) has been linked to treatment failure and
LTP. Although MAM can be modified during ablation, no prospective studies have evaluated the role
of intraprocedural software use for ablation confirmation (AC) and decision making.

Purpose:
To evaluate if the intra procedure use of a novel software for AC increases the MAM on a three
dimensional computed tomography generated quantitative (3D MAM) analysis.

Methodology:
This single center, prospective phase II, intent to treat, randomised (1:1) trial is enrolling 100
patients with primary and secondary liver tumours ( 3 tumours, 1 5 cm diameter) undergoing
microwave or radiofrequency ablation. A biomechanical deformable image registration software
(Morfeus) incorporating ablation specific AI segmentation algorithms evaluates tumour targeting
and 3D MAM. For the experimental arm, AC is performed using Morfeus. For the control arm, AC is
performed by standard of care semiquantitative evaluation (visual inspection). Re ablation is allowed
on both arms. Herein, we will summarize the interim analysis of the first 50 patients enrolled.

Endpoints:
Primary endpoint: 3D MAM using Morfeus on pre and final post ablation contrast enhanced CT
(continuous variable, t test or Wilcoxon rank sum test based on underlying data distribution,
stopping rule for control arm enrolment at interim analysis based on superiority analysis using alpha
spending function). Secondary endpoints: 2 year LTPFS, complication rates, quality of life, liver
function, oncological outcomes, and Morfeus impact on procedure workflow.

Expected data/impact on IR:
Improving intraprocedural 3D MAMmight translate in improvement of liver ablation efficacy and LTP
rates.
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3007.4 / Safety and efficacy of peripheral embolization with EASYX™
liquid agent: a multicenter prospective study (EASYX 1 study)
Sapoval M1,2, Vidal V3,4,5, Dean C1, Del Giudice C, Tradi F3,4,5, Chevallier O6, Charles Nelson A7,8, Pellerin
O1,2, Loffroy R6

1Department of Vascular and Oncological Interventional Radiology, Hôpital Européen Georges Pompidou,
Assistance Publique Hôpitaux de Paris, Paris, France, 2Université de Paris, PARCC, INSERM, Paris, France,
3Interventional Radiology Section, Department of Medical Imaging, University Hospital Timone, AP HM, Marseille,
France, 4LiiE, Aix Marseille University, Marseille, France, 5 CERIMED, Aix Marseille University, Marseille, France,
6Department of Vascular and Interventional Radiology, Image Guided Therapy Center, ImViA Laboratory EA
7535, François Mitterrand University Hospital, Dijon, France, 7Unité d'Épidémiologie et de Recherche Clinique,
Hôpital Européen Georges Pompidou, Assistance Publique Hôpitaux de Paris, Paris, France, 8INSERM, Centre
d'Investigation Clinique 1418, module Épidémiologie Clinique, Paris, France

Rationale and Objectives:
This study evaluates the safety and efficacy of EASYX™, a new liquid embolic agent consisting in PVA
grafted with iodine molecules for peripheral embolization.

Patients and Methods:
We conducted an open label prospective multicentric study, on 50 consecutive patients in 3
academic hospitals. Indication for embolization was symptomatic varicocele (n = 15),
angiomyolipoma (AML; n = 2), type 2 endoleak (n = 8), acute bleeding (n = 16), or portal vein
embolization (PVE; n = 9).

Endpoints:
Patient characteristics, technical and clinical success, pain at injection and IR satisfaction were
assessed. Follow up imaging was performed using ultrasound for varicoceles (1 month) and CT scan
for the other indications (3 or 6 months).

Results:
Clinical success was 100% for acute bleeding and type 2 endoleak embolization with absence of
artifacts on imaging allowing monitoring of the aneurysmal sac in patients treated for type 2
endoleak. In patients with varicocele clinical success was 85.7%. PVE patients showed a significant
hypertrophy of future remnant liver at FU (p < 0.001) and 5/9 patients could undergo preplanned
hepatectomy.
EASYX™ demonstrated its safety and efficacy with good results in common indications for liquid
embolics.

Impact on IR:
IR satisfaction was > 90% for EASYX™ ease of use, ease of injection, cohesivity and overall
angiographic results.
Due to the lack of Tantalum, reduced CT artifacts allowed good monitoring in patients with type 2
endoleaks. NCT03477149.
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3007.5 / Genicular artery embolization for knee osteoarthritis: data
from a randomized sham controlled trial
Van Zadelhoff T1, Moelker A1, Bierma Zeinstra S2, Bos P3, Krestin G1, Oei E1
1Erasmus University Medical Centre, Rotterdam, The Netherlands, 2Erasmus University Medical Center,
Department of General Practice, Rotterdam, The Netherlands, 3Erasmus University Medical Center, Department
of Orthopedics and Sports Medicine, Rotterdam, The Netherlands

Purpose
Genicular artery embolization (GAE) as a treatment for pain caused by knee osteoarthritis (OA) is
gaining increasing interest in the field of interventional radiology. Single arm studies have shown
promising results but do not account for a possible placebo effect. This was a randomized sham
controlled trial to determine the efficacy of GAE compared to sham treatment.

Methodology
58 patients were randomized 1:1 to either GAE treatment or sham treatment. Inclusion criteria were:
age 18 years, knee pain 6 months, knee pain (NRS 4 8) for at least half of the days in the
previous month, radiographic knee OA (Kellgren and Lawrence grade 1 3) and insufficient effect of
conservative treatment 6 months. Follow up was done at 1, 4, 8 and 12 months after treatment.
Patient outcomes were assessed using validated questionnaires: Knee Injury and Osteoarthritis
Outcome Score (KOOS), Intermittent and Constant OsteoArthritis Pain (ICOAP), painDETECT, EQ 5D
5L quality of lie questionnaire, and pressure pain threshold testing and MRI. all adverse events were
documented.

Endpoints
The primary endpoint was difference in the KOOS pain subscale between both groups at 4 months.
Secondary endpoints are number and severity of AEs and reduction of synovitis on MRI.

Expected data
This trial aims to determine the true efficacy of GAE compared to a sham treatment and has the
potential to be of great impact for patients with symptomatic knee OA. Results on the primary
endpoint will be disclosed in May after blinding is lifted.
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3104.1 / Development of a dedicated balloon catheter for magnetic
particle imaging
Wegner F1, Friedrich T2, Göttsche T3, Scheitenberger V3, Linemann R4, Wattenberg M2, Buessen A2,
Knopp T5, Szwargulski P5, Kaul M6, Salamon J6, Buzug T2, Barkhausen J1, Ahlborg M2

1University Hospital Schleswig Holstein, Department of Radiology and Nuclear Medicine, Lübeck, Germany,
2Fraunhofer Research Institution for Individualized and Cell Based Medical Engineering IMTE, Lübeck, Germany,
3Osypka AG, Rheinfelden, Germany, 4Evonik Operations GmbH, Marl, Germany, 5University of Technology,
Institute for Biomedical Imaging, Hamburg, Germany, 6University Medical Center Hamburg Eppendorf,
Department for Diagnostic and Interventional Radiology, Hamburg, Germany

Purpose
Magnetic Particle Imaging (MPI) is a promising tomographic modality for cardiovascular imaging and
interventional monitoring with a currently preclinical status. The basic principle of MPI is the
visualization of the spatial distribution of Superparamagnetic Iron Oxide Nanoparticles (SPIONs) by
static and oscillating magnetic fields. Due to its tracer based characteristic, most interventional
instruments are invisible in MPI. Thus, it is necessary to make the devices selectively MPI visible. In
this work, the first quasi commercial MPI device, a balloon catheter, is developed. The MPI visibility is
realized by integrating SPIONs in the balloon material during the manufacturing process.

Materials and methods
The balloon development was performed in two steps. First, a granulate including MagSilica®
nanoparticles and VESTAMID® polymer (both EVONIK Industries AG, Essen, Germany) was
manufactured. Second, a balloon was molded from a stretched tube of the compound. A particle
proportion of 5wt% was chosen. Dynamic imaging experiments were performed in a preclinical,
commercial MPI scanner. Computed Tomography was used for analyzing the particle distribution
within the polymer. The temperature of the balloon during imaging was investigated as a safety
aspect by thermography.

Results
The inflation and deflation of the balloon catheter could be visualized with sufficient image quality
with MPI. According to the CT images, the nanoparticles were mostly distributed homogenously in
the polymer except for some particle clusters. The balloon showed no significant heating during an
MPI imaging sequence of 10 minutes.

Conclusion
The presented balloon catheter meets the technical requirements for clinical applications guided by
MPI.
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3104.2 / Preclinical evaluation of a novel everolimus coated
peripheral balloon
Theofanis M1, Spyridonidis I1, Moulas A2, Katsioti E2, Semertzioglou A3, Vratimos A3, Papageorgiou C1,
Papadimitropoulou T2, Zampouka A2, Karpetas G4, Giannikas N1, Dimopoulos P1, Kitrou P1, Katsanos K1,
Karnabatidis D1

1Interventional Radiology, Patras University Hospital, Patras, Greece, 2University of Thessaly, Larissa, Greece,
3Rontis SA, Larissa, Greece, 4Anesthesiology Department, Patras University Hospital, Patras, Greece

Purpose:
Preclinical evaluation of a novel peripheral everolimus coated balloon (ECB).

Methods:
Device under investigation was an ECB (2.5 g/mm2) with a cellulose based excipient. The ECB was
compared with a paclitaxel coated balloon and plain angioplasty balloons (PBA) and studied in the
peripheral arterial model of rabbits (22 animals, 44 vessels) and swine (8 animals, 48 vessels, stent
deployment and in stent inflation). The safety and feasibility at 28 days (rabbits) and 3 months (pigs)
and the everolimus release kinetics (1 hour and 1, 14, 28, 56 days) were evaluated by optical
coherence tomography (OCT) following harvesting of the vessels.

Results:
Safety: (histology and morphometry analysis): ECB use was associated with lower host reaction than
PCB. No device related side effects or deaths were observed in any of the animals tested. Feasibility
(histology and morphometry analysis and optical coherence tomography): The stenosis rate was not
significantly different between ECBs, PCBs and bare balloons. Kinetics (drug content was measured
by high performance liquid chromatography with tandem mass spectrometry): The tissue
concentration of everolimus showed a time dependent reduction. The drug was detectable in the
arterial tissue up to 56 days post intervention.

Conclusion:
The preclinical evaluation indicated that the developed ECB is safe in the models examined. Use of
the ECB resulted in reduced stenosis rates and lower arterial host reaction and inflammation
compared to PCBs.
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3104.3 / Robotic assisted endovascular visceral interventions: initial
preclinical experience
Kupczyk P1, Attenberger U1, Meyer C1, Luetkens J1, Kuetting D1

1University of Bonn, Bonn, Germany

Purpose:
To evaluate technical feasibility and safety of common endovascular visceral interventions using a
vascular robotic platform through preclinical study.

Materials and Methods:
The CorPath GRX Robotic System (Siemens Healthineers; Forchheim; Germany) was tested in a live,
anesthetized porcine model for its ability to navigate various commercially available devices in the
abdominal vasculature and to perform routine endovascular visceral procedures. After manually
placing a guiding catheter in the celiac trunk, several visceral branches were probed with
microcatheters and wires under robotic assistance, and embolization with liquids (ethiodol),
detachable coils and plugs were performed. Furthermore, the origin of the celiac trunk was stented
before accessing the left hypogastric artery for pelvic embolization.

Results:
All procedures were performed with technical success and without any complications. Navigating the
catheters and wires via the steering console proved intuitive. Coil, plug and stent deployment were
exclusively controlled by remote with remarkable precision and stability.

Conclusion:
Robotic assisted visceral embolization and stenting as well as pelvic embolization using the CorPath
GRX System is feasible and safe. Application of the platform in the abdominal vasculature is
demonstrated for the first time. Considering the precision and the potential for reducing the
operator´s radiation exposure, further research in this area is highly encouraged to enable translation
into clinical practice.
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3104.4 / A 2D 3D quantitative angiography technique for calculating
volumetric reduction in blood flow during hepatic transarterial
embolization
Periyasamy S1, Hoffman C2, Wagner M2, Whitehead J2, Speidel M2, Laeseke P1

1University of Wisconsin School of Medicine and Public Health, Madison, United States of America, 2University of
Wisconsin Madison, Madison, United States of America

Purpose
Quantitative digital subtraction angiography (qDSA) is a newly developed technique that enables
calculation of intra procedural changes in blood velocity on 2D DSA images. Volumetric qDSA
(vqDSA) is an extension of qDSA that incorporates pre procedure 3D imaging to improve accuracy of
the technique and calculate volumetric changes in blood flow. The objective of this study was to
determine the feasibility of using vqDSA to calculate volumetric reductions in blood flow during TAE
of the liver.

Materials and Methods
Four (~50 kg) domestic swine underwent TAE of the left hepatic artery. Repeated 3D and 2D DSAs
were acquired after every 2 mL of embolic particles delivered throughout the procedure. Pre
procedure 3D images were registered to the 2D DSAs using an affine transform. Subsequently qDSA
was used to determine flow based on the corresponding 3D centerlines and cross sectional areas.

Results
There was a considerable reduction in calculated blood flow in all animals following sub stasis
embolization (6.5±0.9 mL embolic microspheres delivered, 65±10.7% blood flow reduction from
baseline). A strong linear relationship (mean R2 = 0.81±0.04) between calculated average blood flow
and delivered embolic microspheres was observed in the treated arteries until the sub stasis
endpoint was achieved. The average cross sectional area of the vessel was similar (5.6% deviation in
measurements) throughout the procedure.

Conclusion
The vqDSA method characterized intra procedural reductions in arterial blood flow during
embolization. Vessel cross sectional area remained consistent, suggesting that a single pre
procedure 3D image can be used in combination with conventional qDSA to calculate reductions in
blood flow during TAE of the liver.
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3104.5 / Simulation of optimal overlapping ablation zones in image
guided thermal ablation: a new software with Ulm Heidelberg
uncertainty principles (UHUS)
Sommer C1, Meinke M, Tinoush P, Pereira P, Pan F, Richter G, Do T, Kauczor H, Mittmann B, Kannberg
T, Franz A
1Heidelberg University Hospital, Heidelberg, Germany

Purpose:
The new version of the pre alpha stage software for thermal ablation is used to simulate number,
size, position and overlap of the optimal overlapping ablation zones (optAZs) (https://osf.io/r7f5d/).

Material and methods:
Software characteristics can be obtained from different publications
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AssunPnxgio). In summary, the model is based on an automatic
selection from a large number of random geometric configurations to define spherical ablation zones
of different sizes within/around the tumor. Since a solution considering exclusively geometrical
aspects seems inappropriate (e.g. ablated and non ablated tissues have influence on pending
ablation zones), Ulm Heidelberg Uncertainty principles (UHUs) were implemented: UHU 1
“tolerance non ablated tumor“ and UHU 2 “shrinkage ablation zone“. Safety margin, ablation zone
radii and iterations defined further input characteristics. Two different tumors (5.03cm and 8.31cm)
underwent analysis applying different combinations of input characteristics (n=5 times each): UHU 1
of 0 20% and UHU 2 of 0 40%.

Results:
The new version the pre alpha stage software was robust and its results were consistent. For the
5.03cm tumor, UHU 1/UHU 2 of 0%/0% resulted in 25.8 optAZs (with ablation zone radii of 15
19mm) and an overlap of 51.8%. The same 5.03cm tumor but UHU 1/UHU 2 of 1%/20% resulted in
10.2 optAZs (with ablation zone radii of 15 19.2mm) and an overlap of 38.2%. For the 8.13cm tumor,
UHU 1/UHU 2 of 3%/30% resulted in 10.6 optAZs (with ablation zone radii of 15 19.6mm) and an
overlap of 34.4%.

Conclusion:
Simulation of optimal overlapping ablation zones in image guided thermal ablation using the new
software based on UHUs is promising. Depending on the specific input characteristics, the number,
size, position and overlap of optAZs vary significantly.
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3104.6 / The Access Cube: evaluation of a novel, patient mounted
system for CT guided punctures – a phantom study
Krammer L1, Kadrijaj V3, Hostettler R2,4, Wetzel S2,3
1University of Basel, Basel, Switzerland, 2Medical Templates AG, Egg, Switzerland, 3Department of
Neuroradiology, Hirslanden Clinic Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland, 4Robotics and Embedded Systems, Technical
University Munich, Munich, Germany

Purpose
To evaluate the accuracy and efficiency of the Access Cube (AC), a new instrument guide for the Cube
Navigation System (CNS), for CT guided percutaneous interventions in comparison to the free hand
method (FHM).

Material and methods
The CNS consists of self adhesive cubes attached to the patient with an upper and lower template
plate with through holes, and software that recognizes the cube in the planning scan. The target in
the image dataset is connected by a line, here “virtual needle” which passes through the cube. For
any chosen path of the virtual needle, the entry points for the needle into the cube are displayed by
the software for both templates on the fly. The AC is a new instrument guide for the CNS designed
for instruments with a diameter of 16 to 10G with removable template plates. On two phantoms 60
punctures were performed with the FHM and the AC.

Results
Using the AC, resulting needle trajectories in the first puncture led closer to the target
(2.5mm±1.2mm vs. FHM 12.1mm±7.7mm). Furthermore, punctures were significantly more accurate
(3.8mm±1.3mm vs. FHM 6.7mm±4.5mm, p =0.004), required significantly less time (263.1s±84.4s vs.
FHM 411.2s±141.0s, p <0.001) and needed significantly fewer control scans (1.4±0.6 vs. FHM 2.8±0.4,
p <0.001). Accuracy did not decrease significantly on punctures with a non rigid phantom (non rigid
4.6mm±2.6mm vs. rigid 3.8mm±1.3mm, p =0.48).

Conclusion
The AC is a potentially valuable extension of the CNS for larger needles increasing accuracy and
decreasing procedure time of interventions in comparison to the FHM.
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3104.7 / Feasibility of a chick chorioallantoic membrane (CAM) model
as a preclinical model for ablation studies
Jedelska J1, König A1, Tatura M2, Buchholz M2, Mahnken A1

1University Hospital Marburg Philipps University of Marburg / Department of Diagnostic & Interventional
Radiology, Marburg, Germany, 2CF Ultrasound Imaging Philipps University of Marburg, Marburg, Germany

Purpose:
To evaluate the feasibility of the chick chorioallantoic membrane (CAM) tumor model as an in ovo
model for radiofrequency ablation (RFA) experiments.

Material and Methods:
Fertilized chick eggs were xenografted with neuroendocrinal cell line BON 1 (600 000 cells/egg) at
egg development day (EDD) eight. Five days later, the developed tumors were treated by means of
RFA (Celon, Teltow, B). Ablations were performed at 4 W for 30s (n=4) and 60s (n=4). Another four
chick eggs each either served as control (n=4) or underwent a sham procedure (n=4). After the
ablation, all eggs were incubated for further 24 hours and vital signs of the embryos were monitored.
Afterwards, the tissue was collected for further histological and microscopic characterization.

Results:
Directly after RFA there was minor bleeding in the ablation zone. All of the embryos in the ablation
groups survived the procedure and were sacrificed at EDD 14. Complete ablation was achieved in all
lesions. After 60s ablation, the average area of coagulation necrosis was bigger, when compared with
30s ablation duration. On histology there was no residual tumor in the ablation zone whereas in the
untreated control group marked tumor grow was observed.

Conclusion:
Due to easy accessibility, manipulation and high reproducibility the CAM tumor model is a suitable
preclinical model for further ablation experiments.
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3105.1 / Prospective study on the immunological effects of
conventional transarterial chemoembolization in patients with
hepatocellular carcinoma – an interim analysis
Schmidt R1, Gebauer B1, Roderburg C2, Pardo G1, Can E1, Tacke F3, Hamm B1, Hammerich L3, Savic L1
1Charité Virchow Klinikum Derpartment of Radiology, Berlin, Germany, 2Uniklinik Düsseldorf Department of
Gastroenterology, Hepatology and Infectology , Düsseldorf, Germany, 3Charité Virchow Klinikum, Department of
Gastroenterology and Hepatology, Berlin, Germany

PURPOSE:
Characterizing immune cell profiles in patients with hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) and alterations
induced by conventional transarterial chemoembolization (cTACE).

METHODS:
This interim report of an ongoing clinical prospective trial includes 31 HCC patients, who received
n=58 cTACE procedures between 09/2020 08/2021. Peripheral blood was sampled before, 24h, and
8weeks after cTACE for fluorescence activated cell sorting analysis. A 24 color multiplex staining
panel was applied to quantify T cells (TC) including CD3, CD4, CD8 and CD45 staining. Baseline MRI
and post cTACE non contrast CT were registered, mean tumoral Hounsfield units and Lipiodol
distribution pattern were assessed as surrogate markers for tumoral Lipiodol uptake and intrahepatic
distribution. Statistics included normality and paired mixed effects with post hoc testing.

RESULTS:
Compared to baseline, CD4+ helper TC decreased (p=0.001) and anti tumoral CD8+ effector TC
population increased 24h post cTACE (p=0.01), returning to baseline levels at 8weeks. In patients
with lower tumoral Lipiodol uptake, CD8+TC increased 24h post cTACE (p=0.001) and returned to
baseline levels at 8weeks (p<0.001), whereas in patients with higher Lipiodol uptake CD8+TC also
increased 24h post cTACE (p=0.043), but levels remained increased 8weeks post cTACE (p>0.999).
Furthermore, multi segmental Lipiodol distribution was associated with larger variations in both TC
subsets. As compared to patients with selective tumoral Lipiodol deposition, variations in TC subsets
were less extending, but remained elevated after 8weeks.

CONCLUSION:
These preliminary results demonstrate possibly favorable cTACE induced alterations in antitumoral
TC response, revealing Lipiodol density and distribution as potential indicators of the functional TC
status, which with further regards on completed immune cell profiling may help exploit cTACE
induced immune activation.
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3105.2 / Early and long term effectiveness results from CIREL, the
multi centre observational study on irinotecan TACE in CRLM
Pereira P1, Iezzi R2, Helmberger T3, Gomez Muñoz F4, Maleux G5, Pellerin O6, de Baere T7, Gjoreski A8,
Bansaghi Z9, Zeka B10, Kaufmann N10, Taieb J11
1Zentrum für Radiologie, Minimal Invasive Therapien und Nuklearmedizin, SLK Kliniken Heilbronn GmbH,
Heilbronn, Germany, 2Dipartimento di Diagnostica per Immagini, Radioterapia Oncologica ed Ematologia, UOC di
Radiologia Diagnostica ed Interventistica Generale, Fondazione Policlinico Universitario "A. Gemelli" IRCCS, Rome,
Italy, 3Institut für Radiologie, München Klinik Bogenhausen Neuroradiologie und minimal invasive Therapie,
Munich, Germany, 4Servicio de Radiodiagnóstico, Hospital Clínic de Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain, 5Radiologie, UZ
Leuven, Louvain, Belgium, 6Assistance Publique Hôpitaux de Paris, Service de Radiologie Interventionnelle
Vasculaire et Oncologique, Hôpital Européen Georges Pompidou, Université Paris Descartes, Sorbonne Paris Cité,
Paris, France, 7Service de Radiologie Interventionelle, Institut Gustave Roussy, Villejuif, France, 8Diagnostic and
Interventional Radiology, General City Hospital “8th September”, Skopje, North Macedonia, 9Medical Imaging
Center, Semmelweis University, Budapest, Hungary, 10Cardiovascular and Interventional Radiological Society of
Europe, Vienna, Austria, 11Assistance Publique Hôpitaux de Paris, Service d'hepatogastroentérologie et
d'oncologie digestive, Hôpital Européen Georges Pompidou, Université Paris Descartes, Sorbonne Paris Cité, Paris,
France

Background
The CIRSE conducted prospective multi centre observational study CIREL (CIrse REgistry for LifePearl
microspheres) has shown the real life and safe use of irinotecan eluting transarterial
chemoembolization (TACE) in different stages of the colorectal cancer liver metastases (CRLM)
cancer continuum care. To improve our knowledge about early response and long term
effectiveness, results from the investigator reported and independent central image review and
survival data were analysed.

Material and methods
152 eligible adult CRLM patients receiving LifePearl microspheres irinotecan eluting TACE were
enrolled. During follow up between February 2018 and February 2022, data on overall survival (OS),
progression free survival (PFS), hepatic progression free survival (hPFS) was collected. To assess early
response and disease control rate (proportion with at least stable disease), responses according to
RECIST v1.1 of the two largest lesions based on CT or MRI images from baseline, follow up 1 and
follow up 2 were collected. Tumour shrinkage or progression was assessed by the participating
investigators, as well as by a parallel independent central image review.

Results
The median OS was 13.0 months (95% CI 10.5 15.0), median hPFS was 6.2 months (95% CI 5.1 6.9)
and median PFS was 4.7 months (95% CI 3.8 5.3). The disease control rate for follow up 1 was 86%
and 75% for follow up 1 and 60% and 65% follow up 2 as reported by the investigators and central
image review, respectively.

Conclusion
The results from this large prospective multi centre observational study highlight the high rate of
early disease control and a survival prospect.
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3105.3 / Assessment of rate of major complications in transarterial
chemoembolization using degradable starch microspheres versus
permanent embolization particles in patients with hepatocellular
carcinoma
Straka M1, Rohan T, Matkul ík P, Hustý J, Andrašina T
1Clinic of radiology and nuclear medicine University Hospital Brno and Masaryk University , Brno, Czech republic

Purpose:
To analyze whether transarterial chemoembolization (TACE) using degradable starch microspheres
(DSM TACE) or permanent embolizing particles (DEB TACE) cause significant difference in rate of
major periprocedural complications in patients with hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC).

Materials and methods:
Prospective assessment of major periprocedural complications in 226 TACE procedures between
2018 2021 in 57 consecutive patients with HCC was performed. Study group consists of 110 DSM
TACE procedures, the control group consists of 116 procedures using permanent embolizing
particles.
Major complications were followed up to 30 days after each TACE (contrast enhanced CT, laboratory
parameters, clinical status). Our data underwent statical analyses (chi squared test).

Results:
There was significant difference in complication per procedure in the study and the control group
(3% vs 14% p=0,006). Complications after TACE included severe postembolization syndrome (n=11),
liver ischemia caused by reflux of permanent particles (n=4), liver abscess (n=2), cholangitis (n=2),
allergic reaction (n=1).

Conclusion:
Patients with HCC treated with TACE using permanent embolization particles have significantly higher
frequency of major postprocedural complication compared to patients with HCC treated with TACE
using degradable particles.
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3105.4 / Balloon occluded transarterial chemoembolization versus
conventional transarterial chemoembolization for the treatment of
single hepatocellular carcinoma: A propensity score matching
analysis
Kim J1, Kim Y, Kim G, Gwon D1, Chu H, Kim J, Ko G, Shin J, Ko H, Yoon H
1Asan Medical Center, , Republic of Korea

Purpose:
To compare the safety and efficacy of balloon occluded transarterial chemoembolization (B TACE)
and conventional TACE (C TACE) in treating single hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC).

Materials and methods:
This single center retrospective study included 523 patients who underwent C TACE and 44 who
underwent B TACE as first line treatment for single HCCs between November 2017 and December
2019. After propensity score matching (PSM), initial tumor response rates, local tumor progression
(LTP), and major complication rates were evaluated in the 32 pairs of PSM matched population.

Results:
In the 32 pairs of PSM cohort, B TACE showed distinct superiority over C TACE in treating single
HCCs, with significantly higher initial complete response (CR) rates (93.8% vs. 62.5%, p = 0.005).
During a median follow up of 37 months (range, 12.7–46.5 months), 13 patients (40.6%) who
underwent B TACE and 16 (50%) who underwent C TACE showed LTP of treated lesions. Size based
sub group analysis showed that the median times to LTP in patients with medium to large sized
tumors (>3 cm) was significantly longer in the B TACE (27 months; 95% confidence interval [CI], 19.7–
34.3 months) than in the C TACE (13 months; 95% CI, 3.9–22.1 months) group (p = 0.019). The major
complication rate was similar between the two groups.

Conclusion:
B TACE had a higher initial CR rate than C TACE in treating single HCCs. Moreover, size based
subgroup analysis showed that time to LTP was significantly longer in patients with medium to large
sized HCCs (>3 cm) who underwent B TACE rather than C TACE.
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3105.5 / RFA under CT guidance combined with simultaneous TACE
Aramaki T1, Sato R1, Saiga A1

1Shizuoka Cancer Center, Shizuoka, Japan

Purpose:
RFA is usually performed under US guidance, and less frequently under CT guidance. CT can detect
lesions in the whole liver, but carries the risk of bleeding from vessel puncture. TACE is performed for
the treatment of HCCs, and can be combined with RFA to improve local control of RFA. The aim of
this study was to evaluate the efficacy and safety of RFA under CT guidance in combination with
TACE.

Materials and methods:
We evaluated 184 procedures performed in 142 HCC patients between September 2016 and
December 2021 in which RFA was performed under CT guidance in combination with TACE. Patient
background, survival, local recurrence, and adverse events were evaluated, as well as post
procedural bleeding.

Results:
Admitted to the study were 28 females and 114 males (median age, 74 years; age range, 49–90
years). Etiology of HCC was HB/HC/HB+HC/NBNC in 49/27/28/38 patients, respectively. Child–Pugh
score was 5/6/ 7 in 106/27/9 and mALBI was 1/2a/2b/3 in 76/32/32/2, respectively. The 1 , 2 , and
3 year overall survival rates were 95.8%, 88.3%, and 75.2%, respectively. Local recurrence occurred
after 21/184 procedures and the 1 , 2 , and 3 year local recurrence free survival rates (per
procedure) were 83.6%, 76.6%, and 63.5%, respectively. Post procedural bleeding occurred in
18/184 procedures, of which embolization was required in 13. In the remaining 5 cases, the bleeding
stopped spontaneously. No other procedure related bleeding was observed in any patient.

Conclusion:
RFA under CT guidance has the risk of bleeding; however the safety of the procedure is improved
when combined simultaneously with TACE.
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3105.6 / DEB TACE and TAE for hepatocellular carcinoma: a
quantitative analysis of tumor enhancement on CBCT hepatic
arteriography and post procedural CBCT
Della Corte A1, Parisi S1, Augello L1, Guazzarotti G1, Palumbo D1, Gusmini S1, De Cobelli F1
1Ospedale San Raffaele, Milan, Italy

Purpose:
Recent evidence suggests that quantification of intra tumoral lipiodol accumulation after cTACE of
HCC on immediate post procedural cone beam CT is an early predictor of tumor progression. In our
study we investigate the relevance of quantification of tumor enhancement on CBCT hepatic
arteriography (HA) and post procedural CBCT in patients treated with DEB TACE or TAE.

Materials and methods:
From February 2020 to November 2021, 23 consecutive patients underwent DEB TACE (n=10) or TAE
(n=13) of 38 HCCs. Inclusion criteria for analysis were: availability of CBCT HA and post procedural
CBCT, evidence of post procedural intra tumoral contrast retention. Mean density on CBCT HA
(mHU ) and post procedural CBCT (mHU ) were calculated by manual tumor contouring. The
difference between mHU and mHU was defined as mHU .

Results:
Nine patients (13 HCCs) met inclusion criteria, of which n=5 underwent TAE (n=8 HCCs, 62.5%) and
n=4 underwent DEB TACE (n=5 HCCs, 38.5%). After a median follow up of 6 months, local
progression occurred in 7 HCCs (53.8%), of which 5 after TAE (38.5%) and 2 after DEB TACE (15.4%).
In the TAE subgroup, mHU was 342.6HU whereas mHU was 192.8HU ( mHU = 150.5HU); mHU
was lower among patients exhibiting local progression ( 243.6HU vs 4.7HU). In the DEB TACE
subgroup, mHU was 263.5HU whereas mHU was 187.3HU ( mHU21= 76.2HU); mHU was lower
among patient without local progression ( 138.1HU vs 62HU).

Conclusion:
Quantification of enhancement on CBCT HA and post procedural CBCT may reflect relative intra
tumoral bead accumulation, particularly in patients treated by TAE, with possible effects on tumor
control. Larger studies with longer follow up are needed to support this hypothesis.
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3106.1 / Final results from the prospective, randomized AVeNEW
trial: Covera covered stent compared to angioplasty for treatment of
arteriovenous fistula stenosis
Dolmatch B1, Kitrou P2

1The Palo Alto Medical Foundation, Interventional Radiology, Mountain View, United States, 2Patras University
Hospital, Interventional Radiology, Athens, Greece

Purpose:
Compare the Covera covered stent to percutaneous transluminal angioplasty (PTA) for treatment of
upper extremity hemodialysis arteriovenous fistula (AVF) outflow stenoses.

Material and Methods:
280 patients with stenotic lesions ( 50%) and clinical or hemodynamic evidence of AV fistula
dysfunction were treated at 35 international centers. Patients were randomized (1:1) to PTA alone
(n=138) or PTA plus covered stent placement (n=142). Primary endpoints were 30 day safety and 6
month target lesion primary patency (TLPP). TLPP was hypothesis tested at 12 months, and TLPP,
access circuit primary patency (ACPP), and the number of reinterventions needed to maintain
patency were observed through two years.

Results:
30 day safety was non inferior between groups (p = 0.002) while TLPP at 180 days (Kaplan Meier
analysis) was statistically better for the covered stent group (78.7%) compared to the PTA group
(47.9%; p < 0.001). TLPP was also superior for the covered stent group (55.8%) compared to PTA
(21.2%) at 365 days (p<0.001) and was 26% better at 24 months. ACPP was better for the covered
stent group at 6, 12, and 24 months (Observed differences: 7.3%, 9.1%, & 2.6%, respectively). The
mean number of target lesion reinterventions to maintain patency was 1.6 + 1.6 for the covered
stent group compared to 2.8 + 2.0 for the PTA group at 24 months (mean difference: 1.2).

Conclusions:
AVeNEW is the first large multicenter, prospective, randomized study of a covered stent used to treat
AVF stenoses. The Covera covered stent provided non inferior safety, and better TLPP, ACPP, and
fewer reinterventions at the target lesion site.
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3106.2 / The effects of patient and procedural variables of the
Lutonix AV global registry. Results from the arteriovenous fistula
cohort
Karnabatidis D1, Kitrou P1

1Patras University Hospital, Patras, Greece

Purpose:
This is a posthoc analysis of the results of the Lutonix AV Global Registry (outside the United Sates)
focusing exclusively on arteriovenous fistulas (AVFs) with inclusion criteria consistent to those of the
Lutonix IDE trial from the United States.

Methods:
Device under investigation was the Lutonix drug coated balloon (DCB). 131 of the 320 subjects met
the criteria for inclusion in the analysis. 59.5% (78/131) were male. 50.5% were white and 45.7%
Asian population. Among the exploratory outcome measures were safety (freedom from adverse
events at 30 days), efficacy [target lesion primary patency (TLPP) at 6 months], effect of inflation time
and pressure of the vessel preparation balloon.

Results:
Primary safety endpoint at 30 days was 95.2%. TLPP at 6 months was 86.7% based on Kaplan Meier
survival analysis. Subjects with DCB inflation time between 2 3 minutes had a TLPP of 89.7% subjects
while in those with 0 1 minute inflation time, TLPP was 78.6%. In subjects where vessel preparation
pressure was >25atm, TLPP was 94.4%, while in those with <25atm vessel preparation pressure, TLPP
was 84.7%. Subjects whose lesion underwent vessel preparation and had inflation time >2minutes,
TLPP was 89.8%. The median time to event was 336 days.

Conclusions:
This posthoc subgroup analysis suggests that in patients with arteriovenous stenotic lesions treated
with DCB, procedural variables may influence outcomes. Subjects were reintervention free for nearly
a year.
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3106.3 / Percutaneous AVF creation with WavelinQ System: single
center initial experience
Falcone G1, Gabbani G1, Annese A1, Cannavale A2, Gianassi I3, Dervishi E3, Fanelli F1
1Azienda Ospedaliera Universitaria Careggi, SODc Radiologia Vascolare ed Interventistica, Florence, Italy,
2Azienda Ospedaliera Universitaria Policlinico Umberto I, DAI Medicina diagnostica e Radiologia, Rome, Italy,
3Azienda Ospedaliera Universitaria Careggi, SOD Nefrologia, Dialisi e Trapianto, Florence, Italy

Purpose:
Report initial experience in percutaneous arteriovenous fistula (endo AVF) creation with
WavelinQ™(BD) 4 Fr EndoAVF System

Material and methods:
From December 2020 to February 2022, 26 consecutive patients with chronic kidney disease have
been screened with Ultrasound Color Doppler. Twenty patient were eligible for endo AVF (14 male,
mean age: 59,75±14,6 years). Ten patients (50%) were already on hemodialysis with central venous
catheter. Procedures were conducted under regional block anesthesia

Results:
All procedures were performed using Wavelinq 4 Fr system with a technical success of 20/20 cases.
Mean procedural time was 1,7±2 hours. Endo AVF were radio radial in 14/20 cases, and ulno ulnar in
6/20. 12 procedures were performed with a parallel approach, while in 8 an antiparallel was used.
Three intraprocedural complications were observed (15%): two peri anastomosis pseudoaneurysms
and one minor bleeding, successfully solved with prolonged balloon inflation (5 min). Embolization of
deep vein collaterals during the index procedure was performed in 16/20 cases; in 19/20 patients a 4
mm balloon angioplasty was performed at the venous side of the anastomosis during the procedure.
After a mean follow up of 172±136 days (range 8 425), 8/20 patients didn’t need hemodialysis.
Cannulation was successful in the remain 12 patients. Mean time to cannulation was 44±32 days
(range:11 120). One fistula failed the maturation (5%). Three interventions were required to achieve
cannulation after the index procedure in 3 patients (overall 0,15 procedures/patient). A second
maintenance intervention was required in one patient (overall 0,05 procedures/patient). Survival
rate at 1 year, for endo AVF cannulated, is 94,1% (Kaplan Meier)

Conclusion:
Initial experience shows endo AVF safe, feasible with high maturation and long term patency rates
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3106.4 / Early angioplasty in total percutaneous dialysis fistula
creation: single center initial experience
Gabbani G1, Falcone G, Annese A, Gianassi I, Dervishi E, Fanelli F
1Azienda Ospedaliera Universitaria Careggi, SOD Radiologia Vascolare ed Interventistica, Florence, Italy, 2Azienda
Ospedaliera Universitaria Careggi, SOD Nefrologia, Dialisi e Trapianto, Florence, Italy

Purpose:
Evaluate safety and efficacy of early angioplasty (PTA) of the outflow veins during the percutaneous
creation of dialysis fistula (EndoAVF) using the WavelinQ™(BD) 4 Fr System

Material and methods:
From December 2020 to February 2022, 20 patients (14 male, mean age:59,75 ± 4,6 years) with
kidney chronic disease underwent EndoAVF with the WavelinQ™4 Fr system. Indications to endo AVF
were in accordance to the instruction for use and defined in a multidisciplinary setting.
PTA of the outflow veins (comitans and perforator) was done during the index procedure in order to
increase the flow within the fistula and reduce the time of maturation and cannulation. Procedures
were performed with local block nerve anaesthesia.

Results:
Technical success was achieved in all patients. In 19/20 patients PTA of the outflow veins was
conducted using a 4mm low profile balloon inflated at the nominal pressure for 2 minutes. No
complications, PTA related, were observed during and after the procedure. All patients (19/19)
reached the maturation of the fistula, as for “the rules of six” criteria, with 600 ml/min flow. First
cannulation was done after 44 ± 32 days (range: 11 120 days) in 12 patients; the others 7 are still in
pre dialysis. After a mean follow up of 5,8 months (range 1 14 months) all fistulas are patent

Conclusion:
PTA of the outflow veins, is safe and effective in shortening the cannulation period in all EndoAVF
procedures with the WavelinQ 4 Fr System
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3106.5 / Deep convoluted neural network based method for
screening significant arteriovenous fistula stenosis in need of
percutaneous transluminal angioplasty
Han K1, Choi S1, Chun S1, Kim H1, Moon S1, Kim M1, Won J1, Kim G1, Kwon J1, Park J1
1Severance hospital, Seoul, Korea, Republic of

Purpose:
To investigate whether deep learning can be used to classify significant arterio venous fistula
stenosis indicative of percutaneous transluminal angioplasty (PTA).

Materials and Methods:
Forty patients were referred for PTA for dysfunctional autologous AVFs and auscultations were
recorded before and after performing the PTA. Audio files were used to generate mel spectrograms
which were used to train and tune a pretrained convoluted neural network (CNN) model.
Performance of this model on a separate validation set was evaluated by calculating individual
metrics such as sensitivity, specificity and accuracy.

Results:
Technical and clinical success was seen in all patients (100%). Eighty audio files were obtained from
above forty patients (median age, 62.5 years and median eGFR, 7.0mL/min/1.72m2). Mel
spectrogram of shunt sound obtained before PTA showed narrower spectrum of higher frequencies
in systolic phase with prolonged spectrum of lower frequency in diastolic phase compared to that
obtained after PTA and this pattern qualitatively correlated with degree of stenosis. Our proposed
model using ResNet 50 architecture showed a sensitivity of 67.0% and specificity of 100% with
accuracy of 83.5% for the validation set. The precision and F score were calculated as 75.1% and
70.8%, respectively.

Conclusion:
A pretrained CNN model trained by mel spectrogram features extracted from AVF shunt sounds can
be used to classify significant AVF stenosis in need of PTA with high accuracy, and may serve as a new
alternative to traditional arteriovenous fistula auscultation in hemodialysis patients in conjunction
with other physical examinations.
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3106.6 / The impact of stent graft sizing on re intervention for
venous stenosis and patency of arteriovenous grafts: do we need a
bigger vein or a smaller stent?
Stove C1, Kingsmore D1, Stevenson K1, Thomson P1, Nath A1, Kasthuri R1

1Queen Elizabeth University Hospital, Glasgow, United Kingdom

Purpose:
Early cannulation arteriovenous grafts(ecAVG) have good initial patency, but frequent reintervention
limit their use. Stent grafts(SG) have shown promise in improving patency however, there is almost
no data on the sizing of the SG relative to the outflow vein. Our aim is to determine if either the size
of the vein or the relative size of vein to SG(V:Sr) alters outcomes, and if so, which is more important.

Methods:
Retrospective analysis was performed of ecAVGs with venous anastomosis stenosis treated with SG,
analysing patency. Data included the size of SG and diameter of vein. Primary patency, time
thrombosis and functional patency were analysed by SG length, SG diameter, vein diameter and V:Sr.

Results:
We identified 114 ecAVGs with a median follow up of 492 days. SG length and diameter did not
correlate with primary patency, however, there was a significant relationship between both vein
diameter (RR= 0.901, 0.832 0.975, p=0.01) and V:Sr (RR=0.462; 0.255 0.838, x2 = 5.866, p=0.0015)
with primary patency. Optimal V:Sr was 1.4 (i.e. SG undersized by at least 29%) (RR=2.759 (1.670
4.558), p<0.001), translating to median patency of 252 vs.496 days. On multivariate analysis, vein
diameter lost significance, whilst V:Sr remained independently significant (RR: V:Sr= 3.247 (1.560
6.759), p=0.02).

Conclusions:
Placement of the outflow stent graft into relatively larger segment of vein, undersizing at least 29%,
was associated with significantly increased primary patency independent of the vein size. This should
be considered during device selection. Wall apposition of the SG at the outflow vein is not required
for optimal patency, and indeed should be avoided.
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3106.7 / The use of the internal mammary vein for tunneled dialysis
catheter placement
Carney B1, Davis T, Amarneh M1

1University Of Iowa Hospitals and Clinics, Iowa City, United States

Purpose:
To evaluate the safety and feasibility of using the Internal Mammary Vein (IMV) for tunneled dialysis
catheter placement where desirable venous access is not feasible.

Materials and Methods:
A retrospective review of all patients who underwent IMV access for tunneled dialysis catheter
placement was performed to determine the indication for the procedure, technique, type of central
line placed, the success of the procedure, complications, and long term patency.

Results:
Right IMV access for central line placement was attempted in seven patients at a single institution.
The vein was successfully accessed in all seven patients. There was successful placement of a
tunneled dialysis catheter in five patients. Placement was unsuccessful in two patients due to
complete Superior Vena Cava obstruction. No immediate complications were identified. One patient
required line exchange after 347 days due to infection. One patient had their catheter exchanged for
a port after 35 days. One patient had their catheter removed after transitioning to peritoneal dialysis.
Two patients had not required intervention and had a functioning central line up to the latest follow
up (22 days, 672 days).
Mean dwell time was 294 days (range 27 672 days) per catheter. Total dwell time was 1468 catheter
days. Total mean dwell time per patient, including primarily placed and exchanged catheters, was
342 days (range 27 672 days).

Conclusion:
The IMV is a safe alternative for tunneled dialysis catheters in patients requiring dialysis access.
Larger studies with longer, structured follow ups are needed to establish the long term patency and
safety of the procedure.
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P 1 / Aortic remodelling following type 1 dissection repair:
experiences at a UK tertiary centre
Braithwaite S1, Kemp B1, Kearns D1, Verdichizzo D1, Karasoupolos G1, Uberoi R1

1Oxford University Hospitals NHS Trust, Oxford, United Kingdom

The aim of this study was to assess remodelling of the aorta after emergency repair of the aortic root
in acute De Bakey type I aortic dissection.

55 surviving patients (2011 2019) were enrolled. All patients had preoperative computed
tomography (CT) and at least one follow up CT. Patient CT images were opened with TeraRecon for
3D reconstruction and evaluation.
Multiple measurements were taken for each study, including length of aorta, aortic root area,
ascending and descending aortic areas and branch vessel involvement.
Measurements were then compared to show change from year 0, as well as year on year variation.

At year 1 follow up ascending arch measurements had reduced in 29 scans with an average reduction
of 24.3%. 21 had grown with an average growth of 35% . The descending aorta had increased in size
in 36 patients (average of 0.36%) and decreased in 14 (average of 0.15%).
A total of 28 patients had year 2 follow up, at this point 11 ascending arch measurements had
increased (average of 78%) and 17 had decreased from baseline (average of 27%). Descending arch
measurements had increased in 28 (average of 0.41%) and decreased in 4 (average of 0.14%).
In all cases where ascending arch measurements had grown at year 1 they had continued to grow at
year 2.

Remodelling of the aorta is unpredictable, however, when diameters are shown to be increasing at
year 1 they will likely continue to increase at year 2.
New vessel involvement did not occur following root repair.
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P 2 / Benefits of MANTA® closure device in reduction of access site
complications in percutaneous endovascular aortic repair
Flak L1, Varejka P1, Rucka D1, Madaric J1, Mizickova M1, Vincze L1
1National Institut of Cardiovascular Diseases, Bratislava, Slovakia

Purpose:
The most common complications of percutaneous endovascular therapy of aortic diseases
(PEVAR/TEVAR) are complications of the arterial access site. We evaluated the occurrence of access
site complications using Manta (Manta® Vascular Closure Device, Teleflex®) versus Proglide (Perclose
ProGlide® Suture Mediated Closure, Abbott Vascular®).

Materials and methods:
Retrospective single center analysis of access site complications in 155 patients treated by
PEVAR/TEVAR in 2013/2014 (238 punctured common femoral arteries (CFA)) using Proglide VCD
(group A) versus 147 PEVAR/TEVAR patients treated in 2020/2021 (215 punctured CFA) using Manta
VCD (group B).

Results:
The failure of VCD with severe bleeding occurred in 12 patients from group A (7.7% of patients/ 5.0%
of punctured CFA) versus 2 patients from group B (1.3% of patients/ 0.9% CFA) (p<0.01). ALI caused
by VCD occurred in 5 patients from group A (3.2% of patients/ 2.1% CFA) versus 5 patients from
group B (3.3% of patients/ 2.3% CFA) (p=NS). Surgical treatment of VCD complications was required
in 15 patients from group A (9.7% of patients/ 6.3% CFA) versus 4 patients from group B (2.7 % of
patients/ 1.9% CFA) (p=0.02). Postprocedural USG/CT examination found CFA PSA in 20 patients from
group A (12.9% of patients/ 6.4% CFA) versus 2 patients from group B (1.3% of patients/ 0.9% CFA)
(p<0.001).

Conclusion:
Occurrence of severe access site complications in PEVAR/TEVAR patients treated in our center was
significantly lower using Manta VCD compared to Proglide VCD in term of severe bleeding, need for
surgical treatment and CFA pseudoaneurysm.
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P 3 / Treatment of acute mesenteric ischemia: challenge for
interventional radiologists and abdominal surgeons
Estler A1, Maurer M1, Seith F1, Nikolaou K1, Artzner C1

1Department for Diagnostic and Interventional Radiology, University Hospital, Tübingen, Germany

Purpose:
To evaluate technical success, clinical outcome and survival of patients receiving endovascular
treatment of AMI followed by surgery.

Material&Methods:
Institutionals database revealed 149 patients between 08/2016 08/2021, of which 91 had to be
excluded due to incomplete clinical data, insufficient imaging or missing follow up laparoscopy. The
final cohort comprised of 58 consecutive patients (08/2016 08/2021) [(median age73.5years
[range:43 96 years], 55%female), median BMI 26.2 kg/m²]. Periinterventional imaging was evaluated
by two radiologists in consensus with respect to the cause of AMI. Extent of AMI and degree of
technical success was graded according to the modified TICI_AMI (Thrombolysis in Cerebral
Infarction scale) classification (0:no perfusion;1:minimal;2a<50%filling;2b>50%;2c:near complete or
slow;3:complete). Lab data and clinical data were collected including results of follow up
laparoscopy. Non parametric statistics were used.

Results:
All interventions were considered technically successful. Most common causes of AMI were emboli
(51.7%) and acute on chronic occlusions (37.9%). Initial imaging showed a TICI_AMI score of 0, 1 or
2a in 87.9% (n=51) of patients. Post therapeutic TICI_AMI scores improved significantly with 87.9% of
patients grade 2b and better. Median lactate levels reduced from 2.7(IQR2.0–3.7)mg/dl (1 18) to
1,45 (IQR0.99–1.90). Intestinal ischemia was documented in 79.1% of cases with resection of
infarcted intestinal loops. 22/58 (37.9%) patients died during the first 30 days after intervention and
surgery. We did not observe any SAE grade 2 or higher(CIRSE criteria).

Conclusion:
AMI is a serious disease with a high lethality within the first 30 days despite optimal treatment.
However, interventional revascularization before surgery with resection of infarcted bowel can save
2/3 of critically ill persons.
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P 4 / COVID 19 and the implications of abdominal aortic aneurysm
treatment
Khan K1, Fisher R1

1Royal liverpool university hospital, Liverpool, United Kingdom, 2Royal liverpool university hospital, Liverpool,

Purpose:
The COVID 19 pandemic has led to a widespread backlog of patients undergoing repair of abdominal
aortic aneurysm (AAA) treatment. Prior to the pandemic the UK NICE guidelines have recommended
open surgery as the preferred surgical intervention, compared to Endovascular aortic aneurysm
repair (EVAR). Therefore this study assess whether EVAR has an increase role in AAA repair compared
to pre pandemic.

Material and methods:
565 patients were analysed who underwent elective AAA repair at our tertiary vascular centre from
April 2012 to May 2018. Patients were risk scored using an EVAR risk score model as well as analysed
for mortality and length of hospital stay.

Results:
Comparing both groups collectively OR had significantly better survival compared to EVAR (P=0.012).
The low risk group had significantly higher survival with OR repair (P=0.001).In the medium risk group
there was insignificant difference between EVAR and OR (P=0.713). In the high risk group, there was
significantly better survival with EVAR (P=0.036). The EVAR group had significantly lower hospital
stays post operatively with a mean of 3.87 days compared to 12.21 days (P<0.0001).

Conclusion:
The results have identified a significant proportion of patients which fit the EVAR 1.5 patient – those
who have good outcomes with EVAR but are unfit for OR. With the pandemic leading to longer
waiting times for surgery, inevitably there will be more ruptures which are more costly and carry a
higher mortality. Therefore, the inclusion of EVAR in elective AAA repair may result in a more
financially sustainable outcome.
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P 5 / Safety and efficacy of Manta Closure Device during
percurtaneous EVAR
Prashar A1, Das N1, Kaikini R1

1East Kent Hospitals University NHS Trust, Canterbury, United Kingdom

Purpose:
Percutaneous EVAR is now established procedure. Percutaneous arterial access is quicker to establish
and leads to quick recovery following EVAR procedure. We present our experience of using Manta
closure device and retrospectively evaluate its safety and efficacy during percutaneous EVAR
procedure.

Materials and Methods:
During Feb 2021 – March 2022 a total of 81 EVAR procedures were performed. Data was collected
prospectively as a part of EVAR data and analysed retrospectively. In 52/81 patients i.e. 96 groin we
used Manta closure device including 4 ruptured aneurysms.

Results:
49 M: 3F patients with median Age of the 78 years had percutaneous EVAR using Manta as closure
device. 94 groins were closed with Manta closure device. 4% deployments (4/94) had failure, 3
requiring d surgical cut down and closure. In 1 patient second Manta device deployment achieved
satisfactory haemostasis. Two out of the three patients requiring surgical cut down had scarred groin
due to previous cardiac and aortic procedures. 4% (4/90) deployments had mild ooze which settled
with manual pressure. No death related to severe haemorrhage from device failure. No groin
infection, seroma or haematoma formation were noted.

Conclusion:
Manta closure device is quite safe and easy to deploy with overall success rate > 95%. There is a
short learning curve. Ultrasound assessment and precise puncture at the healthy section of femoral
artery are the key to achieve successful haemostasis with Manta closure device.
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P 6 / Endovascular repair is a valid alternative to open repair also in
patients treated outside of instructions for use criteria
Protto S1, Hahl T1, Väärämäki S1, Uurto I1, Suominen V1

1Tampere University Hospital, Tampere, Finland

Objective:
Endovascular aneurysm repair (EVAR) is the standard treatment for abdominal aortic aneurysms
(AAA). It remains unclear whether the short term survival advantage of EVAR over open surgical
repair (OSR) is lost during follow up.

Methods:
We collected consecutive patients treated with EVAR or OSR between January 2005 and December
2013. Primary outcomes were 30 day, 90 day and long term all cause mortality. Secondary outcomes
were 30 day reintervention rate and reintervention free survival. Aneurysm related mortality (ARM)
and length of the hospital stay were calculated. We evaluated also a subpopulation who did not
adhere to IFU.

Results:
The inclusion criteria were met by 416 patients. 258 (62%) received EVAR, while 158 (38%)
underwent OSR. The 30 or 90 day mortality was similar between the groups (p = 0.272 and p =
0.346), as the ARM (p = 0.652). The 30 day reintervention rate was higher in the OSR group (p <
0.001), but reintervention rate during follow up was significantly higher in the EVAR group (log rank:
0.026).
Non IFU patients were 177, 114 (64%) in the EVAR and 63 (36%) in the OSR group. There was no
significant difference in all cause mortality at 30 or 90 days, nor in the long term (p = 0.835; p = 0.908
and p = 0.153). ARM was not affected by the procedure technique (p = 0.289). The reintervention
rate was similar (log rank = 0.615)

Conclusion:
No significant difference in survival or reintervention rate was found between EVAR and OSR,
independently of adherence to IFU. EVAR should be considered for patients with no
contraindications to open surgery.
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P 7 / Establishing aortic emergency response teams (AERTs) in low
middle income countries
Gowda S1, Rajagopal R1, Khera P1, Garg P1, Sharma A1, Patel S1, Deora S1, Sharma S2
1All India Institute of Medical Sciences, Jodhpur, India, 2All India Institute of Medical Sciences, New Delhi, India

Learning objectives:
1. To discuss the necessity of emergency response teams for acute aortic syndromes.
2. To discuss the roles of different members in aortic emergency response teams especially
interventional radiologists.
3. To discuss the challenges in established an aortic emergency practice in low middle income
countries.

Background:
Aortic emergencies are associated with high mortality and require emergency multidisciplinary
opinions for management. The advent of minimally invasive procedures for treatment of aortic
emergencies, has been a game changer and requires early involvement of the interventional
radiologist in decision making. Establishing dedicated response teams is an effective means for
optimizing patient outcomes. Such teams should ideally comprise of Emergency Physicians,
Interventional Radiologists, Cardio thoracic surgeons and Cardiologists in addition to support
personnel, equipped angiography suites, appropriate hardware. Establishing such teams in Low
Middle Income Countries comes with their own set of challenges which will be discussed.

Conclusion:
Aortic Emergency Response Teams are an effective means to reduce delays in patient management
and optimize clinical results. The role of Interventional Radiologists in AERTs is essential in decision
making and management.
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P 8 / The repurposing of genicular artery embolization for the
management of symptomatic knee osteoarthritis
Bagrodia N1, Repajic M1, Tabarsi E1, Xu W1

1Keck School Of Medicine Of Usc, Montebello, United States

1. To provide an overview of genicular artery embolization. 2. To explore embolic agents used in this
procedure. 3. To review nonsurgical management of knee osteoarthritis.

In the past, genicular artery embolization (GAE) has been used in the setting of post knee
arthroplasty hemarthrosis. Recently, a novel application of this procedure has emerged for patients
suffering from knee osteoarthritis not amenable to more conservative management but not yet
warranting full joint replacement [1]. A proposed mechanism of action is reducing stimulation of new
nerves that are formed from the process of synovial inflammation, subchondral bone remodeling,
and eventual angiogenesis [2].

After accessing the femoral vein, a 3F catheter is advanced towards the popliteal artery. Digital
subtraction angiography is utilized to visualize the descending genicular artery, superior and inferior
lateral genicular arteries, superior and inferior medial genicular arteries, and the medial genicular
artery. Subsequently, a 2.4F microcatheter is employed to deliver an embolic agent to atypical
neovessels, such as imipenem/cilastatin sodium and Embozene microspheres.

The use of genicular artery embolization for the indication of symptomatic knee osteoarthritis has
been found to reduce knee pain. A possible pathophysiological basis could be reduced blood flow
diminishing sensory nerve stimulation and occluded neovessels blocking inflammatory agents [1]. A
solution being explored for temporary skin discoloration and plantar paresthesia is increasing the size
of the Embozene microspheres on the rationale that the larger particles will be unable to flow distally
and cause nerve damage [3].
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P 9 / Endovascular embolization treatment of pulmonary
sequestration
Perissi S1, Rossi U2, Liotti M2, Petrocelli F1, Valdata A2, Pinna F2, Femia M3, Cariati M3

1Vascular and Interventional Radiology, IRCCS Policlinico San Martino, Genova, Italy, 2Interventional Radiology,
E.O. Ospedali Galliera, Genova, Italy, 3Diagnostic and Interventional Radiology, ASST Santi Paolo e Carlo Hospital,
Milan, Italy

Learning objectives:
To describe indications and technique of endovascular embolization in the treatment of patients
affected by lung sequestration complicated by hemoptysis.

Background:
Pulmonary sequestration is a congenital malformation representing an area of non functional
pulmonary tissue, not communicating with the bronchial tree and supplied by one or more systemic
arteries. It can be silent for years, but when symptomatic can lead to hemoptysis. In these case MD
CT allows us to classify the type of lung sequestration and give indications for endovascular and / or
surgical therapy.

Clinical Findings/Procedure Details:
The aim of this poster is to focus as the teaching points of endovascular therapy in lung sequestration
complicate by hemoptysis in the following sub chapters: a) definition, b) classification, c) MD CT
imaging diagnosis, d) discuss the management with emphasis on endovascular embolization
treatments.

Conclusion:
percutaneous endovascular embolization, in selected patients, is a safe and effective treatment in
lung sequestration complicated by hemoptysis.
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P 10 / Bilateral prostatic artery embolization in the management of
refractory hematuria of prostatic origin
Repajic M1

1Keck School Of Medicine Of Usc, Montebello, United States

1. Review causes of hematuria and procedural steps of prostatic artery embolization (PAE). 2. Discuss
the safety and efficacy of the procedure for refractory hematuria of prostatic origin.

Hematuria can have diverse underlying causes, some of which include trauma, urinary tract infection,
urolithiasis, malignancy, and underlying renal disease. Prompt assessment and treatment of
hematuria is vital due to the potentially life threatening underlying causes. In refractory cases, PAE
may be utilized in the appropriate setting.

The right internal iliac artery is selected with distal sheath advancement to anterior branches. A
microcatheter and microwire are used to select several smaller branches including the obturator
artery. Cone beam CT is used to confirm appropriate artery selection with no supply to the rectum or
bladder. Following nitroglycerin administration, embolization of the prostatic artery is performed
with embolic microspheres. Distal advancement and additional embolization may be performed if
necessary. The procedure is moved to the left with repeat of embolization steps as done on the
contralateral side. Closure device is utilized to achieve hemostasis at the groin access site.

Refractory hematuria of prostatic origin (RHPO) may require hospitalization and treatment with
blood transfusions. The use of PAE for RHPO has proven to be effective with an improved safety
profile compared to less selective embolization2. Hemostasis can be achieved within a few days
following PAE even in patients with high comorbidity scores unfit for surgery. Potential complications
are typically minor and include pelvic pressure/pain, infection, increase in urge symptoms,
hematuria, and hematospermia.
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P 11 / Bariatric artery embolization in the management of adult
obesity
Repajic M1

1Keck School Of Medicine Of Usc, Montebello, United States

1. Review indications and procedural steps of bariatric artery embolization (BAE). 2. Discuss the
safety and efficacy of the procedure.

When traditional management options of obesity and surgical options are not immediately indicated,
minimally invasive techniques may be explored. Transarterial embolization of the gastric fundus (i.e.
bariatric embolization) represents an image guided, minimally invasive technique.

The procedure may be performed using fluoroscopic guidance and embolic microspheres. Celiac
artery access is obtained and may be done through the femoral or radial artery1. Angiography of
celiac vessels helps assess the patient’s vascular anatomy. A high flow coaxial catheter is used to
assess blood supply to distal vessels including the left gastric artery, hepatic artery, splenic artery,
gastroepiploic artery, and gastroduodenal artery. Embolization of one or more of the identified
fundal arteries is performed using a type of embolic microsphere. This is performed until stasis is
achieved, which can be confirmed by the visual absence of blood flow distal to the embolization site.
Imaging is done at the end of the procedure to ensure proper location and distribution of the
embolic microspheres.

Animal studies have demonstrated a decrease in systemic levels of ghrelin and decreased weight gain
in subjects treated with BAE. Human trials have demonstrated significant weight reduction after the
procedure and decreased ghrelin levels , with weight reduction maintenance 24 months post
procedure. Though BAE has shown promise, available data is very limited and needs further
investigation for long term efficacy and safety. Additionally, potential complications include
subclinical pancreatitis and gastric ulceration.
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P 12 / Successful outflow graft stent placement: a solution for
malfunctioning left ventricular assist device
Townsend T, Rohr A1, Alli A1, Johnson P1, Abicht T1
1KUMC, Kansas Cirty, United States

A 79 year old male presented with hypertension and 24 hour low flow alarms (flows <2.5) from his
left ventricular assist device (LVAD, HeartMate II). A 90 mmHg pressure gradient, 90% stenosis of the
outflow graft tract was discovered on left heart catheterization (LHC), between the bend relief and
aortic anastomosis.

No standardized management is established for graft stenosis, due to technique related challenges
including proximity of the LVAD motor to the wire, possible stent migration/slippage and risk of
cerebral embolism.

The ascending aorta was accessed cephalad to the aortic valve. The aortic arch and branch vessels
demonstrated patency on aortography. A catheter was advanced into the LVAD outflow graft, and
digital subtraction angiography (DSA) showed a large, eccentric filling defect within the distal 1/3 of
the graft and along the aortic anastomosis (Fig 1). A wire was advanced into the LVAD outflow graft,
and 11 mm x 79 mm gore VBX (balloon expandable endoprosthesis) stent graft (W.L. Gore &
Associates Flagstaff, Arizona) was deployed across the stenosis, then post dilated with 14 mm x 4 cm
balloon (Boston Scientific, Marlborough, Massachusetts). An overlapping gore VBX stent graft (11
mm x 59 mm) was placed, then post dilated with 14 mm diameter balloon. Immediate DSA showed
no residual stenosis (Figure 2). Post procedural aortography demonstrated patent arch vessels and
intracranial vasculature.

Post IR procedure, LVAD flow increased to 5. The patient has required no further hospitalizations or
procedures.

Outflow graft stent placement can be a durable treatment for aortic stenosis.
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P 13 / Type 1A endoleak in a challenging aortic aneurysmal neck:
management with Heli FX EndoAnchor System
Bonera G1, Cuomo R1, Nocivelli G1, Bonardelli S2, Farina D1

1Division of Radiology, Department of Surgical Specialties, Radiological Sciences and Public Health, University of
Brescia and Spedali Civili Hospital, Brescia, Italy, Brescia, Italy, 2Division of Vascular Surgery, Department of
Clinical and Experimental Sciences, University of Brescia and Spedali Civili Hospital, Brescia, Italy, ,

Clinical History/Pre treatment imaging:
A 69 year old male, incidentally diagnosed with 8 cm infrarenal aortic aneurysm, was treated with
endovascular repair (EVAR).
Open surgery was not feasible because the patient had had drug eluting coronary stent placement
three weeks earlier.
The aneurysm exibited a hostile, short and severely angulated neck (lenght: 13mm, angulation: 66°,
diameter: 22mm). A Medtronic Endurant stent graft was placed and no endoleak was detectable at
the time of implantation at the completion angiography.
Two days after the intervention the patient developed significant back pain and a computed
tomography angiography (CTA) was performed, demonstrating a large type 1A endoleak (EL1A) in
the proximal aortic sac.

Treatment options/Results:
A secondary intervention was performed: proximal sealing and neck fixation were not achieved after
endovascular balloon inflation in the proximal stent graft; therefore it was decided to deploy 4 HeliFX
Endoanchors (Medtronic, Santa Rosa, CA) in the aneurysm neck under fluoroscopy, in a
circumferential distribution. There was no evidence of EL1A at the completion angiography. Freedom
from EL1A and sac shrinkage were confirmed in the follow up CTAs (2 year follow up).

Discussion:
HeliFX Endoanchor system is a transmural aortic device that provides fixation between the native
aortic neck wall and the proximal stent graft resulting in an adequate seal.

Take home points:
This case report suggests that placement of Heli FX EndoAnchors can be a viable treatment option
for EL1A in a patient with hostile aneurysmal neck, with demostration of freedom from EL1A and sac
regression in a 2 year follow up.
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P 14 / Trancatheter embolization of pulmonary artery
pseudoaneurysm with detachable coils in association with non
adhesive liquid embolizing agent (Squid)
Piacentino F1, Fontana F1,2, Curti M1,2, Ossola C1,2, Zorzetto G1,2, Venturini M1,2

1Insubria University, Varese, Italy, 2Circolo Hospital/ Radiology and Interventional Radiology Department, Varese,
Italy

A nodular lesion at the lower left pulmonary lobe was detected in a 46 years old male during a
preoperative chest X Ray for appendicitis. To further characterise the nodule, a contrast enhanced
computed tomography (CE CT) was performed showing a 20 mm vascular lesion, which was
suspected to be a pseudoaneurysm. The diagnostic angiography detected a flattening of the vascular
wall with a voluminous pseudoaneurysm (PSA) in the distal portion of the tributary branch of the
inferior left lobe. To treat the lesion, a 2.9F microcatheter was advanced into the sac and 4
detachable coils were placed (16 18mm Penumbra Inc) to pack the PSA. To block vascular supply to
the lesion, the feeding artery was embolized with an ethylene vinyl alcohol copolymer agent (Squid
Peri 18, Emboflu). The final angiographic control showed the exclusion of the pseudoaneurysmal sac
which was confirmed by SEMAR™ reconstructed CE CT scan after 40 days. Furthermore, no signs of
pulmonary infarction were reported. (www.actabiomedica.it).
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P 15 / Percutaneous transaxillary endovascular repair of a
degenerated cryopreserved aortic allograft
Berczi A1, Szabó G1, Csobay Novák C1

1Semmelweis University, Heart and Vascular Center, Budapest, Hungary

Clinical History
Late degeneration is a feared complication of cryopreserved allograft (CPA) aortic repair. As CPA use
is usually associated to graft infection, a second open repair of a complication may be associated to
significant mortality. We describe the endovascular exclusion of a degenerated CPA with a contained
rupture in a hostile abdomen via a transaxillary approach.

Results
The medical history of a 69 year old male includes prosthetic aorto biiliac bypass implantation in
2010 due to Leriche syndrome. In 2018, an aorto duodenal fistula led to a redo bypass surgery using
CPAs, followed by right femoral amputation. In 2021, the patient was admitted with sudden
abdominal pain due to a contained rupture of the CPA.
The occluded right allograft limb and the calcified left common femoral artery was not suitable for
access. Percutaneous left axillary puncture was performed under general anesthesia. Lesions were
crossed and three 8x57 mm covered stents were positioned distally, finishing with a 12x57 mm graft
proximally.
For safety reasons, left radial access was performed before closure. After deployment of the closure
devices angiography showed near occlusion of the axillary artery. Patency was restored with a 9x37
covered stent via the radial access.
The patient was discharged on the following day. Follow up imaging at 30 days showed complete
exclusion of the aneurysm sac .

Take home points
Allograft degeneration can be effectively treated with the use of covered stents. Transaxillary
approach is an alternative of a compromised transfemoral access. Ipsilateral transradial access may
increase the safety of a percutaneous transaxillary puncture.
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P 16 / Transarterial coil embolization of excluded true lumen for
thoracic type 1b and 2 endoleak
Wang J1, Bahakel J1, Williams D1

1University of Michigan Hospital, Ann Arbor, United States of America

Clinical history/Pre treatment Imaging:
A 56 year old female with history of Marfans syndrome and Type B aortic dissection underwent prior
descending thoracic aorta repair. Her course was complicated by false lumen rupture requiring
overlapping false lumen stent grafts to tamponade the rupture. Subsequent CT demonstrated
enlarging thoracic aorta with persistent endoleak arising from retrograde flow through the true
lumen.

Treatment options/Results:
Following right common femoral artery access, true lumen cannulation through an infrarenal
fenestration was achieved under IVUS guidance. Angiograms in multiple projections demonstrated
residual retrograde flow within the true lumen (type 1b) and few small intercostal branch arteries
(type 2). Proximity of the stent graft to visceral arteries precluded distal stent graft extension.
Satisfactory transarterial coil embolization was achieved with final thoracic angiogram demonstrating
no residual retrograde or collateral filling of the true lumen.

Discussion:
Endoleak following endovascular aortic repair can increase risk of excluded lumen expansion and
rupture. Transarterial coil embolization is safe and effective for addressing cases of combined type
1b and 2 endoleaks as demonstrated in this case. Difficult cannulation of the true lumen in the
setting of dissection can be facilitated using IVUS guidance.

Take home Points:
1. Transarterial coil embolization is a safe and effective treatment option for combined type 1

and 2 endoleaks.

2. IVUS guidance is key for navigating through challenging superselective cannulation in the
setting of chronic dissection.
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P 17 / First series of successful stent assisted coiling of celiac trunk
(CT) pseudoaneurysms
Thormann M1, Behme D2, Mpotsaris A4, Halloul Z3, Krause D3, Pech M1, Powerski M1

1University Clinic Magdeburg, Clinic for Radiology and Nuclear Medicine, Magdeburg, Germany, 2University Clinic
Magdeburg, Clinic for Neuroradiology, Magdeburg, Germany, 3University of Magdeburg, Clinic for Vascular
Surgery, Magdeburg, Germany, 4Institute for Diagnostic and Interventional Radiology and Neuroradiology,
Munich Clinic Harlaching, Munich, Germany

Clinical History/Pre treatment imaging:
Celiac trunk (CT) aneurysms and pseudoaneuryms are rare but potentially serious clinical conditions.
Between January and July 2021 three patients received endovascular treatment for unruptured
dissecting aneurysms of the CT. Two patients had been diagnosed as incidental findings during
diagnostic imaging. One patient showed a pseudoaneurysm due to a periceliac aortic dissection.
Mean age was 63.7 years. Aneurysm diameter ranged from 15 24 mm. No patient showed any
symptoms. We present the first series of successful stent assisted coiling of three celiac trunk
pseudoaneurysms.

Material and Methods
All three cases were treated with stent assisted coiling. An oversized self expanding LifeStent (Bard
Peripheral Vascular, Tempe, USA) was implanted into the hepatic artery up to the celiac trunk, with
protrusion into the aorta. The aneurysms were then occluded in coaxial technique with detachable
coils. No periprocedural complications occurred. All patients received DAPT for 4 8 weeks and ASS
monotherapy thereafter.

Results
3 and 6 month follow up showed aneurysm occlusion and patent stents and CT branches in all
patients. No coil migration occurred.

Conclusion
As most patients are asymptomatic, CT aneurysms are usually detected incidentally. Treatment can
be either surgical or endovascular. Reported endovascular repairs include CT occlusion or stent
grafting, if necessary supported by coil or glue embolization. Disadvantages include the occlusion of
branch arteries such as the left gastric artery (left accessory/replaced hepatic artery), inferior phrenic
arteries and/or splenic artery and dependence on good collateralization. Our cases show that
minimally invasive stent assisted coiling in coaxial technique is a feasible and effective approach to
CT aneurysms and pseudoaneurysms.
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P 18 / Combined percutaneous and endoscopic interventions for
complex biliary strictures
Huespe P1, Andrade M1, Macias Gomez C2, Mahler M2, de Santibañes M3, Boldrini G3, D'Agostino D3,
de Santibañes E3, Pekolj J3, Hyon S1
1Hospital Italiano de Buenos Aires, Image Guided Minimally Invasive Surgery, Ciudad Autónoma de Buenos Aires,
Argentina, 2Hospital Italiano de Buenos Aires, Gastroenterology Department, Ciudad Autonoma de Buenos Aires,
Argentina, 3Hospital Italiano de Buenos Aires, Liver Transplant Unit, Ciudad Autonoma de Buenos Aires, Argentina

PURPOSE.
To describe efficacy and safety of combined percutaneous endoscopic interventions for complex
biliary stricture.

MATERIALS AND METHODS.
Thirty two consecutive patients between 2016 2022 (mean age 55.3±19.7 y; female/male, 8/24),
with benign or malignant biliary strictures refractory to percutaneous or endoscopic treatment were
included for a combined approach. Under general anaesthesia, with broad spectrum antibiotic
prophylaxis, an 8 french sheath was inserted in the bile duct, after percutaneous transhepatic
cholangiography. Endoscopic procedures were done with a Pentax video duodenoscope ED 3490TK,
after sphincteropapillotomy. Hydrophilic guidewire, snare and endoluminal needle were used for
rendezvous from percutaneous or endoscopic approach, as needed. Clinical success was defined as
decrease 50% total bilirubin, complete removal of sludge lithiasis, dilation or stenting. Patient
demographics, stricture aetiology, success rate, technique, and patency were included for analysis.
Morbidity was graded according to the CIRSE classification.

RESULTS.
Aetiology were (n=32): post liver transplant stricture, 13; malignant stricture, 8; common bile duct
injury (CBDI), 4; intrahepatic lithiasis, 4; other benign stricture, 3. A total 29 (91%) patients had
previous endoscopic (n=21) or percutaneous (n=8) failed attempts. Clinical success was 87.5% (28/32
patients); technical variants were: percutaneous endoscopic rendezvous, 20; percutaneous
percutaneous rendezvous, 3; bilateral percutaneous endoscopic without rendezvous, 3; intrabiloma
rendezvous, 1; percutaneous endoscopic choledocho choledochostomy, 1. According to aetiology,
clinical success was 100% for post liver transplant, while 50% for CBDI (p=0.029). Overall morbidity
was 34% (11/32); CIRSE grade 3 (cholangitis, bleeding, hepatic abscess x2, biloma), 5; grade 2
(pancreatitis, cholangitis x3, bleeding), 5; grade 1 (pancreatitis), 1.

CONCLUSION.
Combined percutaneous endoscopic interventions are effective and safe in the management of
complex, benign and malignant biliary strictures.
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P 19 / Endoluminal IRE for recanalisation of an occluded metal stent
mathematical model
Matkul ík P1, Hemzal M2, Cervinka D2, Novotna V2, Rohan T1, Andrasina T1
1University Hospital Brno, Brno, Czech Republic, 2Brno University of Technology, Brno, Czech Republic

Purpose:
To analyze heat distribution and ablation zones formed by endoluminal irreversible electroporation
inside an occluded metallic stent based on 3D mathematical tissue model simulations.

Materials and methods:
The software utilizing finite element method (COMSOL Multiphysics) for 3D simulations, 2D and 3D
calculations were used to define the extent of irreversible electroporation and thermal ablation
zones in different IRE protocols (100 100μs pulses, 1Hz, 300V,650V,1000V,1300V). Endoluminal IRE
procedure for recanalization of metal stent using the 3 electrode IRE catheter was simulated in
mathematical model of perfused liver tissue. Multiple stents with specific mesh design by different
manufactures (uncovered stents, Boston Scientific, Ella CS, Micro Tech medical, S&G Biotech) were
analyzed. The obstruction of metal stent was simulated by 1,5mm layer of interposed tissue. Results
were visualized as the color coded distribution of electrical potential, electric field intensity and
thermal stress in the tissue model.

Results:
There was no statistically significant difference between various stent mesh designs regarding
electric current in interposed tissue and increase of temperature in the tissue surrounding the stent
(p>0.6; Mann Whitney test). Mean volume of IRE zone using 1300V protocol was 10.9 11.7% larger
(184 189 vs 166 169mm^3) and the maximal temperature increase was 67.7 68.8% higher (15.2 15.6
vs 9.0 9.3°C) compared to IRE using 1000V.

Conclusion:
The different mesh design of biliary metal stent did not lead to significant difference of electric
current and temperature increase, so the model seems to be universally usable across all analyzed
uncovered metal stents.
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P 20 / Mirizzi syndrome: Yet another proposal for classification
Barragan C1, Harris M4, Patel N2, Mafeld S, Marom G3, Shlomovitz E1
1Toronto General Hospital / UHN MSH, Toronto, Canada, 2Imperial College Healthcare NHS Trust, London,
England, 3The Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Jerusalem, Israel, 4Medical School for International Health, Ben
Gurion University, Beerseba, Israel

Purpose:
Mirizzi Syndrome (MS) is a rare complication of long standing biliary disease, caused by the
obstruction of the common bile duct or common hepatic duct by external compression from
gallstones or a single large impacted gallstone in Hartman's pouch. The most accepted classification
to describe the findings is the Csendes classification (from I to V). However, in this classification,
there is no description for those stones that erode directly into the confluence of biliary ducts, or for
those stones that erode directly into the right hepatic ducts.

Material and methods:
A retrospective review of patients with clinically suspected MS was conducted. Data was collected
through chart review and imaging of all MS confirmed patients. Imaging for classifying Mirizzi Type
was reviewed independently by two radiologists. Clinical outcomes were determined by reviewing all
discharge summaries, and operative reports during the follow up interval.

Results:
61 patients were identified with confirmed MS. 37 (60.6%) had Type I MS, 0 (0%) Type II and 0 (0%)
Type III, 8 (13.1%) Type IV, and 2 (3.3%) Type V. 14 patients (23%) were found to have the gallbladder
stone erode into the bifurcation of the biliary ducts or directly into right ducts, 8 (57.1%) and 6
(42.9%) respectively.

Conclusion:
We describe a new Type of Mirizzi Syndrome that is not included in the current classifications for this
entity that can be diagnosed preoperatively and has significant surgical implications regarding the
approach and skills needed in order to deliver a safe and effective treatment.
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P 21 / Percutaneous cholecystostomy as a definitive treatment for
acute acalculous cholecystitis: clinical outcomes and risk factors for
recurrent cholecystitis
Yoon C1, Min H1, Lee J1, Choi W1

1Seoul National University Bundang Hospital, SeongNam, Korea, Republic of

Purpose:
To investigate the outcomes of percutaneous cholecystostomy (PC) as a definitive treatment for
acute acalculous cholecystitis (AAC) and to identify risk factors for the recurrence of cholecystitis
after catheter removal.

Materials and methods:
Between July 2004 to December 2017, 124 patients underwent PC as a definitive treatment for
moderate and severe AAC. Initial clinical success, complications, recurrent cholecystitis after PC
removal was retrospectively assessed. Sixteen relevant variables were analysed to identify the risk
factors for recurrent cholecystitis.

Results:
Symptom resolution and significant improvement of laboratory test values were achieved in 119
patients (96.0%) within 3 days after PC. Major complications occurred in four patients (3.2%). PC
catheter was removed in 123 patients (99.2%) at a mean of 19.6 days (range, 2–116 days). Five
patients experienced recurrence of cholecystitis after catheter removal (4.0%, 5/123)). Cumulative
recurrence rates were 3.3%, 4.1%, and 4.1% at 6 month, 1 year, and 5 years, respectively. A
multivariate analysis showed that age adjusted Charlson comorbidity index (aCCI, OR 1.97; 95% CI
1.07–3.64; p=0.029) was an independent risk factor for recurrent cholecystitis.

Conclusion:
PC is an effective and safe option as a definitive treatment in AAC patients. aCCI was a risk factor for
recurrent cholecystitis after catheter removal.
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P 22 / Treatment of bile leak with PTCD after pediatric liver
transplantation
Doppler M1, Gößmann H2, Scharf G3, Hammer S3, Fürnstahl C3, Verloh N1, Uller W1

1Center for Diagnostic and Therapeutic Radiology Department of Radiology University Hospital Freiburg ,
Freiburg, Germany, 2Department of Diagnostic and Interventional Radiology University Hospital Leipzig, Leipzig,
Germany, 3Department of Radiology University Hospital Regensburg, Regenburg , Germany

Purpose:
The aim of this study was to assess the success of bile leak treatment with PTCD after pediatric liver
transplantation.

Material and Methods:
All children with a bile leak treatment with PTCD after liver transplantation between October 2008
and April 2019 were included in this retrospective single center study. Technical success was defined
as no contrast medium leak was seen in cholangiography.

Results:
10 children (three male and 7 female) were included in this study. Three patients with a biliary duct
leak and 7 patients with insufficiency of the biliodigestive anastomosis were treated with a PTCD.
Two patients need two PTCD. In mean the PTCD treatment started 40,3 (± 31,7) days after pLTX
(Median: 36 days, range: 5 121 days). The time of PTCD treatment ranges between 15 and 304 days
(mean: 109,7 ± 103,6; median: 73). The target size of the PTCD ranges between 6 and 12 F (mean: 8,6
± 2; median: 8,5).
Proven by cholangiography bile leak treatment with PTCD was successful in all cases. The observation
period ranges between 1,7 month and 6,7 years (mean: 3,2 ± 2,2 years, median: 3 years) after ending
PTCD treatment. No one get a recurrence bile leak in this period.

Conclusions:
PTCD is a very successful strategy for bile leak therapy after pediatric liver transplantation
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P 23 / Percutaneous insertion of a novel metal stent to treat
malignant hilar biliary obstruction: a prospective observational study
Cortese F1, Acquafredda F1, Mardighian A1, Zurlo M1, Ferraro V1, Memeo R1, Inchingolo R1

1Ente Ecclesiastico Ospedale Regionale "miulli", Acquaviva delle Fonti (Bari), Italia

PURPOSE
Percutaneous bilateral biliary stenting is an established method for the management of hilar
strictures. The aim of this study was to evaluate the safety and efficacy of a novel uncovered biliary
stent, specifically designed for hilar reconstruction.

METHODS
This, single center, observational study included 18 patients (mean age 71 ± 11 years; 61.1% male)
undergoing percutaneous transhepatic Moving Cell Stent placement for hilar reconstruction using
the stent in stent technique for malignant biliary strictures, between November 2020 and July 2021.
The Patients were diagnosed with cholangiocarcinoma (12/18; 66,6%), gallbladder cancer (5/18;
27,7%), and colorectal liver metastasis (1/18; 5,5%).
Primary endpoints were technical (appropriate stent placement) and clinical (relief from jaundice)
success. Secondary endpoints included stent patency, overall survival, complication rates and
dysfunction stent.

RESULTS
The technical and clinical success rate was 100% (18/18 cases). According to Kaplan Meier analysis
the estimated overall patient survival was 80.5% and 60.4% at 6 and 12 months respectively, while
stent patency was 90.9% and 68.2% at 6 and 12 months respectively. The median stent patency was
172,5,3±58,8 days. A single periprocedural complication was reported. Stent dysfunction was
observed in 5 patients (27,7%), including 1 occlusion (5,5%) and 1 stent migration (5,5 %).

CONCLUSION
The Moving Cell Stent resulted in excellent technical and clinical success rates following hilar
bifurcation biliary stenting, with acceptable complication rates. Further studies are needed to
confirm this initial positive experience.
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P 24 / Prognostic factors for survival in patients with unresectable
cancer of biliary origin treated with percutaneous transhepatic
drainage
Rohan T1, Matkulcik P1, Uher M2, Cechova B3, Straka M1, Valek V1, Tomas K3, Rosinova D3, Andrasina T1
1University Hospital Brno and Masaryk University, Brno, Czech Republic, 2Masaryk Memorial Cancer Institute,
Brno, Czech Republic, 3Masaryk University, Brno, Czech Republic

Purpose:
To identify factors affecting survival in patients with unresectable cancer of biliary origin treated with
percutaneous transhepatic drainage (PTD).

Materials and Methods:
This single centre retrospective study included 233 consecutive patients undergoing PTD for cancer
of biliary origin at a tertiary referral hospital from 1/2005 to 12/2019. Cox regression model was used
to assess variables related to overall survival after initial PTD. The variables included demographic
(age, sex), imaging (mass forming vs. infiltrative, size of mass forming tumor, localisation, Bismuth
Corlette classification in hilar tumors, presence of metastasis), laboratory (bilirubin, liver enzymes
and inflammatory markers before and 3 7 days after the procedure, and hemoglobin, thrombocytes,
urea and creatinine before the procedure), and treatment parameters of PTD (number of
percutaneous drains, presence and number of implanted metal stents, and performance of
endobiliary radiofrequency ablation).

Results:
In multivariate analysis, age (HR 1.23 per 10 years, p=0.005), location (gallbladder cancer HR 2.82 and
p<0.001 compared to hilar cancer; common bile duct cancer HR 0.64 and p=0.049; papilla Vateri HR
0.31 and p=0.002), size of the mass (HR 1.07 per cm, p=0.005), level of bilirubin ( 250 umol/L with HR
1.57 and p=0.009) and hemoglobin ( 110 g/L with HR 1.93 and p=0.001) were shown to be significant
factors affecting survival in patients with cancer of biliary origin since first PTD.

Conslusion:
Age, tumour location, mass size, bilirubin and hemoglobin levels before the first PTD have been
shown to be significant prognostic factors for survival in patients with cancer of biliary origin treated
with PTD.
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P 25 / Utility of routinely performing a short interval cholecystogram
following percutaneous cholecystostomy tube placement
Giesler J1, Esposito R1, Davis C1, Donato F1, Laroia S, Amarneh M
1University Of Iowa, Iowa City, United States

Purpose:
To evaluate the utility of routinely performing a short interval cholecystogram following
percutaneous cholecystostomy tube placement.

Materials and Methods:
Retrospective review of 228 patients who received percutaneous cholecystostomy tubes at a single
tertiary care medical center between January 2016 and December 2020. Short interval
cholecystograms were performed at least one day after tube placement and prior to patient
discharge from the hospital.

Results:
Of the 228 reviewed patients, 183 (80%) underwent a short interval cholecystogram an average of 3
days following percutaneous cholecystostomy. Of these 183 cholecystograms, 177 (97%)
demonstrated the tube appropriately positioned in the gallbladder lumen while 6 (3%) were
dislodged outside of the gallbladder lumen. Two of these six patients had a fresh stick
cholecystostomy as a result of this study while the other four had the tube removed without
replacement. Patients who underwent a normal short interval cholecystogram had a similar rate of
early tube dislodgement (occurring <2 months after placement) compared with those who were
discharged from the hospital without undergoing this study (13% vs 14%, p=.78). Patients with a BMI
greater than 40 were more likely to have early cholecystostomy tube dislodgment compared with
patients with a BMI less than 40 (29% vs 14%, p=.038).

Conclusion:
Routinely performing short interval cholecystograms following percutaneous cholecystostomy may
be of limited benefit. We suggest selectively performing this study on patients with clinically
suspected tube dislodgement or those with a BMI greater than 40. This would likely be of similar
utility and result in decreased resource utilization, cost, and average patient radiation dose.
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P 26 / Outcomes of pediatric percutaneous cholangioscopy for the
diagnosis and treatment of biliary pathology
Garg T1, England R1, Hong K1, Weiss C1, Singh H1

1Division of Vascular and Interventional Radiology, Russell H. Morgan Department of Radiology and Radiological
Science, Johns Hopkins University School Of Medicine, Baltimore, United States

Purpose/ Objectives:
To evaluate outcomes and safety of PC in the pediatric patient population.

Materials & Methods:
This IRB approved, retrospective study evaluated consecutive pediatric patients (<18 years) who
underwent PC for the management of biliary pathology between January 2018 and January 2022.
Four patients (3 girls; mean age 4 [range 1 8] years) underwent six PC procedures (median=1.5
[range 1 2] per patient). Indications for PC included recurrent cholangitis (50%, 2/4) and chronic
cholestasis (50%, 2/4). The technical success was defined as successful access with cholangioscope
and visualization of the biliary system, and procedural success was defined as successful biopsy or at
least partial removal of pathology.

Results:
3/6 (50%) PC procedures were performed for visualization of normal and diseased biliary ducts
and/or small intestine (strictures at hepaticojejunostomy, jejunojejunostomy, biliary mucosal
changes), while the remaining 3/6 (50%) were performed to remove the cause of obstruction
(mucous ball, pus) causing chronic cholestasis. ERCP failure was experienced prior to PC in all
patients for whom it was attempted (3/3, 100%). The technical and procedural success of PC was
100% (6/6), and no complications (0/6) were encountered during or 30 days after the procedure.
Median procedural time, fluoroscopy time, and hospital length of stay were 100 minutes, 4.6
minutes, and 0.5 days, respectively. Median imaging and clinical follow up times were 14.5 and 20.5
months, respectively.

Conclusion:
This study supports preliminary feasibility and safety of performing PC in pediatric patients for the
diagnosis and treatment of various conditions of biliary pathology.
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P 27 / Stenting of the cystic duct in benign disease
Barotchi A1, Lee F1, Hersey N1

1Sheffield Teaching Hospitals NHS Trust, Sheffield, United Kingdom

Purpose
There have been very few case reports describing cystic duct stent insertion in the management of
acute cholecystitis secondary to benign disease. Recent NICE (National Institute for Health and Care
Excellence) guidelines (March 2022) state evidence is inadequate in both quality and quantity. Our
group published a case series of 33 patients (Hersey et al.Cardiovasc Intervent Radiol. 2015
Aug;38(4):964 70). We present our updated and extended series demonstrating the role of cystic
duct stents in managing gallbladder disease in those patients unfit for surgery.

Materials and Methods
57 patients in our institution underwent cystic duct stent insertion for the management of acute
cholecystitis in the period June 2008 to January 2019. Patients underwent a mixture of direct and
transhepatic gallbladder puncture. The cystic duct was cannulated with a hydrophilic guidewire
which was subsequently passed through the common bile duct and into the duodenum. An 8Fr
double pigtail stent was placed with the distal end lying within the duodenum and the proximal end
within the gallbladder.

Results
14 patients presented with gallbladder perforation, 38 with gallbladder empyema/cholecystitis, 4
with cholangitis and 1 with necrotising pancreatitis. The technical success rate was 91%. Two patients
developed acute pancreatitis post procedure. One patient experienced subsequent episodes of acute
cholecystitis and cholangitis. Overall complication rate was 17.5% with 7% mortality rate at 30 days.

Conclusion
Cystic duct stent insertion can successfully be used to manage acute cholecystitis or gallbladder
perforation in those unfit for surgery and should be considered alongside external gallbladder
drainage.
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P 28 / Percutaneous transhepatic forceps biopsy versus biliary brush
cytology in patients with malignant biliary stenosis. A comparative
study
De Filippis A1, Contegiacomo A1, Punzi E1, Carrubba C1, Scrofani A1, Iezzi R1,2, Manfredi R1

1Fondazione Policlinico Universitario Agostino Gemelli, Dipartimento di Diagnostica per Immagini, Radioterapia
Oncologica ed Ematologia, Rome, Italy, 2Istituto di Radiologia, Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore, Rome, Italy

Purpose:
To evaluate the effectiveness and safety of percutaneous transhepatic forceps biopsy (FB) in patients
with malignant biliary tract stenosis and to compare it with the percutaneous biliary brush cytology
(BC) technique.

Materials and methods:
a total of 30 FB procedures were performed in our center from June 2019 to December 2021 (Group
A). Group A was retrospectively compared with a group of 30 BC procedures performed in the period
January 2017 – May 2018 (group B) in terms of effectiveness (diagnostic accuracy, sensitivity and
specificity) and safety (complication rate).

Results:
The average age in group A was 73.07 ± 9.14 years (64% males), similar to the average age in group
B, 72.01 ± 11.0 years (76% males). Sensitivity was significantly higher in group A vs group B (57% vs
45%) such as diagnostic accuracy (70% vs 60%). Specificity was 1 in both groups. The postprocedural
complication rate was similar in both groups, with the most frequent complication being mildly
bloody appearance of the bile immediately after the procedures.

Conclusion:
Percutaneous transhepatic forceps biopsy seems to achieve better sensitivity and diagnostic accuracy
than brush cytology, maintaining the same rate of post procedural adverse events.
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P 29 / A comparative analysis of double uncovered metallic stent and
PTFE covered metallic stent for palliative treatment of malignant
extrahepatic biliary obstruction
Kim S1, Gwon D, Choi S, Oh C, kim G, Kim J, Kim Y
1Yonsei University College Of Medicine, Yongin Severance hospital, Yongin City, South Korea

Purpose
The purpose of our study was to compare the outcomes of the double uncovered metallic stent and
PTFE covered metallic stent for palliative treatment of malignant extrahepatic biliary obstruction

Material and Methods
FromMay 2015 to April 2019, 80 consecutive patients with malignant common bile duct obstruction
who underwent percutaneous placement of uncovered double bare metal stents (n=41) or covered
stents (n=39) were selected as a retrospective cohort.

Results
According to the Kaplan Meier analysis, stent occlusion free survival and overall survival were no
significantly difference between the double uncovered metallic stent and PTFE covered metallic
stent for palliative treatment of malignant extrahepatic biliary obstruction). The two groups also did
not significantly differ in terms of complication rate (p = 0.798), with 26.8% (11/41) in the double
uncovered metallic stent group and 23.1% (9/39) in the PTFE covered metallic stent group.

Conclusion
Partially double uncovered metallic stents are effective and safe for the palliative treatment of
malignant extrahepatic biliary obstruction. Also, double uncovered metallic stents were not inferior
to PTFE covered metallic stents in terms of stent patency for palliative treatment of patients with
malignant extrahepatic biliary obstruction. In addition, there was no significant difference in patient
survival and complication rate between the double uncovered metallic stent and PTFE covered
metallic stent group.

Keywords
biliary obstruction, biliary stents, uncovered stents, covered stents
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P 30 / Mid term outcomes of absorbable biliary stents in the
treatment of benign biliary strictures
Giorgino A1, Groff S1, Manfrin A1, Barbiero G2, Battistel M2

1Istituto di Radiologia, Azienda Ospedale Università Padova, Padova, Italy, 2UOC Radiologia, Azienda Ospedale
Università Padova, Padova, Italy

Purpose
To assess the mid term outcomes of customized absorbable stents in the treatment of benign biliary
strictures.

Material and methods
We retrospectively reviewed 50 patients who underwent biliary stenting with polydioxanone made
biodegradable biliary stents (SX Ella biliary stent, Czech Republic) for benign strictures from January
2014 to February 2022 at Padova University Hospital for the following data: cause of biliary stricture,
size of the stent, patency of the stent after 1 month and 6 months.
All patients underwent percutaneous biliary drainage 1 month prior to the procedure. The stent was
released after bilioplasty with a scoring balloon catheter and a balloon catheter. If the final
cholangiography showed persistence of the stricture, the stent was dilated with a balloon catheter.

Results
The cause of the biliary strictures were: in 32 patients post transplant anastomotic stricture, in 11
patients hepatic or biliary resection, in 3 patients cholangitis related stricture, in 2 patients chronic
pancreatitis and in 2 patients duodenocephalopancreatectomy. The size of the stents were 8x30mm,
10x45 mm, 12x50mm,10x60 mm, 10x80 mm and 12x40mm. After 1 month the cholangiography
showed a patent stent in 47 patients (94%). Three patients (6%) had a re stenosis; a bilioplasty was
performed in all 3 cases, but in only one patient the patency of the stent was restored. After 6
months, radiological follow up documented a patent stent in 37 patients (74%) and 10 patients (20%)
had a re stenosis.

Conclusion
Customized absorbable stents are effective for the treatment of benign biliary strictures with good
patency in the mid term.
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P 31 / Microfibrillar collagen paste track embolisation to reduce
complications in per cutaneous trans hepatic biliary drainage
Mullan D1, Laasch H, Edwards D
1The Christie Hospital, Manchester, United Kingdom

Purpose:
Percutaneous transhepatic biliary drainage (PTBD) is associated with significant complications
including hemorrhage, pain, bile leak and sepsis. A variety of track closure methods have been
employed to attempt to reduce complications following PTBD. This study describes the use of
microfibrillar collagen paste to plug the transhepatic access track following PTBD.

Materials and Methods:
A single centre study, for 271 successive patients who underwent PTBD over an 11 year period were
retrospectively analyzed. 53 patients did not undergo track embolization (subgroup 1), 218 had track
embolization performed (subgroup 2). Track size, hemoglobin change at day 1, 3, and 5, inpatient
days, procedure steps, and requirement for follow up imaging were compared between the two
subgroups.

Results:
Patients who underwent track embolization showed less post procedure hemoglobin drop at all
time points in comparison to those without track embolization. Hb drop was 0.9g/dl vs 0.3g/dl at day
5 for subgroup 1 and 2 respectively (p= 0.065). This was despite the use of larger access sheaths in
the embolization group than in the non embolization group (p=<0.001). The need for follow up
imaging to investigate post procedure pain was reduced in the embolization group (p=0.002). There
was a decrease in mean procedural sessions for the embolization group [2.16 vs 2.57 (p=0.009)].
Track embolization facilitated a 2.7 times higher rate of single stage procedures in the embolization
group [25.8% vs 9.4 (p=0.011)].

Conclusion:
The use of microfibrillar collagen paste as a track embolic reduces hemorrhage, pain, procedural
steps, and follow on imaging following PTBD. It is now routinely applied in our institution.
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P 32 / Initial experience of post operative biliary leaks embolization
with an endovascular plug (MVP Medtronic®): a novel off label
application
Giurazza F1, Corvino F, Borzelli A, Niola R
1Cardarelli Hospital, Vascular and Endovascular Dept., Naples, Italy

Purpose:
Appropriate treatment of post operative biliary leak is crucial to prevent life threatening
complications.
Interventional Radiology application is enlarging in this field, different strategies already been
described.
We describe our initial experience of selective percutaenous biliary embolization using off label an
endovascular plug (MVP Medtronic®).

Materials and methods:
Six patients, 4 females and 2 males (mean age: 64yrs) affected by biliary leaks and suffering from
symptomatic bilioperitoneum, were retrospectively reviewed.
Two leaks derived from gallbladder duct uneffective occlusion after cholecistectomy; one from a
sliced Luschka duct after cholecistectomy; three from a bilio cutaneous fistula due to long standing
(>6 monthes) 10Fr internal external percutaneous biliary drainage, positioned because of
malignancies.
Percutaneous embolization was performed using a MVP, alone or in combination with other agents,
as first embolic agent.

Results:
MVP 9 was released as sole agent in the three patients affected by bilio cutaneous fistula through a
5Fr MP catheter.
MVP 5 was used in the other three post cholecistectomy cases; a right percutaneous biliary drainage
was positioned, the leak was superselectively reached with a 2.7Fr Progreat microcatheter and the
MVP was released; detachable microcoils were additionally deployed to ensure complete
embolization in two cases.
No procedure related complications occurred; no MVP migrations were registered.
Technical success, intended as leak resolution without additional interventions, was achieved in
100% of the cases. Patients clinically improved in all cases.

Conclusion:
MVP seems to a be an effective embolic agent to occlude biliary leaks; MVP 5, thanks to
microcatheter compatibility, can be used to occlude even distal biliary segments.
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P 33 / Role of interventional radiology in the management of benign
biliary pathologies: 175 patient analysis
Riaz A, Malik A1, Alexander J1, Soliman M1, Antalek M1, Ebrahim Patel M1, Thornburg B1, Salem R1, Riaz
A1

1Northwestern University, Chicago, United States of America

Purpose:
To assess the outcomes of percutaneous interventions in patients with benign biliary pathologies.

Methods:
Over a span of 11 years (2010 2020), 175 consecutive patients with benign biliary pathologies
underwent percutaneous biliary interventions. Mean age was 58 (range 17 89). 71 patients had prior
ERCPs, of which 55 (77%) had failed. 101 (58%) patients had prior hepatobiliary surgeries. Indications
were stricture (66%), choledocholithiasis (12%), bile leak (12%), abscess/biloma (8%) and pancreatitis
(2%). Images before and after the first IR therapeutic intervention, types of interventions and total
duration of treatment with drains were evaluated.

Results:
Drains were placed in 146/175 (83%) patients. Mean number of drain insertion or exchange sessions
per patient were 4 (range: 1 35). The mean duration of treatment with drains was 108 days (range: 7
2404). Cholangioplasty was performed in 80 patients and stents were placed in 39 patients. 127
patients had biliary dilation (mild 69%, mild moderate 16%, moderate 12%, moderate severe 2%,
severe 1%) on pre procedure imaging, which improved in 26 (20.4%) patients 1 month post IR
intervention. From pre procedure to 30 day post procedure, mean total bilirubin decreased by 0.26
mg/dL and mean alkaline phosphatase decreased by 37 IU/L. Percutaneous drainage/stent
placement was able to resolve bile leaks in all patients who presented with a bile leak.

Conclusion:
IR intervention of benign biliary pathologies elicited a mean of 4 procedures/patient and a mean
drain duration of 108 days/patient, which significantly limits the quality of life. Further research and
innovative methods are needed to improve percutaneous treatment of benign biliary pathologies.
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P 34 / Portal vein stent insertion in non operative pancreatic
malignancy complicated by mechanical biliary obstruction
Gajera J1, Roseverne L2
1Nepean Hospital, Sydney, Australia, 2Royal North Shore Hospital, Sydney, Australia

Purpose
Gastrointestinal bleeding caused by portal vein (PV) stenosis is a known sequela of pancreatic
neoplasms exerting mass effect. PV stenting aims to reduce PV pressures to mitigate this
complication. This study explores outcomes following PV stenting in patients with advanced
pancreatic malignancy who were for non operative management.

Materials and methods
Retrospective review from 2011 to 2021 of patients with unresectable pancreatic malignancy
referred to a quaternary center, who presented with symptomatic portal hypertension (bleeding or
ascites) secondary to PV stenosis, and underwent attempted main PV stenting. Patients with cirrhosis
were excluded. Complication and outcome data were extracted from the electronic medical record.

Results
10 patients were included in the analysis (6 female; average age 64 years). The majority were
pancreatic adenocarcinoma (n=9) and one cholangiocarcinoma. One patient had an occlusion unable
to be traversed and the procedure abandoned, another patient had adequate results from balloon
dilatation alone. PV stenting was performed in 8 patients with no immediate complications and
technical success of 88.9%. In 6 of 8 stented patients, PV stenosis related symptoms were resolved.
Two patients developed biliary obstruction secondary to mechanical compression from the deployed
portal vein stent at 7 days and 16 days respectively. Biliary stenting was performed successfully in
both to relieve the obstruction. PV stent diameter was not associated with biliary obstruction (Chi
squared, p=0.178).

Conclusion
PV stenting is a safe strategy in the treatment of PV stenosis. Clinicians should be aware of the
possibility of mechanical biliary obstruction following PV stent insertion.
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P 35 / Multi institutional retrospective study of percutaneous
fluoroscopic guided shock pulse lithotripsy for inoperable calculous
cholecystitis
Jain N1, Deolankar J2, Marchalik D1, Browne W2, McClure T2, Smirniotopoulos J1
1MedStar Georgetown University Hospital, Washington, United States, 2Weill Cornell Medicine, New York, United
States

Purpose:
The aim of this study is to assess the safety and efficacy of percutaneous rigid shock pulse (RSP)
lithotripsy for gallstone eradication.

Materials and Methods:
This is a multi institutional Institutional Review Board (IRB) approved retrospective review of patients
who presented with acute calculous cholecystitis and were determined to be high risk surgical
candidates. Review parameters included procedural technical and clinical data, clinical presentation,
average hospital length of stay, and post intervention symptom reduction. Technical success was
defined as the removal of all stones during the procedure. Clinical success was defined as symptom
free within three months of the procedure.

Results:
Nine patients (mean age 74.8yr, range 52–94yr; 5 male and 4 female) underwent large bore sheath
(24–30Fr) cholangioscopy assisted gallstone destruction via RSP lithotripsy. The size of the gallstones
ranged from 1.2–4.0cm. All patients had prior transhepatic or transperitoneal cholecystostomy
access for 3 6 weeks prior to gallstone extraction.
All patients’ indwelling accesses were upsized to 24Fr or 30Fr sheaths using the NephroMax balloon
sheath system (Boston Scientific, Marlborough, MA). The Shock Pulse SE (Olympus Tokyo, Japan) was
utilized in all cases to visualize and eradicate the gallstones within the gallbladder. There was a 100%
technical success rate in stone removal with no major procedure related complications. 100% were
symptom and pain free post procedure. Median hospital stay was 1 day post procedure. Mean
procedure and fluoroscopy times were 115.3 minutes and 15.5 minutes, respectively.

Conclusion:
Percutaneous RSP lithotripsy is a safe and efficacious procedure for gallstone extraction in patients
with large lumen occupying cholelithiasis that are poor surgical candidates.
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P 36 / Long bore biliary covered stent in patients with combined
malignant biliary and duodenal obstruction
Oh C1, Gwon D2, Kim G2, Choi S3, Kim S4, Kim J2, Kim Y2
1Department of Radiology, Korea University Guro Hospital, Korea University College of Medicine, 148, Gurodong
ro, Guro gu, Seoul, 08308, Republic of Korea, 2Department of Radiology and Research Institute of Radiology,
University of Ulsan College of Medicine, Asan Medical Center, Seoul 05505, Republic of Korea, 3Department of
Radiology, Chung Ang University Hospital, Gwangmyeong, Republic of Korea, 4Department of Radiology, Yongin
Severance Hospital, Yongin , Republic of Korea

Purpose:
To investigate technical safety and clinical efficacy of a double stent system with Long bore biliary
covered stent in patients with malignant biliary and duodenal obstruction

Materials and Methods:
This retrospective study enrolled 57 consecutive patients (34 men, 23 women; mean age, 64 years;
range, 32 85 years) with malignant biliary and duodenal obstruction from February 2019 to
November 2020. All patients were treated with a double stent system (18 cm or 23 cm) with long
duodenal extension.

Results:
A duodenal stent with subsequent biliary double stent insertion was performed in 38 patients. The
double stents were successfully placed in all 57 patients. Procedure related minor complications
arose in 10(17.5%) patients, including fever (n=2), melena (n=3), hematochezia (n=2),
pancreatitis(n=2), and nausea/vomiting(n=1). Successful internal drainage was achieved in 55 (96.5%)
of 57 patients. Median patient survival and stent patency times were 99 days (95% confidence
interval [CI], 58 140 days) and 73 days (95% CI, 60 86 days), respectively. Seven patients underwent
additional insertion of a duodenal stent due to initial duodenal stent dysfunction. Fourteen (25.5%)
of the 55 patients presented with biliary stent dysfunction due to sludge (n=11), overgrowth (n=1),
and collapse of duodenal extension by subsequently inserted additional duodenal stent (n=1) and
rapidly progressed duodenal cancer (n=1).

Conclusion:
Percutaneous placement of a double stent system with long bore biliary covered stent is feasible and
safe in patients with malignant biliary and duodenal obstruction. Additional duodenal stent insertion
can be safely performed without significant biliary stent dysfunction in most cases.
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P 37 / Outcomes of cases of strictures and leaks at a
hepaticojejunostomy treated with percutaneous roux loop access
combined with transhepatic access
Mohamed L1, Renfrew I, Hutchins R, Fotheringham T
1The Royal London Hospital, London, United Kingdom

Purpose:
Hepaticojejunostomy may be complicated by an anastomotic leak or stricture. Percutaneous
transhepatic biliary (PTB) access is used to treat strictures and leaks of the hepaticojejunostomy.
When PTB access fails, secondary percutaneous roux loop access can be used to facilitate biliary
drainage. The aim of this study was to determine the outcome of cases where roux loop access was
used.

Materials and Methods:
Retrospective review of cases where biliary drainage was facilitated using roux loop access between
2012 and 2022.
All procedures were carried out with informed consent and under general anaesthesia or conscious
sedation. Roux loop access was achieved under fluoroscopic guidance (or CT guidance in 1 patient)
with a 21g needle and a maximum sheath of 6F was used for retrograde access to the
hepaticojejunostomy. When retrograde access also failed, sharp recanalization with rendezvous in
the subhepatic space was used to complete the procedure.

Results:
During the study period, 132 patients had PTB procedures with a hepaticojejunostomy. 12/132 (9%)
patients required additional roux loop access. 12 patients were included in the study Mean age: 56;
Sex: M:6, F:7; Mean follow up: 25 months. 6 patients had strictures and 6 patients had leaks.
All 12 patients had successful treatment of the anastomosis from the roux loop access. 9 patients
required sharp recanalization in the subhepatic space. No roux loop access related complications
were identified.

Conclusion:
Percutaneous roux loop access is useful when antegrade approach fails and when combined with
sharp recanalization, in the subhepatic space, facilitates successful treatment of
hepaticojejunostomies.
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P 38 / Percutaneous biliary neo anastomosis
Nakhostin D1, Puippe G1, Kobe A1, Pfammatter T1
1Institute of Diagnostic and Interventional Radiology, University Hospital Zurich, Zürich, Switzerland

Purpose:
To evaluate the clinical outcome of percutaneous biliary neo anastomosis by means of fluoroscopy
guided enteral/biliary puncture, followed by temporary percutaneous transhepatic biliary drainage
(PTBD) in accidental bile duct exclusion after major liver surgery/transplantation.

Materials and methods:
Between 2007 2021 four patients (25% female, mean age 56 years, range 43 66 years) were referred
for percutaneous biliary neo anastomosis (bilio entero neo anastomosis, n=3; bilio biliary neo
anastomosis, n=1). The indications for percutaneous biliary neo anastomosis were: occlusion of the
separately anastomosed posterior bile duct six years after liver transplantation for hepatocellular
carcinoma (HCC); bile leakage of the posterior right bile duct three weeks after left hemihepatectomy
(Klatskin tumor); occlusion of the posterior right bile duct three months after living liver transplant
(HCC) and bile leakage from an excluded bile duct two weeks after robotic Whipple surgery for
pancreatic head adenocarcinoma. Perforation was performed under fluoroscopy through indwelling
percutaneous PTBD with the back end of a 0.018” catheter (n=3) or a vascular reentry device
(Outback® Re Entry Catheter, n=1). The target (small bowel/bile duct) was marked by an additional
PTBD. The tracks created were temporarily stented with PTBDs (10F, n=3, 12F, n=1).

Results:
Technical success rate was 100% with no major complication. PTBDs were removed after 8.8 weeks
(mean, range 6 to 15 weeks).
During follow up (median 1.7 years, range 0.12 20.75 years) two patients died due to unrelated
causes. No subsequent bile leakages or re occlusions were reported.

Conclusion:
Percutaneous biliary neo anastomosis is a safe and effective procedure in the management of
postoperative hepatobiliary complications such as bile leakages due to duct exclusions.
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P 39 / Percutaneous endoscopic choledocholithotomy for Mirizzi
syndrome: another treatment option for high risk surgical patients?
Barragan C1, Patel N2, Mafeld S1, Marom G3, Gazer Y1, Shlomovitz E1
1Toronto General Hospital UHN MSH, Toronto, Canada, 2Imperial College HEalthcare NHS Trust, London,
England, 3The Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Jerusalem, Israel

Purpose:
To describe an alternative treatment of patients with Mirizzi Syndrome (MS) with high risk surgical
candidates, describing a single tertiary center experience in the management of MS using a
percutaneous endoscopic technique.

Material and methods:
Institutional ethics review board approved a retrospective cohort study of patients with MS treated
during the years 2013 2022 in a single academic center. Data was collected through chart review of
all MS patients, which included demographics, preoperative, intraoperative, postoperative data as
well as post procedure outcomes. 62 patients were identified from the Electronical Patient Records
(EPR) system with the diagnosis of Mirizzi syndrome. Of those, 11 patients were managed
percutaneously.

Results:
25 stone removal procedures in total were performed in the 11 patients. 9 patients (81.8%) had
complete removal of stones, and 2 (18.2%) had incomplete stone removal. One of the patients in
whom complete removal was not achieved decided not to pursue complete removal after two
treatment sessions. The average number of procedures needed to complete stone removal was 2.2
(range 1 4). 1 of the patients developed a liver abscess after the 3rd session of PCCL managed
percutaneously with total recovery.

Conclusion:
PCCL provides a safe and feasible management option for patients with Mirizzi Syndrome and is of
particular value in those patients that are not candidates for surgery or endoscopic treatment.
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P 40 / Outcomes of percutaneous cholangioscopy directed biopsies
for suspicious biliary lesions
Garg T1, England R1, Hong K1, Weiss C1, Singh H1

1Division of Vascular and Interventional Radiology, Russell H. Morgan Department of Radiology and Radiological
Science, Johns Hopkins University School Of Medicine, Baltimore, United States

Purpose:
To evaluate the safety and effectiveness of PC directed biopsies for the evaluation of biliary
pathology.

Material and Methods:
This was an IRB approved, retrospective study evaluating patients who underwent PC directed
biopsy for biliary pathology from July 2013 and January 2022. Fifteen patients (10 male; mean age 61
[range 48 84] years) underwent 15 PC directed biopsies for various indications. The technical success
was defined as successful access with endoscope and visualization of the biliary system, while
procedural success was defined as successful biopsy of the lesion if present.

Results:
Out of the 15 PC directed biopsies, 8 (53.3%) were performed to rule out recurrence of malignancy, 3
(20%) to evaluate a mass lesion, 2 (13.3%) to evaluate a filling defect, and 1(6.6%) to evaluate the
extent of malignancy. The technical and procedural success rate for the procedure was 100% (15/15),
however, there was failure to obtain a clamshell biopsy in one procedure for which successful brush
biopsy was performed. Clamshell biopsy (1.6 mm forceps) was done in 86.6% (13/15) of procedures
with a median of 3 samples per procedure and brush biopsy (1.72 mm or 3 mm cytology brush) was
taken in 6 (40%) procedures with a median of 2.5 samples per procedure. All samples obtained were
adequate to make a pathological diagnosis and led to change in patient management. No
complications were seen during the procedure and up to 30 days post procedure.

Conclusion:
This study supports the safety and effectiveness of PC directed biopsies in patients with suspicious
biliary pathologies.
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P 41 / The utility of neural networks in predicting clinical success and
procedural complications following percutaneous transhepatic biliary
drainage
Geevarghese R1, Markose G1, Frosi Stella S1, Nair S1
1Department of Radiology, Hamilton Health Sciences, McMaster University, Hamilton, Canada

Purpose:
To evaluate the utility of neural networks to predict clinical success and procedural complications
following percutaneous transhepatic biliary drainage (PTBD).

Material and methods:
A retrospective review of PTBDs undertaken from 2015 to 2020 was undertaken. Patients who
underwent placement of a unilateral internal/external PTBD catheter were then selected for
inclusion in subsequent analyses. Univariate binary logistic regression was used to identify potentially
relevant independent pre procedural variables for inclusion in the neural network paradigms.
Separate neural networks were then built to predict clinical success and catheter blockage/leakage.

Results:
371 consecutive technically successful unilateral internal/external PTBD procedures were identified.
The neural network was able to predict clinical success with 82.1% accuracy. A separate neural
network was able to predict with 78.6% accuracy, catheter blockage/leakage. INR was found to be
the independent variable with the largest normalized importance in the clinical success neural
network. In the catheter blockage/leakage neural network, drainage catheter size/manufacturer/side
was shown to be the independent variable with the largest normalized importance. A post hoc
Pearson Chi square test suggested a statistically significant difference in INR between patients who
had clinical success following PTBD, to those who did not (p=0.04). Additionally, a statistically
significantly difference in the incidence of catheter blockage/leakage was demonstrated between
catheters of different size/manufacturer/side (p=0.03).

Conclusion:
Neural networks can provide predictions with good accuracy relating to outcomes in patients
undergoing PTBD. Furthermore, the analysis has informed an alteration of institutional usage of
specific biliary drainage catheters with the intent to reduce future rates of catheter
blockage/leakage.
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P 42 / Cholangioscopy using SpyGlass™ in the management of biliary
complications after pediatric liver transplantation
Piñeros Nieto D1, Perez J1, Caviedes Gonzales J1, Chaustre Soledad J1, Mejía León A1, Amaya Pérez M2,
Rivera Baquero J3, Ordoñez Guerrero F2, Beltran Galvis O2, Ceballos Hurtados J2, Cardenas Vasquez A2,
Hernandez Cely G2

1Radiology department, La Cardio Fundación Cardioinfantil., Bogotá D.C., Colombia, 2Gastroenterology
department, La Cardio Fundación Cardioinfantil., Bogotá D.C., Colombia, 3Liver transplantation department, La
Cardio Fundación Cardioinfantil., Bogotá D.C., Colombia

Stablish the Spyglass cholangioscopy as a device for the treatment of critical and impassable stenosis
of the bile duct in patients with transplant history.

Present the experience of the transplantation service in pediatric population with post transplant
biliary complications managed by Spyglass cholangioscopy.

Single operator cholangioscopy and pancreatoscopy allow the endoluminal approach under direct
vision of the biliary tree for the study of malignant and benign pathology with less morbidity and
complication rate, offering the possibility of diagnosis and treatment in a single operative time. The
SpyGlass™ is a flexible 10 Fr device with 4 way tip deflection that allows use in adult and pediatric
patients.

Spyglass device was used for the treatment of critical and impassable stenosis of the bile duct in
patients with a history of liver transplantation who required cholangioscopy and who were refractory
to percutaneous management. Using Spyglass cholangioscopy by percutaneous approach, it was
possible to successfully cross the stenosis area and insert biliary derivation.

Cholangioscopy was performed by an experienced gastroenterologist endoscopist with the patient
under general anesthesia. The SpyGlass cholangioscope (Boston Scientific, Natick, MA) was used.
Which is composed of a 10 Fr diameter fiber optic sight, tip deflection in 4 directions, 1.2 mm
working channel.

In the biliary tree, cholangioscopy allows diagnosis and treatment in the same endoscopic time. It is
considered to be useful for approaching malignant and benign pathology, facilitating the visualization
of endoluminal lesions and redirection of guides in critical stenosis; offering a therapeutic option for
the removal of stones or taking biopsies.
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P 43 / Percutaneous transhepatic capped internal external biliary
drainage catheter for management of cholecystitis
Geftos L2, Nguyen B2, Geetaumesh A2, Nasir H3, Doan B1, Chamsuddin A4

1Envision Healthcare, Plantation, United States, 2California Northstate University, College of Health Sciences,
Rancho Cordova, United States , 3California Northstate University, College of Medicine , Elk Grove, United States,
4American University of Beirut, Beirut, Lebanon

Learning objectives:
To explore the versatility of capped internal external biliary drainage catheters as means of
management for cholecystitis.

Background:
Utilizing an internal external drainage catheter with a dynamic cap covers multiple concerns at once.
The internal aspect allows the body to heal and restore flow more naturally, but if obstruction is to
worsen and build up pressure is placed on the gallbladder, then a gravity drainage bag can be
attached by removing the external catheter cap. In turn, this allows for adaptive treatment of
patients with acute or chronic cholecystitis.

Clinical findings/procedure details:
Access to the gallbladder is gained through percutaneous transhepatic entry with an AccuStick 21
gauge needle under ultrasound guidance. The needle is exchanged for an AccuStick 8 French catheter
to cross the obstruction of the cystic or common bile duct, and the internal external pigtail catheter
will be placed and locked together before forming the loop to allow for drainage.

Conclusion:
Capped internal external biliary drainage catheters offer dynamic management to improve quality of
care for acute and chronic cases of cholecystitis.
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P 44 / Percutaneous microwave ablation in malignant obstructions of
the bile duct
Paredes H1

1Instituto de investigación sanitaria del Hospital Universitario Puerta de Hierro de Majadahonda, Majadahonda,
España

Learning objectives:
Usefulness, effectiveness and safety of intraductal microwave ablation in combination with self
expanding stent placement

Background:
In the management of malignant obstructions of the bile duct, surgical resection and the
radioablative technique are contemplated, as well as other procedures such as the placement of
stents as a therapeutic and/or palliative range
Some authors have already combined curative treatments (ablation) with palliative treatments
(biloplasty and stent) with satisfactory results.
Median stent patency after the procedure was 108 days, and median patient survival was 143 days.
In 85.7% of the patients, the stent remained patent throughout the entire survival time.

Clinical findings/procedure details:
To perform the ablation of the main bile duct with an endocavitary probe. Using fluoroscopic control
and a 7Fr introducer, the antenna (16W) was positioned 3 mm from the lesion, retracting it and
performing 6 shots of 30 seconds, reaching a theoretical temperature of 80 ºC with a dimension of
0.5×0.7 cm per shot.
Bilioplasty with a 10x80mm balloon and placement of a 3x10mm resorbable stent, decompression of
the bile duct. Subsequently, a 3×10 mm resorbable stent was placed, the stent was dilated with a
10×80 mm balloon, and a 5 Fr tutor catheter was left in place for removal in 24 hours.

Conclusion:
Radioablation opens a new window in the management of malignant obstructions of the biliary tree,
improving parameters such as survival, stent durability and ease of placement, delaying regrowth
when surgical resection is not possible.
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P 45 / Biliary stent and stone removal in the setting of
choledocholithiasis via transhepatic choledoschoscope with stone
lithotripsy, balloon ampullaplasty, and stone sweep
Repajic M1

1Keck School Of Medicine Of Usc, Montebello, United States

Review methods of performing obstructing biliary stone removal in setting of an indwelling internal
biliary stent via percutaneous transhepatic access utilizing image guidance for lithotripsy, stent snare
retrieval, balloon ampullaplasty, and biliary stone sweep.

Management options of choledocholithiasis include endoscopic retrograde
cholangiopancreatography (ERCP) and open vs laparoscopic common bile duct (CBD) exploration.
Alternative options include dissolving solutions, lithotripsy, and other percutaneous radiological
interventions.

The procedure begins with cannulation of the peripheral intrahepatic biliary ducts using a biliary
access set utilizing ultrasound and fluoroscopic guidance. A guide catheter and wire are advanced
into the small bowel and serial dilation is performed to accommodate a 12 French sheath in the CBD.
An 11 French choledochoscope is used to pass a wire through the lumen of the biliary stent which is
then removed over the wire with a snare. The biliary stone is then pulverized with laser lithotripsy
under direct visualization with a choledochoscope. The choledochoscope is removed and high
pressure balloon ampullaplasty is performed followed by balloon sweep of the stone fragments into
the small bowel. Exchange for a guide catheter is made which is retracted along with the sheath into
the peripheral right hepatic lobe and coil embolization is performed prior to sheath removal.

A technically challenging aspect involves channeling the wire through the biliary stent the wire
serves as a rail to advance the snare across the stent. Larger cohort studies are needed to prove if
this technique is a viable alternative to ERCP for some biliary interventions.
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P 46 / Percutaneous transesophageal gastronomy as an alternative to
percutaneous endoscopic gastrostomy
Menard N1, Repajic M1

1Keck School Of Medicine Of Usc, Montebello, United States

1. Review contraindications to percutaneous endoscopic gastrostomy (PEG) for enteral nutrition. 2.
Present percutaneous transesophageal gastrostomy (PTEG) as an effective alternative to PEG tubes.

For patients in whom PEG tube placement is undesirable, a PTEG is a safe and effective alternative.
Examples where PTEG is preferred over traditional PEG include patients receiving peritoneal dialysis
or patients with a gastric or peritoneal malignancy. In cases of malignancy, insertion of a PEG tube
increases the risk of seeding the cancer. PTEG is slightly more complex than PEG due to the proximity
of delicate structures around the cervical incision point, such as the trachea and thyroid gland.
However, most studies have reported minimal complications and have established PTEG as a safe
procedure.

A PTEG is placed in a similar manner to the traditional PEG tube. Ultrasound is used to guide a
rupture free balloon into the cervical esophagus via nasal or oral access, assisted by a guidewire.
Since the esophagus is normally non patent, the inflated balloon reduces risk to damaging nearby
structures. A needle is inserted just above the left clavicular boarder. A catheter is inserted with the
PTEG feeding down into the gastric lumen.

Many patients require enteral nutrition but not all patients are ideal candidates for traditional PEG
tubes due to various medical complications. The transesophageal approach is a good alternative to
deliver nutrition in these patients. As awareness of the PTEG technique grows, utilization of the
procedure will likely expand.
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P 47 / Advanced imaging techniques of the biliary system via
transhepatic access
Swietlik J1, McKernan M1, Wolf I1, Knavel Koepsel E1, Kleedehn M1, Ozkan O1, Monroe E1, Woods M1

1University of Wisconsin School of Medicine and Public Health, Madison, United States of America

Learning Objectives:
• Educate reader on advanced imaging techniques in transhepatic biliary diagnosis and

intervention including direct CT cholangiography, cholangioscopy, and intraductal US.
• Learn from case examples unique advantages of each advanced imaging tool for biliary

pathology.
• Improve readers ability to interpret advance biliary imaging through representative

intraprocedural images.

Background:
Interventional radiologists encounter an array of biliary pathology. Intrahepatic choledocholithiasis,
postoperative biliary injuries, complex surgical biliary anatomy, benign/malignant biliary strictures,
and anatomic variants can require complex biliary interventions. Percutaneous transhepatic biliary
interventions are well established procedures for management of biliary disease. Advanced imaging
techniques beyond traditional fluoroscopic cholangiography allow for direct visualization or further
characterization of the biliary system which is useful in cases of complex biliary pathology or
anatomic challenges.

Clinical Findings/Procedural Description:
• Transhepatic CT cholangiography:
o 3D depiction of hepatic biliary anatomy for interventional planning, optimizing access routes,

or identify isolated segments.
o Can allow for navigational overlay for complex anatomy.
• Transhepatic Intraductal Ultrasound:
o Improved visualization of biliary duct epithelium.
o Can be useful for mucosal/submucosal pathology.
• Transhepatic Cholangioscopy:
o Direct visualization facilitates negotiation of complex surgical anatomy in the setting of post

surgical complications.
o Allows for direct targeting of intraductal stones for lithotripsy or basket retrieval.
o Allows for precise targeting of directed biopsy for malignant obstruction.

Conclusion:
Use of advanced imaging techniques via transhepatic access are useful tools for complex biliary
pathology. Becoming facile with these techniques and comfortable with image interpretation can
increase procedural success for complex biliary pathology.
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P 48 / Interventional radiology in management of bile duct injuries
Arora K1, Ukirde V, Gursale A, Bansal A
1LTMGH, SION , Mumbai, India

Learning Objectives
To discuss the role of interventional radiology in diagnosis and management of bile duct injuries.

Background
Bile duct injuries are uncommon but potentially devastating complications that occur after biliary
tract surgeries such as laproscopic cholecystectomy, gastric or hepatic resection, bilio enteric
anastomosis or after liver transplantation. Postoperative complications include biliary stenosis,
biliary leaks, fistulas, cholangitis or abscess formation.
Endoscopic intervention is though the initial route for its management; however in inaccessible,
complex cases percutaneous trans hepatic approach is of extreme importance for its diagnosis and
treatment.

Clinical Findings/Procedure Details
In this essay, we will provide an illustration of the classification system for the bile duct injuries.
We will then discuss the imaging options for diagnosis of these injuries such as ultrasound, CT, MRI
and percutaneous transhepatic cholangiography.
Indications, technique and principles of percutaneous interventions in these cases will be discussed.
Percutaneous interventions included biloma and abscess drainage, transhepatic biliary drainage,
dilation of bile duct strictures and stent placement to maintain ductal patency.
Procedure related complications and their management is then reviewed.

Conclusion
Percutaneous management of bile duct injuries is a safe and effective tool which provides quick
alleviation in complex cases which are inaccessible endoscopically or are not favourable for surgical
repair.
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P 49 / Direct endobiliary techniques for the management of biliary
pathology
Garg T1, Weiss C1, Singh H1

1Division of Vascular and Interventional Radiology, Russell H. Morgan Department of Radiology and Radiological
Science, Johns Hopkins University School Of Medicine, Baltimore, United States

Learning Objectives:
To review different endobiliary therapy options available for the management of biliary pathologies
with focus on indications, procedural technique, and outcomes.

Background:
Malignant biliary strictures and recurrent benign strictures are challenging to treat and are
associated with significant mortality and morbidity. Biliary strictures present challenges in diagnosis
and treatment and often require a multidisciplinary approach for their treatment. Curative surgical
options are available for the management of these conditions; however, they are not always
possible, as these lesions become unresectable after a short period of time. New advances in
percutaneous endoscopic technology and treatment techniques have been shown to be effective for
symptom palliation and improved quality of life via biliary decompression.

Clinical Findings/Procedure Details:
Endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography (ERCP), or percutaneous direct endobiliary therapy
with 1) radiofrequency ablation, 2) microwave ablation, 3) photodynamic therapy, 4) high intensity
frequency ultrasound ablation, and 5) intraluminal brachytherapy have been used for the
management of these biliary conditions. Resectability of the tumor, determination of ablative
segments, antibiotic prophylaxis, and patient education should be considered before performing
these procedures.
In this exhibit, we will review the device specifications, procedural techniques, and reported clinical
outcomes for the management of different biliary conditions using the five different endobiliary
techniques mentioned above.

Conclusion and/or Teaching Points:
Overall, these endobiliary interventions are safe and effective for the management of malignant
biliary obstructions, including cholangiocarcinoma and recurrent benign biliary strictures. Further
multi center investigations and randomized controlled trials are needed to improve their acceptance
in clinical practice.
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P 50 / Percutaneous transhepatic Holmium laser lithotricy for the
treatment of lithiasis of the bile duct
Suarez Anzorena F1, Esquivel Ucancial P1, Suarez Anzorena A1, SALAZAR CASTAÑO J1, Cardiel V1

1Hospital Jose De San Martin (clinicas), Caba, Argentina

PERCUTANEOUS TRANSHEPATIC HOLMIUM LASER LITHOTRICY FOR THE TREATMENT OF LITHIASIS OF
THE BILE DUCT.

Objectives:
To describe and provide cases and their results of Holmiun laser lithotripsy treatment in the
pathology of complex gallstones and the technique in Argentina.

Background:
Holmiun laser lithotripsy was initially used for urological pathology with good results, causing its
research to increase in other systems such as the bile duct, different articles show its effectiveness,
but there is little bibliography in Argentina.

Procedure Details:
hepatobiliary access: The biliary tree can be accessed by several different routes: peroral,
transhepatic, or, less commonly, laparoscopic. This paper presents the details of the percutaneous
access.
The first step in percutaneous transhepatic cholangioscopy (PTSC) is the creation of a cutaneous
biliary fistula. Percutaneous access to the biliary tree is usually obtained by interventional radiology
under ultrasound and fluoroscopic guidance. Once the fistula tract matures, usually after 7 to 10
days, and has been sequentially dilated to at least 12 to 16 French, PTCS can be performed.

Fragmentation procedure:
Stone orientation and laser induced disintegration is performed under direct visual (endoscopic)
control.

Conclusion:
Laser lithotripsy is an effective and safe option that can be considered when traditional methods are
not effective. but prospective studies focused on quality of life, average stay, complications and cost
effectiveness of the different treatments are needed to confirm these conclusions.
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P 51 / Exclusion of arterio biliary fistula utilizing covered stents
Swift H1, Dougherty R1, Sanogo M1

1University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, United States of America

Clinical history/Pre treatment imaging:
66 year old male with history of cholangiocarcinoma status post bile duct stenting and, more
recently, bilateral percutaneous biliary drains (PBD) for acute cholangitis. He was admitted for
weakness, nausea and bright red blood from the right PBD. IR was consulted and both tubes were
checked and upsized with no vascular communication identified on sheath cholangiogram. Several
days later, IR was again consulted for bright red blood from both drains and precipitous drop in
hemoglobin. CTA revealed no active extravasation or pseudoaneurysm.

Treatment options/results:
Celiac and common hepatic angiogram was performed with both biliary drains removed and
demonstrated abnormal arterial supply to the cholangiocarcinoma, but no active bleed.
Cholangiogram with both tubes replaced demonstrated an arterio biliary fistula arising near the
common hepatic artery and hypervascular cholangiocarcinoma. Kissing covered stents were placed
into the existing biliary stents at the level of fistula and post dilated. Completion cholangiogram
revealed no arterio biliary fistula and preserved biliary radicle.

Discussion:
PBD placement is a known cause of biliary vascular fistulas. Often, the fistula is venous and tube
upsizing can tamponade slower bleeds. Occasionally, an arterio biliary fistula may occur and is
commonly treated with embolization. In this instance, covered stents were used to exclude the
fistula because the hepatic angiogram was negative for active bleed.

Take home points:
PBD placement can result in biliary vascular fistulas and hemobilia. If an arterio biliary fistula is
apparent on cholangiogram, but not hepatic angiogram, covered stents can be used to exclude the
communication and stop the bleed.
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P 52 / Case report: percutaneous transhepatic cholangioscopy with
laser lithotripsy
Krajnc S1, Dezman R1, Popovic P1, Štabuc M1, Bizjak J2, Petri M3

1Clinical Institute of Radiology, UMC Ljubljana, Ljubljana, Slovenia, 2Department of Urology, UMC Ljubljana,
Ljubljana, Slovenia, 3Department of Abdominal Surgery, UMC Ljubljana, Ljubljana, Slovenia

Clinical history/Pre treatment imaging:
We present a case of a 31 year old female patient admitted to gastroenterology department with
recurrent cholangitis. The patient was previously hospitalised with acute cholecystitis and
choledocholithiasis, for which she underwent an ERCP procedure and laparoscopic cholecystectomy
which did not alleviate her symptoms. MRCP revealed large left intrahepatic duct stone with signs of
cholangitis (Image 1). Patient was otherwise healthy with no co morbidities.

Treatment options/Results:
After multidisciplinary discussion, a decision to perform percutaneous transhepatic cholangioscopy
with laser lithotripsy (PTBLL) was made. A PTB access was achieved under ultrasound guidance and
general anesthesia (Image 2). Serial dilatation was performed so that a 14 Fr sheath could be
inserted allowing the introduction of a cholangioscopy system in the intrahepatic biliary tree. Laser
lithotripsy was performed under endoscopic guidance and fragmented stones were captured using a
retrieval basket. A percutaneous transhepatic internal external biliary drainage catheter (PBD) of 14
Fr was left in situ and flushed at regular intervals. After three days the patient was symptom free and
discharged from hospital. Repeat cholangiography was performed after two weeks and showed no
signs of intrahepatic obstruction, and PBD was succesfully removed.

Discussion:
Removal of intrahepatic stones is often not feasible with endoscopic approach. In cases of
symptomatic stones surgical procedure is often necessary. In such cases PTCLL can serve as a safe,
efficient and technically feasible option for treatment of intrahepatic cholelithiasis.

Take home points:
PTCLL can serve as an effective option for treatment of intrahepatic cholelithiasis, and as a minimally
invasive alternative to surgical procedure.
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P 53 / Acute cholecystitis progressed to hemorrhagic cholecystitis
with subsequent cystic artery embolisation
Tam C1, Chan H1, Sim S1, Lee S1
1North District Hospital, Hong Kong, Hong Kong

A 98 year old female with background hypertension and hyperlipidemia presented with right upper
quadrant pain and raised inflammatory markers. Ultrasound abdomen showed features of acute
calculus cholecystitis with subsequent percutaneous cholecystostomy (PTC) inserted. However
patient self removed PTC one day afterwards and treated conservatively. Less than one month later
patient presented to hospital again with similar symptoms. Ultrasound and CT abdomen showed
findings of hemorrhagic cholecystitis with a small pseudoaneurysm at gallbladder wall.

In view of advanced age, surgery was deemed unsuitable and proceeded with embolization of cystic
artery. Superselective cannulation of a tiny arterial feeder arising from right hepatic artery shows
active contrast extravasation into the gallbladder. Coil embolization was then proceeded with 2mm x
2cm fibre coil. Satisfactory embolization effect is achieved and the post embolisation DSA show no
more active extravasation. General condition of patient is stabilised and ultimately discharged home.

Haemorrhagic cholecystitis is a rare complication of acute cholecystitis and is associated with high
mortality rates. Disruption of vessel wall leads to formation of a pseudoaneurysm, commonly due to
impacted gallstones with erosion of adjacent cystic artery. Arteriography is superior in identifying
source of bleeding and being able to offer minimally invasive therapeutic option and the preferred
method is generally using microcoils.

Here we present a case of initial presentation of acute cholecystitis with PTC insertion, however
subsequently progressed to haemorrhagic cholecystitis requiring coil embolization of cystic artery.
Timely management of haemorrhagic cholecystitis is required as it is potentially fatal if not detected
or treated.
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P 54 / Rupture of pseudoaneurysm into the common bile duct at
angiography, which is treated by coil embolization
Kolsan MK1, U urlu D1, ahin C1, Özgenç U1

1Istanbul University Cerrahpa a, Cerrahpa a Faculty Of Medicine, Istanbul, Turkey

Clinical history/pre treatment imaging:
A 4 year old girl with ataxia telangiectasia (AT) was referred to our hospital because of abdominal
pain, slightly increased bilirubin level and upper GI bleeding. US revealed pseudoaneurysm (PA) at
pancreatic head, mild bile duct dilatation and hepatosplenomegaly.

Treatment options/results:
Due to close relation between pancreatic pseudoaneurysm and common bile duct coil embolization
(CE) of dorsal pancreatic artery was planned. The pressure of contrast media caused
pseudoaneurysm rupture into the common bile duct. CE was completed properly while the patient
was hemodynamically stable. A week later, due to recurrence of slightly increased bilirubin level and
upper GI bleeding, CE was performed at cystic artery with the suspicion of bleeding focus. Biliary
drainage catheters were inserted bilaterally. After interventions, the icterus was resolved and GI
bleeding stopped.

Discussion:
AT is a rare, inherited and multiorgan neurodegenerative disorder that affects especially the immune
system and nervous system. In this patient, microaneurysms were detected at hepatic and
intercostal arteries. Moreover, biliary obstruction occurred due to pseudoaneurysm at the pancreatic
head. Endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography is one of the first interventional methods to
be considered in biliary obstruction. CE of PA and percutaneous biliary drainage were preferred due
to the high risk of bleeding from the PA.

Take home points:
Coil embolization should be considered for pancreatic PA in patients with comorbidities such as AT.
Because of age and comorbidities of the patient, these interventions require higher attention.
Complications such as rupture of PA can be successfully managed with appropriate and adequate
equipment and personnel.
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P 55 / Multicenter analysis of patients undergoing interventional
radiology operated endoscopic biliary interventions: the
Percutaneous Cholangiopancreatoscopy Registry (NCT05210322)
Garg T, Hong K1, Weiss C1, Singh H1

1Division of Vascular and Interventional Radiology, Russell H. Morgan Department of Radiology and Radiological
Science, The Johns Hopkins University School Of Medicine, Baltimore, United States

Background and rationale:
Currently, Percutaneous Cholangiopancreatoscopy (PCPS) is used for diagnosis and treatment of
biliary disease in patients who are not ideal candidates for surgery or endoscopic retrograde
cholangiopancreatography. However, detailed retrospective and prospective data to better
understand the procedural, and clinical outcomes is missing. Therefore, we have developed a
multicentric, national registry to collect high quality data to better demonstrate the utility of PCPS.

Objectives:
To create a registry of PCPS procedures performed at multiple hospitals in the United States to better
understand the procedure's effectiveness and safety.

Methodology:
The PCPS registry is an observational, multicentric, prospective, and retrospective registry. In the
retrospective component of the study, clinical and procedural data regarding patients who have
undergone the PCPS procedure in the past will be collected from all the registry sites. The
prospective component of the registry will run for three years where patients undergoing the PCPS
procedure will be enrolled in the study. Site enrollment in the registry has already started, and the
target patient number is approximately 500 for the prospective component of the registry.

Endpoints:
The endpoints of the registry are technical success, procedural success, clinical success, tube removal
rate, accuracy of PC guided biopsy, and time to outcomes (tube removal, need for placement of
another tube after removal, and death).

Expected data/impact on IR:
This registry will provide high quality data regarding the safety and effectiveness of PC and help
define its role in the management algorithm of patients with biliary disease.
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P 56 / Breast sclerosis as an effective and minimally invasive
outpatient procedure for recurrent post operative seroma
Laucis N1, Sorek C1, Semaan D1

1Henry Ford Hospital, Detroit, USA

Purpose:
Breast seroma formation is a common post operative complication. Recurrent seromas can be
difficult to treat requiring multiple aspirations, compression clothing, and sometimes surgical
intervention. Doxycycline injection to induce sclerosis is a safe and effective technique that can be
performed in interventional radiology. A retrospective review to was performed to evaluate the
effectiveness of ultrasound guided doxycycline sclerosis procedures to treat recurrent breast
seromas.

Materials and methods:
Breast sclerosis was performed on 18 patients for post lumpectomy/mastectomy seromas that
recurred after simple aspiration. After ultrasound guided catheter placement and seroma aspiration,
500mg of doxycycline constituted in 50mL sterile saline was injected into the seroma and left for 30
60 minutes after which the doxycycline solution was aspirated. For seroma aspiration volumes
<50mL, the doxycycline solution volume injected was reduced to 50% of the aspirated volume.

Results:
Ten patients were injected with 500mg doxycycline, 2 requiring 2 sclerosis attempts, and 0 requiring
surgery. Three patients were injected with 200mg doxycycline, all requiring only 1 attempt, and 0
requiring surgery. Four patients were injected with 100mg doxycycline, 2 requiring 4 attempts each,
and 1 requiring surgery. One patient was injected with 80mg doxycycline, requiring only 1 attempt
and no surgery. No major complications occurred. One patient had an unknown allergy to
doxycycline treated with oral diphenhydramine.

Conclusion:
Breast sclerosis is an effective minimally invasive treatment for post operative breast seromas
offering a less morbid and less costly option for patients. This procedure represents an area in which
interventional radiologists can offer great value to breast surgery colleagues.
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P 57 / Retrospective analysis of diagnostic accuracy of image guided
peritoneal biopsy
Gala K1, Kulkarni S1, Shetty N1, Chandra D1

1Tmh, Mumbai, India

Purpose:
To determine diagnostic accuracy, factors affecting the diagnostic yield and safety of image guided
peritoneal biopsy.

Methods:
This is the retrospective review of 200 image guided percutaneous peritoneal biopsies performed
from 2016 2020. The biopsy results were compared with subsequent surgical pathology when
available or with subsequent radiological or clinical response.

Results:
Out of 200 patients histopathology was positive in 169 (91.8%) patients for malignancy and positive
for infective/inflammatory etiology in 16 patients (8%). Diagnostic accuracy was 92.5%, diagnostic
yield 84.5%, sensitivity 91.8%, specificity 100 %, positive predictive value (PPV) 100% and negative
predictive value (NPV) 51.6%. The diagnostic yield of biopsy improves with increasing core size,
technically targeted lesion, yield was higher for USG than CT and higher for age group 40 years for
malignancy. The needle length, depth of the lesion from the skin, HU of peritoneal disease, size of
peritoneal lesion or presence or absence of ascites do not have any statistical significant relationship
with diagnostic yield of the biopsy. No major complications were observed.

Conclusion:
The image guided peritoneal biopsy has high diagnostic accuracy, is safe with minimal complication
rate. The diagnostic yield of biopsy improves with increasing core size, technically targeted lesion,
yield was higher for USG than CT and higher for age group 40 years for malignancy.
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P 58 / Benefit of core needle biopsy as a complement to fine needle
aspiration cytology in parotid gland neoplasms
Imamo lu Ç1, Bayrak A1

1Ankara Oncology Educational &Research Hospital, Ankara, Turkey

Purpose:
Fine needle aspiration cytology (FNAC) is a generally accepted method for the preoperative diagnosis
of parotid gland neoplasms. FNAC is simpler, safer and cheaper than core biopsy(CB). However, its
adequacy is debatable. Therefore, core biopsy is recommended in parotid masses, especially when
FNAC is not diagnostic. In this study, the benefit of using CB as a second biopsy method in parotid
masses whose FNAC results are equivocal or not diagnostic was investigated.

Material and methods:
Between 2016 and 2021, US guided FNAC was performed on 252 parotid lesions, 7 of them were
bilateral. In addition, US guided core biopsy was performed secondary to 45 parotid lesions. The
records of 245 patients were reviewed retrospectively. All biopsy results were compared with the
final diagnosis after surgery. Only the adequacy of FNAC and the adequacy of FNAC plus CB together
were examined.

Results:
FNAC results were reported as 185 benign, 26 malignant, 14 suspicious, 3 indeterminate and 24 non
diagnostic. Two patients were excluded from the study because their medical records could not be
reached. CB was performed on lesions with indeterminate, suspicious and nondiagnostic FNAC
results. As the final diagnosis after surgery, 207 lesions were found as benign and 43 lesions as
malignant. When only FNAC and FNAC plus CB were compared together, the sensitivity increased
from 83.8% to 90.6%, the specificity increased from 99.4% to 99.5%, and the accuracy increased from
82.4% to 98%.

Conclusion:
Complementary use of FNAC and CB should be considered for proper preoperative management of
parotid neoplasms.
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P 59 / The efficacy and safety of image guided percutaneous core
needle biopsy in paediatric patients: a decade experience from
Oxford
Sparks C1, Gardiner R1, Qamhawi Z1, Fowler D2, Platt K1, Chakraborty S1
1Department of Paediatric Radiology, John Radcliffe Hospital, Oxford University Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust,
Oxford, United Kingdom, 2Department of Cellular Pathology, John Radcliffe Hospital, Oxford University Hospitals
NHS Foundation Trust, Oxford, United Kingdom

Purpose:
To assess the diagnostic success and safety of imaged guided percutaneous biopsy in paediatric
patients as recommended for biopsy by a multidisciplinary approach.

Materials and methods:
A single centre retrospective evaluation of ultrasound guided percutaneous paediatric biopsies
between 2010 2021 was performed. The diagnostic yield (proportion of histologically diagnostic
biopsies), the diagnostic accuracy (proportion of biopsies concordant with a subsequent surgical
specimen or clinical course), and the diagnostic efficacy (proportion of biopsies concordant with the
surgical specimen where available) were assessed. Safety was assessed as the incidence of post
procedure complications. A logistic regression analysis was performed to identify factors that may
influence the diagnostic yield and complication rate.

Results:
173 percutaneous biopsies were performed. Sites of biopsy included the abdomen (75.7%), chest
(11.6%), head/neck (6.4%) and limb (1.7%). The majority were under general anaesthesia using an
18G Biopince needle. The diagnostic yield was 98.8%. The diagnostic accuracy was 97.1%. The
diagnostic efficacy was 95.5% in 67 biopsies with a surgical specimen, in which the sensitivity and
specificity for malignancy was 98.5% and 100% respectively. Minor self limiting complications
occurred in 11 patients (7 pain, 3 infection, 1 abdominal swelling). Diagnostic yield and complication
rate were not statistically associated with the patient’s age, biopsy site, tumour size, number of
cores, biopsy tract plugging or operator experience.

Conclusion:
Image guided percutaneous biopsy is a successful and safe approach for the diagnosis of paediatric
lesions. Findings highlight the integral importance of a multidisciplinary approach in both the
appropriate selection of patients for biopsy and throughout the biopsy procedure.
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P 60 / Evaluating the influence of needle gauge and type on
diagnostic yield of renal biopsies
Levy S1, Heithaus R, Moser P, Feely M, Clapp W, Lopez A, Bozorgmehri S, Grajo J, Zeng X
1UF Health Vascular and Interventional Radiology / UF Health Shands Hospital , Gainesville, United States

Background:
Optimal type and size of needles used for percutaneous renal biopsies (PRB) continues to be
debated. We compare the diagnostic yield and safety of renal biopsy procedures performed with 16
gauge and 18 gauge side cutting needles, as well as 18 gauge cylindrical, triaxial core needles. Our
objective is to determine if smaller gauge needles with a cylindrical cutting design can be used to
obtain adequate tissue samples while minimizing bleeding risk.

Methods:
Renal biopsies of 110 native and 59 transplant kidneys were performed between 2018 and 2021
using ultrasound or CT guidance. Number of glomeruli per sample obtained was recorded.

Results:
We compared the number of glomeruli per pass in 16G and 18G needle biopsies in our entire sample,
our allograft procedures, and our native procedures. A higher number of glomeruli was obtained by
16G needles than 18G needles in analysis of the allograft group and the entire sample (entire sample:
12.46 gloms in 16G and 9.00 gloms in 18G, p<0.0017; allograft: 13.76 gloms in 16G and 8.13 gloms in
18G, p<0.0013); however, in the native biopsy group, there was no statistically significant difference
between the number of glomeruli obtained by 16G and 18G needles (11.88 gloms in 16G, 10.36
gloms in 18G, p<0.3852), and both needle types surpassed tissue adequacy (>10 glomeruli) for
diagnosis. Average number of glomeruli obtained by 18G cylindrical end cutting needles was 9.9
compared to 7.85 obtained with 18G side cutting needles (p<0.013). Fewer samples were required
for tissue adequacy with the cylindrical needles than with side cutting needles (p<0.0693). Minor
pericapsular hematomas seen on post biopsy ultrasound occurred in approximately 20% of patients
overall. One patient in the 18G group required embolization for bleeding. No patients required
transfusions.

Conclusions:
Renal biopsies obtained with 18G cyclical, triaxial core cutting needles yielded a higher number of
glomeruli per sample than 18G side cutting needles. 16G needles yielded a higher number of
glomeruli per sample, however 18G samples were adequate according to Banff Criteria.
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P 61 / CT guided microcoil placement for localizing small lung
nodules before video assisted thoracoscopic resection
Bruno A1, Floridi C1,2, Rossini N1, Torresi M2, Boscarato P2, Rosati M2, Andolfi M3, Refai M3, Candelari R2

1Radiology Department, University Hospital, Ospedali Riuniti of Ancona, Polytechnic University of Marche,
Ancona, Italy, 2Interventional Radiology Unit, Ospedali Riuniti of Ancona, Ancona, Italy , 3Unit of Thoracic Surgery,
Ospedali Riuniti of Ancona, Ancona, Italy

Purpose:
to evaluate efficacy and safety of percutaneous placement of lung microcoil for detection of lung
nodules during video assisted thoracoscopic resection (VATS).

Materials and methods:
from January 2019 to February 2022, 28 CT guided lung microcoil were placed. We included VATS
candidated patients with suspected nodules (growth index; previous neoplasm; nodule
characteristics) with a diameter 2 cm and/or semi solid nodules at CT evaluation. Non magnetic
microcoil (2x10 mm) were used as finds. The distance of the nodule from the pleura, the nodule
position relative to the hilar region, the patient positioning during procedure was recorded. In
addition, periprocedural complications were considered. Fluoroscopic evaluation of nodule and
microcoil at the time of VATS and histological examination of the surgical sample were used as a
reference standard. Finally, the time of each VATS was recorded.

Results:
the procedure was possible in all cases. Only minor complications occurred (subclinical
pneumothorax in 11 patients) that did not change the therapeutic process in any patient. No
correlations were observed between the location of the nodule, the percutaneous approach and the
onset of complications. In all cases at the intraoperative fluoroscopy the percutaneous finding has
been identified. All patients underwent VATS, no one needed further resection due to failure in
nodule identification. The average lung resection time was 105 min.

Conclusion:
CT guided placement of pre surgical lung microcoil has proven to be a safe procedure that facilitates
and improves localization of small lung nodules during VATS, reducing their execution time.
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P 62 / Motorized rotating fine needle biopsy device reduces number
of passes needed for cytological adequacy and improves diagnostic
accuracy
Verma A1, Porreca A1, McDowell R1

1Baycare Health System, Clearwater, USA

Objective:
High rates of inadequate and indeterminant samples are typical for fine needle aspiration biopsies of
the thyroid. These results lead to repeat FNA procedures, futile diagnostic thyroidectomies (full or
partial), and the associated additional costs. This study aimed to determine the impact of using
CytoCore®, a motorized rotating fine needle biopsy device, on the relative number of passes required
to obtain an adequate sample and a diagnostic biopsy in comparison to global averages using
traditional FNA.

Study Design:
Thyroid US FNAs performed consecutively with the CytoCore® biopsy device between August 2020
and March 2021 were retrospectively reviewed. Data was extracted from ultrasound and pathology
reports that included (i) number of passes required to obtain an adequate sample and (ii) specimen
diagnosis.

Results:
Using the CytoCore®, adequate samples were obtained with only 1 pass in 65% of nodules and 2
passes or less in 93% of nodules, compared to global averages using conventional FNA of 36% and
60%, respectively (all comparisons p<0.001). Nondiagnostic rates of 3% and indeterminate rates of
4% with the CytoCore® compared favorably to global averages using conventional FNA of 9% (p=0.04)
and 10% (p=0.045), respectively.

Conclusion:
This study demonstrates that using CytoCore® improves clinical efficiency by reducing the number of
passes required to obtain an adequate sample and reducing the rate of nondiagnostic diagnoses.
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P 63 / 2017 ACR Thyroid Imaging Reporting and Data System versus
2017 European Thyroid Imaging Reporting and Data System: efficacy
of biopsy criteria in thyroid nodules
Dolz Alvarez de la Ballina G1, Pérez Riverola V1, Casanovas Navarro E1, Criado Paredes E1, Gelabert
Barragán M1, Guitart Giménez J1, Correa Zapata C1, Teixidor Viñas M1, El Hamshari Rebollo K1, Romero
Florez N1, Correa Soto R1

1Corporació Sanitaria Parc Taulí, Sabadell, Spain

Purpose:
Determine diagnostic efficacy and assess malignancy risk stratification of the 2017 European Thyroid
Imaging Reporting Data System (EU TIRADS) in comparison to the 2017 American College of
Radiology Thyroid Imaging Reporting Data System (ACR TIRADS) guidelines.

Methods:
Retrospective study reviewing all fine needle aspiration biopsies (FNAB) of thyroid nodules done
following the EU TIRADS at our center between 2018 and 2020. We evaluated the ultrasound
characteristics of all the nodules and regrouped them according to ACR TIRADS. The ACR TIRADS
criteria for FNAB differ slightly from those recommendations made by European guidelines. Low risk
lesions(TR3) require larger dimensions for FNAB in ACR TIRADS compared to EU TIRADS. Regarding
intermediate risk lesions(TR4), the interpretation of ultrasound characteristics is somewhat different
in ACR TIRADS. We analyzed FNABs done under the EU TIRADS criteria that did not meet the ACR
TIRADS criteria and calculated the rate of malignancy for all this FNABs and for each subgroup in both
systems.

Results:
Of 589 thyroid nodules biopsied, ACR TIRADS criteria for biopsy were unmet in 188 (31.9%): 33
nodules did not meet the size condition, and 155 were not candidates for FNAB because of their
ultrasound characteristics. FNABs were inconclusive in 20 patients; in the remaining 168, only 1
(0.6%) was malignant, which was an ACR TR3 mixed cystic solid hypoechoic nodule(papillary thyroid
carcinoma). None nodules reclassified as ACR TR2 were malignant.

Conclusion
Using ACR TIRADS would have decreased the number of FNABs by 31.9%; only 1 malignant nodule
would have been missed (0.6%). Most of the nodules that did not meet ACR TIRADS criteria were
mixed cystic solid(ACR TR2), and all were benign.
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P 64 / CT texture analysis and CT scores for characterization of fluid
collections
Meyer H1, Schnarkowski B1, Ehrengut C, Ebel S, Gössmann H, Denecke T
1Universitätsklinikum Leipzig, Leipzig, Germany

Purpose:
Texture analysis derived from Computed tomography (CT) might be able to better characterize fluid
collections undergoing CT guided percutaneous drainage treatment. The present study tested,
whether texture analysis can reflect microbiology results in fluid collections suspicious for septic
focus.

Material and methods:
Overall, 320 patients with 402 fluid collections were included into this retrospective study. All fluid
collections underwent CT guided drainage treatment and were microbiologically evaluated. Clinically,
serologically parameters and conventional imaging findings as well as textures features were
included into the analysis. A new CT score was calculated based upon imaging features alone.
Established CT scores were used as a reference standard.

Results:
The present score achieved a sensitivity of 0.78, a specificity of 0.69, area under curve (AUC 0.82).
The present score and the score by Gnannt et al. (AUC 0.81) were both statistically better than the
score by Radosa et al. (AUC 0.75). Several texture features were statistically significant between
infected fluid collections and sterile fluid collections, but these features were not significantly better
compared with conventional imaging findings.

Conclusion:
Texture analysis is not superior to conventional imaging findings for characterizing fluid collections. A
novel score was calculated based upon imaging parameters alone with similar diagnostic accuracy
compared to established scores using imaging and clinical features.
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P 65 / Percutaneous needle biopsy of sub centimeter pulmonary
nodules under CT fluoroscopy guidance and associated procedural
complication
Abrishami A1, Ghanaati H2, Nasrollahpoor Y3, Kafle P2, Alborzi Avanaki M2, Nasrollahpoor M4

1Department of Radiology, Shahid Labbafinejad Hospital, Shahid Beheshti University of Medical Sciences, Tehran,
Iran, 2Advanced Diagnostic and Interventional Radiology Research Center (ADIR), Tehran University of Medical
Sciences, Tehran, Iran, 3Shahid Beheshti University of Medical Sciences, Tehran, Iran, 4Sirjan School of Medical
Sciences, Sirjan, Iran

Purpose:
According to the limited information in Computed tomography (CT) guided percutaneous core
needle biopsy (PCNB) of sub centimeter pulmonary nodules, we aimed to evaluate the accuracy rate
of CT fluoroscopy guided biopsy in these nodules.

Materials and methods:
A total of 156 cases with confirmed sub centimeter pulmonary nodules were enrolled in this
retrospective study from January 2019 to December 2021. Demographic data, past history of
malignancy, nodules' CT features and location, total dose length product (DLP), smart DLP, and
associated complications were recorded; then, relationship of all characteristics with certainty in
pathology was assessed. Under CT fluoroscopy guided, PCNB was performed through the nearest
marker to the target lesion with the proper body position. Eventually, a control low dose lung CT
scan was done to observe complications.

Results:
Mean age of patients was 56.7±12.3 years (range=22 82, female=97(62.2%). Mean nodule number
was 4.6±5.6(range:1 15) and most patients had only one nodule (82;52.6%). Totally 124(79.5%)
samples yielded a definite diagnosis [benign=84(53.8%), malignant=40(25.6%)], while 32(20.5%)
cases showed non diagnostic pathology. Based on the analyses, male gender (p<0.001), history of
malignancy (p<0.001), zone of lesions [lower zone(66.7%) vs. non lower zone(83.3%), p=0.03] and
lesion size [lesions <6mm(48%) vs. 6mm(85.5%), p<0.001] were statistically associated with
certainty in pathology. Regarding complications, patients with hemoptysis had greater nodule
distance (31.7±15.5mm vs. 18.8±14.4, p=0.001) from the pleura(p=0.001). Smart DLP was about
32.5±37.2 mGy/cm.

Conclusion:
CT fluoroscopy guided PCNB is a safe, effective, and precise method with minimal complication rates
in pulmonary lesions of 6mm to 10mm size due to uncertainty in pathologic assessment of
nodules<6mm.
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P 66 / Computed tomography guided percutaneous biopsy for
retroperitoneal lesions: a systematic review and meta analysis
Matsumoto T1, Yoshimatsu R1, Osaki M1, Yamagami T1
1Kochi Medical School, Kochi University, Nankoku, Japan

Purpose:
To perform a systematic review and meta analysis of published studies to evaluate the efficacy of
computed tomography (CT) guided percutaneous biopsy for retroperitoneal lesions.

Materials and Methods:
PubMed and the Cochrane Library were searched for English language articles published up to
October 2021 and reporting findings about patients with retroperitoneal lesions who underwent CT
guided percutaneous biopsy . The outcome measures assessed in this systematic review and meta
analysis are accuracy, false negative rate, and rate of minor and major complications. Heterogeneity
among studies was evaluated by testing Cochran’s Q and the inconsistency index statistics.

Results:
Seven studies published from 1975 to 2021 were selected for the analysis of accuracy (N = 655
patients), false negative rates (N = 655 patients), and rate of major and minor complications (N = 664
patients). The pooled accuracy of CT guided percutaneous biopsy for retroperitoneal lesions was
93.6% (95% confidence interval [CI], 88.1%–96.7%), with high heterogeneity. The pooled accuracy
computed from 5 articles published since 2000 was 95.2% (95% CI, 92.2%–97.1%) with low
heterogeneity. Similarly, the pooled false negative rate was 6.3% (95% CI, 3.3%–11.7%) with high
heterogeneity in the 7 articles and 4.7% (95% CI, 2.9%–7.4%) with low heterogeneity in the 5 articles
published since 2000. Pooled rates of minor and major complications were 3.7% (95% CI, 1.6%–8.6%)
with moderate heterogeneity and 0.7% (95% CI, 0.4%–1.1%) with low heterogeneity, respectively.

Conclusions:
CT guided percutaneous biopsy for retroperitoneal lesions has been reported to have high accuracy
with a limited rate of major complications.
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P 67 / Diagnosis and characterization of lymphoproliferative
disorders with core needle biopsy
Marra P1,2, Dulcetta L1,2, Carbone F1,2, Muglia R1, Bonaffini P1,2, Ferrari S1, Rambaldi A1,3, SIRONI S1,2
1ASST Papa Giovanni XXIII, Bergamo, Italy, 2University of Milano Bicocca, Milan, Italy, 3University of Milan,
Milan, Italy

Although surgical biopsy is recommended for the characterization of lymphoproliferative disorders
(LD), clinical practice often relies on image guided Core Needle Biopsy (CNB) as a prompt and less
invasive option. The aim of the study was to assess the accuracy and safety of CNB in the diagnosis of
LD.

Data of a cohort of consecutive patients who underwent percutaneous ultrasound or computed
tomography guided CNB for suspected LD, between October 2019 and November 2020, were
retrospectively reviewed. Anatomic site of biopsy, diagnostic accuracy in terms of no need for
secondary surgical biopsy and CNB related complications were assessed.

121 patients underwent CNB of the following anatomic sites: neck (n=61); axilla (n=17); groin (n=10);
peritoneoum or retroperitoneum (n=12); abdominal parenchymal organs (n=10); mediastinum (n=4);
iliac (n=7). CNB provided a definitive diagnosis in 111/121 (92%) cases: 80 confirmed a LD, 13 solid
tumors, 11 aspecific inflammation and 7 normal nodal tissue. LD were accurately characterized as
large B cell lymphoma or follicular lymphoma in most cases. In 10/121 (8,2%) CNB did not provide a
definitive diagnosis of LD, which required secondary surgical excision for classic (n=5), nodular
lymphocite predominant (n=3) Hodgkin’s lymphoma or T cell lymphoma (n=2). One CNB was
complicated by abdominal wall hematoma that was conservatively managed.

CNB can provide a definitive diagnosis of LD without recurring to surgery in most cases and it is safe.
However, diagnostic accuracy of CNB is limited in some diseases, such as Hodgkin’s and T cell
lymphoma.
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P 68 / Ultrasound guided renal mass biopsy is coaxial technique
superior?
Garcia M1, Krishna S1
1University of Toronto / JDMI, Toronto, Canada

Objectives:
Renal mass biopsy (RMB) guides decision making in small tumors. The use of a coaxial needle is
believed to prevent seeding. Our purpose is to compare coaxial and non coaxial core needle
techniques for RMB, to determine if there is an association with seeding and cancer recurrence.

Methods:
Retrospective cohort of adults who underwent ultrasound guided RMB between 2004 2020.
Diagnostic sample rate, number of cores, procedure time, complications, upstaging to pT3a and
recurrence were compared between subjects that had RMB through a coaxial needle compared to
those who did not. A multivariable analysis was used to evaluate factors associated with safety,
performance, disease upstaging and recurrence.

Results:
1362 lesions were biopsied, 760 (56%) through a coaxial needle and 602 (44%) with a non coaxial
technique. Mean number of cores was 3.4 with coaxial versus 2.9 for non coaxial (p<0.001).
Diagnostic yield (approximately 90%) showed no statistical difference. There was no difference in
either overall complication rate (2%) or significant complications (Clavien Dindo II) with coaxial
(0.5%) versus non coaxial (0.2%). Procedure time was slightly longer for coaxial (p=0.024). T3a
upstaging was seen in 5% of the 343 clinical T1a cases that had nephrectomy after biopsy, with no
significant difference. Mean follow up was 4.8 years, and there was no association with recurrence
free survival or overall survival. No subject had tumor seeding along the biopsy tract on follow up
imaging.

Conclusions:
In this large cohort, the choice of core needle was not associated with increased risk of tumor
upstaging or recurrence. Safety and performance were also similar between both methods.
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P 69 / Ultrasound guided transrectal & transvaginal drainage of
pelvic collections: a 7 year single centre experience
Lie G1, Ahmed N1, Kyaw Tun J1, Fotheringham T1
1Royal London Hospital , London, United Kingdom

Purpose
• Deep pelvic abscesses often elude safe transabdominal percutaneous drainage due to

overlying gastrointestinal and/or genitourinary viscera.
• A transrectal (TR) or transvaginal (TV) endocavity approach, or a transgluteal approach, all

provide alternative safe routes for drainage.
• At our institution, where possible an endocavity approach is preferred over transgluteal to

avoid a longer drainage tract through the musculature, and avoid potential sciatic nerve
damage.

Materials and methods
• Single centre 7 year retrospective data collection (2015 2022) of 46 consecutive patients

who underwent endocavity ultrasound guided drainage of pelvic fluid collections.
• All patients presented with a pelvic collection contacting the rectum or vagina as identified

on CT.
• Resolution of pelvic collections post drainage, complications, and rates of reintervention

were recorded.

Results
• 50 TR/TV drains performed in 46 consecutive patients (Female 33; Male 13) (Range 9 81

years; Mean 42.3 years)
• Drainage catheter size range: 8Fr – 14Fr (Median 8Fr). Mean drainage time was 4.9 days

(Range 0 14 days).
• We describe technical and primary therapeutic success rates of 98% and 87% respectively.
• With the inclusion of secondary procedures (drain re positioning/upsizing), within our series

the combined overall therapeutic success rate was 98%.

Conclusion
• Endocavity drainage is a safe procedure with high rates of technical and therapeutic success,

and low risk of complications. Where re intervention is required, drain repositioning with or
without upsizing results in high secondary rates of therapeutic success.
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P 70 / The role of interventional radiology in diagnosis and
management of abdominal abscesses in a resource limited setting:
the Tanzanian experience
Ukweh O1, Rukundo I2, Naif A3, Laage Gaupp F4, Ramalingnam V5, Asch M6

1Muhimbili University of Health and Allied Sciences, Dar Es Salaam, Tanzania , 2Department of Radiology Rwanda
Military Hospital, Kigali, Rwanda, 3Muhimbili National Hospital, Dar Es Salaam, Tanzania, 4Section of Vascular
and Interventional Radiology, Yale School of Medicine, New Haven, CT, USA, New Haven, USA, 5Beth Israel
Deaconess Medical Center Division of Interventional Radiology, Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA, USA,
Boston, USA, 6Lakeridge Health, Oshawa, Canada

Purpose
The role of percutaneous image guided abscess drainage by Interventional Radiology (IR) in the
management of intraabdominal abscess (IAA) is well established in high income countries. The
purpose of this study is to evaluate the implementation of percutaneous abscess drainage (PAD)
service in a resource limited setting.

Materials and Methods
After IRB approval, a retrospective analysis evaluating all IAA over 3 cm between 2018 2021 at a
tertiary care center in East Africa was performed. Outcomes of PAD and open surgical drainage were
compared. Data were analyzed using SPSS (20.0).

Results
32 patients underwent PAD and 31 underwent surgical drainage. Patients who underwent PAD had a
100% technical success rate and a 3% complication rate (1 pneumothorax not requiring a chest tube).
Surgical drainage had a 34.5% major complication rate (p < 0.001). Compared with PAD, surgical
drainage was associated with longer hospital stay, 42.0 +/ 27.0 days vs. 20.2 +/ 4.1 days, (p < 0.001).
No surgical drainage was performed on an outpatient basis, while 37% of PAD was performed on
outpatients. 32% of patients died within 30 days after surgical drainage with no death recorded post
PAD (p < 0.001).

Conclusion
Percutaneous abscess drainage is both safe and effective compared to surgical drainage. In a
resource limited hospital in sub Saharan Africa, we demonstrated that percutaneous drainage of IAA
by IR can be performed with high technical success rates, shorter hospital length of stay, and fewer
complications when compared to surgical drainage.
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P 71 / Associations between covariates and pneumothorax
observations in CT guided lung biopsies
Maalouf N1, Lavric D1, Vasileva L1, Lamadé W2, Apitzsch J1
1Helios Hospital Pforzheim Department of Radiology and Nuclear Medicine, Pforzheim, Germany, 2Helios
Hospital Pforzheim Department of General and Visceral Surgery , Pforzheim, Germany

Purpose:
CT guided lung biopsy is a necessary procedure for effective treatment regimens. The purpose of this
study is to assess the effect of 9 covariates on the occurrence or absence of stable or symptomatic
pneumothorax.

Materials and methods:
Forty three patients underwent CT guided lung biopsies from January 2020 to January 2022 (24 m,
19 f, median age 70 years). All the interventions were carried out with a semi automatic 18G needle
and a 17G trocar in a prone or supine position. Different covariates were measured and correlated to
the rate and severity of the pneumothoraces observed. Nominal two sided t test p values for the
continuous variables and Fisher’s exact test results for the categorical variables were made. The data
included the lesion size and distance to the pleura (left, right, and minimum angles), age, gender,
position during the procedure, and presence of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease.

Results:
The one variable that significantly correlated with the pneumothoraces' rate and severity was the
needle’s angle to the pleura (needle pleural angle) (74.00° [SD = 29.17°] vs. 94.68° [SD = 30.15°]; two
sided t test p value = 0.028). A smaller angle measurement correlated with a higher risk of
pneumothorax development.

Conclusion:
The needle pleural angle plays a vital role in the outcome of a CT guided lung biopsy. Correctly
adjusting the needle pleural angle can diminish the pneumothorax risk associated with CT guided
lung biopsy. The study results show that as the needle’s angle deviates from the perpendicular, the
pleural surface area experiencing trauma increases, and pneumothorax is more likely to occur.
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P 72 / Risk factors associated with major bleeding complications in
percutaneous biopsies for liver tumors suspected of malignancy
Kimura S1, Sone M1, Sugawara S1, Ito C1, Omori J1, Ozawa M1, Koretsune Y1, Arai Y1, Kusumoto M1

1National Cancer Center Hospital, Chuo ku,Tokyo, Japan

Purpose:
To evaluate the risk factors associated with major bleeding complications in percutaneous biopsies
for liver tumors suspected of malignancy.

Materials & methods:
A retrospective, single institute chart review was performed with an approval of the institutional
review board. A total of 1,274 liver biopsies in 1,129 patients (55.0% males; mean age 62 years)
between January 2016 and February 2022 were included. An 18 gauge cutting needle system with
the co axial technique was mainly used. Univariate analysis was performed to clarify the risk factors
associated with major bleeding complications, which was defined as a grade 3 complication
according to the Clavien–Dindo classification. Patient characteristics, tumor location, laboratory
findings, number of needle passes, and pathological results were evaluated as independent variables.

Results:
The diagnostic yield was 95.7%, and 95.6% were malignant tumors. Major bleeding complications
were observed in 13 cases (1.0%). Hemostasis was achieved with transcatheter arterial embolization
(TAE) in 12 patients (Grade 3a); one patient required surgical hemostasis due to continuing
hemodynamic instability after TAE (Grade 4). Right lobe tumors were detected as a risk factor
compared with the left lobe tumors (1.7% vs. 0.2%, p = 0.017). Number of needle passes 5 tended
to be at risk, but not significant (p= 0.057).

Conclusion:
The results of the current study indicated that the right lobe tumor was an independent factor
affecting major bleeding complications in percutaneous biopsies for liver tumors suspected of
malignancy, and should be considered when choosing the target lesion of biopsies.
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P 73 / Transbronchial versus percutaneous lung biopsy among
medicare beneficiaries. An analysis of procedure volume, specialty
involvement and submitted charges from 2010 2018
Di Geronimo R1, Kim P1, Taghavi R1, Garewal A1, Choi J1, Rao S1, Shah A1, Andrews R1

1UC Davis Medical Center, Sacramento, United States of America

Purpose:
Transbronchial and percutaneous lung biopsy are safe and effective procedures. Currently limited
data exists on the utilization of each approach on a national level.

Methods:
This study utilized data derived from publicly available databases provided by the Center for
Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS). Billing data from the CMS Physicians/Supplier Procedure
Summary (PSPS) Master Files from 2010 2018 were obtained. The billing codes 32405 and 31628
were utilized. Total services by cpt code were derived from submitted count minus denied counts.

Results:
From 2010 to 2018 the number of percutaneous lung biopsies increased from 59,392 to 68,282
(+15.0%) while transbronchial lung biopsies decreased from 39,619 to 32,406 ( 18.2%). The ratio of
percutaneous to transbronchial biopsy increased from 1.5 in 2010 to 2.1 in 2018. Radiologists
performed the majority of lung biopsies (97.7% in 2018) while pulmonologists performed the
majority of transbronchial biopsies (81.8% in 2018). Average submitted charge for each procedure in
2018 was $882.6 for transbronchial biopsy and $562.4 for percutaneous lung biopsy.

Conclusion:
Utilization of transbronchial lung biopsies decreased among Medicare Beneficiaries during the study
period while percutaneous lung biopsies increased. Radiologists are performing the vast majority of
percutaneous lung biopsies without significant involvement from other specialties and at a lower
submitted charge in comparison to transbronchial biopsies.
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P 74 / Artificial controlled pneumothorax as the adjunct for image
guided transthoracic mediastinal biopsy – technique and results
Mizandari M1,2, Azrumelashvili T1,2, Urushadze O2

1New Hospitals ltd, Tbilisi, Georgia, 2Tbilisi State Medical University, Tbilisi, Georgia

Purpose:
Original technique of image guided percutaneous transthoracic mediastinal biopsy is presented

Materials and methods:
Three high risk mediastinal biopsy patients (two of them with emphysema&lung bullae and one with
hypocoagulative state) underwent catheter placement in pleural cavity for controlled pneumothorax
creation, which should enable to avoid the biopsy device transpulmonary pass. 6Fr diameter catheter
has been positioned in the pleural cavity under US and Fluoroscopy guidance (2cases) and under CT
guidance (1 case) using Seldinger technique. 600 to 1600 ml air has been injected via the positioned
catheter during the CT guided procedure; it has been completely aspirated upon the co axial biopsy
procedure completion as documented by additional CT run. Finally, Catheter was withdrawn after
final CT run.

Results:
Artificial pneumothorax enabled to achieve the lung controllable collapse in 2 cases and thus biopsy
device transpulmonary pass has been avoided. In the third case lung collapse was prevented by the
existing adhesions; the same circumstance prevented the postprocedure pneumothorax
development.

Conclusion:
Pre procedure imaging guided catheter placement in the pleural cavity is a safe and effective
procedure for controllable pneumothorax creation; it enables to prevent the post procedure
pneumothorax and blood loss on mediastinal biopsy and should be suggested as a possible option in
high risk cases
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P 75 / Evaluation of viscosities in typical drainage fluids
Celik E1, Chon S2, Henze J1, Schütz M1,8, Mink B1,8, Brinkmann S2,6, Laasch H3, Schmidt A4, Goertz L1,
Klöckner R5, Pinto dos Santos D1,7

1Department of Diagnostic and Interventional Radiology, University Hospital Cologne, Cologne, Germany,
2Department of General Surgery, University of Cologne, Cologne, Germany, 3The Christie NHS Foundation Trust,
Manchester, United Kingdom, 4Department of Chemistry, Institute for Physical Chemistry,, Cologne, Germany,
5Department of Radiology, , University Medical Center Mainz, Mainz, Germany, 6University Hospital Marien
Hospital Herne, Herne, Germany, 7Department of Radiology, University Hospital Frankfurt, Frankfurt, Germany,
8University of Cologne, Faculty of Mathematics and Natural Sciences, Department of Chemistry, Cologne,
Germany

Purpose:
Percutaneous drainage is a first line therapy for abscesses and other fluid collections. However, there
is lack of consensus on catheter size. This study analyzes the viscosity of serous, putrid and biliary
fluids to provide reference standards for evaluation of drainage catheters.

Methods:
Serous, putrid and biliary fluid specimens were collected during routine drainage procedures. In a
first setup, the kinematic viscosity of 50 fluid samples was measured using an Ubbelohde viscometer.
In a second setup, the dynamic viscosity of 20 fluid samples obtained from CT guided percutaneous
drainage was measured with a zwickiLine.

Results:
The median kinematic viscosity of the samples measured with the Ubbelohde viscosimeter was 0.96
mm2s 1 (IQR 0.90 1.15 mm2s 1) for serous samples, 0.98 m2s 1 (IQR 0.97 0.99 mm2s 1) for putrid
samples and 2.77 m2s 1 (IQR 1.75 3.70 mm2s 1) for biliary samples. The median dynamic viscosity
measured with the zwickiLine was 1.97 mPa*s (IQR 1.28 2.46 mPa*s) for serous samples and 2.78
mPa*s (IQR 1.60 3.23 mPa*s) for putrid samples. ANOVA with Tukey post hoc test revealed
statistically significant differences between all three types of fluid (all p < 0.01).

Conclusions:
Most serous fluids obtained in clinical routine have viscosities comparable to water, while biliary and
putrid fluids exhibit viscosities up to 5.7 times higher than water. These findings could serve as a
reference standard for evaluation of drainage catheters and encourage a more evidence based
choice of catheter sizes as e.g., 8 F catheters are probably suitable in most cases.
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P 76 / Safety of one hour accelerated discharge post percutaneous
ultrasound guided non targeted liver biopsy
Elzein Mohamed A1, Khan B, ALI HUSAINY M, Tapping C, Wigham A
1Oxford University Hospitals, Oxford, United Kingdom

Purpose:
To assess the Safety of accelerated one hour discharge post non targeted liver biopsy.

Material and methods:
Non targeted liver biopsies with either 18G or 16G biopsy needles in patients aged 18 and above with
no pre procedure bleeding risk were included in this retrospective study. Data on date of procedure,
time of completion, time of discharge, nature of complication and time of follow up between July
2020 and July 2021 was retrospectively collected from patient and nursing notes.

Results:
A total of 137 patients met the defined criteria and were included in this study. 9% of patients
reported of minor pain within the 4 hour post procedure observation window. No major
complication as defined by the Royal College of Radiologist ( significant bleed, haemobilia, puncture
of kidney, bowel, lung or gall bladder and death) was noted at 1 hour and 4 hour post procedure. All
patients were discharged on the same day as the procedure.

Conclusion:
Our retrospective study demonstrated no major complications occurring at 1 hour and 4 hours post
non targeted liver biopsies with no pre procedure bleeding risk. This is a positive outcome and
warrants further follow up with a prospective study observing safety of accelerated discharge in this
cohort of patients in order to minimise procedure related costs and increase efficiency without
adversely affecting patient safety and outcomes.
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P 77 / Score to predict the occurrence of pneumothorax after CT
guided percutaneous transthoracic lung biopsy
Lamfichekh Y1, Lafay V3, Calame P1, Eberst G3, Grillet F1,2, Westeel V3

1CHRU Besançon, Radiology, Besançon, France, 2Centre Léon Bérard, Radiology, Lyon, France, 3CHRU Besançon,
Chest Diseases, Besançon, France

Purpose :
The main objective of this study was to identify risk factors for post percutaneous transthoracic lung
biopsy (PTLB) pneumothorax, and to establish and validate a predictive score for pneumothorax
occurrence to identify patients eligible for outpatient care.

Material and methods :
Patients who underwent a PTLB between November 1st 2012 and March 1st 2017 were
retrospectively evaluated on factors potentially related to pneumothorax occurrence. A multivariate
logistic regression allowed the identification of risk factors. The logistic regression coefficient of each
factor was used to produce a score. The optimal cut off for predicting the occurrence of
pneumothorax was identified thanks to Youden's index. A validation cohort was prospectively
evaluated from March 2018 to October 2019.

Results:
Among the 498 eligible patients in the study cohort, pneumothorax occurred in 124 patients (24.9
%).Pneumothorax risk factors were COPD (OR 95% CI 2.28[1.18 4.43]), several passages through the
pleura (OR 95% CI 7.71[1.95 30.48]), an anterior biopsy approach (OR 95% CI 6.36 3.82 10.58]), skin
to pleura 30 mm (OR 95% CI 2.25[1.09 6.65]), and an aerial effusion > 10 mm (OR 95% CI 9.27
[5.16 16.65]). Among the 236 patients eligible for the prospective validation cohort, pneumothorax
occurred in 18%. A negative score (<73 points) predicted a probability of pneumothorax occurrence
of 7.4 % and late evacuation of 2.5% (OR 95% CI respectively 0.18[0.08 0.39] and 0.15[0.04 0.55])
and suggested a reduced length of hospital stay (p=0.009).

Conclusion:
This predictive score for pneumothorax secondary to PTLB has high prognostic performance and
accuracy to direct patients towards outpatient management.
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P 78 / Percutaneous biopsies: evolution, complications and tips for
success
Abunimer A1, Cristescu M1, Peters G1, Lilly M1

1Emory University Hospital, Atlanta, GA, United States of America

Objectives:
1. Discuss the move toward individualized medicine and need to understand its impact on sample
requirements
2. Describe complications of percutaneous biopsy and strategies to decrease and manage them

Background:
Biopsy remains the gold standard for diagnosis of many diseases. Specimens identify etiology of
disease, diagnose and stage malignancy, and define immunologic/genetic tumor profiles, test for
prognostic biomarkers and guide targeted therapy. Although percutaneous needle biopsy (PNB) is a
minimally invasive technique, complications can be catastrophic. Review of the medical record,
careful evaluation of imaging, communication with referring physicians and procedure planning are
critical to success.

Procedure Details:
Through a case series, we will highlight the essentials of patient and target selection, illustrate
creative approaches to biopsy, and describe methods to minimize and manage complications.
Examples include hemorrhage following native kidney biopsy in a patient with lupus and renal
transplant biopsy complications of perinephric hematoma causing graft dysfunction, urine leak, and
pseudoaneurysm. Liver biopsy complications including tract seeding, hemoperitoneum and
hemothorax will be shown with ways to decrease their risk and manage them when they arise.

Conclusion:
Percutaneous biopsies remain integral to patient care, but the bar has been raised for
interventionalists. We must work in multidisciplinary teams to assure that all clinical issues have
been addressed and percutaneous approach is optimized. In the most competent hands,
complications will occur and it is paramount that we have strategies to mitigate and manage them.
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P 79 / The core biopsy magnified adjunct to achieving better yield
Shi H1, Lee K1

1Changi General Hospital, Singapore, Singapore

Learning objectives:
Using a digital magnifier during core biopsy.
Appearance of magnified biopsy specimen.

Background:
It is distressful to the patient, clinician, operator and pathologist when a biopsy has to be repeated
due to insufficient tissue sampling. We see an increased frequency of this happening as we
undertake biopsies of small, often sub centimetre, lesions and necrotic masses. Additionally, current
day pathology requires more tissue (for histologic, genomic, proteomic, and/or immunologic testing).
Traditionally, the interventional radiologist will inspect the tissue core with his/her naked eyes.
However, we find this to be increasingly difficult with routine usage of small calibre half core biopsy
needles (18 20G) which, albeit less traumatic and safer, yield smaller and more fragmented tissue
strips. As such, we sought a more elegant way to evaluate the gross tissue specimen quality.

Clinical findings/procedure details:
A commercially available portable digital magnifier, offering 10x true magnification and 40x digital
magnificent, with a 7 inch display screen is currently being used as an adjunct to the human eye,
allowing for real time magnified examination of the tissue core. This device is affordable, portable
and there is little to none learning curve involved. Our preliminary experience found it to be
especially useful at differentiating necrotic fragments and blood clots from viable tissue. Increased
confidence in the first few cores also prevented us from overzealous biopsies, reducing both time
and complications.

Conclusion:
Routine use of a portable digital magnifier during image guided core biopsies may be helpful at
reducing non diagnostic/inadequate tissue sampling.
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P 80 / MDCT guided percutaneous needle biopsy of pancreas lesions:
tips and tricks for no conventional approaches
Perissi S1, Rossi U2, Liotti M2, Petrocelli F1, Curone P3, Pinna F2, Femia M4, Cariati M4

1Vascular and Interventional Radiology, IRCCS Policlinico San Martino, Genova, Italy, 2Interventional Radiology,
E.O. Ospedali Galliera, Genova, Italy, 3Interventional Radiology, Ospedale Villa Scassi, Genova, Italy, 4Diagnostic
and Interventional Radiology, ASST Santi Paolo e Carlo Hospital, Milan, Italy

Learning objectives:
To describe tips and tricks for no conventional approaches in MD CT guided percutaneous abdominal
needle biopsy for pancreas lesions.

Background:
MD CT guided percutaneous abdominal needle biopsy allows access to lesions in most of organs and
locations. Pancreatic lesions are generally accessible by endoscopic biopsy. In some cases, the
endoscopic route is not accessible or practicable and therefore it is necessary to perform a non
traditional percutaneous MD CT guided accesses with trans hepatic, trans gastric, trans colon and
posterior access using saline injection.

Clinical Findings/Procedure Details:
The purpose of this poster is to illustrate tips and tricks of a non traditional percutaneous MD CT
guided accesses for pancreatic biopsy not otherwise achievable by other methods.

Conclusion:
A better knowledge of pancreatic anatomy facilitates planning of a safe and effective access and
technical method for needle biopsy. In cases where endoscopy is not feasible (for anatomy and / or
site) a non traditional percutaneous MD CT guided accesses with trans hepatic, trans gastric, trans
colon and posterior access using saline injection can allow us to reach the target pancreatic lesion.
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P 81 / Complications of the Whipple procedure
Wu R1, Lilly M2, Peters G2, O'Connell W2

1Emory University School of Medicine, Atlanta, United States, 2Emory Division of Interventional Radiology and
Image Guided Medicine, Atlanta, United States

Learning Objective:
Define the Whipple procedure
Outline the critical role of the interventional radiologist (IR) in the diagnosis and management of
Whipple complications

Background:
The Whipple procedure is complex, involving distal gastrectomy with removal of the pancreatic head,
duodenum, common bile duct, gallbladder and first 15 cm of jejunum. It has significant morbidity
with a 45% overall complication rate. Complications are loosely categorized as structural or
functional, varying from bothersome to life threatening. Structural complications vary due to
multiple anastomotic sites: including fistulae, strictures, and leaks (blood, lymph, bowel, bile).
Hemorrhage is often life threatening. The most common functional complication is delayed gastric
emptying. From embolization to management of fluid collections and diversionary drainage
procedures, IRs are an indispensable part of the care team.

Clinical Findings:
Through a case series, we will demonstrate the importance of IR in the management of post
operative complications of pancreaticoduodenectomy. Examples will include early complications
such as drainage of fluid collections, anastomotic leaks/pancreatic fistula and hemorrhagic
complications from pseudoaneurysms and gastric stump blow out. A protocol for treatment of late
anastomotic strictures will be shown.

Conclusion:
The Whipple procedure is technically challenging with the potential for significant early and late
complications. Successful management of these complications requires effective multidisciplinary
collaboration; the IR team must understand the gamut of possible complications and when and how
to best intervene.
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P 82 / The usefulness of image guided transvesicular biopsy and
drainage of deep pelvic lesions
Koretsune Y1, Nakazawa T2, Yamakawa M2, Higashihara H2, Tomiyama N2

1Diagnostic and Interventional Radiology, Osaka University Hospital, Suita shi, Japan, 2Department of diagnostic
imaging, Osaka General Medical Center, Osaka shi, Japan

Learning objectives:
To discuss the anatomic basis for transvesicular interventional radiology (IR) procedures.
To describe the tips and tricks for transvesicular approaches.

Background:
Accsess route planning for image guided biopsy or drainage of deep pelvic lesions remains
challenging because of numerous overlying structures which include intestine, iliac vessels and other
pelvic anatomy.
In general, we choose traditional approaches which include transabdominal, transiliopsoas,
transgluteal ways. Transosseous (transiliac or transsacral) approach can occasionally be used for
difficult cases.
However, we sometimes have difficulty in draining or biopsy with these approaches. This article
describes an alternative route through the bladder for cases in which none of these
traditional approaches are feasible because of intervening structures.

Clinical findings/procedure details:
There are some technical keys when a transvesicular approach is anticipated.
First, preprocedural placement of a Foley catheter makes it possible to distend and evacuate the
bladder as needed, which is helpful for safer procedure.
In my point of view, you can more easily puncture the bladder when distended.
Second, you should pierce the bladder as little times as possible because of the hard pain when
bladder wall is penetrated.
Third, you should place Foley catheter for some days after removal of inserted drainage catheters
because there is some risk of urine leak through the drainage tract.

Conclusion:
Transvesicular approach may be a safe alternative way of non vascular IR procedures for otherwise
inaccessible lesions.
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P 83 / Post surgical abdominal collections: CBCT imaging diagnosis,
management and follow up
Tarotto L1, Stilo S1, Rho M2, D'Angelo R1, Marra B2, Delrio P2, Fiore F1
1Interventional Radiology Department INT Fondazione Pascale, Naples, Italy, 2Colorectal Surgical Oncology
Department INT Fondazione Pascale, Naples, Italy

Rationale and Objectives:
This study aims to assess feasibility and safety of Cone Beam Computed Tomography (CBCT) guided
percutaneous drainages of abdominal collections unaccessible via Ultrasound (US).

Background:
As a consequence of post surgical complications, deep abdominal and pelvic abscesses are usually
associated with significant morbidity and mortality. Percutaneous drainages of abdominal and pelvic
collections have been reported to contribute to minor invasion with undescended effectiveness
compared to a surgical approach.

Materials and Methods:
Seventeen patients with abdominal collection drained under CBCT guidance were retrospectively
reviewed.
Demographic, clinical, and morphological data were analyzed.
Inclusion criteria were: abdominal collection; inability to access the collection via US; percutaneous
feasibility via CBCT.

Results and conclusions:
Thirteen presacral abscesses, 2 deep epigastric collections, and 2 liver bilomas were drained. The
fluid collections were related to postoperative complications in all 17 patients (100%). Fistulography
showed 5 rectal anastomosis fistula and 3 intestinal fistulas. No procedure related complications
were observed, either during or after the procedure. Escherichia coli was the most frequently
present microorganism (in 52.9% of all samples). The mean duration of drainage was 33 days.
Drainage was successful in 14 patients (82.3%). Drainage failed in 2 patients because of relapse after
removal (11.8%).
When US approach is inaccessible in some deep abdominal and pelvic collections, CBCT guided
percutaneous drainage is a safe, well tolerated, and effective procedure. Furthermore, CBCT plays a
very important role in the diagnosis and follow up of post surgery leaks and fistulas.
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P 84 / On table death due to hemoptysis – a rare complication of lung
biopsy
Bangaragiri A1

1Cumberland Infirmary, Carlilse, United Kingdom

Background:
A 78 year old female, ex smoker underwent a chest radiograph for chest pain which showed a
potential lung nodule. The follow up CT and PET CT confirmed a part solid and ground glass,
metabolically active nodule in the right lower lobe with the staging of T1c N0 M0. The
multidisciplinary meeting recommended CT guided lung biopsy.

Procedure:
The patient had no contraindications for biopsy with normal lung function tests, coagulation profile,
routine blood tests, good performance status and was not on anticoagulation.
The biopsy was done under CT guidance employing 3 slice and coaxial needle technique. No
haemorrhage was noted when 17G coaxial needle was advanced to the nodule. One pass was made
with an 18G biopsy needle, following which she developed massive hemoptysis and became
unresponsive. The cardio pulmonary resuscitation was started within 3 minutes of biopsy, however,
patient couldn't be revived and was declared dead on the CT table.

Discussion:
The histology from biopsy revealed Adenocarcinoma. No contiguity with any large bronchus or blood
vessel with the biopsy site was noted in autopsy.
The CT guided lung biopsy has a good technical success rate depending on the tumour size, location
but not without risks like pneumothorax, hemoptysis, or hemothorax. Death following a lung biopsy
is a rare complication with a reported incidence of 0.1 0.2% and this case reports such a rare
complication where a patient suffered a catastrophic intrapulmonary haemorrhage and sudden on
table demise.

Learning:
Pulmonary haemorrhage is a potentially fatal complication of lung biopsy. Thus early recognition is
critical for appropriate management.
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P 85 / Percutaneous treatment of a pancreatic duct internal fistula
secondary to acute necrotizing pancreatitis
Ferrari A1, Guastavino A2, Curone P2, Gandolfo N2

1Department of Health Sciences (DISSAL), Ospedale Policlinico San Martino, University of Genova, Genova, Italy,
2Diagnostic Imaging Department, Villa Scassi Hospital ASL 3, Genova, Italy

Clinical history/pre treatment imaging:
A 76 year old man with acute necrotizing pancreatitis underwent multiple percutaneous drainages of
necrotic collections. By injecting contrast in one of the drainage catheters, a fistula between one of
the collections and the main pancreatic duct was demonstrated.

Treatment options/results:
A stent was initially placed endoscopically in the main pancreatic duct using fluoroscopic guidance;
the percutaneous catheter was replaced and left with its distal extremity inside the collection.
Follow up imaging did not show significant improvement, therefore after 5 days we removed the
stent percutaneously using the drainage tube as a sheath. An internal external drainage catheter was
then inserted into the main pancreatic duct to drain the pancreatic juice directly into the duodenum
and to maintain a percutaneous access for further follow up.

Discussion:
We managed to remove an endoscopically placed stent and to successfully reconstruct the main
pancreatic duct by using a percutaneous drainage route.
Take home points
Percutaneous drainage represents a treatment option for necrotic collections secondary to acute
pancreatitis. In case of proven communication between a collection and the main pancreatic duct, a
percutaneous approach may be used to reconstruct the physiological pancreatic outflow tract and
stop pancreatic fluid leakage. When a safe percutaneous access is available, it can be employed for
further percutaneous procedures as an alternative to endoscopic treatment.
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P 86 / Prophylactic chest drain insertion to facilitate repeat CT guided
lung biopsy in patient with severe emphysema
Courtney M1, Motyer R1, Garvey C1, Kavanagh J1
1St James Radiology Dept, Dublin, Ireland

Clinical history/Pre treatment imaging:
An 80 year old female with a background of COPD was found to have a spiculated lung lesion
concerning for a primary pulmonary malignancy detected on cross sectional imaging. The lesion was
inaccessible to transbronchial biopsy. CT guided biopsy of the lesion was attempted however the
patient experienced a symptomatic pneumothorax resulting in procedure abandonment. The patient
was treated with wide bore chest drain and the pneumothorax resolved. The lesion persisted on
follow up imaging without any new sites of disease or alternative biopsy target. A repeat CT guided
biopsy was felt likely to result in repeat pneumothorax. After multidisciplinary discussion with the
patient, a decision was made to attempt a prophylactic wide bore chest drain insertion to provide
adequate situational control in the event of a pneumothorax during the repeat procedure attempt.

Treatment options/Results:
On the repeat attempt the patient underwent successful CT guided lung biopsy with a prophylactic
chest drain in situ. A histopathological diagnosis was obtained and the patient proceeded to
treatment.

Discussion:
In our first documented case of prophylactic chest drain insertion to facilitate CT guided lung biopsy,
we demonstrate effectiveness of this technique. The technique offers a reasonable solution in
challenging cases where there has been previous failed biopsy secondary to pneumothorax, or
potentially in patients where background lung disease or lesion location predicts a high likelihood of
iatrogenic pneumothorax.

Take home points:
Prophylactic chest drain insertion is a viable option in CT guided lung biopsy cases previously
complicated by symptomatic iatrogenic pneumothorax.
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P 87 / Mediastinal intravascular lesion biopsy via the cephalic vein
Law N1, Cogman A1, Anand K1
1University of Utah, Salt Lake City, United States

Clinical History/Pre treatment imaging
A 61 year old female had an incidental finding on CT screening for ascending aortic aneurysm that
demonstrated a filling defect in the left brachiocephalic vein with mass like features, expansion of
the vein, and possible internal enhancing foci. Differential diagnosis included chronic thrombus and
vascular sarcoma.
MRI imaging exhibited a lobulated lesion within the left brachiocephalic vein displaying progressive
peripheral enhancement on postcontrast sequences with findings compatible for intravascular
sarcoma.

Treatment options/Results
Biopsy was recommended. Under ultrasound guidance, the left cephalic vein was accessed. Under
fluoroscopy guidance, a PENUMBRA CAT D device was advanced to the target lesion and aspiration
was performed. A large fragment of the lesion was removed and deemed adequate for diagnosis.
Venography demonstrated improved blood flow without complication.

Discussion
Differential diagnoses for vascular masses include thrombus, metastatic disease, and rarely, venous
sarcoma. Suspicious imaging findings for venous sarcoma include filling defect of an expanded vessel,
postcontrast enhancement in MRI, a pedunculated mass appearance, multiple collaterals, and
atypical location. Percutaneous biopsy is typically the technique of choice for diagnosis however this
method poses a risk of complications such as bleeding, pseudoaneurysm formation, and injury to
nearby structures. Use of suction aspiration devices for intravascular mass biopsy is a novel
technique that could provide a lower risk for effective extraction of samples for diagnosis.

Take home points
To our knowledge, this is the first report for mediastinal intravascular lesion biopsy using this method
and could demonstrate an effective option for biopsy of similar masses.
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P 88 / Intrapleural alteplase injection through pigtail in complicated
parapneumonic effusion in a pediatric patient
Elghitany N, Elghitany N, Selim O, Ismail K, Zaghloul A, Shehata O
1Ain Shams University Hospitals IR unit , Cairo , Egypt

Clinical history/Pre treatment imaging:
A 10 year old female patient medically / surgically free. presented to the ER dyspneic and toxic with
O2 saturation 80% , put on nasal oxygen. CBC showed elevated neutrophils= 15,000 /uL, CRP 96 mg/l.
Decreased air entry up to silent left chest. CXR revealed massive pleural effusion (PE), CT chest
confirms it. chest US assessment for pleural tapping revealed massive multiseptated PE .

Treatment options/Results:
US guided Pigtail insertion was done , drained only 250 ml in the first day . pleural sample was
analyzed showing exudate, neutrophil count of 75 cells. Alteplase was injected. follow up US revealed
complete resolution of the septations of the PE with the pigtail inside, follow up US and CXR after 4
days revealed complete resolution of the PE, clinical improvement with no need of Oxygen and 100%
O2 saturation . follow up CBC shows decreased neutrophils reaching 3800 /ul, pigtail was removed
and the patient is discharged.

Discussion:
Use of intrapleural tPA for pleural infection should be used for patients do not respond to standard
therapy, and who are not a candidate of surgical operations. Furthermore, since the introduction of
intrapleural fibrinolytics, decreased numbers of patients requiring surgery compared to the era
before.

Take home points:
• Chest Ultrasound should be considered as point of care testing for assessment of complex PE.
• intrapleural Alteplase should be considered in septated PE .
• Follow up is mandatory either by repeated chest radiograph or better by chest US to decrease the
dose of radiation in 4 6 weeks’ time.
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P 89 / Diagnostic yield of bone biopsies for suspected malignancy
Winkler W1, Jennings J1, Luo C2

1Mallinckrodt Institute of Radiology, Saint Louis, United States, 2Washington University School of Medicine in St.
Louis, Division of Public Health Sciences, Saint Louis, United States

Purpose:
To give an accurate estimate of diagnostic yield of image guided core needle biopsies of suspected
malignant osseous lesions, evaluate what factors affect yield, and give technical recommendations to
optimize yield.

Material and Methods:
A series of patient, lesion related and technical factors were retrospectively analyzed for 2321
biopsies, as well as if the biopsy was sufficient for histopathologic diagnosis. Yield was calculated as
the total number of biopsies that yielded a sufficient histopathologic diagnosis divided by total
number of biopsies. Multivariate statistical analysis was performed to evaluate what factors
predicted yield. Different cut off values of total core length and core number were tested to find
values that optimize yield.

Results:
Overall yield was 98.2% (2279 sufficient for diagnosis, 42 insufficient). Total core length (OR=2.34,
95%CI(1.406 3.895), p=0.001), core number (OR=1.51, 95%CI(1.055 2.161), p=0.024) and patient
with known primary malignancy (OR=2.809, 95%CI(1.404 5.623), p=0.004) positively predicted yield.
Lesion in an extremity (OR=0.27, 95%CI(0.107 0.681), p=0.006) and using fluoroscopy guidance
(OR=0.331, 95%CI(0.123 0.889), p=0.028) negatively predicted yield. A cutoff off threshold of 20mm
(marginal OR=0.241, 95%CI=(0.111 0.478), p< 0.001) for total core length and 3 total cores (marginal
OR=0.360, 95%CI(0.153 0.745, p=0.005) was found to optimize yield.

Conclusion:
Increased total core length, core number, and patients having a known primary malignancy increases
yield, while lesion location in an extremity and using fluoroscopy guidance (compared to computed
tomography guidance) decreases yield. Obtaining a total core length of 20 mm and 3 total cores
optimizes yield.
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P 90 / Long term clinical effectiveness of magnetic resonance guided
focused ultrasound surgery for the treatment of osteoid osteoma
De Maio A1, Alfieri G1, Bazzocchi A2, Napoli A1

1Sapienza University Of Rome, Rome, Italy, 2Istituto Ortopedico Rizzoli, Bologna, Italy

Purpose:
To demonstrate that MR guided Focused Ultrasound Surgery (MRgFUS) is a valid therapeutic option
for symptomatic osteoid osteomas at long term follow up.

Materials and Methods:
A total of 50 patients (mean age 18, IQR: 16 25) diagnosed with osteoid osteoma were enrolled in
this dual center prospective study. Exclusion criteria were vertebral localization of lesions as well as
contraindications to MR imaging, anesthesia, and high intensity focused ultrasound treatments
(InSightec ExAblate2100 system). Primary outcomes of the study were long term monitoring of
safety (complication rates), clinical effectiveness of bone pain management (Visual Analogue Scale,
VAS; Functional Assessment of Cancer Therapy – Bone Pain, FACT BP) and tumor control (nidus
ablation, failure, and revascularization). Follow up visits with contrast enhanced MRI were scheduled
at 1 and 6 months; 1, 2, 3, 6 years.

Results:
The median VAS for bone pain decreased from 8 (IQR: 7 9) before treatment to 0 (IQR: 0 2) at 1
week, then stable over time with complete response in 87% of cases at final follow up. Quality of life
questionnaires showed similar trends. No treatment or anesthesia related complications were
reported. Post intervention MR imaging demonstrated lesion size reduction up to complete nidus
ablation in all cases. Absence of residual nidus vascularity was maintained in 38/50 cases at 3 and 6
years with concurrent bone rearrangement. A second intervention was required for 3/50 cases at 3
years following vascularization and pain recurrence.

Conclusion:
MRgFUS is an interventional alternative treatment of osteoid osteomas able to provide long term
pain management and nidus ablation with low complication rates and no need of incisions or ionizing
radiation.
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P 91 / Percutaneous image guided combined treatment of
symptomatic bone cyst using cryoablation and bone graft substitute:
a novel technique
Bauones S1, Alkuhaimi T, Aldraiwesh I, Aljefri A
1King Fahad Medical City, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia

Purpose
Bone cyst (BC) is a common benign bone tumour normally observed in young patients which may
cause discomfort, pain and potentially pathological fracture.
Different percutaneous image guided techniques have been described in the literature to treat bone
cysts.
Our objective was to describe the feasibility and the technique of percutaneous image guided
combined treatment of bone cyst using cryoablation and bone graft substitute.

Materials and Methods
Between July 2019 and December 2021, 6 consecutive young patients with symptomatic BC in pelvic
and lower extremity bones underwent percutaneous image guided combined treatment using
cryoablation and bone graft substitute injection at our institute with a complete clinical history and
prospective clinical and radiological follow up. Due to the need of earlier bone mineralization in
order to avoid pathological fracture, we had injected the bone graft substitute to accelerate the
mineralization and ossification of the bone cyst.
Technical success was defined as a satisfactory clinical symptom relief and bone cyst
remineralization.
Detailed data with lesion location, size, matrix, utilized modified cryoablation protocol, timing of BC
mineralization, complications, clinical outcomes and follow up were retrospectively assessed.

Results
Technical success was achieved in all patients. Earlier BC mineralization was achieved in all patients.
There were no immediate complications. During follow up, neither complications nor pathological
fracture related to the treatment were observed.

Conclusion
Percutaneous image guided combined treatment with cryoablation and bone graft substitute for
symptomatic bone cyst is technically feasible and safe.
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P 92 / CT fluoroscopy guided radiofrequency ablation in osteoid
osteoma lesions of atypical location
Ghanaati H1, Abrishami A2, Ebrahimi S3, Ziaeefar P3, Alborzi Avanaki M1

1Advanced Diagnostic and Interventional Radiology Research Center (ADIR), Tehran University of Medical
Sciences, Tehran, Iran, 2Department of Radiology, Shahid Labbafinejad Hospital, Shahid Beheshti University of
Medical Sciences, Tehran, Iran, 3School of Medicine, Shahid Beheshti University of Medical Sciences, Tehran, Iran

Purpose:
To evaluate the safety and efficacy of computed tomography (CT) fluoroscopy guided radiofrequency
ablation (RFA) of osteoid osteoma (OO) located in uncommon areas.

Materials & Methods:
Thirty eight patients with confirmed OO lesions in unusual locations were enrolled in this study From
May 2016 to March 2020. During the procedure, the nidus was drilled open and RFA was performed
by approaching the nidus site directly, indirectly, or laterally and heated to the target temperature of
90°C at maximum power of 100 Watts for 5 10 minutes per patients. Visual analogue scale (VAS)
scores of before and after the procedure, number of RFA session, and complications were recorded.

Results:
Thirty eight patients (male=63.2%, mean age±SD=19.7±9.8 years) were enrolled [upper
extremity=15(39.4%), spine=5(13.1%), lower extremity=18(47.3%)]. The relief of pain following first
session of RFA was achieved in 34 (89.4%) patients. Three patients became symptom free after 2
sessions (distal humerus/oval, calcaneus/oval, and talus/circular) and one patient (foot) left the
treatment due to no change in VAS following the first RFA. The overall success rate after 1–2 ablation
sessions was 97.3% (37/38). Mean pre operation VAS score in upper extremity, spine, and lower
extremity were 9.3(range:8 10), 9.2(8 10), and 8.4(8 10), respectively. Also, post operation VAS
scores were 0.2(0 2), 0.6(0 2), and 0.5(0 8). Mean follow up duration was 19.58 months (Range:6 78
months) with no major complications except superficial skin burn of the first proximal phalanx of the
foot in 1 (2.6%) patient.

Conclusion:
RFA is a highly successful therapy of OO in atypical locations with high patient's satisfaction and
without serious complication.
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P 93 / Usefulness of cone beam CT during percutaneous
vertebroplasty: analysis of different features in 1402 treated levels
Manca A1, Chiara G1, Mazzetti S3, Iantomasi N3, Lotrecchiano L4, Ambrosini I2, NIcoli S2, Regge D1,2

1Istituto di Candiolo, IRCCS FPO, Torino, Italy, 2University of Torino, Torino, Italy, 3Independent Consultant, Torino,
Italy, 4Sant'Orsola Malpighi Hospital , Bologna, Italy

Purpose:
To assess the actual usefulness of cone beam CT performed during vertebroplasty.

Materials and methods:
1402 vertebral accesses obtained under fluoroscopic guidance with “three projection” technique
(oblique with “tunnel vision”, AP and lateral projection) were analyzed with cone beam CT (CBCT)
routinely performed during 613 vertebroplasty procedures. The analyzed levels ranged from T3 to L5
(cervical and sacral vertebrae were excluded from the study). Apart from correct needle placement,
CBCT was used to evaluate different features like: fracture morphology, new fractures, cortical
interruptions, presence of vertebral cleft, sclerotic areas, contraindications to vertebroplasty. After
bone cement injection CBCT was used to assess procedure complications, incomplete filling and/or
need for contralateral needle placement

Results:
CBCT was useful for at least one level in 416 vertebroplasty sessions (67,86% of sessions) and in 587
out of 1402 treated levels ( 41.87%). The most useful features evaluated with CBCT were: fracture
morphology (177 levels, 12.2%), sclerotic areas (125 levels, 8.91%), cleft/Kummell’s disease finding
(88 levels, 6.27%), new fracture finding (68 levels, 4.85%), cortical interruptions (41 levels, 2.42%),
need for contralateral access (31 levels, 2.22%), incomplete filling (24 levels, 1.71%), contraindication
to vertebroplasty (5 levels, 0.36%), evaluation of complications (12 levels, 0.86%), need for needle
repositioning (11 levels, 0.78%).

Conclusions:
CBCT was useful in most of vertebroplasty sessions both during procedure planning and for the post
procedural control for several features.
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P 94 / Autologous mesenchymal stem cells injections in the
treatment of aneurysmal bone cyst of the spine
Papalexis N1, Peta G1, Barbanti Brodano G1, Gasbarrini A1, Miceli M1, Facchini G1

1Istituto Ortopedico Rizzoli, Bologna, Italy

PURPOSE
To propose the injection of autologous bone marrow concentrate as a valid treatment for
aneurysmal bone cyst of the spine.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
All patients treated at our institute between June 2014 to January 2020 with the injection of bone
marrow concentrate for aneurysmal bone cyst of the spine were studied. Data regarding the size of
the lesion, degree of ossification, and VAS value were collected. Size and degree of ossification were
obtained from CT scans performed before the treatment and during the follow up. The ossification
degree was defined as the mean density value of the lesion expressed in Hounsfield units (HU).

RESULTS
During the time frame of the study, 15 patients (7M, 8F) were treated (mean age 15.8 years). The
average duration of follow up was 37.4 months (range 12 60 months). Six patients had received a
single treatment, six patients received two treatments and three patients received three treatments.
The average ossification degree expressed in HU increased from 42.58 ± 2.46 HU to 160.41 ± 22.44
HU during follow up. The mean ossification over time was significantly higher in patients treated with
a single injection compared to patients treated with multiple injections. No significant difference in
ossification was found between cervical and non cervical localization of the cyst. The initial size of
the cyst was not statistically associated with the degree of ossification during follow up

CONCLUSION
The injection of autologous bone marrow concentrate is a viable technique for the management of
vertebral aneurysmal bone cysts.
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P 95 / Vertebral access with fluoroscopic guidance: actual reliability
of "three projection" method assessed with cone beam CT on 1650
levels treated with vertebroplasty
Manca A1, Chiara G1, Mazzetti S3, Iantomasi N3, Lotrecchiano L4, Ambrosini I2, NIcoli S2, Regge D1,2

1Istituto di Candiolo, IRCCS FPO, Torino, Italy, 2University of Torino, Torino, Italy, 3Independent Consultant, Torino,
Italy, 4Sant'Orsola Malpighi Hospital , Bologna, Italy

Purpose
to assess the actual precision rate of needle positioning during vertebroplasty performed with the
“three projection” method under fluoroscopic guidance.

Materials and methods
1650 vertebral accesses obtained under fluoroscopic guidance with “three projection” technique
(oblique with “tunnel vision”, AP and lateral projection) were retrospectively analyzed with cone
beam CT routinely performed during 688 vertebroplasty procedures before advancing the needle in
the vertebral body. The analyzed levels ranged from T3 to L5 (cervical and sacral vertebrae were
excluded from the study) and all the accesses were perfomed with a 13G needle.

Results
1635 out of 1650 vertebral accesses were considered correct (99,09%) while only 15 (1,89%) were
wrong; in all the incorrect placements a needle repositioning was sufficient to conclude the
vertebroplasty with no case of complete violation of critical spaces and thus no placement related
complications. The precision rate of needle placement was lower in T3 T7 levels with a wrong
placement ranging from 5.1% to 8.6 % in T4, T6 and T7 (with a maximum of 3 wrong cases per level)
even if, surprisingly was 0% in T3 and T5. The precision rate in lumbar levels ranged from 99.3% to
100% (with wrong accesses ranging from 0 to 1 per level).

Conclusion
The cone beam doublecheck allowed to obtain a new blind validation of a classic radiological
placement method thus confirming once more its safety. By assumption the three projection method
should be considered more precise of the two projection method especially in upper thoracic levels.
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P 96 / Evaluation of the role of percutaneous balloon vesselplasty
and vertebroplasty in vertebral compression fractures of
thoracolumbar spine
Srivastava D1

1All India Institute Of Medical Sciences, New Delhi, New Delhi, India

Purpose:
To evaluate the efficacy of percutaneous balloon vesselplasty in vertebral fractures of the
thoracolumbar spine and compare it with percutaneous vertebroplasty.

Materials and Methods:
76 patients with chronic vertebral compression fracture of more than 12 weeks , severe pain (VAS :
more than /equal to 7) and disability attributable to the vertebral fracture were included and
underwent vertebral augmentation procedures. Clinical and imaging follow up was done for the two
groups and evaluated for pain, disability scores, increase in anterior vertebral body height and
volume of cement injected. Complication rate was also compared in two groups.

Results:
Mean decrease in pain score was 4.23 in vertebroplasty group and 4.32 in the vesselplasty group.
The mean increase in the physical functionality scores was 27.8 in the vertebroplasty group and 36.4
in the other group which was statistically significant (p=0.005). The mean amount of cement injected
was 5.2 ml in vertebroplasty group and 6.3 in the other group. The mean change in anterior vertebral
height was 0.71 mm in the vertebroplasty group and 2.61 mm in the other group which was
significantly higher (p< 0.001). There was cement leak seen in 26% patients in the vertebroplasty
group which was minor and mainly involved the paravertebral and intradiscal regions. In the other
group, no cement leak was seen.

Conclusion:
Balloon vesselplasty is superior to vertebroplasty in terms of disability scores, increase in anterior
vertebral body height with low complication rate.
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P 97 / Radiofrequency ablation in combination with kyphoplasty for
the treatment of painful spine metastases evaluation of VAS pain
scale, ECOG, Karnofsky, and Oswestry Disability Index
Sanan A1, Leichter J1, Pennix T1, Jalaeian H1

1University Of Miami Miller School Of Medicine, Miami, United States

To determine the improvement in pain, disability index and performance status, and the safety of
radiofrequency ablation in conjunction with kyphoplasty for treatment of painful spinal metastases

Between 3/2019 and 10/2021, a total of 51 painful spine tumors were treated among 43 patients
and were reviewed retrospectively. The highest documented visual analogue scale (VAS), Oswestry
Disability Index (ODI), Karnofsky Performance Status Scale (KPSS), and ECOG scores pre and within 3
months post procedure were recorded. A neurologic exam was also performed immediately before
and immediately after the procedure. A two tailed P value <0.05 was considered statistically
significant.

Technical success was achieved in all patients. 32 patients (62.75%) had kyphoplasty at one vertebral
level, 13 patients (25.49%) had two level, 5 patients (9.8%) had three level, and one patient (1.96%)
had four level. The median VAS score decreased from 10 (IQR, 8 10) to 4(IQR, 2 5) (median change 6
(IQR, 7 to 4), P < 0.001). The median ODI score decreased from 70 (IQR, 48 80) to 20.5 (IQR, 17 26)
(median change 30 (IQR, 47 to 13.75), P < 0.001). The median KPSS score increased from 50 (IQR,
40 60) to 70 (IQR, 57.5 90) (median change 12.5 (IQR, 0 to 30), P =0.002). The median ECOG score
decreased from 3 (IQR, 2 3) to 1 (IQR, 1 2.25) (median change 0.5 (IQR, 1.25 to 0), P =0.003). There
were no major complications.

RFA in conjunction with Kyphoplasty appears to be safe and provides meaningful clinical
improvement in VAS, ODI, KPSS, and ECOG scores in patients with painful spinal metastases.
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P 98 / Cryoablation and regenerative graft injection in recalcitrant
aneurysmal bone cysts
Shaikh R1

1Boston Children\\\'s Hospital, Boston, United States of America

Purpose:
Aneurysmal bone cysts (ABC) can be very aggressive and locally destructive with recurrence rate
after traditional surgical treatments from 12% to 71% (71% in children<10 years) with 90% detected
within 2 years of surgical treatment. Response to sclerotherapy is gradual, unpredictable and may
also fail. We studied the efficacy and safety of cryoablation and regenerative graft injection as a
novel approach in treating resistant, rapidly progressive or relapsed ABCs.

Materials:
Fifteen patients (4 yr to 23 yr (mean 13.7 yr); 5 female pts) with symptomatic and recurrent
progressive ABCs post percutaneous sclerotherapy and/or surgical resection underwent
percutaneous image guided cryoablation. Five patients underwent regenerative graft injection with
cryoablation. ABCs were expansile, aggressive appearing on imaging and in challenging locations:
fibula (n=3), tibia (n=4), pelvic bones (n=4), humerus (n=3), ulna (n=1), metacarpal (n=1).
Percutaneous image guided (ultrasound and cone beam CT) cryoablation was performed followed by
regenerative graft injection. Pre procedure and follow up clinical and imaging evaluation was done to
assess outcome.

Results:
Following cryoablation and graft injection, there was significant improvement in symptoms with
tumor size regression and bone stabilization in all patients followed over 6 months to 3 years. Two
patients had transient nerve injury which self resolved.

Conclusions:
Percutaneous image guided cryoablation and regenerative graft injection is an effective novel
modality to treat challenging and recalcitrant aneurysmal bone cysts and should be considered early
in such cases.
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P 99 / Microwave ablation and osteosynthesis for long bone
metastases: a preliminary experience in a single center
Pusceddu C1

1Hospital Oncology ARNAS, Cagliari, Italy

Purpose:
To evaluate the feasibility, safety and efficacy of microwave ablation (MWA) in combination with
open surgery nail positioning for the treatment of fractures or impending fractures of long bone
metastases.

Material and Methods:
Eleven patients (four men, seven women) with painful bone metastases of the humerus, femur or
tibia with non displaced fractures (one case) or impending fractures (10 cases) underwent open
MWA
in combination with osteosynthesis by locked nail positioning. Pain intensity was measured using
a VAS score before and after treatment. CT or MRI were acquired at one month before and 1, 3,
6, 12 and 18 months after treatment.

Results:
All procedures were successfully completed without major complications. The level of pain was
significantly reduced one month after treatment. For the patients with humerus metastases, the
complete recovery of arm use took 8 weeks, while for the patients with femoral metastases the
complete recovery of walking capacity took 11 weeks. The VAS score ranged from 7 (4–9) before
treatment to 1.5 (0–2.5) after treatment. During a mid term follow up of 18 months (range 4–29
months), none of the patients showed tumor relapse or new fractures in the treated site. Two
patients died due to tumor disease progression.

Conclusion:
Results of this preliminary study suggest that combined MWA and surgical osteosynthesis with
locked nails is a safe and effective treatment for pathological fractures or malignant impending
fractures of long bone metastases of the humerus, femur and tibia. Further analyses with larger
cohorts are warranted to confirm these findings
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P 100 / New percutaneous interspinous spacer: a retrospective multi
center study on safety and efficacy
Zini C1, Bellini M, Piras E, De Vivo A, Manfrè L, Marcia S
1USL Toscana Centro, Firenze, Italy

Purpose:
To evaluate the safety and efficacy of a new percutaneous interspinous process device (IPD) Lobster®
(Diametros, Firenze, Italy) in 255 patients with degenerative lumbar spinal
stenosis (DLSS) treated in 3 different centres.

Material Methods
255 patients (male 125, age range/mean 49 91/71.2 years old) with neurogenic intermittent
claudication related to mono/bi segmental lumbar central canal and/or foraminal stenosis were
enrolled.
Clinical outcomes were evaluated using Visual Analog Scale (VAS) and Zurich Claudication
Questionnaire (ZCQ) before and 6 month after the procedure.
Technical success was defined as correct placement of the IPD that was demonstrated with
computerized tomography (CT) performed immediately after treatment. Prophylactic spinoplasty
was performed in 172/255 patients.

Results:
290 levels were treated with Lobster®IPD L2 L3 (N=11), L3 L4 (N=90), L4 L5 (N=179) and L5 S1
(N=10)). 28 patients had more than 1 device implanted in the same session (max 3 IPD); 6 patients
required a second implant in different session.
In 99.6% of attempted levels (257/258) the Lobster®IPD was implanted; in a single case, because of
spinous process fractured the device not implanted.
There were no neurologic or major systemic complications in this series.
3 devices migration has been successfully treated with Lobster retrieved and new device
deployment.
5 VAS points reduction were registered after the procedure (mean VAS pre procedure=7.8±0.7;
mean VAS post procedure=2.9±1.3)(p<0.001); mean pre procedural
ZCQ was 56.4±10.9 and post procedural ZCQ was 28.6±6.4 (p<0.001).

Conclusions
The Lobster®IPD is safe and effective totally percutaneous minimally invasive decompression
procedure in DLSS.
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P 101 / Factors affecting core needle biopsy in musculoskeletal
lesions
Gala K1, Kulkarni S1, Shetty N1, Chandra D1

1Tmh, Mumbai, India

Purpose
To evaluate the diagnostic yield and accuracy and factors affecting the core needle biopsy in CT
guided biopsies in musculoskeletal lesions.

Material and Methods
This is a retrospective analysis of 180 number of procedures were performed in 154 number of
patients (females 66, males 88). The data was collected for diagnostic yield and diagnostic accuracy.
The various lesion related information which was recorded were size, site, nature of the lesion (lytic,
sclerotic, lytic with soft tissue, mixed or only soft tissue), lesion PET avid or not, location of the lesion.
Various procedure related information like approach of the needle, size and type of the needle
approach of the biopsy, technically targeted and complication were recorded. Classification of lesion
into true positive, true negative, false positive and false negative.

Results
The overall diagnostic yield was 76.11% and diagnostic accuracy is 89%. Lytic lesions had diagnostic
accuracy of 97.3%, lytic with soft tissue had 96.8% while mixed lesions had 75% and sclerotic lesions
had 57.1%(P=<0.001). The size of lesion if <10 mm the diagnostic accuracy was 100%, 10 25mm had
85.4%, 25 50mm had 88.6% and >50 mm had 94.6% (P=0.2). Diagnostic accuracy in respect to needle
size 11G gives 82.1%, 13 G gives 100%, 18G gives 93.9%, 11+18G gives 90.9% and 13+18G gives 100%
(P=0.15). We had 2(1.11%) complication out of 180.

Conclusion
CT guided core needle biopsy is easy, safe, effective method for evaluation of the musculoskeletal
biopsy with high diagnostic yield and accuracy.
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P 102 / Technical note: epidural steroid injections performed with an
electromagnetic guidance system (Imactis)
Andresciani F1, Pacella G1, Altomare C1, Bernetti C1, Beomonte Zobel B1, Carassiti M1, Grasso R1

1University Campus Bio Medico of Rome, Rome, Italy

Purpose
To describe Epidural steroid injection (ESI) performed with a CB CT electromagnetic guidance system
technique (Imactis), to proper positioning the needle in the epidural space.

Material and methods
ESI is one of the most widely used spinal interventions in the management of chronic spinal pain,
with the direct administration of drugs into the epidural space. Conventional fluoroscopic guidance is
usually done, which may be difficult for patients with severe scoliosis or who have already undergone
a spinal stabilization procedure. Computed tomography (CT) or combined CT fluoroscopy guidance is
used in these cases. We retrospectively evaluated 10 cases of ESI performed in our center with an
electromagnetic guidance system based on Cone Beam CT.

Results
The CB CT guide offers direct visualization of the trajectory of the needle and surrounding structures,
avoiding large osteophytes and adjacent vascular structures. The use of a guiding system that
requires only an initial scan for correct needle orientation and another acquisition to obtain a typical
“epidurogram”, has allowed a correct execution of the ESI with a significant reduction of the dose.
Furthermore, intravascular or intramuscular injection, involuntary dural puncture, and subdural
injection which may occur inadvertently, were easily avoided with this technique.
All the patients referred a mean decrease of 5 points in the Numeric Rating Pain Scale (NRPS).

Conclusion
This ESI technique is safe and efficient, displaying a significant reduction in the number of required
scans and patients' radiation exposure, and is especially useful for patients with severe scoliosis or
who already underwent stabilization procedures.
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P 103 / Long term outcome of CT guided microwave ablation in
patients with osteoid osteoma
Parisot L1, Danner A1, Verdot P1, Grillet F1,2, Aubry S1
1CHRU Besançon, Radiology, Besançon, France, 2Centre Léon Bérard, Radiology, Lyon,

Purpose:
The purpose of this study was to assess the long term efficacy of CT guided MWA in the treatment of
OO. Secondary objectives were to assess early outcome and side effects of MWA.

Materials and methods:
28 consecutive patients with a median age of 19.5 [IQR 16 25.5] years old with a non spinal OO
treated by CT guided MWA were retrospectively included. The ablations were performed with a
median power and time of 60W and 1m30s respectively. Pain referred to OO was assessed at
predefined times using a 0 10 numeric pain rating scale (NRS). At one month, a contrast enhanced
follow up MRI was performed to evaluate the nidus vascularization and the volume of necrosis
induced by MWA. Technical success was defined by necrosis of the nidus on the one month post
procedure MRI, and clinical success by the absence of OO related pain.

Results:
Long term success rate was up to 92.86% (26/28) at the end a median of the follow up of 55.5
months [IQR 25.75 74.5] and technical success rate was 96.15% (25/26). One late failure was
observed after a patient had been declared cured at one month but the formal proof of a late
recurrence of OO could not be brought. There were 3 minor complications : 1 patient treated had a
mild reversible superficial radial nerve injury with a skin burn (grade 2), and other two patients also
had moderate skin burn.

Conclusion:
CT guided MWA can treat osteoid osteoma efficiently with no late recurrence.
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P 104 / Geniculate artery embolization for the treatment of knee
pain secondary to osteoarthritis, first experience in the Middle East
Bessar A
1Zagazig University, Zagazig, Egypt

Purpose:
To evaluate the efficacy of geniculate artery embolization (GAE) as a new method to alleviate
intractable knee pain secondary to osteoarthritis (OA).

Material and methods:
It is the first study in the Middle East to assess role of GAE to treat OA related knee pain. In this
perspective pilot study, twenty three patients with moderate to severe knee pain and radiological
findings of knee OA refractory to conventional medical treatment were enrolled. GAE was performed
by antegrade femoral approach for the most painful knee by using 100 or 300 m spherical particles.
Assessment was performed at baseline and after GAE by 3 and 6 months. Radiological assessment
was performed by magnetic resonant imaging and clinical assessment was performed by the Visual
Analogue Scale (VAS) and the Western Ontario and McMaster Universities Osteoarthritis Index
(WOMAC).

Results:
Successful embolization of at least one geniculate artery was achieved in all patients (100%). Mean
VAS was improved from 81 mm ± 16 at baseline to 33 mm ± 10 at 6 month follow up (P <.01). Mean
WOMAC score improved from 65 ± 10 at baseline to 26 ± 20 at 6 month follow up (P < .01). Transient
skin discoloration occurred in two of 23 patients (8.7%). Four of 23 patients (17.4%) developed
transient sensory paresthesia in the leg of the treated side.

Conclusion:
GAE is a safe and well tolerated new technique for treatment of OA related knee pain. Further
comparative studies are needed to determine long term effect of GAE in comparison to other
methods of treatment.
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P 105 / Computed tomography guided multifidus muscle block in low
back pain. Anatomical study and technical points
Lebda N

Learning Objectives
Computed tomography (CT) guided injections play an important role in the field of pain
interventions. In this study the detailed anatomical study of multifidus muscle can help in
understanding the proper position of the needles to gain the best results in patients suffering from
chronic low back pain (LBP).

Background
Multifidus muscle degeneration is considered one of the commonly missed findings for radiologists
and spine physicians in MRI studies for lumbosacral region. The degree of degeneration is directly
related to severity of pain symptoms and duration of low back pain. Understanding the etiology,
pathogenesis and multiple factors affecting LBP is important to predict clinical improvement after
multifidus muscle block.

Procedure Details
In this technique, all patients were in prone position. After sterilization and injection of subcutaneous
local anesthetic (2% lidocaine), 22G spinal needles are positioned on each side of the spinous process
of lower lumbar levels. Serial CT images were taken where the needles were simultaneous advanced
towards the muscle fiber. Injection of a mixture of long standing anesthetic and corticosteroid was
performed after confirming the position of the needle tips.

Conclusion
CT guided multifidus muscle block is a simple and safe minimal invasive technique to alleviate pain
for patients with chronic LBP, however it is advisable to perform this technique in addition to CT
guided facet joints and foraminal injections.
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P 106 / Avoiding complications in percutaneous vertebral
augmentation techniques
Filippiadis D1, Moschovakis Zeigger O1, Spiliopoulos S1, Palialexis K1, Grigoriadis S1, Brountzos E1,
Kelekis A
1University General Hospital "ATTIKON", Athens, Greece

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
To report the possible complications of percutaneous vertebral augmentation techniques
To review the prerequisites necessary for avoiding these adverse events
To provide tips and tricks for the management of these complications

BACKGROUND:
Percutaneous vertebral augmentation techniques include vertebroplasty, balloon augmentation and
spinal implants. Technique selection should be performed bases upon a patient and fracture
tailored approach. Literature data support efficacy and safety of vertebral augmentation techniques,
focusing mainly on the percutaneous, non surgical, minimal invasive nature of these approaches
along with minimum overall morbidity and mortality and an impressive pain reduction effect.
Percutaneous vertebral augmentation techniques are indicated for pain palliation through
stabilization of the fractured vertebrae and correction of the kyphosis angle.

PROCEDURE DETAILS:
Complications are classified based either upon clinical impact or timing of occurrence; complications’
reviewing and grading should be performed on terms of a uniform and accurate reproducible and
validated categorization system. Complications of vertebral augmentation techniques include pain
exacerbation, bleeding and hematoma, pedicle fracture, cement leakages (subcutaneous, lateral,
intradiscal, epidural, extravasation), infection, whilst relation to adjacent level or new fractures is a
controversial topic. Significant factors for avoiding complications in percutaneous vertebral
augmentation techniques include proper training, patient and lesion tailored approach, high quality
imaging guidance, sterility as well as appropriate selection of technique and materials.

CONCLUSION:
Although safe, vertebral augmentation techniques are not without risk of complications. A thorough
knowledge of materials, techniques and necessary prerequisites will significantly contribute to
avoiding these adverse events
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P 107 / Cryoablation of endometriosis of the abdominal wall
Bernetti C1, Pacella G1, Andresciani F1, Bruno A1, Bitonti M1, Altomare C1, Zobel B1, Grasso R1

1Department of Diagnostic and Interventional Radiology, Campus Bio Medico University of Rome, Roma, Italy

Learning objectives:
To evaluate cryoablation, in terms of efficacy and safety, for the treatment of endometriotic nodules
of the abdominal wall, describing our experience in three symptomatic patients.

Background:
Endometriosis of the abdominal wall corresponds to the ectopic presence of endometrial tissue in
the abdominal wall, which in most cases derive from seeding occurred during previous surgical
interventions, for instance after a caesarean section. This condition is often painful and it is usually
treated with pain relievers, hormone therapy, or local excision, which can lead to fascial and/or
muscle defects. Cryoablation is currently being used as a successful treatment for soft tissue tumors.
The benefits provided by this technique are the immediate visualization of the iceball while
performing the procedure, the analgesic effect of the ice, and the better preservation of surrounding
tissues; while the disadvantages are represented by the high procedural costs.

Clinical findings/procedure details:
Cryoablation could be a valid, rapid, minimally invasive, safe and effective alternative for the
treatment of endometriosis of the abdominal wall. In our study we evaluate the use of ultrasound
guided cryoablation for the treatment of symptomatic endometriosis of the abdominal wall in three
patients.

Conclusion:
While the collection of further data is necessary, our experience suggests that cryoablation is an
effective and safe method in the minimally invasive treatment of endometriotic nodules of the
abdominal wall.
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P 108 / Image guided cryoneurolysis for phantom limb pain
Ramasamy S1, Lano K2, Celii F3
1Stanford School of Medicine, Stanford University, Stanford, CA, United States, 2McGovern Medical School, The
University of Texas Health Science Center, Houston, TX, United States, 3 Department of Diagnostic and
Interventional Imaging, McGovern Medical School, The University of Texas Health Science Center, Houston, TX,
United States

Learning objectives
To discuss the role of cryoablation in postamputation limb pain management.
Highlight the different procedural techniques and mechanism for percutaneous Cryoneurolysis (CN)
To provide a brief review of existing literature on CN for phantom limb pain
Examine the safety and adverse effects of CN

Background
Phantom limb pain (PLP) is a common complaint post amputation. PLP occurs in up to 80% of the
patients who undergo amputation and there is no supportive evidence for specific intervention.

Clinical Findings/Procedure details
Before any intervention, serial axial unenhanced CT scans of the residual limb are obtained. If a
neuroma is identified along the path of the offending nerve, it is considered as the default target. In
addition, ultrasound can also be used to evaluate the nerve in question. Image guided perineural
needle injection of 4 mL of 0.25% bupivacaine and 6 mg of betamethasone is carried out under
fluoroscopic CT guidance. Under imaging guidance, a 17 gauge Ice Sphere cryoablation needle is
advanced to the previously identified nerve. Once the probe position is confirmed, the temperature
is decreased to 40°C over 10 minutes. Images are usually obtained 8 minutes a er the start of
freeze. After that, a 5 minute passive thaw cycle is performed, followed by a second 10 minute
freeze and a final 5 minute passive thaw.

Conclusion
Percutaneous cryoablation for the treatment of PLP can reduce the pain through regional neurolysis.
It is safe, feasible and efficacious to reduce phantom pains due to limb loss and enhance overall
quality of life.
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P 109 / Mini invasive therapies in the management of bone tumors:
the role of interventional radiologists
Ini' C1, Cosentino S1, Vacirca F1, Falsaperla D1, Castiglione D1, Foti P1, Palmucci S1, Basile A1

1Department of Medical Surgical Sciences and Advanced Technologies, University Hospital Policlinico San Marco,
University, Catania, Italy

Learning objective
The aim of our study is to illustrate how both benign and malignant bone tumors could be treated by
interventional radiologists using mini invasive therapies.

Background
Bone tumors are rare neoplasms with heterogeneous clinicopathological manifestations and with a
wide variety of radiological appearances. From a histologic point of view, bone tumors are classified
in lesions with chondroid matrix (eg. cartilaginous tumors, enchondromas and chondrosarcomas) and
lesions with osteoid matrix (eg. osteoid osteomas and osteosarcomas); related to their
histopathologic features and prognosis they could be classified into benign and malignant. Treatment
options of bone tumors are multiple: surgery, systemic therapies (chemotherapy), radiotherapy and
mini invasive percutaneous therapies.

Clinical findings/procedure details
In our hospital, we treated different patients with diagnosis of benign (osteoid osteoma, aneurysmal
bone cyst) and malignant (mainly bone metastasis from renal, breast and lung cancer) bone tumors,
using embolization and/or locoablative thermal therapies with cryoablation or microwave ablation
(MWA). Embolization was performed using particulates agents to devascularize hypervascular
tumoral lesions; cryoablation was performed using a percutaneous device with argon or helium gas
to decrease temperature by the Thomson effect; MWA creates an electromagnetic field around a
monopolar needle inserted into the tumor. Thermal therapies cause cellular damage and coagulative
necrosis.

Conclusion
In the last years, interventional radiologists have implemented novel therapeutic options with mini
invasive approaches to treat bone tumors, mainly in young patients. These treatments are safe
therapies, reduce hospital stays of patients and achieve a high rate of technical and clinical success.
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P 110 / Vertebral augmentation: patient presentation, evaluation,
and selection protocol
Abunimer A1, Edalat F1, Peters G1, O'Connell W1

1Emory University Hospital, Atlanta, GA, United States of America

Objectives:
1. Discuss patient presentation and indications for vertebral augmentation
2. Outline evaluation and imaging criteria for successful outcomes in vertebral augmentation

Background:
Vertebral augmentation (VA) is an effective, minimally invasive treatment for back pain caused by
acute osteoporotic vertebral compression fractures. Osteoporotic compression fractures may cause
debilitating back pain and disability and are associated with increased mortality. Treatment has
historically been conservative, utilizing thoracolumbar bracing, bedrest, and analgesia with the goal
of pain control and restoring patient function. Image guided introduction of poly methyl
methacrylate cement is effective in relieving symptoms, however its use is not universally accepted.
Appropriate clinical and imaging evaluation of acute vertebral compression fractures should guide
patient selection and optimize patient outcomes.

Procedure Details:
Through a series of cases, the importance and impact of imaging in the treatment of patients
presenting with back pain from acute osteoporotic vertebral compression fractures will be
highlighted. Examples include patients who have failed conservative management, are bedbound
due to pain, and patients for whom opioid analgesics are ineffective or cause intolerable side effects.

Conclusion:
Back pain is a common complaint caused by several etiologies. This abstract will explain the clinical
evaluation, appropriate diagnosis, and identification of acute osteoporotic vertebral compression
fractures that can be effectively and safely treated with VA. It is of paramount importance that
Interventional Radiologists are involved to guide the evaluation and expedite the treatment of
patients with debilitating acute vertebral compression fracture(s).
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P 111 / "Turning up the heat": noninvasive thermal evaluation for
patient selection and assessing clinical outcomes following geniculate
artery embolization
Meshekow J1, Meshekow G3, Thompson K2, Maddineni S2, McCabe S2, Gerard P2, Cuthbertson E1, Lee
S1, Niman D1, Panaro J1, Cohen G1, Rozenblit G2

1Temple University Hospital, Department of Radiology; Lewis Katz School of Medicine, Philadelphia, USA,
2Westchester Medical Center, Department of Radiology; New York Medical College, Valhalla, USA, 3Cooper
University Hospital, Department of Radiology; Cooper Medical School of Rowan University, Camden, USA

Learning Objectives:
Discuss the pathophysiology of osteoarthritis as it relates to locoregional temperature variation.
To describe noninvasive thermal evaluation/thermography for patient selection and assessing
clinical outcomes following geniculate artery embolization (GAE).
Provide an overview of the therapeutic role of GAE for the treatment of pain associated with
osteoarthritis.

Background:
Osteoarthritis is the predominate degenerative joint disease and prevalent cause of chronic
disability. The pathogenesis is thought to be synovial inflammation resulting in proinflammatory
mediators release, angiogenesis, as well as local tissue destruction. Sensory neural network
recruitment is presumably responsible for pain.
GAE has been shown to be an effective treatment for pain associated with mild to moderate
osteoarthritis refractory to conservative treatment. Traditionally, the selection of patient for GAE has
largely been based on physical examination and imaging. We postulated that a) local hyperemia may
cause temperature elevation, which may be of diagnostic value
and b) temperature decreases after GAE may be indicator of the procedure efficiency.

Clinical Findings/Procedure Details:
1. Review of pathophysiology of osteoarthritis as it relates to locoregional thermoregulatory
characteristics.
2. Overview of available tools for locoregional thermal assessment
a) Pre and post procedural local dermal temperature measurements with Infrared thermometer for
both the ipsilateral and contralateral knees
b) Pre and post procedural thermography correlating to patient symptomology.
3. Discuss potential limitations and pitfalls.

Conclusion:
Noninvasive thermal evaluation of the knee may play a significant role in the patient selection and
assessment of clinical outcomes following geniculate artery embolization. However, more research is
necessary before widespread utilization.
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P 112 / Myeloma vertebral compression fractures with and without
RF ablation
Abunimer A1, DePalma A1, Peters G1, O'Connell W1

1Emory University Hospital, Atlanta, GA, United States of America

Objectives:
1. Discuss the clinical presentation of pathologic fractures in patients with multiple myeloma
2. Outline challenges in identifying acute fractures in myeloma
3. Show cases illustrating the safety and benefits of vertebral augmentation with or without
radiofrequency ablation in patients with multiple myeloma

Background:
Vertebral augmentation (VA) is an effective treatment for back pain caused by acute pathologic
vertebral compression fractures. Prompt identification and treatment of acute fractures in patients
with significant back pain will optimize outcomes. Multiple myeloma is especially challenging since
the bone marrow signal on MRI is innately abnormal, masking obvious acute compression fractures.
An astute clinical history combined with physical examination and meticulous review of spine
imaging is necessary to identify and treat levels that are acutely fractured.

Procedure Details:
Through a case series, we will highlight the impact of imaging in the treatment of patients presenting
with back pain from acute pathologic vertebral compression fractures. We will show imaging
limitations in diagnosing pathologic compression fractures in the setting of multiple myeloma and
propose an algorithm for treatment. We hope to share our experience and demonstrate patient
improvement after vertebral augmentation.

Conclusion:
Multiple myeloma inherently limits imaging identification of acute pathologic vertebral compression
fractures. We share our experience, propose an algorithm for treatment and highlight some cases of
vertebral augmentation with or without radiofrequency ablation where multiple myeloma patients
benefited.
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P 113 / Image guided nerve ablation and peripheral nerve blocks for
pain management
Ramasamy S1, Bhakta N2, Benishay E3, Celii F4
1Stanford School of Medicine, Stanford University, Stanford, CA, United States, 2McGovern Medical School, The
University of Texas Health Science Center, Houston, TX, United States, 3Northwestern University Feinberg School
of Medicine, Chicago, IL, United States, 4Department of Diagnostic and Interventional Imaging, McGovern
Medical School, The University of Texas Health Science Center, Houston, TX, United States

Learning objectives
Review the role of nerve ablations in palliative pain management.
Highlight the different procedural techniques for performing percutaneous neurolysis and
Percutaneous ablation
To provide a brief overview of peripheral nerve blocks (PNB), its techniques, and complications
Examine the safety and adverse effects of these ablative techniques
Review the literature and discuss the findings of cryoablation for Palliative care

Background
Tumor growth can result in discomfort through a variety of processes. Spinal nerves, the
'sympathetic axis,' and the osseous periosteum/bony trabeculae are all pain sensitive or pain
mediating structures. Despite standard pain management measures, cancer patients frequently
report unresolved somatic and neuropathic pain, which can have a significant impact on quality of
life. Refractory or non responsive pain affects about one third of oncology patients receiving opioid
therapy.

Clinical Findings/Procedure details
The most common ablation techniques include cryoablation, radiofrequency, and microwave
ablation. PNBs are used to control pain during and after a variety of IR procedures. Percutaneous
ablation techniques can act either by neurolysis or directly upon the tumor to relieve tumor
mediated inflammation and decompression of adjacent structures. Both radiofrequency ablation and
cryoablation have been applied for neurolysis. Radiofrequency is used in two sessions of heat based
thermocoagulation at 75–90 degrees for 60–90 seconds. By destroying neurons that mediate pain
signals, percutaneous ablation procedures alleviate nociceptive and neuropathic pain.

Conclusion
Percutaneous ablation treatments can either act on the pain through regional neurolysis or directly
on the tumor by causing tumor necrosis. Ablation procedures significantly reduce pain and enhance
overall quality of life.
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P 114 / State of the art in genicular artery embolization for the
treatment of osteoarthritis
Padilla Prada J1, Zabala Antxia K, Garcia Florez S, Altuna Mongelos L, Valero Maciá A, Lopez Zárraga F,
Iturralde Garriz A, Pampín Álvarez E, Maynar Moliner F, Bastida Torre R
1Hospital Universitario de Álava, Vitoria, Spain

Review of the anatomy, definition, indications, technique and results of selective genicular artery
embolization for the treatment of osteoarthritis of the knee.

Background:
Knee osteoarthritis is a pathology of high prevalence and high direct and indirect costs, with great
impact on quality of life.

Clinical findings/procedure details:
The interest to recognize the complex anatomy of the lower limb, the variants, and that these
arteries can be part of the coleratility of the lower limb.
The indications for the participation of the interventional radiology group are evolving and it is
expected that in the future they will be more lax or with more indications in the case of the presence
of prosthesis at the time of osteoarthrosis.
To define the technique and identification of the genicular arteries, to select the occlusion materials
with evidence and current indication, as well as to recognize the expected and unexpected adverse
events and their treatment.

Conclusion:
Osteoarthritis is a very common pathology with a great impact on quality of life, which can begin at a
young age. It is of great importance to recognize the impact that endovascular treatments can have
to improve the quality of life of patients, hence the importance of a review from the point of view of
interventionism.
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P 115 / Transarterial embolization and percutaneous sclerotherapy
as treatment for refractory aneurysmal bone cysts
Akay R1, Repajic M1

1Keck School Of Medicine Of Usc, Montebello, United States

Describe the procedural steps necessary for a combined transarterial embolization and percutaneous
sclerotherapy in the setting of aneurysmal bone cysts (ABCs).

ABCs are rare, benign, osseous lesions, with an incidence of .14 per 100,000, that can result in
debilitating pain and functional impairment.

The first step involves transarterial access at the groin under ultrasound guidance. Subsequently, a
coaxial detachable tip microcatheter system is used to selectively identify arterial feeding vessels of
the aneurysmal bone cyst. A microcatheter is advanced over a microwire to a position as proximal to
the aneurysmal bone cyst as possible. Flush with dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) and embolize with
ethylene vinyl alcohol.
Access for percutaneous sclerotherapy is achieved via fluoroscopy guided 14G coaxial bone
penetration cannula insertion into the ABC, with positioning confirmed via contrast injection.
Following optional decompression of the lesion, sclerosing agents are injected until free backflow is
noted through the cannulation system.

Combined transarterial embolization and percutaneous sclerotherapy can be utilized in the
treatment and management of certain cystic lesions in non operable patients. Though there is some
variability in medical equipment used to gain access to the lesion, the overall procedural steps
remain the same, with this technique offering an additional modality for treating patient
symptomatology. When compared to individual transarterial embolization or percutaneous
sclerotherapy, combined transarterial embolization and percutaneous sclerotherapy has shown
improved response rates and reduction in ABC size. In addition, the improved response to combined
therapy and subsequent decrease in healthcare utilization ameliorates the financial burden
associated with multiple treatments.
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P 116 / Percutaneous cementoplasty of a painful sternal
hemangioma: a case report
Andresciani F1, Altomare C1, Pacella G1, Bernetti C1, Beomonte Zobel B1, Grasso R1

1University Campus Bio Medico of Rome, Rome, Italy

Clinical history:
A 57 year old man was referred to our Interventional Radiology Department in November 2021 due
to a painful biopsy proven sternal hemangioma.
A CT (Computed Tomography) performed in April 2017 showed the presence of a 3 cm focal lesion of
the mid part of the sternum.
To confirm the dimensional stability of the lesion and to correctly assess the degree of
intraspongious edema at this level, thus choosing the appropriate treatment, a Magnetic Resonance
(MR) examination was performed revealing bone edema, which was the reason of the patient’s pain.
(Figure 1).

Treatment options:
A surgical approach to treat sternal tumors involves a demolitive procedure, usually with sternum,
rib, and clavicle resection, followed by reconstruction: thus, a percutaneous approach was proposed
to the patient.
Two months after the procedure an MR study was performed, displaying almost complete resolution
of the bone edema (Figure 2).

Discussion:
The cytotoxic properties of methylmethacrylate are due to its chemical and thermal effects during
polymerization; the temperature during polymerization is high enough to produce coagulation of
cells. Therefore, a small amount of bone cement can ensure good pain relief.

Take home points:
This case of a percutaneous cementoplasty performed to treat a not responding painful sternal
hemangioma proves that this is a safe and effective procedure to treat bone edema causing pain in
this condition.
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P 117 / Shoulder hemarthrosis secondary to spontaneous
pseudoaneurysm
Matute González M1, Soler Perromat J1, Gómez F1,2, Páez Carpio A1, Corominas D1, Serrano E1
1Department of Radiology, Hospital Clínic, Barcelona, Spain, 2Department of Radiology, The Netherlands Cancer
Institute, Amsterdam, The Netherlands

An 86 year old woman with a history of long term acenocoumarol use presented a 1 month history
of a large hematoma of the right shoulder, with no history of trauma. An ultrasound of the shoulder
revealed a bean shaped pseudoaneurysm (PSA) in the subacromial region and a large periarticular
hematoma. Following hemodynamic instability, CT angiography (CTA) scan and digital subtraction
angiography (DSA) of the right upper extremity were performed, confirming the presence of a
pseudoaneurysm dependent on the circumflex scapular artery.

PSAs are common vascular abnormalities caused by disruption of the arterial wall. Because of their
natural progression toward active bleeding, they have a high morbidity and mortality rate. The
treatment of pseudoaneurysms has evolved significantly in recent years. Image guided minimally
invasive procedures such as US guided compression, US guided percutaneous thrombin injection and
endovascular treatment have gained importance over surgical treatment. This case report describes
the successful treatment of this complication in two steps, using percutaneous thrombin injection
first and an endovascular approach with EVOH embolization in a second time, after partial
recanalization was revealed at 24h follow up.

The formation of arterial PSAs of the shoulder and axillary region is generally associated with blunt
trauma or iatrogenic origin. However, spontaneous hemarthrosis of the shoulder secondary to
bleeding PSA is highly infrequent. There is only one case reported, and it was treated with
ultrasound guided thrombin injection.

Spontaneous hemarthrosis should raise the suspicion of an underlying complication such as PSA, as
a proper diagnosis is essential to establish specific treatment.
Symptomatic pseudoaneurysms should be treated.
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P 118 / Minimally invasive treatment of a cervical aneurysmal bone
cyst through percutaneous doxycycline albumin foam injection
Bueno Neves F1, Jansen O1, Trentmann J1, Mostafa K1, Madjidyar J2
1Universitätsklinikum Schleswig Holstein, Kiel, Germany, 2Universitätsspital Zürich, Zürich, Switzerland

Clinical history/Pre treatment imaging:
A 28 year old male with an unremarkable past medical history presented with cervical pain for over a
month. Initial MRI and CT findings showed a lobulated lesion of the fourth cervical vertebra with thin
marginal cortical walls and fluid levels, typical of an aneurysmal bone cyst, around 2,2 x 3,5 x 4,2 cm.

Treatment options/Results:
Surgical resection was deemed too risky due to the anatomical site. Sclerotherapy through
percutaneous doxycycline albumin injection was then performed in the Angio Suite under cone
beam CT and fluoroscopy guidance by placing multiple 18G puncture needles inside the cystic
chambers. Diluted contrast confirmed the correct position of every needle under digital subtraction
angiography. A 1:1 solution containing doxycycline (20 mg/ml) and human albumin (20%) was
applied along with air in a 1:1 dilution ratio into the intraosseous space. Post interventional imaging
confirmed foam distribution within the cystic chambers. A second sclerotherapy session was carried
out after five months. Six month follow up showed almost complete sclerosis within the lesion.

Discussion:
En bloc resection and curettage are well established therapeutic options for cases of aneurysmal
bone cysts. In this scenario, percutaneous sclerotherapy through doxycycline albumin represents an
effective, minimally invasive alternative. Management through multiple sclerotherapy sessions
spaced over a few months is described in the literature with low complication rates. Risks include
neurotoxicity that might lead to nerve injury and paralysis.

Take home points:
Percutaneous injection of doxycycline albumin foam is a viable and effective alternative to surgical
excision and curettage for cases of aneurysmal bone cysts with associated low recurrence rates.
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P 119 / Percutaneous scleral embolization of voluminous
aneurismatic cyst of femur in pediatric patient: case report
Monaco E1, Falsaperla D, Cosentino S, Di Pietro S, Fanzone L, Palmucci S, Basile A
1A.O.U Policlinico G.Rodolico San Marco Departement of Interventional Radiology, Catania, Italy

A 13 year old female patient came to our observation with a diagnosis of aneurysmal bone cyst of
the proximal part of the right femur which measured 55x80 mm on MRI. The patient reported
intense pain and functional impotence of the limb. The clinical history was silent and free from
traumatic events. Upon physical examination, the skin appeared normal without redness or dilated
veins.
Based on the lesion size and the region of bone involved, different option of treatment were
evaluated.

In last years selective embolization may be considered as a primary treatment if had a severe loss of
function or destabilization as a result wide of the lesion.
The patient underwent percutaneous sclero embolization treatment of the lacunae of the
aneurysmal cyst through the placement of three 14G bone needles and injection of a mixture of
atoxisclerol and spongostan, under fluoroscopic guidance. There were no post procedural
complications; the patient had complete pain relief and functional recovery.
Follow up a two month, the patient undergoes a control MRI that documents the reduction of the
aneurysmal cyst in its entirety, thickening of the bone trabeculae and initial signs of sclerosis and
bone recalcification.

Percutaneous scleroembolization represents a valid and safe therapeutic option in patients with ABC.
The concomitant injection of Spongostan allows greater local control over the distribution of the
sclerosant.

In our experience, sclero embolization treatment has led to an almost complete and sustained
functional recovery, quickly, and in the absence of local or systemic complications.
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P 120 / Successful treatment of a symptomatic unicameral calcaneus
bone cyst by cement injection using a double needle technique under
CT guidance: a case report
Abrishami A1, Hashem Zadeh A2, Ghanaati H3

1Department of Radiology, Shahid Labbafinejad hospital, Shahid Beheshti University of Medical Sciences, Tehran,
Iran, 2Research assist at Student’s Scientific research center, Tehran University of Medical Sciences, Tehran, Iran,
3Advanced Diagnostic and Interventional Radiology Research Center (ADIR), Medical Imaging Center, Imam
Khomeini Hospital, Tehran University of Medical Science, Tehran, Iran

Clinical history/pre treatment imaging:
A 16 year old girl presented with an 8 day history of pain and swelling over the right calcaneal
region. Local tenderness was the only noteworthy sign. All routine laboratory tests were normal. The
plane radiographs showed a well demarcated cystic lesion without fractures, scalloping or periosteal
reaction. MRI confirmed the radiographs findings.

Treatment options/results:
Non operative management to more invasive procedures have been reported as treatments. She
underwent a technique using 2 interosseous needles with the injection of cement into the cyst
without aspiration. Under local anesthetics, a cannula was percutaneously inserted into the cyst
under the guidance of CT fluoroscopy to inject cement and second needle was also inserted
percutaneously to allow the efflux of serosanguineous fluid from the cyst. Unlike previous
techniques, aspiration was only performed to reveal serosanguineous fluid content. The injection
from one needle was immediately associated with the efflux of fluid from the other needle. Cement
injection was continued until there was only cement efflux witnessed. Over a one year follow up
period, the patient recovered without any complications.

Discussion:
Simple bone cysts (SBC) are benign cavitary lesions mostly in adolescent. Other methods are invasive
with high recurrence rate. Utilizing two needles for fully drain the cysts without aspiration is a new
minimally invasive technique which can be done in a relatively short period of time (15 minutes)
without any complications.

Take home points:
Bone cement injection using a double needle technique under CT fluoroscopy guidance is a feasible
and safe method to treat symptomatic calcaneal SBC.
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P 121 / A prospective randomized controlled trial assessing the effect
of music on patients’ anxiety in venous catheter placement
procedures
Fleckenstein F1, Jonczyk M1, Gebauer B1, Collettini F1
1Charité Berlin, Berlin, Germany

Background:
The aim of the study was to assess the influence of music on anxiety levels compared to standard
patient care in patients undergoing venous catheter placement procedures.

Methods:
This prospective randomized controlled trial included patients undergoing placement procedures for
peripherally inserted central venous catheters (PICC), ports and central venous catheters (CVC).
Patients were randomly assigned to a music intervention group (MIG) and a control group (CTRL).
State and trait anxiety levels were assessed as primary outcome using the state trait anxiety
inventory (STAI) before and after the procedures. Secondary outcomes comprised averaged heart
rate for all participants and time of radiological surveillance for port placement procedures
exclusively.

Results:
72 participants were included into the final analysis (MIG n=40; CTRL n=32). All procedures were
successful and no major complications were reported. Mean levels for post interventional anxieties
were significantly lower in the MIG compared to the CTRL (34.9±8.9 vs. 44±12.1; p<0.001). Mean
heart rate in the MIG was significantly lower than in the CTRL (76.1±13.7 vs. 93±8,9; p<0.001).
Procedure time for port implantation was significantly longer in the MIG by 3min 45s (p=0.031).

Conclusion:
Music exposure during central venous catheter placement procedures highly significantly reduces
anxiety and stress levels and can be used to improve patients’ overall experience in the angio suite.
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P 122 / Pilot study of implementation of a joint IR/anaesthetic clinic
Khan N1, Wing J1, Bryson E1, Ma S1, Bango Garcia M1, Diamantopoulos A1, Ilyas S1
1Guy's And St Thomas' NHS Foundation Trust, London, United Kingdom

Purpose:
At Guy’s and St Thomas’ we have dedicated anaesthetic lists for elective cases, with pre assessment
and access to the high risk anaesthetic clinic, however, urgent cases do not follow the same pathway
and risk cancellation or long delays. We analysed the cancellation rate for urgent cases over a 1 year
period and found 342 urgent cases that were cancelled, of which 40% required anaesthetic support.
Cancellations reasons included patient inadequately prepared, additional tests required and
anaesthetic risks.
Our objective was to reduce on day cancellation of urgent IR cases due to anaesthetic reasons.

Method:
We trialled introduction of a weekly anaesthetic clinic (for 4 weeks) to support management of
urgent IR cases. Prospectively looked at urgent cases booked for the week ahead as well as
retrospectively reviewing cases in the week passed that required anaesthetic input, termed ‘missed’.
Either an electronic or face to face review was conducted and appropriate action taken to ensure
patient were not cancelled due to anaesthetic reasons.

Results:
In total, 36 cases were reviewed 18 prospectively and 28 classified as ‘missed’. Of the 18 patients,
there were no cancellations due to anaesthetic reasons, however, changes in clinical picture meant
that 4/18 were cancelled. Of the 28 patients, 8 were cancelled, which included patients not being
anaesthetically fit.

Conclusion:
Due to the dynamic nature of urgent IR cases, weekly clinics were unable to capture the majority of
cases that required anaesthetic input. Our recommendation would be a daily multi disciplinary
huddle to review urgent cases and any outstanding issues.
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P 123 / SIR standardized report version 3.0 implementation at an
academic center: utilization and survey results
Kleedehn M, Swietlik J, Ozkan O, Shah R, Halin N
1University of Wisconsin, Madison, United States of America

Purpose:
To evaluate the utilization and satisfaction of the version 3.0 Society of Interventional Radiology (SIR)
Standardized Reports (SR).

Materials and Methods:
This was performed as a quality improvement project. The version 3.0 SIR SR were implemented in
May 2021. Utilization was evaluated in June and November and compared using a paired t test with
P < 0.05 considered statistically significant. A survey was sent in December evaluating faculty’s views
of the reports utilizing a 5 point Likert scale (1 strongly disagree; 5 strongly agree). Survey results
are reported with mean [standard deviation].

Results:
Only 51.7% of reports utilized the SR in June, but usage increased to 86.6% in November (p = 0.001,
mean improvement of 34.9% 95CI 18.3% 51.5%). Seven of eleven faculty (64%) responded to the
survey. Respondents felt the SR were helpful for billing/coding for residents (4.57 [0.5]) and
attendings (4.29 [1]), found that SR made resident reports faster to sign (4.0 [0.8]), and wanted to
continue using the SR (4.43 [0.5]). Respondents thought referring providers would be indifferent to
the SR (3.14 [0.8]) but liked the SR (3.86 [0.8]). Respondents found the SR to take similar time as free
handing reports (3.43 [1.2]) and were neutral to SR taking longer than using local templates (2.29
[1.3]). Finally, respondents found value in the SIR VIRTEX clinical data registry (4.57 [0.5]) and wanted
to participate in the registry (4.71 [0.5]).

Conclusions:
Utilization of version 3.0 SIR Standardized Reports increased over the 5 month period, with increased
satisfaction as physicians became more facile with them.
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P 124 / Impact of VIR operations in hospital length of stay (LOS): an
analysis of causation, length, and cost
Leaphart N, Gillen K, Bridges M, Mulji A, Duckett K, Gurusamy V, Dickey K, Yamada R, Guimaraes M1

1Medical University of South Carolina, Charleston, United States of America

Purpose:
Analyze the impact of VIR in the hospital length of stay (LOS).

Material and methods:
2172 inpatient procedures were performed in single institution in 2020. Daily costs were summed
from the time of consult order to procedure day and analyzed by inpatient location. Delay was
defined as whenever the procedure was not performed on the same day as the consultation request.
The delayed procedures were grouped into 3 causes: Hospital Resource Failure Delay (HRFD), Patient
Care/Preference Delay (PCPD), or Delay with Unknown Cause (DUC). Hospital Account Records
(HARs) were used to determine cost.

Results:
818/2172 (37.6%) procedures had delayed services. Total delay cost was $3.1 million. Averages of
length, total cost, and mean daily cost of a delay were 1.25 days, $3,790.26, and $3,087.01. 26/818
(88.8%) delays were with floor patients, 92/818 (11.2%) with ICU patients, 81.5% and 18.5% of the
total yearlong delay cost, respectively). Average length of a delay with floor patients and ICU patients
were 1.25 and 1.32 days. For delays with floor patients, the average total cost and mean average
daily cost was $3,481.07 and $2,819.61. For delays with ICU patients, the average total cost and
mean average daily cost was $6,230.16 and $5,197.18. 591/818 (72.2%) of procedural delays were
HRFDs, 207/818 (25.3%) were PCPDs, and 20/818 (2.5%) were DUCs, which accounted for 62.4%,
34.2%, and 3.4% of the total yearlong delay cost.

Conclusion:
>1/3 of procedures were delayed, majority caused by HFRDs. Additional hospital resources could
save nearly $2 million in annual LOS costs.
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P 125 / Initial experience of ultrasound guided percutaneous
radiofrequency ablation for benign thyroid nodules in a UK centre
Braithwaite S1, Gibson M2, Barton T2, Speirs A2, Briggs J2, Corbridge R2, Nagala S2, Little M2, Ahmad F2
1Oxford University Hospitals NHS Trust, Oxford, UK, 2Royal Berkshire NHS Foundation Trust, Reading, UK

Purpose:
Ultrasound guided percutaneous radiofrequency ablation (URFA) for benign thyroid nodules was
approved by the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) in June 2016. URFA provides
a minimal access alternative to surgery. Guidelines indicate a volume reduction of < 50% is an
indication for re treatment. This study was designed to assess the success of a newly introduced
URFA service.

Materials and Methods:
A database of patients who have undergone URFA between March 2018 and December 2021 was
used. A retrospective study of patients’ symptom and cosmetic scores and their ultrasound imaging
was performed. The volume of the target nodule, patients’ cosmetic and symptom scores were
recorded prior to URFA, then at 3 , 6 and 12 month follow up.

Results:
A total of 19 nodules from 17 patients were treated. The nodule volume decreased by an average of
22.5 ml at 3 months (average of 61% volume reduction), and 25.9 ml at 12 months (average of 63%
volume reduction). A single nodule showed an increasing size at 12 months, due to lymphocytic
thyroiditis.
The average initial symptom score was 5.2/10 which decreased to an average of 2.3/10 at 3 months
and 1.3/10 at 12 months. The average cosmetic score was 4.3/10 which decreased to an average of
2.0/10 at 3 months and 1.3/10 at 12 months.

Conclusion:
URFA is a viable new service. Single session treatment resulted in an average 61% volume reduction
by 3 months, with good improvement in cosmetic and symptom scores.
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P 126 / Modified technique of using angiojet thrombolysis in patients
with high thrombus load
Rehman S1, CHAUDHRY M1

1Hamad Medical Corporation, Doha, Qatar

Purpose:
To stratify patients in order to provide successful single session thrombolysis.

Material and methods:
Angiojet mechanical thrombectomy is a well established tool in the treatment of DVT. In our
institute, we use angiojet for DVT, Renal fistula, and PE thrombolysis. As we don't have EKOS systems
we worked to increase efficacy and improve results of mechanical thrombectomy. We used
thrombus load scoring based on the length of involved veins and D dimers. The patient who had a
higher score were treated with modified techniques. In our technique, we used the following
sequence; Thrombectomy mode power pulse mode balloon maceration thrombectomy mode.
This technique results in increased operating time and more radiation exposure. Hence we scored
the patients and only those having higher scores were selected for this modified technique.

Results:
We aimed for inline flow with no significant narrowing or remaining thrombus at the end of the
procedure and no further IR input was needed. 23 patients were selected. In 22 we achieved
complete clearance in a single session. Only one patient required suction thrombectomy (Penumbra)
to clear the clot completely. Haemoglobinuria was observed in 15 out of 23 patients with a transient
rise in renal function seen in 3 patients only. No other major complication occurred.

Conclusion:
In our experience heavy thrombus load venous thromboembolism can be treated with angiojet alone
successfully with modified use. Patient selection criteria are important as only heavy thrombus load
justifies increased radiation exposure and potential renal injury.
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P 127 / Streamlining day case procedures: tackling the backlog in
post COVID healthcare
Attafi W1, Jha K1, Suresh D1, Patel S2, Al Nowfal A2, Ilyas S2, Diamantopoulos A2

1King's College London, London, United Kingdom, 2Guy's and St Thomas' NHS Foundation Trust, London, United
Kingdom

Purpose:
Hospitals worldwide face huge patient backlogs following the delays caused by the recent COVID 19
pandemic. Interventional Radiology (IR) is required to increase productivity to 120% in order to
address the backlog and keep up with ongoing service demands. After a period of observation within
the department, lack of recovery space was noted as a rate limiting step in patient and theatre
turnover.

Material and Methods:
Data regarding a selection of day case procedures was obtained from patient tracking software. A
total of 214 cases were reviewed. A literature review was also performed to determine the
recommended recovery time for each procedure to develop new departmental guidelines.

Results:
The average recovery time for some procedures exceeded the recommendations in the literature.
Results are listed as procedure: average recovery time; recommended time (hours:mins).

Lymph Node Biopsy: 02:48; 00:30 01:00
Testicular Vein Embolisation: 02:01; 01:00 02:00
Bander Stent Exchange: 02:40; 00:30 01:00
Portacath Insertion: 02:15; 01:00 02:00

The availability of a doctor to review and discharge patients was noted to be the cause of delay in
some cases. A nurse led discharge pathway, in another surgical speciality, has been reported in the
literature to improve efficiency while maintaining safety.

Conclusions:
The recovery times for day case procedures far exceeds the reported recommendations, limiting our
productivity. At present, a nurse led discharge pathway does not exist within IR. We plan to explore
this avenue as a means to increase patient turnover. Further work in training and creation of
standard operating procedures is required before this can be implemented.
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P 128 / Practice productivity in IR: results from the U.S. second
annual IR benchmarking survey
Ganesh A2, Anamah B3, Oladini L1, Rezaee M3, Nwankwo O4, Dybul S5, Hofmann L1
1Stanford Health Care, Palo Alto, United States, 2University of Illinois at Chicago College of Medicine, Chicago,
United States, 3Meharry College of Medicine, Nashville, United States, 4Loma Linda University School of Medicine,
Loma Linda, United States, 5Medical College of Wisconsin, Milwaukee, United States

Purpose:
To compare private vs academic Interventional Radiology (IR) practice productivity across the United
States as part of the Second Annual IR Benchmarking Survey.

Materials and Methods:
A 60 question survey was distributed to 3,159 self identified IRs in the U.S. from the Society of
Interventional Radiologists (SIR) doctor finder, with 228 responses (7.2% response rate). Of these
responses, there were 201 unique practices from 34 U.S. states, including 44% managing partner/IR
chief, 52% non partner/chief IR physicians, and 1 % practice manager.

Results:
Based on 82 unique IR practice responses out of the 201 practices, physicians in academic and
private IR practices generated similar amounts of work relevant value units (wRVUs), with academic
IRs generating 42,000 and private IRs generating 31,000 wRVUs (p=0.11). In addition, academic and
private IR physicians reported similar levels of total wRVU production generated from Evaluation and
Management (E&M) at 8% and 7%, respectively (p=0.48; n=127). Meanwhile, wRVU production from
procedures varied significantly, with 85% of academic wRVU production and 67% private practice
wRVU production being tied to procedures (p<0.001; n=127). Private practices generated more
wRVU production from the interpretation of diagnostic imaging, at 26% of total wRVU production
compared to 7% of total wRVU production for academic practices (p<0.001; n=127).

Conclusions:
Reported practice productivity numbers are similar between academic and private IR practices in the
United States; however, the composition of wRVUs from diagnostic imaging interpretation is
significantly higher in the private practice than academics. Benchmarking data on these metrics is
essential in identifying within individual practices aiming to optimize their productivity.
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P 129 / Radiofrequency ablation of multinodular goiter – 5 years
follow up
Solovov V1, Ablekova O
1Samara Oncology center, Samara, Russian Federation

Purpose
The usual treatment for symptomatic and autonomously functioning multinodular goiter was
surgery. This study aimed at estimating radiofrequency ablation (RFA) efficacy of multinodular goiter.

Materials and Methods
The prospective analysis included the results of treatment of 59 patients with multinodular goiter,
performed in the Samara Oncology Center in 2017 21. The number of nodules were from 3 to 10.
The size of nodules were from 2 to 7.5 cm. The primary outcome was to evaluate the volume change
(and associated symptoms: thyroid status, cosmetic problems, neck changes and etc) after 5 years
follow up.

Results
RFA was carried step by step beginning with the most accessible nodule. Several RFA procedures (3
12) were performed until a complete ablation was achieved. The RFA procedures were performed
with the interval of 3 months. The observed efficacy of the nodules volume reduction is 79 % after 3
years of follow up. The nodules volume reduction after 5 years of follow up is 92 % The data showed
that the RFA significantly reduced the volume of thyroid nodules and relieved the local symptoms
and cosmetic problems. Cosmetic results were excellent in 57 (96.7 %) of patients, good in 2 (3.3 %)
pf patients.
No serious complications such as thyroiditis, voice change, and hematomas were observed.

Conclusion
RFA was effective and safe for treating multinodular goiter.
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P 130 / Analysis of interventional radiology training programs a
German perspective
Frisch A1, Ziegler H2, Bucher A3, Molwitz I4, Katoh M2, Minko P5, Rohde S6, Reimer P7, Sieren M8

1Charité Universitätsmedizin Berlin, Department of Radiology, Berlin, Germany, 2Helios Hospital Krefeld,
Department of Radiology, Krefeld, Germany, 3Universitätsklinikum Frankfurt, Department of Radiology, Frankfurt,
Germany, 4UKE Hamburg, Department of Radiology, Hamburg, Germany, 5University Dusseldorf, Medical Faculty,
Department of Diagnostic and Interventional Radiology, Dusseldorf, Germany, 6Klinikum Dortmund, Department
of Radiology and Neuroradiology, Dortmund, Germany, 7Städtisches Klinikum Karlsruhe, Department of
Radiology, Karlsruhe, Germany, 8University Hospital Schleswig Holstein, Department of Radiology and Nuclear
Medicine, Lübeck, Germany

Purpose:
With the increasing need for minimal invasive procedures based on patient acceptance and technical
developments, there is a growing focus on the sound interventional training of young radiologists.
The purpose of this survey was to analyze the current situation in IR training in Germany in order to
detect shortcomings and identify areas of improvement.

Methods and methods:
From November 1 30, 2020 an online questionnaire was distributed to representative radiological
associations and societies with the request to forward it to radiology residents and radiologists <40
years. The 44 questions covered six areas from personal working conditions to characterization of the
IR department, training conditions, role of women in IR and attendance of congresses/external
training.

Results:
330 participants completed the questionnaire anonymously. Interest in IR among the surveyed was
high (77%) and 47% could imagine subspecializing in IR. Although most institutions provided the
necessary infrastructure, satisfaction with training conditions was 35% and lower in women
compared to men (28% vs. 51%; P=0.06). Dedicated IR rotations, rotation duration, the number of
independently performed interventions and structured feedback interviews were correlated with
work satisfaction. Additionally, most participants stated the need for a structured training curriculum
(67%).

Conclusion:
There is a high interest in IR among radiological residents and young radiologists and the
infrastructure of German hospitals regarding IR is decent. Areas that particularly influenced
satisfaction with training were structured rotations, curricula and interviews. These findings may also
provide a valuable lead for interventional radiologists outside Germany to improve IR training
conditions locally.
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P 131 / Smoking cessation counseling among medicare beneficiaries
by interventional radiologists in comparison to other vascular
specialties. A trend analysis from 2015 2018
Di Geronimo R1, Kim P1, Garewal A1, Taghavi R1, Choi J1, Shah A1, Andrews R1, Rao S1
1UC Davis Medical Center, Sacramento, United States of America

Purpose:
Smoking cessation counseling that leads to a reduction or quitting of smoking is among the most
impactful intervention any vascular specialist can perform. No recent data exists regarding the
frequency with which it is performed and billed for among Medicare Patients by vascular specialties
including Cardiology, Vascular Surgery(VS), and Interventional Radiology(IR).

Methods:
This study utilized data derived from publicly available databases provided by the Center for
Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS). Billing data from the CMS Physicians/Supplier Procedure
Summary (PSPS) Master Files from 2015 2018 were obtained.

Results:
In 2018, a total of 573,189 smoking cessation counseling sessions were billed increasing from
379,718 in 2015(+51.1%). IRs billed for 187 sessions in 2018 increased from 172 (+8.7%) in 2015. For
comparison VS and Cardiology saw an increase of 47.3% (4,470 to 6,586) and 38.1% (24,486 to
33,814) respectively. Of those providers that billed for a smoking cessation counseling session, the
mean number of counseling sessions per provider in 2018 was 4.01 (IR), 20.5 (VS), and 41.7
(Cardiology). A comparison of smoking counseling sessions to billed PAD procedure codes revealed
that IR billed 179 PAD related procedure codes for every smoking counseling session compared to
15.3 for vascular surgery.

Conclusion:
The number of billed smoking cessation counseling sessions has significantly increased from 2015 to
2018. In comparison to other vascular specialties, IR had a smaller percent increase in the number of
smoking counseling sessions. A continued focus on increasing the clinical activities of IR physicians
may improve these numbers into the future.
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P 132 / Advancements in lymphatic imaging and interventions
Khurana N1, Garg T2, Hemani A, Chaurasia A, Ahuja R, Shaikh R, Chewning R
1Indira Gandhi Government Medical College, Nagpur, India, 2Division of Vascular and Interventional Radiology,
Russell H. Morgan Department of Radiology and Radiological Science, Johns Hopkins University School of
Medicine, Baltimore, United States

Learning Objectives:
To review the history and advancements of technological developments in lymphatic imaging and
techniques for lymphatic interventions.

Background:
Early anatomy of the lymphatic system was described by anatomists without accurate knowledge of
their functions around 500 BC. However, an accurate description of the lymph circulation was
established around the 17th century. Advancements in imaging play a crucial role in overcoming the
challenges associated with managing lymphatic disorders.

Clinical findings/procedure details:
Initial lymphatic imaging techniques provided a limited assessment of peripheral lymphatics.
Ultrasound guided direct lymphangiogram of inguinal nodes provided a gateway for lymphatic
interventions, but due to the properties of oil based contrast agents, the central lymphatic system
remained poorly visualized. This led to the development of dynamic contrast enhanced magnetic
resonance lymphangiography using gadolinium, allowing better visualization of the central
lymphatics. Newer intranodal lymphangiography techniques including transcervical, axillary,
transhepatic, and mesenteric will be reviewed in this exhibit.

The first lymphatic intervention, thoracic duct embolization, described by Cope in 1998, has become
the first line intervention for chylous leakage. IR now plays a vital role in managing chylous ascites,
chylothorax, chyluria, plastic bronchitis, postsurgical groin lymphorrhea, and protein losing
enteropathy. Newer techniques have emerged to overcome the limitations of traditional antegrade
access. We will present a case based review of these advancements including retrograde
transvenous access, balloon occluded retrograde abdominal lymphangiography and embolization,
and superselective lymphatic duct embolization.

Conclusion:
Understanding the trends of lymphatic imaging and interventions is critical to provide the best
patient care and develop lymphatic imaging and treatment techniques.
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P 133 / Emergence of robotics in interventional radiology
Khurana N1, Garg T2, Ahuja R, Nezami N
1Indira Gandhi Government Medical College, Nagpur, India, 2Division of Vascular and Interventional Radiology,
Russell H. Morgan Department of Radiology and Radiological Science, Johns Hopkins University School of
Medicine, Baltimore, United States

Learning objectives:
To describe the current status and trends of robotics in percutaneous and endovascular
interventions.

Background:
The first medical robot was devised in 1988 for CT guided stereotactic brain biopsy. Since then, the
field has advanced tremendously with robotic systems now performing biopsies, ablation, and even
endovascular coiling and stenting procedures.

Clinical findings/procedural details:
Robotic systems have been integrated with various imaging modalities and demonstrated
considerable advantages in improving procedural outcomes. These systems also support augmented
reality software for pre procedural planning. A reduction in procedure time, inter operator
variabilities, radiation exposure, needle manipulations, and increase in accuracy and precision has
been demonstrated with various robotic CT and fluoroscopy guided biopsy and ablation systems.
XACT robot is a patient mounted miniature system with real time iterative needle repositioning
capabilities. iSYS CBCT is designed to decrease radiation exposure while CAS ONE is a CT guided
ablation system with error tracking and post ablation margin detection software.

MRI guided robotic systems are developed for prostate, brain, and breast cancer biopsy and
ablation. In bore transrectal MRI guided robotic prostate biopsy in 57 patients demonstrated a 100%
technical success rate and reduction in procedure time.

The CorPath GRX Robotic System, FDA approved for percutaneous coronary artery stenting, is being
modified for peripheral and neurointerventions. Although the field is rapidly advancing, larger
studies are required to establish evidence for the integration of robotics in interventional radiology.

Conclusion:
Knowledge of robotic technologies is essential to not only adapt and integrate these advancements
in practice but also for contributing to research and establishment of strong clinical evidence.
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P 134 / An update on patient reported outcomes in interventional
radiology
Irvine I1, Greene L1, Hayden R1, Allen G1, Cooper P1, Francis A1, Cullen A1, Ryan A1

1Division of Interventional Radiology, Department of Radiology, University Hospital Waterford, Waterford, Ireland

Learning Objectives
1. To define Patient Reported Outcomes (PROs).
2. To describe the use of PROs as they pertain to Interventional Radiology (IR).
3. To discuss the potential benefits of PROs to improve individual patient’s experience and overall IR
service provision.

Background
The minimally invasive approach of IR promises shorter recovery time and a theoretically improved
patient experience; however, there is limited evidence available to confirm the latter. PROs are any
report made directly by a patient about their experience of an intervention and are already in use in
the surgical realm, informing clinical practice across a range of elective procedures. PROs are also
used by commissioning bodies in the dispersion of resources.

Clinical Findings/Procedure Details
We performed a review of the literature to examine the current use of PROs in IR. The data collected
in PROs can help measure the subjective benefit individual patient’s gain by undergoing an IR
procedure, can provide feedback about overall service provision and monitor the success of any
changes implemented. Positive results from a PRO database could also prove very useful in future
negotiations with healthcare bodies for increased service funding, particularly if the IR approach is
proven to be of greater benefit to patients than non IR alternatives.

Conclusion
PROs are a currently underutilised tool in the assessment of the IR service, offering an invaluable
insight into the patient experience, which is important as focus switches to more patient centred
care from solely measuring parameters such as survival and ‘time to revascularisation’ outcomes.
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P 135 / Burnout in interventional radiology vs. physicians overall
Cyphers E1, Fisher J2, Groskreutz D3

1Philadelphia College of Osteopathic Medicine, Philadelphia, United States of America, 2Hartford Hospital,
Hartford, United States of America, 3Frank Netter School of Medicine at Quinnipiac University, New Haven,
United States of America

Categorize burnout in Interventional Radiology (IR) relative to physicians overall using the Maslach
Burnout Inventory (MBI).

Burnout occurs in response to prolonged work related stress. The gold standard for evaluating
burnout is the MBI which categorizes high levels of emotional exhaustion (EE) and depersonalization
(DP), and low sense of personal accomplishment (PA) as symptoms of burnout. Using the MBI,
Shanafelt categorized rates of burnout by medical specialty, but IR was not studied. Later, Bundy
used the MBI to index burnout among IRs. Combining these findings, the rates of burnout in IR can
be compared relative to other physicians.

Shanafelt found that 45.8% of physicians overall experienced burnout; the prevalence of burnout
symptoms among specialties ranged from 30% to 75%. Bundy indicated IRs fall in the upper range,
with 71.9% of IRs reporting burnout symptoms. 37.9% of physicians overall had high scores on the EE
subscale, encompassing emotional overextension and exhaustion. 29.4% overall had high DP,
indicating feelings of cynicism towards recipients of one’s care. 12.4% overall had low senses of PA,
measuring attitudes of success and competence in one’s work. Among IRs, 61.9% experienced high
rates of EE, 54.3% experienced high rates of DP, and 59.3% reported low levels of PA.

This review evaluates published reports on burnout experienced by physicians overall as compared
to IRs. Not only do IRs experience burnout in the upper range reported among all physicians, 1.6x
more IRs report high EE, 1.8x more IRs report high DP, and 3.8x more IRs report low feelings of PA.
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P 136 / Physician associate role in interventional radiology
Laffan M1, Speirs A1, Gibson M1, Ahmad F1, Briggs J1, Little M1

1The Royal Berkshire NHS Foundation Trust, Reading, United Kingdom

1) To showcase the role of Physician Associate (PA) in Interventional Radiology (IR) as an
innovative solution to address the increasing clinical workload.

2) IR has seen a dramatic increase in workload, with Covid highlighting the essential clinical
service that the department provides. The PA role has been utilised in many other surgical
and medical specialities to improve continuity of care, supplement the medical workforce
and ease the consultant workload.

3) The PA role and responsibilities have increased in line with the demands of the department.
The role has developed to support the MDT team, increase patients’ clinical contact time, and ease
the consultant workload. Examples of my responsibilities include:
a. Performing my own ultrasound lists undertaking supra pubic catheter insertion, vein mapping for
fistula formation, and ascitic drain insertion.
b. IR ward round and follow up post procedure.
c. The introduction of a robust 2 stage consent process.
d. Collating audit data for IR M&M.
e. Involvement in IR research.

4) PAs can be an effective, versatile and progressive addition to the IR team and should be a key part
of the modern clinical IR service.
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P 137 / Suspension of DNR/DNI orders for image guided procedures
Cyphers E1, Silberstein S2, Keller E3
1Philadelphia College of Osteopathic Medicine, Philadelphia, United States of America, 2Albany Medical College,
Albany, United States of America, 3Stanford University, Stanford, United States of America

1. Review literature surrounding the suspension of DNR/DNI orders for image guided procedures
2. Examine ethical considerations surrounding pre procedural suspension of DNR/DNI orders

Do Not Resuscitate/Do Not Intubate (DNR/DNI) orders indicate a patient’s wish to refuse
resuscitation and/or intubation in the event of cardiopulmonary compromise. Anecdotally, peri
procedural suspension of DNR/DNI orders varies between institutions and physicians, and prior
research suggests providers inconsistently address DNR/DNI status pre procedurally.

Interventional radiologists (IRs) often treat patients with DNR/DNI orders. The American College of
Surgeons and American Society of Anesthesiologists suggest “required reconsideration,” where
clinicians re discuss DNR/DNI status pre procedurally, considering perioperative risks and goals of
care. A review of literature yields few accounts of IR clinician attitudes toward peri procedural
suspension of DNR/DNI and no existing data to characterize the current practices in IR.

Upholding a patient’s DNR/DNI orders is important to respecting patient autonomy.
However, there may be negative repercussions to proceeding with a non emergent procedure when
a patient has DNR/DNI orders. Encountering morbid complications may be distressing for providers,
especially if those complications are reversible. Nevertheless, policies requiring patients to suspend
their DNR/DNI orders are coercive and may subject patients to life sustaining interventions they
never wanted.

Understanding ethical considerations surrounding patients with a DNR/DNI order can help IRs act in
their patients’ best interests while respecting their autonomy. More work is needed to characterize
policies and perceptions surrounding the peri procedural suspension of DNR/DNI in IR to understand
how the IR community approaches this important facet of end of life care and peri procedural
management.
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P 138 / Establishing a global trainee research network and fostering
collaboration within interventional radiology
Mandal I1, Garg T2, Modi S3, O'Neal D4, Som A5, Zhong J6
1Department of Radiology, Oxford University Hospitals, Oxford, United Kingdom, 2Division of Interventional
Radiology, Johns Hopkins Hospital, Baltimore, United States of America, 3Department of Radiology, Royal Free
Hospital NHS Trust, London, United Kingdom, 4Eastern Virginia Medical School, Norfolk, United States of America,
5Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston, United States of America, 6Department of Radiology, Leeds Teaching
Hospitals NHS Trust, Leeds, United Kingdom

Learning Objectives:
Establish an international research network amongst interventional radiology (IR) trainees across the
world and foster collaboration to produce high quality research.

Background:
The academic infrastructure within IR is under developed compared to other procedural specialties.
With many countries facing similar challenges, some centres have developed novel approaches to
overcome these hurdles and involve juniors in academia. Establishing an international trainee
research network allows medical students and residents to share ideas and engage in research
projects. This potentially offers students new academic opportunities they would not have been
exposed to, and allows residents to mentor the next generation of academic doctors and receive
support with their research. The overall aims of this initiative are to promote academic IR and
strengthen research skills amongst juniors.

Details:
A research collaboration was proposed between the UK National IR Trainee Research (UNITE)
Collaborative and the Society of Interventional Radiology (SIR) Residents, Fellows & Students (RFS)
Research and Innovation committee. The inaugural meeting was held via teleconference and centred
on discussing the research barriers that IR trainees face. Three key objectives for the initiative were
established: formation of an international research collaborative; identifying gaps in research training
and generation of clinical projects to be run on an international scale. Going forward, a strategy will
be developed to meet these aims.

Conclusion:
International research collaborations are critical to ensure the growth of academic IR. The
collaboration between the UNITE Collaborative and the SIR RFS Research and Innovation committee
is the first trans continental research collaboration within IR.
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P 139 / The role of the IR CNS in the managing of the therapeutic
ablation pathway
Bango Garcia M1, DeLara A1, Feliciano A1, Credo A1, Balinong L1, Diamantopoulos A1, Ilyas S1
1Guys and St. Thomas\' NHS Foundation Trust, London, United Kingdom

Learning Objectives
1. To explain the role of the IR CNS in facilitating patient flow within IR with regards to therapeutic
ablation.
2. To understand the challenges of close collaboration with the renal and oncology services
3. To present the specific tasks that IR CNS fulfil in the management of the patient’s pathway from
referral to discharge in order to increase efficiency and improve patient’s experience

Background
The therapeutic ablation pathway at our institution is managed completely by Interventional
Radiology as parent team therefore, we have started a CNS managed pathway to handle the ablation
referrals to our service in order to provide a service that maximises efficiency by streamlining the
scheduling of patients requiring ablation treatment while meeting national targets and in the present
poster we are presenting the current main axes of everyday work we are undertaking.

Clinical Findings/Procedure
Our current model involves IR CNS' attending with the weekly multidisciplinary meetings with the
renal, urology and oncology teams to discuss and capture new referrals.
IR CNS' coordinates with the administrative team the scheduling of consultations in clinic and
provides a bespoke pre assessment service during the visit to identify any potential complications.
The CNS also organizes the patient’s admission and provides perioperative support.
Finally, the CNS is also responsible for organizing follow ups for the period of surveillance.

Conclusion
The model has proven to be effective so far by reducing the average waiting times from referral to
intervention and reducing the number of last minute cancellations.
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P 140 / Expanding interventional oncology services with the use of
remote proctorship
Patel S1, Nouzaie R1, Karunanithy N1, Ilyas S1, Gangi A2, Diamantopoulos A1

1Guy's and St Thomas' NHS Foundation Trust, London, United Kingdom, 2University Hospital Strasbourg, , France

Learning Objectives:
Demonstrate the use of tele medicine in remote proctorship when performing procedures during the
COVID 19 pandemic.

Background:
Tumour ablation is a growing field within Interventional Radiology, providing a minimally invasive
option in the treatment of renal, hepatic, lung and bone lesions. While the practice of tumour
ablation is rapidly gaining acceptance, the expertise is still largely concentrated within specialist
centres. Until recently, the few experienced practitioners could travel to support other clinicians in
performing these procedures but the recent pandemic has halted this practice. We present our
experience of remote proctorship in the expansion of our oncology services, offering our patients
minimally invasive therapeutic options as part of their oncology care.

Procedure Details:
Seven ablation cases were performed over four days with virtual assistance via the Proximie®
platform. Cameras were used to relay the live operating field to the proctor. The intra procedural CT
images displayed in theatre were also directly linked and the addition of a tablet with an encrypted
video link allowed the proctor to be seen by the operators. The proctor used integrated augmented
reality tools to point, annotate and demonstrate on the screen in theatre in real time and a closed 2
way communication system was used between the operators and proctor to facilitate a dialogue
throughout the procedure.

Conclusions:
The use of novel remote proctorship technology enables physicians to continue to be to able offer
patients cutting edge technological advancements safely, at a time when on site presence is limited
by the COVID 19 pandemic.
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P 141 / Radiofrequency ablation for nontoxic multinodular goiter: a
minimally invasive treatment alternative for surgery
Knurowska A1, Gorycki T2, Adamonis W3, Obo o czyk 4, Sworczak K4

1II Department of Radiology, Medical University of Gda sk, Gda sk, Poland, 2Department of Radiology, Medical
University of Gda sk, Gda sk, Poland, 3Department of General, Endocrine and Transplant Surgery, Gda sk,
Poland, 4Department of Endocrinology and Internal Medicine, Medical University of Gda sk, Gda sk, Poland

Learning objectives:
Introduce radiofrequency ablation (RFA) as an alternative for surgery.
Present why RFA is a procedure of increasing importance in the treatment of multinodular nontoxic
goiter on 3 sample cases.
Promote wider adoption of RFA in patients with benign thyroid nodules and multinodular nontoxic
goiter.

Background:
Many patients with benign goiters may experience symptoms of pressure or cosmetic concerns. Until
recently, the only treatment strategy was thyroidectomy. These surgeries carry a risk of laryngeal
nerves injury, hypoparathyroidism or bleeding. Radiofrequency ablation (RFA) was introduced as an
alternative treatment option of the thyroid benign nodules and is currently used in some European
and Asian countries. The procedure characterize minor trauma, fast recovery, better appearance,
and better preservation of thyroid function.

Procedure details:
Before the procedure, preoperative ultrasound examination should be performed to identify the
lesion's location and size, as well as its relationship with the surrounding tissues. Also, the oncology
assessment with fine needle aspiration (FNA) biopsy should be a prerequisite. To confirm non
toxicity of goiter, the blood test of thyroid function need to be done. The procedure is performed
under local anesthesia with lidocaine. Next, under direct ultrasound guidance, the RFA electrode
needle is implanted in the nodule and ablation is accomplished.

Conclusion:
RFA has already become a valuable treatment strategy for benign thyroid nodules due to its
minimally invasive characteristics and effectiveness. Yet, there is still unsatisfactory use of this non
surgical procedure.
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P 142 / Hemodialysis vascular access routine ultasound surveillance.
Is it time to revise current recommendations?
Moschovaki Zeiger O1, Giannikouris I2, Filippou P1, Karachaliou A1, Efthymiou E1, Palialexis K1,
Grigoriadis S1, Filippiadis D1, Brountzos E1, Spiliopoulos S1
12nd Department of Radiology, Interventional Radiology Unit, School of Medicine, National & Kapodistrian
University of Athens, "ATTIKON" University General Hospital, Athens, Greece, 2Department of Nephrology,
Hemodialysis Unit, "Mediterraneo" Hospital, Athens, Greece

The aim of this study is to report the impact of routine ultrasound surveillance for hemodialysis(HD)
vascular access(VA) in patency rates of native arteriovenous fistulae(AVF) and arteriovenous
grafts(AVG), and frequency of corrective procedures(CP) of dysfunctional VA.

This was a prospective, observational study investigating HD patients, between January 2019
December 2021. Patients were assigned to a routine VA Doppler ultrasound surveillance (DUS)
protocol. When deemed necessary, patients were referred to for CP (including pre emptive
angioplasty). The number and frequency of procedures, primary(PP) and secondary patency(SP) and
failure rates of VA were evaluated.

A total of 243 patients completed the study. Primary and SP for all VA were 83% and 93% in 12
months, 75% and 88% in 24 months and 72% and 83% at 36 months follow up. PP and SP for AVF was
89% and 96% at 12 months, 81% and 93% in 24 months and 80% and 89% at 36 months, respectively.
Primary and SP for AVG was 56% and 80%, 44% and 65%, 39% and 54% at 12, 24 and 36 months,
respectively. In total, 56 CP were performed (0.13 procedures/year), 34 involving AVF patients (0.09
procedures/year) and 22 AVG patients (0.40 procedures/year). Overall, 33 (13.6%) VA failures (0.06
failures/year) were noted, 17 in AVF (0.04 failures/year) and 16 in AVG (0.20 failures/year).

The specific VA DUS surveillance protocol resulted in excellent overall survival and patency rates,
with minimal CP rates. Randomized controlled trials are required to address the gap of knowledge,
and lack of high quality guidelines regarding VA follow up.
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P 143 / Intra vascular ultra sound of central venous stenosis
evaluation in hemodialysis patients with a long term catheter
Papageorgiou C1, Markoutsas D2, Theofanis M1, Georgopoulou G3, Spyridonidis I1, Anagnostopoulos F1,
Kitrou P1, Katsanos K1, Karnabatidis D1

1Interventional Radiology, Patras University Hospital, Patras, Greece, 2Radiology Department, Athens Naval
Hospital, Athens, Greece, 3Nephrology Department, Patras University Hospital, Patras, Greece

Purpose:
To report the findings of intra vascular ultra sound (IVUS) use for the assessment of central venous
stenosis in patients with long term dialysis catheter.

Materials and Methods:
Twelve patients (8 male) with a dysfunctional dialysis catheter were prospectively analyzed. Digital
substraction angiography and intra vascular ultra sound (IVUS) were performed to evaluate the
presence of central venous stenosis and fibrin sheath before and after balloon angioplasty (PTA) and
also verify fibrin disruption based on PTA balloon size.

Results:
Venography revealed the presence of central venous stenosis in 1 patient and fibrin sheath
formation in 3 patients, while IVUS identified segments of fibrin in several levels of the vessel in all 12
patients. IVUS showed that the fibrin sheath was distributed not only around the dialysis catheter,
but it was attached to the wall of the vessel as well. In addition, IVUS revealed satisfying disruption of
the fibrin and remnants of fibrotic intraluminal trabeculations in all patients after the PTA. 10 mm
was the balloon diameter needed to disrupt the fibrin and restore the patency of the vessel.

Conclusion:
The use of IVUS revealed that fibrin sheath formation develops not only around the tip of the
catheter but is also connected to the vascular wall. Furthermore, after the PTA there were
intraluminal trabeculations of fibrin with no clinical effect.
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P 144 / Effectiveness of ultrasound guided supraclavicular brachial
plexus block to provide adequate analgesia during endovascular
treatment of dysfunctional radiocephalic fistula
Kumar A1, Malik R1, Gupta R1

1All India Institute of Medical Sciences Bhopal, Bhopal, India

Purpose
To evaluate efficacy and feasibility of Ultrasound guided Supraclavicular Brachial Plexus block for Pain
control during Balloon Angioplasty of Failed Radiocephalic Dialysis AV Fistula.

Material and Methods
Retrospective evaluation of prospectively collected data of 21 Patients was done. All of these
patients (17 male, 4 female) had undergone Ultrasound guided Supraclavicular Brachial Plexus block
with Bupivacaine (0.25%) during Angioplasty of dysfunctional upper limb Radiocephalic Dialysis AV
Fistula. Visual Analog Pain score (VAS) was used for evaluation of severity of pain during the
treatment. None of these patient was given any other form of analgesia or sedation

Results
Retrospective Evaluation of 21 Patients was done who had undergone Ultrasound guided brachial
plexus block during Angioplasty by treating Interventional Radiologist
All 21 patients had satisfactory Pain control during the procedure
Mean recorded Pain score was 2.5 (Range 1 4).20 Patients had tolerable Mild pain/discomfort with
pain score of 1 3.Only one patient complained of annoying pain with VAS score of 4.Mean volume of
Analgesic (0.25% Bupivacaine) was 11.5ml (Range 10 15ml).None of the patient was given any other
form of Intravenous analgesia or sedation.

Conclusions
Ultrasound guided supraclavicular Brachial Plexus Block is very safe and effective analgesic technique
for Angioplasty of Radiocephalic Dialysis AV Fistula .This obviates the need of intravenous
sedation/Analgesia which has risk of respiratory depression in Chronic Kidney disease Patients on
Hemodialysis. Moreover the technique of USG guided supraclavicular block is simple and can be
easily given by treating Interventional
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P 145 / Viabahn stent graft for the treatment of recurrent stenosis in
hemodialysis fistulae.
Elzein Mohamed A, Agrawal D, Chetan M, Tapping C, Wigham A
1Oxford University Hospitals, Oxford, United Kingdom

Purpose:
To assess the outcome of the Viabahn stent graft in treatment of the arteriovenous flow out flow
stenosis.

Material and methods:
Retrospective data collection of the cases performed between 2016 and 2020 collected. The clinical
and radiological follow up data collected from the hospital electronic database. Technical success
defined as effective deployment of the stent and resolution of the targeted lesion with no immediate
complications. Primary stent patency is recorded when the stent imaged after six months from
insertion and appeared patent otr if the fistula is functioning well more than six month of the
insertion date.

Results:
Sixty seven fistulas treated with Viabahn stent graft included. The patient’s mean age was 68
Excluded three patients died less than six month post stent insertion due to non stent related causes
51% of the stents were deployed at the cephalic arch. 97% of the cases were technically successful.
Only two cases had minor non flow limiting residual stenosis post deployment. No recorded
immediate post procedure complications. 84% of the cases were patent for at least 6 months and did
not require any stent reintervention. The stent location didn’t not significantly change the primary
patency allowing for the small cases number.

Conclusion:
Viabahn stents demonstrate good patency rate for at least 6 months. Extended follow up studies and
comparative studies would help the treatment pathway decision making.
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P 146 / Added value of additional drug coated balloon angioplasty
after cutting balloon angioplasty in persistent hemodialysis fistula
stenosis
Sadik Z1, Azizi F1, Lohle P1, Venmans A1

1Elisabeth Tweesteden Hospital, Tilburg, Netherlands

Purpose:
The goal was to analyze the efficacy of three different angioplasty treatments for hemodialysis fistula
stenosis (HFS), specifically drug coated balloon (DCB), cutting balloon angioplasty (CBA), and
combination of CBA DCB.

Materials and Methods:
We performed a retrospective analysis of all patients who underwent angioplasty for HFS at the
Elisabeth Tweesteden Hospital. Between 2008 and 2022 a total of 123 patients were treated
consisting of three different groups: DCB group (n=42), CBA group (n=37), and CBA DCB group
(n=44). Outcome measures were patency, the number of retreatment during 1 year of follow up
(FU), and adverse events involving the arteriovenous circuit. Patency was defined as freedom from
restenosis.

Results:
Restenosis occurred in 64% (27 out of 42) of patients in the DCB group and in 68% (30 out of 44) of
patients in the CBA DCB group and at a mean FU of 5 months for both groups. In the CBA group,
restenosis was seen in 84% (31 out of 37) of the patients at a mean FU of 7 months. However, the
difference was not significant between the three groups. The mean number of additional angioplasty
was 2 in those with a FU of at least 1 year in all the three groups. No major adverse events occurred
in all the three groups.

Conclusion:
Adding drug coated balloon to cutting balloon angioplasty for the treatment of HFS displays a trend
of lesser restenosis. However, due to the small number of patients and retrospective character,
further research in the form of RCT is necessary.
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P 147 / Closure of splenic tract using a gelfoam plug embolization
technique in adult patients following portal vein interventions
Meine T1, Kretschmann N1, Werncke T1, Becker L1, Dewald C1, Maschke S1, Wacker F1, Meyer B1,
Hinrichs J1
1Institute for diagnostic and interventional Radiology, Hannover, Germany

Purpose:
To assess the feasibility and safety of the gelfoam plug embolization(GPE) for closure of the splenic
tract in adult patients following portal vein interventions.

Materials&Methods:
Overall, twenty one splenic accesses to the portal venous system were performed in twenty adult
patients (09/2016 09/2020). Splenic access was facilitated with a 21G needle, 0.018inch wire and 4F
to 6F sheath under ultrasound guidance. Splenic tract embolization was performed using a GPE
technique via the sheath. A gelfoam torpedo was loaded in a second sheath of the same size, which
was placed through the membrane of the sheath in the patient. The gelfoam torpedo was
transferred to the sheath in the patient with the dilator. While the dilator was advanced, the sheath
in the patient was pulled backwards until the gelfoam torpedo left the sheath and plugged the
puncture tract. This procedure was repeated under fluoroscopy until the sheath left the splenic
capsule. Success rate, access time and access related complications within 48h were analyzed to
assess the feasibility and safety of our GPE technique.

Results:
Splenic access was technically successful in 21 of 21 procedures(100%). The access time was
38±34min. Access related complications occurred in 3 of 21 interventions(14%) with a subcapsular
hematoma of the spleen in one patients and access related infections in two patients. No puncture
tract bleeding occurred.

Conclusion:
GPE of the splenic tract was feasible and appears to be safe for splenic access in adult patients. It has
the advantage for re interventions of the portal vein via the identical splenic access.
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P 148 / Paclitaxel blood concentration after peripheral DCB PTA
evaluated by HPLC (high pressure liquid chromatography)
Tozzi M1, Cervarolo M1, Velo S1, Villa F1, Franchin M1, Piubelli L2
1ASST settelaghi University Study of Insubria, Varese, Italy, 2Department of Biotechnology and Life Science,
University of Insubria, Varese, Italy

Purpose
The aim of this study is to evaluate the plasma concentration of pacitaxel in patients undergoing DCB
PTA for vascular access stenosis.

Materials and Methods
For the detection of Paclitaxel we used the protocol of sample preparation by solid phase extraction
followed by separation by HPLC (high performance liquid chromatography) and detection by
absorbance at 227 nm. For each patient , three samples were taken: time 0: before angioplasty time
1: immediately after DCB angioplasty and time 2: 15 days after angioplasty, from a peripheral vein.

Results
We enrolled between September 2020 and September 2021 a total of 31 patients. The mean age was
68 ± 12 years. A total of 31 angioplasty procedures with DCB Of the 31 patients enrolled, we analysed
samples from 10 patients.
In 9/10 patients the peak areas in the t0, t1, and t2 samples were only slightly larger than those
found in the control samples and corresponded to plasma PTX concentrations ranging from >0 20
nM. In 1 sample we showed a higher concentration (45 nM) than in the previous samples, but the
patient underwent a long angioplasty to promote maturation of the forearm cephalic vein.

Conclusion.
New data are needed to obtain a high level of evidence, as well as data from the peripheral or
coronary district. However, we can conclude that the concentrations obtained are extremely low
compared to the therapeutic dose of paclitaxel) and therefore the safety of DCB use can be
validated.
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P 149 / Learning curve for the use of mechanical thrombectomy in
the management of failed AVF/AVG
Huasen B1, TOZZI M2

1Lancashire University Hospital, PRESTON, United Kingdom, 2University Hospital of Insubria , Varese, Italy

Purpose:
We believe that mechanical aspiration thrombectomy systems can be simple to set up, use, and
facilitate in any endovascular centre, managing acute thrombosis of failed arterio venous Fistuale or
graft (AVF/AVG).

Material and methods:
20 Endovascular centres participated in the use of mechanical aspiration thrombectomy; the Indigo
system, for the management of failed AVF/AVG due to acute thrombosis (under 7days). All centres
used the same system and pump device starting June 2018. Clinician back ground included
Interventional Radiologists, Vascular Surgeons, Interventional Nephrologists and Interventional
Cardiologists, with various skill sets and years of clinical practice.

Results:
259 Procedures were recorded over a minimum of 12 month period across 20 European centres. A
94,6% (245/259) technical success was achieved, with new centres reporting reduction in procedural
time, and efficiency after their third case.
Italian centres reported the presence of clinical specialist/representative in the first 2 cases
accelerated the learning curve. Pairing of clinicians for the first two to three procedures was
documented to being helpful in some centres. The use of the system in acute arterial limb ischaemia
has also benefited more than 50% of the centres in their AVF/AVG salvage techniques, and reduced
blood loss.

Conclusion:
Despite multiple different pathways to how clinicians learn new techniques and devices effectively,
we found the Learning curve to establish this treatment is not long nor cumbersome. Mechanical
Thrombo Aspiration technique using the Indigo system in managing acute AVF/AVG thrombosis, has
the added benefit of facilitating an efficient and cost effective service across 20 European sites.
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P 150 / The original method of permanent catheter implantation
(patient with all central veins occlusions) after accidentally removing
the guidewire while attempting to replace a dysfunctional permanent
dialysis catheter
Ivanov A1

1Medservice hospital, Salavat, Russian Federation

64 year old female.

Ds:
CKD stage 5. Programmed hemodialysis from 06.2019. Dysfunctional left internal jugular tunneled
dialysis catheter. Chronic occlusion of the inferior vena cava (IVC), the both brachiocephalic veins.
In the process of replacing of dysfunctional indwelling catheter, the exchange guidewire was
accidentally removed. The last vascular access for dialysis was lost. Long term unsuccessful attempts
with various approaches were made to recanalize brachiocephalic vein occlusions. Recanalization of
chronic IVC occlusion was performed using a femoral access.

Original solution:
The proximal stump of the left brachiocephalic vein was punctured from the lumen to the
perivascular space. A guidewire with telescopic support was passed in the perivascular space towards
the left jugular region.

Results:
Externalization of the guidewire was performed at the site of a typical puncture of the left internal
jugular vein. A tunneled dialysis catheter is placed typically over the guidewire through the jugular
access. Catheterization of the brachiocephalic vein was obtained at a distance of about 1cm from the
superior vena cava. Follow up: The catheter function is normal.

Conclusion:
If it’s impossible to recanalize central veins of hemodialysis patients, a tunneled dialysis catheter can
be installed using a retrograde puncture of central vein in the thorax and perivascular passing of
guidewire to the jugular region.
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P 151 / 10 year experience of paediatric varicocele embolization in a
tertiary centre with long term follow up
Vigneswaran G1,2, Maclean D1, Wong S1, Bryant T1, Maher B1, Somani B1, Brownlee E1, Manoharan S1,
Griffin S1, Modi S1
1University Hospital Southampton, Southampton, United Kingdom, 2University of Southampton, Southampton,
United Kingdom

Purpose:
Paediatric varicocele embolization has many benefits over surgical ligation, but lacks published long
term data. We investigated technical and clinical outcomes in this under reported patient group.

Materials and methods:
A single centre retrospective review of procedural data and electronic notes of consecutive patients
referred for varicocele embolization over a 10 year period was performed (February 2010 March
2020). The primary outcomes were technical success and clinical efficacy (lack of symptom
recurrence). Secondary outcomes included complications, testicular vein size reduction and
procedural parameters including radiation exposure. Chi square analysis was used to identify
predictors of clinical success.

Results:
40 patients (median age 15) were referred for left sided symptomatic varicocele. Technical
embolization success was achieved in 36/40 patients (90%), with 4 procedures abandoned
(inaccessible vein). Embolization technique was platinum based coils ± sclerosant. There were no
immediate or long term procedural complications.
32/36 patients completed short term follow up at a median interval of 2.8 months. 30/32 (93.78%)
experienced early clinical success. We found a significant reduction in peritesticular vein size
following embolization (pre 3.70 vs post 2.56mm, p=0.00017) and a significant relationship between
varicocele grade and early clinical success ( 2=4.2, p=0.04), but not pre treatment peritesticular vein
size ( 2=0.02, p=0.88). 33/36 patients completed long term follow up (median 4.2 years, range 0.36
9.9 years) producing a late clinical success rate of 93.9% (31/33). No post procedural complications
including hydroceles were identified.

Conclusion:
Paediatric varicocele embolization is a successful alternative to surgical ligation, with no
complications and good clinical outcomes over a long term follow up.
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P 152 / Correlation between volume on pre procedure imaging and
volume of sclerosant used for low flow arterio venous malformations
Puchferran C1, Pennix T, Sanan A2, Barton M, Kattan A, Thornton L, Bhatia S, Zikria J
1Univeristy Of Miami, Boca Raton, United States, 2University Of Miami Miller School Of Medicine, Miami, United
States

Purpose:
Evaluate the volume of the low flow arterio venous malformations (LFAVMs) seen on pre procedure
MRI and correlate with the volume of sotradecol (STS) required for treatment.

Materials and methods:
A retrospective review of our institution’s database containing 34 total patients and 49 procedures
for treatment of their LFAVMs was performed. Of the 34 patients, 11 individuals and 20 treatment
sessions met the inclusion criteria (treatment with STS and appropriate pre procedure imaging for
volume calculations). Volume were calculated with the ellipsoid formula: x2/a2 + y2/b2 + z2/c2 = 1.

Results:
Patients in this cohort were treated with STS and received between 1.2cc 9.5cc of STS (mean, 3.31cc)
for the 21 treatments. Of our 11 patients, 4 patients were treated multiple times for a total of 13
procedures. Pre procedure volumes calculated ranged from 4cc to 138.2 cc (mean, 37.31).
Angiographic evidence of a large draining vein was visualized in 17 out of 20 of the treatment
sessions (85%). Compression was held to occlude the draining vein in 7/20 of the treatment sessions
(35%).

Conclusion:
Overall, there is no significant correlation between the volume of the LFAVM on pre procedure
imaging and the amount of STS solution used. Patients who underwent sclerotherapy for larger
AVMs did not require significantly more STS solution than patients requiring treatment for smaller
AVMs. Based on our results, the volume of STS needed for treatment should be tailored to the flow
dynamics of each specific AVM in order to prevent the reflux into the draining systemic veins.
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P 153 / Intravenous leiomyomatosis of the uterus with arteriovenous
malformation: surgical treatment after embolization of AVM
Kim J1, Do Y, Kim R2

1Samsung Medical Center, Seoul, South Korea, 2Inje university ilsan paik hospital, ,

Purpose
Intravenous leiomyomatosis of the uterus (IVLU) associated with pelvic and/or retroperitoneal
arteriovenous malformation (AVM) is a rare condition. We analyzed the computed tomography (CT)
findings and evaluated the efficacy and safety of endovascular and surgical treatment in seven
patients.

Materials and Methods
Retrospectively, we reviewed seven female patients with pathologically confirmed IVLU and AVM
(age range: 32–61 years, mean age: 43 years) treated between 2005 and 2021 from a single
institution. The location and size of the AVM and CT findings of IVLU were evaluated. After multiple
sessions of transvenous coil embolization of the AVM with or without injection of ethanol, surgical
removal of the IVLU and embolized AVM mass were performed.

Results
Of the seven patients, three patients showed AVM with pelvic or cardiac mass on initial CT, and four
patients showed AVM only. Characteristic CT findings of IVLU with AVM revealed a focal soft tissue
mass inside the dilated venous structure of the AVM. The maximum diameter of the AVM ranged
from 7 to 23 cm. After complete (6/7, 86%) or partial (1/7, 14%) embolization of the AVM, complete
surgical removal of the IVLU and coil embolized AVM mass was performed in four patients. Patients
with lung metastasis or remaining embolized AVM masses are under follow up with anti estrogen
hormone therapy.

Conclusion
Focal soft tissue mass inside the dilated venous structure of the AVM is the characteristic CT finding
of IVLU with AVM, and it should be treated with surgical removal or anti estrogen therapy after
complete AVM embolization.
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P 154 / Lymphatic intervention for the treatment of lymphatic leaks
occurring after head and neck surgery
Kim J1, Bang D1, Gwon Y1, Won J1
1Ajou University Hospital, Suwon, Korea, Republic of

Purpose:
To report the outcome of interventional treatment of lymphatic leaks after head and neck surgery
and describe various lymphatic embolization techniques.

Materials and Methods:
Lymphatic intervention for treating lymphatic leaks occurring after head and neck surgery between
April 2018 and July 2020 was retrospectively reviewed. Technical aspects and clinical outcomes of
interventional treatment were reviewed.

Results:
A total of six patients with postsurgical lymphatic leaks in the neck were treated by the lymphatic
intervention. Five patients had undergone radical neck dissection due to thyroid cancer, and one
other had undergone excisional biopsy of a cervical lymph node revealing metastatic malignancy.
Clinical presentations were as follows: chylous drainage through surgical drains in 4 patients, chyle
discharge from a skin wound in 1 patient, symptomatic cervical lymphocele in 1 patient. Leakages
were found in 5 patients by lymphangiography. Adjunctive embolization was performed using glue
with or without coils. Thoracic duct embolization was performed in 3 patients, two by
transperitoneal access and another by retrograde thoracic duct access. Embolization in one patient
was performed through a surgical drain, and another was performed by intranodal glue injection
through a cervical lymph node. The patient without demonstrable leak on lymphangiography was
observed for therapeutic outcome. The lymphatic leak was successfully managed in all patients
without recurrence or complication.

Conclusions:
Interventional treatment of lymphatic leaks after head and neck surgery is safe and effective. Novel
techniques may be applied to compliment the standard technique involving inguinal intranodal
lymphangiography and transperitoneal thoracic duct embolization.
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P 155 / Outcomes after super selective angioembolisation in
pediatric abdominal solid organ trauma
PG S, Khera P, Garg P, Yadav T, Tiwari S, Sinha A, Pathak M, Rathod K, Rajagopal R
1All India Institute of Medical Sciences, Jodhpur, India

Purpose:
To determine the efficacy and clinical outcomes after super selective angio embolization in
abdominal solid organ trauma in children.

Materials and methods:
A retrospective analysis of children presenting to ER with history of trauma between January 2021 to
December 2021 was performed. Preprocedural imaging, procedural details, number of transfusions
and length of hospital stay was retrieved and analyzed.

Results:
Seventy children (age <18 years) presented to emergency room between January 2021 and
December 2021 with history of trauma. Thirty children were FAST positive, out of which, 21 patients
had abdominal solid organ injury on CT, of which 2 had underwent emergency laparotomy. Nine
children had solid organ vascular injury including vascular injury in liver (grade 3 AAST or more; n = 6)
and vascular injury in spleen (grade 4 AAST or more; n = 3). All of them underwent super selective
embolization of the injured vessels. The average length of hospital stay was 7 days as compared to 3
weeks in children undergoing operative management. One child received transfusion due to massive
blood loss.

Conclusion:
Super selective angio embolization in children with abdominal solid organ trauma has reduced
morbidity and length of hospital stay as compared to operative management.
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P 156 / Assessment of clinical outcomes, imaging outcomes and
complications in patients undergoing sclerotherapy for venous
malformations involving the pelvis
Garg T1, Gowda P1, Gong A1, Khalil A1, Weinstein R1, Raman A2, Latif M3, Mitchell S1, Weiss C1

1Division of Vascular and Interventional Radiology, Russell H. Morgan Department of Radiology and Radiological
Science, Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine, Baltimore, United States, 2Western University of Health
Sciences, Pomona, United States, 3Brigham and Women's Hospital, Boston, United States

Purpose:
To evaluate the outcomes and safety of percutaneous sclerotherapy (PS) for superficial pelvic venous
malformations (SPVMs).

Material and Methods:
We reviewed patients treated for SPVMs between 5/2004 and 8/2021. Patient chart was evaluated
to assess changes in clinical symptoms, lesion size changes, and adverse events (AEs). Fisher’s Exact
Tests were used for statistical analysis.

Results:
31 patients (71% Female) had a total of 87 PS procedures (median=2, 1 13) with 98.9% (86/87)
technical success. The median follow up time was 526 (0 5927) days. The most common presenting
symptom was pain (83.9%, 26/31) followed by VM enlargement (45.2%, 14/31). Ethanol (54/86;
62.8%) was the most common used sclerosant followed by sotradecol foam (23/86; 26.7%),
bleomycin foam (10/86; 11.6%), n BCA (5/86; 5.8%), and onyx (2/86; 2.3%) with some procedures
using more than one agent. PS significantly improved clinical symptoms (p < 0.0001) but didn't
reduce the lesion size (p=0.1). Clinical symptoms improved in 45.16% (14/31), remained stable or
worsened in 41.9% (13/31), and completely resolved in 12.9% (4/31) patients. Of the 19 (61.3%)
patients with both pre and post MRI measurements, 12 patients (63.2%) demonstrated stable
disease, 3 patients (15.8%) demonstrated partial response, 3 patients (15.8%) demonstrated
progressive disease, and 1 patient (5.3%) demonstrate a complete response. AEs occurred after 12 of
87 procedures (13.8%; 6 Mild, 6 Moderate), the majority of which were skin burns (50%, 6/12).

Conclusion:
PS is a safe and effective treatment for SPVMs. PS in these patients leads to significant improvement
in clinical symptoms without reduction in lesion size.
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P 157 / Comparison of safety and feasibility of prostate artery
embolization via transradial access verse transfemoral access: a
single center experience
Richardson D1, Kumar J, Aldajani M, Amin A, Jalaeian H, Bhatia S
1University of Miami Department of Interventional Radiology, Miami , United States

Purpose:
To further assess and expand upon the safety and feasibility of prostate artery embolization (PAE) via
transradial access (TRA) compared to PAE via transfemoral access (TFA).

Material and methods:
786 patients who underwent PAE from April 2014 to September 2021 were assessed for procedural
outcomes and adverse events. 659 patients (84%) underwent PAE via TRA and 127 patients (16%)
underwent PAE via TFA. Mean age was 70.2 ± 9.2 years. PAE was performed for patients with lower
urinary symptoms, acute urinary retention with indwelling catheter, or hematuria. Radial artery
diameter, Barbeau waveform, procedure time, fluoroscopy time, dose area product (DAP), air kerma
and all complications were reviewed. Technical success was defined as bilateral PAE. Exclusion
criteria for TRA was radial artery diameter < 2 mm or Barbeau type D. Adverse events were recorded
using the Clavien Dindo classification. A two tailed P<0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Results:
Technical success was achieved in 755 patients (96%) with no significant difference between TRA and
TFA. Statistical significance (<0.001) was demonstrated in TRA vs TFA: procedure time 78.5 vs 121.6
min, fluoroscopy time 32.9 vs 45.9 min, DAP 22315 vs 38192 Gy m2, and air kerma 1712 vs 3480 Gy.
Patients undergoing TRA had less access site complications: ecchymosis 1.0% vs 7.2% and
hematomas 0.8% vs 3.6%. Three TRA patients experienced a TIA and fully recovered without further
intervention or disability.

Conclusion:
Transradial PAE is safe and feasible alternative to conventional transfemoral PAE with shorter
procedure time, less radiation exposure, and less access related complications.
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P 158 / Three year’s single center experience with inflammatory
embolization in Brazil
Picada Correa M1, Puton R, Saleh J, Noel R, Borges L, Jatczak L, Bajerski
1Invasc, Passo Fundo, Brazil

Purpose:
Osteoarthritis (OA) is the most common joint disease in the population older than 60 years.
Inflamattory embolization has emerged as a treatment option for patients refractory to clinical
treatment and not yet candidates for joint replacement. These study aims to evaluate our experience
with the technique in different joints.

Materials and Methods:
This is a cohort analyzing the experience of a single center in Brazil in the treatment of
musculoskeletal injuries using embolization. Visual analogue scale of pain (VAS), needed of pain
medications and quality of life were evaluated. Procedure information was collected.

Results:
From May 2019 to March 2022, 95 patients with 141 joints were treated. 99 knees, 26 hips, 4
shoulders and one elbow were submitted to the procedure. 11 ankles were treated with previous
procedures. Technical success was achieved in 98,5% of cases. Mean procedure time was 30’29”. 114
(80,8%) joints were treated with imipenem/cilastatin, 23 (16,3%) with microsphere and 4 (2,8%) with
both. Visual analogue scale of pain and mobility was improved in 128 patients (90,7%) and 13
(9,2.5%) had no improvement. Two of these patients had fibromyalgia. 4 patients presented with
superficial thrombophlebitis in the first 30 days, all improved with therapy. There was one small
asymptomatic ulceration in the initial experience, spontaneously improved in 30 days.

Conclusion:
Inflammatory embolization is an option for patients with persistent joint pain and no indication for
total joint replacement. Selection of patients is paramount for the success. Patients with
Fibromyalgia tend to not respond to the procedure.
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P 159 / Embolization of pulmonary artery pseudoaneurysms:
multicenter experience and review of the literature
Piacentino F1, Fontana F1,2, Curti M1,2, Ossola C1,2, Timb Timb F1,2, Ierardi A3, Carrafiello G3, Venturini
M1,2

1Insubria University, Varese, Italy, 2Circolo Hospital/ Radiology and Interventional Radiology Department, Varese,
Italy, 3Department of Radiology and Department of Health Sciences, Fondazione IRCCS Cà Granda Ospedale,
University of Milan, 20122 Milan, Italy, Milan, Italy

Purpose
To evaluate the efficacy of endovascular embolization of pulmonary artery pseudoaneurysms. To
analyse the different embolising agents, comparing the data in the literature with our case series.

Materials and methods
We retrospectively evaluated 8 patients treated with an endovascular approach for PSA between
2015 and 2021. Age, gender, cause of vascular lesion, site of lesion, diagnostic imaging and type of
embolisation material used and The treatment success rate were analysed.

Results
A total of 8 patients underwent PSA embolisation between January 2016 and June 2021, 4 males
(mean age = 60.5 years) and 4 females (mean age = 60.1 years).
Technical success of endovascular embolisation was achieved in all cases (8/8, 100%), with no need
for reintervention.
7 patients were treated in haemodynamic shock due to massive haemoptysis. 5 of this subgroup
were cardiac surgery patients with iatrogenic PSA. 2 patients had suffered blunt trauma. The PSA was
identified during an emergency CTA performed.
These 7 patients required a long hospital stay in the intensive care unit.
In only one case, PSA was found occasionally during a routine preoperative X ray and treatment was
performed as an elective.

Conclusions
In our experience, different embolic agents (solid and liquid) have been successfully used for the
treatment of PSA alone or in combination; non adhesive embolic liquids have proven to be good
embolizing agents achieving a valid exclusion of the vascular lesion. In conclusion, endovascular
embolisation is a technically safe and reproducible therapeutic option.
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P 160 / Safety and efficacy of prostate embolization using only
mobile c arm in an office based laboratory (OBL) setting, pilot study
Zhang K1, Madeb R2, Braha S3, Tse F4, Jaswani V5

1Carepoint Healthcare, Radiology, New York, United States, 2Maimonides Medical Center, Urology, New York,
United States, 3Brooklyn one health, Radiology, New York, United States, 4Early Intervention Institute,
Interventional Radiology, New York, United States, 5Brooklyn one health, Interventional Radiology, New York,
United States

Purpose
First known study to measure feasibility, safety, and clinical outcome of Prostate Embolization to
treat Benign Prostate Hyperplasia with Hematuria in an Office Based Laboratory (OBL) setting using
only mobile C arm.

Materials and Methods
36 Patients underwent Percutaneous Prostate Embolization
all with hematuria. All patients have been on long term medical therapy . Mean ages were 64 (range
53 87), mean prostate volume was 99 mL (range 43 262 mL). All procedures used mobile C arm
without rotational CT capabilities (Philips Veridius). Zero patients had CTA of the prostatic artery
prior to embolization. 2 patients had only left prostatic artery embolization due to vessle tortuosity.
Right groin CFA access, RBT catheters (Cooke) and Progreat coaxial microcatheter system (Terumo)
were used in all cases. PVA particles (Cooke) were used to embolize until stasis in the prostatic
arteries. All patients underwent Urology consult ruling out other etiology of LUTS symptoms.

Results
Mean contrast volume was 133 (range 80 200). Mean dose was 164.1 Gy cm2(range 76.3 224.4)
with mean total procedure time of 49 minutes (range 33 210 minutes). Mean pre procedure IPSS
score was 28.4 and mean post procedure IPSS was 14.1 with a mean follow up time of 5 month. 0
patients had hematuria post treatment. 3 patients had symptoms of urinary urgency post procedure
and had pre embolization prostate volume of 132, 150, and 186 respectively. No other major
complications.

Conclusion
Prostate embolization is feasible, safe and efficacious in treating BPH in an OBL setting using only a
mobile C arm without the need for Foley catheter insertion.
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P 161 / Right gonadal vein embolisation for right sided and bilateral
varicoceles: a retrospective review and role of MR Venography
Smyth E1, Khan N2, Nath A2

1University Of Glasgow, Glasgow, United Kingdom, 2Queen Elizabeth University Hospital Department of
Interventional Radiology, Glasgow, United Kingdom

Purpose:
To assess the technical and clinical success of right gonadal vein embolisation for varicocele. To
review post failure imaging to assess venous anatomy.

Materials and methods:
A retrospective analysis of the NHS Greater Glasgow and Clyde patient database from December
2017 to December 2021 was performed. Patients were grouped by laterality of varicocele before
further analysis. Unilateral left sided varicoceles were excluded from analysis. Primary outcomes
analysed included procedural success, clinical success, and re attempt. Secondary outcomes included
analysis of pre procedural imaging and post failure magnetic resonance venography (MRV).

Results:
183 patients undergoing 204 procedures were identified. A total of n=29 first attempt right side
embolisation (15 right, 14 bilateral) procedures were performed during the 4 year period. Technical
failure rate was 55% (16/29). All technical failure was due to difficulty identifying or cannulating the
right gonadal vein. All technically successful procedures showed symptom resolution at follow up.

MRV was performed in 11 failed cases. Conventional drainage of the right gonadal vein was seen in
63.6% of cases (71.4% of right sided cases, 50% of bilateral cases). Of the failed cases, successful re
intervention was performed in 2, surgical ligation was performed in 2, and re attempt embolisation is
planned for 3 cases. No further intervention was planned for 4 cases. 5 patients were awaiting
follow up.

Conclusion:
Embolisation of the right gonadal vein demonstrates a high technical failure rate. A policy of pre
procedural MRV would help determine venous anatomy for procedural planning. This could reduce
the number of failed procedures, streamline the patient journey, and reduce radiation exposure and
cost.
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P 162 / Clinical outcomes, imaging outcomes and safety of
sclerotherapy for superficial venous malformations involving the
scalp
Garg T1, Gong A1, Gowda P1, Khalil A1, Weinstein R1, Raman A2, Latif M3, Mitchell S1, Weiss C1

1Division of Vascular and Interventional Radiology, Russell H. Morgan Department of Radiology and Radiological
Science, Johns Hopkins University School Of Medicine, Baltimore, United States, 2Western University of Health
Sciences, Pomona, United States, 3Brigham and Women's Hospital, Boston, United States

Purpose:
To evaluate the safety and outcomes of percutaneous sclerotherapy (PS) for venous malformations
(VMs) involving the scalp.

Materials and Methods:
We reviewed patients who received PS for VMs involving the scalp between 1/2003 and 11/2021.
The patient chart was evaluated to assess changes in clinical response, lesion size changes, and
complication rates. Fisher’s Exact Test was used for analysis.

Results:
15 patients (73.3% Females) underwent a total of 55 embolization procedures with a median follow
up period of 88 (20 6598) days. Patients commonly presented with complaints of pain (10/15,
66.7%). Patients underwent a median of 2 procedures (Range: 1 14) procedures with a technical
success rate of 98.2% (54/55). Ethanol (25/55; 45.5%) was the most commonly used sclerosant. PS
significantly improved clinical symptoms with 53.3% patients showing improvement (8/15), 46.7%
patients showing no change or worsening (7/15), and zero patients showing complete resolution of
symptoms (p = 0.002). PS was not significantly associated with a lesion size reduction on imaging (p=
0.21). Of the 9 (60%) patients with both pre and post MRI imaging measurements, 5 patients
(55.6%) demonstrated stable disease, 3 patients (33.3%) demonstrated a partial response, 1 patient
(11.1%) demonstrated progressive disease, and zero patients demonstrate a complete response.
Early post procedural complications occurred after 5/55 procedures (9.1%), all of which were skin
burns of different severity (4 Mild, 1 Severe).

Conclusion:
PS is a safe and effective treatment for VMs involving the scalp. Patients undergoing the procedure
showed significant improvement in clinical symptoms without a significant reduction in lesion size.
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P 163 / Blunt splenic trauma in a level 1 trauma centre: the
expanding role of splenic artery embolization over 10 years
Ahmed N1, Parameshwaran V1, Low D1

1The Royal London Hospital, London, United Kingdom

Purpose
There is an increasing role for splenic artery embolization (SAE) in the management of high grade
traumatic splenic injuries. A review of SAE rates and outcomes at a level 1 trauma centre in patients
with blunt splenic trauma was carried out and compared to a previous review within the last decade
to demonstrate changes in practice.

Methods
A retrospective review of patients with splenic injuries secondary to blunt trauma between January
2018 and December 2021 was performed. The revised 2018 AAST grading score was used to grade
injuries. This was compared to a previous review from February 2012 to May 2015.

Results
212 patients with splenic injury secondary to blunt trauma were identified from January 2018 to
December 2021. Of these patients, 131 had a high grade injury (AAST 3 5) with 96 of these patients
being managed non operatively. Of these patients, 55 underwent SAE (57%). This is a marked
increase when compared to the previous review where SAE was performed in 13 out of a total of 45
patients with high grade splenic injury (29%).
During this time period SAE procedures had a 96.4% technical success rate (n=53/55) and a 94.3%
clinical success rate (n=50/53) with only 3 patients requiring surgical splenectomy despite
embolization.

Conclusion
The rate of patients with high grade splenic injury managed with SAE has approximately doubled
over the last decade from 28% to 57% at our level 1 trauma centre. It is safe and efficacious with no
evidence of increase in complications or delayed splenic rupture.
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P 164 / Bronchial artery embolization in primary lung cancer:
comparison between N butyl 2 cyanoacrylate and polyvinyl alcohol
particles
Lee J1, Yoon C, Jung Y, Choi W, Lee C, Lee G
1Seoul National University Bundang Hospital/Radiology, Seongnam si, Korea, Republic of, 2Seoul National
University College of Medicine/Radiology, Seoul, Korea, Republic of

Purpose:
Studies on the use of n butyl 2 cyanoacrylate (NBCA) for bronchial artery embolization (BAE) in
patients with hemoptysis from primary lung cancer are lacking. This study aimed to compare the
safety and efficacy of BAE performed using polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) particles and NBCA in primary
lung cancer patients.

Materials and Methods:
The rates of hemostasis, complications, procedure time, dose area product, and hemoptysis free
survival were retrospectively compared between primary lung cancer (non small cell [n=111] and
small cell [n=11]) patients who underwent BAE using NBCA (n=58) or PVA particles (n=64) between
January 2004 and December 2019. Predictors of recurrent hemoptysis were analyzed using the Cox
proportional hazard regression model.

Results:
Among 122 patients (mean age, 66±10 years; range 32–86 years; 103 men), complete hemostasis
was achieved in more patients in the NBCA (81.0%; 47 of 58) than in the PVA (53.1%; 34 of 64) group
(P=0.002). No major complications were observed in either group. The procedure time (36.4±21.6 vs.
56.3±27.4 min, P<0.001) was shorter and the dose area product (58.6±64.0 vs. 233.5±225.0 Gy*cm2,
P<0.001) was smaller in the NBCA group than in the PVA group. The median hemoptysis free survival
was 173.0 vs. 20.0 days in the NBCA and PVA groups, respectively (P<0.001). PVA use (P<0.001) and
coagulopathy (P=0.014) were independent predictors of shortened hemoptysis free survival.

Conclusions:
BAE using NBCA showed significantly superior initial hemostasis with longer hemoptysis free survival,
shorter procedure time, and reduced radiation dose than BAE using PVA particles. PVA use and
coagulopathy were independent predictors of recurrent hemoptysis.
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P 165 / Mathematical model to assist complex prostate artery
selection in complex prostate embolization
Zhang K1, Madeb R2, Hen A3, Leybovich N4, Braha S5
1Carepoint Healthcare, Radiology, New York, United States, 2Maimonides Medical Center, Urology, New York,
United States, 3Brookdale, Surgery, New York, United States, 4Early Intervention Institute, Interventional
Radiology, New York, United States, 5Brooklyn one health, Radiology, New York, United States

Purpose:
Apply mathematical model to decrease procedure time and increase success of selecting complex
prostatic artery takeoff in prostate embolization for BPH

Material and Methods:
42 patients underwent prostate embolization for BPH and/or hematuria. 23 patients had complex
prostatic artery take off, defined by longer than 10 minutes attempt for the operator to select the
prostatic artery, using coaxial microcatheter and wire (2.0 Progreat, Terumo). Therefore, Poisson
distribution is used in the model to apply probability mass function based on the ratio between
prostatic artery diameter and the higher order arterial branch diameter, using the equation f(k;
lambda)= Pr(X=k)= lambda^k* e^( lambda)/k!, where k is number of occurrences, where lambda = E
(X)=Var (X). Lambd=r*t, where t is the time interval needed to select prostatic artery (software used:
Microsoft Excel). The wire used is shaped with diameter=2*diameter of higher order arterial branch.
Wire torque angles (total 8) were used at 90, 180, 270, 360, 360, 270, 180, and 90 degrees .

Results:
All 23 patients had successful selection of prostatic artery. Average real vessel selection time was 17
min (range 3 25 min). Average modeled vessel selection time was 9min (range 1 18min) with
correlation to real time 0.77 (p=0.034). Each torque angel used 5 attempts and once all 8 angles were
used, same angles were repeated in the same order until prostatic artery was selected.

Conclusion:
There is high correlation between time from math model and real time, which increased probability
of success and decrease time in selecting complex prostatic artery anatomy.
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P 166 / Long term efficacy of embolization of pulmonary
arteriovenous malformations for prevention of paradoxical stroke
Kotoku A1, Horinouchi H1, Nishii T1, Fukuyama M1, Tateishi E1, Ohta Y1, Morita Y1, Fukuda T1
1National Cerebral And Cardiovascular Center, Suita, Japan

Purpose:
To evaluate the long term efficacy of embolization for prevention of paradoxical stroke in patients
with pulmonary arteriovenous malformations (PAVMs)

Materials and Methods:
Sixty four patients who underwent embolization of PAVMs between 2006 and 2021 were
retrospectively reviewed. Eighteen patients were excluded because the follow up period was shorter
than six months. Stroke occurrence and recanalization were analyzed. Symptomatic stroke was
identified based on clinical records, and asymptomatic stroke was evaluated with brain CT or MRI
images. Recanalization was defined as drainage vein diameter or fistula sac size reduction not
reaching the 70% threshold compared to baseline on chest CT.

Results:
Forty six patients (22 men, median age 53 [interquartile ranges (IQR) 41 69] years) with PAVMs (88
lesions) successfully underwent embolization. Ten patients had a history of cerebral infarction or
brain abscess. Eleven patients were diagnosed with hereditary hemorrhagic telangiectasia. Thirteen
patients were on anticoagulant drugs. Twenty seven patients had multiple PAVMs lesions, and four
patients required multiple embolization sessions. The median follow up period was 785 [IQR 346
3102] days. No patient had symptomatic stroke during the follow up period. Follow up brain CT or
MRI performed in 19 patients showed no additional asymptomatic small infarction. Follow up chest
CT performed in 40 patients showed recanalization of 25 lesions in 15 patients. The freedom from
recanalization rate at 1, 3, and 5 years was 67%, 38%, and 34%, respectively.

Conclusion:
Embolization of PAVMs might contribute to the long term prevention of paradoxical stroke,
regardless of whether recanalization has occurred.
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P 167 / Efficacy and safety of catheter directed treatment (CDT) in
intermediate risk pulmonary embolism (PE): a single centre
experience in Singapore
Liu C1, Srinivasan S2, Chung R2, Er C3

1Surrey And Sussex Healthcare NHS Trust, , United Kingdom, 2Khoo Teck Puat Hospital (Interventional Radiology),
, Singapore, 3Woodlands HealthCampus (Internal Medicine), , Singapore

Purpose:
Pulmonary embolus, especially high and intermediate risk categories, carry significant mortality
rates. Traditional treatment options of surgical embolectomy and systemic thrombolysis (ST) are
often either hampered by lack of local surgical expertise or associated with unacceptable levels of
haemorrhagic risk, respectively. As a result, less invasive and directed endovascular options such as
CDT are increasingly favoured. Our study aims to provide insight into the efficacy and safety of CDT in
our single centre in patients with intermediate risk PE.

Materials and methods:
A retrospective review of patients undergoing CDT for PE in our institution (2015 2020) was
performed. Clinical, imaging and laboratory parameters were assessed. Treatment efficacy was
evaluated in terms of improvement in pulmonary arterial pressure, anatomical/functional
improvements as depicted on CTPA/TTE, and 30 day mortality rates. Complications such as the
presence of major/minor bleeding was evaluated and defined by the ISTH criteria.

Results:
Twenty one cases were identified: 3 high risk PE, 18 intermediate risk PE. Among the 18 patients with
intermediate risk PE, 17 were considered as intermediate high risk (raised troponin + RV strain).
Overall improvement was noted in 16/18 patients (89%). The major and minor bleeding risk of CDT
was 5.5% and 11% respectively. 30 day mortality was 2/18 (11%).

Conclusion:
Our study showed that CDT effectively lowers PA pressure and relieves RV strain in patients with
intermediate risk PE. It has an acceptable safety profile and is associated with low bleeding risk.
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P 168 / Pre operative arterial embolization in neurogenic heterotopic
ossification of the hip joint
Papalexis N1, Peta G1, Errani C1, Martella C1, Miceli M1, Facchini G1

1Istituto Ortopedico Rizzoli, Bologna, Italy

PURPOSE
To propose selective arterial embolization with n Butyl cyanoacrylate as a pre operative treatment
for heterotopic ossification of the hip joint.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
This study included patients (n=8) with neurogenic heterotopic ossification of the hip joint who
underwent pre operative arterial embolization; data were retrospectively collected from January
2015 to June 2021. Results were compared to a control group who underwent surgical intervention
without receiving pre operative arterial embolization. Data regarding intra operative blood loss,
number of units of blood administered, number of days of hospitalization, and complications were
collected.

RESULTS
We found no differences in demographics between the two groups. All patients were male in both
groups, mean age was 48.1 ± 11.4 years. In the embolization group mean intraoperative blood loss
was 875 ± 320 ml, mean number of units of blood used was 0.5 ± 0.7 and number of days of
hospitalization was on average 6.4 ± 1.6. In the control group mean intraoperative blood loss was
1350 ± 120 ml, mean number of units of blood used was 2 ± 1.1 and number of days of
hospitalization was on average 11.5 ± 1.4.
The embolization group had an average reduction on blood loss of 35.2% (P< 0.05), reduction of
number of units of blood administered of 75% (P< 0.05) and reduction of days of hospitalization of
44.3% (P< 0.05)

CONCLUSION
Arterial embolization is effective and safe in reducing blood loss, number of hospitalization days and
blood transfusions in patients undergoing surgical resection of heterotopic ossification of the hip
joint.
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P 169 / Super selective bronchial artery embolization in emergency: a
single centre retrospective observational study
Borzelli A1, Pane F1, Coppola M1, Amodio F1, Giurazza F1, Corvino F1, de Magistris G1, Cangiano G1,
Niola R1

1Vascular and Interventional Radiology, AORN A.Cardarelli, Napoli, Italy, 2Radiology, AORN S.G.Moscati, Avellino,
Italy

Purpose:
Assess efficacy and safety of bronchial artery embolization(BAE)in patients with
hemoptysis,evaluating the outcomes

Material and Methods:
We retrospectively rewieved patients, who underwent bronchial artery angiography(BAA)between
January 2019 and December 2021,underlying aetyology,chest CT scan,angiographic study,embolic
agent chosen,outcome,and eventual complications

Results:
33 patients underwent BAA(26M 7F;mean age:58 years).All patients presented
hemoptysis,considered severe in 15(45%).Bronchiectasis(n=6;18%),lung cancer(n=5;15%)and
arteriovenous malformation(MAV)(n=5;15%)were the major aetiology at CT scan.The main
angiographic signs observed were arterial hypertrophy and tortuosity(n=24;72%)and
hypervascularity(n=9;27%).23 of 33 patients(70%)performed BAE,3 ex adiuvantibus guided by
bronchoscopic data.The embolic agents used were PVA (n=10;25%), detachable microcoils
(n=9;23%), Spongostan (n=4;10%), Onyx (n=2;5%), Phil (n=1;2%) and Amplatzer Vascular Plug
(n=1;2%). Technical success was obtained in 23 patients (95%) and clinical success in 28 (84%).
Recurrence of hemoptysis occurred in 4 patients (12%) and 3 of them underwent 3 procedures, for a
total of 40 BAA. 3 patients recurred within 30 days after the first BAE, the other one two months
later; 3 of them were affected by MAV (two presented hemoptysis, one had low arterial O2
saturation). 7 patients (21%) died during the one year follow up, 4 deaths in oncologic due to cancer
dissemination and sequelae. Intra and post procedural complications were bronchial artery spasm
(n=4;10%), chest pain (n=3;7%), fever (n=2;5%) and dyspnea (n=1;2%); no major complications
observed

Conclusion:
BAE is an effective immediate treatment and relatively safe in patients affected by hemoptysis. In our
experience arteriovenous malformation is associated with a higher likelihood of recurrence.
Complications showed to be rare. The BAE technique can be a valuable therapeutic option and life
saving treatment in patients who are poor surgical candidates
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P 170 / Transcatheter endovascular embolization of post traumatic
pelvic bleedings: technical aspects and clinical outcomes from a
single tertiary center experience
Borzelli A1, Pane F1, Coppola M1, Amodio F1, Corvino F1, Giurazza F1, de Magistris G1, Cangiano G1,
Niola R1

1Vascular and Interventional Radiology, AORN A.Cardarelli, Napoli, Italy, 2Radiology, AORN S.G.Moscati, Avellino,
Italy

Purpose:
Evaluate sensibility of CT in detecting traumatic pelvic active bleedings and investigate the efficacy of
endovascular embolization considering timing,blood transfusions,embolic agents and mortality rates

Material and Methods:
Between June 2016 and June 2021 we retrospectively considered 158 patients(112 M 46 F;medium
age 46)with blunt pelvic trauma and CT evidence of contrast blush.All patients underwent
angiographic study and endovascular embolization by 9 different interventional
radiologists,employing selective coaxial catheterization technique and studying both left and right
side of pelvic arterial district.Technical success was considered as absence of active bleeding at final
post embolization angiogram and follow up was realized monitoring clinical and laboratoristic
parameters

Results:
CT had a sensitivity of 95%; in 41 patients more than 1 vessel was involved. The most employed
embolic agents were PVA and coils, alone or in association:their combined employment proved to be
very effective.Medium timing for each endovascular procedure was 44’and medium blood transfused
was 1104 ml ± 898 ml. Technical success was 100%,while mortality rate at 3 days was 16% (25
patients)

Conclusions:
Transcatheter endovascular embolization is a safe,valid and clinical effective therapeutic approach in
patients with blunt traumatic pelvic bleedings, allowing a tailored and precise embolization for each
patient. The association of different embolic agents can have a synergistic effect and improve the
outcome; in blunt traumatic pelvic bleedings timing is fundamental
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P 171 / The role of interventional radiology in the management of
hemoptysis
Capilnean A1, Prud'homme C1, Vasile T1, Bellin M1, Meyrignac O1, Abdo A1

1Hôpital Bicêtre AP HP, Radiology department, Le Kremlin Bicêtre, France

1.Learning objectives
Review the pathophysiology and the different etiologies of hemoptysis.
Learn how to identify vascular abnormalities and plan the treatment using a CT scan.
Review the different techniques of embolization using interventional radiology.

2. Background
Hemoptysis can be a life threatening condition requiring fast diagnosis and management. The most
common etiologies are cancer, infection, and bronchiectasis. CT scan has a major role in localizing
the bleed, identifying the underlying disease, and looking for vascular abnormalities. Embolization is
the first line treatment in case of bronchial artery (BA) or pulmonary artery (PA) pathologies.

3. Clinical findings/ Procedure details
BA are at the origin of massive hemoptysis in 90% of the cases. Abnormal BA are usually
hypertrophied with a diameter larger than 2 mm. This is often the result of high arterial pressure,
hypertrophy due to reduced pulmonary circulation, and neo vasculature in inflammatory diseases.
They can arise from descending thoracic aorta and can have other ectopic origins. Pre embolization
angiogram should be carefully examined looking for “dangerous anastomosis” such as anterior
segmental medullary arteries. Embolization can be achieved using polyvinyl alcohol particles. Gelatin
sponge can be used as a complementary agent. The use of coils is not recommended.

Hemoptysis of PA origin accounts for 5 % of cases. Pathologies include tuberculosis (Rasmussen
aneurysm), arterio venous malformations, post traumatic or iatrogenic pseudo aneurysms, and
vascular inflammatory diseases. Embolic agents used are usually coils and plugs.

4.Conclusion
Embolization for hemoptysis is an effective treatment with good early control of the bleeding for
both BA and PA anomalies.
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P 172 / Anatomical variation of prostate artery and extra prostate
collateral flows
Jung H1, So Y2
1Human Medical Imaging and Intervention center, Seoul, Korea, Republic of, 2SMG SNU Boramae medical center,
Seoul, South Korea

Learning objectives:
To provide image findings of variable prostate artery and extra prostate collateral flows related to
prostate artery embolization (PAE).

Background:
PAE is an effective treatment option for benign prostatic hyperplasia (BPH). Accurate identification of
the prostate arteries,extra prostate collateral flows, and several type of central gland blood supply is
important for improving technical success and preventing non target embolization.

Clinical findings/procedure details:
Digital subtraction angiographic anatomy and intra arterial MDCT using Angio CT was retrospectively
reviewed in 300 PAE procedures performed at a single Korean institution (Human medical imaging
and intervention center, Seoul) between March, 2020 and March, 2022.

Conclusion:
Accurate identification of the prostate artery is important for successful PAE. Understanding of
anatomical variation of prostate artery and extra prostate collateral flows and classification of
central gland blood supply is important and improves technical/clinical success, reduces the chance
of revascularization.
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P 173 / Splenic artery embolization in the management of blunt
splenic injury: What are the outstanding questions that need
answering?
Abeydeera D1, Jenkins P, Zhong J
1Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston, United States, 2Peninsula Radiology Academy, Plymouth, United
Kingdom, 3University of Leeds, Leeds, United Kingdom

Learning Objectives:
To summarize the evidence base behind the management of blunt splenic injury (BSI) with splenic
artery embolization (SAE) and identify knowledge gaps.

Background:
Growing evidence suggests that SAE has a high splenic salvage rate (~80%), and reduces the length of
stay following BSI. Few prospective randomized control trials (RCT) have been conducted and there
remain unanswered questions highlighted below.

Clinical Findings/Procedure details:
1) Proximal SAE (pSAE) vs distal SAE (dSAE) Treatment technique is operator dependent and
superiority of each remains unclear. dSAE is more technically challenging, more time consuming and
can lead to infarction/ abscess formation.
2) Choice of embolic material Coils and gelfoam remain the most common agents however vascular
plugs can be used for pSAE. Currently, the association between embolic material and complications
remains controversial with reports that gelfoam causes a higher severe complication rate than coils.
One recent feasibility RCT found that pSAE with coils or vascular plugs resulted in high splenic salvage
rate.
3) Management of traumatic pseudoaneurysms – Leaving untreated risks further splenic bleed
however no available guidelines on best approach, particularly in a haemodynamically stable patient.
SAE can decrease pseudoaneurysm number, and size however the impact on clinical outcomes is
unclear. The best imaging follow up is also undecided and variable between centres.
4) SAE for high grade injuries – Limited evidence

Conclusion:
This review summarizes the current evidence base available behind SAE use for BSI, highlights the
knowledge gaps (treatment technique, embolic material and patient selection factors) and helps
direct future research.
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P 174 / Review of proximal vs distal splenic artery embolization
following traumatic spleen injury
Moon E1, Juang E1, Knittel J1
1Creighton University School Of Medicine, Phoenix, United States

Learning objectives:
Understand the embolization sites, collateral blood supply, and the benefits.

Background:
Spleen is frequently injured in blunt abdominal traumas. Because of its role in immunity,
splenectomy is preferably avoided to preclude the risk of encapsulated bacteria infections and
potentially fatal sepsis. Endovascular splenic artery embolization (SAE) is a procedure that reduces
perfusion pressure in the spleen while maintaining oxygenation via collateral blood supply. It is
typically performed on hemodynamically stable patients with AAST Grade 3 5 splenic injuries. Distal
embolization is preferred in focal injury while proximal is reserved for multifocal injury.

Clinical findings/procedure details:
Proximal SAE (PSAE) occludes the splenic artery between the origins of the dorsal and greater
pancreatic artery; thereby, shunting the blood flow to the dorsal to transverse to greater pancreatic
artery, and back into the splenic artery. Perfusion is maintained by the distal splenic artery, but at a
reduced flow. In distal SAE (DSAE), the injured vessels are directly embolized while the splenic artery
continues to perfuse the organ. SAE preserves the splenic function with a 20% rate of complications
with infection, infarctions, or re bleeding. Although the two techniques do not show significant
differences in efficacy, DSAE is associated with approximately 3x higher rate of small splenic
infarctions and longer procedure time that results in higher radiation exposure.

Conclusion:
SAE is an effective method to preserve the spleen after a blunt injury. Compared to DSAE, PSAE had
the advantage of faster procedure time, less radiation exposure, and a lower rate of splenic
infarction.
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P 175 / Hybrid angiography CT for sclerotherapy of complex low flow
vascular malformations involving the head and neck
Gong A1, Khalil A, Gowda P, Garg T, Weiss C
1Johns Hopkins School Of Medicine, Baltimore, United States

Learning Objectives:
To review the role of hybrid angiography CT (Angio CT) for sclerotherapy of complex low flow
vascular malformations.

Background:
Hybrid Angio CT combines angiography and traditional fan beam CT into a single interventional
radiology suite. Hybrid systems decrease procedure times by decreasing patient transfers between
suites, improve image quality, acquisition time, and field of view.

Clinical/Procedural Findings:
A 37 year old woman with a large, symptomatic, infiltrative face and neck venous malformation (VM)
was treated at our institution with percutaneous sclerotherapy using multi modal guidance
(ultrasound, fluoroscopy, and computed tomography (CT)). Due to the need to treat both superficial
and deep pharyngeal lesions, a hybrid Angiography CT IR suite (Nexaris, Edge/AXIOM Artis, Siemens,
Forchheim, Germany) was used.
Under general anesthesia with nasotracheal intubation, the masticator, posterior mandibular, and
parapharyngeal components were accessed percutaneously under CT guidance. Ultrasound (EPIQ 7,
Philips, USA) was used to access additional four superficial sites. Pre sclerotherapy real time Digital
Subtraction Venography (DSV) was performed to confirm intravascular location of the needle tip, and
to assess VM distribution and draining veins. Bleomycin was used to minimize post sclerotherapy
airway edema.
After treatment, unenhanced CT (Nexaris/Edge) was performed to evaluate bleomycin distribution
showing expected coverage. The procedure was well tolerated. She was extubated in under 24 hours
and tolerated a regular diet with no respiratory or pain control issues. At her 3 month follow up, her
pain and soreness had resolved completely.

Conclusion:
Hybrid Angio CT systems allow for safe and effective treatment of complex vascular malformations,
avoiding the need for endoscopic or laryngoscopic assistance
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P 176 / Bleomycin electrosclerotherapy in vascular malformations
Frisch A1, Torsello G1, Gebauer B1

1Charité Universitätsmedizin Berlin, Department of Radiology, Berlin, Germany

Learning objectives:
To get an overview of the needed material to perform the Bleomycin ElectroSclerotherapy (BEST)

procedure.
To learn the steps of the Bleomycin ElectroSclerotherapy (BEST) procedure.
To get an overview of the pre interventional preparations and the post interventional aftercare.
To know possible precautions to minimize undesirable side effects of Bleomycin.
To get an overview of possible risks and side effects of the procedure.

Background:
Bleomycin is one of the most commonly used agents in sclerotherapy for slow flow vascular
malformations worldwide. To increase the effect of Bleomycin sclerotherapy it can be combined with
reversible electroporation.

Procedure details:
To perform a BEST, Bleomycin is directly injected into the vascular malformation, followed by a
percutanously administered reversible electroporation with electrodes. The size, localization and
entity of the underlying vascular malformation determines the amount of the applied agent and the
used electrodes. Due to the painfulness of the electroporation an endotracheal anesthesia is
recommended. Short term effects of the treatment are for example predominantly temporary skin
hyperpigmentation, mild pain and swelling. Rare side effects contain for example superficial skin
lesions or temporary neuropathies (the latter predominantly caused by patient positioning during the
procedure). Even though Bleomycin is known for its pulmonary toxicity no pulmonary complications
have been described so far in the context of BEST in vascular malformations most likely due to its
low dosage.

Conclusion:
The BEST procedure can be easily performed and harbors few risks, which can be additionally
minimized by adequate precautions.
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P 177 / Prostatic artery origin from an aberrant obturator artery – a
pictorial review
Charles J1, Jazayeri Moghaddas O2, Parikh N3

1University of South Florida Morsani College of Medicine, Tampa, United States, 2Department of Vascular and
Interventional Radiology, University of South Florida Morsani College of Medicine, Tampa, United States,
3Department of Diagnostic Imaging and Interventional Radiology, H. Lee Moffitt Cancer Center & Research
Institute, Tampa, United States

Learning Objectives
To review prostatic artery (PA) origins arising from aberrant obturator arteries.

Background
PA anatomy is grouped into five classes based on vessel origin. Type I: superior vesicular artery; Type
II: anterior division internal iliac artery; Type III: obturator artery; Type IV: internal pudendal artery;
and Type V: other origins. Given the wide variability in pelvic arterial anatomy and PA origin, this
pictorial review serves to inform operators of the uncommon variant of the PA arising from an
aberrant obturator artery encountered during prostatic artery embolization (PAE).

Clinical findings/procedure details:
131 male patients underwent PAE from 2016 – 2021. Three patients had unilateral PAs originating
from an aberrant obturator artery arising via a common trunk with the inferior epigastric artery from
the common femoral artery, confirmed with 4D computed tomography during the procedure. While
it is unclear whether to term these PAs as Types III or V, knowledge of this anatomy may allow for a
more thorough search algorithm with less radiation dose during PAE, particularly for novice
operators.

Conclusion:
Identifying the PA can often be challenging, particularly when it arises from a pelvic vessel that has
an aberrant origin itself. Knowledge of the PA arising from an aberrant obturator artery that arises
from the common femoral artery via common trunk with the inferior epigastric artery is important
for novice operators.
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P 178 / Endovascular techniques for gastroduodenal artery
hemorrhage post Whipple procedure
Bodner J1, Peters G1, Lilly M1

1Emory University School of Medicine, Atlanta, United States of America

Learning Objectives:
Through a case series:
1. Describe the imaging findings of post Whipple hemorrhage
2. Demonstrate the spectrum of percutaneous management including associated technical
challenges and tips to mitigate complications

Background:
Pancreaticoduodenectomy (Whipple) is typically performed for tumors of the pancreatic head,
ampulla, and distal bile duct. This procedure’s morbidity approaches 50%. Among the most
catastrophic of potential complications is massive hemorrhage from the remnant gastroduodenal
artery (GDA) stump. A delayed consequence of a pancreatic leak, this typically occurs postoperative
days 15 30 and endovascular treatment is the mainstay. A high index of suspicion and cross sectional
imaging are critical to timely diagnosis and successful management. Angiographic findings include
vessel irregularity, pseudoaneurysm (PSA), or active extravasation. Therapeutic options in treating
GDA stump injuries include coil embolization and/or covered stent placement.

Clinical Findings/Procedure Details:
The spectrum of GDA stump hemorrhage angiographic findings and associated endovascular
management techniques will be demonstrated. Coil embolization with and without hepatic artery
sacrifice and both balloon mounted and self expanding covered stent repairs will be shown.
Complications of percutaneous treatment and challenging cases involving coil migration, vasospasm,
rebleeding, and massive hemoperitoneum requiring emergent decompressive laparotomy will be
presented.

Conclusion:
In post operative hemorrhage after a Whipple procedure, early interventional involvement and
cross sectional imaging are critical for diagnosis and management. Although a sentinel bleed may
occur, GDA stump blowout has a 50% mortality and requires a high index of suspicion with close
communication within a multidisciplinary team.
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P 179 / Onyx liquid embolic agent: tips and tricks and various
applications in peripheral interventions
Binkhamis S1, Safar B1, Rana T1, AlEhaideb A1, AlRehaili B1, Saleem S1, Badran M1

1KING FAISAL SPECIALIST HOSPITAL AND RESEARCH CENTER, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia

Learning Objectives:
To understand the use, properties, advantages, and risks of the use of Onyx liquid embolic agent for
peripheral interventions.

Background:
Onyx is a unique liquid embolic agent developed originally for the treatment of Arteriovenous
Malformations with ongoing research since 1993.
It is designed to provide complete lling and distal penetration of vascular lesions. Over time, It has
been used to treat and manage various diseases in the peripheral circulation.
It has very special properties which require a certain expertise to master its use.

Clinical Findings/Procedure Details:
Onyx is one of the main products used for embolization at our institution.
We present to you the basics and advanced uses of Onyx, including tips and tricks, and complications
in the peripheral circulation.
Special focus will be made on its various applications ranging from vascular malformations to control
of hemorrhage and solid organ embolization.

Conclusion:
Onyx is a special type or embolic with its own unique properties. This educational abstract is aimed
towards giving the audience a comprehensive overview to help develop their practice and expand
their armamentarium in di erent peripheral interventions.
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P 180 / A guide to embolotherapy for post partum genital tract
injuries
O'Leary C1, Stavropoulos W2, Shlansky Goldberg R3

1University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, United States, 2University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, United States,
3University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, United States

Learning Objectives
Understand the arterial supply to the female genital tract
Know the indications, technique, and complications of genital tract embolization described in the
literature

Background
Post partum hemorrhage (PPH) is a leading cause of maternal death; most commonly caused by
uterine atony and retained placenta. Genital tract injuries (GTIs) are responsible for 5% of post
partum hemorrhage.

Clinical findings / procedure details
Transcatheter arterial embolization (TAE) has an important role in managing GTI with refractory
bleeding. While the bleeding source is usually clinically apparent, CT pelvic angiogram can play an
important role in detecting concealed intra abdominal hematomas of the supralevator
compartment.
GTIs are more likely to have a vascular injury identified on angiography than other causes of PPH. The
source vessel is most commonly an internal iliac branch, e.g., vaginal, cervicovaginal, uterine, or
internal pudendal. Detailed knowledge of potential collateral pathways to the genital tract is
required to avoid incomplete embolization, e.g., round ligament, external pudendal, and inferior
mesenteric arteries.
Retrospective studies have shown a >90% clinical success rate of TAE with a variety of embolic
materials, e.g., Gelfoam, glue, particles, and micro coils. The most common complication is post
embolization syndrome. Secondary amenorrhea due to genital tract adhesions is a rare but
important complication. Appropriate follow up is required to ensure the return of menstruation and
fertility.

Conclusion
Lower genital tract injuries are a notable cause of post partum hemorrhage. Accurate knowledge of
the anatomy and collateral supply to the genital tract is required for safe and effective embolization.
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P 181 / Case of pulmonary AVM presented with brain abscess in
Rendu Osler disease. Endovascular indications is discussed.
Erta M1, Schirru F, Fusaro F, Corraine S, Ferrari A, Ledda V, Secci S, Comelli S
1Arnas Brotzu Cagliari, Iglesias , Italy

Clinical history/Pre treatment imaging:
57 year old woman with diagnosis of hereditary hemorrhagic telangiectasia (HHT) was admitted to
our hospital for mimic stroke symptoms.
Brain CTa showed suspected left parietal abscess later confirmed on MRI and MRI spectroscopy
study. Lung CT angiography showed two pAVM of the lateral and posterior left lungs segments.

Treatment options/Results:
The patient was treated with endovascular embolotherapy through common femoral venous access.
We used Detachable coils (Penumbra POD and Packing Coil). Left pulmonary arteriogram
demonstrated complete occlusion of the pAVM with simple coil embolization. The patient had good
clinical outcome.
Three months follow up CT angiography showed totally exclusion of pAVM.

Discussion:
Pulmonary arteriovenous malformations (pAVM) are abnormal direct communications between the
branches of pulmonary arteries and veins. The pathological shunt can result in symptoms of
hypoxemia, paradoxical emboli to the left side circulation, stroke and brain abscess.
Endovascular treatment is minimally invasive and in most of cases definitive if done by experienced
operators.

Take home points:
A dequately select patients who are candidates for endovascular embolization and choose the
tailored embolization material to minimize complications
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P 182 / Safety and efficacy of coil embolization for pulmonary
arteriovenous malformation with metal allergy
Horinouchi H1, Kotoku A, Fukuda T
1National Cerebral and Cardiovascular Center, Suita, Japan

Clinical history/Pre treatment imaging:
A 38 year old woman had a history of metal allergy and was diagnosed with a nickel allergy using
dermatology patch tests. CT showed three pulmonary arteriovenous malformations (PAVMs) with a
single feeding artery in S2 of right lung and S5 and S9 of left lung (Fig.1). She presented no symptoms,
including recurrent epistaxis and telangiectasia; no history of paradoxical embolism or family history
of hemorrhagic telangiectasia was noted.

Treatment options/Results:
Because the patient was allergic to nickel, transvenous embolization using nickel free coils was
conducted. First, coil embolization was performed for the largest PAVM at S9 of the left lung (Fig.2).
No allergy symptoms were observed during the procedure. To observe the possibility of delayed
allergies to the coils, we scheduled an additional session for treating the other two PAVMs. The other
two PAVMs were embolized three months after the initial session (Fig.2). Postprocedural CT showed
shrinkage of the drainage veins, and no allergies were observed during the follow up.

Discussion:
Embolization is commonly avoided in patients with metal allergies. Although surgery is an alternative
treatment, it is invasive. In the present case, the allergen was identified as nickel using preprocedural
patch tests; hence, embolization using nickel free coils was performed. Furthermore, considering the
possibility of delayed allergies to the coils, we treated multiple lesions in two sessions to ensure
safety.

Take home points:
Identifying the allergen using preprocedural dermatology patch tests is important in patients with
metal allergies. Embolization using nickel free coils is safe and effective for patients with nickel
allergies.
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P 183 / A rare case of a congenital aorto azygos fistula complicated
by a large arteriovenous aneurysm: embolization with POD® system
Maresca S1, Nasuto M1, Strizzi V1, Falcone M1, Ciccarese G1

1Interventional Radiology Unit, IRCCS Ospedale Casa Sollievo Della Sofferenza, San Giovanni Rotondo, Italy

Clinical History/Pre treatment Imaging
A 55 year old male with a persistent dry cough came to our attention for a thoracic arteriovenous
malformation (AVM) diagnosed with angio CT.
At DSA the finding was characterised as a congenital aorto azygos fistula (AAF) with an arterial feeder
originating from the descending aorta associated with a large arteriovenous (AV) aneurysm (5 cm of
diameter) drained into the superior vena cava through the azygos vein.
This type of fistula represents a very rare condition with eight cases reported; to our knowledge none
of these was complicated by an AV aneurysm.

Treatment Options/Results
The risk of intraoperative rupture of the aneurysm required a multidisciplinary approach based on a
pre operative embolisation of the arterial feeder successfully performed using POD® system
(6mm*50cm) and packing coils (60cm) (Penumbra) followed by a safe surgical resection performed in
VATS.

Discussion
We decided to use POD® because it provides a reliable anchor and permits to achieve stable and
rapid coiling of a large, high flow feeding artery (6 mm). To our knowledge this is the first case of AAF
treated combining endovascular embolisation and surgery.

Take home Points
In conclusion, the POD® system appears to be safe and effective for the pre operative treatment of
this type of high flow AVM with tortuous feeding artery, where other embolisation techniques are
often limited due to the significant risk of migration of embolic material.
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P 184 / Life threatening hemoptysis in a child with mucormycosis
Seyam O1, Okba A1

1Ain Shams university , Cairo, Egypt

7 year old female child a known case of leukemia on immunosuppressive drugs diagnosed as
Invasive Mucormycotic fungal sinus and lung infection presented with 2 attacks of life threatened
hemoptysis associated with hemoglobin drop to 7mg/dl and 5mg/dl and the patient was admitted to
the ICU. The MDT was inclined to the IR emboilsation solution over the surgical interference. We
suspected Pulmonary artery pseudoaneurysm which was confirmed by CT pulmonary angiography.
Emergency emboilsation under general anesthesia was done through a right femoral vein puncture
with 6F sheath and diagnostic angiography was done using a 5 Fr cobra catheter and 2.8Fr
PROGREAT® Microcatheter that confirmed the site of the pseudoaneurysm to be at the lower
posterior division of the Right Main Pulmonary artery that was embolized using a Pushable 0.018"
Fibered Platinum Coil and 1:1 (Histoacryl: Lipiodol). The patient was then extubated the next morning
with stabilization of her Oxygen saturation to reach 95% on room air and No further attacks of
Hemoptysis nor Hemoglobin drop were noticed and Her hemoglobin raised to 11mg/dl then she was
discharged from the ICU the next day to continue her medical treatment.
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P 185 / Complex PAVM embolization with reperfusion brain injury
Jurca I1, Džubur F2, Nova i K1, Dobota S1, Perkov D1

1University Hospital Center Zagreb, Department for diagnostic and interventional radiology, University of Zagreb
School of Medicine, Zagreb, Croatia, 2University Hospital Center Zagreb, Department for Respiratory Disease
Jordanovac, University of Zagreb School of Medicine, Zagreb, Croatia

Clinical history/Pre treatment imaging
A 65 yo female patient with severe respiratory insufficiency and secondary poliglobulia due to PAVM
was admitted to our hospital for embolization. Contrast enhanced chest CTA and catheter
angiography revealed hypertrophic pulmonary arteries (up to 12 mm wide) and veins in the right
lower lobe, corresponding for complex PAVM (Fig.1A and 1B). Tc 99mMAA lung scintigraphy
estimated right left shunt between 35 40%.

Treatment options/Results
Two major arterial branches were occluded with AVP II (Abbott Vascular), and smaller branches with
coils (Interlock 18, BSC) (Fig.1C). Control angiography showed approximately 85% AVM volume
reduction with significant improvement of O saturation during the procedure.
Three hours post procedurally patient was confused and disoriented with a headache. Non enhanced
brain CT showed SAH and brain edema (Fig. 1D), with no aneurysm or brain AVM on CTA. The patient
had no severe neurological disorders and a 4 day follow up CT showed complete SAH resorption and
edema regression (Fig. 2A).
In 6 mo follow up patient recovered uneventfully, and control pulmonary CTA showed an almost
complete (90%) reduction of AVM (Fig 2B).

Discussion
Pulmonary AVM can be classified as simple (single feeding and draining vessel), or complex (two or
more feeding or draining vessels). Transcatheter embolization is the most commonly used treatment
option for PAVM due to its safety and minimal invasiveness. Indications for treatment are prevention
of stroke and brain abscess, improvement in exercise tolerance, and prevention of lung hemorrhage.

Take home points
With large high flow PAVM, postprocedural SAH can occur, possibly due to cortical brain
hyperperfusion.
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P 186 / Percutaneous direct puncture embolization with gelfoam for
high flow priapism: a case report
Suarez Anzorena A1, Padilla Giraldo J1, Schulte C1, Moreno F1, Suarez Anzorena Rosasco F1
1Hospital de Clinicas Jose de San Martin, Buenos Aires, Argentina

A 30 year old patient suffered a fall from a pier with perineal trauma and developed permanent,
non painful priapism. He referred no urethral bleeding and no induration, swelling or ecchymosis
were identified. A color Doppler ultrasonography was performed. A focal area of high flow
turbulence along the pathway of the left cavernous artery was observed.

Percutaneous direct puncture of fistula was performed with a 16 G Abbocath needle under
ultrasound guidance and digital subtraction angiography. Gelfoam was injected.
Color Doppler ultrasound after embolization showed the successful occlusion of the fistula.
Priapism resolved immediately after the procedure. Erectile function was restored within 6 weeks of
the procedure. After 2 months, the patient had resumed his usual sexual activity.

First high flow priapism embolization was performed in 1977 using an autologous clot. Erectile
dysfunction is the main complication of embolization. The risk of erectile dysfunction can be
minimized using percutaneous direct puncture embolization and temporary embolic agents such as
gelfoam.

High flow priapism is uncommon and usually occurs after trauma to the genitoperineal area. It is
diagnosed on clinical findings and confirmed with color Doppler.
The arterio cavernous fistula can be treated by embolization.
The embolic agents that can be used are autologous blood clot, gelfoam, microcoil or N butyl
cyanoacrylate (NBCA).
The highly selective embolization techniques have low risk of complications and good results on
erectile function.
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P 187 / Embolization of large pulmonary artery mycotic pseudo
aneurysm causing massive haemoptysis – a life saving therapeutic
option
Motyer R, O'Mahony J1, Courtney M1, O'Neill H1, Waldron J1, Guiney M1, Brennan I1, McEniff N1, Ryan J
M1

1St. James's Hospital, Dublin, Ireland

Clinical history/Pre treatment imaging:
35 year old male with respiratory sepsis and background of intravenous drug use and hepatitis C.
CTPA on admission demonstrated multifocal necrotizing pneumonia and multiple pulmonary
cavitations, likely sequelae of septic pulmonary emboli. The patient developed massive haemoptysis
requiring intubation and inotropic support. CT angiogram revealed multiple bilateral lower lobe
pulmonary artery pseudo aneurysms (PAPA) measuring up to 26 mm.

Treatment options/results:
Treatment for PAPA includes supportive care, broad spectrum antimicrobial therapy and definitive
surgical/endovascular intervention. Endovascular therapy is preferred approach, with options
including direct coiling of aneurysm sac or feeding vessels and stenting. Open thoracotomy,
lobectomy and aneurysm resection is associated with high morbidity and mortality. Percutaneous
thrombin injection has been described. Successful endovascular coiling of feeding vessels to the
largest pseudo aneurysm was performed in our case, with patient discharged day 9 post
intervention.

Discussion:
PAPA is a potentially life threatening entity with >50% mortality rate in cases of massive
haemoptysis. Definitive intervention is generally warranted due to high risk of rupture on account of
absent adventitia in pulmonary artery walls. Embolization in context of active sepsis and
cardiovascular instability presents challenges to intervention. Infection is most common cause, with
differential aetiologies including malignancy, trauma, iatrogenic injury, vasculitis and pulmonary
hypertension.

Take home points:
PAPA are a rare but clinically significant entity that pose high mortality risk. Low suspicion for PAPA
from referring physicians and reporting radiologists may account for under detection on imaging.
PAPA should always be considered, particularly in cases of necrotizing pneumonia. Endovascular
embolization is the preferred treatment paradigm.
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P 188 / Neck vertebro vertebral AV fistula embolized with venous
vascular plug and coils
Bruni S1, Russo U1, Trignani R2, Luzi M2, Pangrazi P3, Riccio M3, Polonara G1

1Ospedali Riuniti Torrette Neuroradiology Department, Ancona, Italy, 2Ospedali Riuniti Torrette General and
Pediatric Neurosurgery, Ancona, Italy, 3Ospedali Riuniti Torrette Reconstructive Surgery, Ancona, Italy

An 18 year old girl came to our attention for an occasional finding of a vertebro vertebral fistula in
the region of the neck observed during an Angio CT. She experienced a serious car accident several
years before, with major head trauma and infectious brain complications that required craniotomy
and bilateral frontal lobectomy. After a long recovery, she was scheduled for definitive
Plastic/Neurosurgical bone flap repositioning. She was in good physical conditions, with minor
mental retardation, mild gait disturbances and postural instability, initially ascribed to liquoral
pressure impairment due to long lasting craniotomy. Cardiac function was normal.

Treatment options included surgical repair or endovascular treatment. Endovascular approach was
preferred. With right femoral vein access (Penumbra NeuronMAX 088 long sheath) we catheterized
the right vertebral vein and deployed an Abbott Amplatzer Vascular Plug II (10 mm diameter
intentionally oversized). Transarterial control showed good vertebral vein occlusion, however
recruitment of collateral paravertebral plexus veins occurred (a). With a transarterial approach (5F
MP Envoy Guiding Catheter and Echelon10 microcather) the fistulous tract was catheterized and
embolized with coils (b). Final angiography showed complete fistula embolization (c).

Small AV fistulas can be left untreated and controlled over time, however considering patient's age,
life expectancy and symptoms we decided to treat. Arterial covered stent placement was not taken
in consideration because of potential cerebral embolic concerns. Moreover dual antiplatelet therapy
could be an issue for the major craniofacial surgery patient necessitates (still not performed).

In selected cases vein sacrifice can be a valid option in AV fistulas embolization.
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P 189 / Aorta to pulmonary vein fistula: a rare presentation of a rare
congenital malformation
Calabrese F1,2, Guazzarotti G1, Pastena D1,2, Della Corte A1,2, Palumbo D1,2, Augello L1, Di Gaeta E1,
Gusmini S1, De Cobelli F1,2
1San Raffaele Hospital Department of Radiology, Milan, Italy, 2Vita Salute San Raffaele University, Milan, Italy

A 40 year old woman presented to emergency department with acute interscapular pain and
dyspnea. Physical examination, electrocardiogram and echocardiogram were unremarkable. Her
medical history was marked by Noonan syndrome and a congenital atrial defect.
Contrast enhanced computed tomography (CT) performed at admission showed an abnormal
communication between an aneurysmatic feeder artery arising from the proximal abdominal aorta
and a dilated branch of the right inferior pulmonary vein, suspicious for aorta to pulmonary vein
fistula. Bronchial distribution, pulmonary vasculature anatomy and the involved lung parenchyma
were normal (Figure 1).

Visceral angiography confirmed the presence of a high flow arteriovenous fistula with both
intraabdominal and intrathoracic components (Figure 2).
Therapeutic decision consisted in placement of a vascular plug within the feeder arteriole arising
from the abdominal aorta and multiple controlled detachable coils within the aneurysmatic portion.
Immediate post procedural angiography and follow up 48 hours CT scan showed complete occlusion
of the treated vessel and of the arteriovenous fistula.
Aberrant systemic arterial supply from abdominal aorta to right inferior pulmonary lobe is an
extremely rare anomaly and it deserves a deep radiological imaging evaluation to distinguish it from
bronchopulmonary sequestration and pulmonary arteriovenous malformations, to treat it properly.
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P 190 / Large gastroduodenal artery pseudoaneurysm, arterioportal
fistula and portal vein stenosis in chronic pancratitis: combined
transarterial embolization and transportal stenting
Park S1, Nam I1, Won J2, Lim S1, Jeon C3

1Gyeongsang National University Changwon Hospital, Changwon, Korea, Republic of, 2Gyeongsang National
University Hospital, Jinju, Korea, Republic of, 3The Catholic University of Korea, Eunpyeong St. Mary's Hospital,
Seoul, Korea, Republic of

Clinical history
A 39 year old female was admitted for abdominal pain. Her laboratory tests revealed anemia
(hemoglobin of 9.1 g/dL) and increased pancreatic enzymes.

Results
The patients showed features of chronic pancreatitis and about 4.5cm sized gastroduodenal artery
(GDA) pseudoaneurysm on the initial CT. Diagnostic celiac angiography revealed a large GEA
pseudoaneurysm with arterioportal vein fistula and portal vein stenosis. We performed therapeutic
embolization of GDA pseudoaneurysm using transarterial approach and stenting for portal vein
stenosis using transportal approach. On the day following the endovascular management, the patient
reported remission of the abdominal pain and hemoglobin level returned to normal after transfusion
with two units of packed red blood cells. Two weeks after discharge from the hospital her pancreatic
enzyme had returned to normal.

Discussion
The most common etiology of arterioportal fistula is trauma followed by iatrogenic causes such as
surgical and non surgical interventions, congenital abnormalities, neoplasms, and aneurysms. Our
patient was diagnosed with acquired extrahepatic arterioportal fistula induced by rupture of GDA
pseudoaneurysm. The patient also had GDA pseudoaneurysm induced portal stenosis. All of the
above lesions appear to eventually be caused by chronic pancreatitis. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the only case in which chronic pancreatitis co occurs with GDA pseudoaneurysm, arterioportal
fistula, and portal vein stenosis.

Take home points
Simultaneous occurrence of GDA, arterioportal fistula and portal vein stenosis caused due to chronic
pancreatitis is extremely rare, but combined transarterial embolization and transportal stenting can
be helpful in the treatment.
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P 191 / Recurrent GI bleed after GDA embolization and surgical
ligation: a case report of an aberrant dorsal pancreatic artery
Owusu E1, Rana P1, Manaparambil J1, Singh S1, Zhang Y1
1Jacobi Medical Center /Albert Einstein College of Medicine , Bronx, United States

Clinical History/Pre treatment Imaging
A 73 year old female presented to the emergency department for evaluation of lethargy. Labs were
remarkable for hemoglobin of 2.7. CT abdomen demonstrated a duodenal ulcer. Endoscopy revealed
an 8 cm non bleeding duodenal ulcer and no intervention was performed.
Patient subsequently developed hematochezia with hemodynamic instability requiring transfusions.
Repeat endoscopy showed a bleeding ulcer and the site was injected with epinephrine for
hemostasis. The patient continued to deteriorate, requiring additional transfusions.

Treatment Options/Results
Selective celiac angiography revealed an aberrant dorsal pancreatic artery (aDPA) arising from the
common hepatic artery (CHA). In addition, active extravasation was seen from a branch of the
gastroduodenal artery (GDA), which was selectively embolized using 3 4mm coils.
Hematochezia persisted, prompting surgical laparotomy with 3 vessel ligation of the duodenal ulcer.
Post operatively, the patient developed recurrent hematochezia. Repeat celiac angiography showed
active extravasation from the aDPA, which was selectively embolized using 2mm coils.

Discussion
Massive bleeding duodenal ulcers are managed with endovascular or surgical therapy if endoscopic
treatment fails. We report a case of persistently bleeding duodenal ulcer after GDA embolization and
surgical ligation. An aberrant course of the DPA arising from the CHA can supply the posterior
duodenum and be a rare source of recurrent duodenal ulcer bleeding. Angiography is crucial in
diagnosing aberrant vasculature which can supply the ulcer bed in patients with treatment refractory
GI bleed.

Take Home Points
Careful review of vascular anatomy is crucial to identifying aberrant vessels prior to surgical or
interventional procedures in cases of recurrent bleeding duodenal ulcers.
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P 192 / Testicular infarction as a complication of prostate artery
embolization
von Stempel C1, Hesketh R1, Walkden M1

1UCLH, London, United Kingdom

Clinical history:
A 63year old male was treated for lower urinary tract symptoms from benign hypertrophy of the
prostate with prostate artery embolization (PAE). MRI revealed a 98g prostate and CT angiogram
demonstrated suitable anatomy for prostate artery embolisation with a left sided type 1 and right
sided type 4 prostate artery (PA).

Results:
Selective periprocedural angiogram and cone beam CT from the left PA showed a penile shunt that
was subsequently coil embolized before particulate embolization. In retrospect a small branch off the
left seminal vesicular artery (vasal artery) was seen coursing into the left inguinal canal. 3ml
250micron embolization spheres (Embozene) were used to embolize the prostate tissue.

The patient reported left scrotal swelling and pain on day 2 post treatment. Scrotal ultrasound
demonstrated geographical peri mediastinal heterogeneous echotexture in the left testis with
reduced colour flow. No features of infective epididymo orchitis were present.
Follow up ultrasound testis was performed at day 10 and 21.

Discussion:
The testes derives arterial supply from the testicular artery directly from the aorta. The vasal artery is
a branch of the superior vesical artery and can have variant origin from the inferior vesical/prostatic
artery. It supplies the vas deferens and anastomoses with the testicular artery. Non target
embolization of the testis as a complication of PAE has not been described before in the literature.

Take home points:
1. Non target embolization of the testicle is a rare complication of PAE.
2. The vasal artery should be carefully looked for during PAE angiograms.
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P 193 / Transcatheter embolisation of a Rasmussen's aneurysm with
microcoils
Emeje O1, Al Shalchi M1, Sharma S1, Kawa B1, Wetton C1, Ignotus P1, Shaw A1

1Maidstone and Tunbridge Wells NHS Trust / Department of Interventional Radiology , Kent , United Kingdom

CLINICAL HISTORY:
A middle aged male admitted with active tuberculosis developed massive haemoptysis and was
referred to interventional radiology. A pre and post contrast CT Chest revealed multiple cavitating
lesions containing calcification along with mediastinal and hilar lymphadenopathy consistent with
PTB. A small pulmonary artery pseudoaneurysm associated with a TB cavity was identified in the left
upper lobe.

TREATMENT OPTIONS & RESULT:
Pulmonary angiography confirmed the small pseudoaneurysm arising from a left upper lobe
pulmonary artery branch (Figure 1). The vessel was successfully embolised with multiple microcoils
with no complications (Figure 2). The patient's haemoptysis immediately resolved and he made a
successful recovery.

DISCUSSION:
Aneurysmal dilatation of a pulmonary artery adjacent to pulmonary tuberculosis cavity (Rasmussen's
aneurysm) is estimated to occur in 0.25% of pulmonary tuberculosis (PTB) patients. Clinically, it
usually presents with massive haemoptysis and has a high mortality rate of over 38%. In most cases
of PTB, haemoptysis comes from the bronchial circulation, however the pulmonary circulation should
always be evaluated. Rasmussen's aneurysms arise due to gradual weakening of the pulmonary
arterial wall adjacent to the tuberculosis cavity due to granulation and eventual thinning of the
adventitia and media walls.

TAKE HOME POINTS:
1. In the context of infection/TB and massive haemoptysis, pulmonary artery pseudoaneurysms
should be considered and sought for.
2. Pulmonary artery pseudoaneurysms can be safely and effectively treated with transcatheter
embolisation.
3. A pre and post contrast CT is recommended in the context of TB to differentiate between
calcification within a cavity and a pseudoaneurysm.
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P 194 / Endovascular embolisation of a giant splenic artery aneurysm
Ginawi A, Jallad N1, Thurley P1, Squirrell C1

1University Hospitals of Derby and Burton, Derby, United Kingdom

Clinical History:
74 years old female presented to her family physician with upper abdominal discomfort. On initial
examination, a palpable left upper abdominal mass felt and the patient was referred for an
outpatient CT to exclude malignancy. CT diagnosed a giant (9cm) splenic artery aneurysm with no
evidence of rupture. The patient was referred to the vascular surgical services on the same day.
Discussion between the surgeon and the interventional radiologist concluded that endovascular
treatment would be the most appropriate option. Patient agreed to have the procedure on the same
evening.

Treatment options/results:
Via retrograde right CFA access, a 5 French multipurpose sheath and 4 French catheter were
manipulated into the proximal splenic artery. The catheter was subsequently manipulated through
the large splenic artery aneurysm into the distal outflow vessel(s). Coil embolisation subsequently
performed of the outflow and inflow vessels with a combination of 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 12 mm 0.35 coils
with excellent result. No immediate procedural complications. Haemostasis achieved with a closure
device.

Discussion:
Splenic artery aneurysm accounts for approximately 60% of all visceral arterial aneurysms. Giant
aneurysms are rare but have been previously described. Generally they are incidentally diagnosed.
Treatment is recommended for symptomatic aneurysms, aneurysms larger than 2cm, growing
aneurysms, and for all pregnant women and women of childbearing age. Endovascular treatment is
considered first choice with surgery being second.

Take home points:
Giant splenic artery aneurysm are rare. Endovascular treatment is the first treatment option and
provides excellent result regardless of the aneurysm size.
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P 195 / Successful embolization of an aneurysmal high flow renal
arteriovenous fistula in a paediatric patient with simultaneous
transarterial and transvenous coil deployment and N butyl
cyanoacrylate embolisation
Fung K1, Wong S1, Chan E1, Cheng K2, Cho D2, Ma A1, Kan E1
1Hong Kong Children's Hospital, Hong Kong, Hong Kong, 2Kwong Wah Hospital, Hong Kong, Hong Kong

1. Clinical History/Pre treatment imaging
An 11 year old girl was referred to our centre because of hypokalaemic hypertension. Contrast CT
and DSA showed a large high flow arteriovenous fistula (AVF) involving the hilum of right kidney,
with aneurysmal dilatation of main renal artery and several venous varices at right upper renal pole
(Fig 1).

2. Treatment options/Results
Initial attempt to embolise the AVF with coil via transarterial microcatheter resulted in migration of
the first framing coil into IVC. After snaring of the coil via transvenous route, simultaneous coil
deployment was performed via transarterial and transvenous microcatheters, achieving a stable coil
mass in the venous varix. Multiple coils were then deployed to attain dense packing.

Reassessment angiogram one month later showed persistent residual shunting. The arterial supply of
AVF was therefore embolised with 2mL of 50% NBCA:lipiodol mixture. Check angiogram showed
complete obliteration of AVF (Fig 2).

3. Discussion:
Embolic migration is the main risk of embolization of an aneurysmal high flow renal AVF.
To prevent coil migration, simultaneous coil deployment via transarterial and transvenous route
allows entanglement of coils and attainment of high coil volume within the fistula as quickly as
possible.
To prevent NBCA migration, a high NBCA concentration was used and pre existing coil mass also
acted as a scaffold.

4. Take home points
Simultaneous coil deployment via transarterial and transvenous route can prevent coil migration in

high flow renal AVF.
Additional use of NBCA allows complete and permanent occlusion of high flow renal AVF
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P 196 / Vessel perforation causing subarachnoid hemorrhage in
spinal canal rare complication of bronchial artery embolisation
Lim M1, Vadivelu S2, Nasran N3

1Hospital Kuala Lumpur, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, 2Institut Perubatan Respiratori, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia,
3Hospital Canselor Tunku Muhriz UKM, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

Clinical history:
A 61 year old female with underlying Type 2 diabetes mellitus and Mycobacterium abscessus
complex infection was referred for bronchial artery embolisation due to persistent hemoptysis
despite adequate medical treatment.

Treatment options/Results:
Bronchial artery embolisation was performed in October 2021. The right and left bronchial arteries
arise from a common trunk and was successfully embolised with PVA particles. There was also
abnormal neovascularization of the right 4th and 5th intercostal arteries and the right 4th intercostal
artery was embolised successfully. During cannulation of the right 5th intercostal artery, the
microwire accidentally perforated one of its small branches causing abnormal flow during angiogram
(Image 1). Patient immediately complained of sudden chest pain (pain score 10/10) and developed
tachycardia (110/min). The perforated vessel was successfully embolised with n butyl 2
cyanoacrylate:Lipiodol in 1:2 ratio. Patient's symptoms resolved completely a few hours after
embolisation. Post embolisation plain CT Thorax showed contrast accumulation within the spinal
canal (Image 2). The patient remained well with no neurological signs and symptoms throughout the
post embolisation period. She was discharged well 3 days post procedure.

Discussion:
Based on the post embolisation CT findings, it is postulated the perforated vessel is possibly a small
radicular branch of the right 5th intercostal artery that hemorrhaged into the spinal canal.

Take home points:
Subarachnoid hemorrhage of the spinal canal is a rare complication of bronchial artery embolisation
and may have disastrous outcome if not recognised. This complication has not been reported in the
literature to the best of our knowledge.
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P 197 / Penetrating aortic ulcer of ascending aorta: endovascular
correction
Andreone A1, Buia F1, Murana G1, Di Marco L1, De Cinque A1, Pacini D1, Lovato L1
1IRCCS AZIENDA OSPEDALIERO UNIVERSITARIA DI BOLOGNA, Bologna, Italy

Clinical history/Pre treatment imaging:
A penetreting aortic ulcer (PAU) of ascending aorta was detected during pre TAVI examination in a
82 y.o. patient with multiple comorbidities and left common carotid and subclavian artery occlusion.

Treatment options/Results:
Patient was unfit for surgical or endovascular aortic repair with stent graft.
We decided to perform embolization of the PAU; a 7F guiding catheter was placed in the core of the
ulcer, then several detachable large volume microcoils were released.

Discussion:
Embolization was the only option, and it was feasible due to the anatomy of the lesion (large sac and
small neck).
After the embolization, patient underwent aortic valve repair and was discharged in good clinical
conditions.

Take home points:
Embolization of a really challenging anatomical region, such is ascending aorta, can be safely
performed with detachable microcoils (or other detachable devices).
Figures: 1 preoperative imaging. 2 postoperative imaging.
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P 198 / Prospective, multi center, observational study of radial access
embolization procedures using HydroPearl Microspheres – 30 day
outcomes (RAVI registry NCT04272216)
Guimaraes M1, Lookstein R, Vaheesan K, Yu H, Stewart J, Tasse J
1Medical University of South Carolina, Charleston, US

Purpose:
Radial access (RA) had an increased adoption by IRs recently. Several studies have shown that
patients prefer RA vs femoral access and that it is an effective and safe access in embolotherapy. This
registry aimed to analyze RA 30 day outcomes in the context of embolization procedures using
HydroPearl microspheres.

Methodology:
Prospective study included embolizations of uterine fibroids (UF), benign prostatic hyperplasia (BPH),
liver tumors (LT), and other hypervascular tumors (OHT) performed in 5 US hospitals with a 12
months follow up. The primary safety endpoints included RA related complications, stroke and death
at 30 days. The procedural endpoint was defined as successful completion of the intended procedure
using RA. Technical success was defined as the successful delivery of HydroPearl to the target vessel.

Endpoints:
Between February 2020 and January 2022, 99 patients were treated. 70 (70.7%) had UF, 16 (16.2%)
BPH, 7 (7.1%) LT and 6 (6.1%) OHT. The mean age was 50.1 (±11.1) years and 74/99 (74.7%) were
females. Technical success was 100%. At 30 days, there were 2 deaths unrelated to the procedures
and no major access related events. Minor complications included hematoma (9), arterial spasm (5)
and post procedure pain (4). Overall, 110 adverse events were reported, with 12 (10.9%) being
serious.

Impact on IR:
This registry confirmed the safety and efficacy of RA in UF, BPH, LT, and OHT embolization
procedures using HydroPearl, without any major RA related complications.
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P 199 / Multisciplinary management of endoleaks after endovascular
aneurysm repair by creation of the endoleak team
Giuntoli F1, Raspanti C1, Calcagni F1, Falchini M1, Chisci E1
1San Giovanni di Dio Hospital USL CENTRO, Florence, Italy

Purpose:
To evaluate the role of an EL Team in the management of EL after EVAR.

Material and methods:
In our centre a multidisciplinary team(EL Team) involving Vascular Surgeons and Interventional
Radiologists was set in 2015. Seventy patients with type EL1 or EL2 with sac expansion>1cm were
included in this retrospective study and divided in two groups: 37 in group A(21 EL2, 16 EL1) treated
by vascular surgeons before 2015 and 33 in group B (19 EL2, 14 EL1) treated after 2015. Technical
success, mortality, complications, surgical conversion rate and sac expansion were analyzed at 2
years follow up.

Results:
Nonoperative approach was only performed in group A in 11EL2 (53%)and coils embolization was
significantly more applied in group B. All ELs in group B received intervention. During follow up, one
aneurysm related death occurred in both groups due to rupture (group A:2.7%; group B:3%; P=1) and
two non aneurysm related deaths occurred in both groups (P=1). Technical success was 80.8%(group
A)vs100%(group B)(P=.013). Group B presented lower probability of sac expansion (P=.002, odds
ratio=0.137). Freedom from sac expansion at 12, 18, 24 months was 69.4%, 63.9%, 33.3%(group A),
and 93.9%, 90.7%, 78.8%(group B). No major complications were reported in group B, whereas one
was described in group A; minor complications were reported in both groups without significant
differences (AvsB: 3%vs2.7%). At follow up, 4 (10.8%) patients were converted in group A, whereas
none in group B (P=.11).

Conclusion:
Introduction of EL Team is safe and allows to treat EL2 more effectively, promoting technical success
and reducing the probability of sac expansion.
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P 200 / Carbon dioxide guided endovascular aortic aneurysm repair
in impaired renal function: propensity score matching study
Ünal E, Tümer N, Erol M, Karahan M, Akkaya B, Mavioglu L, scan H
1Hitit University, Corum, Turkey, 2Ankara City Hospital, Ankara, Turkey

Purpose
In this study, we aimed to clarify the possible protective effects of CO2 guided EVAR for patients with
impaired renal function by propensity score matching.

Methods
A retrospective analysis of our databese was performed for 324 EVAR patients between January 2019
and January 2022. A total of 34 patients treated with CO2 guided EVAR were evaluated. This cohort
was matched for age, gender, preoperative serum creatinine levels and GFR levels and specific co
morbities to obtain homogenous groups both including only patients with impaired renal function
(eGFR < 60 ml/min). The primary end point was to compare the decrease in eGFR from the baseline
using propensity score matching. Secondary end points were need for renal replacement therapy,
effect on development of CIN and mortality.

Result
After matching, decrease in eGFR values after the procedure was more pronounced for the standard
EVAR group (from 44 ml/min to 40 ml/min, interaction p= 0.034). Meanwhile, CIN development was
more frequent for the standard EVAR group (24% vs 6%, p=0.040). In matched patients early
mortality did not differ between the groups (5.9% vs 0, p=0.151).

Conclusion
Patients with impaired renal function are at higher risk of CIN after endovascular procedure. CO2
guided EVAR is a safe, effective and feasible treatment option especially for patients with decreased
renal function. CO2 guided EVAR may be a protective measurement for contrast induced
nephropathy
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P 201 / Small iliac gates of an ultra low profile aortic endograft are
not associated with high iliac limb graft occlusion rates after
endovascular aneurysm repair
Chaudhuri A1, Badawy A1, ElShaarawy S1
1Bedfordshire Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust, Bedford, United Kingdom

Purpose:
Recent studies indicate device specific trends in iliac limb graft occlusion (LGO) after endovascular
aneurysm repair (EVAR), ranging from 0.7 12.4%. These do not include the ultra low profile Ovation
Prime/iX endograft (Endologix Inc, Irvine, USA) which has the smallest iliac gates measuring 9mm,
11mm (luminal area 0.64, 0.95cm2 respectively). This study audits LGO rates and related outcomes
after EVAR using this device.

Materials and methods:
A retrospective analysis of a prospective database was undertaken. Generic/outcome/follow up data
including gate sizes according to aortic body (AB), LGO, limb related reinterventions (LRI) were
collected. Statistical analyses were undertaken using Minitab 21.

Results:
125 EVARs were undertaken in 105 male, 20 female patients (age 74.8±0.7years, abdominal aortic
aneurysm size 5.8±1cm) over 2014 2020; 121 patients were available for data analysis after excluding
30 day mortalities (n=4). 18 EVARs were undertaken using 20/23mm ABs representing 9mm gates
(n=36), whilst the remaining 103 EVARs used 26/29/34mm ABs, representing 11mm gates (n= 206).
10 patients were not on antiplatelet/anticoagulation therapy. Median follow up period was 28 (IQR
12 48) months. LGO occurred in 2 (0.8%) limbs (11mm), LRI in 3 (1.2%; 11mm gates, n=2, 9mm gate,
n=1); There was no significant difference in LGO/LRI rates between the 9/11mm gates (p=NS, Fisher’s
exact test). Overall freedom from LGO/LRI was >96% (Kaplan Meier method).

Conclusion:
The smaller Ovation endograft iliac gates were not associated with high LGO rates compared to the
literature. This is reassuring from a surveillance standpoint as this device has now been replaced by
the Ovation Alto (11mm gates for all AB sizes).
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P 202 / Risk factor for aortic intimointimal intusseption in type b
dissection during TEVAR
Kumar S1
1AIIMS New Delhi, New Delhi, India

Purpose:
Aortic intimointimal intussecption(AII) is a rare intraprocedural complication of Type B aortic
dissection during thoracic endovascular aortic repair (TEVAR) . The aim of this study is to identify
intraprocedural risk factors for AII and hence to prevent morbid complications.

Materials:
This is a retrospective study with 65 patients of complicated type B aortic dissection who underwent
TEVAR from January 2018 to September 2021. Preprocedure CT , Procedural details and post
procedure CT at 1 month were evaluated. TEVAR technique consist of coverage of primary entry tear.
We assessed several risk factors i.e. acuteness of dissection, proximal and distal oversizing,
angulation of aortic arch ,type of devices used, guidewire position, graft manipulation, balloon
dilatation, duration of device release and tear size .

Results:
Total of 65 patients, 43 males, age range 24 to 70 Year(median 44 years) underwnt TEVAR for
complicated Type B Dissection. Three patients developed intraprocedural TEVAR related AII. In 1st
patient the cause was severe tortuousity of aortic arch leading to excessive radial force on aortic wall
while negotiating the device , in 2nd patient the cause was likely friable intimal flap in acute
dissection while in 3rd patient the likely cause was non formation of adequate guidewire loop in
aortic root leading to inadequate support to device negotiation and hence aortic wall injury .

Conclusions:
AII is a dreaded complication of TEVAR and poorly studied. Certain characteristics like acute
angulations, acuteness of disease , poor position of guide wire are associated with higher incidence .
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P 203 / Long term outcomes of endovascular aneurysm repair
according to instructions for use adherence status
Protto S1, Hahl T1, Uurto I1, Väärämäki S1, Järvenpää V2, Suominen V1

1Centre of vascular and interventional radiology, Tampere, Finland, 2Tampere University, Tampere, Finland

Purpose:
In clinical practice, the prevalence of performing EVAR outside the instruction for use criteria (IFU) is
high. We aimed to determine the impact of IFU criteria non adherence on outcomes.

Methods:
EVAR patients between 2005 and 2013 were included. IFU non adherence, defined as any violation of
device specific IFU criteria, was compared to IFU adherence. Primary outcomes were all cause
mortality, aneurysm related mortality, ruptures, graft related adverse events (GRAEs), limb related
adverse events, type Ia endoleaks.

Results:
258 patients were included, 55.8% adhered to IFU criteria and 44.2% were non IFU. In IFU non
adherence group, all cause mortality (HR 1.39, 95% CI 1.02–1.89, p = .037) and aneurysm related
mortality (HR 5.1, 95% CI 1.4–18.6, p = .015) were higher, as AAA ruptures (HR 5.4, 95 % CI 1.1 26.6,
p = .036) and GRAEs (HR 1.7, 95% CI 1.1–2.8, p = .025). Neck length was a risk factor for type Ia
endoleak (HR 18.2, 95% CI 6.3–52.2, p < .001), aneurysm related mortality (HR=8.7, 95% CI 1.8–41.6,
p = .007), rupture (HR= 21.7, 95% CI 2.8–166, p = .003), and GRAEs (HR 4.4, 95% CI 2.0–9.7, p <
.001).Neck angulation was a risk factor for all cause mortality (HR 2.0, 95% CI 1.1–3.7, p = .032),
aneurysm related mortality (HR 7.6, 95% CI 1.4–42.8, p = .021), AAA rupture (HR 79.4, 95% CI 6.3
999, p = .001), and GRAEs (HR 4.3, 95% CI 1.9 9.5, p < .001).

Conclusions:
EVAR outside IFU has a negative effect on outcomes. Neck angulation and neck length seem to be
the most crucial aneurysm characteristics.
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P 204 / Challenging embolization of type 2 endoleak following TEVAR
Fernández L, Hernández T, Novo J, Rodriguez R, Collado M, Ponce M, Garzon G

Clinical History
66 year old woman with inflammatory aortitis and TEVAR implanted 3 years ago, presented to the
hospital with acute and oppressive interscapular pain and high blood pressure. The CTA shows aortic
sac enlargement with a focal region of increased density, suggesting a type II endoleak (EL2). Due to
the significant increase of the sac size and the clinic of acute aortic syndrome, it was decided to
perform an angiography.

Treatment options
Angiography showed an EL2 dependent on a branch of the right subclavian artery.
The branch feeding the endoleak was catheterized and embolized with glue, including the endoleak
cavity itself. Technical success was achieved.

Discussion
EL2 after TEVAR are less common compared to EVAR. The most common cause is retrograde flow
from the left subclavian artery but they may also arise from the intercostal and bronchial arteries.
The origin in the right subclavian artery is very exceptional. These are usually managed
conservatively, unless there is an increase in the sac size. Although challenging to treat, embolization
may be feasible. To achieve the technical success it is important to embolize the feeding vessel and
the endoleak cavity. There is no consensus on the optimal embolic agent or combination of embolic
agents.

Take Home Points
CTA is the main imaging investigation for assessing and characterizing endoleaks. Embolization is the
mainstay treatment for EL2 with increasing sac size. Embolization outcomes are very good if experts
select the appropriate embolization method for the specific patient anatomy and perform a
technically complete embolization
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P 205 / Exclusion of a peri renal abdominal aortic aneurysm using
Endologix ALTO polymer stent graft
Swali M1, Hosmane S, Mathew A, Simpson J, Huasen B, Venigalla K, Sammut J, D'Souza S
1Lancashire Teaching Hospitals Trust, Preston, United Kingdom

An 67 year old male patient who had an asymptomatic screening programme detected 5.8cm peri
renal abdominal aortic aneurysm.

Past medical history included: Hypertension, Hypercholesterolaemia, insulin dependent diabetes,
Ischaemic heart disease. Two previous myocardial infarctions in 2003 & 2012, Previous coronary
stenting, Kidney transplantation 10 yrs ago with a last Egfr of 63.

The patient was medically optimised on statins and anti platelet therapy amongst others.

Discussion of treatment options at MDT included; conservative management or endovascular repair
(standard and fenestrated). Open surgery was not an option due to the patient's comorbidities as
assessed by a vascular anaesthetist. It was felt the patient had a life expectancy beyond 2 years and
an acceptable functional status.

The abdominal aortic diameter at the renal artery level was aneurysmal at 31mm's and contained
wall thrombus. The supra renal aortic diameter below the SMA level was 27mm's and this was fairly
straight over 7mm's length above the renal artery level. The renal artery's were both occluded and
the kidneys atrophic with a right iliac fossa working transplant kidney.

An Endologix ALTO device was inserted below the SMA to achieve a seal and adequate exclusion of
the aneurysm.

No issued arose at 1 and 6 months CT surveillance. The SMA and renal transplant arteries remain
widely patent.

Despite ALTO device being on IFU for infra renal abdominal aortic aneurysms, we treated a peri renal
aneurysm owing to the chronic occlusion of the native renal arteries and short length neck seal zone.
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P 206 / Palmaz stent placement in a severely angled infrarenal neck
for treatment of type 1A endoleak after endovascular aortic
aneurysm repair
Almazedi B1, Poels J1
1York and Scarborough Teaching Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust, Interventional Radiology, York, United Kingdom

Clinical History/Pre treatment imaging:
Elderly patient undergone endovascular aneurysm repair using Aorfix device (Lombard Medical) to
treat 66mm infrarenal aortic aneurysm with 80 degrees angled neck. One month follow up CT
demonstrated type 1A endoleak from right side and patency of intentionally covered right accessory
inferior renal artery.

Treatment options/Results:
Contrast enhanced ultrasound confirmed type 1A endoleak. Under local anaesthetic, right femoral
percutaneous access through a 12 French sheath. High pressure balloon moulding of the neck
bringing the wire back to its floppy part to allow balloon to conform to angled neck. The graft opened
further but partially recoiled on balloon deflation. Palmaz XL stent deployed to stop the recoil with
cessation of endoleak. The opened graft fish mouth impinged on the now slow filling left renal
artery, which was successfully stented through the Palmaz stent.

Discussion:
Other options discussed were surgical explantation and tube graft repair (surgically unfit), balloon
moulding alone, and endovascular screw fixation. Screws if not successful would frustrate
explantation option. Fenestrated cuff not an option due to proximity of right renal to SMA and
angulated anatomy.
One month CT confirmed successful seal of endoleak.

Take home points:
MDT discussion is vital in complex cases.
Palmaz stent is a valuable adjunct in the treatment of type 1A endoleak even in significantly angled
infrarenal neck.
Riding up of the proximal Aorfix graft as the fish mouth opens up potentially compromising the renal
artery requiring stent protection.
Bringing floppy part of stiff wire into the moulding balloon to allow balloon to conform around an
angle.
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P 207 / Endoleaks: management and adaptations of techniques
Hegde S1, Sharma P2, Irish J2
1KVG Medical College and Hospital, Sullia, India, 2Springfield Clinic, Springfield Memorial Hospital & Southern
Illinois University, Springfield, United States

Clinical history/Pre treatment imaging:
An 80 year old male patient had undergone endovascular AAA repair 6 years ago at a different
hospital. He had presented with a rupture of the right iliac artery endograft and an attempt to repair
it was made by placing kissing stents in the right common iliac artery extending to the right external
iliac artery (EIA). Due to persistent endoleak, an exclusion of the right internal iliac artery (IIA)
endograft was done by crushing the top of the endograft and sealing the distal aspect with an
Amplatzer plug.
Three months later, he presented to us with a subsequent rupture of the right common iliac artery
aneurysm marked by a Type I b/c endoleak along the right EIA and IIA endograft.

Treatment options/Results:
The only access options were
1) transgluteal access through the superior gluteal artery, made difficult due to its tortuous course
and unstable short access, and
2) percutaneous direct IIA endograft access.
Percutaneous access through the right IIA endograft and its embolization, with angioplasty of the
right EIA, resulted in successful resolution of the endoleaks. Pelvic vascular flow was preserved, due
to the presence of collaterals that developed after the right IIA endograft was occluded with plugs.

Discussion:
Endoleaks are a common complication following endovascular aneurysm repair (EVAR), characterized
by a continuous flow of blood within the aneurysm sac.

Take home points:
1) Review the types of endoleaks and their endovascular treatment
2) Present a novel adaptation for the management of Type 1 endoleak with no endovascular access
option
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P 208 / Endovascular treatment of aortic arch aneurysm using a
novel double branched thoracic stent graft device: a case report
Letsos A1, Markoutsas D1, Petaloudis P1, Tomais D1, Kalogeropoulos I1, Kratimenos T1
1Evangelismos General Hospital, Athens, Greece

A 67 year old patient presented to our hospital with a zone 2 aortic arch aneurysm measuring 8,3cm
wide and 11,5cm in length (fig. 1). Endovascular repair was chosen as a treatment option with the
use of a novel double branched thoracic stent graft system (Terumoaortic) provided with two inner
branches for the brachiocephalic and left carotid arteries. Left and right carotid arteries were
deployed by open cut approach. Once the thoracic stent graft was deployed, the inner branches for
brachiocephalic and left carotid arteries were respectively canulated and then stent graft limbs were
selectively advanced. No endoleaks were observed in the final angiography (fig. 2). Patient remained
for 24 hours in ICU and then was transferred in the clinic. Three days later was uneventfully
discharged . Left subclavian artery orifice occlusion by the thoracic stent graft was very well tolerated
by the patient without any symptoms and no carotid subclavian bypass was performed. Endovascular
treatment of descending thoracic aortic pathologies has become the recommended method,
especially for high risk patients. Branched TEVAR devices broadens the use of endovascular
treatment for aortic arch pathologies with the advantage of not requiring extra anatomical surgical
bypass. Early data of branched TEVAR devices has shown satisfactory results. However, long term
outcomes require further investigation.
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P 209 / Custom made aortic stent graft with retrobranch for left
subclavian artery: a solution to avoid left carotid left subclavian
artery bypass in patient with left carotid artery obstruction and
thoracic aortic aneurysm
Buia F1, Andreone A1, Di Marco L1, Murana G1, Pacini D1, Lovato L1
1IRCCS AZIENDA OSPEDALIERO UNIVERSITARIA DI BOLOGNA, Bologna, Italy

Clinical History/Pre treatment imaging:
69 year old patient who previously underwent surgical replacement of aortic valve, ascending aorta
and aortic arch with reimplantation of anonymous artery and left common carotid artery for
ascending aortic aneurysm; follow up imaging showed residual thoracic aortic aneurysm and
occlusion of the reimplantation of the left common carotid artery.

Treatment options:
TEVAR in landing zone 3 was not feasible for the absence of proximal neck. Due to the impossibility
of making left carotid left subclavian artery bypass (obstruction of the reimplanted left carotid
artery) a custom made endoprosthesis with retrobranch for the left subclavian artery was made to
preserve the patency of the left subclavian artery. Therefore, the stent graft was proximally released
in zone 2 with the retrobranch close to the origin of the left subclavian artery and subsequent
catheterization of the branch and bridging stent with self expanding graft was performed. CT scan
control at discharge showed correct exclusion of the aneurysm and patency of the left subclavian
artery.

Discussion:
When aortic arch anatomy is favourable, custom made solution with retrobranch for left subclavian
artery is a feasible option for TEVAR in landing zone 2 without left carotid left subclavian artery
bypass.

Take home points:
Aortic arch anatomical conditions unfit for surgery can be optimally treated with custom made
endoprosthesis.
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P 210 / Endovascular repair of Type I aortic endoleak treated with
chimney technique using Covera stents
Paci E1, Isidori P2, Delle Vergini L1, Sallei M1, Chiodi L2, Aringoli F1, Fichetti M1, Boccoli G2

1INRCA/ Clinical and Interventional Radiology, Ancona, Italy, 2INRCA/General and Vascular Suegery, Ancona, Italy

Clinical history/Pre treatment imaging:
a 78 years old man presented with Type I endoleak, due to the dislodgment of the main stent graft,
ten years after EVAR. Preoperative HRCT angiography showed calcific ostial atheromasia with very
close to the origin (<1 cm) bifurcation of the right renal artery . The senior surgeon and senior
Interventional Radiologyst analyzed jointly the images to planning the procedure.

Treatment options/Results:
selective catheterization of renal arteries was accomplished through bilateral percutaneous
retrograde trans brachial access. A selective angiogram of SMA was performed, through the left
femoral surgical access, to mark the ostium. Two self expanding Covera stent graft (BARD), 6x30mm
and 6x40mm were inserted respectively on the right and on the left renal artery via brachial way, an
aortic Endurant extension 36x36x70mm was advanced from the left femoral surgical approach,
respecting the SMA ostium. The stent graft and the cuff were sequentially deployed using a Chimney
technique. Renal stents and aortic cuff were dilated respectively with a conventional balloon
catheter from the brachial access and a compliant balloon catheter (Reliant™Stent Graft Balloon
Catheter) from the femoral access.
Control angiogram showed patency of the renal and mesenteric arteries in absence of endoleak.
Bilateral brachial hemostasis was acquired using manual compression.

Discussion:
the Covera stent is a reliable tool for solving difficult anatomies. This self expanding covered stent is
easy to deliver and accurate in deployment, especially in challenging anatomies, as well as flexible
and resistant to kinking against the main stent graft.

Take home points:
this case highlights the relevance of teamwork in treating complex case of aortic disease.
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P 211 / Hybrid repair of a ruptured suprarenal aneurysm
Scoffield L1, Miller C
1Leeds Teaching Hospitals Trust, Leeds, United Kingdom

Clinical history/Pre treatment imaging:
A 54y male gardener presented to a District Hospital with sudden onset abdominal and back pain. He
had a tender abdomen and was haemodynamically unstable. A CT scan demonstrated a ruptured
suprarenal abdominal aortic aneurysm.

Treatment options/Results:
The patient was transferred to the regional tertiary vascular centre. No “off the shelf” branched stent
graft was available, nor surgical expertise for thoracoabdominal repair. The surgical and
interventional radiological team devised a hybrid repair: his coeliac axis was embolised prior to an
SMA chimney EVAR covering his renal arteries. This was immediately followed by a laparotomy and
bilateral surgical CIA renal artery PTFE bypass grafts.

After two weeks the left renal bypass underwent stenting of a stenosis at the distal anastomosis, the
right renal bypass had occluded. He was ultimately discharged without requiring renal replacement
therapy. Three months later he underwent embolization of a bleeding hepatic artery
pseudoaneurysm which was possibly due to liver infection, ischaemia or an initial wire injury. After
six months the patient is recuperating at home.

Discussion:
Whilst pure surgical or endovascular solutions to this complex aneurysm are possible, the hybrid
repair performed was a unique solution utilising the local skills and available equipment of both
interventional radiology and vascular surgery. Having required two further endovascular procedures
and a long stay on intensive care he will be closely followed up clinically and radiologically.

Take home points:
Complex acute aortic pathology can have a variety of management options, the most appropriate
should use the available expertise.
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P 212 / Endovascular ascending aortic repair with stent assisted
coiling of a focal ascending aortic aneurysm
Wang J1, Sherk W1

1University of Michigan Hospital, Ann Arbor, United States of America

Clinical History/Pre treatment Imaging:
69 year old woman with history of ASD repair (1972) and lung cancer resection (2020) with CT
demonstrating a focal saccular aneurysm along the greater curvature of the ascending aorta at the
site of arterial cannulation from previous cardiopulmonary bypass. As she was considered high risk
for open surgery due to active recovery from recent lung cancer surgery, off label endovascular
ascending aortic repair was pursued.

Treatment Opinions/Results:
Initial IVUS and aortogram of the ascending aorta demonstrated a focal, wide necked saccular
aneurysm along the greater curvature of the ascending aorta. The aneurysm was approximately 1 cm
proximal to the innominate artery origin. The aneurysm sac was first cannulated with a coaxial
microcatheter system, which was left redundant in the sac, followed by overlapping endograft
deployment. Coil embolization of the sac followed. Completion aortogram showed no residual filling
of the aneurysm sac with widely patent arch vessels.

Discussion:
TEVAR of the ascending aorta is a developing alternative treatment strategy for high risk surgical
patients. Patient selection is key to success, specifically anatomy appropriate for an endovascular
approach. Appropriate landing zones to avoid compromising the coronary ostia and the arch vessels
are necessary. Here, we demonstrate a successful case of endograft exclusion of a focal ascending
aortic aneurysm followed by stent assisted coiling.

Take home Points:
1. For patients with ascending aortic injury including aneurysm, TEVAR should be a consideration in
high risk surgical patients.
2. Careful patient selection and pre procedural evaluation of anatomy is important for optimizing
technical and clinical success.
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P 213 / Stenting an infected thoracic aortic surgical graft: a bridge to
surgery?
Igwe C1, Lakshminarayan R1, Shrivastava V1

1Hull University Teaching Hospitals, Hull, United Kingdom

Clinical History/Pre treatment Imaging:
A 22 year old female presented following a road traffic collision. Computed tomography (CT) showed
a traumatic partial transection of the thoracic aorta not suitable for stenting. She successfully
underwent a surgical repair of the injury. She re presented 10 years later in shock following massive
haemoptysis. CT demonstrated an aorto bronchial fistula (ABF) secondary to an infected surgical
graft.

Treatment options/Results:
She proceeded to undergo an emergency TEVAR with two overlapping Gore CTAG grafts placed
across the primary surgical graft. Follow up CT showed satisfactory graft position with no endoleak or
pseudoaneurysm. Patient made a full recovery and remained well on follow up. The risk of surgical
treatment outweighed the benefits of continued follow up with antibiotics.
A year later, she re presented with an aorto oesophageal fistula and mycotic pseudoaneurysm
secondary to an infected graft and stent. She underwent synchronous oesophagectomy and aortic
replacement with stent graft explanation and remains well on follow up.

Discussion:
ABF is a rare and often lethal complication following aortic stent graft repair. TEVAR is a recognised
treatment approach, however long term results are unsatisfactory due to high risk of graft infection.
An analysis from the European Registry of Endovascular Aortic Repair Complications suggests open
surgical repair and aortic reconstruction as the favourable treatment approach due to long term
durability and lower mortality benefit.

Take home points:
TEVAR should be a bridging procedure towards definitive surgery in patients presenting with aorto
bronchial fistula following an infected stent.
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P 214 / Evaluation of a fully gantry integrated 3D laser system for
computed tomography needle guidance: a phantom study
Weigel K1, Kubik R2, Kostrzewa M2

1Barking, Havering and Redbridge University Hospitals NHS Trust , London, United Kingdom, 2 Kantonsspital
Baden, Department of Radiology , Baden, Switzerland

Purpose:
Assess for improvement of accuracy and speed in CT guided needle placement using a novel gantry
integrated 3d laser guidance system in an expert and novice interventionalist.

Materials and methods:
A total of 80 needle placements were performed in an abdominal phantom by an expert and a
novice, using conventional CT guidance or a novel 3d laser guidance system (myNeedle Companion,
Somatom X.ceed, Siemens Healthineers, Erlangen, Germany). Both techniques were compared on
time required (seconds), absolute deviation (mm) of needle tip to lesion center, angular deviation
(degrees) from planned path and number of needle corrections.

Results:
Pooled data analysis showed a significant reduction of time (277 vs 204s, p=0.001) and of number of
needle corrections (3.28 vs 1.58, p <0.001) required for successful needle placement when using the
3D laser guidance system, for the novice and expert alike. No significant improvement in absolute or
angular error was found. Trends showed a higher accuracy when using the novel approach. When
using both systems, the expert was significantly faster and required less needle corrections than the
novice, but was not found to be more accurate.

Conclusion:
Needle placement was significantly faster with less needle corrections when using the novel gantry
based 3D laser guidance system for both the expert and the novice, with similar accuracy. The 3D
laser guidance system may help novice users when performing CT guided interventions. Decreased
procedure times may allow for increased case load, less needle corrections may reduce the risk for
procedural complications.
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P 215 / Impact of PISA technique on major hepatectomy: comparison
between resection of viable liver tissue Vs dissection on late
microwave ablation necrosis
Sanguinetti A2, Lunardi A1, Cioni R1, Boggi U3, De Simone P4, Urbani L5, Catalano G6, Ghinolfi D6,
Ambrosini I2, Lorenzoni G1, Crocetti L2, Neri E2
1Interventional Radiology, Azienda Ospedaliero Universitaria Pisana, AOUP, PISA, Italy, 2Academic Radiology,
University of Pisa, Pisa, Italy, 3General Surgery, University of Pisa, Pisa, Italy, 4Hepatic Surgery, University of Pisa,
Pisa, Italy, 5General Surgery, AOUP, Pisa, Pisa, Italy, 6Hepatic Surgery, AOUP, Pisa, Pisa, Italy

To assess the impact of surgical dissection on Late Ablative Necrosis (LAN) after Percutaneous
Intrahepatic Split by Microwave Ablation (PISA) during major hepatectomies in terms of
perioperative and post surgical complications.

This retrospective study included 10 patients (5 males, 5 females, 59 84 year old) undergoing major
hepatectomy after PISA from January 2015 September 2021.
Portal Vein Embolization (PVE) (80% iodized oil/20% cyanoacrylate) was firstly performed to induce
FLR hypertrophy. PISA was performed 12,7±5,16 days after using single or multiple access sites for
sequential overlapping of ablation fields. Abdominal CT was performed before and after PVE and
PISA. Hepatectomy was performed 17,4±6,29 days after PISA. Intraoperative bleeding, blood
transfusion, post hepatectomy liver failure, abscesses, laboratory tests alterations, post surgical
mortality were evaluated.
Likert based questionnaire was administered to surgeons to assess overall satisfaction and key
factors in performing hepatectomy on LAN.

No procedure related complications were recorded. Mean operation time: 258±43 min;
intraoperative volume blood loss: 382±137 ml. 1 patient required blood transfusions during surgery.
No major surgery related complications occurred (no Clavien Dindo score 3a). 1 biliary anastomotic
stenosis, 1 cholangitis, 1 chiloperitoneum and no cases of bleeding were reported. All patients were
dismissed and recovered completely. Mean ICU stay:1,2 days; mean post operative hospital stay:
7,7±1,89 days. R0 resection was confirmed in all cases.
LAN resection surgeons' judgment provided favorable average scores above neutrality.

This the first experience reported about surgical resections on LAN. Our results support the feasibility
and safety of surgical resections on late thermo induced hepatic necrosis in the setting of major
hepatectomies.
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P 216 / CBCT/PET CT fusion guided lung biopsy in inhomogeneous
captant major lesions: why sample the area with maximum SUV?
Piacentino F1, Fontana F1,2, Curti M1,2, Ossola C1,2, Coppola A1,2, Imperatori A1,3, Sessa F1, Venturini M1,2

1Insubria University, Varese, Italy, 2Circolo Hospital/ Radiology and Interventional Radiology Department, Varese,
Italy, 3Circolo Hospital/ Thoracic Surgery Department, Varese, Italy

Methods:
In a larger study of guided PET / CT CBCT percutaneous biopsies, In 10 patients with large lung
lesions (diameter> 30mm) were selected e characterized by an dishomogeneous uptake of 18F FDG
to PET / CT. These patients have been subjected to biopsy sampling respectively in the areas of the
lung lesion with the maximum SUV and in the area of minimum SUV . For each sample obtained the
anatomo pathologist have reported the percentage of neoplastic, inflammatory and fibrotic cells.
Furthermore, was analysed the possibility of performing immunohistochemical or molecular biology
investigations to define specifically the biomolecular tumor profile.

Results:
Nine lesions were found to be malignant, one benign (inflammation). The diagnostic effectiveness
was 100% (10/10) for the group of samples in the SUV areas maximum and 70% (7/10) for the group
of samples in the areas with minimum SUV (p = 0.21). In the first group, higher percentages of
neoplastic cells were found by the pathologist, while in the second group the more represented were
areas of inflammation and fibrosis. The profile biomolecular was obtained in 100% of cases (9/9) of
the first group, while in the second group only in 33.3% of cases (2/6), with a statistical significant
difference between the two groups (p = 0.011).

Has been identified a correlation between the SUV value and diagnostic value biopsy collection. The
use of the PET / CT CBCT technique as a guide for percutaneous lung biopsies allows better biopsy
collection in the areas richer in neoplastic cells.
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P 217 / Does the biopsy needle orientation impact outcomes and
complications in ultrasound guided kidney biopsy?
CHAUDHRY M1, Kassamali R1, Sadiq A1, Barah A1

1Hamad Medical Corporation, Doha, Qatar

PURPOSE
Multiple physiologic and few technical factors like extreme angle of attack (AOA) have been
associated with post renal biopsy (RB) complications. Purpose of our study is to ascertain the impact
of biopsy needle orientation on RB specimen yield and bleeding complications.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
Retrospective review of ultrasound(US) images, medical and histopathology records of patients who
underwent US guided RB, from 01/2021 12/2021, was completed. Patients with RB for lesions were
excluded. Patients were divided into two groups according to the orientation of RB needle during
procedure; caudocranial (CdC) and craniocaudal (CrC). AOA, histopathologic outcomes,
complications, and its management were evaluated.

RESULTS:
Total 190 patients were included, mean age was 40.9±11.2 years with 119(63%) being males.
97(51%) patients were in CdC and 93(49%) in CrC groups. Mean AOA [CdC vs CrC: 88±21.8° vs
46.1±14.9° (p value 0.02)], 83(95%) of CdC had AOA >70° vs AOA 30 50° in 66(71%) of CrC gp (p value
0.001).
‘Cortex only’ specimen [CdC vs CrC: 13(13.5%) vs 29(42%), p value 0.01], length of specimen
[2.17±0.79cm vs 2.57±0.67cm, (p value 0.04)], number of glomeruli per specimen [14±8 vs 22±9 (p
value 0.05)] were seen. RB at AOA of 30 50° has combined highest yield of 23±7 glomureli.
32 minor(<2cm) non expanding hematoma [16 vs 16, p value 0.9] seen. CdC showed 3/4(75%)
inadequate biopsies, 3/4(75%) major hematoma (mean: 90.6±78 mm), all 3 managed by renal artery
embolization.

CONCLUSION:
Craniocaudal orientation of RB needle, AOA between 30 50°, aiming the renal cortex and avoiding
medulla is associated with higher histopathologic/glomerular yield, fewer inadequate sampling and
less risk of severe bleeding complications.
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P 218 / Effects of prostatic artery occlusion with Onyx® in canine
benign prostatic hyperplasia: findings in a histopathological study and
apoptosis assay
Lucas Cava V1, Sánchez Margallo F1, Dávila Gómez L1, Lima Rodríguez J1, López Sánchez C2, García
Martínez V2, Sun F
1Jesús Usón Minimally Invasive Surgery Centre, Cáceres, Spain, 2Human Anatomy and Embryology. Faculty of
Medicine, University of Extremadura., Badajoz, Spain

Purpose:
To study the histopathological changes induced by prostatic artery occlusion (PAO) using Onyx® in
canine benign prostatic hyperplasia (BPH).

Material and Methods:
10 adult male beagles underwent PAO with Onyx 18 (n=7) and prostatic artery angiography as a
sham treatment (n=3). After PAO, 2 dogs were euthanized at 2 weeks and 5 dogs at 6 months. The
canine prostates were harvested and embedded in paraffin for the histopathological exam with a
hematoxylin eosin (H&E) staining. Apoptosis was evaluated by TUNEL assay and measured as the
mean rate (%) of positive TUNEL cells in prostatic epithelial cells. Differences between groups were
statistically analyzed.

Results:
In H&E samples, prostates showed hemorrhagic necrosis areas together with inflammatory cell
infiltration at 2 weeks after PAO, whereas at 6 months, PAO induced diffuse interstitial fibrosis with
atrophy of the glandular epithelium and intraprostatic cavity formation. The Onyx cast was found in
capsular arteries along the lateral border of the prostate. In sham group, the prostates displayed a
greater amount of glandular epithelium with less stromal tissue, corresponding to histopathological
features of BPH. Apoptosis was mainly detected in the healthy glandular areas in all dogs with a
higher rate after PAO than the sham at 6 months (4.38%±2.77 vs 2.64%±0.97), with an increase at 2
weeks after PAO (7.35%±4.73); although no statistically significant differences were identified
between groups.

Conclusion:
PAO with Onyx® induces prostatic ischemia predominantly resulting in necrosis rather than apoptosis
in canine BPH with destruction of glandular epithelium, and consequently fibrosis and prostate
shrinkage.
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P 219 / Augmented reality for percutaneous interventions: system
description, feasibility, and initial evaluation using a phantom
Saccenti L1, Ismail Y, Grandpierre T, Derbel H, Longere B, Blain M, Luciani A, Kobeiter H, Tacher V
1Mondor hospital, Creteil, France

Purpose:
To evaluate the feasibility and the accuracy of an augmented reality (AR) visualization and tracking
system which aims to assist percutaneous interventions

Material and methods:
Pre procedural imaging and Slicer open source software were used to get a 3D model of a phantom,
including target lesions. A 3D model of the needle was also created. A software system was
developed on top of Unity 2021.2.15 software, running on Hololens 2 glasses. Projections of target
lesions into the phantom were visible with AR through glasses. Moreover, thanks to an
electromagnetic sensor, the hologram of the needle, projected on the real needle, allows real time
tracking into the phantom.
Operators with various levels of experience (0 and 4 years ’ experience) in percutaneous
interventions performed a total of 5 attempts targeting simulated liver lesions with a biopsy needle
in a phantom. The position of the needle tip relative to the center of the lesion was verified by using
cone beam CT. Performances were compared using the Wilcoxon test.

Results:
2 operators performed 5 attempts targeting simulated liver lesions of different sizes (median=20mm,
range 20 22) and depth (median=92mm, range 83 96). Preliminary results show the median time for
needle insertion was 38s (range 29 41). Median accuracy to the center of lesions was 13mm (range
11,5 14,5). No difference was found between operators, regardless of their experience (p=0.37).

Conclusion:
The use of AR for percutaneous intervention appears feasible and allows intuitive lesion targeting in
a phantom regardless operator’s experience. First results on accuracy are encouraging.
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P 220 / Augmented reality assisted ct guided puncture: a phantom
study
Van Den Bosch V1, Salim H2, Chen N2, Stroosma O2, Bruners P1, Kuhl C1, Pedersoli F1, Isfort P1

1Uniklinik RWTH Aachen, Aachen, Germany, 2Philips Research Europe, Eindhoven, Netherlands

Background:
To investigate the feasibility of a novel AR system using the HoloLens 2 for performing CT guided liver
interventions.

Methods:
A new kind of AR system was developed, offering projection of CT images and live optical tracking of
the needle position as well as a bull`s eye view as well as a visualization of the distance to the target.
The experiment was performed using a custom made abdominal agar agar phantom, created from a
segmented liver CT (3D Slicer) that contained digitized target locations. Three radiologists with
different levels of expertise (resident, junior and senior staff member) performed the experiment,
consisting of 40 punctures. Thereof 20 punctures were performed free hand and 20 punctures with
AR guidance. A CT simulator software was used for the free hand punctures, sparing long CT
scanning times and so allowing more punctures to be executed. Semi structured interviews were
performed after the experiment.

Result:
Duration of intervention was significantly (p<0.05) improved in all operators with a mean of 110,9
seconds in the free hand punctures and 38,7 seconds in the AR punctures ( 65%). The mean accuracy
was 4,7 mm in the free hand group, while being 5,0 mm in the AR group (p>0.05). In detail, the junior
staff member had an improvement of accuracy of 1 mm using AR (p<0.05), while the others showed
no significant improvement regarding accuracy. All radiologists rated the AR setup positively. In
particular, the use of underlying CT imaging, a familiar method in everyday clinical practice, was
rated as advantageous.

Conclusion:
This AR system significantly reduces intervention time and has furthermore the potential to
dramatically reduce the radiation burden to the patient. Thereby accuracy remains comparable.
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P 221 / A comparative study between our virtual reality endovascular
simulator and a traditional simulator enabling hands on simulator
Mitani H1, Honda Y1, Kondo S1, Fukumoto W1, Nakamura Y1, Chosa K1, Awai K1
1Department of Diagnostic Radiology, Hiroshima University Hospital, Hiroshima, Japan

Purpose
To evaluate virtual reality endovascular simulator called HiVR that we have developed.

Materials and Methods
This is a single center prospective study for 6 specialist trainees performing transarterial
chemoembolization (TACE) for hepatocellular carcinoma on HiVR simulator. They also performed
TACE on VIST (Mentice, GOT, Sweden) simulator enabling hands on training. Each simulator was
evaluated by the trainees’ subjective assessment for 15 survey questions using a Likert scale. The
questionnaire was made by 3 interventional radiologists using the KJ method. The time required for
one case in each simulator was also analyzed. The Wilcoxon signed rank test was used for the
analysis.

Results
HiVR had significantly higher points for questions about aseptic technique, radiation protection and
rapid response (p = 0.03, 0.03, and 0.04, respectively). HiVR scored higher for bed and C arm
maneuverability (p = 0.03). HiVR had low scores with respect to catheters and guidewires movement
and contrast visibility (p =0.03). HiVR scored higher on the questions of whether it is possible to learn
alone and whether it is suitable for beginners (p = 0.03, respectively).

Conclusion
With HiVR, it seemed easy to imagine bed and C arm maneuverability. We can also learn aseptic
technique, radiation protection, and rapid response. Althogh the movement of devises and contrast
visibility in HiVR need improvement, HiVR may be useful for beginner to learn endovascular
intervention.
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P 222 / A new method to delay the washout of indocyanine green
from the liver in swine
Tanaka R1, Sonomura T1, Ueno M2, Koike M1, Makitani A1, Sato H1, Fukuda K1, Higashino N1, Ikoma A1,
Murata S3, Yamaue H2, Minamiguchi H1

1Wakayama Medical University / Department of Radiology, Wakayama shi, Japan, 2Wakayama Medical
University / Second Department of Surgery, Wakayama shi, Japan, 3Wakayama Medical University / Department
of Human Pathology, Wakayama shi, Japan

Purpose:
To assess the effect of Lipiodol® (Lp) and Gelpart® (GS) on delaying the washout of indocyanine green
(ICG) from the liver in swine.

Material and methods:
Three mixtures of ICG, Lp, a water soluble contrast medium (CM), and an additional embolic material
(GS) were prepared (X: 5 mL ICG + 5 mL CM; Y: 5 mL ICG + 5 mL Lp; Z: 1 vial GS + 10 mL CM). Fifteen
swine were divided into groups A (ICG + CM + GS), B (ICG + Lp), and C (ICG + Lp + GS). Four mL of
mixture X was injected into a left hepatic artery in group A, and 4 mL of mixture Y in groups B and C.
The left hepatic artery was embolized with mixture Z in groups A and C. The liver surface was
observed using an infrared camera system during and at 1, 2, 3, and 6 hours after the procedure to
measure ICG contrast. Livers were removed at 6 hours for histopathological examination.

Results:
The contrast ratio between injected and non injected regions at 6 hours was 1.45 ± 0.44 in group A,
1.89 ± 0.37 in group B, and 3.62 ± 0.76 in group C. The contrast ratio in group C was significantly
greater than that in groups A and B (P = .032 and .0326, respectively).

Conclusion:
Lp and GS delayed the washout of ICG from the liver in swine and may extend intraoperative
navigation in clinical use.
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P 223 / The feasibility of embolizing artificially created aneurysm
using vascular embolizing catheter with radiofrequency equipment: a
preliminary experimental study
Baba Y1, Usami Y1, Iijima T2, Suzuki Y2, Kobuchi H2, Mori K2
1Saitama medical univesrity international medical center, Hidaka, Japan, 2Japan Life Line, Toda, Japan

Purpose:
To evaluate the feasibility of occluding the artificial created aneurysm ACA with using the
Vascular Embolizing Catheter with Radiofrequency Equipment (VECRE).

Materials and Methods:
Five rabbits with ACA were enrolled in this study. The distal site of right common carotid artery was
surgically ligated and resulted in ACA. VECRE is a flexible balloon catheter being printed
radiofrequency equipment with an inner cooling mechanism and a guidewire lumen. We intended to
ablate the vascular wall (endothelium) and induced to occlude the ACA, possibly caused by narrowing
and secondary thrombosis. Among five rabbits, neck of ACA was ablated via long axis of RF segment
of balloon (RFSB) in
three and via short axis of RFSB. The endpoint of this procedure is to achieve over 70 degrees celsius
of tip of VECRE.

Results:
In group of ablating via long axis of RFSB, occluding of ACA was achieved in all three rabbits.
However, excessive thermal damage of both neck and parent of ACA was occurred and resulting in
total occlusion of parent artery of ACA. Meanwhile, in group of ablating via short axis of RFSB,
occluding of ACA was achieved, however, cardiac arrest was occurred during the procedure in two
rabbits. Gross specimen
revealed that stigma of thermal ablation areas beyond the outer level of ACA in all rabbits.

Conclusion:
Occluding the artificial created aneurysm with using the VECRE is feasible. In addition, long axis
ablating method seems to be preferrable.
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P 224 / Possible use of digital variance angiography in liver
transarterial chemoembolization: a retrospective observational study
Lucatelli P1, Rocco B1, Ciaglia S1, Teodoli L1, Argirò R2, Guiu B3, Saba L4, Vallati G5, Gyano M6,7, Gòg I6,8,
Osvath S6,9, Szigeti K6,9, Kiss J6, Catalano C1

1Department of Radiological Oncological and Anatomopathological Sciences, Sapienza University of Rome, Roma,
Italy, 2Department of Interventional Radiology, University of Rome Tor Vergata, Rome, Italy , 3Montpellier
University Hospital, Montpellier, France, 4Department of Radiology, University of Cagliari, Cagliari, Italy,
5Interventional Radiology Unit of "IRCCS Istituto Nazionale Tumori Regina Elena", Rome, Italy, 6Kinepict Health
Ltd, Budapest, Hungary , 7Department of Interventional Radiology, Heart and Vascular Center, Semmelweis
University,, , Hungary , 8Department of Vascular Surgery, Hungarian Defence Forces Medical Centre, Budapest,
Hungary , 9Department of Biophysics and Radiation Biology, Semmelweis University, Budapest, Hungary

Purpose
Digital variance angiography (DVA), a recently developed image processing technology provided
higher contrast to noise ratio (CNR) and better image quality (IQ) in lower limb interventions
compared to digital subtraction angiography (DSA). Our aim was to investigate whether this quality
reserve can be observed also in liver transarterial chemoembolization (TACE).

Materials and methods
We have retrospectively compared the CNR and IQ parameters of DSA and DVA images from 25
patients (mean±SD age: 67.5 +/ 11.2 years) underwent liver TACE intervention at our institution.
CNR was calculated using 728 regions of interest on 50 images. IQ of the same image set was
evaluated by 5 experts using a 4 grade Likert scale. The diagnostic value was evaluated by the
possibility to identify lesions and feeding arteries.

Results
DVA provided significantly higher CNR than DSA (the mean CNRDVA/CNRDSA was 1.33). DVA images
received significantly higher Likert score than DSA images (mean±SEM 3.34±0,08 vs. 2.89±0.11,
Wilcoxon signed rank p<0.001). DSA could not detect lesion and feeding artery in 30% and 36% of
cases, and allowed clear detection only in 20% and 14%, respectively. In contrast, DVA failed only in
8% and 18% and clearly revealed lesions and feeding arteries in 30% and 26%, respectively.

Conclusion
DVA provides higher quality images and better diagnostic insight than DSA, therefore it might be a
useful tool in liver TACE interventions. The observed quality reserve might be used for dose
management (reduction of applied radiation dose and/or contrast media), but the validation of these
claims requires further clinical investigations.
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P 225 / Rheometry evaluation of hydrogel spacer within
temperatures expected during MRI guided transurethral ultrasound
ablation of prostate
Siedek F1, Doerwald P2, Persigehl T1
1Institute of Diagnostic and Interventional Radiology, University Hospital of Cologne, Cologne, Germany,
2Profound Medical , Toronto, Canada

Purpose:
Hydrogel spacers can potentially protect the rectal wall during MRI guided transurethral ultrasound
ablation (TULSA) of the prostate, thus reducing the risk of complications or recurrence due to
conservative margins. The objective of this work was to evaluate the viscosity of a hydrogel spacer
(SpaceOAR®) within a temperature interval experienced during the TULSA procedure.

Materials and Methods:
A rheometer was used to determine the viscosity of the hydrogel within a 28 minute temperature
cycle comprising heating from 23 60°C and cooling to 23°C. The cycle was repeated in triplicate
continuously using the same gel sample to evaluate the elastic and hysteresis behavior of the
hydrogel and to assess any potential fatigues within its structure.

Results:
Throughout measurements, the storage modulus (G’) of the gel remained higher than its loss
modulus, which confirms that the gel was predominantly elastic. Initially, G’ increased from
3.18x104 to 3.56x104 Pa between 23 60°C. For the cool down step, it decreased from
3.57x104 to 2.94x104 Pa.

Conclusion:
The hydrogel spacer demonstrated acceptable elastic stability between 20°C and 60°C, maintaining
its structural integrity and viscosity. Since the high viscosity of the gel is essential to maintain
separation between the rectum and the prostate, findings in this experiment indicate that hydrogel
spacers can potentially protect the rectum during TULSA, while facilitating an aggressive ablation
strategy with a potentially higher success rate for the complete destruction of cancerous tumors at
the posterior peripheral zone. Further ex vivo investigations are required to verify the results of this
study before application in a clinical setting.
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P 226 / Geniculate artery embolization via retrograde pedal access: a
described technique
Walia J, Copping R, El Hgar Y
1Liverpool Hospital , Liverpool, Australia

Learning Objectives:
1. Understand the role and rationale for geniculate artery embolization (GAE) in osteoarthritis (OA).
2. Consider technical factors to optimise GAE.

Background:
OA is a common disease process with increasing prevalence. Studies have shown an inflammatory
hypothesis promoting osteochondral/structural damage. Geniculate artery embolization studies have
shown a reduction in patients’ symptoms and improved functionality. Thus, GAE is an emerging
embolotherapy which is safe, does not preclude other treatments, reproducible and improves quality
of life.
Retrograde access via the ipsilateral dorsal pedis (DP) artery, an established technique in peripheral
intervention and analogous to distal radial access elsewhere, offers a low risk approach with some
theoretical advantages over groin access.

Clinical findings/Procedure details:
Placement of a 4Fr prelude ideal sheath (Merit Medical) under US guidance, positioning a 4Fr
catheter in the ATA/distal popliteal artery and then selecting geniculate branches with a 2Fr
microcatheter is performed. Ice packs prevent non target cutaneous embolization. Treatment sites
are confirmed with angiography and cone beam CT prior to injection of 100 300 micron
embospheres (Merit medical). The end point is pruned “fuzzy” microvasculature rather than stasis or
macrovascular occlusion. Haemostasis is achieved with a preludeSYNC distal band (Merit Medical)
and tip stop application.
In our experience to date, there have been no access site complications, including hematoma,
vascular occlusion on follow up Ultrasound and demonstrable symptomatic improvement.

Conclusion:
GAE via DP access is a safe and viable interventional approach to be considered in the management
of OA or recurrent hemarthrosis, although larger more robust studies are required.
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P 227 / Clinical use of 3D printed medical devices: European
Medicines Agency (EMA) and United States Food and Drug
Administration (US FDA) guidance and emerging perspectives
Moon J1, Li H1

1Emory University Hospital, Emory University School of Medicine, Department of Radiology and Imaging Sciences,
Division of Interventional Radiology, Atlanta, United States of America

Learning Objectives:
Review the regulatory landscape of 3D printed devices and their medical applications in
Interventional Radiology (IR).

Background:
The applications of 3D printing extend beyond rapid prototyping, and have the potential to impact
hospital systems. During the COVID 19 pandemic, 3D printing was utilized in point of care health
centers to make face shields, ventilator components, face mask holders, and nasopharyngeal swabs.
And in surgical fields, 3D printing is utilized in pre operative planning as well as for the creation of
patient customized implants. In IR, there are exciting applications of 3D printing of custom grafts,
stents, and bioprinted organs. In order to assure the safety and effectiveness of these devices, the
FDA is required to formulate guidance on the use of 3D printed products.

Clinical Findings/Procedure Details:
Healthcare facilities (HCFs) have traditionally received their medical devices through sales channels
from manufacturers. With 3D printed production systems for medical device use, there are
challenges that must be addressed including: safety and efficacy of the 3D printed device; assurance
of specifications with internal controls; level of knowledge and training of staff involved in
production systems; and, production system specific indications for use. We review existing and
emerging 3D printing applications in IR.

Conclusion and/or Teaching Points:
3D printed medical devices offer great value in customizing patient care as well as addressing
problems of resource availability during the height of the COVID 19 pandemic. Additional regulatory
guidance and further discussion for safe and efficacious use of these transformative technologies will
allow for their integration into clinical practice.
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P 228 / Can a hand made embolic agent be used for embolizing a
visceral artery as an alternative to peripheral embolic coils or
microparticles?
Damar Ç1, Akgul Yilmaz S2, Yilmaz E2, Cekic B3, Yumusak N4

1Gaziantep University, School of Medicine, Department of Radiology, Gaziantep, Turkey, 2Ankara Education and
Research Hospital, Department of Radiology, Ankara, Turkey, 3Antalya Training and Research Hospital,
Department of Interventional Radiology, Antalya, Turkey, 4Harran University, Veterinary Faculty, Department of
Pathology, Sanliurfa, Turkey

Clinical history/Pre treatment imaging:
Hand made endo arterial embolic agents, produced from a bioabsorbable polymer material were
used to embolize renal artery in a rabbit model.

Treatment options/Results:
A 4 kg male New Zealand experimental rabbit was sedated with intramuscular sedo analgesia and
placed on the angiography table in the right decubitus position. After disinfection and sterile final
draping of both ears, right trans auricular arterial access was achieved with an 18 G cannula (Image
1a,b). The combination of 0.021 inch microcatheter and 0.014 inch guidewire was advanced first to
the common carotid artery and then to the thoracic and abdominal aorta by manipulations on the
roadmaps created after contrast agent injection. After reaching the right renal artery, the
microcatheter was positioned appropriately and the guidewire was withdrawn (Picture 2a). A
prototype embolic agent was placed in the microcatheter hub then pushed through the lumen by the
guidewire and released into the right renal artery. With the release of the 3rd agent, complete
occlusion of the right renal artery was achieved (Picture 2b). After the procedure, the rabbit was
allowed to live for a week. Afterwards, it was sacrificed, and both kidneys were completely excised,
then pathological examination was performed. Macroscopic examination revealed ischemia related
edema, increased size and white color change in the right kidney. Parenchymal necrosis was
observed in stained microscopic examination.

Take home points:
The prototype endo arterial embolic agent, whose efficacy was proven in this experimental study,
can be used as a cheap alternative to peripheral coils or microparticles in visceral artery
embolization.
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P 229 / Microwave ablation of the spleen: An easy and gentle
method for treatment of secondary splenomegaly in children
Beermann M1, Delle M2, Magnusson M3, Casswall T2
1Danderyd Hospital, Stockholm, Sweden, 2Karolinska University Hospital, Huddinge, Sweden, 3Karolinska
University Hospital, Solna, Sweden

We describe a teenage boy with splenomegaly and thrombocytopenia due to liver cirrhosis and
portal hypertension caused by a genetic metabolic disease. Liver transplantation was not an option.
The spleen was almost 10 times larger than expected for the age group (Figure 1). Thrombocytes
were low, around 30 x 10 /L, and though the boy needed hip surgery it could not be performed
safely because of the thrombocytopenia.

The standard treatment for symptomatic splenomegaly is Partial Splenic Embolization (PSE) which is
effective but very painful, and therefore not offered to young children in our hospital.
Percutaneous microwave ablation (MWA) is a well established method in adults for the treatment of
solid tumors. It has been used for the treatment of secondary splenomegaly in adults, but is not
described for treatment of children.

As PSE was not a suitable treatment option for this boy, it was decided to try MWA. Under general
anesthesia the spleen was ablated at two different occasions, at 100 W for 3 5 minutes at each
ablation site. The total ablation time amounted to around 90 minutes, and the ablated volume of
spleen was approximately 50% (Figure 2). The ablation system used was the Emprint™, and the
ablation antenna was placed under ultrasound guidance.

The boy recovered quickly after each treatment, and there were no serious adverse events or serious
pain. After the second treatment the thrombocytes were up to 50 x 10 /L, enough to perform the
hip operation.

MWA is a promising treatment for splenomegaly in children.
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P 230 / Image guided percutaneous ablation of adrenal glands in
severe adrenocorticotropic hormone dependent cushing syndrome
Wang K1, Raymond A3, Loya M2, Depalma A4, Grundy S2, Engel C2, Nezami N3, Shaikh J2
1University of South Florida, Morsani College of Medicine, Tampa, United States, 2University of South Florida,
Tampa General Hospital Interventional Radiology Department, Tampa, United States, 3University of Maryland
Medical Center, Interventional Radiology Department , Baltimore, United States, 4Emory University Hospital,
Interventional Radiology Department , Atlanta, United States

Clinical History:
We present two patients with refractory ACTH dependent Cushing Syndrome (CS) who were
successfully treated with CT guided percutaneous MWA in a single session without premedication
using our unique ablation protocol.
Patient 1 is a 34 year old morbidly obese female with a history of ACTH producing pituitary adenoma
resected in 2015 that presented with imaging negative recurrence and symptoms secondary to CS
who was deemed a non surgical candidate.
Patient 2 is a 42 year old male with a history of ectopic ACTH production resected in 2011 that
presented with acute hypoxic respiratory distress secondary to CS and was deemed a non surgical
candidate following an emergent surgical repair for a gastric perforation.

Treatment Options/Results:
We report a novel CT guided percutaneous MWA protocol without pre procedure adrenergic
blockade involving three cycles, followed by a prolonged burn period. Both procedures were
successful with well controlled blood pressure intraoperatively and no postoperative complications.
Within 48 hours post procedure, serum cortisol levels returned to physiologic levels with
symptomatic improvement.

Discussion:
Percutaneous MWA with our novel protocol offers distinct advantages. Adrenal embolization is time
consuming and results in incongruent catecholamine release. In addition to shorter procedure time
and less tissue destruction compared to radiofrequency ablation (RFA), MWA is also distinctly
capable of rapidly heating and destroying catecholamines compared to cryoablation. We hypothesize
that segmental burning allows for scarring and retraction of the tissue, slowing release of
catecholamines and giving adequate time for hypertension management.

Take Home Points:
Percutaneous MWA using our unique protocol without adrenergic blockade is a feasible treatment
option for non operative patients with CS.
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P 231 / 3D printed model to assist in endovascular prostate artery
embolization for benign prostatic hyperplasia
Dalla S1, Richards L1, Alli A2, Custer B2, Rohr A2

1University Of Kansas School Of Medicine, Kansas City, United States, 2University of Kansas Medical Center
Department of Radiology, Kansas City, United States

Clinical history:
We present a 70 year old man with a past medical history of hypertension and atherosclerosis
presenting with obstructive BPH refractory to medical optimization, cystolitholapaxy, and cystoscopy.
Contrast enhanced computed tomography was obtained preoperatively. The prostate arteries were
segmented in 3D Slicer software and printed on a FormLabs Form2 resin printer. The model was used
for preoperative planning as well as an intraoperative aid in selection of the prostatic arteries.

Treatment Results:
The bilateral prostate arteries were accessed and embolized with 300 500 micron Embosphere
particles. Microcatheters were withdrawn and arteriograms performed to ensure embolic effect. No
immediate complications occurred, and the patient was discharged with a successful bilateral
prostate artery embolization. He returned to clinic one month later with significantly improved
clinical status and quality of life.

Discussion:
The 3D printed model was used to assess the patient’s anatomy and ensure that the appropriate
vessels were accessible. Additionally, the model was shown to the patient and students as an
educational tool to demonstrate the anatomy and challenges of the procedure. Intraoperatively, the
model was used as an adjunct to imaging to confirm the trajectory of catheters. The model allowed
for a 3D visuospatial representation of standard AP fluoroscopy. The model was a useful tool not only
for the interventionist, but also for the patient and students.

Take home points:
• Demonstrate the utility of a 3D printed patient specific anatomic model for pre procedure planning
and teaching
• Communicate the methods used to create a 3D printed model of patient anatomy from traditional
imaging
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P 232 / Magnetic compression anastomosis: an alternative approach
for post surgical anastomosis stenosis: a case report
Suarez Anzorena A1, Drago M1, Dominguez G, Suarez Anzorena Rosasco F1
1Hospital de Clinicas Jose de San Martin, Buenos Aires, Argentina

A 73 year old man with a history of left colon cancer, who four months before had undergone a left
colectomy with a protective transverse colostomy, was studied for colostomy’s closure, revealing a
complete stenosis of the anastomosis.

Endoscopic and percutaneous approaches were attempted but neither could achieve any passage
through the anastomosis. The biopsy was negative for carcinoma recurrence.
A Magnamosis device was used and instruments for magnetic deployment were designed.
The procedure was performed under fluoroscopic guidance and anesthetic sedation.
The patient was dismissed after the procedure, completely asymptomatic. The magnetic rings were
spontaneously eliminated by day 10, and 12 days after magnets were dropped, a video colonoscopy
showed an open lumen.

The incidence of stenosis after colorectal anastomosis represents a rare complication where only 5 %
of patients display symptoms. Strictures are commonly treated conservatively with balloon
dilatation, endoscopic incision, or placement of self expanding metal stents. When occlusion of the
lumen is complete, a surgical approach is required.
The creation of compression anastomosis with magnets is viable for biliary and vascular
anastomoses. Magnamosis is feasible and equally strong as traditional techniques of anastomosis.
This technique has been implemented to avoid major surgery. It proved to be a viable alternative
when minimally invasive methods are not initially possible and a surgical approach would be
required.

Magnetic compression anastomosis is a viable alternative when minimally invasive approaches are
not initially possible and a surgical approach would be required.
The procedure can be performed under anesthetic sedation, allowing an ambulatory treatment.
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P 233 / Re intervention rates are high when treating benign
oesophageal strictures with biodegradable stents
Keighley J1, Joshi D1

1Interventional Radiology, Royal Sussex County Hospital, Brighton, United Kingdom

Purpose:
Benign oesophageal strictures (BOS) can cause significant dysphagia. Refractory strictures may be
treated with insertion of biodegradable stents (BDS). Many studies have analysed the safety and
efficacy of BDS. However, the reported rate of re intervention is unclear. The aim of this study is to
analyse the incidence of re intervention following BDS insertion.

Materials and methods:
This is a retrospective non randomised single arm study, with data collected prospectively from a
single interventional radiology unit over a 6 year period. Patient characteristics, procedure success,
complications of treatment and re intervention rates were analysed.

Results:
BDS were successfully inserted in 27 patients with BOS (16 female, 11 male; average age 69 years).
There was improvement in dysphagia in all but one patient (96%).
17 patients (63%) did not require repeat BDS insertion. 10 patients (37%) required repeated BDS
insertion; of these, four patients required 2 stents, three patients required 3 stents, two patients
required 4 stents, and one patient required 22 stents.
The average interval between stent insertion was 134 days, with a minimum of 7 days (early stent
migration) and a maximum of 767 days (the patient underwent multiple dilatations in the intervening
period).
The most common side effects were retrosternal pain, vomiting, reflux and stent migration. There
was no peri procedural mortality.

Conclusions:
BDS insertion is a safe and effective treatment option for patients with BOS refractory to mechanical
dilatation. However, symptoms recur in a large proportion of patients requiring re intervention. This
could be a focus for future improvements in stent technology.
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P 234 / Comparison of soluble gelatin sponge particles and tris acryl
gelatin microspheres for bariatric arterial embolization in swine
Sato H1, Sonomura T1, Koike M1, Matsuzaki I2, Shimono R1, Furotani H1, Kumamoto A1, Shima N1,
Fukuda K1, Higashino N1, Tanaka R1, Kamisako A1, Koyama T1, Ikoma A1, Murata S2, Minamiguchi H1

1The Department of Radiology, Wakayama Medical University, Wakayama, Japan, 2The Department of Human
Pathology, Wakayama Medical University, Wakayama, Japan

Purpose:
To compare the therapeutic effects and complications of BAE using soluble gelatin sponge particles
(SGS) or tris acryl gelatin microspheres (MS) in swine.

Materials and methods:
Twelve swine underwent embolization of gastric fundal arteries with either SGS (n = 4) or MS (n = 4),
or underwent saline infusion (n = 4, control group). One week later, the swine were euthanized and
their stomachs were removed. Changes in body weight, number of gastric ulcers, and percentage of
ghrelin expressing cells (GECs) were compared among the three groups.

Results:
The mean changes in body weight at 1 week after embolization were 0.62% ± 1.55%, 1.62% ±
0.95%, and 1.24% ± 0.50% in the SGS, MS, and control groups, respectively. Changes in body weight
were not significantly different among the three groups. There were no ulcers in the SGS and control
groups. Two swine in the MS group had a total of four large deep ulcers (12–50 mm in size), one of
which was perforated. The mean percentage of GECs was 2.7% ± 0.9%, 2.5% ± 1.0%, and 3.7 ± 1.3%
in the SGS, MS, and control groups, respectively. The percentage of GECs was significantly different
between the SGS and control groups (p = .038) and between the MS and control groups (p = .016),
but not between the SGS and MS groups (p = .90).

Conclusion:
SGS may be safer than MS for BAE while inducing a similar reduction of GECs in swine.
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P 235 / Retrospective analysis of complications associated with
metallic esophageal stents implanted under fluoroscopy inside
malignant stenoses
Matkul ík P1, Rohan T1, Uher M2, Andrasina T1, Straka M1

1University Hospital Brno, Brno, Czech Republic, 2Masaryk Memorial Cancer Institute, Brno, Czech Republic

Purpose:
To identify risk factors that could potentially predict late complications associated with metallic
stents in malignant esophageal stenosis.

Material and methods:
Retrospective analysis of patients with metallic stent implantation for malignant esophageal stenosis
between 2005 and 2019. The incidence and type of complications (stent dislodgement, stent
obstruction, fistula) were investigated according to the type (Ella, Wallflex, Boubella, Egis), stent
length, implanting surgeon, patient age, patient survival, adjuvant chemotherapy or radiotherapy,
characteristics of the malignant stenosis (length, width, contour), and extent of prestenotic
dilatation. Radiological parameters were evaluated from fluoroscopy of the esophagus before and
after stent implantation; other information was obtained from the hospital information system.
Among statistical methods, Mann Whitney test and t test were used for continuous variables, Chi
squared test for categorical variables, and Kaplan Meier and log rank test for survival analysis.

Results:
The study included 115 esophageal metallic stents in 96 consecutive patients. There were 37 stents
in the proximal esophagus (32.2%) and 78 stents in the distal esophagus (67.8%). Complications were
observed in 25 (21.7%) stents. Median survival from stent implantation was 132 days. A significantly
higher risk of stent dislocation was observed with shorter stents (96±16 vs 116±24 mm; p=0.008).
Other parameters were not significantly associated with complication rates.

Conclusion:
Stent length was the only observed statistically significant factor in the complication rate of metallic
stents implanted in malignant esophageal stenosis, with shorter stents having a significantly higher
risk of dislocation than longer stents.
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P 236 / Image guided percutaneous pancreatic duct drainage for duct
obstruction related problems management
Mizandari M1,2, Azrumelashvili T, Kiladze M1, Habib N3

1New Hospitals ltd, Tbilisi, Georgia, 2Tbilisi State Medical University, Tbilisi, Georgia, 3Imperial College, London, UK

Purpose
To present the image guided percutaneous pancreatic duct drainage (PPDD)

Materials and Methods
Image guided PPDD was performed to 125 patients with pancreatic duct malignant (91 cases) and
benign (33 cases) obstruction. Among them was one pancreatic fistula case with non dilated PD. In
111 patients the indication for PD percutaneous drainage was pancreatitis and recently revealed or
rapidly advancing diabetes (exception – pancreatic fistula patient); in the rest 14 pancreatic cancer
cases PD was drained by surgeon’s request before pancreato duodenal resection.
PPDD was performed under combined US&fluoroscopy (74), CT&fluoroscopy (44 cases), CT only (7)
guidance. Puncture was performed by 18 G (83 cases), 22 G needle (15 cases) or co axially used 18
and 22, 17 and 18 or 14.5 and 18 G needles (27 cases), allowing to conduct the guidewire in PD.
Finally 6 to 8.5 Fr diameter locking loop drainage catheter was placed under the real time
fluoroscopy guidance over the wire.

Results
Drainage was successful in 123(98.4%) cases, including non dilated PD in post biopsy pancreatic
fistula case. Clinical improvement was documented in all successful drainage cases (elimination or
alleviation of pancreatitis, dramatic improvement of glycemic control in recently revealed/advanced
diabetes cases). Pancreatic fluid discharge varied between 150 1400 ml/day.

Conclusion
PPDD is safe and effective; it should be considered in symptomatic patients with obstructed PD and
might be suggested as a preventive measure for possible post resection pancreatico jejunal
anastomosis leak. Mature drainage track might be used for “second line” interventions
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P 237 / Cone beam computed tomography guided percutaneous
gastrostomy tube insertion is a safe an effective technique in children
with challenging anatomy
Gladkikh M1, Rohringer T2, Yodying J3, Shkumat N1, Connolly B1, Parra D1

1The Hospital for Sick Children, Toronto, Canada, 2University of Toronto, Toronto, Canada, 3Siriraj Hospital,
Bangkok, Thailand

Purpose:
Percutaneous radiologic gastrostomy (PRG) has shown lower morbidity and mortality rates in
children compared to endoscopic or surgical gastrostomy. Fluoroscopy and ultrasound guided PRG
may be not feasible in children with unfavourable anatomy, necessitating surgical gastrostomy.
Cone beam computed tomography (CBCT) is reported to be an effective additional technique for PRG
in adults. The aim of this study was to evaluate the safety and feasibility of CBCT guided PRG in
children.

Materials and Methods:
Retrospective review was performed in children who underwent CBCT guided PRG between January
2015 and July 2019. Indications, technique, outcomes, complications and radiation dose were
assessed and analyzed.

Results:
The study included 27 procedures performed in 26 patients. CBCT guidance indications were high
positioned stomach, interposing bowel loops and liver, omphalocele, severe scoliosis and
ventriculoperitoneal shunt. Technical success was 85.1%. Mean procedure time was 98.38 minutes
(range 80 125). In four patients despite CBCT guidance, the procedure was unsuccessful. Preliminary
radiation data showed a total dose per procedure ranging from 10.6–37.74 mGy (average 20.24
mGy). Number of CBCT acquisitions ranged from 1–4. Major complications encountered were
hemorrhage, peritonitis, and aspiration pneumonia (rate 11.1%), with no procedure related
mortality. Minor complication rate was 11.1%, including pneumoperitoneum and site infection.

Conclusion:
CBCT guidance is a safe and effective image guidance alternative in children with challenging
anatomy in which a traditional approach is not feasible. The main benefit is reduction of surgical
referrals in a high risk population which may not tolerate surgical procedures.
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P 238 / Endoluminal RFA in percutaneous image guided management
of inoperable cancer of the head of pancreas
Mizandari M1,2, Azrumelashvili T1,2, Urushadze O2, Habib N3

1New Hospitals ltd, Tbilisi, Georgia, 2Tbilisi State Medical University, Tbilisi, Georgia, 3Imperial College, London ,
UK

Purpose: The novel technique of pancreatic duct recanalization is presented

Material and methods:
31 patients with inoperable cancer of the head of pancreas underwent percutaneous endoluminal RF
treatment followed by metal stent implantation after preliminarily performed percutaneous drainage
of the main pancreatic duct (PD). Guidewire is conducted across the blocked segment of PD using the
existing drainage fistula. 15 Watts power was applied for 2 minutes using bipolar endoluminal RF
device (Habib™ EndoHPB, EMcision Ltd., London, UK), placed in PD blocked segment over the
guidewire. 6 to 10 mm self expandable metal stent is implanted immediately after RFA and PD
patency restoration is documented by contrast injection. Procedure is completed by drainage
catheter repositioning.

Results:
Procedure was completed in 30 (96.8%) cases; in 1 (3.2%) wire conduction failed. In 29 cases biliary
recanalization using the same technique has been performed before PD procedure (27 cases), after
PD procedure (2 cases) and simultaneously – in 1 case. Only PD recanalization has been performed to
1 patient with previous biliary surgical biliary anastomosis. PD patency lifelong restoration without
any episodes of pancreatitis has been achieved in 29 (96.7%) of 30 completed cases.

CONCLUSIONS:
PD malignant stricture percutaneous recanalization using drainage fistula is safe and effective
technique; endoluminal RFA may induce antitumor immune response.
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P 239 / Feasibility and safety of radiologically inserted gastrostomy
tube insertion via a day case pathway
Kawa B1, Al Shalchi M1, Sharma S1, Emeje O1, Kemp S, Brookes T1, Wetton C1, Ignotus P1, Shaw A1

1Interventional Radiology, Maidstone and Tunbridge Wells NHS Trust, Kent, United Kingdom

Purpose
To assess the feasibility, clinical outcomes and efficacy of the use of a day case admission pathway
for patients requiring a radiologically inserted gastrostomy tube.

Materials and Methods
This is a retrospective analysis of all day case RIG insertions undertaken at our institution. Cases are
identified using our radiology information system(RIS). Clinical outcomes are obtained via nursing
and dietician documentation on our local electronic patient record system (EPR). Primary outcome
includes successful insertion and same day discharge. Secondary outcomes included complications
within 30 days of the procedure or re admission.

Result
17 patients requiring RIG insertions were selected for the day case pathway. All patients had a
technically successful insertion of a 12Fr MIC balloon gastrostomy tube with 3 point gastropexy. Each
patient underwent successful day case nurse lead discharge. No immediate or late complications
were identified within our patient group.

Conclusion
Radiologically inserted gastrostomy tube insertion is safe and effective with our day case protocol,
with added benefits of potential COVID prevention in a vulnerable oncology patient group as well as
significant cost savings for the hospital.
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P 240 / Gastroduodenal artery embolization for GI bleeding;
outcomes over a 5 year period
Dziedzic K1, Smyth E1, Watkins L1, Nath A1

1Queen Elizabeth Univeristy Hospital Interventional Radiology Department, Glasgow , United Kingdom

Purpose:
To evaluate outcomes of gastroduodenal artery (GDA) embolisation over a 5 year period to
November 2020. The GDA is embolised in upper gastrointestinal (UGI) bleeding after failed
endoscopic therapy and also used in GDA pseudoaneurysm.
This procedure is completed under fluoroscopic guidance. Advantages include minimal invasiveness,
minimal risk of infection, accurate and rapid haemostatic control and faster recovery time.

Materials and Methods:
The standard used was the pooled averages from 6 observational studies of embolisation versus
surgery when first line treatment has failed, taken from the relevant NICE guideline. (1) .
A database search from 22/11/2015 to 21/11/2020 was performed. These results were compared to
the referenced data in the NICE guideline. Results were analysed with CHI² for each individual data
set and summarised for the abstract.

Results:
381 total cases were identified. Of these, 68 cases were for GDA embolisation. Electronic medical
records were accessed to obtain target data points.
Our results have showed: failure to achieve haemostasis in 1.5% vs 14.2% published (p=0.016), day
three rebleed at 11.8% vs 43.5% (p=0.003) and adverse events of 7.4% vs 29.2% (p=0.006).

Conclusion:
Our results were significantly better than the data from NICE guidelines/literature. Haemostasis was
achieved in all but 1 case (the patient subsequently died). One reason for our statistically significant
results could be intention to treat and empirical embolisation even with no active bleed
demonstrated. There were no ischaemic consequences.

References:
¹National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence. June 2012. Acute upper gastrointestinal
bleeding management. Retrieved from https://www.nice.org.uk/guidance/cg141/evidence/full
guideline pdf 186534541.
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P 241 / Transhepatic or transperitoneal technique for
cholecystostomy: results of the multicentre retrospective audit of
cholecystostomy and further interventions (MACAFI)
Jenkins P1, MacCormick A1, Zhong J2, Makris G3, Gafoor N1, Chan D1

1Plymouth Hosptial NHS Trust, Plymouth, United Kingdom, 2Department of Interventional Radiology, St James’s
University Hospital, Leeds Teaching Hospitals NHS Trust, Beckett St, Harehills, Leeds LS9 7TF, UK, Leeds, ,
3Department of Interventional Radiology, St Thomas’ Hospital, Guys and St Thomas NHS Foundation Trust,
Westminster Bridge Rd, London SE1 7EH, UK, London,

Objective
This analysis of the MACAFI (Multicentre Audit of Cholecystostomy and Further Interventions) data
assesses the procedural technique and technical specifications related to percutaneous
cholecystostomy (PC) insertion in patients with acute calculous cholecystitis (ACC). PC can be
performed either with transperitoneal (TP) or a transhepatic (TH) approach. There is no clear
evidence for the superiority of either technique.

Methods
The data included patients who underwent PC for ACC between January 2019 and January 2021.
Data included patient demographics, imaging diagnosis, insertion technique, tube size, and outcomes
including 6 month follow up.

Results
1186 patients from 36 sites were identified through the MACAFI study with 913 patients having
access route recorded. A transhepatic route was used in 572 [62.6%] compared to 308 TP [33.7%].
There was an increased rate of bleeding when using the TH route (TH 2.5% vs TP 0.3%, p = 0.04)
although other post procedural complications (such as bile leak) were similar between the two
groups. No significant difference was demonstrated in 30 or 90 day mortality (TH v TP, 8.7% vs 9.3%,
p = 0.86 and 13.8% vs 15.4%, p = 0.58 respectively). Readmission rate with recurrent cholecystitis
was significantly greater in those with TH compared to TP approach (22.0% vs 14.9, p =0.01,
respectively).

Conclusion
These results imply that a TH approach is associated with a significantly higher bleeding rate although
both techniques are safe and effective.
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P 242 / The effect of co axial incisions on the traction removal force
of mushroom retained gastrostomy tubes
Khan A1, Goldman R1

1UC Davis Health, Sacramento, United States of America

Purpose
Traction removal of mushroom retained tubes is associated with trauma along the stoma tract
producing pain, bleeding, and site infection. We aim to provide proof of concept data for an
alternative removal technique by evaluating the effect of co axial incisions of the mushroom
retained gastrostomy tube on the required force for removal.

Materials and Methods
An ex vivo model of the gastrostomy stoma was fabricated with a polyethylene plate through which
a mushroom retained gastrostomy tubes may be introduced. Three tube sample groups were
created representing unmodified 20 Fr tubes, and 20 Fr tubes with one, or two co axial cuts
extending though the mushroom retention feature. The maximum force required for tube removal
via traction was measured with a digital force sensor. The required forces for each sample group
were compared using a two sample t test.

Results
A total of 70 traction removal procedures of mushroom retained gastrostomy tubes were conducted.
In comparison to an unmodified tube, reduction in the mean force required for removal was
statistically significant in both the single axial cut group (p< 0.05) and the two co axial cut group
(p 0.05). The addition of co axial incisions facilitated folding and compression of the mushroom
retention mechanism and reduced the amount of deformation required to traverse the tract.

Conclusion
Axial incisions of a mushroom retained gastrostomy tube result in statistically significant reduction in
the traction force required for removal in our bench top model. The current study supports the
development of an instrument that may safely and efficaciously create co axial incisions in an in situ
mushroom retained gastrostomy tube.
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P 243 / Effect of post pyloric Dobhoff tube retention during
gastrojejunostomy for reduction of fluoroscopic time and radiation
dose
Thompson T1, Small C1, Heithaus R2, Davis H2, Lazarowicz M2, Postoak D2, Geller B2, Vogel J2
1University Of Florida College of Medicine, Gainesville, United States, 2University of Florida College of Medicine,
Department of Radiology, Division of Interventional Radiology, Gainesville, United States

Purpose:
Many patients in need of gastrojejunostomy (G/J) tube placement present with a post pyloric
Dobhoff tube in place, but it is often removed prior to G/J tube placement. We sought to determine
the procedural implications of retaining the Dobhoff in position to serve as a visual guide during G/J
tube placement.

Material and Methods:
A retrospective review of patients between 01/01/2017 and 4/01/2021 was performed. Inclusion
criteria were patients undergoing G/J tube placement, replacement, or conversion. Procedures
performed by an experienced operator were included. Patients with G/J tube exchanges, insufficient
imaging, or procedures performed by medical residents or fellows were excluded. Demographic and
procedural data were collected. Results were evaluated using descriptive statistics and hypothesis
testing through an unpaired, student’s t test.

Results:
Over a 4 year period, 238 G/J tubes were placed. Of those, 71 were placed by an experienced
operator. 12 had a post pyloric Dobhoff in place during G/J tube placement, and 59 did not. Mean
fluoroscopy time in patients who underwent G/J tube placement with a Dobhoff in place was
significantly reduced compared to those without a Dobhoff (7.08 min vs. 11.02 min; p=.004).
Additionally, estimated radiation dose was significantly lower in patients who underwent G/J tube
placement with a Dobhoff in place, compared to no Dobhoff (123.12 mGy vs. 255.19 mGy; p=.015).
There was no significant difference in mean total procedure time (18.55 min (+) dobhoff vs. 23.15
min ( ) dobhoff; p=.09).

Conclusion:
We recommend this approach to reduce radiation exposure to both the patient and intervention
team.
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P 244 / Outcomes of percutaneous cystogastrostomy using a double J
stent for pancreatic collections a retrospective cohort study
Velazquez Pimentel D1, Lam S2, Hutchins R1, Fotheringham T1
1Barts Health NHS Trust, London, United Kingdom, 2Watford General Hosital, Watford, United Kingdom

Background
Pancreatic collections can be treated by draining fluid to the stomach, known as Cystogastrostomy.
Cystogastrostomy can be achieved under direct vision (i.e. surgical or endoscopic) or under image
guidance (i.e. fluoroscopy, ultrasound).
This study describes the outcomes of image guided transgastric percutaneous double J stent (DJS)
cystogastrostomy procedures in interventional radiology (IR).

Method
This is a retrospective cohort study for patients undergoing single stage IR percutaneous
cystogastrostomy using a DJS between 2007 and 2018. Data regarding technical success, clinical
success and complications were reviewed.
For each procedure, the pancreatic collection and stomach were identified using both ultrasound and
fluoroscopy. Two gastropexy sutures were inserted and using an 18g needle, a transgastric puncture
of the pancreatic collection was made and a 10F sheath inserted. A 3cm 10F DJS (Solus, Cook
Medical) was inserted between the collection and the posterior
wall of the stomach.

Results
Forty three cases were eligible for analysis (mean age: 48, range: 15 95), mean clinical follow up was
1261 days (range: 99 4896). 41 DJS were inserted as planned, 1 case was reattempted, 1 case was
abandoned.
DJS insertion resulted in resolution of pancreatic collection in 67.4% (n=29) cases. Additional
cystgastrostomy was required in 32.6% (surgical n=8, endoscopic n=2, IR n=4). Mean time to further
cystogastrostomy was 385 days.
12 cases developed infection requiring antibiotics, 8 cases developed infection requiring
percutaneous drainage. Premature stent migration was seen in 4 patients where 2 required retrieval
and additional cystogastrostomy and 2 required percutaneous drains.

Conclusion
Percutaneous cystogastrostomy has a high technical success rate. The use of a DJS led to resolution
of the pancreatic collection in the majority of patients.
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P 245 / Transcatheter arterial embolization in acute non variceal
gastrointestinal bleedings: a ten year single center experience in 91
patients and review of the literature
Piacentino F1, Fontana F1,2, Curti M1,2, Ossola C1,2, Timb Timb F1,2, Zorzetto G1,2, Venturini M1,2

1Insubria University, Varese, Italy, 2Circolo Hospital/ Radiology and Interventional Radiology Department, Varese,
Italy

Objective:
To report the safety and efficacy of trans arterial embolization (TAE) for upper gastrointestinal
bleeding (UGIB) and lower gastrointestinal bleeding (LGIB) due to different etiologies in 91 patients
for ten years.

Methods:
A retrospective analysis of GIB treated between January 2010 and December 2020 was performed.
TAE was performed using different embolic agents (coils, particles, glue, gelatin sponge, and EVOH
based agents). Technical success, secondary technical success, clinical success, and complications
were evaluated.

Results:
Technical success was achieved in 74/91 (81.32%) patients. Seventeen patients (18.68%) required re
intervention. Secondary technical success was achieved in all cases (100.0%). Clinical success was
achieved in 81/91 patients (89.01%). No major complications were recorded; overall, minor
complications occurred in 20/91 patients.

Conclusions:
TAE is a technically feasible and safe therapeutic option for patients with GIB from a known or blind
anatomic source where endoscopic therapy has failed or is deemed unfeasible.
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P 246 / An interventional radiologist guide to percutaneous
cystogastrostomy for symptomatic pancreatic pseudocyst
Aluko T1, Mohla A1, De Cotiis D1, Hsu M1

1Cooper University Hospital, Camden, United States of America

Learning Objectives
Cystogastrostomy is a type of procedure used in management and drainage of symptomatic
pancreatic pseudocyst. There are various approaches to performing this procedure, such as surgical,
endoscopic, or percutaneous cystogastrostomy. We present a stepwise interventional radiology
guide to percutaneous cystogastrostomy.

Background
Pancreatic pseudocyst within the lesser curvature can cause symptoms due to mass effect. This type
of pseudocyst can be drained into the stomach by cystogastrostomy, which can be done surgically,
endoscopically, or percutaneously. Percutaneous cystogastrostomy is a seldomly used technique for
drainage of the symptomatic pseudocyst.

Clinical Findings/Procedure Details
We use a case based, pictorial review of cases performed at our institution to detail critical
procedural approach of percutaneous cystogastrostomy under ultrasound and fluoroscopy guidance.
An 18 gauge 15 cm needle is advanced through the anterior and posterior stomach wall into the
pseudocyst. A guidewire is advanced into the pseudocyst. Stomach is insufflated via nasogastric tube,
followed by gastropexy. Under fluoroscopic guidance, a 6 mm noncompliant balloon is placed over
the wire and used to dilate the posterior wall. With multiple orthogonal projections, a flange self
expanding metal stent is initially placed within the pseudocyst. The distal flange is deployed in the
pseudocyst and then retracted, ensuring it is abutting the posterior stomach wall, followed by
deployment of the proximal flange. Multiple spot fluoroscopic images to confirm position.

Conclusion
Percutaneous cystogastrostomy offers a safe, effective, and technically alternative approach to
endoscopic cystogastrostomy in drainage of symptomatic pseudocyst. Interventional radiologists are
well suited to incorporate cystogastrostomy into their clinical practice.
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P 247 / Transluminal biopsy of the oesophagus using biliary biopsy
forceps under fluoroscopy guidance: technique and outcomes
Al Shalchi M1, Emeje O1, Sharma S1, Kawa B1, Wetton C1, Ignotus P1, Shaw A1

1Department of Interventional Radiology, Maidstone and Tunbridge Wells NHS Trust, , United Kingdom

Learning objectives:
To demonstrate that biopsies can be safely and accurately obtained from oesophageal strictures
using biliary biopsy forceps when conventional endoscopic methods cannot be utilised.
With a pictorial review, to demonstrate the technique and equipment required to perform the
procedure and obtain the biopsies.

Background:
The COOK® Transluminal Biliary Biopsy Forceps Set (COOK® Medical) is designed for biopsy of biliary
strictures under fluoroscopic guidance following percutaneous liver puncture.
We present a series of cases where, following failed conventional endoscopic approach, this
technique was successfully used to obtain positive histology following oesophageal biopsy.

Clinical findings/procedure details:
We present six cases where biliary biopsy forceps set were used in the oesophagus to obtain biopsies
from suspected oesophageal malignancy where endoscopy was not technically feasible. No post
procedure complications were noted.
Our detailed technique will be presented alongside a pictorial review.

Conclusion:
We have successfully demonstrated that the biliary biopsy forceps set can be successfully used in the
oesophagus to obtain histological samples which were not deemed possible using conventional
methods.
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P 248 / ‘’Backdoor entry” into bleeding gastro duodeno pancreatic
trunk in cases of celiac stenosis/thrombosis
Arora K1, Ukirde V, Gursale A, Bansal A
1LTMGH, SION , Mumbai, India

Learning Objectives
To evaluate the need, usefulness, technical and clinical success of backdoor/retrograde access of
bleeding vessels in cases of acute upper gastrointestinal hemorrhage(UGIH) with difficult/failed
front door access.

Background
UGIH is a common and potentially life threatening medical condition with an estimated mortality
of 10%.
Pseudoaneurysm of the gastroduodenal artery(GDA) occurs in cases of chronic pancreatitis,
postsurgical and peptic ulcer disease. They may be asymptomatic, present with intermittent bleed or
present with catastrophic rupture.
Quick access of bleeding vessel is of paramount importance in such situations, which can be
complicated by celiac artery vasospasm, stenosis or thrombosis.
In such cases retrograde access via the gastro duodeno pancreatic trunk can be taken to reach the
selective bleeder.

Procedure Details
Retrospective review of 6 patients who underwent embolization for acute UGI hemorrhage using
backdoor/retrograde access between August 2019 November 2021 was done. All the cases were
followed up clinically till hospital discharge.
Backdoor entry was used due to severe spasm of celiac axis in 2 cases, celiac stenosis/thrombosis in 2
cases, dissection of celiac axis in 1 case and tortuous anatomy in 1 case.
Technical success was achieved with immediate cessation of bleeding in all 6 patients(100%).
Clinical success(stabilization of hemoglobin, no hemorrhage in NG tube) was achieved in 5/6
patients(83.3%). 1 patient had rebleeding. None of the patients developed bowel ischemia.

Conclusion
Use of backdoor/retrograde access in cases of acute UGI hemorrhage with difficult/failed front door
access is a safe and viable option with high technical and clinical success and without significant
complications
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P 249 / Fluoroscopic stenting of recurrence at the gastrojejunal
anastomosis
Al Shalchi M1, Emeje O1, Sharma S1, Kawa B1, Wetton C1, Ignotus P1, Shaw A1

1Department of Interventional Radiology, Maidstone and Tunbridge Wells NHS Trust, , United Kingdom

Learning objectives:
With a pictorial review, to demonstrate the technique and outcomes of fluoroscopic guided stenting
recurrence at the gastrojejunal anastomosis site following surgical gastrectomy.

Background:
Local recurrence at the anastomotic site following resection for gastric cancer is not an uncommon
outcome, carries a poor prognosis and commonly leads to gastric obstruction. The main aims of
intervention are to palliate symptoms, increase quality of life, potentially meaning patients can then
have chemotherapy. Further invasive surgery is rarely deemed beneficial.
Metallic stents are commonly used for malignant gastric outlet obstruction. The procedural
technique for insertion of self expanding metallic stents in the context of anastomotic strictures
following gastric cancer recurrence has rarely been described in the literature.

Clinical findings/procedure details:
We present 7 cases of patients with a known history of gastric cancer and gastrojejunostomy who
presented with symptoms secondary to recurrence at the anastomosis site. Analysis of anatomy with
CT and previous fluoroscopic imaging is essential. Under fluoroscopic guidance, a guidewire and
catheter are manipulated across the gastrojejunal anastomotic stricture and the efferent limb must
be confirmed before stenting. A 22mm duodenal uncovered stent is then placed from the efferent
limb into the residual stomach. A water soluble contrast swallow then confirms stent patency. There
were no complications.

Conclusion:
The technique and use of self expanding metal stents for the management of anastomotic strictures
following partial gastrectomy has not been previously described. Our results demonstrate that
fluoroscopic stenting is a safe and effective palliative method for treating anastomotic recurrence of
gastric cancer.
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P 250 / Flow related true aneurysms of the pancreaticoduodenal
arcade (PDA) secondary to median arcuate ligament syndrome: IR
perspective
Chokkappan K1, Srinivasan S, Lohan R
1Khoo Teck Puat Hospital, Singapore, Singapore

Learning objectives
• To differentiate true versus pseudoaneurysm of the pancreaticoduodenal arcade (PDA).
• To describe the pathophysiology of the development of flow related true aneurysms and their
clinical implications in avoiding diagnostic dilemmas and in planning the treatment.
• To emphasize the above statements with case examples.

Background
PDA aneurysm is one of the known causes of upper gastrointestinal tract bleeding and contributes to
2% of all visceral aneurysms. Pseudoaneurysms are more common and are caused by pancreatitis,
endoscopic procedures, trauma, infection or tumour invasion. True aneurysms are caused by
increased flow in the PDA caused by some form of celiac axis stenosis such as atherosclerosis,
collagen vascular disease or more commonly median arcuate ligament syndrome.

Clinical findings/Procedure details
Primary endovascular management is the mainstay treatment with backdoor front door coil
embolization. The presence of tight celiac stenosis and the necessity to maintain retrograde filling of
the gastroduodenal and hepatic arteries could make the procedure challenging. Concurrent
treatment of celiac axis stenosis remains controversial.

Conclusion
It is important to identify celiac stenosis/ median arcuate ligament syndrome in patients with PDA
aneurysms to differentiate from pseudoaneurysm and plan the treatment. The risk of bleeding is
irrespective of the size of the aneurysm and hence prophylactic embolization is generally
recommended. It is essential to preserve the flow to the hepatic artery through retrograde filling
from the superior mesenteric side of the PDA while treating the aneurysm.
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P 251 / Portomesenteric venous thrombosis: IR considerations and
approach to management
Gajera J1, Roseverne L2, Copping R3

1Nepean Hospital, Department of Radiology, Sydney, Australia, 2Royal North Shore Hospital, Sydney, Australia,
3Liverpool Hospital, Department of Radiology, Sydney, Australia

Learning objectives
1. Discuss clinical implications of acute and chronic portomesenteric venous thrombosis
2. Review endovascular strategies including catheter directed thrombolysis and mechanical
thrombectomy

Background
Portomesenteric venous thrombosis (PMVT) is a rare condition with a clinical picture of delayed
presentation. Risk factors include hypercoagulability, endothelial injury and flow stasis. Portal venous
phase CT facilitates assessment of the vasculature and associated complications. Enteric mural
thickening and filling venous defect are detected in 90%.
Therapeutic unfractionated heparin upon diagnosis of PMVT reduces mortality and recurrence.
Patients with non malignant, non cirrhotic aetiology that fail to improve with anticoagulation may be
candidates for endovascular therapy.

Clinical findings/procedure details
Catheter directed thrombolysis (CDT) and thrombectomy, are safe and effective treatment options
for revascularization and are associated with improved clinical outcome, although there is no level 1
or 2 evidence.
We illustrate various interventions in the treatment of PMVT. Venoplasty, CTD and thrombectomy
can be performed via transjugular (TIPS), transhepatic or trans splenic routes of access.
Thrombectomy can be performed through manual suction or a number of mechanical thrombectomy
systems. Indirect trans arterial thrombolysis is another consideration but has several limitations.
Stenting is reserved as a last resort or bail out technique.
There are no established guidelines for management and follow up. Multi centre prospective studies
are necessary to elucidate those patients best suited for endovascular intervention and to minimise
risk of recurrent thrombosis and portal hypertension.

Conclusion or teaching points
Clinicians should be aware of IR strategies in the multidisciplinary management of patients with
PMVT, where early referral is essential for best outcome.
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P 252 / Complications of percutaneous gastrostomy tube placement
and strategies to mitigate them
Kim J1, Lilly M1, Park P1, Virani K1, Peters G1

1Emory University School of Medicine, Atlanta, United States

Learning objectives:

Through a case series:
Illustrate potential complications of enteric tube placement and procedural strategies to help
prevent them
Discuss the recognition and management of various enteric access procedural complications

Background:
Percutaneous gastrostomy tube placement is commonly performed in the interventional radiology
suite. Although the procedure itself is not complex, the complications it can create may require
complex management. By understanding potential pitfalls of this procedure, interventional
radiologists can attempt to mitigate complications.

Clinical Findings/procedural details:
Through a large case series from multiple sites in a single large institution, we will present variety of
complications of gastrostomy tube placement including tube malposition, balloon/disc malposition,
skin/subcutaneous infection, bleeding/pseudoaneurysm, free air/leak, procedural/maintenance
failure, and hardware failure. We will also discuss our experience in the management of these
complications as well as tips to avoid them in the future.

Conclusion:
Gastrostomy tube is a relatively simple and common procedure performed in interventional
radiology. However, understanding the potential complications will improve the safety outcome for
the patients by deliberate measures to avoid them.
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P 253 / Direct transhepatic small bowel puncture and stenting for
afferent loop syndrome
Al Shalchi M1, Emeje O1, Kawa B1, Wetton C1, Ignotus P1, Shaw A1

1Department of Interventional Radiology, Maidstone and Tunbridge Wells NHS Trust, , United Kingdom

Learning objectives:
To describe the technique for direct transhepatic small bowel puncture and stenting for afferent loop
syndrome.

Background:
Afferent loop syndrome (ALS) results from obstruction of the afferent loop created following
pancreaticoduodenectomy (Whipple’s procedure). The use of metallic stent insertion in ALS has been
described following trans hepatic biliary catheterisation.
With a pictorial review, we present 3 cases of successful use of a direct percutaneous transhepatic
direct afferent loop puncture followed by insertion of an expansile metal stent.

Clinical findings/procedure details:
We present three cases of patients with a history of pancreatic cancer and Whipple’s procedure who
presented with obstructive jaundice and ALS secondary to recurrent focal peritoneal disease.
Direct ultrasound guided transhepatic puncture was performed using an 18G DTN needle into the
jejunum, near the location of the choledochojejunostomy, aiming towards the site obstruction.
A 10Fr pigtail drain was subsequently inserted to relieve jaundice. A second step procedure was
performed 1 2 weeks later, involving a guidewire approach used to cross the stricture and deploy an
uncovered duodenal stent. All cases demonstrated clinical and radiological improvement of ALS with
relief of jaundice and no complications observed.

Conclusion:
Direct transhepatic small bowel puncture is a safe and effective alternative for treating afferent loop
syndrome. It is also technically easier than a biliary approach.
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P 254 / Fluoroscopic stenting for linitis plastica technique and
outcomes
Emeje O1, Al Shalchi M1, Sharma S1, Kawa B1, Wetton C1, Ignotus P1, Shaw A1

1Maidstone and Tunbridge Wells NHS Trust / Department of Interventional Radiology , Kent , United Kingdom

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
Malignant dysphasia in linitis plastica is amenable to fluoroscopic pan gastric stenting.
Overlapping stent insertion from the oesophagus to the duodenum is necessary for good drainage

and effective symptom palliation.
With a pictorial review, we demonstrate the technique required for successful stenting.

BACKGROUND:
Linitis plastica is a descriptive term referring to the appearances of diffuse malignant involvement of
the stomach by adenocarcinoma. Dysphagia is one of the common presenting symptoms as the
disease progresses.

PROCEDURE DETAILS:
A CT chest, abdomen and pelvis and a good quality swallow study are necessary to outline the extent
of disease and to allow for pre procedural stent planning for proximal landing zones in the
oesophagus and distally within the duodenum. Stenting is performed under conscious sedation and
fluoroscopic guidance with series of overlapping stents are deployed from the oesophagus, across
the stomach, into the duodenum.

Following guidewire insertion to the distal duodenum a fully covered 18mm oesophageal stent is
deployed in the oesophagus and crosses the gastroesophageal junction. This is usually then extended
by two overlapping 22mm x 10 cm Niti™M uncovered duodenal stents: the first from the
oesophageal stent into the gastric body; the second through the gastric outlet into the first part of
the duodenum.

CONCLUSION:
Fluoroscopic pangastric stenting aids effective palliation of dysphasia from linitis plastica.
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P 255 / Celiac region denervation: a novel technique to improve
glycemic control for type II diabetics
Norling B1, Groskreutz D2

1University of Minnesota Medical School, Minneapolis, United States, 2Frank H. Netter MD School of Medicine,
Quinnipiac University, Hamden, United States

Learning objectives:
Review the role of the celiac plexus in neural regulation of blood sugar. Contextualize the use and
evolution of celiac plexus denervation. Apply this knowledge to a novel technique for improved
glycemic control in type II diabetics.

Background:
The celiac plexus is involved in the autonomic innervation of abdominal viscera and regulation of
pancreatic hormone release. Celiac plexus neurolysis with radiologic guidance has been used since
the early 1900s. Recently, radiofrequency mediated endovascular denervation of the celiac region
has evolved as an alternative for long term analgesia in cancer patients, with some patients
exhibiting an improvement in glycemic control.

Clinical findings/Procedure details:
Abdominal aortography from a transfemoral access is done to ensure eligible anatomy. A guide wire
is introduced to reach the celiac artery and the peri celiac abdominal aorta. An 8 Fr guiding catheter
is then advanced over the wire, followed by advancement of a 6 electrode radiofrequency catheter.
Denervation is conducted once in the celiac artery and twice in the peri celiac aorta. For the 11
patients who underwent this procedure, there was a statistically significant decrease in mean HbA1c,
median HOMA IR, and median fasting glucose at six months.

Conclusion:
Celiac denervation for glycemic control in type II diabetics represents a novel application of
radiofrequency ablation. Validating the location and completeness of denervation is an important
next step. Alternative multielectrode catheters may be utilized. Finally, the appropriateness of this
procedure should be considered, with specific emphasis on defining when this procedure should be
offered in relation to other management options.
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P 256 / Utility and practicality of using cone beam CT for placement
of gastrostomy tubes
Law N1, Cogman A1, Anand K1
1University of Utah, Salt Lake City, United States

Learning Objectives
• Describe methods for identify colon and liver prior to gastrostomy placement
• Demonstrate the benefit and practicality of using cone beam CT when large bowel is not

visualized

Background
• Multiple techniques for radiological insertion of gastrostomy/gastrojejunostomy tubes exist.
• Conventional insufflation of the stomach allows for better visualization during fluoroscopic

access.
• The risk of misguided access through overlying organs such as liver or colon may occurring

during gastrostomy placement.

Clinical Findings/Procedure Details
• Insufflation of the stomach can displace overlying colon and aid in gastric access.
• The non air filled colon can be difficult to recognize by fluoroscopy.
• Conventionally barium has been used to opacify colon for placement.
• Intra procedural cone beam CT is simpler and feasible to identify overlying colon prior to

gastrostomy placement.
• Improved anatomic location of the stomach will be identified during these above mentioned

techniques.

Conclusion and/or Teaching Points.
• Fluoroscopically guided percutaneous gastrostomy and gastrojejunostomy is an effective

method for enteral nutrition.
• While there is potential for inadvertent organ injury during gastric access, cone beam CT can

mitigate risk of injury to overlying bowel.
• Ultrasound can additionally help to identify overlying vasculature or solid organs during

percutaneous access.
• Barium while once commonly administered requires patient cooperation and resources

which can delay a procedure vs using cone beam CT.
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P 257 / Lessons learned from SMA thrombectomy and thrombolysis
in two hospitals
Shaw R1, Rogers A1

1Royal Cornwall Hospital, Truro, United Kingdom

Learning objectives:
To review four recent and consequent cases of SMA thrombolysis and thrombectomy for acute
embolisation and to review the literature on the role of this procedure

Background:
Superior mesenteric artery thrombus causing acute mesenteric ischaemia has a high mortality that
requires swift diagnoses & intervention. The decision surrounding appropriateness of intervention by
either surgical laparotomy or endovascular technique is a time critical decision. Despite IR
thrombectomy techniques and devices becoming more prevalent, the benefit of SMA thrombectomy
remains controversial.

Clinical findings/procedure details:
4 cases of SMA thrombus treated with IR in Royal Cornwall Hospital and Derriford Hospital, UK were
evaluated for learning points that would lead to improvement in patient selection and technique in
future cases. In two of the cases IR thrombectomy was offered as a ceiling of care in patients not fit
for ITU and or laparotomy. We review the imaging findings at CT and invasive angiography and
compare findings with outcomes. We review the literature for tips and tricks.

Conclusion:
1.In our opinion SMA thrombectomy and thrombolysis has a limited role in patients who are fit
enough for laparotomy when they present early before signs of established ischaemia.
2. CT findings should be reviewed to establish whether the distal branches of the SMA are patent or
not. Distal thrombosis may be associated with a worse outcome. This may help in the decision
process.
3, We propose an algorithm for the role of IR in this presentation
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P 258 / Arc of Buhler aneurysm endovascular coiling
Mastan A1, Csenki K1, Ananthakrishnan G1

1Manchester University NHS Foundation Trust, Manchester, United Kingdom

Clinical History/Pre treatment imaging
A 68 year old female presented following a dog bite. During CT angiography of the lower limbs an
incidental 2.6 x 2.1 cm aneurysm in the Arc of Buhler was discovered. Following MDT discussion
endovascular treatment was agreed due to the large size.

Treatment options/Results
Selective superior mesenteric artery (SMA) angiography demonstrated a widely patent
gastroduodenal artery (GDA) and inferior pancreatoduodenal artery (IPDA). Flow dynamics indicated
they were feeding the hepatic and splenic arteries and the coeliac artery origin was fully stenosed.
The large aneurysm in the arc of Buhler was noted and the distal vessel cannulated with a
microcatheter and outflow embolised with Terumo Azur detachable micro coils. The aneurysm was
selectively cannulated and further coiling performed to exclude the aneurysm whilst maintaining
flow in the SMA. The patient recovered well with no complications.

Discussion
The Arc of Buhler is a persistent embryonal ventral anastomosis between the coeliac and superior
mesenteric artery, with an incidence of between 1 4 %. Aneurysm of this artery is very rare with only
a handful of cases in the literature. Here we describe successful endovascular management, surgical
management has also been used. It is associated with coeliac stenosis as in this case and therefore
was vital to determine other patent collaterals before embolization of the outflow. The IPDA GDA
axis was seen to hypertrophy significantly post embolization.

Take home points
Rare Arc of Buhler aneurysms can be successfully treated with endovascular coil embolization.
When associated with coeliac stenosis other collaterals must be preserved.
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P 259 / Esophageal stent placement by radioscopy: alternative
treatment for achalasia
Santos A1, Gómez L1, Moreno L1, Rafael P1, Suarez Anzorena Rosasco F1
1Hospital De Clinicas José de San Martín, Buenos Aires, Argentina

Achalasia is a rare disease with a reported incidence of 1/100,000 worldwide. It is a progressive
disease and treatment is aimed at relieving symptoms by improving esophageal emptying. There are
multiple therapeutic options for this pathology: endoscopic botulinum toxin injections, endoscopic
pneumatic dilation, surgical esophageal myotomy, more recently, peroral endoscopic myotomy
(POEM) and esophagectomy.

We present the cases of three patients aged 71, 75 and 78 years with grade IV achalasia, who were
treated with esophageal stent placement under fluoroscopy guidance. The three patients had
comorbidities that contraindicated surgical resolution or previously failed surgery. The same surgical
technique was used in each case, with a different postoperative management in each patient, but
with favorable evolution and therapeutic success equally.

Treatment:

• Case 1: Stent placement under radioscopy – Ambulatory control – Favorable evolution
• Case 2: Stent placement under radioscopy– Ambulatory control – Stent removal
• Case 3: Stent placement under radioscopy – Stent removal + Surgical resolution

Regardless of phenotype and age, myotomy (both laparoscopic Heller myotomy and POEM) is
relatively safe and has been shown to provide prolonged symptomatic relief. Elderly patients
experience a higher incidence of perioperative adverse effects, therefore complementary treatment
options need to be explored. Several groups have reported stenting as the primary treatment for
achalasia. In turn, it is a valid option to temporize the definitive surgical resolution.

Achalasia is a rare esophageal motility disorder that represents high mobility, which implies the
search for treatment options in different age ranges.
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P 260 / Idiopathic giant common hepatic artery aneurysm with
replaced right hepatic artery: treated with vascular plug and coil
angioembolization
Kumar A1, Malik R1, Gupta R1

1All India Institute of Medical Sciences Bhopal, Bhopal, India

A Fifty year old female, presented with mild epigastric pain for three months. She did not have any
trauma, interventions or surgeries, symptoms of internal or external bleeding, or evidence of
pancreatitis.CT Angiography showed a 11cm aneurysm in epigastric region with replaced right
hepatic artery from superior mesenteric artery (SMA). Aneurysm was supplied by common hepatic
artery (CHA) with no segment of CHA and left hepatic artery seen distal to aneurysm. In
multidisciplinary clinical meeting it was decided to go for angioembolisation rather than open
surgery, due to the size and complex angioanatomy of this giant aneurysm.

The procedure was done under local anaesthesia. Right femoral arterial access was taken and Long
Mullin type sheath (6Fr, Performer Guiding Sheath, Cook Medical, Bloomington, USA) was placed in
CHA . An 8x7mm intravascular Plug (Cera Vascular Plug system, Lifetech Scientific, Shenzhen, China)
was deployed in CHA , causing occlusion of CHA. Residual filling of anterior part of aneurysm was
seen from gastroduodenal artery (GDA) via superior mesenteric artery (SMA) inferior
pancreaticoduodenal GDA route . SMA was cannulated with 5Fr SIM1 catheter (Cook Medical,
Bloomington, USA) with retrograde catheterization of GDA with 2.9Fr microcatheter (Progreat
microcatheter, Terumo Interventional system, USA). Coil embolization of GDA was done with three
platinum coils (0.018 Nester Embolization Coils, Cook Medical, Bloomington, USA). No post
procedure complications were seen. At one month follow up the patient was relieved of epigastric
pain and CT Angiography showed completely thrombosed aneurysm.
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P 261 / The first clinically successful case of Coil Assisted Retrograde
Transvenous Obliteration (CARTO) in patient with portal
hypertension in Kazakhstan
Malayev N1, Haršány J4, Chinaliyev A1, Kubekova S3, Dukenbayevna A2, Alibekov B1

1"Kazakhstan society of interventional oncoradiologists", Nur Sultan, Kazakhstan, 2"National Scientific Medical
Center", Nur Sultan, Kazakhstan, 3Medical University Astana, Nur Sultan, Kazakhstan, 4Radiology department
Faculty hospital Trnava Slovakia, Trnava , Slovakia

Patient 60 y.o., diagnosed with liver cirrhosis as a result of viral hepatitis C (HCV RNA),
decompensation stage. Condition after the 2nd course of Splenic Artery Embolization (SAE).
Portal hypertension. VRS 2 3 st. Hypersplenism (3 rosette cytopenia, splenomegaly). Secondary
coagulopathy.

The patient underwent 2 courses of splenic artery embolization. The initial platelet level was PLT
20.00 10E9/l, WBC 2.61 10E9/l; after 2 courses of SAE the platelet level rose slightly to PLT 41.00
10E9/l. EFGDS showed varicose veins of the esophagus and stomach, the patient had 3 cases of
bleeding, CT with contrast revealed a large gastrorenal shunt in the patient. The diameter of the
shunt ranged from 15 to 18 mm.The patient underwent gastrorenal shunt embolization according to
the CARTO technique using 5 detachable Azur CX 0.18 coils (Terumo Europe N.V.) via femoral vein
access. After implantation of the coils through a 2.4 Fr coaxial microcatheter (Terumo Europe N.V.)
an adhesive suspension was injected with complete occlusion of the blood flow in the shunt.Follow
up : Control CT study 3 days after CARTO procedure : gastrorenal shunt is still patent, but varices are
partially thrombosed as the shunt is so huge/large volume, maybe in the future the second CARTO
procedure will be needed, or combination with other technique (BATO). CARTO is now an established
minimally invasive endovascular technique that is effective and durable in treating gastric variceal
bleeding due to portal hypertension.
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P 262 / Endovascular treatment of pancreaticoduodenal artery
pseudoaneurysm
Cvetic V1, Lukic B1, Miletic M1

1University Clinical Centre of Serbia, Belgrade, Serbia

Clinical history/Pre treatment imaging:
A 74 year old man was admitted with complaints of abdominal pain, nausea, and vomiting of 7 days’
duration. Abdominal ultrasound showed a large hypoechoic cystic lesion in the pancreatic head.
Color–Doppler examination revealed a turbulent blood flow in the cyst. CT scan demonstrated a
central enhancing component in walled off necrosis in the head of the pancreas.

Treatment options/Results:
Conventional angiography confirmed the pseudoaneurysm location at the posterior inferior
pancreaticoduodenal artery, close to the superior mesenteric artery. The superior mesenteric artery
had been subjected to selective catheterization, which was followed by sub selective catheterization
of the posterior inferior pancreaticoduodenal artery, engaged with a microcatheter. The sandwich
technique was performed and both inflow and outflow of the pseudoaneurysm were embolized with
coils. A control angiography demonstrated complete pseudoaneurysm occlusion.

Discussion:
Chronic pancreatitis is characterized by recurrent attacks of acute inflammation. Vascular
complications, such as pseudoaneurysm formation, are relatively rare. Both pancreatic enzymes and
peripancreatic necrosis can damage the walls of arterial blood vessels resulting in pseudoaneurysm
formation. Unlike real aneurysms, pseudoaneurysms have a higher risk of rupture due to the thinner
wall. Pseudoaneurysms can be treated with either open surgery or endovascularly, utilizing different
embolization techniques such as „sandwich“ and „sac packing“ techniques.

Take home points:
Follow up of patients with chronic pancreatitis, timely detection of vascular complications, and their
minimally invasive treatment are of great clinical importance. The endovascular approach is the gold
standard, where precise identification of the pseudoaneurysm and endovascular embolization or
implantation of a covered stent is performed.
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P 263 / Fluoroscopic guided transurethral retrograde ureteric
embolization for locally advanced cervical cancer with uretero
vaginal fistula
Motyer R, O'Mahony J1, O'Neill H1, Courtney M1, McEniff N1, Guiney M1, Brennan I1, Ryan J M1

1St. James's Hospital, Dublin, Ireland

Clinical history/Pre treatment imaging:
37 year old female with recurrent metastatic cervical SCC previously treated with chemoradiation,
presenting with worsening urinary leakage per vagina. Left ureteric stent in situ for recently
developed hydronephrosis. MRI pelvis demonstrated disease progression with left parametrial mass
invading the bladder wall, rectum, vagina, and encasing the distal left ureter with ureterovaginal
fistulation. Bilateral nephrostomies were inserted with view to urinary diversion, with limited impact
on urinary leakage.

Treatment options/results:
The patient underwent ureteric embolization to aid urinary diversion. The presence of an existing left
ureteric stent influenced our approach, with novel fluoroscopic guided transurethral retrograde
stent removal and ureteric embolization performed. Ureteric coils were placed with cessation of flow
in the ureter, as demonstrated on left nephrostogram. The patient reported significant improvement
in urine leak immediately post intervention. Antegrade embolization of the right ureter was
subsequently performed via right nephrostomy.

Discussion:
Permanent ureteric embolization may be considered as a palliative procedure to facilitate urinary
diversion via nephrostomy in cases of ureteric and bladder fistulation, severe cystitis and malignancy.
Typically patients have failed conservative management and are not suitable for surgical
intervention. Retrograde transurethral approach is a novel technique for those with ureteric stents in
situ, allowing for stent removal and ureteric embolization through single access site in supine
position.

Take home points:
Ureteric embolization is a permanent procedure to facilitate urinary diversion via nephrostomy,
typically for patients with distal ureteric and bladder pathology. Combined ureteric stent removal
and embolization may be performed via a transurethral retrograde approach under fluoroscopic
guidance.
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P 264 / Plug assisted retrograde transvenous obliteration (PARTO) for
the treatment of otherwise unamanageable gastric varices
Lanza C2, Carriero S2, Biondetti P1,2, Angileri A1, Ierardi A1, Carrafiello G1,2

1IRCSS Fondazione Ca' Granda Policlinico di Milano, milano, Italy, 2Università degli studi di Milano, Milano , Italy

Clinical history/Pre treatment imaging:
We report a case of a 79 years old man with hepatic cirrhosis alcohol related and a voluminous
gastric varix. Endoscopy and computed tomography (CT) confirmed a gastric varix

Treatment options/Results:
The patient underwent plug assisted retrograde transvenous obliteration (PARTO) via a gastro renal
shunt to manage gastric variceal bleeding in consideration of TIPS contraindication for advanced
hepatocellular carcinoma and massive portal thrombosis.

Discussion:
Most gastric varices (GVs) at the fundus drain into the left renal vein via the gastro renal shunt (80–
85% of cases) or the inferior vena cava via the gastro caval shunt (10–15%).BRTO is a well described
and established procedure and it provides the placement of occlusion balloon to modulate the flow
within the varix shunt and to allow stagnation of the sclerosant material within the GV.Plug assisted
retrograde transvenous obliteration (PARTO) and coil assisted RTO (CARTO) represent two recently
proposed modified BRTO techniques for the treatment of GVs.Compared to BRTO, PARTO is not
associated with the complications related to the permanence of the inflated balloon catheters and
eliminates the need of using sclerosing agents which can be associated with adverse events such as
hemolysis, renal failure, cardiogenic shock, and DIC. Moreover, it is associated with shorter
procedure time
and greater effectiveness.

Take home points:
PARTO represents a valid, safe, and effective treatment of GVs when other treatments are
inconclusive or contraindicated.
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P 265 / Pancreaticoduodenal arcade aneurysms (PDAA): atypical
endovascular approach
Camerano F1, Patanè D1, Malfa P1, Failla G1, Arcerito F1, Coniglio G1, Santonocito S1
1AOE Cannizzaro Catania, Catania, Italy

A 51 year old female with Hb Shepherds Bush complaining of abrupt onset of abdominal pain was
admitted to our hospital. Abdominal CT examination revealed an abnormal dilation of the
pancreaticoduodenal arcades (PDA) with two big aneurysms of the posterior arcade and the celiac
axis occlusion secondary to Dumbar syndrome.

Retrograde blood flow from the superior mesenteric artery to the hepatic artery via PDA limited our
therapeutic options due to the necessity to maintain liver perfusion.
The patient was indicated for an interventional radiology procedure, which consisted by
simultaneous transarterial coils embolization (TCE) of the aneurysmatic posterior arcade only, in
order to ensure the perfusion of the hepatic artery through the normal anterior pancreaticoduodenal
arcade, and balloon expandable stent placement at the origin of the coeliac trunk.
We obtained complete closure of the aneurysmatic posterior arcade by sandwich technique
embolization using coils placed in proximal and distal origin of this vessel. Anterior
pancreaticoduodenal arcade has been saved and coeliac trunk reopened.

Two years postprocedure the patient, seen for follow up, had no changes in health status and
computed tomography angiography revealed intact coils embolization of the artery and no signs new
aneurysm formation. However, the stent became occluded by median arcuate ligament compression.
Aneurysms of pancreaticoduodenal arcade are rare with high risk of rupture. TCE can be effective in
patients with PDAA. The choice of the therapeutic approach should be individualised. In presence of
celiac artery stenosis or occlusion, we dont recommend simultaneous stenting of the celiac trunk
using baloon expandable stents.
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P 266 / Embolization of a ruptured pancreaticoduodenal aneurysm
associated with celiac artery occlusion: a case report
Bonera G1, Nocivelli G1, Cuomo R1, Farina D1

1ASST Spedali Civili of Brescia, Radiology Unit, Brescia, Italy

Clinical History/Pre treatment Imaging
A 54 year old female was admitted to ER with acute onset of abdominal pain.
A CT scan revealed chronic occlusion of the origin of the celiac trunk due to median arcuate ligament
syndrome (MALS) associated with multiple pancreaticoduodenal aneurysms. One of the aneurisms
was ruptured resulting in massive extravasation and peripancreatic haematoma.

Treatment Options/Results
Transarterial arteriography confirmed multiple fusiform aneurysms of the posterior
pancreaticoduodenal arcade (PDA). The ruptured aneurysm detected at the CT had irregular walls
but no bleeding was detectable.
A saccular aneurysm was located on the bifurcation of anterior inferior pancreaticoduodenal artery
(AIPDA) and the posterior inferior pancreaticoduodenal artery (PIPDA).
The anterior PDA was enlarged without any aneurysm.
Superselective catheterization and coil embolization (3mm 5mm) of the posterior PDA was
performed. The biforcation aneurysm sac was filled with 10mm coils with complete occlusion,
mantaining patency of the anterior PDA that ensured collateral flow to the celiac artery. The patient
recovered well.

Discussion
PDA aneurysm are frequently associated with MALS and celiac artery stenosis/occlusion. In this
condition retrograde flow from superior mesenteric artery through the PDA compensates
decreased/absent flow from the celiac artery and this may lead to true flow related aneurysm
formation. PDA aneurysms are more likely to rupture than other visceral aneurysms; when rupture
occurs, it can cause a life threatening hemorrhage which demands prompt intervention.
Endovascular embolization is safe and effective for the treatment of PDA aneurysms in this scenario.

Take home Points
Endovascular management is the first line strategy for the treatment of unruptured and ruptured
PDA aneurysms.
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P 267 / Successful endovascular management of post ERCP bleeding
after failed surgical and endoscopic attempts
Jovanoska I1, Gjoreski A1, Dungevski G1, Ramadani P2, Prgova Veljanovska B1

1City General Hospital '8th September' Skopje, Skopje, Macedonia, 2Clinical hospital Tetovo, Tetovo, North
Macedonia

A 42 years old patient with cholecystolithiasis and choledocholithiasis underwent pre operative ERCP
with pre cut sphincterectomy, during which bleeding from papilla Vateri occurred. Immediate
endoscopic hemostasis provided temporary hemodynamic stability, and elective open
cholecystectomy and choledochotomy were performed. In the next few days patient developed
hemorrhagic shock and bleeding in D2 portion was confirmed during an emergency duodenoscopy.
Then, surgical ligation achieved initial hemostasis,still patient had steady drop of hemoglobin.

The case was referred to our interventional radiology unit, where angiography was performed. Initial
angiography of celiac trunk revealed abberant supraduodenal artery, directly arising from common
hepatic artery. Additional superselective angiography of supraduodenal and gastroduodenal arteries
showed bleeding pseudoaneurysm and we proceeded with embolisation of both arteries with several
pushable coils. Furthermore, selective catetherization of superior mesenteric artery and
a.pancreaticoduodenalis inferior was performed, and an empiric embolization of the
pancreaticoduodenal artery. The result was complete hemostasis with improved clinical status and
laboratory parameters few days later.

Bleeding is one of the most frequent complications of endoscopic sphincterotomy with reported
incidence of 0,3 12,6%. Most iatrogenic cases of post ERCP bleeding occur at the site of
sphincterectomy and may be relatively easily controlled by repeated endoscopy, and surgery is rarely
considered. However, difficult to control bleeding can occur in the region of papilla where routine
haemostatic techniques may prove unsuccessful. Endovascular embolization is superior technique for
bleeding control in surgically challenging anatomical areas.

Severe post ERCP hemorrhage is rare, potentially fatal complication. Endovascular embolisation can
be life saving treatment for tricky bleeding sites with immediate good results.
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P 268 / Endovascular embolization of congenital intrahepatic
portosystemic shunt: An unusual cause of pediatric growth failure
Kumar M1, Sarkar A1, Roy J1, Roy G1, Halder K2, Dey M2

1School of digestive and Liver diseases, Institute of postgraduate and medical research, Kolkata , India, 2IPGMER,
kolkata, India

Clinical history:
A female child of 7 years of age presented with intermittent bleeding per rectum for 3 months and
had associated features of mental retardation for which she was undergoing psychiatric treatment
for last 2years.On workup, she was diagnosed to have solitary rectal ulcer syndrome, which was
managed medically. On routine USG abdomen during workup, she was suspected to have congenital
intrahepatic portosystemic shunt (CIPSS). CECT abdomen revealed a large shunt(19mm) between
right branch of portal vein and middle hepatic vein.

Treatment and Result:
The patient’s blood ammonia level was normal. However, failure to thrive is a known complication of
CIPSS. After common consensus of our pediatric gastroenterologist, hepatologist and Gastro
radiologist; shunt was occluded. The shunt was accessed via right jugular venous access and occluded
completely with a vascular plug and detachable coils. Post embolization, there was complete
thrombosis of shunt with patent portal flow. The baby is still on follow up and doing well for last 6
months with no further bleeding or altered behavior.

Discussion:
Intrahepatic portosystemic venous shunts are rare hepatic vascular malformation that often remain
asymptomatic and discovered incidentally on radiological imaging. The incidence has been reported
as 1 in 30,000. Portopulmonary hypertension, hepatic encephalopathy and hepatopulmonary
syndrome are important complications of CIPSS. In pediatric age, CIPSS may be one of the rare causes
of failure to thrive and developmental anomalies.

Take home point:
Endovascular embolization of CIPSS is safe procedure to close the shunt and further growth and
mental retardation can be prevented.
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P 269 / Angular pregnancy and embolization therapy
Brino J1, Ciferri F1, Muratore P1, Discalzi A1, Calandri M1, Fonio P1

1Diagnostic Imaging and Interventional Radiology Department, AOU Città della Salute e della Scienza di Torino,
Torino, Italy

Purpose
To present our experience on management and treatment of angular pregnancies (AP) by uterine
artery embolization therapy (UAE).

Material and Methods
All AP were diagnosed on transvaginal ultrasound as localization of gestational sac (GS) at one side of
the corners of the uterus, with no demonstration of gestational sac on mid sagittal view. From
January 2016 to December 2021 157 patients were treated by UAE, 4 cases of AP were found. Data
on role of UAE, embolization materials, management of patients and treatment efficacy were
retrospectively collected. UEA was performed with selective catheterization of horizontal segment of
both uterine arteries. Technical success of embolization was defined as loss of hypervascularity of the
implant zone of GS.

Results
In two cases embryonic heart activity (EHA) was detected at first US and a second control at one
week was performed to exclude an evolutive pregnancy and to confirm location of GS. In the other
two patients no EHA was detected. All patients received multidose systemic methotrexate (MTX). In
three patients UAE was successful to cause dimensional reduction and expulsion of GS in
combination with MTX. In one case UAE determined disappearance of GS’s hypervascularity but no
dimensional reduction either expulsion, laparoscopic approach was proposed but patient refused. All
UAE were performed with particle (Terumo Hydropearl ™ 800 ± 75 and/or 1100 μm or Merit
Embosphere ™ 700 900 μm). All procedure reached technical success.

Conclusion
UAE is a safe and useful tool on management of AP, in combination with MTX administration.
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P 270 / Uterine artery embolisation: is there a right way?
Siah T1, O'Grady E1, Davis R1, Sundar G1

1Liverpool University Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust, Liverpool, United Kingdom

Purpose:
Uterine artery embolization (UAE) can be performed using a variety of techniques, embolic agents
and vascular accesses. The purpose of this study was to compare the technical outcomes, clinical
outcomes, complication rates and radiation doses between the different techniques.

Material and methods:
Retrospective study of all patients who had undergone UAE in a tertiary teaching hospital from 1st
January 2017 to 31st June 2021. Data on technical aspects, radiation dosages, theatre time and
outcomes were collected from procedural notes, imaging reports, clinic letters and patient notes.

Results:
A total of 99 patients underwent UAE and were categorised into 4 groups as follows: a) unilateral
femoral (n=23), b) bilateral synchronous femoral (n=45), c) bilateral non synchronous femoral (n=14)
and d) radial (n=17). 77% of patients reported subjective satisfactory symptom improvement at 6
month follow up with no significant difference among the groups (p=0.784). Serious complications
occurred in 2 patients – one patient with a radial occlusion not requiring treatment and one patient
requiring emergency hysterectomy. Technical success rates were 91% in unilateral femoral, 98% in
bilateral synchronous femoral, 86% in bilateral non synchronous femoral and 76% in radial
approaches (p=0.064). Radial approach was associated with a significant higher patient radiation
dose compared to other methods (p< 0.001, p<0.001, p=0.008) and longer time in theatre compared
to unilateral femoral (p=0.006) and bilateral femoral synchronous (p=0.002) approaches.

Conclusion:
There was no significant difference in clinical outcome or technical success rate among the groups.
Radial approach was associated with significantly increased radiation dose and time in theatre.
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P 271 / Uterine artery embolisation (UAE) in patients with
pedunculated fibroids – MR features and clinical effectiveness
Bérczi V1, Turtóczki K, Cho H, Dastaran S, Tömösváry Z, Várbíró S, Ács N, Kalina I
1Medical Imaging Centre, Semmelweis University, Budapest, Hungary

Purpose
To identify all patients with pedunculated fibroids from our uterine artery embolisation database
(>750 patients) where preUFE MRI is available; to assess fibroid and uterus volume decrease, clinical
effectiveness, and risk of complications; to identify MR features that may predict clinical
effectiveness and/or risk of complications.

Methods
Reports of all patients from our UAE database were reviewed to identify all pedunculated fibroids.
MR images were analysed for location (FIGO classification), lesion volume, uterus volume,
nonperfused volume. Clinical effectiveness was assessed by the numerical analogue quality of life
score (0 – unbearable symptoms, 100 – perfect quality of life); complications were collected and
listed by telephone interviews. Statistical analysis was done using paired Wilcoxon test.

Results
Eleven patients were identified from our database of 577 MRI reports. Nine patients underwent UAE,
4 and 5 patients had FIGO 7 and FIGO 0 fibroids, respectively. Median age was 47 years (range 33 51
years). Median volume decrease in percentage for uterus and fibroid were 48.1% and 84.5%
(median, range 2 63% and 28 98%), respectively; median fibroid volume were 27.1 cm3 (range 5.0
and 92.7 cm3) and 3.2 cm3 (range 0.3 and 69.3 cm3) before and after embolization, respectively
(p=0.039). Numerical analogue quality of life score (clinical effectiveness) were 20 (median, range 0
65) and 92.5 (median, range 75 100) before and after treatment for all patients (p=0.007). The only
complication was a fibroid expulsion without any further treatment necessary.

Conclusion
UAE is safe and effective both in clinical follow up and in volume decrease for pedunculated fibroids
in our case series.
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P 272 / Short and long term evaluation of disease specific symptoms
and quality of life following uterine artery embolization of fibroids
Psilopatis I1,2, Fleckenstein F1,3, David M2, Wieners G1

1Charité – Universitätsmedizin Berlin, corporate member of Freie Universität Berlin and Humboldt Universität zu
Berlin, Department of Diagnostic and Interventional Radiology, Berlin, Germany, Berlin, Germany, 2Charité –
Universitätsmedizin Berlin, corporate member of Freie Universität Berlin and Humboldt Universität zu Berlin,
Department of Gynecology, Berlin, Germany , Berlin, Germany, 3Berlin Institute of Health at Charité –
Universitätsmedizin Berlin, BIH Biomedical Innovation Academy, BIH Charité Clinician Scientist Program, Berlin,
Germany, Berlin, Germany

Purpose:
The purpose of this study is to evaluate uterine artery embolization (UAE) for the management of
symptomatic uterine leiomyomas regarding changes in quality of life after treatment in a large
patient collective.

Material and Methods:
This retrospective study analyzed standardized UFS QoL questionnaires of patients treated with UAE.
Clinical success was evaluated by standardized questionnaires before and after embolization.
Patients were stratified into short (< 7 months) and long term (> 7 months) follow up groups
depending on the time of completion of the post interventional UFS QoL questionnaire. Uterine
leiomyomas were furthermore divided into small (< 10 cm) and large ( 10 cm) tumors based on the
dominant fibroid diameter.

Results:
A total of 245 patients were included into the final data analysis. The Kaplan Meier analysis showed a
cumulative clinical success rate of 75.8 % after 70 months until the end of follow up (9.9 years). All
UFS QoL subscales showed a highly significant clinical improvement from baseline to short and long
term follow up (p < 0.001). Patients with small fibroids showed a significantly better response to UAE
in multiple subcategories of the questionnaire than patients with fibroids 10 cm who had a two
fold higher probability of re intervention in the Cox regression model.

Conclusion:
UAE is an effective treatment method for symptomatic fibroids that leads to quick relief of fibroid
related symptoms with marked improvement of quality of life and is associated with a low risk for re
interventions. Patients with small fibroids tend to show a better response to UAE compared to
patients with large fibroids.
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P 273 / Uterine artery embolization for symptomatic uterine
leiomyomata: 12 year clinical follow up using UFS Qol questionnaire
Andresciani F1, Vergantino E1, Pacella G1, Altomare C1, Beomonte Zobel B1, Grasso R1

1University Campus Bio Medico of Rome, Rome, Italy

Purpose
The purpose of this study was to assess clinical outcomes after uterine artery embolization (UAE) in
the treatment of symptomatic uterine leiomyomata.

Methods
The 12 year post intervention outcomes were evaluated asking the Patients who underwent UAE in
our Centre to fill out the standardized Uterine Fibroid Symptom and Health Related Quality of Life
Questionnaire (UFS QOL).

Results
A total of 89 women were treated with UAE between September 2010 and October 2022. The
questionnaire was mailed in March 2022. The mean follow up was 65 months at a mean age of 45.
Questionnaires were completed by 80/89 patients (89%). The remaining nine patients were
contacted through telephone. The HRQOL and SSS scores were evaluated by UFS QOL displayed
significant improvement after the procedure. Eighty one out of 89 (91%) patients affirmed to be at
least fairly satisfied about UAE.

Conclusions
After 12 years of follow up, 91% of UAE treated patients with symptomatic uterine leiomyomata
affirmed to be at least fairly satisfied about UAE, confirming the efficacy of this procedure.
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P 274 / Pelvic congestive syndrome: a 5 years retrospective study
Escarcena P1, Teixidor M, Dolz G, Correa C, Guitart J, Criado Paredes E, Gelabert A
1Hospital Parc Taulí, Sabadell, Spain

Purpose:
To analyze the clinical outcomes of embolization of the ovarian veins and/or internal iliac veins in the
treatment of pelvic congestive syndrome.

Material and methods:
We retrospectively studied all patients with suspected pelvic congestive syndrome treated at our
center between 2015 and 2020. All underwent venography including both ovarian veins and, if
necessary, the internal iliac veins. Patients with pelvic venous insufficiency underwent superselective
embolization of the affected territory with glue, coils, and/or sclerotherapy. All patients were
followed up for 3 months.

Results:
We analyzed 49 women [mean age, 41 (31 65)]. The most common symptoms were chronic
abdominal pain (n=35; 71%) and dyspareunia (n=19; 39%).
In the initial procedures, we embolized the left ovarian vein in 42 (85%) patients, both ovarian veins
in 15 (30.6%), and connections with the internal iliac veins in 18 (36.7%). Clinical improvement was
observed in 34 (69%) patients. In the remaining 15 (31%) patients, repeat venography showed new
pelvic varices amenable to embolization in 11. Treatment of these varices resulted in clinical
improvement in only 3. Retrospective analysis of the 12 patients whose symptoms did not improve
after the second procedure suggested other venous diseases such as nutcracker syndrome (n=2) or
May Thurner syndrome (n=3).

Conclusions:
In patients with pelvic congestive syndrome, embolization of the pelvic venous complex is safe and
effective, although individual evaluation is essential to rule out other relevant conditions.
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P 275 / Predicting fibroid expulsion after uterine artery embolization
Frenk N1, Jai Won J2, Choudhary M1,3, Ko J2, Buckley D1, Spies J1
1MedStar Georgetown University Hospital, Department of Radiology, Washington, United States of America,
2Georgetown University School of Medicine, Washington, United States of America, 3Wake Forest University
School of Medicine, Department of Radiology, Winston Salem, United States of America

Purpose:
To evaluate fibroid expulsion after uterine artery embolization (UAE) and assess if patients at higher
risk can be prospectively identified.

Materials and methods:
203 UAEs performed on 201 women (mean age 45 years, range 32 63 years) were reviewed.
Demographics, clinical and procedure characteristics, magnetic resonance (MR) images and clinical
outcomes related to fibroid expulsion were evaluated. Estimated risk of expulsion was prospectively
recorded at time of initial consultation. Fibroid expulsion was defined as new/increased exposure of
fibroids into the uterine cavity and/or vaginal passage of fibroid tissue based on imaging and clinical
findings. Outcomes included fibroid expulsion overall, symptomatic expulsion, clinically relevant
expulsion (requiring additional clinic visit, antibiotics or other treatments), and need for office
removal of passing fibroids or surgery.

Results:
UAE was technically successful in all procedures. In total, there were 117/203 instances (58%) of
fibroid expulsion overall; 33/203 instances (16%) of symptomatic expulsion; 17/203 instances (8%) of
clinically relevant expulsion; and 6/203 instances (3%) requiring invasive procedures. Prospective risk
estimation based on pre procedure MR allowed categorization of patients in low and high risk
groups. The rates of fibroid expulsion overall, symptomatic expulsion, clinically relevant expulsion
and need for procedures were 43%, 9%, 4% and 1% for low risk patients, and 87%, 31%, 18% and 6%
for high risk patients, respectively.

Conclusion:
Uterine fibroid expulsion after UAE occurs more frequently than previously recognized, although the
vast majority of cases are asymptomatic or minimally symptomatic. An experienced interventionalist
can accurately identify patients at higher risk for more appropriate preprocedural counseling.
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P 276 / Scar pregnancy and embolization therapy
Brino J1, Ciferri F1, Muratore P1, Discalzi A1, Calandri M1, Fonio P1

1Diagnostic Imaging and Interventional Radiology Department, AOU Città della Salute e della Scienza di Torino,
Torino, Italy

Purpose
To present our experience on management and treatment of scar pregnancies (SP) by uterine artery
embolization therapy (UAE).

Materials and Methods
From January 2016 to December 2021 157 patients were treated by UAE at our Center (mostly
fibromas or MAV), of these 4 cases of SP were found. Data on role of UAE (adjuvant intent versus
rescue therapy), embolization materials, management of patients and treatment efficacy were
retrospectively collected. UAE was performed with selective catheterization of horizontal segment of
both uterine arteries. Technical success of embolization was defined as loss of ipervascularity on the
lower uterine segment.

Results
All patients received systemic methotrexate (MTX) as medical therapy. In three out of four patients
UEA was performed as adjuvant therapy in combination with MTX or before uterine cavity revision.
One patient received adjuvant UAE in combination with systemic methotrexate (MTX) alone,
whereas in other two patients UAE was followed by uterine cavity revision, in particular uterine
curettage and manual vacuum aspiration under ultrasound guidance respectively. In one case UEA
was performed as rescue therapy in a massive bleeding (> 1000 ml) after uterine cavity revision. Due
to development of a MAV a second embolization session was necessary in this case.
All embolization procedure were performed with particle (Terumo Hydropearl ™ 800 + 75 and/or
1100 μm). All procedure reached technical success. No periprocedural complication were found.

Conclusion
UAE is a safe and useful tool on management of SP, in combination with various gynecological
therapy (mostly MTX administration).
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P 277 / MR guided focused ultrasound surgery for the treatment of
uterine fibroids
Alfieri G1, Napoli A, Mattone M, De Maio A, Catalano C
1Sapienza University of Rome, Rome, Italy

Learning objectives:
To illustrate Magnetic Resonance guidance Focused Ultrasound Surgery (MRIgFUS) procedure for the
treatment of uterine fibroids, indications, contraindications, possible risks and complications.

Background:
Uterine fibroids (UFs) are the most common neoplasm in women and may be associated with
impaired fertility and adverse obstetric outcomes. Medical treatment, myomectomy, hysterectomy
and uterine artery embolization have been employed for the management of UFs.

Clinical findings/procedure details:
MR guided Focused ultrasounds surgery (MRgFUS) is a technique that relies on mechanical and
thermal energy of ultrasounds for the ablation of a target tissue under MR guidance. Temperature
mapping with MR allows for treatment planning and real time monitoring. Pre and peri menopausal
women are potential candidates, however individual criteria need to be checked in order to establish
eligibility. MRgFUS has demonstrated to reduce symptoms due to fibroids and can be performed in
an outpatient setting.The adverse event rate is 9% and only 0.3% of patients experiences major
complications. Increased expertise over time has improved the efficacy and safety of the procedure.
The lack of reported data about reproductive outcomes prevents from recommending this procedure
in patients who which to have babies.

Conclusion:
MRgFUS is an effective and safe non invasive treatment for uterine fibroids; MRgFUS treatment
determine a decrease in fibroid size, thus reducing fibroid related symptoms.
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P 278 / Interventional radiology for primary post partum
hemorrhage; strategies and techniques optimized based on
pathogenesis of bleeding
Woodhams R1, Fujii k1, Waga A1, Inoue Y1
1Kitasato University School of Medicine, Sagamihara, Japan

Learning objectives:
To illustrate the importance of assessing bleeding etiology in embolization for primary postpartum
hemorrhage (PPH), and to demonstrate the appropriate embolization technique for each etiology.

Background:
The major etiology of primary PPH includes tone, tissue, trauma, and thrombin. Each etiology needs
optimized embolization approach because the size and the number of bleeding arteries, bleeding
speed, and bleeding mechanism vary in each etiology.

Clinical findings/procedure details:
The embolization strategy is determined based on clinical diagnosis, patients’ general condition,
laboratory data, coagulation parameters, contrast enhanced CT, and angiographic findings. The
atonic bleeding (tone), which presents diffuse bleeding, needs extensive devascularization.
Therefore, the bilateral uterine arteries or the anterior internal iliac arteries need embolization. In
genital tract injury (trauma), localized extravasation is demonstrated on angiography. Prompt
hemostasis can be achieved when superselective catheterization and embolization of bleeding point
is performed. Proximal embolization should be avoided because collateral arteries communicating
with bleeding point may cause persistent bleeding. In retained placental tissue(tissue), the bleeding
mechanism is combination of tone and trauma. The myometrium of where the placenta invades
demonstrates poor contraction and vascular injury. Therefore, the embolization is performed as for
atonic bleeding, and if there is a localized extravasation, superselective embolization is considered.
When the patient presents with disseminating intravascular coagulation (thrombin), fibrinogen and
RBC replacement is the priority while embolization of collateral arteries is considered if embolization
of the uterine artery is not effective.

Conclusion:
Optimized embolization technique according to the bleeding etiology is the key for successful
hemostasis.
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P 279 / Uterine fibroid embolization (UFE) toolbox: tips and tricks
Castillo Pinar A, Pittí Freiburghaus D, Valcarcel José J, Joudanin Seijo J, Alba Rey E
1Hopsital Universitari de Bellvitge, Barcelona, Spain

Learning Objectives
To review the normal and variant anatomy of uterine arterial supply.
To outline the indications for embolization.
To describe intra procedural techniques and pain management.
To discuss technical endpoints and complications.

Background
Uterine fibroids are the most common benign tumors in women. The main indication for treatment is
the presence of symptoms, the most frequent being menorrhagia, pelvic pressure, and pain.
Treatment has traditionally been surgical, but UFE is a minimally invasive option, with relatively few
absolute contraindications, that is gaining interest in both patients and physicians.

Clinical Findings/Procedure Details
Under fluoroscopy guidance, and using an unilateral femoral/brachial artery or bilateral approach,
physicians proceed to catheterize the internal iliac artery. Thereafter, the uterine artery is
catheterized (usually with a microcatheter). Superselective catheterization of the fibroid’s arterial
supply is an effective way to avoid cervical and vaginal branches.
Embolic material is used to occlude fibroid vessels, avoiding cervical and vaginal branches and major
uterine trunks. It is mandatory to interrogate the contralateral uterine artery since blood supply to a
fibroid usually is bilateral.
Final internal iliac angiography confirms correct fibroid embolization with proximal uterine, ovarian,
cervical and vaginal arteries permeability.

Conclusion
UFE is a safe procedure, with a low morbidity rate, and a good first line treatment for selected
patients to avoid a major surgery.
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P 280 / Go for the nidus, not the uterus: the role of interventional
radiology in the treatment of uterine arteriovenous malformations
Li H1, Peters G1, Kim J1, Kokabi N1

1Emory University School of Medicine, Atlanta, United States

Learning objectives:
Review the pathophysiology, symptoms, imaging findings, and treatment options offered by
interventional radiologists in the treatment of uterine arteriovenous malformations.

Background
Uterine arteriovenous malformations (AVMs) are a rare cause of life threatening hemorrhage. They
may be congenital or acquired and typically present with vaginal bleeding. Imaging is critical in
diagnosis, with Doppler ultrasound and multi phased contrast enhanced CT or MRI being the best
first steps in evaluation. Definitive diagnosis will require angiography to confirm the presence of a
nidus and early draining veins. Treatment options include percutaneous embolization and
hysterectomy. Successful embolization has utilized a variety of embolics, including dehydrated
alcohol, coils, thrombin, and Gelfoam. Interventional radiology (IR) offers this minimally invasive
procedure which may preserve future fertility.

Clinical Findings/Procedural details
Through a case series, we will review anatomical considerations and imaging findings of uterine
AVMs. We will highlight our experience in their often staged treatment using various embolics.
Examples of both congenital and acquired AVMs will be shown.

Conclusions
Uterine AVM is an important differential diagnostic consideration in women with persistent or
excessive vaginal bleeding. IR offers a safe and highly effective, uterus preserving option in the
treatment of uterine AVMs.
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P 281 / Uterine artery embolization for the treatment of
symptomatic vascular lesions of the uterus
Tanzarella G1, De Robertis R2, Puppini G1, Puntel G1, Lando N1, Montemezzi S1
1Ospedale Maggiore B. Trento, Verona, Italy, 2Policlinico G.B. Rossi, Verona, Italy

Purpose:
Uterine vascular lesions (UVLs) are uncommon, potentially life threatening conditions. Our report
overviews endovascular treatment strategies in symptomatic cases.

Background:
Most reported UVLs are acquired arteriovenous malformations following pregnancy, abortion,
caesarean section or curettage. The prevalence of UVLs is unknown, nevertheless there has been an
increasing number of reports over the years. Hysterectomy was the preferred treatment for bleeding
UVLs, however Uterine Artery Embolisation (UAE) is increasingly used and more recent studies are
highlighting its effectiveness and the possibility of preserving fertility.

Procedure details:
Between 2016 and 2022, 9 patients aged 18 to 40 with symptomatic UVL were treated by UAE.
Patients were referred to angiographic treatment after multidisciplinary discussion, gynecological
examination, transvaginal ultrasound and CT angiography. The following UVLs were found:
Arterovenous Fistulae 3 cases, cirsoid aneurysm 2 cases, pseudoaneurysm 2 cases, bleeding retained
product of conception 1 case, ruptured tubal ectopic pregnancy 1 case. For embolization, different
agents were used: polyvinyl alcohol particles, Microcoils, haemostatic gelatin sponge and
cyanoacrylate glue. Clinical success, defined by the stop of methrorragia and relief of symptoms was
achieved with a single procedure in 8/9 cases. 1 patient with a cirsoid aneurysm had recurrent
genital bleeding and underwent a second procedure 77 days after the first, with clinical success. 1
patient led a successful pregnancy 3 years after UAE.

Conclusion:
UVLs are uncommon lesions whose treatment strategy remains controversial. Transcatheter
embolization has given proof of being a safe and effective treatment for UVLs and may preserve
reproductive capacity in women of childbearing age.
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P 282 / Uterine fibroid embolization: importance of longitudinal
follow up
Baig A1, Bercu Z1, Peters G1

1Emory University, Atlanta, United States

Learning objectives:
Through a case series: Show examples of unusual early and late complications of uterine artery
embolization, emphasizing the importance of clinical follow up in their recognition and treatment

Background:
Uterine artery embolization (UAE) is an effective treatment for postpartum hemorrhage,
adenomyosis and fibroids (UFE). The immediate post embolization complications are well
documented; however, clinical follow up is needed to detect those which present later. Late
complications include delayed superinfection of necrotic fibroids, sloughing with fibroid expulsion,
chronic vaginal discharge, amenorrhea, anorgasmia, uterine necrosis and rupture and tubo ovarian
abscess (TOA).

Details:
The impact and importance of longitudinal follow up of UFE patients is highlighted. Patients are seen
within 2 weeks of UFE and at 3 and 6 months after embolization. The 2 week visit has discovered
femoral arterial pseudoaneurysm, radial artery occlusion, forearm skin ulceration after radial UFE,
pseudomembranous colitis and early endometritis. Later follow up has allowed appropriate
treatment of TOA, chronic endometritis, chronic vaginal discharge related to fibroid degeneration
and fibroid slough. If unusual symptoms are reported, an MRI is typically performed. We will show
imaging and clinical examples of the above processes and emphasize the need to work in
interdisciplinary teams with gynecology to expedite treatment.

Conclusion:
UFE is a widely accepted, minimally invasive viable treatment option for patients with fibroids.
Patient care will be optimized when interventional radiologists provide longitudinal post procedure
care and work closely with gynecologists to diagnose and manage delayed complications.
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P 283 / Uterine fibroid embolization (UFE): the theory behind the
magic
Sanan A1, Mehta A1, Lin J1, Miller Z1
1University Of Miami Miller School Of Medicine, Miami, United States

Learning objectives: 1. Review the theoretical basis behind Uterine Artery Embolization for the
treatment of symptomatic fibroids. 2. Review common and general practices behind UFE

Background:
Uterine fibroids are benign, hormone sensitive neoplasms that constitute a significant source of
morbidity in women with symptoms including menorrhagia, dysmenorrhea, pelvic pain, and urinary
tract or bowel symptoms. Historically, patients with symptomatic uterine artery fibroids have had to
undergo either myomectomy or hysterectomy with an increasing number of patients choosing to
undergo such procedures laparoscopically. For women who wish to preserve their uterus and who
have not had a response to medical treatment, uterine artery embolization is a therapeutic option as
a minimally invasive alternative to traditional surgical techniques.

Clinical findings/procedure details:
Uterine artery embolization is an arteriographic procedure with the goal of necrosing fibroids by
occluding their vascular supply. The procedure is commonly performed via single arterial access with
moderate sedation and local anesthesia. The goal of the embolization is to occlude fibroid vessels to
near stasis to prevent blood flow to the fibroids while preserving perfusion to the normal myometrial
or endometrial tissue. After embolization, the lack of flow results in necrosis of the fibroids and they
subsequently diminish in size resulting in improvement of patient’s symptoms of heavy menstrual
periods and bulk symptoms including incontinence and pain.

Conclusion:
Uterine artery embolization is a minimally invasive alternative to myomectomy and hysterectomy
that involves selective embolization of fibroid supplying vasculature, while preserving blood flow to
normal uterine tissue.
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P 284 / Current strategies for prevention of infection in uterine artery
embolisation
Lukies M1, Clements W1

1Alfred Health, Melbourne, Australia

Learning objectives:
Overview of current strategies in infection prevention in uterine artery embolisation (UAE) based on

literature review including consensus based guidelines
Identification of future areas of research

Background:
UAE is a safe and effective procedure for symptomatic uterine fibroids with a low rate of post
operative intra uterine infection, however, there is variation in infection prevention practices. Intra
uterine infection may occur via access site haematogenous spread or ascension of vaginal flora
through the cervical canal. Infection prevention in a priority in UAE, particularly given the outcome of
infection may be hysterectomy, which many patients specifically wish to avoid. The purpose of this
educational exhibit is to present current strategies for prevention of infection after UAE.

Clinical findings:
Although the evidence base is relatively immature, best evidence to date and consensus based
guidelines suggest the following measures for minimising infection risk in UAE.
Assessment for risk factors including previous pelvic infection, hydrosalpinx, endocervical

incompetence, diabetes, smoking, obesity, respiratory disease and immunosuppression There may
be a higher rate of infection with submucosal fibroids
There is no strong evidence for superiority of radial or femoral access regarding infection
Pre procedure (within 1 hour) prophylactic antibiotics are generally recommended (typically IV

cefazolin)
Removal of an IUD prior to UAE is likely unnecessary
Post procedure antibiotics in the absence of risk factors (e.g. hydrosalpinx) are likely unnecessary

Conclusion:
Optimal infection prevention in UAE involves thorough pre operative risk assessment, consideration
of prophylactic antibiotic use, and comprehensive post operative advice and surveillance.
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P 285 / Importance of angiographic recognition of round ligament
arteries in postpartum hemorrhage
Choque Chavez F, Zarco Contreras F1, Ripoll Fuster E1, Gómez Muñoz F1, Serrano Alcalá E1
1Hospital Clinic of Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain

CLINICAL HISTORY/PRE TREATMENT IMAGING
A 39 year old patient with history of 2 previous cesarean sections underwent a cesarean section at
36 weeks of a twin dichorionic diamniotic gestation. After that, she experienced extensive bleeding
owing to uterine atony. Despite uterine curettage, the patient continued bleeding and she started to
be hemodynamically unstable. A subtotal hysterectomy and bilateral salpingectomy were performed.
After surgery and, besides receiving 4 units of red blood cells and noradrenaline, she persisted
hemodynamically unstable. A computed tomography(CT) depicted hemoperitoneum with active
arterial extravasation of contrast. Digital subtraction angiography(DSA) identified an active bleeding
originated from the left round ligament artery which was successfully embolized. The patient
condition improved, and she was discharged after embolization.

TREATMENT OPTIONS/RESULTS
Management of postpartum hemorrhage(PPH) includes resuscitation, blood transfusion,
administration of uterotonic drugs, uterine compression and intrauterine balloon tamponed. When
conservative management fails, transcatheter arterial embolization(TAE) or surgical management is
implemented(1,2).

DISCUSSION
The most common causes of PPH are atony, trauma, and coagulation defects. Where facilities are
readily available, uterine, or hypogastric artery TAE is a therapeutic option for PPH if conservative
management fails(1,2). A precise knowledge of the anatomical and anastomotic blood supply of
female genital tract is mandatory to successfully diagnose and perform the procedure.

TAKE HOME POINTS
Team approach for early recognition and management of PPH improves outcomes.
Knowledge of different forms of arterial supply to the uterus is key to a successful procedure.
Round ligament artery plays the role of an anastomotic artery between the internal iliac and the
external iliac arteries.
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P 286 / Prophylactic aortic balloon occlusion with REBOA in patient
with placenta accreta
Fernández L, Hernandez T, Novo J, Ponce M, Rodriguez R, Collado M, Garzón G

Clinical history
37 week pregnant woman with placenta accreta. Before the cesarean section, a REBOA
(Resuscitative Endovascular Balloon Occlusion of the Aorta) balloon was placed through the right
common femoral artery.

Treatment Options
After delivery of the fetus and clamping of the umbilical cord, the REBOA balloon (Reboa Medical AS,
Norway) was inflated for 8 minutes. Total blood loss during surgery were 1300ml (usually between
3000 5000ml – 74% reduction in blood loss) and no transfusion of any packed red blood cells was
necessary. There were no complications from the femoral artery puncture and the patient was
discharged from intensive care unit within 24 hours.

Discussion
Prophylactic balloon occlusion prior to caesarean section in patients with placenta accreta decrease
life threatening postpartum hemorrhage and the days of stay in ICU. Aortic balloon occlusion has
proven to be more effective than hypogastric balloons, but the procedure is not exempt from
complications due to the characteristics of the balloon, which usually requires 10 12F introducers.

However, there is a new aortic balloon called REBOA, mostly used in traumatic hemorrhagic shock.
The REBOA kit contains a long (23cm), low profile sheath (6F) and a non compliant balloon. All these
aspects contribute to decrease the risks of complications that occur with standard aortic balloons.

Take home points
Prophylactic aortic balloon occlusion with REBOA balloon is a useful tool in patients with placenta
accreta to reduce blood loss, facilitate surgical intervention, reduce complications derived from
femoral access and time of stay in ICU. Its placement is simple by unilateral femoral access.
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P 287 / Preoperative embolization of ectopic pregnancy in a previous
cesarean scar
Bedrinana Gomez M1, Araujo G1, Alfaro S1, Rojas G1, Aquino E1, Alegría R1, Huachin F1, Bonilla A2,
Salazar A1, Quispe R1, Tarazona L1
1Hospital Nacional Guillermo Almenara Irigoyen , Lima, Peru, 2Instituto Nacional de Enfermedades Neoplásicas ,
Lima, Perú

Clinical history/Pre treatment imaging:
A 35 year old, gravida 3 para 2 woman, was diagnosed at 9.5 weeks gestation by transvaginal
ultrasound, showing a cesarean scar ectopic anembrionatic pregnancy implanted in the uterine
segment, suspicion of Placenta accreta spectrum (PAS 3) with bladder invasion.

Treatment options/Results:
Embolization of uterine arteries was performed, with scheduled hysterectomy due to suspected
bladder involvement to avoid intraoperative bleeding, and patient consent.
The angiography shows intensive blush to the uteroplacental territory to left predominance (Image
1), minimal on the right side. Embolization required 500 μ embosphere microesferas and Gelfoam in
the right side, with success (uterine devascularization).
Five days after, subtotal hysterectomy and salpingectomy were performed, showing the implantation
of the ectopic pregnancy at the level of the previous cesarean scar (blue arrow): PAS 3. Gestational
sack with the embryo inside it. The report got 700cc of bleeding.

Discussion:
With more advanced gestational age and placenta increta, surgical management is most appropriate
to minimize associated maternal risks. Uterine artery embolization, uterine artery ligation,
endovascular balloon catheters, or uterine artery tourniquet may help decrease bleeding during
surgery as in our case; and also may prevent a hysterectomy.
The circumstances, intercurrent pathology of the woman, as well as her genetic desire or desire to
preserve the uterus must be taken into account.

Take home points:
The uterine arteries and implantation site must be adequately identified, to make selective
embolization.
If adequate embolization of the greatest blush area is performed, the embolization should be
successful.
Preoperative embolization decrease bleeding during surgical extraction.
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P 288 / Postpartum iatrogenic uterine pseudoaneurysm
embolization: case report and review of embolization materials
Sanchez M1, Solís B1

1Universidad de Costa Rica, San Jose, Costa Rica

Introduction
Uterine artery pseudoaneurysm (UAP) is a rare cause vaginal bleeding that can be life threatening. It
can present as insidious bleeding to massive hemorrhage. Here we present a iatrogenic UAP
secondary to a curettage procedure.

Clinical History
A 35 y o women with persistent vaginal bleeding posterior to a vaginal delivery, in which was
necessary a curettage procedure due to retained placenta. A transvaginal color Doppler
ultrasonography showed a left uterine pseudoaneurysm

Results
The patient was admitted for embolization of the UAP with n butyl 2 cyanoacrylate as embolization
agent. There were no complications and the patient was discharged the next day. On the following
controls there were no evidence of the UAP, sonographic artifacts or foreign body reaction, and the
patient stated that she had normal menstrual cycles.

Discussion
There are multiple causes for a UAP, it is of great importance to recognize it as a cause of uterine
bleeding, thus it can be life threatening if it not diagnosed and left untreated.
There is currently no enough evidence to support the use of coils, absorbable gelatin sponge, gelatin
sponge, n butyl 2 cyanoacrylate or any other embolic in combination or one over the other.

Take Home Points
UAP is a rare cause of vaginal bleeding, but it is of great importance due to its life threatening
potential.
There is no sufficient data to support one embolic agent instead of the other.
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P 289 / Uterine fibroid embolization in a unicornuate uterus with
fibroids: MR and angiographic correlation
Zavaletta V1, Peters G2

1University Of Colorado, Aurora, United States, 2Emory University, Atlanta, United States

Clinical History/Pre treatment Imaging:
47 year old G1P1 presented to clinic with 2 years progressive menorrhagia. Symptoms included pelvic
cramping, urinary frequency and back pain. Gynecologic history was remarkable for a known
Müllerian duct anomaly (MDA). Pelvic MR for uterine fibroid embolization (UFE) work up showed an
enlarged unicornuate uterus with enhancing transmural and submucosal fibroids in the dominant
right uterine horn and a left communicating rudimentary horn (Fig.1a,1b). Fibroids were felt
responsible for menorrhagia and bulk symptoms. MR also showed a solitary right kidney, dominant
right uterine artery with no identifiable left uterine or ovarian arteries (Fig.1d).

Treatment Options/Results:
UFE was performed from a left radial approach. Arteriography confirmed solitary right kidney,
solitary right uterine artery with no obvious arterial supply to the rudimentary left uterine horn
(Fig.1c). The right uterine artery was embolized through a microcatheter with 500 700 micron
calibrated microspheres to a “pruned tree” endpoint. The patient discharged same day. At three
month follow up, she reported improvement in all symptoms.

Discussion:
We report a unique case of symptomatic fibroids in a unicornuate uterus successfully treated with
UFE. This rare MDA has clinical repercussions warranting its understanding by interventionalists. In
this case, the solitary right uterine artery was embolized, achieving clinical success. Although studies
have been published on outcomes and effectiveness of unilateral uterine artery embolization, there
are no reports on UFE in patients with MDAs.

Take home points:
1. IRs must be familiar with the spectrum of MDAs.
2. Fibroids may be effectively treated with embolization in this population.
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P 290 / Diffusion weighted imaging prior to percutaneous
sclerotherapy of venous malformations – proof of concept study
using radiomics for prediction of achieved quality of life
Gerwing M1, Schindler P1, Schneider K2, Sundermann B3, Köhler M1, Stamm A1, Schmidt V4, Deventer
N2, Wildgruber M4, Masthoff M1

1University Hospital Muenster, Clinic for Radiology, Muenster, Germany, 2University Hospital Muenster,
Department of Orthopedics and Tumor Orthopedics, Muenster, Deutschland, 3Evangelical Hospital of Oldenburg,
University of Oldenburg, Institute for Radiology and Neuroradiology, Oldenburg, Germany, 4University Hospital
LMU Munich, Department of Radiology, Munich, Germany

Purpose:
To evaluate the predictive value of radiomic features(RF) extracted from diffusion weighted(dw )
MRI prior to and after percutaneous sclerotherapy(PS) for improvement in quality of life(QoL) of
patients with venous malformations(VM).

Materials and methods:
All consecutive patients between March 2020 and June 2021 with VM of the extremities were
included in this study. Dw MRI was performed within 48h before and 24h after first percutaneous
sclerotherapy. Patients’ baseline characteristics and procedural parameters were analyzed.
Effectiveness of first and repetitive PS was defined by parameters gained from QoL assessment (SF
36, Toronto Extremity Salvage Score(TESS)) performed at baseline, 4 weeks after first sclerotherapy
and at latest follow up available. RF were extracted from dw MRI after segmenting VM, providing
pretherapeutic RF(PRE RF) and delta RF. For selecting features that allow classification of response, a
stepwise dimension reduction was performed. Logistic regression models were fitted, and selected
features were tested for their predictive value.

Results:
A total of n=16 patients (f=12, m=4; median age 27y [range 8 49y]) undergoing PS of VM were
included. A mean of 2.6±1.1 (range 1 4) PS were performed. QoL from SF 36 and TESS score
significantly improved after PS. No baseline or procedural parameters proofed to be significantly
associated with QoL improvement after PS. Instead, identified PRE RF and Delta RF showed high
accuracy for predicting response to first or repetitive PS, respectively.

Conclusion:
This proof of concept study provides first evidence on potential predictive value of (delta) radiomic
analysis from dw MRI for QoL outcome after percutaneous sclerotherapy in patients with VM. Larger
studies are needed to confirm this data.
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P 291 / Exposing the inconsistencies within digital subtraction
angiography part I: contrast media preparation
Hendriks B1,3, McDermott M1,2,3, Wildberger J1,3, de Boer S1,3
1Maastricht University Medical Center, Department of Imaging, Maastricht, Netherlands, 2Bayer AG, Radiology
Research & Development, Berlin, Germany, 3Cardiovascular Research Institute Maastricht (CARIM), Maastricht,
Netherlands

Purpose:
In many practices contrast media is diluted with saline. This study determined the consistency of
injected iodine concentrations in digital subtraction angiography after manual CM dilution.

Materials and Methods:
Eleven radiological technologists (operators) were asked to fill a CM injection pump with 50% diluted
CM (iopromide 300mgI/ml), 3 times. The total contents of the pump were injected (12 mL/s) through
a Coriolis flowmeter, determining the real time density (in g/mL) and volumetric flow rate (in mL/s).
Injected CM concentration and total injection iodine load were calculated. Inter operator, intra
operator, and intra procedural (within one full pump) variations were calculated. Finally, CM dose
reporting accuracy was determined. Results are reported as percentage [min max].

Results:
Average injected CM concentration among 11 operators was measured to be 68% CM [30 99%]. The
intra operator variation was 10% [4 19%]. There was an average of 27% [3 69%] variation of CM
concentration within a single full pump injection, with mostly a higher concentration at the start of
the CM delivery. X rays taken of the full pump showed a gravitational gradient between CM and the
saline used for dilution. The combination of all aforementioned effects led to over delivery of CM
compared to the reported dose by an average of 27%.

Conclusion:
Manual CM dilution can lead to non homogenous blending of contrast media and saline, causing
significant inter and intra operator variability as well as intra procedural variability in injected iodine
concentration. Moreover, such inconsistencies could lead to inconsistent image quality and structural
under reporting of CM dose during interventional procedures.
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P 292 / Comparison of two magnetic resonance tomography based
radiogenomic biomarkers predicting microvascular invasion and the
outcome in patients with hepatocellular carcinoma after loco
regional therapies
Schmidt R1, Hamm C1, Xu H1, Broukal V1, Gottwald L2, Gebauer B1, Savic L1
1Charité Virchow Klinikum Derpartment of Radiology, Berlin, Germany, 2Vivantes Humboldt Klinikum, Berlin,
Germany

PURPOSE
Microvascular invasion (MVI) in hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) when histologically proven post
operatively is associated with poorer outcome after surgical therapies. Radiogenomic venous
invasion (RVI) and two trait predictor of MVI (TTPVI) are two imaging biomarkers indicative of MVI.
This study aims to compare their predictive value regarding the outcome of patients with HCC
following locoregional therapies (LRT).

METHODS
This study included 95 HCC patients, who received either CT guided brachytherapy alone (n=48) or
combined with transarterial chemoembolization (TACE, n=47) between 01/2016 12/2017. Patients
were stratified according to RVI/TTPVI assessed on baseline contrast enhanced MRI using decision
tree models: Presence of internal vessels in arterial (TTPVI) or portalvenous phase (RVI), followed by
absence of an hypointense halo (TTPVI/RVI) and a sharp tumor liver transition in native T1 weighted
images (RVI). Primary endpoints were overall survival (OS), progression free survival (PFS), time to
progression (TTP). Statistics included Fisher’s exact test and Kaplan Meier analysis.

RESULTS
While TTPVI is more present in TACE/brachytherapy treated patients (60.9% vs 40.4%, p=0.063), the
presence of RVI occurred equally in both groups (32.6% vs 29.8%, p=0.825). Regarding brachytherapy
alone, TTPVI achieved significant separation of OS (p=<0.001), PFS (p=0.029) but not TTP (p=0.142),
while RVI was predictive of TTP (p=0.032), PFS (p=0.004) but not OS (p=0.078), both revealing poorer
outcome for TTPVI/RVI positive patients. On the contrary, TTPVI/RVI did not achieve significant
separation for any endpoint following TACE/brachytherapy.

CONCLUSION
The findings underscore the potential of TTPVI/RVI to identify patients with probable microvascular
invasion and presumably poorer prognosis, who would benefit from additional TACE prior to
brachytherapy.
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P 293 / Clinical impact of assessing thrombus age using magnetic
resonance venography prior to catheter directed thrombolysis
Arnoldussen C1,2, Notten P, Brans R, Vroegindewij D, Tick L, Wildberger J, Cate ten A
1Department of Radiology and Nuclear Medicine, Maastricht University Medical Centre, Maastricht, The
Netherlands, 2Department of Radiology and Nuclear Medicine, VieCuri Medical Centre, Venlo, The Netherlands

Purpose
Magnetic Resonance Venography (MRV) is underutilized in the evaluation of thrombus properties
prior to endovascular treatment but may improve procedural outcomes. We
therefore investigated the clinical impact of using a dedicated MRV scoring system to assess
thrombus characteristics prior to endovascular intervention for iliofemoral deep
vein thrombosis (DVT).

Material and methods
This is a post hoc analysis of data from the dutch CAVA trial
(clinicaltrials.gov: NL28394). MRV studies of patients receiving ultrasound accelerated catheter
directed thrombolysis (CDT) for iliofemoral DVT were reviewed. Thrombus age related imaging
characteristics were scored and translated into an
overall score (acute, subacute, or old). MRV scores were compared to patient reported complaints.
MRV scored groups were compared for CDT duration and success rate.

Results
56 patients (29 men; age 50.8 + 16.4 years) were included. Using MRV, 27 thrombi were classified
acute, 17 subacute, and 12 old. Based on patient reported complaints 11 (91.7%) of these old
thrombi would have been categorized acute or subacute, and one (3.7%) of the acute thrombi as old.
Average duration of CDT to >90% restored patency differed significantly between groups (p<0.0001):
average duration was 23 hours for acute thromboses (range:19 25), 43 hours for subacute (range:41
62), and 85 hours for old thromboses (range:74 96)). CDT was almost eleven times more successful in
thromboses characterized as acute and subacute compared to old thromboses (OR:10.7;95% CI 2.1
55.5).

Conclusion
A dedicated MRV scoring system can safely discriminate between acute, subacute, and old
thromboses. MRV based selection is predictive of procedural duration and success rate and can help
avoid unnecessary complications.
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P 294 / Operational and procedural feasibility of ultrahigh resolution
optical coherence tomography for in vivo assessment of the biliary
tree
Park H1, Garg T2, Solomon A2, England R2, Lee C1, Weiss C2, Li X1, Singh H2

1Department of Biomedical Engineering, The Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine, Baltimore, United
States, 2Division of Vascular and Interventional Radiology, Russell H. Morgan Department of Radiology and
Radiological Science, The Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine, Baltimore, United States

Purpose:
To evaluate the feasibility and safety of a novel, ultrahigh resolution optical coherence tomography
(UHR OCT) catheter for in vivo assessment of the biliary tree via pre existing percutaneous biliary
access.

Methods and Materials:
An in house developed flexible 3.8 French (1.27 mm) fiber optic UHR OCT catheter, encased in a 5.3
French (1.78mm) medical grade transparent catheter, with resolution of 2.4 um x 6.2 m axial and
lateral resolution, respectively, and a penetration depth of 1 mm, was evaluated in vivo. The urOCT
device was introduced into the biliary tree of patients via a pre existing biliary drainage catheter
access site and an ultrahigh resolution, two and three dimensional survey of the biliary duct was
performed. 2D cross sectional images are displayed on the monitor in real time while 3D intraluminal
images, acquired at 10 20 frames/second, became available after off line processing and
reconstruction.

Results:
The UHR OCT catheter was successfully introduced into the biliary tree and captured real time 2D
and 3D images, allowing the interventional radiologist to identify the biliary tree, liver parenchyma,
and access sheath with catheter location confirmed using concurrent fluoroscopy in two patients.
There were no adverse advents and procedure time was marginally increased.

Conclusion:
UHR OCT is a promising technology in the evaluation of biliary pathology. This study demonstrates
the first use of UHR OCT via a percutaneous approach to successfully and safely evaluate the biliary
tree using a novel device with significantly improved resolution and 3D image reconstruction
capabilities compared to commercially available OCT products. Future studies will evaluate UHR OCT
image characteristics of benign and malignant biliary pathology.
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P 295 / Quantitative PET/CT analysis of prescribed tumor absorbed
dose in radiation segmentectomy using resin microspheres for
hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC): early experiences
Vo N1, Malik M1, Parker A1, Martinez L1, Weinstein J1, Ahmed M1, Sarwar A1

1Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center, Boston, United States of America

Purpose:
To quantify and compare yttrium 90 PET/CT derived tumor absorbed dose with prescribed dose
using the single compartment MIRD model in HCC patients treated with resin microspheres.

Materials/Methods:
HCC patients undergoing post radiation segmentectomy PET/CTs over 1 year were retrospectively
reviewed. Tumor image segmentation and dose volume histograms were generated from PET/CTs
(MIM Software Inc.). The dose delivered to 50, 70, and 95% of tumor volume (D50, D70, D95) were
compared to the prescribed dose. Disease response on 3 month follow up imaging was assessed
according to mRECIST. Paired t tests and univariate regression analyses were performed on a per
treatment/per tumor basis.

Results:
29 treatments in 27 patients (mean 70 years, 79% male, 86% Child Pugh A) were analyzed. 90% or
greater prescribed activity was delivered in 76% (22/29) of treatments. 21% of treatments had early
stasis (6/29). The average prescribed dose (216±43 Gy) was similar to the average PET/CT derived
D50 (252±182 Gy), but higher than the D70 (168±120 Gy, p=0.04) and D95 (70±59 Gy, p<0.0001).
66% (19/29) of tumors had complete response (CR) on 3 month follow up imaging versus 20% (6/29)
with partial response or stable disease. In tumors with CR, the average D95 was 80±68 Gy versus
44±23 Gy in tumors showing partial response (p=0.0597). Threshold analysis showed a D95 of 100
Gy to be correlated with CR.

Conclusion:
Average tumor absorbed dose of 252 Gy, as prescribed using the MIRD model, is achieved in 50% of
tumor volume (D50) regardless of early termination due to stasis. A D95 100 Gy is correlated with
CR.
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P 296 / Real time 3D intravascular catheter guidance using
continuous limited angle fluoroscopy
Wagner M1, Davis B, Laeseke P, Speidel M
1University Of Wisconsin madison, Madison, United States

Purpose:
Continuous sweep limited angle (CLA) fluoroscopy is a recently proposed 3D fluoroscopy technique,
where a single C arm gantry continuously rotates back and forth within a small angular range. CLA
provides live 3D device images and virtual endovascular displays to facilitate catheter navigation in
complex vasculature which may normally require multiple 2D image acquisitions in different
obliquities. The purpose of this study was to evaluate the first real time implementation of CLA
fluoroscopy.

Materials and methods:
Real time 3D imaging was evaluated in a cylindrical water phantom (20cm diameter) containing a 3D
printed branching arterial tree modeled after cerebral arteries. The vessels were connected to fluid
inlets and outlets. Prior to device navigation, a 3D roadmap of the vasculature was acquired using a
conventional 3D cone beam CT (CBCT). A 5F angiographic catheter and 0.018" guidewire were then
navigated along 5 different vessel paths during real time CLA imaging. At each final catheter position,
a CBCT was acquired as a reference of the true catheter shape and position.

Results:
The average and standard deviation of the distance between the CLA reconstruction and the CBCT
reference was 2.14±1.59mm at the catheter tip and 1.68±0.35mm along the catheter shaft. The
processing time for reconstruction ranged from 60 to 82ms.

Conclusion:
This study shows that continuous sweep limited angle fluoroscopy is feasible as a real time catheter
navigation technique and allows 3D catheter localization with clinically relevant frame rates between
10 and 15 frames per second and localization errors comparable to the diameter of a typical
angiographic catheter.
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P 297 / Project for interventional Oncology LArge database in liveR
hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) – preliminary CT based radiomic
analysis (POLAR Liver 1.1)
Tanzilli A1, Iezzi R1, Posa A1, Carchesio F, Tenore L1, Longo V1, De Leoni D1, Manfredi R1

1Department of Diagnostic Imaging, Oncologic Radiotherapy and Hematology, Fondazione Policlinico
Universitario A. Gemelli, Roma, Italy

Purpose:
Objective of this study is to find a contrast enhanced CT radiomic signature to predict clinical
incomplete response in patients affected by hepatocellular carcinoma who underwent locoregional
treatments.

Materials and Methods:
190 patients affected by hepatocellular carcinoma treated using focal therapies (radiofrequency or
microwave ablation) from September 2018 to October 2020 were retrospectively enrolled.
Treatment response was evaluated on a per target nodule basis on the 6 months follow up contrast
enhanced CT or MR imaging using the mRECIST criteria. Radiomics analysis was performed using an
in house developed open source R library. Wilcoxon Mann Whitney test was applied for univariate
analysis; features with a p value lower than 0.05 were selected. Pearson correlation was applied to
discard highly correlated features (cut off=0.9); remaining features were included in a logistic
regression model and receiver operating characteristic curves, sensitivity, specificity, positive and
negative predictive value were computed. The model was validated performing 2000 bootstrap
resampling.

Results:
56 treated lesions from 42 patients were selected. Treatment responses were: complete response for
26 lesions (46.4%), 18 partial response (32.1%), 10 stable disease (17.9%), 2 progression disease
(3.6%). Area Under Curve value was 0.667 (95% CI: 0.527 0.806); accuracy, sensitivity, specificity,
positive and negative predictive values were respectively 0.66, 0.85, 0.50, 0.59 and 0.79.

Conclusions:
This contrast enhanced CT based model can be helpful to early identify poor responders
hepatocellular carcinoma patients and personalize treatments
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P 298 / Exploring the boundaries of contrast media dose reduction in
iliac digital subtraction angiography: a phantom evaluation
de Boer S1,3, McDermott M1,2,3, Jongkind J1, Wagemans B1, Wildberger J1,3, Hendriks B1,3

1Maastricht University Medical Center, Department of Imaging, Maastricht, Netherlands, 2Bayer AG, Radiology
Research & Development, Berlin, Germany, 3Cardiovascular Research Institute Maastricht (CARIM), Maastricht,
Netherlands

Purpose:
Concentrations of contrast media used in iliac angiography differ between practices. This study
assessed the minimum iodine concentration to maintain diagnostic image quality in iliac DSA for both
average and high BMI patients in a phantom.

Materials and Methods:
Ten contrast media dilutions were prepared using iopromide 300mgI/mL from 10 100% contrast in
10% increments and injected into a circulation phantom using 12mL/s flow rate and 15mL volume.
Iliac DSAs were obtained of the phantom with attenuating acrylic sheets correlating to an average
patient (BMI<25), then repeated with additional sheets corresponding to an obese patient (BMI>30).
The images were blinded and evaluated independently by seven board certified interventional
radiologists using RadLex QA scoring criteria (scale of 0 3). A diagnostic threshold was established if
the 99% confidence interval excluded a value less than 2 (non diagnostic).

Results:
The average image quality score in the phantom for the respective dilutions in the average BMI
group were 0.2, 0.7, 1.0, 1.9, 2.2, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 2.7, 2.8, for 10 100% contrast, and were 0.1, 1.1, 1.4,
1.8, 1.9, 1.9, 2.3, 2.5, 2.7, 2.9, for the high BMI group. For the average BMI group, the minimum
dilution to ensure a diagnostic image was 50% contrast (p<0.01), while for the high BMI group it was
70% contrast (p<0.01).

Conclusion:
In the phantom, contrast media dilution of 50% [150mgI/mL] was possible for average BMI patients
while maintaining diagnostic image quality. For high BMI patients, this increased to 70%
(210mgI/mL). These results can guide further exploration and validation of contrast media dose
reduction in clinical routine.
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P 299 / Comparison of quantitative response assessment criteria and
LI RADS treatment response algorithm in patients with hepatocellular
carcinoma receiving locoregional therapies
Schmidt R1, Rüger C1, Xu H1, Broukal V1, Gottwald L2, Hamm C1, Gebauer B1, Savic L1
1Charité Virchow Klinikum Derpartment of Radiology, Berlin, Germany, 2Vivantes Humboldt Klinikum, Berlin,
Germany

PURPOSE
Comparing quantitative response criteria and their predictive value in patients with hepatocellular
carcinoma following locoregional therapies.

METHODS
This study included 95 patients with hepatocellular carcinoma, who underwent brachytherapy alone
(n=48) or combined with prior conventional transarterial chemoembolization (cTACE, n=47) between
01/2016 12/2017. Patients obtained contrast enhanced multiparametric MRI before, about 8weeks
and 5months after therapy. Response was assessed using RECIST/WHO, and mRECIST/EASL criteria
and LI RADS treatment response algorithm (LI TRA). Patients were classified as responders and non
responders. Primary endpoints were overall survival (OS), progression free survival (PFS), and time to
progression (TTP) including local tumor progression (LTP) and distant intrahepatic recurrence (DIR)
subtypes. Statistics included Kaplan Meier analysis.

RESULTS
Following brachytherapy alone, non response not earlier than 5months after brachytherapy was
associated with poorer survival with significant results for PFS_LTP (RECIST: p=0.046), TTP_IDR
(mRECIST: p=0.048, EASL: p=0.003), PFS (EASL: p=0.043) and TTP (EASL: p=0.003). Response
stratification of patients receiving TACE/brachytherapy using enhancement based criteria also
revealed poorer survival of non responders already as early as 8weeks after therapy with significance
for PFS (8weeks: mRECIST p=0.004; EASL p=0.007; 5months mRECIST p=0.041; EASL p=0.031), TTP
(8weeks: mRECIST p=0.001; EASL p=0.002; 5months mRECIST p=0.012; EASL p=0.004), as well as for
PFS_IDR and TTP_IDR. LI TRA revealed no trends for patients treated with brachytherapy alone but
achieved separation for OS and PFS_LTP curves in TACE/brachytherapy patients at 8weeks follow up
(p=0.127, p=0.243), reaching significance at 5months (p=0.01, p=0.023).

CONCLUSION
This study reveals the potential and limitations for the use of size and enhancement based criteria
as reliable response assessment tools following brachytherapy and TACE/brachytherapy.
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P 300 / Generation of synthetic subtraction angiograms in abdominal
region using deep learning
Yonezawa H1, Ueda D1, Yamamoto A1, Kageyama K1, Walston S1, Nota T1, Murai K1, Ogawa S2, Sohgawa
E1, Jogo A1, Kabata D3, Miki Y1
1Department of Diagnostic and Interventional Radiology Graduate School of Medicine, Osaka City University ,
Osaka, Japan, 2Department of Radiology, Osaka Saiseikai Nakatsu Hospital, Osaka, Japan, 3Department of
Medical Statistics, Graduate School of Medicine, Osaka City University, Osaka, Japan

Purpose:
To develop a deep learning model to generate synthetic, two dimensional subtraction angiograms
free of artifacts from native abdominal angiograms.

Materials and Methods:
In this retrospective study, two dimensional digital subtraction angiograms (2D DSA) and native
angiograms were consecutively collected from July 2019 to March 2020. Images were divided into
motion free (training, validation, and motion free test datasets) and containing motion artifacts
(motion artifact test dataset) sets. A total of 3185, 393, 383, and 345 images from 87 patients (mean
age, 71 ± 10 years; 64 men, 23 women) were included in the training, validation, motion free, and
motion artifacts test datasets, respectively. Native angiograms and 2D DSA image pairs were used to
train and validate an image to image translation model to generate synthetic deep learning based
subtraction angiography (DLSA) images. DLSA images were quantitatively evaluated by peak signal
to noise ratio (PSNR) and structural similarity (SSIM) using the motion free dataset and were
qualitatively evaluated by visual assessments by radiologists with a numerical rating scale using the
motion artifacts dataset.

Results:
The DLSA images showed mean PSNR (± standard deviation) of 43.05 ± 3.65 dB and mean SSIM of
0.98 ± 0.01, indicating high agreement with the original 2D DSA images in the motion free dataset.
Qualitative visual evaluation by radiologists on the motion artifacts dataset showed that DLSA
images contained fewer motion artifacts than 2D DSA. Additionally, DLSA images scored similarly to
or higher than 2D DSA images for vascular visualization and clinical usefulness.

Conclusion:
The developed deep learning model could generate synthetic, motion free subtraction images from
abdominal angiograms with similar imaging characteristics to 2D DSA images.
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P 301 / The role of intravoxel incoherent motion microperfusion MRI
in evaluation of peripheral arterial disease and estimation of
percutaneous transluminal angioplasty results in critical limb
ischemia
Galanakis N1, Maris T1, Kalaitzakis G1, Matthaiou N1, Kontopodis N2, Tsetis K1, Karantanas A1, Tsetis D1

1University Hospital of Heraklion, Department of Medical Imaging, Heraklion, Greece, 2University Hospital of
Heraklion, Department of Vascular Surgery, ,

Purpose:
The purpose of this study is to emerge foot hypoperfusion in patients with critical limb ischemia (CLI)
and estimate percutaneous transluminal angioplasty (PTA) results using intravoxel incoherent motion
microperfusion magnetic resonance imaging (IVIM MRI).

Materials and methods:
Twelve patients with CLI (8 male, median age 65 years) and 10 healthy individuals (6 male, median
age 54 years) without peripheral arterial disease (PAD) were investigated. The patients underwent
IVIM MRI of the lower limb before and following PTA. The imaging protocol included sagittal
diffusion weighted (DW), half Fourier acquisition single shot turbo spin echo (HASTE) sequences with
different b values. These images were analyzed and color parametric maps of the micro circulation of
blood inside the capillary network (D*) were created. The studies were examined by two radiologists
to determine inter observer reproducibility.

Results:
Revascularization was technically successful in all patients (12/12). The mean ankle brachial index
increased from 0.35 ± 0.17 to 0.74 ± 0.21 (p<0.05). After PTA, mean D* increased from 276.77 ±
14.26 10 mm²/s to 329.49 ± 28.22 10 mm²/s, p<0.05. Moreover, patients with CLI presented
lower D* values in comparison with healthy individuals (276.77 ± 14.26 10 mm²/s vs 351.43 ± 30.63
10 mm²/s respectively, p<0.05). Measurements demonstrated very good inter observer reliability
with an intraclass correlation coefficient >0.85.

Conclusion:
IVIM MRI is a safe and reliable technique which can assess foot hypoperfusion and differentiate
patients with PAD from healthy individuals. It seems also to be a promising tool for evaluation of
revascularization outcome, as significant improvement of perfusion parameters was observed after
successful PTA.
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P 302 / Volumetric analysis of type 2 endoleak in evaluating
aneurysm sac growth after endovascular aneurysm repair
Charalambous S1, Kontopodis N1, Malai A2, Manoli A2, Poullos N2, Tsetis D1

1University of Crete, Heraklion, Greece, 2Nicosia General Hospital, Nicosia, Cyprus

Purpose
To assess the utility of endoleak volume measurements for differentiating high from low risk type 2
endoleaks (T2EL) after endovascular aneurysm repair (EVAR).

Materials and methods
A prospective study was performed on patients who underwent EVAR. Analysis was performed in
patients who diagnosed with T2EL based on 1 month post EVAR computed tomography angiography
(CTA) and were followed at 6 month and 1 year. Type and number of vessels involved in T2EL was
recorded. Segmentation of T2ELs at 1, 6 and 12 months was performed and subsequent volumetric
analysis of T2EL was calculated. Patients were divided into 2 groups (i.e. groups A and B) according to
the 1 year change of aneurysm sac dimensions.

Results
Fifty four CTAs from eighteen consecutive patients with T2EL were analyzed. The number of vessels
involved in T2EL at CTAs 1, 6 and 12 month showed a positive correlation with the volume of T2EL at
each time point. The volume of T2EL at 6 months was able to predict sac shrinkage in 1 year with an
area under curve (AUC) of 78.8%, specificity of 87.5% and sensitivity of 70% (p=0.017). The volume of
T2EL at 1 year corresponded to groups A and B with AUC of 81.3%, specificity of 62.5% and sensitivity
of 90% (p=0.003). A T2EL volume cut off criterion at 6 months and 1 year was found to be 0.87cm3
and 0.26cm3, respectively (p<0.05).

Conclusion
CTA derived volumetric analysis of T2EL may help to discriminate high from low risk endoleaks and
can therefore provide decision support tools aiding patients’ management.
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P 303 / Left common iliac vein compression in patients with May
Thurner syndrome: a 10 year retrospective study in an Australian
cohort
Clements W1,2,3, Kuang R4, Seah J1,2, Moriarty H5, Vasudevan T1,2, Davis A1, Koukounaras J1,2
1Alfred Hospital, Melbourne, Australia, 2Monash University Central Clinical School, Melbourne, Australia,
3National Trauma Research Institute, Melbourne, Australia, 4Monash Health, Clayton, Australia, 5Cork University
Hospital, Cork, Ireland

Purpose:
May Thurner syndrome (MTS) is a clinical syndrome of left leg iliofemoral deep venous thrombosis
secondary to left common iliac vein (LCIV) compression.
This study aimed to assess a diameter which constitutes clinically significant LCIV compression in
patients with MTS.

Materials and Methods:
IRB approval was obtained. 19 patients with MTS were retrospectively assessed over a 10 year
period included by a diagnosis of MTS and the use of imaging with CT. Minimum LCIV diameter on CT
was compared to 100 asymptomatic controls and 27 matched controls.

Results:
Mean LCIV diameter in MTS group was 3.82 mm (SD 1.38), control group (mean 7.17 mm SD 3.19, P <
0.0001), and matched control group (mean 6.86 mm SD 3.03, P = 0.007). A ROC curve was used to
assess the diagnostic ability of a LCIV threshold. This showed in MTS patients, a LCIV diameter of
<4.7mm had an 87.5% sensitivity and 72.7% specificity for diagnosis.
Compression of the LCIV was also seen in asymptomatic controls with the minimum value in the
matched control group 1.8 mm, and 22.2% had a minimum LCIV diameter less than the threshold
value of 4.7mm.

Conclusion:
In patients with MTS, findings of LCIV compression on CT with a minimum diameter of <4.7 mm
correlates with both high sensitivity and specificity for diagnosis. However, LCIV compression without
symptoms does not constitute MTS, and placing clinical significance on such a finding when there are
no symptoms should be exercised with caution as it may be a normal finding.
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P 304 / Trends in intravascular ultrasound utilization by specialty
among medicare patients from 2016 to 2018
Di Geronimo R1

1UC Davis Medical Center, Sacramento, United States of America

Purpose:
Intravascular Ultrasound (IVUS) has a variety of clinical indications and is performed by many
different vascular specialties. Limited data exists on the utilization of IVUS on a national level.

Methods:
This study utilized data derived from publicly available databases provided by the Center for
Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS). Billing data from the CMS Physicians/Supplier Procedure
Summary (PSPS) Master Files from 2016 to 2018 were obtained. The billing code 37252 was used.
Total procedure volume was calculated from submitted minus denied services.

Results:
From 2016 to 2018 IVUS utilization among Medicare beneficiaries increased by 107.6% from 21,194
to 44,007 cases. By specialty, Vascular Surgery most commonly performed IVUS with 17,356 cases in
2018 followed by Interventional Radiology (8,747) and Cardiology (8,535). Interventional Radiology
had the largest percent increase in IVUS utilization during the study period at 176% (3,169 to 8,747)
followed by Vascular Surgery at 105.5% (8,447 to 17,356) and Cardiology at 76.3% (4,841 to 8,535).
The average submitted charge for IVUS in 2018 was $3,000 compared to $2,460 in 2016.

Conclusions:
IVUS is increasingly being utilized across many vascular specialties. Vascular Surgery currently
employs IVUS the most, with Interventional Radiology showing the largest percent increase in
utilization during the study period. IVUS remains an expensive technology with an average submitted
charge of $3,000 in 2018.
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P 305 / MDCT evaluation of patterns of variations in the origins of
inferior phrenic arteries
Kulkarni C1, Moorthy S1, Karumathil Pullara S1
1Amrita Institute of Medical Sciences and Research Centre, Cochin, India

Purpose:
To evaluate the frequency and pattern of variations in the origins of the right inferior phrenic artery
(RIPA) and left inferior phrenic artery (LIPA) on multidetector computed tomography (MDCT).

Materials and Methods:
MDCT abdominal images of 1000 patients (male: 644, female: 356; mean age 51.4 ± 14.2 years) who
underwent technically successful multiphase computed tomography were assessed for IPA variations
with emphasis on their origins and results analyzed.

Results:
Both IPA origins were documented in all patients. Both RIPA and LIPA originated from the common
trunk in 218 (21.8%) patients and independently in 782 (78.2%) patients. IPAs with common trunk
most commonly originated from the aorta (123, 12.3%). Without a common trunk, RIPA most
commonly originated from the aorta (381, 38.1%) and LIPA from the celiac artery (465, 46.5%). The
least frequently detected IPA variations were RIPA originating from the common hepatic artery (1,
0.1%), superior mesenteric artery (1, 0.1%), and common trunk originating from the left renal artery
(1, 0.1%).

Conclusion:
MDCT demonstrates the IPA origins very well, enabling planning of interventional procedures related
to IPA. Understanding the common and rare patterns of IPA origins will lead to better outcomes of
IPA related interventional procedures and improved patient management.
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P 306 / Prediction of future remnant liver hypertrophy after portal
vein embolization – a radiomics analysis
Schindler P1, Gerwing M1, Katou S2, Stamm A1, Köhler M1, Morgül H2, Wildgruber M3, Masthoff M1

1University Hospital Muenster, Clinic for Radiology, Muenster, Germany, 2University Hospital Muenster,
Department for General, Visceral and Transplantation Surgery, Muenster, Germany, 3University Hospital LMU
Munich, Department of Radiology, Munich, Germany

Purpose
To evaluate the predictive value of radiomic features(RF) extracted from baseline Computed
tomography(CT) data for future remnant liver(FRL) hypertrophy after portal vein embolization(PVE)
prior to major hepatectomy.

Materials and methods
In this retrospective study all consecutive patients undergoing right sided PVE with or without liver
vein embolization(LVE) between 2018 and 2021 were included. CT volumetry was performed before
and 2 5 weeks after PVE to assess standardized FRL volume(sFRLV). RF were extracted from baseline
CT after segmenting liver and spleen volume and a standardized region of interest (ROI) from the L1
vertebra, representing bone marrow. For selecting features that allow classification of response
(hypertrophy 1.33), a stepwise dimension reduction was performed. Logistic regression models were
fitted and selected features were tested for their predictive value.

Results
A total of n=53 patients (f= 21, m=32; mean age 64±10.5y (range 22 82y)) with primary or secondary
liver cancer were included in this study. sFRLV increased significantly from 20.8±7.7% to 30.4±8.7%
after PVE (p<0.001), resulting in a mean hypertrophy of FRL by 1.5±0.3 fold. There was no significant
difference in hypertrophy after PVE with or without LVE. sFRLV hypertrophy 1.33 was reached in
n=35 (66%) patients. Three independent radiomic features, one each liver , spleen and bone
associated, differentiated well between responders and non responders. Logistic regression model
including the features MaximumProbability_liver, Skewness_spleen and TotalEnergy_bone revealed
highest accuracy (AUC=0.875) for the prediction of response.

Conclusion
This proof of concept study provides first evidence on a potential predictive value of radiomic
analysis from baseline CT imaging data for FRL hypertrophy after portal vein embolization.
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P 307 / Interpreting intravascular ultrasound in the post thrombotic
patient
Shaikh A1, Rajan A1, Bandesha H2

1Allegheny General Hospital, Pittsburgh, United States of America

Learning Objectives:
This exhibit is aimed at individuals at all levels of training and physicians who are not as experienced
with Intravascular Ultrasound (IVUS) and teaches them pertinent things to evaluate for.
Understand the diagnostic role of Intravascular US in evaluation of venous diseases.
When is it absolute necessary? When is it not needed?
Review of IVUS findings with simultaneous showing of gross thrombus.

Background:
IVUS has been cited as a valuable tool to angiography/venography. However its utilization outside of
large centers continues to be a potential step that may be skipped due to cost, availability, or lack of
experience.

Clinical findings/Procedure detail:
Imaging review of Acute thrombus with gross thrombus.
Imaging review of Chronic thrombus with gross thrombus.
Imaging review of wall thickening/scarring.
Imaging review of slow flowing blood/stasis.
Where IVUS can help in bailout strategies during potential complications.
Examples of pitfalls where IVUS helps and venography fails.

Conclusion:
By attending this exhibit, the viewer will be able to understand and explain where IVUS is an essential
tool in evaluating venous disease in the post thrombotic patient.
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P 308 / Hand arteriography and interventional radiology: the
forgotten procedures revisited
Tisnado J2, Leyva Vasquez Caicedo M1

1Hospital Universitario Clínico San Carlos, MADRID, Spain, 2Department of Radiology VCU Medical Center
Richmond, Virginia, ,

Learning Objectives:
To educate IR and other health care workers about the importance of the early and prompt
diagnoses and management of vascular diseases of the upper extremities with emphasis on the
hands
To dispel the myth that the vascular anatomy of the hands is too difficult and complicated and to
increase the awareness of this important chapter of the IR contributions to patient care

Background:
There are numerous vascular diseases affecting the upper extremities, particularly the hands. There
is an inherent fear or lack of interest to acquire knowledge about the vascular anatomy and diseases
affecting the vessels of the hand. There exists certain myths and misconceptions that the vascular
anatomy of the hands is rather complicated and difficult to learn. Moreover,the hands are about the
most important organs or parts of the human body and a prolonged handicapped life may result
from neglected or missed diagnoses. Therefore, the vascular anatomy and pathology of the hands
must be reviewed.

Clinical Findings:
We have accumulated more than four decades experience in the topic. We present the diagnostic
and IR management of vascular diseases of the hands. We review the vascular anatomy, congenital
vascular anomalies, traumatic injuries, inflammatory diseases, malignancies and occlusions,and
illustrate most IR procedures done in the hands: Thrombolysis, low dose fibrinolytic therapy, drug
manipulation,PTA, stenting, embolotherapy, etc.

Conclusion:
Diagnostic and IR procedures are being done and need to be done, with increased frequency.
Therefore, a review of the vascular anatomy and pathology of the hands is in order.
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P 309 / Perfusion imaging techniques for evaluation of lower
extremity peripheral arterial disease and estimation of
revascularization outcome
Galanakis N1, Kontopodis N2, Matthaiou N1, Tsetis K1, Vouidaski A1, Kehagias E1, Maris T1, Karantanas
A1, Tsetis D1

1University Hospital of Heraklion, Department of Medical Imaging, Heraklion, Greece, 2University Hospital of
Heraklion, Department of Vascular Surgery, ,

Learning objectives:
1. Provide an overview about perfusion imaging techniques for evaluation of lower extremity
microcirculation.
2. Assess the role of perfusion techniques in evaluation of foot hypoperfusion in patients with
peripheral arterial disease (PAD) and estimation of revascularization outcome.

Background:
Lower extremity PAD characterizes the impairment of blood flow to the limbs caused by arterial
stenoses or occlusions. Evaluation of PAD is based on clinical examination, calculation of ankle
brachial index and imaging studies such as ultrasound (US), computed tomography (CT), magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) and digital subtraction angiography (DSA). These modalities provide
significant information about location, extension and severity of macrovasular lesions in lower
extremity arterial system, but not for the local microvascular perfusion of extremities.

Clinical Findings/Procedure details:
Perfusion imaging techniques provided by medical imaging modalities such as US, CT, MR and DSA
can be used to evaluate limb perfusion. They can also estimate the influence of collateral vessels on
foot perfusion and detect hypoperfused areas. Moreover they can estimate the outcome of
revascularization procedures allowing better planning of revascularization strategy. Finally they can
determine prognosis and amputation risk for patients with PAD.

Conclusion:
Perfusion imaging techniques can provide significant information about lower extremity perfusion.
This information will allow Interventional Radiologists to evaluate revascularization outcome and
optimize their treatment, providing improved clinical results.
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P 310 / Ultraportable ultrasound devices in interventional radiology:
current options and future applications
Meshekow J1, Meshekow G2, Thompson K3, Maddineni S3, McCabe S3, Gerard P3, Cuthbertson E1, Lee
S1, Niman D1, Panaro J1, Cohen G1, Rozenblit G3

1Temple University Hospital, Department of Radiology; Lewis Katz School of Medicine, Philadelphia, USA, 2Cooper
University Hospital, Department of Radiology; Cooper Medical School of Rowan University, Camden, USA,
3Westchester Medical Center, Department of Radiology; New York Medical College, Valhalla, USA

Learning Objectives:
To provide an overview of ultraportable ultrasound devices (UUD) for the use in consultation,
rounding, and in interventional radiology (IR) suite.
To understand the range of potential applications and pitfalls of UUDs, describe IR workflow
integration, as well as describe how UUDs can be a valuable tool in the IR armamentarium.

Background:
Ultrasound imaging is increasingly utilized to streamline diagnosis, increase productivity, and
optimize patient care. When applied to IR, ultrasound is heavily relied upon to guide intervention, to
assess clinical outcomes and to provide follow up. UUDs can be connected to portable
computers/tablets (iPad or Android) with a physical wire and/or Bluetooth. Computer connectivity
optimizes image quality, especially with dedicated software solutions. Some UUDs implement
groundbreaking chip transducer technology which allows for toggling between curved, linear, and
phased array using a single probe. Pre and intraprocedural imaging can also be shared in real time
for consultation and educational purposes. The integration of UUDs into the IR workflow can provide
a unique opportunity to improve patient care with possible simultaneous decrease of costs.

Clinical Findings/Procedure Details:
1. Overview of available UUDs/systems.
2. Review of functions and potential applications of UUDs for use in IR.
3. Discuss potential limitations and pitfalls.
4. Suggestions for IR workflow integration.

Conclusion:
UUDs can play a significant role in IR by facilitating an access to real time imaging/assessment,
streamlining workflow, and reducing imaging related costs for the patient and the healthcare system.
Technological improvements and generalized acceptance may result in future widespread utilization
of UUDs.
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P 311 / Pictorial review of non invasive arterial evaluation of thoracic
outlet syndrome
Shaikh A1, Rajan A1, Bandesha H1

1Allegheny General Hospital, Pittsburgh, United States of America

Learning Objectives:
This exhibit is aimed for trainees, junior faculty, vascular ultrasound technologists, and students in
reviewing the proper technique and interpretation of diagnosing Thoracic Outlet Syndrome (TOS)
related to arterial disease w ith non invasive imaging.

Background:
Thoracic Outlet Syndrome is a term used to describe several signs/symptoms that can occur when
arteries, veins or nerves are compressed. In an era with ever so increasing healthcare costs,
noninvasive ways to diagnose this disorder is paramount. In the US alone, there are about 200,000
cases a year. Left untreated, the syndrome can lead to decreasing function with increasing morbidity.

Clinical findings/Procedure detail:
Anatomical review of the Thoracic Outlet.
Review of normal Duplex and Pulse Volume Recordings waveforms of the upper extremities.
Pictorial review of the various maneuvers performed during evaluation of TOS.
Review of positive arterial findings in noninvasive testing.
Brief review of additional diagnostic methods and treatment options.

Conclusion:
By attending this exhibit, the viewer will be able to discuss how noninvasive testing is performed with
respect arterial findings in TOS.
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P 312 / Cone beam CT lymphangiography (CBCTL) with water soluble
contrast for assessment of chylothorax in neonates with congenital
heart disease
Wong D1, Fung K2, Chen H3, Lun K3, Kan E2
1Department of Diagnostic and Interventional Radiology, Kwong Wah Hospital, Hong Kong, Hong Kong SAR,
2Department of Radiology, Hong Kong Children’s Hospital, Hong Kong, Hong Kong SAR, 3Division of Paediatric
Cardiology, Department of Paediatrics and Adolescent Medicine, Hong Kong Children’s Hospital, Hong Kong,
Hong Kong SAR

Learning objectives:
Cone beam CT lymphangiography (CBCTL) with water soluble contrast is a feasible alternative
imaging technique for assessment of chylothorax in neonate with congenital heart disease

Background:
DCMRL and conventional lymphangiography with oil based contrast are currently mainstay of
imaging techniques for evaluation of central conducting lymphatics. In patients with
contraindications to these procedures, such as metallic implants or right to left cardiac shunts
respectively, CBCTL with water soluble contrast is a feasible alternative.

Procedure details
Two neonates with transposition of great arteries post arterial switch presented with high output
chylothorax. One neonate was contraindicated for DCMRL due to retained epicardial pacing wire.
Both neonates were contraindicated for oil based contrast due to right to left intracardiac shunt.
CBCTL was performed to evaluate the cause of chylothorax. Inguinal nodes were punctured using
25G spinal needles under ultrasound guidance. Small amount of water soluble iodinated contrast
(Omnipaque 320) was injected under fluoroscopy to confirm the in situ position of the needle. A
total volume of 0.5mL/kg of water soluble contrast was slowly hand injected under intermittent
fluoroscopic screening. Cone beam CT was performed at 5 ,10, and 15 minutes post injection. 3D
volumetric processing performed after image acquisition.
Central lymphatic flow disorder was diagnosed in both cases, given the absence of central lymphatic
opacification, presence of dermal backflow, and effusion in more than one compartment. Dermal
backflow, central conducting lymphatics and chylothorax were better demonstrated on CBCTL when
compared to fluoroscopy.

Conclusion
CBCTL with water soluble contrast is a feasible alternative for evaluation of chylothorax in patients
with contraindications to DCMRL and conventional lymphangiography with oil based contrast.
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P 313 / Non obstructive generalized angioscopy for non
atherosclerotic lesions
Koizumi J1, Saiga A1, Wada T1, Kubota Y1, Akutus A1, Tsuchiya S1, Takeuchi K1, Fujimoto H1, Uno T1,
Sekiguchi T2, Hara T2, Ono S2, Kobayashi H2, Hashimoto J2
1Department of Comprehensive Radiology, Chiba University Hospital, Chiba city, Japan, 2Department of Diagostic
Radiology, Tokai University School of Medicine, Isehara city, Japan

Learning objectives:
To introduce how to use non obstructive generalized angioscopy (NOGA) in diagnoses of several
vessel involving diseases and endovascular interventional procedures.

Background:
Angioscopy under balloon occlusion had been abandoned in the past because of complications
related to ischemia, etc. Recently, NOGA has been developed under dextran flush and applied mainly
for coronary and aortic plaque imaging. Thus, we attempted to generalize this technique in
interventioal radiologic fields.

Clinical findings/procedure details:
The angioscopic system includes a VISIBLE Fiber (FT 203F, Fiber Tech, Tokyo, Japan), fiber imaging
system, and console (Intertec Medicals, Osaka, Japan). NOGA is applied to diagnose the conditions
around the implanted stents, stent grafts, or filters including thrombosis, endothelialization, in stent
tumor regrowth, or biliary leaks during TIPS. Several interventions such as intravascular biopsy, stent
grafts for aortic dissection involving side branches, traversing the occluded vessels under NOGA
guidance can be also realized separately or by tandem fashion of optical fiber and another
interventional system in single guiding catheter.

Conclusion:
NOGA might be a useful tool in diagnostic and interventional fields.
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P 314 / Placement of central catheters in patients with congenital
heart and central venous vascular disorders: a pictorial review
Tisnado J2, Leyva Vasquez Caicedo M1

1Hospital Universitario Clínico San Carlos, MADRID, Spain, 2VCU Medical Center, Department of Radiology.
Richmond Virginia., ,

Learning objectives:
We present a pictorial review of our experience with Central venous catheterization (CVC) in patients
with varied congenital cardiac and venous vascular abnormalities, both congenital and acquired. We
briefly discuss and provide guides for successful insertions.

Background:
CVC is a well established procedure to manage hemodialysis, total parenteral nutrition, IV access,
blood draws, plasmapheresis and apheresis, among others. The procedures are simple and straight
forward in patients with “normal” or “conventional” cardiac and central venous anatomy. Sometimes
we place CVCs in patients with varied congenital cardiac and venous vascular abnormalities, both
congenital and acquired. A review of our experience with CVC in these circumstances is in order. We
briefly discuss and provide guides for successful insertions.

Clinical findings/procedure details:
Patients with different cardiac anomalies, i.e. transposition of great vessels, “double” SVC, left sided
SVC, Tetralogy of Fallot, post Fontan and post mustard procedures and others are illustrated. Also,
patients with left ventricular assist devices, aortic balloon pumps, and “artificial hearts” are seen by
us more frequently at this time. Therefore, are also illustrated in this exhibit.

Conclusion:
Placement of CVCs in patients with cardiac and venous anomalies is relatively easy and safe,
especially if one has a prior basic knowledge of the anatomical configuration. Noninvasive imaging:
US, CTA, MRA are the main imaging methods to plan the approaches. Digital subtraction venography
may be useful in complicated cases. We present a brief review with “actual” examples and describe
some of the “tricks of the trade” to be successful in the placement of CVCs in these uncommon
situations.
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P 315 / Imaging of chronic thromboembolic pulmonary hypertension
before, during and after balloon pulmonary angioplasty
Páez Carpio A1, Zarco F1, Vollmer I1, Martin C2, Serrano E1, Corominas D1, Domènech Ximenos B1,
Cornellás L1, Freixa X2, Blanco I2, Barberà J2, Gómez F1
1Department of Radiology, CDI, Hospital Clínic Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain, 2Pneumology Service, ICR, Hospital
Clínic Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain, 3Cardiology Service, ICCV, Hospital Clínic Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain

Learning objectives:
To describe imaging findings before, during and after balloon pulmonary angioplasty (BPA) in
patients with chronic thromboembolic pulmonary hypertension (CTEPH).

Background:
BPA has become an emerging strategy for patients with CTEPH not amenable for pulmonary
endarterectomy (PEA). Familiarity with imaging findings before, during, and after BPA is critical for
proper patient selection, procedure execution and post procedural management.

Clinical findings/procedure details:
Screening for CTEPH is performed with a V'Q' scan. A pathological test justifies CT (CTPA) and digital
subtraction (DSPA) pulmonary angiography. CTPA and DSPA, and their new generation variants: dual
energy CTPA (DE CTPA) and cone beam CTPA (CB CTPA), help rule out acute thromboembolism and
allow localization (lobar, segmental, subsegmental) and characterization of the type of vascular
lesions (bands/webs, stenosis, retraction, complete and partial occlusion).

Patients amenable to BPA have segmental/subsegmental lesions not treatable by PEA. BPA is
performed in several sessions, treating at least one lobe at a time. Before starting the procedure, it is
advisable to perform a CB CTPA of the lobe to be treated. This allows three dimensional vascular
guidance and proper balloon selection. Immediate improvement in pulmonary perfusion can be
observed between pre and post angioplasty DSPA.

Lung hemorrhage and reperfusion lung edema are the most common complications after BPA. On CT,
both appear as small hyperdense consolidations. DE CT may allow differentiation between the two.
After the last session, an imaging reassessment is performed to evaluate the effect of BPA on
vascular lesions.

Conclusion:
Imaging assessment is essential for the selection, performance and follow up of BPA in patients with
CTEPH.
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P 316 / Dynamic contrast enhanced magnetic resonance
lymphangiography for non traumatic chylous leaks: utility, technique,
and interpretation for the interventionalist
Seyferth E1, Itkin M1, Nadolski G1

1University Of Pennsylvania Health System, Philadelphia, United States

Learning Objectives:
1. Review the utility of dynamic contrast enhanced magnetic resonance lymphangiography (DCMRL)
in the evaluation of non traumatic chylous leaks. 2. Summarize techniques used for DCMRL, imaging
protocols, and troubleshooting tips. 3. Review image interpretation relevant to pre procedural
planning.

Background:
Non traumatic chylous leaks are rare but serious conditions most commonly occurring in the setting
of malignancy and congenital lymphatic conditions. Patients may present with chylous ascites,
chylothorax, chylopericardium, or plastic bronchitis. In many centers, lymphatic embolization is now
the preferred treatment for patients who fail conservative management. However, embolization
success is more variable in nontraumatic than traumatic leaks due to the often complex lymphatic
anatomy and pathophysiology seen in these patients.

Procedure Details:
DCMRL is a relatively new imaging technique used to evaluate the central lymphatic system with high
spatial and temporal resolution. When performed prior to embolization, it may precisely delineate
lymphatic anatomy and identify the origin of the leak or abnormal lymphatic perfusion, allowing the
interventionalist to plan their approach. To perform DCMRL, bilateral inguinal lymph node access is
obtained under ultrasound guidance. Needle position may be confirmed by injection of iodinated
contrast under fluoroscopy in a combined MR angiography suite, or by using contrast enhanced
ultrasound. Gadolinium based contrast is then injected and dynamic contrast as well as static post
contrast images obtained. Images should be evaluated for leak, abnormal flow, and cystic/cavernous
retroperitoneal lymphatic networks that could be targeted for embolization.

Conclusion:
DCMRL is an imaging modality that provides valuable information for pre embolization planning in
patients with non traumatic chylous leaks.
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P 317 / Endovascular treatment of carotid blowout syndrome:
systematic review and meta analysis
Ramasamy S1, Lano K2, Choudhury P3, Celii F4, Chen S5
1Stanford Univerity, Stanford, CA, United States, 2McGovern Medical School, The University of Texas Health
Science Center, Houston, TX, United States, 3Mayo Clinic, Jacksonville, FL, United States, 4Department of
Diagnostic and Interventional Imaging, McGovern Medical School, The University of Texas Health Science Center,
Houston, TX, United States, 5University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center, Houston, TX, United States

Purpose:
The purpose of this article is to perform a systematic review and meta analysis regarding outcomes
of carotid blowout syndrome (CBS) patients treated with endovascular procedural techniques (i.e.,
coils, covered stent grafts) and to study perioperative complications.

Material and methods:
For literature published between 2000 to February 2022, a comprehensive search was conducted
using PubMed, Ovid MEDLINE, and Embase databases. The terms "carotid blowout," "covered stent,"
"stent," "carotid sacrifice," and "coiling" were used in both "AND" and "OR" combinations in the
search. The following were the inclusion criteria: (1) studies that reported perioperative
complications or patient outcomes, and (2) studies that reported three or more patients treated for
carotid blowout with coil embolization or covered stent grafts in a case series. The search strategy
was confined to the English language.

Results:
The number of patients, average age, gender distribution, location, rupture status, and follow up
period are the baseline data included. The outcomes studied were technical success, postoperative
rebleeding, survival time, and the number of patients alive at the last follow up. For each outcome,
the cumulative incidence and 95% confidence interval were calculated. A modified Newcastle
Ottawa score was used to assess the risk of bias.

Conclusion:
CBS secondary to head and neck cancer can be treated with internal carotid artery occlusion by coil
embolization or stent based reconstruction, both resulting in immediate hemostasis are viable
treatment options. Both treatment methods have a low rate of perioperative complications and a
high technical success rate.
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P 318 / Endovascular vs medical management of posterior cerebral
artery occlusion: systematic review and meta analysis
Finitsis S1, Berberich A, Nguyen T, Nagel S
1AHEPA University Hospital, Thessaloniki, Greece

Background and Purpose:
Mechanical thrombectomy (MT) is increasingly reported for treatment of isolated posterior cerebral
artery (PCA) occlusions although its clinical benefit remains uncertain. This study level systematic
review and meta analysis investigated functional outcomes and safety of MT compared to best
medical management (BMM) for treatment of isolated PCA occlusions.

Methods:
We conducted a literature search in PubMed, Web of science and EMBASE databases for articles
reporting patients with isolated PCA occlusions treated with MT or BMM including thrombolysis. We
analyzed good clinical outcome and mortality rate at 90 days and incidence of symptomatic cerebral
hemorrhage in pooled treatment groups.

Results:
Eleven articles with a total of 659 patients were included in the meta analysis consisting of 318
patients treated with MT and 341 patients receiving BMM. Good clinical outcome at 90 days was
achieved in 62.1% [95% CI 47.92; 74.47] of patients treated with MT and 49.9% [95% CI 39.39; 60.39]
of patients treated with BMM with respective mortality rates of 9.8% [95% CI 6.68; 14.19] and 12.8%
[95% CI 6.15; 23.84]. Symptomatic cerebral hemorrhage occurred in 4.29% [95% CI 2.50; 7.25] of
patients with MT and 3.24% [95% CI 1.75; 5.92] of patients with BMM. Comparative analyses
demonstrated no significant difference between treatment groups.

Conclusions:
The results of this meta analysis demonstrated that MT represents a safe treatment for patients with
isolated PCA occlusions. There were no significant differences in clinical benefit between treatment
groups. Further analyses on individual patient data may reveal subgroup specific differential
treatment effects.
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P 319 / General anesthesia or conscious sedation for endovascular
therapy of basilar artery occlusions: ETIS registry results
Finitsis S1, Skutecki J, Gory B
1AHEPA University Hospital, Thessaloniki, Greece

Background and Purpose:
Acute basilar artery occlusions (BAO) are associated with poor outcome despite modern
endovascular treatment (EVT). We compared the efficacy and safety of general anesthesia (GA) and
conscious sedation/local anesthesia (CS/LA) in a large cohort of stroke patients with BAO treated
with EVT in current clinical practice.

Methods:
Data from the ongoing prospective multicenter Endovascular Treatment In Ischemic Stroke Registry
of consecutive acute BAO who had EVT indication from January 01, 2015, to December 31, 2021,
were retrospectively analyzed. Two groups were compared: patients treated with CS/LA versus GA,
and both types of anesthesia were performed in the angiosuite.

Results:
Among 524 included patients, 266 had GA and 246 had CS/LA (67 LA). Fifty three patients were
finally not subjected to EVT (15 patients (5.9%) in the GA group and 38 patients (16.1%) in the CS/LA
group (P< 0.001)). After matching, two groups of 129 patients each underwent primary analysis. Both
groups were well balanced in terms of baseline characteristics. After adjustment, CS/LA compared to
GA was not associated with good outcome (OR=0.90 95%CI, 0.46 1.77; P=0.769) or mortality
(OR=0.75, 95%CI, 0.37 1.49; P=0.420) or modified Thrombolysis In Cerebral Infarction score 2b 3
(OR=0.43, 95%CI, 0.16 1.16; P=0.098). On mixed ordinal logistic regression the modality of anesthesia
was not associated with any significant changes in the overall distribution of the 90 day mRS
(adjusted OR=1.08, 95%CI, 0.62 1.88; P=0,767).

Conclusions:
The safety, outcomes and quality of EVT under either CS/LA or GA for stroke due to acute BAO
appear similar. Further randomized trials are warranted.
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P 320 / Outcome of distal internal carotid artery stenting
Nguyen T1, Dósa E
1Semmelweis University, Department of Interventional Radiology, Budapest, Hungary

Purpose:
To evaluate the outcome of distal internal carotid artery (ICA) stenting, as no data are currently
available in the literature.

Materials and Methods:
Sixty six patients (women, N=13; men, N=53; median age: 66 [Q1–Q3, 61–73] years) with 70% distal
ICA stenosis who underwent stenting were included in this single center retrospective study (2001–
2020). Cardiovascular risk factors, lesion and stent parameters, neurological symptoms before and
after the procedure, and rates of in stent restenosis (ISR) and patency were assessed.

Results:
Patients were divided into two etiological groups, atherosclerotic (AS, N=40) and postsurgical
restenotic (RES, N=26). There was no significant difference (P>0.999) between the two groups in
preprocedural symptoms. In the RES group, there were more women (P=0.003), patients with
hypertension (P=0.011) and contralateral carotid intervention (P=0.015). All ICA stenoses were at
least 20 mm distal to the bifurcation; AS lesions were significantly longer (P=0.002). Five different
types of self expanding stents (Wallstent, Xact, Precise Pro RX, Roadsaver, and Exponent) were used.
Postprocedural neurological symptoms were observed in two patients (5%) in the AS group and two
in the RES group (7.7%). The median follow up time was 40 (Q1–Q3, 18–86) months. Three patients
(7.5%) in the AS group had ISR 50%, but none in the RES group. In the AS group, the primary patency
rate was 97.2% at 1 year, 94.4% at 2 years, and 89.7% at 3 and 4 years (log rank test, P=0.528).

Conclusion:
The number of postprocedural neurological complications is not negligible, but the short and mid
term patency of the stents is good.
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P 321 / Correlation between morphological changes in parent vessels
and postoperative recurrence after stent assisted coiling of
intracranial aneurysms
Chen Y1, Deng G1

1Zhongda Hospital, Medical School, Southeast University, Nanjing, China

Purpose:
To analyze the correlation between morphological changes in parent vessels and postoperative
recurrence after stent assisted coiling of intracranial aneurysms.

Materials and methods:
The angles of the inflow and outflow segments of the aneurysm bearing artery were measured on 3D
DSA images in 148 patients admitted to Zhongda Hospital between January 2016 and January 2021.
The morphological changes of the aneurysm bearing artery were analyzed in relation to patient
gender, age, blood pressure, stent type, aneurysm site, aneurysm size, diameter of the aneurysm
bearing artery, and whether the aneurysm ruptured. Correlations between morphological changes
and Raymond Roy occlusion classification were also analyzed immediately after surgery and at
follow up beyond 6 months.

Results:
A total of 179 aneurysms were included, 52 of which were lateral wall aneurysms and 124 were
bifurcation aneurysms, and in both cases, the change in angle of the aneurysm bearing artery before
and after surgery was statistically significant. This angular change was associated with the Raymond
Roy occlusion classification, whereas the difference in angular measurements at follow up beyond 6
months and immediately after surgery was not associated with the Raymond Roy occlusion
classification. Univariate analysis showed that the angle change was associated with gender, age,
aneurysm site, aneurysm size, and stent type.

Conclusion:
In intracranial lateral wall aneurysms, as in bifurcation aneurysms, stent assisted coiling has similar
straightening effect on the aneurysm bearing artery, and this effect is associated with postoperative
recurrence. In addition, the effect of stenting in the immediate postoperative period was most
pronounced and had the greatest predictive value for postoperative recurrence.
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P 322 / MRgFUS thalamotomy for the treatment of essential tremor
(TE) and tremor in Parkinson's disease (PD): a single center
experience over 4 years
Pertici L1, Pagliei V, Bruno F, Tommasino E, Gagliardi A, Splendiani A, Masciocchi C
1Department of Biotechnology and Applied Clinical Sciences, University of L’Aquila, L’Aquila, L' Aquila, Italy

Purpose:
To report our experience in the treatment of tremor in TE and PD patients using MRgFUS
thalamotomy.

Materials and methods:
Between February 2018 and January 2022, we treated 140 patients with disabling and refractory
tremor (67 ET, 73 PD) by unilateral Vim ablation using MRgFUS. Clinical evaluation was performed
using the Fahn Tolosa Marin (FTM) scale for tremor, assessed before treatment, immediately after
treatment, and with 6 month, 1 year, and 2 year follow up. Instrumental MRI evaluation was
performed with the same follow up interval. The technical parameters of all the procedures were
recorded.

Results:
The treatment was effective in 134 of 140 patients (95.7%). The FTM scores of the treated upper limb
decreased from mean values of 5.1 to 0.8 immediately after treatment. In the patients followed at 6
months (121 patients), we found a minimal increase in the mean values of FTM which however
remained substantially stable, with the reappearance of tremor in 9 patients. At 1 year (60 patients)
and 2 years (22 patients), clinical evaluation showed substantial stability of treatment effects with a
slight increase in FTM values most evident in patients with PD. Mild side effects and complications,
resolvable within 6 months, occurred in 9.28% (13) of patients. Severe and long lasting complications
(hemiplegia) occurred in 0.7% (1) of patients. Comparative evaluation revealed no significant
differences in outcome between ET and PD patients, except for higher mean number of sonications
during the procedure.

Conclusion:
MRgFUS thalamotomy is a safe and effective treatment option for tremor in patients with ET and PD.
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P 323 / Poor clinical outcome despite successful basilar occlusion
recanalization in the early time window: incidence and predictors
Finitsis S1, Pop R, Gory B
1AHEPA University Hospital, Thessaloniki, Greece

Purpose:
Endovascular treatment (EVT) for basilar artery occlusions (BAO) is associated with a higher rate of
futile recanalisation compared to anterior circulation procedures. We aimed to identify the incidence
and predictors of poor clinical outcome despite successful reperfusion in current clinical practice.

Materials and Methods:
We used data from the ETIS registry, a prospective multicenter observational registry of stroke
treated with EVT in France. Patients undergoing EVT for acute BAO from January 2014 to May 2019
successfully treated within 8 hours from onset were included. Predictors of 90 day poor outcome
(mRS 4 6) were researched within patients with successful (mTICI 2b 3) and excellent (mTICI 2c 3)
reperfusion.

Results:
Among 242 patients treated within 8 hours, successful reperfusion was achieved in 195 (80.5%) and
excellent reperfusion in 120 (49.5%). Poor outcome was observed in 107 (54.8%) and 60 (50%)
patients, respectively. In patients with successful early reperfusion, age, higher initial NIHSS score,
lower pc ASPECTS score and absence of prior IV thrombolysis were independent predictors of poor
outcome. The only treatment factor with independent predictive value was firstpass mTICI 2b 3
reperfusion (aOR=0.13, 95%CI 0.05 0.37, p<0.001). In patients with excellent early reperfusion,
independent predictors were age, initial NIHSS score, first pass mTICI 2c 3 reperfusion and
hemorrhagic transformation on post interventional imaging.

Conclusions:
Early successful reperfusion with EVT occured in 80.5% and the only treatment related factor
predictive of clinical outcome was first pass mTICI 2b 3 reperfusion. Further research is warranted to
identify the optimal techniques and devices associated with first pass reperfusion in the posterior
circulation.
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P 324 / Endovascular embolization as a minimally invasive treatment
for spinal dural arteriovenous fistulas evaluation of long term
results
Szmygin M1, Roman T1, Szmygin P2, Jargie o T1
1Medical University of Lublin, Department of Interventional Radiology and Neuroradiology, Lublin, Poland,
2Medical University of Lublin, Department of Neurosurgery, Lublin, Poland

Purpose:
Spinal dural arteriovenous fistulas (sDAVF) are uncommon spinal cord lesions formed between a
radicular artery and medullary vein leading to venous hypertension resulting in radicular pain,
extremity weakness or paresis, and loss of bowel and bladder function. Endovascular embolization is
a minimally invasive method aiming to interrupt the shunt between the artery and vein. We report
the clinical outcome as well as the failure and recurrent rates of 16 patients with sDAVF treated
endovascularly.

Materials and methods:
Clinical and procedural data of 16 consecutive patients diagnosed with sDAVF was reviewed. Pre and
post operative neurological condition was evaluated using both Aminoff and Logue disability scale
and VAS scale. Rates of complete occlusions, technical difficulties and procedural complications were
noted.

Results:
Four of the patients were female and twelve were male; their mean age was 62.4 years. The mean
interval between symptom onset and treatment was 13.3 months. The most common fistula location
on spinal angiography was at the level of T7 (4 cases), with 13 fistulas located at the thoracic level
and 3 at the lumbar level. Complete occlusion was achieved in 88% (14/16 patients). Significant or
moderate clinical improvement in long term follow up was observed in 8 patients (50%). Recurrence
was observed in 2 cases (13%).

Conclusion:
While the endovascular methods are being refined achieving increasing percentage of successful
occlusions, the patients should be closely monitored since the condition is recurrent in its nature and
clinical consequences of myelopathy can persist despite complete occlusion of the shunt.
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P 325 / The Derivo 2 embolization device in the treatment of
ruptured and unruptured intracranial aneurysms: a retrospective
multicenter analysis
Thormann M1, Sillis N1, Altenbernd J3, Berger B4, Cioltan A5, Loehr C6, Bohner G7, Siebert E7,
Nordmeyeer H8, Mpotsaris A9, Behme D2

1University Clinic Magdeburg, Clinic for Radiology and Nuclear Medicine, Magdeburg, Germany, 2University Clinic
Magdeburg, Clinic for Neuroradiology, Magdeburg, Germany, 3Department of Radiology and Neuroradiology,
Gemeinschaftskrankenhaus Herdecke, Herdecke, Germany, 4Evangelisches Klinikum Bethel, Universitätsklinikum
OWL, Bielefeld, Germany, 5Department of Radiology and Neuroradiology, Klinikum Vest GmbH
Behandlungszentrum Knappschaftskrankenhaus Recklinghausen, Recklinghausen, Germany, 6Department of
Radiology and Neuroradiology, Klinikum Vest Knappschaftskrankenhaus Recklinghausen, Recklinghausen,
Germany, 7Institute for Neuroradiology, Charité Universitätsmedizin Berlin, Berlin, Germany, 8Abteilung für
interventionelle Neuroradiologie radprax, St. Lukas Klinik, Solingen, Germany, 9Department for Diagnostic and
interventional Radiology and Neuroradiology, Munich Clinic Harlaching, Munich, Germany

Purpose
Flow diverters have been a widely used treatment option for intracranial aneurysms. A recent
addition to the market is the Derivo 2 embolization device (DED2), promising improved radiopacity.
We aimed to assess the safety and effectiveness of the DED2 with regards to angiographic and
clinical outcomes.

Materials&Methods
We performed a retrospective multicenter, single arm trial at six interventional centers. Patients
treated with the DED2 for unruptured or ruptured intracranial aneurysms were included. The
primary endpoint was angiographic aneurysm occlusion at 6 months (OKM grading scale). Clinical
outcome as expressed by mRS was evaluated after intervention at 6 months.

Results
Between August 2020 and July 2021 37 patients were treated with the DED2. 5 patients presented
with ruptured aneurysms. Median age was 60. Median mRS was 0 (range 0 4). Mean aneurysm size
was 9.1 (SD 7.9) mm with a mean neck size of 6.8 (SD 6.3) mm. The DED2 opened at deployment in
all cases. Clinical follow up was available for 30 patients (81.1 %). 25 (83.3 %) had an mRS of 0 or 1,
with two patients with pre existing major morbidity showing no clinical deterioration. 3 patients died
during the follow up period, 2 of which had ruptured aneurysms initially. No treatment related major
morbidity was observed. Follow up imaging was available in 27 (90 %) patients, with 23 patients
(85.2 %) showing satisfactory aneurysm occlusion OKM grade C D.

Conclusion
The DED2 is a safe and effective device in the treatment of ruptured and unruptured intracranial
aneurysms.
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P 326 / Occurrence and characteristics of carotid filter debris –
preliminary results
Nyárády B1,2, Sz nyi Á1,2, Nguyen D1,2, Philippovich M1,2, Dósa E1,2
1Heart and Vascular Center, Semmelweis University, Budapest, Hungary, 2Hungarian Vascular Radiology Research
Group, Budapest, Hungary

Purpose:
To analyze the relationship between patient / stenosis / stent parameters and filter debris indicators
to determine if embolism protection is indeed needed for everyone.

Material and Methods:
Eighty patients (54 men, 26 women; median age: 70.3 [IQR, 64.5–76.7] years) with asymptomatic,
>70%, atherosclerotic internal carotid artery (ICA) stenosis who underwent antegrade stenting
(2020–2021) at our center were evaluated prospectively. Patient (cardiovascular [CV] risk factors,
comorbidities), stenosis (location, grade, length [DSA]; echogenicity, surface [ultrasound];
calcification [CTA]), and stent parameters (type, diameter, length), as well as filter debris indicators
(incidence, histological composition) were examined.

Results:
Hypertension (86.3%) was the most common CV risk factor. CV comorbidity was present in 37.5% of
patients. 52.5% of the plaques were located in the bifurcation. The median stenosis grade was 90
(IQR, 80–90)% and the median stenosis length was 15 (IQR, 13–22.3) mm. (Predominantly)
echolucent plaque was seen in 17 patients (21.3%) and exulcerated plaque in 23 patients (28.8%).
Severe calcification was noted in 14 patients (17.5%). Self expanding stents were implanted in all
patients (Wallstent, N=62; Roadsaver stent, N=18). Debris was found in 40 filters (50%).
Histologically, the debris contained calcification in 22 patients (27.5%), fibroblasts in three patients
(3.8%), and a combination of the two or other materials in 15 patients (18.8%). No correlation was
revealed between the patient / lesion / stent parameters mentioned above and the filter debris
indicators.

Conclusions:
The use of the filter is recommended for all patients, regardless of patient / stenosis / stent
parameters.
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P 327 / Stroke patients from rural areas have lower chances for long
term good clinical outcome after mechanical thrombectomy
Szmygin M1, Luchowski P2, Sojka M1, Jargie o T1
1Medical University of Lublin, Department of Interventional Radiology and Neuroradiology, Lublin, Poland,
2Medical University of Lublin, Department of Neurology, Lublin, Poland

Purpose:
To evaluate 3 months clinical outcome after mechanical thrombectomy (MT) in stroke patients
transferred to a comprehensive stroke center (CSC) from a rural and urban areas in a Lubelskie
province, the third largest province in Poland.

Materials and methods:
Acute stroke patients with a premorbid modified Rankin scale (mRS) score 0–2 who were admitted
within 6 h after stroke onset and treated with were analyzed. Patients from rural and urban areas
transported directly to CSC were compared regarding the onset to groin time, reperfusion rate,
symptomatic intracranial hemorrhage (sICH) and favourable clinical outcome (mRS 0–2) 3 months
after MT.

Results:
A total of 398 patients were analyzed: 179 from rural areas (RA) and 219 from urban areas (UA). Time
from stroke onset to groin puncture was significantly shorter in the UA patients (median 197.3 min
versus 219.6 min, p = 0.004). There was a significant difference in 3 months favourable clinical
outcome between these two groups (31.3% of RA patients versus 42.5% of UA patients, p = 0.021)
and full recovery rates (5.6% of RA patients versus 15.0% of UA pa tients, p = 0.002). The rate of sICH
and 3 months mortality was similar in both groups.

Conclusion:
Stroke patients from RA undergoing thrombectomy had worse functional outcome compared to UA
patients. Since the benefit of MT is time dependent, urban rural differences in stroke outcome
probably result from the longer time from stroke onset to reperfusion treatment in RA patients.
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P 328 / Keeping your head above cancer: how head and neck
embolization will advance the future of interventional radiology
Li H1, Moon J1, Cooper M1, Kim J1
1Emory University, Atlanta, United States

Learning Objectives
(1) Delineate indications for preoperative angiography in identifying variant vasculature or vascular
anomalies in head and neck neoplasms and (2) discuss follow up embolization techniques and
challenges. (3) Explore Interventional Radiology’s growing role in adjunctive and primary treatments
for head and neck neoplasms.

Background
Preoperative embolization of hypervascular head and neck neoplasms (HNN) can assist surgeons in
reducing operative blood loss. Navigating complex regional vascular anatomy and variations in tumor
types invite risks of non target embolization, which can result in visual or neurological complications.
Thus, careful preoperative considerations may better select for successful outcomes.

Clinical Findings/Procedure Details
Embolization of HNN can be used as preoperative adjunctive therapy, controlling intractable regional
pain, and delivering intraarterial chemotherapies. Success in embolization has been described in
juvenile nasal angiofibroma, meningioma, paragangliomas, hemangiopericytoma,
hemangioblastomas, hypervascularized metastases, and ependymomas with expanding use in other
hypervascularized tumors. Furthermore, the use of microparticles for embolization has been the
focus of recent advancement as deeper penetration of tumor vasculature may result in improved
devascularization as well as decreased tumor revascularization. Developments in direct intra arterial
delivery of chemotherapy are ongoing and represent a new frontier in the treatment of HNNs.

Conclusion
Knowledge of normal variant and aberrant vascular anatomy of the head and neck improves success
of preoperative embolization of HNNs which can aid in surgical resection. The role of interventional
radiology may expand in the future with use of alternative embolic agents and novel intra arterial
therapies for treatment of HNNs.
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P 329 / Middle meningeal artery embolisation for the treatment of
subdural haematoma: a case series
Kemp B1, Kong M1, Young V1, Cox P1, Corkill R1

1Oxford University Hospitals NHS Trust, Oxford, United Kingdom

The aim of this case series is to present middle meningeal artery (MMA) embolisation for the
treatment of recurrent subdural hematoma (SDH) as either an adjunct or alternative to surgical
therapy.

Subdural haematoma is a relatively common neurological condition with an incidence of
approximately 18/100000/year. Failure of complete resolution following burr hole drainage is a
further complicating factor with a recurrence rate of 3.7 30%. In such cases MMA embolisation may
be considered as an alternative to repeat surgical intervention. MMA embolisation has the benefit of
being performed via a remote and minimally invasive route. This introduces the option to undertake
the procedure without a general anesthetic (GA), both expediting time to mobilisation and allowing
treatment of SDH in patients unsuitable for GA.

We present four cases of MMA embolisation for patients with recurrent SDH. These patients had an
average age of 85 (range 74 92). Three cases were planned to be performed under local
anaesthetic; one of these was converted to a GA due to patient confusion. Femoral puncture was
utilised in two cases and radial puncture in two cases. A liquid embolic was used in three cases and a
combination of particles and coils in the fourth. No immediate complications were reported. Follow
up imaging (performed between 2 weeks and 3 months) showed a reduction in the volume of SDH in
three cases. The fourth patient was lost to follow up.

Middle meningeal artery embolisation is a safe alternative to redo surgery in cases of recurrent SDH.
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P 330 / Mechanical thrombectomy for tandem occlusions of the
internal carotid artery in single centre experience – review of
procedure technique and utilised equipment in pictorial essay
ajkowski P1, Regent B1, Gorycki T1, Dorniak W1, Nowak K1

1Medical University of Gdansk, Gdansk, Poland

Learning objectives:
Retrospective analysis of treatment provided to patients suffering from tandem occlusion of the
internal carotid artery (ICA) at University Medical Centre (UMC) in Gdansk. Understanding clinical
circumstances for varied technical approach and complexity of decision making.

Background:
Mechanical thrombectomy programme in the UMC started in 2017, our registry holds records of 577
patients that have been treated up to June 2021. Of these, 121 patients (21% of the whole treated
cohort) suffered from tandem ICA occlusions and required percutaneous transluminal angioplasty
(PTA) and/or ICA stenting in combination with stent retriever based intracranial thrombectomy. This
group consisted of occlusions originating from vessel dissection and atherosclerotic cause.

Clinical findings:
Type of intervention was decided by the interventional radiologist performing the procedure, a
balloon catheter was used for initial PTA and 44 cases (36%) required ICA stenting. MOMA device for
cerebral proximal protection was used in 35 cases. Successful recanalization measured in modified
Treatment in Cerebral Ischaemia (mTICI) score of 2b or higher was achieved in 107 (88%) cases.
Different antiplatelet regimens were used – monotherapy of periprocedural aspirin bolus in varied
doses or double agent combination of aspirin and clopidogrel. This decision was consulted with
referring neurologist taking prior intravenous thrombolysis into consideration.

Conclusions:
Therapeutic challenges of tandem occlusions include anatomical variances, antiplatelet regimen, and
viability of neuroprotection devices. Research of endovascular treatment for ICA tandem occlusions
is lacking and results of randomized controlled trials like EASI TOC will provide data necessary
towards forming recommendations for good clinical practice.
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P 331 / Mechanical thrombectomy in basilar artery occlusion:
correlation between anatomical location of vessel occlusion and
treatment outcome
Nowak K1, Regent B1, Gorycki T1, Dorniak W1, ajkowski P1

1University Clinical Centre in Gdansk, Radiology Departament, Gdansk, Poland

Learning objectives:
To inspect the correlation between anatomical location of Basilar Artery Occlusion (BAO) and clinical
outcome of patients treated with Mechanical Thrombectomy (MT). Assessing procedure efficacy and
safety using radiological and clinical follow up data.

Background:
Basilar Artery (BA) provides blood supply to occipital lobes, thalami, cerebellum and brain stem. BAO
causes brain ischemia and symptoms determined by the affected area.
The aim of this study was to investigate whether the level at which BA was occluded may be a useful
predictor of MT efficacy and patients’ clinical outcome.

Clinical findings/procedure details:
Study group of 27 BAO patients was created based on retrospective analysis of collective data base
of MT treated stroke patients in University Clinical Center in Gdansk, Poland.
Based on perioperative arteriography and anatomical relations BAO was categorized into either
proximal or distal to compare results between both groups.
Clinical status in modified Rankin Scale (mRS) and overall mortality at 90 days were considered
primary clinical endpoints.
Procedure efficacy and safety measurements included recanalization rate (TICI) and intracranial
hemorrhage (ICH) incidence in post procedural CT.
Distal BAO group had notably higher rate of good clinical outcome (mRS 0 2) than patients with
Proximal BAO (56,25% vs 36,36%).
Overall mortality reached 25,00% and 45,55% respectively.
Recanalization (TICI2b 3) was achieved in 92,59%(25) of all cases. ICH occurred in 1 patient within
Proximal BAO group.

Conclusion:
Distal BAO seems to indicate higher chances of positive treatment outcome in comparison with
Proximal BAO.
MT provides sufficient recanalization with low rate of secondary ICH.
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P 332 / Endovascular treatment of recanalized superficial temporal
artery vascular plug
Lukic B1, Cvetic V1, Miletic M1

1UNIVERSITY CLINICAL CENTER SERBIA, Belgrade, Serbia

Clinical history/pre treatment imaging:
A 32 year old man, treated for posttraumatic pseudoaneurysm of superficial temporal artery four
years earlier, presented with pulsatile tinnitus. Computed tomography angiography showed
pseudoaneurysm of the superficial temporal artery due to the recanalization of the external carotid
artery, with flow through a previously placed 6 mm diameter vascular plug.

Treatment options/results:
Open surgery and endovascular treatment are both suitable choices for treatment of
pseudoaneurysms. Regarding patient’s age, symptoms and localization of the pseudoaneurysm, we
considered endovascular treatment option as the best treatment choice. Under local anesthesia and
femoral access, the external carotid artery was catheterized, confirming the recanalization of
previously placed vascular plug. The pseudoaneurysm inflow was occluded with a 7 mm polymer plug
with anchor coil, deployed proximal to the previously placed device. One year after the procedure,
the patient was asymptomatic and doppler ultrasonography examination revealed a completely
thrombosed lumen of the pseudoaneurysm.

Discussion:
Due to its relatively superficial location, superficial temporal artery is vulnerable to blunt force
trauma of the head. Although rare, pseudoaneurysm formation poses a great risk of complications
thrombosis, thromboembolism, and owing to their thin wall, potentially rupture. Adequate diagnosis
and treatment are essential in avoiding those complications. With the advancement of endovascular
material development, endovascular techniques such as embolization and covered stent
implantation are becoming more common in the treatment of pseudoaneurysms.

Take home points:
Endovascular treatment of complications after previously performed endovascular procedures may
be the method of choice in adequately selected patients with the choice of optimal devices.
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P 333 / Controlateral "crossover" vetrebral artery coil embolization
after subclavian artery stenting for pseudoaneurysm treatment
Bruni S1, Russo U1, Polonara G1

1Ospedali Riuniti Torrette Neuroradiology Department, Ancona, Italy

An 85 year old woman with acute cholecystitis was admitted to our institution for cholecystectomy.
During pre procedural CVC placement she developed a rapidly growing right neck hematoma. Angio
CT (Fig.1) demonstrated a ruptured pseudoaneurysm (arrow) arising from an aneurismatic right
subclavian artery (arrowhead).

Treatment options included surgical repair or endovascular treatment. Endovascular approach was
preferred (Fig.2). A covered stent (Gore Viabahn 8mmx5cm) was successfully placed in the right
subclavian artery just after the origin of the CCA (a), with exclusion of the vascular lesion. Left
vertebral angiography showed right subclavian artery reperfusion from right vertebral artery (b)
through controlateral vertebral artery "stealing" flow at the vertebro basilar junction.

A 5F MP Envoy Guiding Catheter was placed in the left vertebral artery. An Echelon 10 microcatheter
with a Synchro .014" guidewire wad advanced to the vertebro basilar junction and then in
"crossover" (c) to the controlateral vertebral artery, reaching the right subclavian artery in a
retrograde fashion. Some detachable coils (Stryker Target 360 Ultra Soft 2 to 3 mm in diameter) were
positioned at the origin of the right vertebral artery, with effective embolization of the vessel (d).
Control Angio CT demonstrated exclusion of the pseudoaneurysm (e). The patient later developed
septic complications after cholecystectomy, however she fully recovered. Non neurological deficits
were observed.

Iatrogenic pseudoaneurysm is a well know yet serious complication of CVC placement. Endovascular
treamtent, mainly performed with covered stent positioning, is a valid option. Collateral circulation
should always be kept in mind as a possible cause of revascularization mechanism and treatment
failure.
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P 334 / Basilar artery stroke with patent foramen ovale
B k M1, Mazgaj M1, Fr szczak M1, Leus M1

1Voivodeship Specialist Hospital, Lublin, Polska

Clinical History/Pre treatment Imaging:
We report the case of a 43 year old male who was previously healthy without known chronic
disease. Patient was admitted to ER with confusion, ataxia and vertigo 2.5 hours after symptoms
onset. There was no pathological findings in the brain CT scan thus CT angiography was performed
which proved the obstruction of the distal segment of the basilar artery.

Treatment/Results:
The patient, due to lack of contraindications, was qualified for treatment with intravenous
thrombolysis and mechanical thrombectomy. Thrombectomy was successful, thrombus removal was
achieved with the first pass. After procedure the patient was fully conscious and reported no
symptoms. Also 3 months after hospitalization, the patient remained symptoms free. Further
evaluation of risk factors for ischemic stroke revealed a patent foramen ovale (PFO), which was
found with transthoracic echocardiography. The patient has been scheduled for elective
percutaneous PFO closure.

Discussion:
The incidence of basilar artery occlusion is estimated to account for 1 4% of all ischemic strokes. The
most common cause in younger patients is arterial obstruction secondary to dissection, followed by
cardioembolic stroke resulted primarily from patent foramen ovale and rheumatic valvular disease.

Take home points:
Non specific symptoms such as confusion and vertigo may indicate a stroke even in a younger group
of patients. Misdiagnosed and untreated can lead to sever consequences.
PFO is an important risk factor for ischemic stroke.
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P 335 / Successful implantation of a peripheral stent in a dural
arteriovenous fistula (dAVF) over a j shaped 0.035” steel wire
Thormann M1, Powerski M3, Behme D1, Mpotsaris A2

1University Clinic Magdeburg, Clinic for Neuroradiology, Magdeburg, Germany, 2München Klinik Harlaching,
Institute for diagnostic and interventional Radiology and Neuroradiology, Munich, Germany, 3University Clinic
Magdeburg, Clinic for Radiology and Nuclear Medicine, Magdeburg, Germany

Clinical history/Pre treatment imaging:
We report a successful implantation of a peripheral stent in a dural arteriovenous fistula (dAVF) over
a j shaped 0.035” steel wire (Rosen). The patient was a 61 year old male presenting with a known
dAVF Cognard 2b in the right sigmoid sinus. The jugular vein was thrombosed intracranially.

Treatment options/Results:
Combined trans arterial and transvenous balloon protection would have been first line option, but
the fistula was extensive along the transverse sinus and antegrade access was not easy to achieve
due to vein thrombosis. Therefore an approach leading to downgrading (to Type I fistula) and
permanent re opening of the jugular vein was identified as the better treatment option. Direct
jugular vein puncture was carried out, the vein was catherized as far cranially as possible with a 4
french glide catheter and a Rosen steel wire (Radifocus, Tokyo, Japan) was used to reach the superior
sagittal sinus (SSS). An Optimed sinus superflex stent from the transverse sinus to the right JV was
implanted. Post implantation angiogram showed a significantly reduced flow in the feeding vessels
and antegrade venous drainage of the right hemisphere. At three months the drainage was still
patent and the fistula reduced to a type 1 fistula.

Discussion:
In a challenging vascular anatomy we demonstrated feasibility of successful stent implantation in a
dAVF over a 0.035” steel wire with a residual Cognard 1 situation.

Take home points:
We demonstrate that large diameter wires may be used safely in venous sinus and that stenting of
dural fistulas without additional embolization can be enough to reduce a fistula significantly.
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P 336 / Prediction of response to trans arterial chemoembolization in
hepatocellular carcinoma: prediction of treatment response using a
model based on pretreatment CT texture features
Polidori T1, Ronconi E1, Bozzi F1, Siciliano F1, Tremamunno G1, Tipaldi A1, Rossi M1

1Università di Roma "Sapienza" Azienda Ospedaliera Sant'Andrea, Roma, Italy

To determine whether texture features on pretreatment contrast material–enhanced computed
tomographic (CT) images can predict treatment response according to mRECIST in patients with
hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) treated with TACE.
We retrospectively evaluated 48 patients with Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) treated with TACE ,
between September 2009 and August 2015.

Inclusion criteria for this study were available pre treatment computed tomography (CT) at the same
hospital and available post treatment CT at 1 month from the procedure, with no other
pharmacological or interventional intercorring treatments. 30 pts. Met inclusion criterias and were
thus enrolled in the study.

CT texture analysis was performed on pretreatment portal venous images: we analyzed CT texture
first level features (mean,standard deviation,entropy,mean of positive pixels,kurtosis,skewness) at
different anatomic scales ranging from fine to coarse texture. Post treatment CT images were
evaluated by two interventional radiologist both with more than 5 year of experience in the field of
HCC management. Statistical analysis was performed with SPSS 24.

Normality distribution of continuous variables was assessed using the Shapiro Wilk test, and an
univariate analysis was performed via appropriate test(Chi2, Mann WhitneyU, 2tail paired T test) in
order to identify those variables which differed significantly (p<0,05) in the two population of
complete responders and partial/non responders (SD,entropy,mpp,skewness,kurtosis). Optimal cut
off was defined using ROC curves and we developed a prediction model for complete response using
multivariate logistic regression with forward stepwise selection (AUC=0,702;p<0,001).
Texture analysis feature alone can help discriminate complete responder patients from partial and
non responders among those patients with HCC treated with TACE.
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P 337 / Interstitial brachytherapy(iBT) in hepatocellular
carcinoma(HCC) treatment: evaluation of efficacy in lesions beyond
limits of thermal ablation
Ümütlü M, Seidensticker M, Corradini S, Rogowski P, Ricke J, Öcal O, Wildgruber M, Seidensticker R,
Mühlmann M
1Department of Radiology University Hospital,LMU Munich, , Germany

Purpose:
HCC is the commonest primary cancer of the liver and the fourth most frequent cause of cancer
related deaths. Surgery ,local ablation and liver transplantation are the most effective approaches in
the treatment of HCC. Unfortunately for the vast majority of the patients, these treatment methods
could not be governed due to many limiting factors, among others because of limitations of thermal
ablation. In this study, we aimed to demonstrate that interstitial Brachytherapy is effective and, at
the same time, safe treatment modality for HCC beyond thermal ablation limits.

Material and Methods:
146 patients with HCC between 2017 2021 were treated with iBT.After placement of the
brachytherapy catheters, the patient underwent local radiotherapy in the Radiation Oncology
Department at the same hospital. Patients were followed up with routine clinic controls and regular
medical imaging(CT and/or MRI). Progression of treated lesions and beyond the treated lesions were
recorded for every patient. For analysis patients were classified whether they are suitable for RFA or
not(According to close proximity to critical structures (<1cm distance) and size (>3cm))

Results:
In the overall population Local tumor control (LTC) rates at 12 months, 24 months and 36 months
were 87%,75% and 73% respectively. Overall survival(OS) rates at 12 months, 24 months and 36
months were 91%,83% and 70% respectively. Among the RFA suitable and unsuitable patients and
lesions, there were no statistically significant change in LTC and OS.

Conclusion:
Interstitial brachytherapy(iBT) offers an effective treatment option for patients even beyond the
thermal ablation limitations.
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P 338 / Comparison between mini invasive ALPPS and liver venous
deprivation for functional and volumetric growth of the future liver
remnant
Della Corte A1, Ratti F2, Canevari C3, Cipriani F2, Santangelo D1, Gusmini S1, Aldrighetti L2, De Cobelli F1
1Ospedale San Raffaele, Department of Radiology, Milan, Italy, 2Ospedale San Raffaele, Hepatobiliary Surgery
Division, Milan, Italy, 3Ospedale San Raffaele, Department of Nuclear Medicine, Milan, Italy

Purpose:
To compare safety and efficacy of mini invasive ALPPS and liver venous deprivation (LVD).

Materials and methods:
Fifteen patients (June 2017 February 2022) who underwent mini invasive ALPPS (laparoscopic partial
liver transection followed by portal vein embolization) or LVD (simultaneous portal and hepatic vein
embolization) for future liver remnant (FLR) hypertrophy were retrospectively analyzed. All patients
underwent pre and post procedural evaluation of FLR volume and function by post processing of CT
images and mTc mebrofenin hepatobiliary scintigraphy to allow calculation of kinetic growth rate
(KGR).

Results:
Seven patients underwent mini invasive ALPPS; 8 patients underwent LVD. Higher rates of patients
with Klatskin tumor were observed in LVD group (4/8, 50% vs 0/7, 0%); higher rates of cirrhotic
patients in ALPPS group (3/7, 42.9% vs 0/8, 0%). Baseline FLR volume (28.8±7.6%) and function
(1.9±0.6%/min/m2) were homogeneous (p=0.4 and 0.3, respectively). Length of stay was comparable
(p=0.14), without post procedural complications. Functional and volumetric KGR did not significantly
differ (p=0.9). Surgery was completed in 12/15 patients (80%), of which 6/7 (85.7%) in ALPPS group
and 6/8 (75%) in LVD group. Drop out from surgery was due to insufficient growth (n=1, ALPPS) and
extrahepatic progression (n=2, LVD). Time to surgery (58.6±57 days) was homogeneous (p=0.52). No
significant differences were observed in terms of intra operative blood loss (p=0.8) and length of stay
(p=0.34). No cases of Post Hepatectomy Liver Failure were observed.

Conclusion:
Mini invasive ALPPS and LVD are both safe and effective techniques, without significant differences
in ability to promote volumetric and functional growth of the FLR in this exploratory cohort.
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P 339 / Holmium 166 Radioembolization in primary and secondary
liver tumors: safety and feasibility in our clinical practice
Trobiani C1, Vallati G1, Teodoli L1, Cappelli F1, Ungania S1, Sciuto R1, Vidiri A1

1IRCCS Istituto Nazionale Tumori Regina Elena, Rome, Italy

Purpose:
To assess the efficacy and safety profile of hepatic radioembolisation treatment with Holmium 166
(Ho166) in patients with primary or secondary hepatic malignancy

Matherials and methods:
We selected 27 patients with primary or secondary neoplasms of the liver. In all patients, a scout
dose of Ho 166 was administered once the arterial feeder of the neoplasm was reached.
Evaluation of scout dose deposition was subsequently performed by SPECT/CT and/or MRI imaging.
With a median waiting time of about 7 days after the simulation, the therapeutic administration of
radiopharmaceutical (Ho 166) was then performed, with the same modalities as for the simulation
procedure.
Post procedural evaluation was then performed by SPECT/CT between 1 and 20 hours after the
procedure, in order to assess the distribution of the radiopharmaceutical and to perform two and
three dimensional dosimetry.
One month after the procedure, a multiphasic CT scan was performed to assess post treatment
changes in the liver parenchyma and to determine the presence of any post radioembolization
complications.
Assessment of treatment efficacy was established by RECIST criteria (mRECIST or RECIST 1.1) with a
multiphasic CT scan performed 3 months later.

Results:
The efficacy profile of radioembolization with Ho 166 was good, with an objective response of 66.6%
(20/27) with no serious adverse effects and a small proportion of mild adverse effects, mainly post
embolic syndrome (PES).
No radio induced hepatitis (RILD) was observed in any of the treated patients.

Conclusions:
In our experience, treatment of liver neoplasms with 166Ho has shown a good efficacy profile in the
absence of significant hepatotoxicity.
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P 340 / Real time virtual electromagnetic navigation system for
hepatocellular carcinoma: is it efficient?
Gendy M2, Elkholy M1, Korayem E2, Abd El Mageed M1

1Department of Radiology, Faculty of Medicine, Menoufia University, shibin elkom, Egypt, 2Department of
Radiology, National Liver Institute, Menoufia University, Shibin El Kom, Egypt

Purpose:
To assess the efficacy and feasibility of real time virtual electromagnetic navigation system in
percutaneous interventional procedures of hepatocellular carcinoma

Materials and methods:
This clinical trial single arm study was approved by the institutional review board. After informed
consents, 89 patients with 93 hepatic focal lesions (mean diameter 1.51±0.71 cm, range 0.4–4.0 cm)
detectable on contrast enhanced CT/MRI were managed using biopsy, radiofrequency (RFA),
Microwave (MWA) and ethanol injection (EI) guided by an image fusion system (Virtual Navigation
System, General Electric LOGIQ E9 ultrasound system, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, USA) that combines US
with CT/ MRI images. Triphasic CT Follow up after one month.

Results:
The 93 managed lesions were classified into two groups according to the registration error (RMSD);
group 1 correct targeted of 74(79.57 %) lesions and group 2 inaccurate target of 19 lesions (20.88 %).
Group 1 managed as follow; 2 lesions (2.70 %) were biopsied, 30 lesions (40.54 %) ablated by RFA, 4
lesions (5.41 %) by MWA and 38 lesions (51.35 %) by EI. After one month, no residual within 69
lesions (85.19 %) while three residual lesions (30%) were detected. The second group 19 lesions
managed as follow; 7 lesions managed by RFA (36.84 %), 3 lesions by MWA (15.79 %) and EI for 9
lesions (47.37 %). No residual within 12 lesions (14.81 %) while 7 residual lesions (70 %) were
detected.

Conclusion:
Real time virtual navigation system with US CT/MRI fusion imaging was efficient and feasible for
correct targeting of undetectable lesions with US alone.
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P 341 / Sorafenib plus drug eluting bead transarterial
chemoembolization for early intrahepatic stage progressed advanced
hepatocellular carcinoma refractory to conventional transarterial
chemoembolization
Fan W1, Zhu B1, Zheng X1, Li J1
1Sun Yat sen University first affiliated hospital, Guangzhou, China

Purpose:
To investigate the effectiveness and safety of the combination of sorafenib and drug eluting bead
transarterial chemoembolization (DEB TACE) in the treatment of early intrahepatic stage progressed
advanced hepatocellular carcinoma (ISPA HCC).

Material and methods:
This study was approved by the ethics committees of six tertiary medical centers in China. Between
October 2017 and October 2020, 213 patients with advanced HCC received either sorafenib
combined with on demand DEB TACE (DTS group, n = 103) or sorafenib monotherapy (S group, n =
110). Overall survival (OS), time to progression (TTP), local tumor response, and adverse events (AEs)
were compared between the two groups.

Results:
The AEs of patients were similar between the DTS and S groups. The post treatment partial response,
objective response, and disease control rates were significantly higher in the DTS group than in the S
group (51.5% vs. 23.6%; 56.3% vs. 25.5%; 77.7% vs. 56.4%, respectively). The median OS was
significantly longer in the DTS group than in the S group (16.3 vs. 10.0 months; hazard ratio [HR] =
0.43; P < 0.001), as was the TTP (6.7 vs. 4.3 months; HR = 0.60; P = 0.001). In the DTS group, patients
who received 2 sessions of DEB TACE benefited more than those who received two sessions of DEB
TACE. Multivariate analysis revealed that the fetoprotein level and treatment allocation were
independent predictors of OS and TTP.

Conclusion:
The combination of sorafenib and DEB TACE is safe and effective for the treatment of early ISPA HCC.
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P 342 / Superior vena cava stenting in malignant disease: a
retrospective review at our institution
Sempere Campello M1, Ramon Company F1, Bonnín Liñares I1, Barrero Varón S1, Nieto García C1,
Martínez Riutort J1
1Hospital Universitari Son Espases (Balearic Islands), PALMA DE MALLORCA, Spain

Purposes:
• To describe the clinical presentation and therapeutic management of the Superior Vena Cava
Syndrome of malignant aetiology (MSVCS).
• To review the stent placement technique in patients with MSVCS based on our experience.
• To review efficacy and safety results, patient survival and stent patency associated with the type of
stent used in our institution.

Material and methods:
We retrospectively reviewed 42 patients treated at our institution for MSVCS by placing a self
expanding uncovered metal stent (BostonScientific© Wallstent) from January 2010 to March 2021.
We detail these patients' demographic and oncological data at syndrome onset. We describe the
stenting technique and review its efficacy and safety, patient survival, and stent patency rate based
on our experience.

Results:
We implanted 47 stents in 42 patients with MSVCS during the study period. The technical and clinical
success rate was 100% and 95.2%, respectively. The complication rate associated with the technique
was 19%, mainly minor complications. After treatment, the overall median survival of patients was
75 days (26.8 – 123.1days, CI 95%). Nine patients presented syndrome relapse after the intervention.
Median primary stent patency, defined as the time from implantation to clinical relapse or patient
death, was 73.8%, 45%, and 28.6% at one month, three months, and six months.

Conclusion:
Endovascular treatment of MSCVS is an effective and safe method with a low rate of complications
that, in specific indications, can relieve symptoms related to malignant flow obstruction in the
territory of the superior cava vein.
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P 343 / Safety and feasibility of introducing a day case transarterial
chemoembolization (TACE) strategy for liver HCC
Rowlands C1, Chick C, Goyal N, Williams C
1Aneurin Bevan University Health Board, Cardiff, United Kingdom

Purpose
Many interventional radiology procedures are suitable as day case procedures. Other, historically
inpatient procedures, may be suitable as day case procedures with appropriate safeguards and
evaluation. With increasing inpatient bed pressures, and the risks to patients from the COVID
pandemic, we evaluated the recent introduction of a day case pathway for patients undergoing TACE
for hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC).

Materials and methods
Patients undergoing TACE at our centre between 01/01/2020 and 09/11/2021 were identified using
radiology archive systems (PACS). A day case procedure was defined as a patient who was admitted,
and discharged on, the day of the procedure. All patients received a maximum of 50mg of
Doxorubicin instilled embospheres. Electronic patient data systems were scrutinised to identify any
post procedural adverse events, defined as either an unplanned admission to hospital, in hospital
complications, or post procedural mortality within 30 days.

Results
During the study period, 55 patients underwent TACE procedures, of which 40 were day case
procedures. 3/40 (7.5%) day case patients experienced adverse events. One patient was admitted
overnight due to abdominal pain, one re admission to hospital with cholecystitis and one post
procedural mortality. 2/15 (13.3%) of non day case TACE patients experienced adverse events, with
one post procedural mortality and one hospital readmission with cholecystitis.

Conclusion
A day case strategy was feasible in the majority of patients undergoing TACE (40/55, 73%). In our
initial experience, adverse events were not increased in patients undergoing day case TACE
procedures, and this remains a safe option for patients.
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P 344 / A novel IMU based navigation system supporting out of
plane CT guided interventions
Horváthy D1, Somogyi D2, Gyulay K2, Tarján T2, Szántó P3

1Semmelweis University, Department of Interventional Radiology, Budapest, Hungary, 2Semmelweis University,
Department of Radiology, Budapest, Hungary, 3Semmelweis University, Department of Nuclear Imaging,
Budapest, Hungary

Purpose:
Navigation systems opened a new era in CT guided interventions. In this study we evaluated a novel,
compact IMU based navigation device and compared its accuracy with the standard freehand
technique in a phantom experimental setup.

Material and methods:
The device is based on a small sensor attached to the extracorporeal end of a needle. To define
default accuracy, the needle was fixed in 100 different random positions and angles were calculated
between the vector defined by sensor data and the centerline of the actual needle trajectory. In
order to assess needle placement accuracy, one hundred “single shot” punctures were performed on
a phantom (Model 071B; CIRS Inc.) using both the standard freehanded technique and the new
navigation device. Four predefined entry points were used. The average depth was 11 cm and target
size was between 5 12 mm. Accuracy was assessed on control CT images by measuring the
perpendicular distance between the target and the needle axis (lateral target point error).

Results:
The angular error in the fixed position experiment was 1.7 ± 0.92°.
The lateral target point error in the freehand group was 18.9 ± 10.85 mm, while the navigated group
showed 4.8 ± 3 mm, which is significantly less.

Conclusion:
Our study showed improved accuracy with an IMU based navigation system compared to the
standard freehand technique. For this reason, this navigation device could be beneficial in out of
plane needle insertions. Moreover, since our navigation system is simple and compact, it could be
easily adopted in the everyday CT workflow.
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P 345 / BAI vs BACE for the management of locally advanced or
inoperable lung cancer: systematic review on safety and efficacy
Carrubba C1, Contegiacomo A1, Punzi E1, Scrofani A1, Lancellotta V1, Tagliaferri L1, Iezzi R1, 2, Manfredi
R1

1Fondazione Policlinico Universitario Agostino Gemelli, Dipartimento di Diagnostica per Immagini, Radioterapia
Oncologica ed Ematologia, Rome, Italy, 2Istituto di Radiologia, Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore, Rome, Italy

Purpose:
A systematic review to compare the safety and efficacy of Bronchial Artery Infusion (BAI) and
Bronchial Artery ChemoEmbolization (BACE) in the treatment of patients with locally advanced or
inoperable lung cancer.

Material and methods:
According to the PRISMA guidelines, 487 articles were identified on 3 different search engines
(Scopus, Pubmed and Web of science) ; based on the inclusion criteria, 5 studies (3 prospective, 2
retrospective, none with randomization) were selected for the final analysis, to obtain a total of 142
patients.

Results:
BAI and BACE showed similar results in terms of partial response (60.3% vs 55.1%), disease stability
(15.1% vs 14.5%) and disease progression (15.1% vs 13%). The number and type of complications
were equivalent between the two groups and only minor complications were observed in both cases.
The 5 studies analyzed showed different values of progression free survival (PFS) and global survival
(OS), with minimum PFS values ranging of 6.3 (95% CI: 1.1 30.1) and maximum values of 14 (95% CI:
8.6 19.4), and minimum OS of 10.2 (95% CI: 1.1 44.6) and maximum of 25 (95% CI: 19.1 30.9).

Conclusion:
This systematic review highlighted that BAI and BACE have similar outcome in terms of technical
success, complication rate, disease progression free interval and overall survival. Other than that, the
existing relevant literature is insufficient and further studies, possibly randomized, should be
performed to confirm these conclusions.
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P 346 / Influence factors on microwave ablation volume sizes – a
retrospective study
Mathy R1, Giannakis A1, Chang D1

1University Hospital of Heidelberg, Department of Diagnostic and Interventional Radiology, Heidelberg, Germany

Purpose:
Evaluation of the influence of intrinsic and extrinsic conditions on the ablation volume.

Material and methods:
Retrospective analysis of 22 microwave ablations of therapy naïve liver tumours in 21 patients from
09/2020 to 12/2021 performed with the NeuWave PR probe (Ethicon). Ablations were performed
either at 65 W for 10 minutes, which complies to the highest achievable energy output in “standard
mode”, or in an off label "surgical mode" at 95 W for 1 minute followed by 65 W for 10 minutes.
Immediately after ablation, contrast enhanced CT was performed to determine the ablation area.
The ablation volume was measured in multiplanar reconstructions in 3 axes (parallel and orthogonal
to the needle).

Results:
Ablation volumes were significantly larger in case of HCCs (n=13) compared to metastasis (n=9;
21.9±10,7ml vs 12.4±5,1ml, p=0.02) with the longer diameter orthogonal to the needle showing the
highest significance level (3.2±0,5cm vs 2.5±0,5cm, p=0.008). Presence of a heat sink effect, defined
as a perfused vessel after ablation within the ablated area (HCC: 5/13; metastasis: 6/9), resulted in a
significant reduction of the shorter diameter orthogonal to the access path (2.5±0,5cm vs 3.0±0,5cm,
p=0.04). No significant differences in ablation volumes were found between “surgical mode”, used in
3/13 HCCs and 5/9 metastases, and “standard mode” (overall: 17.2±9,9ml vs 18.5±10,3ml; HCCs:
26,4±10,1ml vs 20,6±11,1ml; metastasis: 11,7±4,4ml vs 13,2±6,5ml).

Conclusion:
Using microwave ablation, larger ablation volumes can be expected in cases of HCCs compared to
liver metastasis. The use of the "surgical mode" does not yield an advantage in ablation volume.
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P 347 / CPAP+4 versus ShamCPAP for radiofrequency ablation of
primary and metastatic lung cancer under procedural sedation and
analgesia: a prospective, randomized, sham controlled trial
Páez Carpio A1, Vollmer I1, Torres M2, Gómez F1, Casanovas G3, Tercero J4, Valero R4, Sánchez M1,
Carrero E4
1Department of Radiology, CDI, Hospital Clínic Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain, 2Pneumology Service, ICR, Hospital
Clínic Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain, 3Medical Statistics Core Facility, IDIBAPS, Hospital Clínic Barcelona, Barcelona,
Spain, 4Department of Anesthesiology, Hospital Clínic Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain

Purpose
To evaluate the safety and efficacy of positive airway pressure (CPAP) for radiofrequency ablation
(RFA) of malignant lung tumors under procedural analgesia (PSA).

Materials and methods
This is a prospective, randomized, controlled trial developed at a single tertiary center. Patients were
randomly assigned to receive either CPAP 4cmH2O (CPAP+4) or ShamCPAP as part of the PSA during
RFA of lung malignancies. Primary endpoints were the number of subjects reporting at least one
adverse event (AE) or severe AE (SAE), hospital stay, and the number of readmissions. Secondary
endpoints were the effects of the intervention on respiratory parameters and post RFA imaging
findings.

Results
Of 46 patients randomized (intention to treat population, [ITT]) between November 2014 and
February 2018, 22 received CPAP+4 during PSA, and 24 received ShamCPAP. Thirty seven
(CPAP+4=17; ShamCPAP=20) adhered to the protocol (per protocol population, [PP]). All patients
presented at least one AE. The risk of AE on the ward post RFA was 4 fold in the CPAP+4 group (ITT:
4.250 [CI95%:1.234 14.637], p=0.021; PP: 4.457 [CI95%:1.110 17.899], p=0.035), with a higher
incidence of pneumothorax (ITT 22.7%vs0%, p=0.019; PP 29.4%vs0%, p=0.014). Patients in the
CPAP+4 group had also more SAE (ITT: 22.7%vs4.2%, p=0.093; PP: 23.5%vs0%, p=0.036). Additional
therapy after procedure or prolonged hospital stay was also higher in the CPAP+4 group (ITT:
18.2%vs4.2%, p=0.152; PP: 23.5%vs0%, p=0.036). No patients were readmitted. No differences were
found in respiratory parameters or post RFA imaging findings.

Conclusion
CPAP is not safe for RFA of lung cancer under PSA and does not influence patient oxygenation or
post RFA imaging findings.
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P 348 / Validation of the recommended size cut off for thermal
ablation in T1 renal cell carcinoma patients, according to the EAU
guidelines
Lucertini E1, Mauri G3, Varano G2, Bonomo G2, Camisassi N2, Della Vigna P2, Maiettini D2, Luzzago S3,
Mistretta F2, Musi G3, De Cobelli O3, Orsi F2
1"Sapienza" Università di Roma, Rome, Italy, 2Istituto Europeo di Oncologia, Milan, Italy, 3Università degli Studi di
Milano, Milan, Italy

Purpose:
To compare clinical results of thermal ablation (TA) in the treatment of renal tumors according to
their size ( 2 vs 2.1 3 vs >3 cm).

Methods:
342 patients treated with TA were stratified according to tumor size (2 vs 2.1 3 vs >3 cm). Peri
operative complications, disease persistency and local recurrence (LR) rate were evaluated using
logistic regression models; Kaplan Meier plots (KM) Cox regression models were used.

Results:
Median (IQR) tumor size was 2.5 (1.7 3.3) cm. 46 (13.5%) complications occurred, 15 (10.9%) vs 14
(13.9%) vs. 17 (17.3%) in 2 vs 2.1 3 vs >3 cm tumors. Size was not associated with higher rates of
complications [2.1 3 vs. 2 cm OR:0.99, 95% CI:0.90 1.07, p=0.8]; [>3 vs 2 cm OR:1.03, 95% CI:0.94
1.13, p=0.4]).
38 (11.1%) cases of persistent pathology were observed. Tumor size was associated with higher
persistency rate (OR:1.08; 95% CI:1.05 1.12; p<0.001). Patients with >3 cm tumors (OR:1.24, 95%
CI:1.14 1.34, p<0.001) had higher risk of persistency, than those with 2 cm tumors.
29 (8.5%) LR occurred after a median (IQR) follow up time of 28 (16 51) months. 3 year LR free
survival rates were 94% vs 92.5% vs. 79.5% in 2 vs. 2.1 3 vs >3 cm tumors (p=0.003). Size was
associated with higher rates of LR (HR:1.52; 95% CI:1.11 2.07; p=0.008). Patients with >3 cm vs 2 cm
(HR:2.71, 95% CI:1.04 7.08, p=0.04) had higher risk of LR.

Conclusion:
Patients with renal tumors >3 cm treated with TA have increased risk of disease persistence and local
recurrence.
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P 349 / Oncological outcome of CT guided percutaneous microwave
ablation for large non small cell lung cancer
Pusceddu C1

1Hospital Oncology ARNAS, Cagliari, Italy

Purpose:
This retrospective study evaluated the oncological outcomes of CT guided MWA in patients with
large NSCLC.

Material and Methods:
Kaplan Meier analysis was used to evaluate overall survival (OS) and cancer specific survival (CSS).
The log rank test was used to compare survival between patients with an NSCLC size greater or
smaller than 4 cm. The likelihood of local tumor progression (LTP) was analyzed using a multivariable
regression model. A total of 53 patients with 65 tumors were analyzed. The mean tumor size was
5.0±1.8 cm.

Results:
At the 1 month CT scan, complete tumor ablation was observed in 44.6% of cases. In 18.5% of cases
a redo MWA session was carried out, while in 4.6%, a third MWA was necessary to obtain complete
tumor necrosis. The mean follow up was 28.1±20.6 months with a median duration of 21.5 months.
The 1 year, 2 year, 3 year and 5 year OS rates were 78.2, 48.3, 34.8 and 18.3%, respectively. The
median CSS was 25 months (95% CI 15.5 34.5). The 1 year, 2 year, 3 year and 5 year CSS rates
were 84.3, 53.7, 42.1 and 30.0%, respectively. OS in patients with tumor size 4 cm was significantly
lower when compared with those having smaller tumors (P=0.03). LTP was observed in 19 patients
(35.8%). Incomplete tumor ablation [odds ratio (OR) 6.57; P<0.05] and tumor size 4 cm (OR 0.18;
P<0.05) were significant independent predictors of LTP.

In conclusion, CT guided MWA may represent a useful tool in the multimodality treatment of
patients with large advanced NSCLC.
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P 350 / Salvage locoregional therapy following radiotherapy for
hepatocellular carcinoma is associated with improved outcomes
Lin Y1, Fellman B1, Taiji R1, Paolucci I1, Koay E1, Avritscher R1, Mahvash A1, Holliday E1, Lee S1, Kaseb A1,
Das P1, Vauthey J1, Odisio B1

1The University Of Texas Md Anderson Cancer Center, Houston, United States

Purpose:
To evaluate the impact of salvage locoregional therapy (salvage LT) on survival in hepatocellular
carcinoma patients presenting intrahepatic tumor progression following initial definitive
radiotherapy.

Material and methods:
This single center retrospective analysis selected patients who underwent external beam
radiotherapy or selective internal radiotherapy with yttrium 90 during 2015 2019 and presenting
intrahepatic progression following initial radiotherapy. Overall survival (OS) was calculated by using
the Kaplan Meier method. Log rank tests and Cox regression models were used for univariate and
multivariable analysis. An inverse probability weighting model was used to balance confounding
factors and estimate treatment effects of salvage LT.

Results:
Over a median follow up time of 15.1 months, intrahepatic tumor progression after initial
radiotherapy occurred in 123 patients with a median time of 5.5 months (range:1.4 – 24.4). Salvage
LT was performed in 35 patients with 59 sessions, including ablation (n = 11), transarterial
embolization/chemoembolization (n = 33), selective internal radiotherapy (n = 7), and external beam
radiotherapy (n = 8). The median OS were 23.3 months in patients who received salvage LT and 6.6
months in those who did not (p <0.001). At multivariate analysis, ECOG (p = 0.03), Child Pugh class (p
= 0.001), ALBI grade (p = 0.03), extrahepatic disease (p <0.001), and lack of salvage LT (p = 0.01) were
independent predictors of OS. After inverse probability weighting, salvage LT was associated with a
survival benefit of 8.9 months (95% CI: 1.1 – 16.7 months; p = 0.03).

Conclusion:
Salvage LT is associated with increased survival in HCC patients suffering from intrahepatic
progression after initial definitive radiotherapy.
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P 351 / Locoregional therapy for fibrolamellar hepatocellular
carcinoma: 10 year single center results
Brahmbhatt A1, Zhao K, Brody L, Covey A, Yarmohammadi H
1Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center, New York, United States of America

Purpose:
Evaluate the safety and efficacy of locoregional therapy (LRT) for patients with fibrolamellar
hepatocellular carcinoma.

Methods:
From July 2011 to January 2021, the data of patients with fibrolamellar HCC treated for tumor
control with LRT, including particle embolization, radiofrequency ablation, and transarterial
radioembolization, were evaluated. Clinical and pathological factors were recorded. The response
rate to locoregional therapy was evaluated at 1, 3, and 6 months using the modified Response
Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumors criteria in addition to long term outcomes.

Results:
This retrospective analysis identified five patients, three females and two males, who underwent LRT
with therapeutic intent. Median age at diagnosis was 20.2 years (range 14.3 28.3 yrs). All patients
had prior hepatic resection(s) with recurrence, the mean post surgical resection disease free interval
was 28.9 months +/ 18.6 months. Three patients received systemic chemotherapy. No patient
presented with major preprocedural morbidity, including concomitant hepatic, cardiovascular, or
metabolic conditions. Local response rates at one year (n=4) were complete response 50% and
partial Response 50%. Among patients with CR at one year both had recurrence 29.93 and 28 months
later. There was no 30 day mortality, nor any adverse event attributable to locoregional therapy. The
average follow up during the study period from LRT was 45.83 months (+/ 30.7), and the mean
overall survival from diagnosis in this cohort was 8.9 years (+/ 4.6)

Conclusions:
Locoregional therapy for fibrolamellar HCC was well tolerated in patients. These therapies can
provide durable disease control. More extensive studies are needed to confirm these findings.
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P 352 / TACE with TANDEMmicrospheres in localized HCC: a
prospective, single arm, multicenter trial
Zhu H1, LI X, SUN J, ZHU X, LIU Z, LI H, LU J, YAN Z, SHAO G, HE X, CHAO , LI R, ZHANG Q, TENG G
1Center of Interventional Radiology & Vascular Surgery, Department of Radiology, Zhongda HosipitaL, Southeast
University, Nanjing, China

Purpose:
The STOPPER trial was designed to evaluate the effectiveness and safety of DEB TACE using TANDEM
microspheres loaded with epirubicin in Chinese patients with localized HCC.

Material and methods:
In this prospective, single arm, multicenter study, the enrolled patients with intermediate stage HCC
underwent DEB TACE loaded with epirubicin on demand. The primary endpoint was objective
response rate (ORR) at 6 months. The secondary endpoints were ORRs at 30 days and 3 months, time
to tumor progression (TTP), time to extrahepatic spread (EHS), 12 month proportion progression free
(PPF) and overall survival rate, and the incidence of treatment associated adverse events (AEs).

Results:
A total of 109 patients from 10 centers were included in the ITT set, and 108 in the PP set. The 6
month ORR was 73.5% (EASL response) versus 71.6% (mRECIST response) in the ITT set and 73.3%
versus 71.3% in the PP set. The 30 day ORR was 79.6% versus 79.6%, and the 3 month ORR was
80.0% versus 81.0%. The 12 month probabilities of survival were 60.7% (95% CI: 51.9% 71.1%) versus
61.8% (95% CI: 53.0% 72.1%) and the 12 month probability of EHS was 78.9% (95% CI: 71.2% 87.4%).
The 12 month PPF was 59.3% (95% CI: 50.4% 69.6%) versus 60.3% (95% CI: 51.5% 70.6%) and the 12
month overall survival rate was 94.3% (95% CI: 89.9% 98.8%). A total of 709 AEs, including 53 severe
AEs, were recorded.

Conclusion:
DEB TACE using TANDEM microspheres loaded with epirubicin was effective and safe with promising
local tumor control and safety in Chinese patients with localized HCC.
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P 353 / Pulmonary cryoablation: clinical outcomes in elderly patients
with primary lung cancer
Mabud T1, Guichet P1, Zhu Y1, Patel B1, Azour L3, Taslakian B1, Garay S2, Moore W3

1NYU Langone Health, Interventional Radiology, New York, United States, 2NYU Langone Health, Pulmonology,
New York, United States, 3NYU Langone Health, Chest Radiology, New York, United States

Purpose:
To characterize the safety, efficacy, and length of stay (LOS) associated with pulmonary cryoablation
for primary lung malignancies in patients aged 80.

Materials and Methods:
A retrospective single center database of all consecutive patients aged 80 who underwent
percutaneous CT guided cryoablation for primary lung malignancy between 2017 2020 was
compiled. 19 cryoablation procedures were performed (53% female; mean age: 85 ± 3.5 yrs; range:
80 94 yrs), predominantly upon adenocarcinomas (89%). Follow up imaging was reviewed to assess
for local recurrence. Procedural complications and length of stay were recorded from chart review.
Kaplan Meier analysis was performed to assess overall and recurrence free survival.

Results:
Mean patient follow up was 21.6 ± 10.8 months; mean imaging follow up was 19.2 ± 9.6 months.
Overall survival at 1, 2, and 3 years was 100%, 94%, and 94%, respectively. A single patient passed
away 1.1 years after cryoablation from unrelated disease. Recurrence free survival was 100%
throughout imaging follow up. 8/19 (42%) patients experienced intraprocedural pneumothorax, of
whom 6 (32%) required chest tube placement. 12/19 (64%) patients were discharged on the day of
procedure, with mean LOS 7.7 ± 1.6 hrs, while 26% of patients required overnight observation (2/19)
or admission (5/19), with mean LOS 48.1 ± 19.4 hrs. Overall LOS for all patients was 22.6 ± 22.9 hrs

Conclusion:
Percutaneous cryoablation of lung tumors can be performed safely in select octo and nonagenarians
with high overall and recurrence free survival. Despite non negligible risk of pneumothorax, most
patients are discharged within 24 hours.
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P 354 / Efficacy and safety of guidewire less trans arterial
microcatheter superselection in radioembolization (TARE Y90) for
liver tumors
Chang P1

1Taichung Veterans General Hospital, Taiwan, Taiwan

Purpose:
Wireless Angiographic VEssel Selection” (WAVES) technique have made guidewire less selective and
superselective variations of interventional procedures possible. Our study is to assess the feasibility
and safety of yttrium 90 radioembolization (TARE Y90) by using this procedures.

Materials and methods:
A small french (2.4 Fr or smaller) tip pre shaped microcatheter was retrospectively used for yttrium
90 microsphere delivery for 46 vessels in 25 patients. The following factors were defined: technical
success of catheterization; degree of difficulty in maneuvering time to reach the target position.
Procedure time was defined as beginning of target vessel selection to treatment completion, as
recorded by the angiography machine with cone beam CT time subtracted.

Results:
The microcatheter target position was in the right hepatic artery (n =20, 43.4%), the middle hepatic
artery (n = 7, 15.2%), the left hepatic artery (n =15, 32.6%), or in a segmental artery (n = 4, 8.7%). The
total mean treatment times (defined as beginning of target vessel selection to end of treatment)
were 35.6 ± 14.6 minutes. Technical success was achieved in the 100% of all cases. No major related
complications arose during any of the procedures.

Conclusion:
WAVES technique is desirable for TARE Y90 treatment because of less risk of radiation exposure to
both the patient and operator by reducing procedure time. It can also performed safely without
using a guidewire.
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P 355 / Nanosecond pulsed electric field ablation combined with
oncolytic peptide LTX 315 local interventional therapy for liver cancer
JING L1,2, JI K1,2, ZHOU G1,2, SUN J1,2
1The First Affiliated Hospital, Zhejiang University School of Medicine, Hepatobiliary and Pancreatic Interventional
Treatment Center, Hangzhou, China, 2Zhejiang University Cancer Center, Zhejiang University, Hangzhou, China

Purpose:
To investigate the feasibility and potential mechanism of nsPEF ablation combined with LTX 315 in
the treatment of liver cancer

Material and methods:
1.The in vivo and in vitro experiments were conducted according to the groupings below: control,
nsPEF, LTX 315 and the nsPEF+LTX 315 group; 2.CCK8 assay was performed to calculate the half
maximal inhibitory concentration (IC50) value of LTX 315, Flow cytometric analyses was used for cell
apoptosis detection. 3. In vivo, male C57BL/6 mice aged 4–6 week were inoculated subcutaneously
with Hepa1 6 cells to establish the mouse hepatoma model; Tumor growth was evaluated by
calculating the tumor volume; The xenograft tumor tissues were stained with H&E and antibodies for
Ki67 and TUNEL to assess the antitumor activity among different experimental groups. 4.
Immunohistochemical and Western blot assays were performed to detect the expression of PD L1
and CD8 in xenograft tumor tissues; Percentages of CD8 positive T cells in the spleen of mice were
analyzed with flow cytometry.

Results:
The IC50 concentration of LTX 315 was 25 M; the combination treatment caused the highest level of
apoptosis, exhibited the highest proportions of TUNEL positive cells and the lowest Ki 67 index. Mice
received nsPEF+LTX 315 treatment exhibited the highest ratios of CD8+ T cells in the spleen and
xenograft, while the lowest PD L1 level in xenograft tissue.

Conclusion:
Collectively, our experiments supports the efficacy of dual administration of nsPEF ablation
combined with oncolytic peptide LTX 315 in the treatment of liver cancer. CD8+ tumor infiltrating
cells have been shown to play an important role in this process.
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P 356 / Percutaneous cryoablation of metastatic lymph nodes in
oligometastatic patients: focus upon efficacy and safety
Karachaliou A1, Festas G1, Moschovakis Zeiger O1, Euthymiou E1, Arkoudis N1, Kelekis A1, Kelekis N1,
Filippiadis D1

12nd Department of Radiology, University General Hospital "ATTIKON" Medical School, National and Kapodistrian
University of Athens, Athens, Greece

Purpose:
To retrospectively evaluate efficacy and safety of Computed Tomography (CT) guided percutaneous
cryoablation of metastatic lymph nodes(LN) in oligometastatic patients.

Materials and methods:
Institutional database research identified 10 patients with 16 metastatic LNs who underwent
percutaneous CT guided cryoablation. Contrast enhanced CT or MRI was used for post ablation
follow up. The mRECIST response criteria were used for evaluating the efficacy of the ablation. The
definition of complications was assigned according to the CIRSE classification system. Procedure time
included local anesthesia, probe(s) placement, ablation and post procedural CT evaluation. Patient
and tumor characteristics, technical and clinical success on a per tumor and a per patient basis as
well as complication rates were recorded and evaluated.

Results:
Neoplasmatic substrate included gastric carcinoma (n=4), renal cell carcinoma (n=2), colorectal
carcinoma (n=2) and breast carcinoma (n=2). The metastatic lymph nodes were located in hepatic
hilum (n=1), the triangle between, stomach, liver and pancreas (n=1), supraclavicular (n=1),
cardiophrenic (n=1), pelvis (n=1), retroperitoneum (n=2) and para aortic (n=9).

Median lesion size was 2.20 cm. Median follow up was 20.00 months. Median length of stay in the
hospital was 1.00 day. The median procedure time was 110.50 minutes. On a per lesion basis, the
overall complete response post ablation was 93.75% (15/16 lesions). No complications were
recorded. On a per patient basis, the median disease free interval was 24.00 months and the median
overall survival was 26.0 months

Conclusion:
CT guided CWA is a minimally invasive ablative technique governed by high efficacy and safety rates
for the treatment of metastatic lymph nodes in oligometastatic patients
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P 357 / Percutaneous hepatic perfusion (PHP) with Melphalan in
liver dominant metastatic uveal melanoma
Dewald C1, Warnke M2, Brüning R2, Schneider M2, Wohlmuth P2, Hinrichs J1, Saborowski A1, Vogel A1,
Wacker F1
1Hannover Medical School, Hannover, Germany, 2Asklepios Clinic Hamburg Barmbek, Hamburg, Germany

Purpose:
Percutaneous hepatic perfusion (PHP) with melphalan delivers high dose chemotherapy to hepatic
tumors while minimizing systemic toxicity via filtration of the venous hepatic blood. This two center
study investigates the safety, response to therapy, and survival of patients with liver dominant
metastatic uveal melanoma (UM) treated with PHP in a salvage setting.

Material and methods:
We retrospectively examined 66 patients with metastatic UM, which were treated with 145 PHP in
two German centers between 04/2014 and 05/2020, with regard to adverse events (AEs; CTCAE
v5.0), response (overall response rate (ORR) and disease control rate (DCR) according to RECIST1.1)
as well as progression free and overall survival (PFS and OS).

Results:
Response rates were promising: ORR was 59% and DCR 93%. After start of the PHP treatment,
median hepatic PFS was 12 (confidence interval (CI) 4–18) months and median OS was 18 (CI 7–25)
months. The most frequent AEs were hematotoxicity related (grade 3/4 thrombocytopenia after 25%
of the procedures); less frequent was significant hepatotoxicity (grade 3/4 increased aspartate
transaminase (AST) and alanine transaminase (ALT) after 8% and 7% of the interventions,
respectively). Cardiovascular events compromised four cases of ischemic stroke (3%) and one case of
pulmonary embolism (1%).

Conclusion:
PHP is a safe and effective palliative treatment option for liver dominant metastatic uveal melanoma.
Serious AEs and complications are rare but demand a careful patient selection.
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P 358 / Retrospective study of the efficacy and safety of
chemoembolization with drug eluting microspheres combined with
intra arterial infusion of bevacizumab for unresectable hepatocellular
carcinoma
Ueda S1, Hori S2, Hori A2, Makitani K2, Wan K3, Sonomura T1
1Department of Radiology,Wakayama Medical University , Wakayama, Japan, 2Department of Radiology,Institute
for Image Guided Therapy, Osaka, Japan, 3Clinical Study Support Center ,Wakayama Medical University Hospital,
Wakayama, Japan

Purpose:
To evaluate the efficacy and safety of chemoembolization with drug eluting microspheres (DEM
TACE) combined with intra arterial infusion of bevacizumab in patients with unresectable
hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) and to identify possible prognostic factors.

Materials and methods
Between November 2014 and December 2020, 34 patients underwent DEM TACE combined with
intra arterial infusion of bevacizumab for Barcelona clinic liver cancer (BCLC) B stage HCC beyond the
Up to seven criteria and BCLC C stage HCC. Patients with extrahepatic metastasis or inferior vena
cava invasion were excluded. The primary endpoint was overall survival (OS). The secondary
endpoints were safety (assessed using Common Terminology Criteria for Adverse Events v5.0),
response rate at 1 month, and evaluation of prognostic factors. The response rate was evaluated
according to modified Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumors. Median OS was calculated using
the Kaplan–Meier method and compared using log rank tests. Prognostic factors were investigated
by univariate and multivariable analysis using the Cox proportional hazards model.

Results:
The median OS was 13 months. BCLC stages and presence of portal vein invasion were not
significantly associated with OS. There were no grade 3 adverse events. The Child–Pugh grade did
not decline after treatment in approximately 90% of patients. The overall response rate was 14.2%
and the disease control rate was 100%. Significant prognostic factors were alcoholic liver disease,
Child–Pugh score of 8, and larger microsphere size.

Conclusion:
DEM TACE combined with intra arterial infusion of bevacizumab is safe and effective, and could be a
treatment option for unresectable HCCs.
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P 359 / Treatment outcomes of simple and non simple nodular HCC
types in patients with Up to 7 criteria
Murakami K1, Tsukuda A1, Kamieda S1, Kamada K1
1Goryokaku hospital, Hokkaido Hakodate city, Japan

Purpose
To compare transarterial chemoembolization (TACE) outcomes of patients with simple and non
simple nodular type hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) with Up to 7 criteria.

Materials and Methods
We retrospectively divided intermediate stage HCC patients who underwent TACE between April
2017 and Dec 2021 into those with simple nodular type and non simple nodular type HCC. We
diagnose by the gross classification in the Liver Cancer Study Group of Japan (LCSGJ). We recorded
the comprehensive evaluation (i.e., complete response, partial response, stable disease, and
progressive disease rates), overall survival (OS), and progression free survival (PFS; time to
progressive disease) of patients.

Results
Fifty one HCC patients underwent first TACE between April 2017 and December 2021. We excluded
four patients with a Child Pugh score of 8 and advanced stage HCC. Comprehensive evaluation
showed better outcomes for simple nodular type compared to non simple nodular type patients (p =
0.0214 for Fisher's exact test). The median PFS and OS were 704 and 757 days, respectively, in the
conversion group, and 485 and 583 days, respectively, in the continuing group (p = 0.136 and p =
0.292, respectively).

Conclusions
Simple nodular type HCC patients have better comprehensive evaluation compared to non simple
type HCC patients.
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P 360 / Pre ablative predictors of non transplantable recurrence
after percutaneous thermal ablation of early hepatocellular
carcinoma
Gozzo C1,2, Hermida M1, Cassinotto C1, Mohamad A1, Allimant C1, Schembri V1, Basile A2, Dharancy S3,
Ursic Bedoya J4, Guiu B1

1Department of Radiology, St Eloi University Hospital, Montpellier, France, Montpellier, France, 2Radiodiagnostic
and Radiotherapy Unit, Department of Medical and Surgical Sciences and Advanced Technologies "GF Ingrassia",
University of Catania, Catania, Italy, Catania, Italy, 3Department of Hepatology, Lille University Hospital, Lille,
France, Lille, France, 4Department of Liver Surgery, St Eloi University Hospital, Montpellier, France, Montpellier,
France

Purpose:
Percutaneous thermal ablation (PTA), resection and liver transplantation(LT) are the standard
curative options for HCC. LT yields the best long term outcomes but is limited by graft shortage.
Thus, patients with 3cmHCC are mainly treated by PTA even though recurrence is frequent and may
occur outside transplant criteria. Data on non transplantable recurrence (NTR) following PTA are
however lacking.

Material and methods:
We investigated the predictors of NTR among 213 potentially transplantable patients with 3cm
HCC(s) treated by PTA, to stratify them according to their NTR risk and to improve treatment
allocation.

Results:
During follow up (median:41.2months), NTR occurred in 18.3%(AFP model) and 23%(Milan) patients.
NTR prediction with competing risk analysis and internal validation revealed
AFP>100ng/mL (SHR: 7.28) and prior HCC (SHR: 3.77) as independent predictors (Harrell’s C: 0.76).
Based on this model, patients were stratified into 3 NTR risk categories: HCC naïve with
AFP<100ng/mL (low risk, n=108/213), HCC non naïve with AFP<100ng/mL (intermediate risk,
n=92/213), AFP 100ng/mL (high risk, n=13/213), among whom 9.3% (3.7%[Milan]), 22.8%
(25%[Milan]) and 61.5% (38/5%[Milan]) presented NTR (p<0.001). Median RFS was 4.6, 14.5 and 43.4
months respectively in high , intermediate and low risk categories (p<0.001). Median OS, which was
19.1months in high risk patients, was not reached otherwise (p<0.001).

Conclusion:
Overall, PTA of 3cm HCC incurs a low NTR risk. Simple and non invasive predictors (HCC naivety,
AFP) accurately stratified patients’risk of NTR, and should help to
improve treatment allocation. Patients with AFP 100ng/mL have high risk of NTR, poor RFS and OS.
Further studies evaluating preemptive transplantation or adjuvant/neoadjuvant strategies are highly
needed in this small patient subset .
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P 361 / Operator learning curve for transradial liver cancer
embolization: implications for the initiation of a transradial access
program
Tanzilli A1, Iezzi R1, Posa A1, Tenore L1, De Leoni D1, Manfredi R1

1Department of Diagnostic Imaging, Oncologic Radiotherapy and Hematology, Fondazione Policlinico
Universitario A. Gemelli, Roma, Italy

Purpose:
To analyze transradial approach (TRA) learning curve on patients undergoing hepatic
chemoembolization, investigating the relationship between procedural volumes and various
benchmarks of procedural success.

Material and Methods:
We enrolled sixty consecutive patients who received two unilobar hepatic chemoembolization within
a 4 week interval performed by a single interventional radiologist, highly trained in conventional
transfemoral procedures (TFA), but without any previous practical experience in TRA procedures and
with a preliminary 2 days theoretical training only. We divided the study population, prospectively
consecutively random enrolled, into 3 groups: A (case 1 to 20), B (case 21 to 40), and C (case 41 to
60), using all TFA procedures performed by the same operator in the same series of patients as the
control group. Primary endpoint was to analyze the relationship between procedure volumes and
benchmarks of procedural success, such as safety, and procedural variables, including fluoroscopy
time, and radiation dose, to define the optimal procedural learning curve.

Results:
Technical success was obtained in all patients, without needing any switch from radial to femoral
access. No major complications were registered without significant differences in terms of minor
complications between the three subgroups of patients. An association between incremental TRA
volume and reduction decreasing of preparation, puncture, fluoroscopy and total examination times
was demonstrated, with values significantly higher only for group A (first 20 patients).

Conclusions:
TRA is safe and feasible for transarterial hepatic chemoembolization. Operator proficiency improves
with greated TRA experience, with a threshold needed to overcome the learning curve represented
by 20 cases
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P 362 / Temporal evolution in quality of life following melphalan
percutaneous hepatic perfusion for patients with metastatic uveal
melanoma
Vigneswaran G1,2, Woodcock P5, Gibson T1, Patel S1, Adil M1, Wheater M3, Karydis I3, Gupta S4,
Stedman B1, Modi S1
1Department of Interventional Radiology, University Hospital Southampton NHS Foundation , Southampton,
United Kingdom, 2Department of Cancer Sciences, University of Southampton, Southampton, United Kingdom,
3Department of Oncology, University Hospital Southampton NHS Foundation Trust, Southampton, United
Kingdom, 4Department of Anaesthesia, University Hospital Southampton NHS Foundation Trust, Southampton ,
United Kingdom, 5Spire Hospital Southampton, Southampton, United Kingdom

Purpose:
Recent studies have demonstrated a clear survival benefit of melphalan percutaneous hepatic
perfusion (M PHP) for liver metastases from ocular melanoma (mUM). Importantly, the benefit
relating to each treatment cycle must be carefully balanced with changes in patient Quality of Life
(QoL). We assessed the temporal change in the QoL after M PHP at our institutions.

Material and methods:
We performed a retrospective analysis of the change in QoL using the Functional Assessment of
Cancer Therapy General (FACT G) with mUM patients receiving M PHP at our institutions (n=13).
The FACT G score was measured pre procedure and at day 1, day of discharge, 7, 14 and 28 days
after M PHP therapy. Paired t test was used to assess for any significant change.

Results:
The baseline FACT G score was 93.4 out of 108 +/ 14.7 (mean +/ std). QoL significantly decreased
immediately after the procedure (day 1; 84.8 +/ 13.1, p=0.01) and gradually improved over time,
with no significant difference by day of discharge; 88.7 +/ 13.7, c.f baseline p=0.22). By day 28, there
was a trend for improved QoL (96.6 +/ 9.3, p = 0.25). Sub score analysis revealed that by day 28
there was an improvement in emotional wellbeing (p=0.02) and a positive trend towards physical
and social domains.

Conclusion:
QoL following M PHP decreases immediately after therapy but is not significantly different from
baseline by the day of discharge. By day 28 there is a trend towards improved QoL. This study could
provide the basis for determining the optimal time between treatment cycles.
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P 363 / Characteristics associated with outcomes of small renal mass
thermal ablation
Nicek Z1, Galate V, Rohr A, Shi X, Li Y, Young K, Clark L, Walter C, Collins Z
1University of Kansas Medical Center, Kansas City, United States

INTRODUCTION
This study aimed to evaluate which treatment, tumor, and patient characteristics are associated with
negative treatment outcomes in patients with renal tumors treated with percutaneous cyroablation
or microwave ablation (MWA).

MATERIALS AND METHODS
This single center retrospective cohort study included patients 18 and older who underwent CT
guided percutaneous renal tumor MWA or cryoablation for primary renal malignancy between
3/1/2010 and 4/30/2020. Patient demographics, procedure details, pre and post procedure imaging,
and tumor characteristics were collected. Negative outcome was defined as recurrent or residual
tumor nodularity at the treated tumor site. Categorical characteristics and event status were
analyzed using Chi Square and Fisher’s exact tests. Kaplan Meier curves were used to analyze event
free survival. Cox proportional hazard models and log rank tests were used to compare survival
probabilities between the two initial treatment technique groups.

RESULTS
Of 24 patients, 9 received cryoablation and 15 received MWA. Renal cell carcinoma was diagnosed in
87.5%, and 75% were at least partially exophytic. Mean renal tumor size 2.3cm (SD 1.2). A statistically
significant difference was identified in recurrence free survival between patients who had exophytic
and non exophytic tumors (log rank P=0.03). Patients with exophytic tumors have a significantly
reduced risk of nodularity recurrence by 76%, based on a hazard ratio of 0.24 (95% CI 0.06 0.93; Cox
model P=0.04).

CONCLUSION
Exophytic tumor status demonstrated a statistically significant association with event free survival.
This suggests that tumor exophytic status may be helpful in guiding clinical approach to the
treatment of renal tumors.
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P 364 / Evaluation of a novel anti reflux microcatheter versus
standard of care end hole microcatheter in DEB TACE using
radiopaque beads: a single institution prospective preliminary study
Zaarour Y1, Tacher V1, Kobeiter H1

1Chu Henri Mondor, Creteil, France

Purpose:
A novel microcatheter was recently developed claiming to reduce microspheres reflux in DEB TACE.
The aim of this study was to compare the anti reflux microcatheter ability versus a standard end hole
microcatheter for TACE treatment in HCC patients.

Material and methods:
Twenty three patients with 37 hepatocellular carcinoma nodules were treated by DEB TACE using
doxorubicin charged radiopaque microspheres (LUMI Beads, Boston Scientific, USA). The control
group consisted of 13 patients with19 nodules treated using standard of care end hole
microcatheters, while the test group included 10 patients with 18 nodules treated with the SeQure
microcatheter (Guerbet, France). Microspheres distribution mismatch was evaluated between the
targeted territory on treatment planning CBCT and microsphere’s spontaneous opacities on the post
intervention CBCT and the 1 month CT scanner.

Results:
Non target embolization (NTE) was found in 20% of patients in the test group and 85% in the control
group. It was noted only in an adjacent segment in the test group while it affected the adjacent
biliary sector or even the contralateral liver lobe in the control group. No complication linked to NTE
was found in the test group, while it led to one case of ischemic cholangitis and another case of
biloma in the control group, both in the NTE liver segments.

Conclusion:
The anti reflux microcatheter may be efficient in reducing NTE and thus eventual adverse events in
comparison to standard of care end hole microcatheters.
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P 365 / Impact of transarterial chemoembolization and
radioembolization palliative treatments on quality of life in hepatic
tumour patients
Ooi S1, Damodharan K2, Too C1, Tan Z1, Leong S1, Lee K1, Win H1, Wang Y1, Gogna A1

1Singapore General Hospital/Singhealth, Department of Vascular and Interventional Radiology, Singapore,
Singapore, 2MIOT International Hospital, Department of Vascular and Interventional Radiology, 4/112, Mount
Poonamallee Road, Manapakkam, India

Purpose:
With the advancement in the medical diagnostic and interventional imaging, more patients with
advanced hepatocellular carcinoma are offered palliative transcatheter arterial chemoembolization
(TACE) or transcatheter arterial radioembolization treatment with Yttrium 90 (Y90). The aim of our
study was to study the impact of these two palliative treatments on the quality of life (QOL) of
hepatic tumour patients.

Methods:
A prospective cohort study of all patients who underwent radioembolization (n=24, 48%) and TACE
(n= 26, 52%) were followed up for 12 month period. Patients were administered the Functional
Assessment of Cancer Therapy–Hepatobiliary (FACT Hep) questionnaires pre treatment, 2nd week,
and 1st, 3rd, 6th and 12th months post treatment. Demographic and disease specific information
were collated. Statistical analysis was performed on the QOL responses and to evaluate the survival
of these patients.

Results:
Fifty patients with primary hepatocellular carcinoma (n=43) and metastatic colorectal cancer (n=7)
were enrolled in this study. These two groups of patients have preserved liver function (86% Child A,
14% Child B) and good ECOG performance status. There was no statistically significant difference in
terms of absolute QOL score between these two groups of patients at all time points, except
hepatobiliary cancer subscale score (p value 0.046) and FACT TOI index (p value 0.054) at 1st month
post treatment with a higher QOL score in TACE group.

Conclusion:
In this prospective study, the overall QOL in TACE group is comparable to that of Y90 group. The
caveat of this study was a relatively small sample size.
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P 366 / TACE for very early & early stage HCC
Hashem E1, Peddu P2

1Ain Shams University, , Egypt, 2King's College Hospital, , UK

PURPOSE:
Liver transplantation, surgical resection and thermal ablation are the standard treatment options for
early and very early stage HCC. Difficult tumour location or unfitness for surgery can preclude these
options. Our aim is to evaluate safety and long term efficacy of TACE for this group of patients being
outside the classic standards of BCLC classification.

MATERIALS AND METHODS:
Retrospective analysis was performed for all TACE procedures done at our tertiary liver centre for
very early or early stage HCC during a 5 year period (January 2014 December 2018). We included
patients with solitary tumours 5cm and patients with 2–3 tumours (each 3cm).

RESULTS:
237 eligible patients were included. 184(77.6%) patients had solitary lesions, of which 38(16%) were
2 cm and 146(61.6%) were 2–5 cm. 53(22.4%) patients had 2 or 3 lesions.

Technical success was achieved in 233(98.3%) procedures. Drug Eluting Beads (DEB TACE) were used
exclusively in 192(82.4%) procedures.
Complete response was achieved in 109(45.9%) patients.
Recurrence rate was 48/109(44%), during median imaging follow up time of 31.9 month (IQR 15.9–
44.7).
Mean overall survival was 61.4 month (95%CI: 56.8–65.9).
Mean recurrence free survival was 56.1 month (95%CI: 48.2–64.1).
66(27.8%) patients eventually underwent transplantation and 6(2.5%) patients underwent surgical
resection.
Mild, moderate and severe adverse events were encountered with 2.9%, 5.4 and 0.8% respectively.
No deaths took place during the 30 day post procedure period.

CONCLUSION:
TACE is a safe and effective option for early and very early stage HCC, when surgery or thermal
ablation cannot be offered. It can also be used as a bridge to transplantation for these patients.
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P 367 / Creating a controlled pneumothorax to treat aortic abutting
lung metastases
Groskreutz D1

1Frank H Netter School of Medicine at Quinnipiac University, New Haven, United States

Learning Objectives
1. To understand the obstacles of treating tumors proximal to the aorta
2. Highlight how a controlled pneumothorax can be used to create space between the tumor and
aorta to increase efficacy and safety of tumor ablation

Background
Image guided local ablation is a widely used technique in the management lung metastases. This
technique has proven challenging, however, when lesions abut the aorta due to heat sink caused by
aortic blood flow. The creation of a therapeutic pneumothorax can be used to create a controlled
separation between the aorta and tumor target.

Procedure Details
Location of needle puncture site should be in the plane of the tumor, as determined by contrast
enhanced CT. Once the needle is inserted into the pleural space, needle location is verified via CT.
When localization of the needle within the pleural space is confirmed, air is injected to create the
controlled pneumothorax. Patient position should be adjusted to increase separation of the tumor
from the pleura while creating a feasible needle path. Once the pneumothorax is confirmed, lesion
ablation can be done until the ablation zone extends slightly beyond the tumor margins. Injected air
is then removed with a syringe. Follow up imaging should be done to follow therapeutic response.

Conclusion and/or Teaching Points
A controlled pneumothorax can be used in aorta abutting lung metastases to create a safe distance
between the lesion and local structures. This method increases efficacy of thermal ablation while
decreasing patient discomfort and damage to mediastinal structures.
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P 368 / Dual therapy: transarterial embolisation and ablation for
large renal cell carcinoma
Liu C1, Srinivasan S2, Chung R2

1Surrey and Sussex Healthcare NHS Trust, Surrey, United Kingdom, 2Khoo Teck Puat Hospital, Singapore,
Singapore

Learning objectives:
• Review the current literature and appreciate the role of combined treatment of transarterial

embolisation (TAE) and percutaneous ablation for renal cell carcinoma (RCC).
• Tips and tricks of this dual therapy to minimise risk and ensure adequate ablation margins.

Background:
RCC is the most common renal cancer and is typically treated with radical or partial nephrectomy.
Percutaneous thermal ablation is widely recognised by international guidelines as a suitable
alternative for T1a tumours with high rates of complete ablation. Treatment of larger, T1b tumours
have been hampered by the reported higher rates of incomplete ablation and potential higher risk of
complication given their vascularity. Current literature suggests that TAE pre ablation can decrease
post ablation haemorrhage, improve tumour localisation and increase tumour ischaemia allowing for
more complete ablative coverage.

Clinical findings/procedure details:
Following a brief review of the most recent literature and using clinical vignettes from our own
experience, a guide for successful combined TAE and ablative therapy is described.
Recommendations to improve procedural success whilst limiting complications will be discussed.

Conclusion:
Dual therapy with TAE and thermal ablation may be a feasible treatment arm in the management of
larger and hypervascular RCCs.
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P 369 / Neuroprotection in vertebral ablations: epidural dissection
Bernetti C1, Pacella G1, Andresciani F1, Cea L1, Vertulli D1, Altomare C1, Zobel B1, Grasso R1

1Department of Diagnostic and Interventional Radiology, Campus Bio Medico University of Rome, Roma, Italy

Learning objectives:
Describe technique and advantages of epidural dissection when performing ablations of bone
neoplasms that reach the posterior vertebral somatic wall.

Background:
Due to proximity to the spinal canal, ablation procedures of posterior vertebral somatic lesions are
burden with two main issues: the under dimensioned and incomplete treatment in order to
safeguard the spinal cord, or, instead, the possible neuronal damage. To perform the ablation with
greater safety and completeness, an epidural dissection can be performed. Further help in
positioning the needles can be obtained with the aid of TC guided navigation systems.

Clinical findings/procedure details:
The aim of the epidural dissection is to achieve distancing of the spinal cord from the posterior wall
of the vertebral soma to be subjected to the ablative treatment. Carbon dioxide, contrast medium,
glucose or sodium chloride solutions can be used and need to distribute in the anterior epidural
space, in order to obtain a multilevel dissection, adjacent to the site to be treated. The dissection is
usually performed using a 22G needle inserted at a higher level than the treatment area, with a
posterior access, or even a trans foraminal access, if you want to reach the anterior epidural space
directly.

Conclusion:
The proximity of the ablation area to the spinal cord exposes to possible neuronal damage and
makes neurological monitoring and the use of nerve protective methods, such as epidural dissection,
essential.
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P 370 / A primer on interventional and oncological applications and
translational barriers for selective venous sampling: a review of
literature
Dunne O1, Umair M2

1Pritzker School of Molecular Engineering, University of Chicago, Chicago, United States of America,
2Northwestern University Feinberg School of Medicine, Chicago, United States

Selective venous sampling employs catheter directed venous aspiration from the tumor’s
microenvironment, an alternative to image guided tissue biopsies (percutaneous biopsies) the
current standard for cancer diagnostics. The applications of selective venous sampling, also referred
to as liquid biopsy in common literature, include oncological diagnostics and therapeutics with
identification of tumor markers, monitoring progression of preexisting tumors by following these
biomarkers, treatment response, and screening for high risk patients. Selective venous sampling
offers a less invasive alternative with decreased risks of complications compared to many
percutaneous biopsies, including lesser risks of parenchymal bleeding. In cases of patients with high
risk for bleeding and transplanted organs, selective venous sampling can be a safer option for tissue
sampling. Additionally, in cases when image guided percutaneous biopsies are challenging due to
either the small size of lesions or the inaccessibility of location, selective venous sampling from the
tumor microenvironment may facilitate early diagnosis. On the other hand, percutaneous biopsies
can lead to more definitive histopathological diagnoses with demonstration of tumor
cytoarchitecture. The primary barrier to the clinical translation of selective venous sampling
technology is mainly not procedural, but rather lies in the limitations of current microfluidics and
biomarker detection, including lab on a chip technologies, in addition to our limited database of
known tumor biomarkers. In conclusion, although not the standard of care for tissue sampling,
selective venous sampling can be a safer option for certain high risk populations and can lead to early
detection for some small or inaccessible lesions on images.
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P 371 / Preoperative portal vein embolization: evaluating current
methods to achieve future liver remnant growth
Charles J1, Gu K3, Shaikh J2
1University of South Florida Morsani College of Medicine, Tampa, United States, 2Department of Interventional
Radiology, Tampa General Hospital , Tampa, United States, 3Nova Southeastern University Dr. Kiran C. Patel
College of Osteopathic Medicine, Fort Lauderdale, United States

1. Explore the mechanism of portal vein embolization (PVE)
2. Explore current literature supporting the methods used to achieve future liver remnant (FLR)

growth
3. Discuss safety, efficacy, and complications of each
4. Discuss adjunctive PVE therapies

Liver resection remains the gold standard for patients with malignant hepatic tumors. The indication
for partial hepatectomy has evolved away from tumor characteristics and what will be removed
towards volume and function of theFLR, i.e. what will remain. Consequently, liver regeneration
strategies have become paramount in transforming patients with previously poor prognoses into
ones, who after hepatic resection, are disease free. The future liver remnant (FLR), the percentage of
liver remaining after surgery, is a strong predictor of post surgical hepatic. Preoperative PVE of portal
vein branches supplying one lobe of the liver to promote contralateral lobar hypertrophy has become
the accepted standard for liver regeneration.

Current literature for PVE discusses the use of three different embolics and associated techniques.
They include percutaneous transhepatic access and use of combination polyvinyl alcohol particles
and coils, N butyl cyanoacrylate glue with lipiodol, and sodium tetradecyl sulfate foam. This
educational exhibit explores the current literature, techniques, and complication profile for each
method.
Additionally, adjunctive therapies have been implemented conjointly with PVE, namely concurrent
hepatic vein embolization, PVE with stem cell transplantation, and PVE with branched chain amino
acid supplementation. This exhibit will highlight the technical aspects and current literature
surrounding the adjuvant methods.

Preoperative PVE is an effective option for preventing hepatic insufficiency post hepatic lobectomy.
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P 372 / Approach to management of malignant superior vena cava
obstruction (SVCO)
Greene L1, Cooper P, Allen G, Francis A, Hayden R, Irvine I,
1Division of Interventional Radiology, Department of Radiology, University Hospital Waterford, Waterford, Ireland

Learning objectives
1. To recognise the clinical signs and symptoms of SVCO.
2. To explain the rationale for stenting vs. radiotherapy / chemotherapy.
3. To discuss the management of thrombotic vs. non thrombotic obstruction.

Background
SVCO encompasses a broad clinical spectrum ranging from asymptomatic cases to life threatening
emergencies. Currently, malignancy is responsible for 60% of SVCO, of which, lung cancer and Non
Hodgkin’s Lymphoma (NHL) account for 90%. Diagnosis is clinical, therefore recognition of the signs
and symptoms is crucial. Multiple factors determine whether a conservative or interventional
approach is appropriate.

Clinical Findings / Procedure details
Malignant SVCO occurs due to compression, invasion and/or thrombosis of the SVC. Treatment is
determined by type and extent of obstruction (tumour or thrombus), symptom acuity, histological
diagnosis, overall prognosis and anticipated efficacy of the available options (anticoagulation,
chemotherapy, radiotherapy, stenting). Both tumoural and thrombotic obstruction benefit from
anticoagulation to maintain vessel patency and prevent propagation of existing thrombus. Extensive
thrombus with high grade obstruction may require urgent thrombolysis / thrombaspiration.
Management of tumoural obstruction hinges on symptom acuity and the histological diagnosis:
patients presenting with high grade SVCO from an unknown malignancy may be best managed with
primary stenting, while patients with a known chemoresponsive malignancy may be best managed
conservatively.

Conclusion
Recognition of the symptoms that comprise SVCO is essential. Both thrombotic and tumoural
obstructions benefit from anticoagulation. Acuity of symptoms, clinical grade of SVCO and
histological diagnosis are the key factors that determine whether a conservative or interventional
approach is most appropriate.
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P 373 / Electromagnetic navigation as an essential tool for complex
CT guided procedures
de Kerviler E1, Assouline J1, Pachev A1, Leleu F1, de Bazelaire C1

1Saint Louis Hospital, Paris, France

Learning objectives
To demonstrate how electromagnetic navigation facilitates CT guided procedures
To show how CT guided out of plane accesses are now made possible
To present a collection of demonstrative difficult cases including biopsies, drainages, and ablations

Background
Planning a trajectory is the starting point of every CT guided procedure. Sometimes, no obvious in
plane trajectory is found, necessitating double oblique approaches. Electromagnetic navigation is one
of the techniques that offers the possibility to plan unexpected trajectories and guide the needles
intraprocedurally.

Clinical findings/Procedure details
An electromagnetic transmitter is attached to the patient skin prior to the CT acquisition. Once
acquired, images are transferred to an in room workstation. A receiver embedded into a needle
holder makes it possible to display the potential needle’s trajectories in real time on the station an
plan the procedure. Once an optimal trajectory is selected by the radiologist, the needle holder
serves as a guide to insert the needle and progress in depth, avoiding critical structures. The system
reduces the number of control scans, and therefore maintains the radiation exposure as low a dose
as possible for both patients and radiologists.

Conclusion
Allowing unlimited trajectories, electromagnetic navigation opens new horizons, making reachable
the unreachable targets. The technique works as well for complex biopsies, drainages and
multineedle ablations.
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P 374 / SIRT following the BCLC 2022 update – The role of
interventional radiology and where to go from here
Briody H1, Duong D2, Maingard J3,4, Brooks DM3,4, Asadi H3,4,5, Kok HK1,4
1Interventional Radiology Service, Northern Health Radiology, Epping, Australia, 2Melbourne Medical School,
University of Melbourne, Parkville, Australia, 3Interventional Radiology Service, Austin Health, Heidelberg,
Australia, 4Interventional Radiology Service, St Vincent's Hospital, Melbourne, Australia, 5Interventional Radiology
Service, Monash Health, Melbourne, Australia

Learning Objectives:
Fundamentals of selective internal radiation therapy (SIRT)
Recent refinements in SIRT technique
The role of SIRT in the updated BCLC 2022 treatment algorithm
Future applications and advancements

Background:
Primary liver malignancy, of which hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is the most common type is the
sixth most common cancer worldwide and accounts for nearly 745,000 deaths each year. Liver
cancer typically has a very poor prognosis with a ratio of mortality to incidence of 0.95.
Consequently, there has been major research into the treatment options for HCC with significant
advancements over the last decade. The most recent 2022 update to the Barcelona Clinic Liver
Cancer (BCLC) treatment algorithm has featured a more prominent role for locoregional treatment
including the incorporation of selective internal radiation therapy (SIRT) or radioembolisation in early
stage 0 A disease.

Procedure details:
SIRT is a locoregional treatment option for HCC that involves transarterial delivery of the beta
emitter Yttrium 90 (90Y) via resin or glass microspheres to arterialised tumour vasculature, delivering
a tumouricidal dose to the tumour. SIRT techniques have been refined over the past decade including
improved understanding of dosimetry, as well as more selective treatment approaches in the form of
radiation segmentectomy and lobectomy. Data from recent landmark trials have helped to elevate
the role for SIRT in the BCLC treatment algorithm.

Conclusion:
This review will provide a contemporary summary for the increasing role of SIRT in treating HCC, in
light of recent updates to the BCLC treatment algorithm.
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P 375 / Watch that ice ball
Law N1, Cogman A1, Anand K1
1University of Utah, Salt Lake City, United States

Learning objectives
• Discuss the complications of renal cryoablation
• Demonstrate these complications in a pictorial essay

Background
Kidney cancer is the third most common type of urinary tract malignancy as incidental renal cell
carcinoma cases rise secondary to cross sectional imaging. For masses <3cm in size, image guided
percutaneous ablation has become the standard. Though both radiofrequency ablation and
cryoablation have been shown to have similar outcomes, cryoablation appears to be preferred by
interventional radiologists for many reasons including diminished procedural pain, decreased
anesthesia use, and real time visualization of the ablation zone. Cryoablation is achieved by the
formation of an ice ball via pressurized argon flow that cools as it expands through a double tubed
cryoprobe. Although percutaneous ablation is generally safe, complications have been reported in
11% of cases. These complications may arise from the ice ball formed during the procedure and
should be familiar to the proceduralist.

Clinical Findings/Procedure details
Complications include ice ball fracture, hemorrhage, ice ball approaching too close to the iliofemoral
nerve, and urine leak each of which will be depicted by CT images and figure explanations.

Conclusion
Ice ball complications during cryoablation of renal cell masses are important to identify and should
be familiar to the proceduralist.
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P 376 / The role of indocyanine green fluorescence imaging
techniques in aiding laparoscopic anatomical liver resection
Bagrodia N1, Repajic M1

1Keck School Of Medicine Of Usc, Montebello, United States

1. Explain the technique of Indocyanine green (ICG) fluorescent imaging. 2. Review the use of dye in
liver function testing.

Anatomical liver resection is a procedure to remove malignant tissue while preserving the structure
and function of the remaining liver. The success of the procedure is predicated on identifying the
tumor bearing regions of the liver. Indocyanine green’s ability to emit near infrared fluorescence
(NIF) has historically been used to measure the plasma clearance rate for testing liver functional
reserve [1]. The dye is now playing a role in identifying tumor margins in laparoscopic anatomical
liver resection.

Three dimensional imaging is used to stage the tumor and illustrate the local vascular anatomy prior
to the procedure. Perioperatively, the ICG solution is prepared as per the manufacturer’s guidelines.
Injection of the ICG dye into the portal branch supplying the liver segment(s) containing the tumor is
performed. Using the laparoscopic system, fitted with an ICG fluorescence probe, the tumor margins
are visualized. With an ultrasonic dissector, parenchymal transection is performed along the
fluorescent boundary to excise the tumor.

Liver malignancies necessitate clear margins in tumor resection for improved patient outcomes. ICG
fluorescence imaging provides a method to delineate the tumor and preserve healthy liver tissue.
This technique also avoids the pitfall of conventional methods like traditional dyes and ischemic
demarcation lines which fail to distinguish the intersegmental plane inside the liver capsule. One
limitation is that the imaging from the fluorescence imaging system is dark since NIF images do not
have visible light.
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P 377 / A technical guide to palliative ablation of recurrent cancers in
the deep spaces of the supra hyoid neck
Hui T1, Lim M2, Karandikar A1, Loke S1, Pua U1

1Tan Tock Seng Hospital, Department of Diagnostic Radiology, Singapore, Singapore, 2Tan Tock Seng Hospital,
Department of Otorhinolaryngology, Singapore, Singapore

Learning objectives
This educational poster provides an overview and highlights the important nuances of performing
percutaneous ablations in the head and neck. It covers general principles, ablative modalities, image
guidance, procedural technique, expected outcomes and possible complications.

Background
More than half (50 60%) of patients with head and neck carcinoma develop loco regional recurrence
within 2 years of initial curative therapy. This group of patients are also prone to develop secondary
primary malignancy due to “field cancerisation”. Treatment options for these patients with recurrent
head and neck cancer (RHNC), whether locoregional recurrence of previously treated head and neck
cancer or secondary primary malignancy, are limited.

Clinical findings/procedure details
Percutaneous ablation is a minimally invasive procedure that can be used with palliative intent in the
head and neck to achieve symptomatic relief and local tumor control, potentially fulfilling treatment
gaps of current standard of care options (salvage surgery, palliative chemotherapy and re
irradiation). However, special attention must be paid to avoid damaging critical structures of the
supra hyoid head and neck such as the contents of the carotid sheath (e.g. common carotid artery).
These challenges can be overcome by selecting a safe trajectory, closely monitoring the ablation zone
and employing protective measures as needed.

Conclusion
Percutaneous palliative ablation of RHNC represents an additional palliative treatment in patients
who otherwise have limited options or exhausted current standard of care treatment options. Image
guidance is crucial in achieving accurate applicator placement while avoiding critical structures such
as the carotid artery.
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P 378 / Review of blood brain barrier disruption in therapeutic
interventional neuro oncology
Heres B1, Gajera J1
1Nepean Hospital, Sydney, Australia

Learning Objectives:
1. Illustrate physiology of the blood brain barrier in normal and disease states
2. Discuss strategies investigated to circumvent the blood brain barrier for CNS therapeutics
3. Describe factors which influence first pass absorption in intra arterial delivery of chemotherapy for
CNS malignancy

Background:
Interventional neuro oncology has a developing scope in the management of central nervous system
malignancy. The current challenge in intra arterial (IA) treatment is effective first pass absorption
limited by the blood brain barrier (BBB), which tightly regulates exchange between the circulating
blood and CNS. Consequently, therapeutic levels of antineoplastic agents are not achieved. We
provide an up to date review of the literature describing methods used in interventional neuro
oncology to overcome the BBB and factors impacting dose efficacy in IA delivery of chemotherapy for
CNS malignancy

Clinical Findings/Procedural Details:
Numerous methods of BBB disruption (BBBD) for the treatment of brain tumours such as MR guided
laser ablation and focused ultrasound, intra nasal, and IA delivery have been investigated. Osmotic
BBBD, through IA delivery of mannitol, has been shown to temporarily disrupt tight junctions of the
BBB and is one of the most effective solutions for BBBD. Initial results in the treatment of CNS
lymphoma are promising. We describe the evidence generated from early phase clinical trials using
osmotic BBBD, followed by IA delivery of antiangiogenic agents for GBM.

Conclusion:
Interventional oncology has potential to play a supportive role in the multidisciplinary management
of CNS malignancy. Further research in optimising drug formulations, half life, and bolus injections
may lead to improvements in first pass absorption of IA drug delivery.
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P 379 / Novel dentist chair/sedentary hepatic radioembolisation via a
transradial approach
Mullan D1

1The Christie Hospital, Manchester, United Kingdom

Clinical History:
A 35 year old female with a resected glomus tumour of the left wrist developed expansile, exophytic
liver metastases in segment 5 and 6 which were unresponsive to chemotherapy, and was referred for
Yttrium 90 (Y 90) radio embolisation of the liver metastases.

Treatment Options:
During Y 90 planning angiography the patient complained of severe back induced by lying flat, and
attributed to the mass effect of the hepatic tumours. Maximal safe levels sedo analgesia were
reached and exhausted prior to completion of the procedure. The patient was initially reluctant to
undergo a further Y 90 work up procedure and was unwilling to have a general anaesthetic.
A Y 90 treatment was performed using a right transradial approach with the patient sat fully upright
in a radio opaque chair with no sedo analgesia subsequently required.
The treatment was successful with a good reduction in tumour bulk allowing referral for hepatic
resection.

Discussion:
The concept of 'Ambulatory' angiography has become routine since the advent of transradial
interventions, which avoid the need for prolonged patient immobility. 'Sedentary' angiography is
possible with a transradial approach and can be performed using basic angiographic machines and
established and safe radial access techniques.

Take Home points:
Room set up, pros and cons of a right radial access approach, and the method of 'Sedentary'
angiography will be discussed.
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P 380 / Stereotactic navigated ablation of two deeply situated
metastatic liver lesions to enable surgery
Noorani S1, Ubhayakar G1, Helyar V1

1North Hampshire Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust, Basingstoke, United Kingdom

Clinical history/Pre treatment imaging
A 53 year old female presented with a colorectal cancer, segment 2/3 and 4/5 liver metastases. Liver
first surgery was performed, unfortunately leading to liver abscesses requiring a 3 month recovery.
During this time, she developed further metastases. She underwent chemotherapy which resulted in
a good response. MDT decision was to perform ablation of the two deeply situated metastatic lesions
to preserve liver parenchyma and subsequently perform joint liver wedge resections of the
remaining metastases with removal of the primary colorectal tumour.

Treatment options / results
Procedure performed under GA and respiratory motion control, enabled using apnoea during
scanning and needle insertion. The first lesion was planned and after navigated needle placement,
the 4mm lateral needle displacement was compensated. Post ablation analysis showed a slight
under ablation of the clinical margin, and the decision was made to re ablate. A CT MRI fusion was
performed for the second lesion due to the lesion not being visible on CT. Post ablation analysis
showed complete ablation of the tumour.

Discussion
Multidisciplinary management/treatment is important for best patient outcomes. The post ablation
assessment allows for concise analysis of the ablation zone, clearly justifying the need for the re
ablation. The CT MRI fusion was essential to accurately locate the invisible lesion. Overall, ablation of
both lesions was technically successful, and the patient was discharged the following day.

Take home points
Stereotactic navigated ablation allows for a more accurate and streamlined workflow. Confirmation
of the ablation zone and MRI fusion played a huge role in the success of treatment.
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P 381 / Unilateral pulmonary lipiodol embolisation post transarterial
chemoembolisation
Lee K1, Shi H1, Lim D1, Liu J1
1Changi General Hospital, Singapore, Singapore

Clinical history
A 86 year old gentleman with unresectable hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) in segment 6/7 of the
liver was previously treated with y 90 radioembolisation via the right hepatic artery. On follow up
imaging it was noted that the superior posterior aspect of the tumour was supplied by the right
inferior phrenic artery, and showed sub optimal lipiodol uptake.

Treatment
Patient then underwent transarterial chemoembolisation (TACE) via the right inferior phrenic artery
and the right hepatic artery. On the next day, the patient developed a right pleural effusion and
ground glass opacities in the right lower zone. A right chest drain was then inserted and a non
contrast CT of the thorax and abdomen performed showed lipiodol staining in the collapsed right
lower lobe on top of the expected staining in the HCC. The left lung was relatively clear. Patient was
then managed conservatively.

Discussion
TACE, a localized treatment for unresectable HCC, is conventionally performed by administering the
chemoembolic agent as a mixture with Lipiodol. Although it is relatively safe, one of the possible
complications is pulmonary lipiodol embolization. Given the unilateral pulmonary involvement in our
patient after TACE via the right inferior phrenic artery (RIPA), we hypothesized that the lipiodol
embolization is likely from an underlying radio occult right inferior phrenic artery (RIPA) pulmonary
artery (PA) shunt which had led to pneumonitis and reactive pleural effusion.

Take home points
For TACE via RIPA, the interventionist needs to be cognizant of the potential risk of lipiodol
embolization so that it could be recognized early to facilitate supportive treatment.
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P 382 / Primary pulmonary leiomyosarcoma
Sim S1, Perrone O1, Bargellini I1, Daviddi F1, Scalise P1, Crocetti L1, Cioni R1

1Azienda Ospedaliero Universitaria Pisana; Department: Interventional Radiology, Pisa, Italy, 2Hospital Kuala
Lumpur, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

Primary Pulmonary Leiomyosarcoma (PPL) is exceptionally rare. We report a case of a highly
vascularized PPL in a 71 year old lady presented with progressively shortness of breath. Chest
radiograph showed large left lung opacity. CT Thorax revealed a large heterogenous enhancing mass
occupying the left thorax and associated with multiple dilated and torturous vessels within the lung
mass with mediastinal shift.

In view of highly vascularization within the lung mass, she was referred for preoperative
embolization prior to left pneumonectomy. Diagnostic angiographic study showed there are multiple
vessels feeding the lung mass including the left pulmonary artery, left intercostal arteries, left
phrenic artery, and left internal mammary artery. Patient was successful underwent preoperative
embolization and left pneumonectomy.

PPL is a mesenchymal tumour that has been observed to originate from the smooth muscle cells of
the bronchial or blood vessel wall. PPL accounts for <0.5% of all malignant pulmonary tumours. It
may be challenging to differentiate PPL from other primary pulmonary tumours without
immunohistochemistry and antibodies. The modality of imaging evaluation is important prior to
surgical intervention. Essentially, it should be focused on determining the extent of tumour,
involvement of the major vessels and the potential for resectability. Magnetic resonance (MR)
imaging is more superior compared to the computer tomography (CT) to determine involvement of
adjacent structures especially involving the pleural and mediastinal cavity.

Preoperative embolization is an effective and safe option that may reduce intraoperative blood loss
and surgical difficulty to shortens operative time in the patient with highly vascularised PPL.
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P 383 / Liver abscess: a severe and rare post TACE (transcatheter
arterial chemoembolization) target organ complication
Igic A, Bulatovic D, Zakosek M
1University Clinical Center Of Serbia, Interventional Radiology Department, Belgrade, Serbia

Clinical history:
A 70 year old man with diabetes mellitus, diagnosis of a pancreatic neuroendocrine tumor with liver
metastasis presented to the emergency department with a fever and acute pain in RUQ, 3 weeks
following a Transcatheter Arterial Chemoembolization (TACE). Laboratory analysis showed a
significant elevation of WBC, inflammatory markers, and transaminases. A Computed Tomography
demonstrated a large hepatic abscess in the VIII liver segment. The percutaneous abscess drainage
(PAD) tube was placed and a broad spectrum parenteral antibiotic therapy was initiated. On 9th day
post procedurally abdominal pain, fever, and laboratory parameters improved, ultrasonographically
abscess decreased in size, and a drainage tube was removed. On day 20 patient was discharged from
the hospital.

Treatment options:
Hepatic abscesses smaller than 5cm in diameter can be treated with systemic antibiotic therapy,
whereas for larger abscesses drainage is necessary, either surgical or percutaneous.

Discussion:
Regardless of its minimum invasion, severe complications can develop following TACE. The hepatic
abscess is a rare and severe complication that usually occurs between the second and fourth week
post procedurally, with an incidence that ranges from 0.2 and 2% per TACE and 0.6% to 4.5% per
patient, and the mortality rates range from 13% to 50%. Increased risk in developing post TACE liver
abscesses has been reported in patients with bilio enteric anastomoses, biliary abnormalities, old
age, diabetes mellitus, large tumors, and portal vein occlusion.

Take home points:
Post TACE hepatic abscess remains a rare but potentially deadly complication that occurs 2 4 weeks
post procedurally. The combination of parenteral antibiotics and PAD has shown a high curative rate
of 95.2%.
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P 384 / Microwave ablation of lung metastasis with local anesthesia
Beltran Gondo F1, Binda Junior J1, Abrahão Hajjar L1, de Vasconcellos Macedo A1, Gehm Hoff P1, de
Brito Siqueira L1
1Hospital Vila Nova Star Rede D'or, São Paulo, Brazil

Clinical history:
68 years old male patient with ischemic cardiac insufficiency, five coronary stents, low ventricular
ejection fraction (14%), metastatic colorectal adenocarcinoma with a 0,8 cm single lung nodule seen
on PET CT.

Treatment:
With a high cardiovascular risk for general anesthesia, we chosed local anesthesia for the ablation.
Local anesthesia was performed with 10 ml lidocain 2% on the skin and pleura and endovenous
analgesia with 2mg morfin.
The procedure was performed with a microwave tissue ablation system (Solero MTA;
AngioDynamics, Latham, NY, USA) and was guided by computed tomography. The antenna was
inserted percutaneously and the microwave power was applied at one cicle of 100W for 1 minute
and 15 seconds, was well tolerated by the patient, who referred moderate back and shoulder pain at
the last 10 seconds of ablation. At the end of the procedure, the size of the ablated area was deemed
adequate, with the formation of a ground glass halo.
There were no complications.

Discussion:
High anesthesia risk patient, with low ventricular ejection fraction could go trough a small lung
nodule microwave ablation under local anesthesia as the procedure had a low duration time and
therefore could be tolerated, different than radioablation, where the time of the procedure is
relatively longer and the patient could feel much more pain, with a negative experience, and could
be possible not to finish the treatment.

Take home points:
Small metastasis require much less time of microwave ablation and therefore can be treated with
local anesthesia in high cardiovascular risk patients.
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P 385 / Percutaneous microwave ablation of bilateral adrenal
metastases from hepatocellular carcinoma
Scher D1, Herman S1
1George Washington University School Of Medicine Department of Interventional Radiology, Washington DC,
United States

Clinical History/Pre treatment Imaging:
A 67 year old male with a history of Hepatitis B was incidentally found to have four liver lesions
during a renal ultrasound, which were confirmed to be well differentiated hepatocellular carcinoma
(HCC) on subsequent biopsy. In the setting of a non cirrhotic liver with adequate hepatic reserve and
without clinically significant portal hypertension, the patient elected to proceed with right
hepatectomy. Four months later, a new nodule of the left adrenal gland was detected on surveillance
imaging and was confirmed to be metastatic HCC.

Treatment Options/Results:
The patient was counseled on therapeutic options, including adrenalectomy and various ablative
techniques and expressed a preference for minimally invasive interventions. Microwave ablation
(MWA) was performed with two Neuwave PR 15 probes for 10 minutes and 65W, achieving complete
ablation of the tumor with no evidence of enhancement. Unfortunately, several months later, a new
metastatic lesion was detected on the contralateral adrenal gland, which was treated in a similar
manner.

Discussion:
Bilateral adrenal metastases from HCC are rare, particularly when they occur as the sole metastatic
site. Radiofrequency ablation is currently the most widely used ablative technique in this setting.
However, MWA offers several distinct clinical advantages including higher heating temperatures and
less heat sink effect. MWA has also demonstrated greater control of tumors over 3 cm, as was the
case in our patient.

Take home points:
This case details the successful management of bilateral adrenal metastases from HCC with
percutaneous MWA. Our experience may prove useful in disease management for similar patients.
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P 386 / Stereotactic navigated microwave ablation for simultaneous
treatment of two liver metastases
Doppler M1, Weiss J1, Verloh N1, Uller W1

1Center for Diagnostic and Therapeutic Radiology Department of Radiology University Hospital Freiburg ,
Freiburg, Germany

Clinical history:
We present the case of a 64 year old patient scheduled for simultaneous ablation of a large liver
metastasis and a satellite lesion of a colon carcinoma. Hemicolectomy, extended right
hemihepatectomy, and atypical resection of the left liver were performed in 2017. In November
2021, a new lesion in the central residual liver (39x32X31 mm) was detected. Following
interdisciplinary tumor board decision, the patient underwent percutaneous microwave ablation in
January 2022. Meanwhile, the tumor increased to (43x36x40 mm) and a new 5x6x6 mm satellite
lesion was detected.

Results:
A Somatom Definition Edge Plus CT scanner (Siemens, Forchheim, Germany) and a stereotactic
navigation system (CAS ONE IR, CAScination AG, Bern, Switzerland) were used for percutaneous
placement of the microwave probes (NEUWAVE™ Percutaneous Microwave Ablation System,
NeuWave Medical, Madison, USA).
In a first step, stereotactic navigated biopsy of the larger lesion was performed. Thereafter, two
PR15XT probes were placed within the metastasis for double probe ablation (65 W, 10 minutes).
Subsequently, both probes were repositioned to cover the non ablated portion of
the large lesion and the satellite metastasis simultaneously (65 W, 5 minutes).
In the postinterventional scan, both lesions were successfully treated. No complications occurred and
the patient was discharged on day 2 after ablation.

Discussion:
Stereotactic navigated two probe ablation was performed as a curative treatment in a patient with
contraindication for surgery due to extensive resection in the past.

Take home points:
Stereotactic navigated multi probe ablation is a safe and successful treatment option for
large/multiple non resectable liver tumors.
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P 387 / Myonecrosis secondary to inadvertent non target
embolisation in transarterial chemoembolisation of lower extremity
desmoid tumour
Wong D1, Fung K2, Cheng K1, Kan E2, Cho H1

1Department of Diagnostic and Interventional Radiology, Kwong Wah Hospital, Hong Kong, Hong Kong SAR,
2Department of Radiology, Hong Kong Children’s Hospital, Hong Kong, Hong Kong SAR

Clinical History/Pre treatment imaging
An 18 year old male suffered from right thigh desmoid tumour (DT) since the age of 14, not
responsive to medical treatment.
MR showed 9.0cm x 7.4cm x 21.8cm mass at posterior compartment of right thigh with sciatic nerve
encasement.

Treatment options/Results
In view of failed medical treatment and high risk for local therapy due to sciatic nerve encasement,
transarterial chemoembolisation using doxorubicin eluting beads (DEB TACE) was offered.
Selective catheterisation of tumour feeders using combination of 4Fr catheter and 2.1Fr
microcatheter was performed, with 7.5ml of 75 – 150um doxorubicin eluting beads delivered.
The patient was later admitted for right leg swelling and pain nine days post procedure.
MR of right thigh showed subacute myonecrosis involving the biceps femoris and gastrocnemius. A
course of tramadol and diclofenac were given, with the patient being pain free one week later and
discharged.
Follow up MR at 6 months post procedure showed complete resolution of myonecrosis and 24.0%
volume reduction in DT.

Discussion:
DEB TACE is an option for DT which is not suitable for ablation or surgery due to risk of injury of
adjacent vital structure.
However, during treatment planning, one needs to be aware of extensive collateralisation of
intramuscular arterial branches. Lack of superselective catheterisation and overzealous embolisation
may lead to non target embolisation of normal muscles, resulting in myonecrosis.

Take home points
Myonecrosis is a potential complication of DEB TACE of DT, which may be minimised by
superselective catheterisation of tumour feeders and prophylactic coiling of collateral branches prior
to embolisation.
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P 388 / Successful stent deployment for radiation induced hepatic
venous stenosis
Saiga A1, Aramaki T1, Sato R1

1Shizuoka Cancer Center, Sunto gun, Japan

Clinical History/Pre treatment Imaging
A 64 year old man underwent right and caudate lobectomy with pancreatoduodenectomy and portal
vein resection for perihilar cholangiocarcinoma. Adjuvant chemotherapy of S 1 and radiation (50.4
Gy) were subsequently performed. The patient had abdominal distention and epigastralgia after
about 3 years. A CT revealed left hepatic vein stenosis and thrombosis with massive ascites.

Treatment option/Results
Despite anticoagulant therapy, a CT demonstrated liver infarction in the lateral segment with left
hepatic vein thrombosis and stenosis (Fig. 1). We performed angioplasty via transjugular approach
due to a severe hypercoagulable state. Because the approach failed to cannulate the left hepatic
vein, we added a transhepatic approach by using a 21 gauge needle and established a pull through
route. A bare stent (E LUMINEXX) was successfully deployed and embolized the tract in the hepatic
parenchyma. Although stent occlusion occurred after one month, thrombolysis and balloon
angioplasty were not effective. An additional bare stent (E LUMINEXX) was deployed in the first
stent, however, the stent occlusion was recurrent after half a month. Therefore, we decided on a
stent graft (Viabahn) deployment in the second stent. It was successfully performed (Fig. 2) and no
recurrent stent occlusion was observed after 5 months.

Discussion
There are no reports addressing the stent deployment for radiation induced hepatic venous stenosis.
Stenting might be susceptible to thrombosis, however, a stent graft placement can be an option as in
this report.

Take home Points
This case is the first report which presents successful endovascular treatment for hepatic venous
stenosis due to radiation therapy.
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P 389 / Short term safety, effectiveness, and influencing factors of
microwave ablation in Chinese patients with hepatocellular
carcinoma: a prospective multi centre study
Liang P1, Huang J2, Xie X3, Zhai B4, Han Z1, Dou J1, Xi J1, Huang Z2, Huang G3, Lin M3, Li X3, Cui D4

1Department of Interventional Ultrasound, Chinese People's Liberation Army General Hospital, Beijing, China,
2Department of Minimally Invasive Interventional Radiology, Sun Yat sen University Cancer Center, Guangzhou,
China, 3Department of Medical Ultrasonics, First Affiliated Hospital of Sun Yat Sen University, Guangzhou, China,
4Department of Tumor Interventional Oncology, Shanghai Jiao Tong University School of Medicine Affiliated Renji
Hospital, Shanghai, China

Purpose:
To investigate the short term safety, effectiveness, and influencing effectiveness factors of a gas
cooled multi probe microwave ablation system in treating Chinese HCC patients.

Methodology:
A prospective, single arm, multicentre study enrolled primary or recurrent HCC patients (single
tumor <5cm or up to 3 tumors <3cm each) for MWA (NEUWAVE, WI) under ultrasound or CT
guidance from 2019 to 2021. Technical Success (TS) and Technical Efficacy (TE) were assessed within
7 days and 1 month post ablation, respectively, per contrast enhanced MRI. Subgroup analyses
examined influencing factors affecting short term effectiveness.

Endpoints:
135 patients were treated;12 were run in and excluded from effectiveness analyses, leaving 123
patients (median age 59 [24 80]; 76% male) with 149 tumors (median diameter 1.8cm [0.5 5.0]; 66%
recurrent HCC; tumors ablated ranged from 1 3 [82%, 15%, and 3%, respectively]). Median ablation
time was 14 minutes (3 30); 42% of cases used 2 probes and 9% used 3 probes. TS and TE were 95%
and 94%, respectively. Subgroup analyses demonstrated ablation margins >5 mm were achieved
significantly more frequently in smaller tumors (p<0.001) and significantly less frequently in tumors
located 5mm to vessels/ducts/capsules (p<0.001). Using multiple probes led to significantly greater
TS rates (p = 0.005 for tumors > 2cm; p = 0.001 for tumors >3cm). No deaths were reported, and the
major complication rate was 4.4%.

Impact on IR:
MWA with NEUWAVE is a safe and effective alternative treatment for HCC. Larger tumors and high
risk tumor locations were linked to insufficient ablation margin, while for larger tumors, multi probe
simultaneous ablations achieved significantly higher TS rates.
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P 390 / District general hospital experience of ultrasound accelerated
catheter directed thrombolysis for pulmonary embolism
Adlam J1, Madhavan A, Adams L, Shah A1

1Medway Maritime Hospital, Gillingham, United Kingdom

Purpose:
Review of our practice and recommendation for optimum dose of tPA and duration of thrombolysis.

Material and methods:
69 patients presenting with high/intermediate high risk pulmonary embolism underwent ultrasound
accelerated catheter directed thrombolysis (CDT) over a period of 6 years. Our practice evolved over
that period from thrombolysis lasting between 2 24 hours to our current practice. Our current 6 hour
CDT protocol involves tPA 2mg/hour per catheter for 2 hours followed 1mg/hour per catheter for 4
hours. All patients were assessed with pre procedure CT pulmonary angiogram, echocardiogram,
serum troponin T and BNP as well as clinical parameters. Most patients were also assessed using pre
and post treatment systolic and mean pulmonary artery pressure. Some patients were assessed by
pre and post treatment echocardiogram and CTPA.

Results:
There was significant reduction in the mean pulmonary artery pressure irrespective of the duration
of treatment except in the 2 and 4 hour treatment groups. Although there was reduction in the
RV/LV ratio in the 2 and 4 hour treatment groups on echocardiogram, the thrombus load was largely
unchanged on CT scan and the patients remained symptomatic. In patients for whom 1 year follow
up data is available, there was improvement in self reported quality of life scores.

Conclusion:
Ultrasound accelerated CDT for high/intermediate high risk PE is safe and effective in a District
General Hospital setting. Our 6 hour protocol administering 16mg tPA for bilateral pulmonary
embolism and 8mg tPA for unilateral pulmonary embolism results in clinical, physiological and
imaging improvement.
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P 391 / Iliofemoral and caval stenting in cases of extrinsic venous
compression caused by pelviabdominal masses in cancer patients
Aly A1, Chevalier O1, Friedman A1, Bryce Y1, Moussa A1, Gonzalez A1, Camacho J3, Kishore S2, Santos
Martin E1, Ridouani F1
1Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center, New York, United States, 2Stanford University, Stanford, United States,
3Sarasota Memorial Healthcare System, , United States

Purpose:
Evaluate the efficacy, patency and safety of iliofemoral stenting for cases of extrinsic venous
compression caused by malignant masses in cancer patients.

Methods:
IRB approved retrospective review of patients who underwent iliofemoral venography with
venoplasty and stenting between 2018 to 2020 was performed. Patients with extrinsic venous
compression caused by malignant masses were included. Data on patient demographics,
preprocedure symptoms, procedure technique, stent characteristics, outcomes and follow up were
collected. Descriptive statistics were used to illustrate technical success, clinical success, primary
stent patency and complications of the procedure.

Results:
Twenty patients (11 males, 9 females) were included. Deep venous thrombosis (DVT) was present in
13 patients. 19 patients were followed till death with median overall survival after the procedure of 4
months (Range 1 – 24 months), 1 patient was alive at the end of the follow up period of 2 years. 3
patients didn’t have follow up studies due to less than 1 month survival. 13 patients (76%) had
patent stents at the last available follow up imaging (22 633 days from the procedure, median = 120
days). Significant clinical improvement of the lower extremity symptoms and subsequently patient’s
quality of life was documented in 13/20 patients. No procedure related complications were
recorded.

Conclusion:
Venoplasty and stenting is a safe procedure and should be considered for patients with debilitating
lower extremity symptoms related to iliocaval and iliofemoral venous compression by malignant
pelvic masses.
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P 392 / Radiomics as a diagnostic tool in patients with primary
aldosteronism
Mansour N1, Walter R1, Reisch N2, Ingrisch M1, Mittermeier A1, Schachtner B1, Ricke J1, Reincke M1,
Wildgruber M1

1Department of Radiology, University Hospital, LMU Munich, Munich, Germany, 2Department of Endocrinology,
University Hospital, LMU Munich, , Germany

Purpose:
Visual analysis of computed tomography and magnetic resonance imaging (CT/MRI) is not a reliable
alternative to invasive adrenal venous sampling (AVS) with studies showing a pooled sensitivity of
68% and specificity of 57%, respectively. The aim of this study is to establish a non invasive radiomics
model predicting the source of aldosterone overproduction in patients with primary
hyperaldosteronism.

Materials and methods:
We included 212 patients from the German Conn Registry with primary hyperaldosteronism (81
unilateral adenoma left (UL), 60 unilateral adenoma right (UR) and 104 bilateral hyperplasia (BI)) who
underwent clinical testing, CT and selective AVS. Whole organ segmentation of both adrenal glands
in non enhanced CT images for texture analysis (CTTA) was performed. Radiomics features and
clinical data were used to train random forest models in predicting the result of AVS.

Results:
CTTA alone discriminated the location of aldosterone overproduction with an area under the curve
(AUC): 0.66 UL, 0.53 UR, and 0.70 for BI, total 0.63, 95% CI: 0.52 0.73. CTTA in combination with
clinical data displayed higher AUC values (0.71 UL, 0.62 UR, and 0.76 for BI, total 0.70, 95% CI: 0.60
0.79), respectively. According to maximum relevance minimum redundancy feature selection
(MRMR) and feature importance calculation, the lowest potassium value at baseline, maximal
diameter of the adrenal gland and kurtosis are the most important distinguishing factors.

Conclusion:
By applying machine learning on CT images and clinical data we developed a non invasive radiomics
model which might help in decision making regarding therapy in patients with primary
hyperaldosteronism.
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P 393 / Improving medical student engagement efforts in radiology
through creation of a nationwide undergraduate radiology society
network in the UK
Tha T1, Maleki A2, McGuire L3, Haslam C4, Ho R5, Burke N6, Modi S7, Mandal I8
1Sandwell and West Birmingham Hospitals NHS Trust, , UK, 2Imperial College Healthcare NHS Trust, , UK,
3University of Glasgow School of Medicine, , UK, 4Northumbria Healthcare NHS Foundation Trust, , UK, 5Frimley
Health NHS Foundation Trust, , UK, 6Lewisham and Greenwich NHS Trust, , UK, 7Royal Free London NHS
Foundation Trust, , UK, 8Oxford University Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust, , UK

Purpose:
The underrepresentation of radiology, including interventional radiology (IR), in medical school
curricula means that direct medical student engagement is paramount for early speciality exposure.
In the UK this has been predominantly facilitated by local undergraduate radiology societies (URS).
URS can be limited by lack of senior guidance, regional disparities in access to radiology student
opportunities and a traditional heavy focus on diagnostic radiology. Regional and national
collaboration of URS have been relatively minimal to date. IR Juniors (IRJ), a UK radiology interest
group, has established a national network for URS in the UK to improve medical student
engagement.

Materials and Methods:
In Autumn 2021, IRJ launched a formal undergraduate network and invited UK URS to join. Upon
affiliation into the network, IRJ provided direct support and needs based mentorship, working with
URS to encourage maximal event output. Events purposefully involved local, regional and national
collaboration; IRJ additionally facilitated the involvement of senior radiology/IR trainees and
consultants throughout these events.

Results:
17 active URS were identified, with 71% of societies agreeing for affiliation to the network (n = 12). A
new collaborative webinar series was launched involving 7 URS, with a total of 8 teaching events.
33% of the affiliated (n=4) have hosted a new regional medical student conference event with IRJ
input, with 3 further events planned for the future.

Conclusion:
Medical student engagement in radiology can be augmented through a dedicated undergraduate
network. Implementation in the UK has shown early success and should be advocated in other
countries.
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P 394 / Retrieval of embolized Port A Cath fragments: interventional
radiologic approach
Celebioglu E1, Bilgiç S
1Ankara University School of Medicine, Ankara, Turkey

Purpose:
Port a caths are very important for the patients with oncologic diseases and commonly used during
chemotherapy infusions or parenteral feeding. The internal jugular vein is the most preferred access
site for these catheters and access site related early (<30days) and late (>30days) complications
should always be considered. Migration of the catheter fragments could be one of the most
devastating early or late complications which are related to the procedure. Major surgeries would be
needed to overcome possible life threatening consequences, unless successful retrieval of the
catheter fragment could be achieved. The purpose of this study is to present a single center
experience of catheter fragment retrieval.

Material methods:
Hospital records of the patients that referred to our interventional radiology clinic between 2017
2021 were analyzed retrospectively. Inclusion criteria was patients with a dislodged port a cath
fragment that has been retrieved with a venous access using a snare device. All patients have their
informed consent.

Results:
There were 1615 port implantations (950 men, 665 women) and nine of these patients were treated
due to early (<30days)(six patients) or late (>30days)(three patients) catheter fragment embolization
with a %100 success rate. The interval between implantation and retrieval ranged from 15 to 1450
days (mean: 304.3 days). The prevalence of catheter dislodgement is 0.5% in our series and there
were no complications recorded related with the retrieval procedure.

Conclusion:
Retrieval of an embolized catheter fragment could be achieved with a high success rate using a snare
device and it should be the standard of care while treating patients.
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P 395 / Parathyroid autoimplantation ablation for the treatment of
tertiary hyperparathyroidism a retrospective study
Lee W1, Sum L1, Too C1

1Singapore General Hospital/Department of Vascular and Interventional Radiology, Singapore, Singapore

Purpose:
Tertiary hyperparathyroidism is treated with surgical total parathyroidectomy and parathyroid
subcutaneous autoimplantation to maintain normal function. Occasionally, the parathyroid
autoimplantation becomes overactive with resultant hypercalcemia and hyperparathyroidism. The
current standard of treatment is surgical removal; however, ablation is a novel alternative. This study
is to assess the treatment outcome of the parathyroid autoimplantation ablation.

Material and methods:
Retrospectively, 6 patients with parathyroid autoimplantation (deltoid) were included in this single
institute study that was performed from June 2020 to October 2021. Using ultrasonography, the
parathyroid autoimplantation was identified. Ablation was performed for these patients. 5 received
radiofrequency ablation and 1 received cryoablation.
Serum calcium levels parathyroid hormone levels were monitored before and after the procedure.
Post procedure complications were tracked through electronic records.

Results:
Average of 62.3% reduction in serum parathyroid hormone levels in 5 out of 6 patients. One patient
did not have serum calcium levels performed. In the remaining 5 patients, an average of 16.5%
reduction in serum calcium levels. No post procedure complication such as bleeding or pain.

Conclusion:
Our results showed that ablation parathyroid autoimplantation caused a significant reduction in
biomedical indicators of disease while having no considerable complications.
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P 396 / The impact of patient reported outcome measures (PROMs)
in the interventional radiology: a systematic review
Keshwala V1, Zhong J1, Mckenna J1, Garg T2, Daye D3, Kwan S4
1Leeds Teaching Hospital Trust, Leeds, United Kingdom, 2Russell H. Morgan Department of Radiology and
Radiological Science, The Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine, Baltimore, USA, 3Department of
Interventional Radiology, Massachusetts General Hospital/Harvard Medical School, Boston, USA, 4Department of
Radiology and Imaging Sciences, University of Utah, Salt Lake City, USA

Purpose:
The aim of this systematic review was to identify all patient reported outcome measures (PROMs)
that have been used in prospective studies and clinical trials for evaluating the outcomes of IR
treatments, focusing on interventional oncology and embolotherapies.

Material and methods:
A systematic literature search was conducted using the PRISMA guidelines. EMBASE and MEDLINE
databases were searched from inception to March 8th 2022 for PROMs in IR studies using a
comprehensive keyword strategy. The methodological quality of all identified PROMs will be
performed according to the Consensus based Standards for the selection of health status
Measurements INstruments (COSMIN) standard.

Results:
Initial (title) and abstract screening yielded 124 and 80 studies respectively. Full text screening
yielded a total of 75 studies: 51 RCTs and 24 prospective studies. 27 countries were represented; USA
(n=15|20%) and UK (n=8|11%) were the most common. 26 disease conditions were identified with
39 cancer studies (52%). The most common diseases were liver cancer (n=21), uterine fibroids (n=11)
and prostate hypertrophy (n=10). 21 IR therapies were captured including uterine artery
embolisation (n=14|19%), trans arterial chemoembolization (n=11|14%), prostate artery
embolisation (n=10|13%) and tumour ablation (n=9|12%). 35 PROMs instruments were identified;
The most common were EORTC QLQ C30 (n=20|27%), SF 36 (n=15|20%) and EQ 5D questionnaire
(n=12|16%). Common disease specific tools included IPSS for prostate studies (n=9/10| 90%) and
UFS QoL for uterine fibroid studies (n=5/11|45%).

Conclusion:
General and disease specific PROMs help provide additional information on the impact of IR
therapies on patient quality of life.
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P 397 / Percutaneous closure of accidentally subclavian artery
catheterization: time to change firstline approach?
Ciferri F1, Discalzi A1, Maglia C1, Mancini A1, Gibello L2, Calandri M1, Verzini F2, Fonio P1

1AOU Città della Salute e della Scienza di Torino/ Department of Interventional Radiology , Torino, Italy, 2AOU
Città della Salute e della Scienza di Torino/ Department of Vascular Surgery , Torino, Italy

Purpose:
To present our experience and provide a literature review dissertation about the use of a suture
mediated percutaneous closure device (Perclose Proglide PP Abbott Vascular Inc., Santa Clara, CA,
USA) to achieve hemostasis for unintended subclavian arterial catheterization during central venous
line placement.

Materials & Methods:
Since October 2020, we have successfully treated 4 consecutive patients with a central venous
catheter (8 to 12 French) in the subclavian artery. In each patient, we released a PP, monitoring its
efficacy by performing a subclavian angiogram and placing, as a rescue strategy, a 8 mm balloon
catheter near the entry point of the misplaced catheter. Primary outcome is technical and clinical
success. Technical success is defined as absence of bleeding signs at completion angiography while
clinical success is a composite endpoint defined as absence of hematoma, hemoglobin loss at 12 and
24 hours and absence of procedure related reintervention (due to vessel stenosis, pseudoaneurysm
or distal embolization).

Results:
Technical success was obtained in 75% of cases. In one patient a mild extravasation was resolved
after 3 minutes of balloon catheter inflation. No early complications were observed for all patients.

Conclusion:
PP showed a safe and effective therapeutic option in case of unintentional arterial cannulation. It can
be considered as first line strategy as it does not preclude the possibility to use other endovascular
approaches in case of vascular closure device failure.
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P 398 / Adrenal vein sampling: analysis of lateralization indexes from
a large volume single institution experience
Wu R1, Siesener N2, Sharma J3, Saunders N3, Loya M4, Kocharyan H4, Lilly M4, Kokabi N4, Majdalany B4,
Peters G4, Newsome J4, Bercu Z4
1Emory University School of Medicine, Atlanta, United States, 2Emory University School of Medicine Department
of Radiology and Imaging Sciences, Atlanta, United States, 3Emory University School of Medicine Division of
General and GI Surgery, Atlanta, United States, 4Emory University School of Medicine Division of Interventional
Radiology and Image Guided Medicine, Atlanta, United States

Purpose
Adrenal vein sampling (AVS) is the gold standard for diagnosing subtypes of primary aldosteronism
but debate exists over cutoffs for the lateralization index (LI). The objective of this study was to
characterize typical LI values.

Materials and Methods
Retrospective analysis of AVS performed in 194 patients from 2013 2021 at a large academic center
was performed to identify 93 studies that lateralized—defined as an LI 3. These were subdivided by
laterality before calculating the mean, median and SD. Outliers were identified using fences based on
inter quartile ranges and the mean, median and SD were re calculated before conducting a two
tailed t test in Excel.

Results
Of the 93 cases, 52 (55.91%) lateralized to the left and 41 (44.09%) to the right. Mean, median, and
SD on the left were 31.24, 16.01, and 41.13, respectively, while they were 35.34, 15.24, and 58.08 on
the right. Four upper outliers were removed from both sets and subsequent mean, median, and SD
values were 22.22, 14.24, and 21.48 (left) and 20.87, 10.71, and 21.84 (right). The t test yielded
variances of 461.11 (left) and 476.71 (right) and a t stat of 0.29 (p=0.78) demonstrating no
significant difference between the two sides.

Conclusion
LIs in AVS demonstrate tremendous variation on the upper extremes which skews the mean values,
which are comparable. Further investigation into larger datasets and outcomes of patients with LIs in
the contested ranges would be beneficial. Continued use of broad inclusive criteria for lateralization
paired with sound clinical judgment likely provides the greatest benefit for patients.
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P 399 / Non central nervous system arterial embolization for
pediatric and young adult trauma: a single center experience
Cyphers E1, Gaballah M1,2, Acord M1,2, Srinivasan A1,2, Vatsky S1,2, Krishnamurthy G1,2, Escobar F1,2,
Cahill A1,2

1Children's Hospital of Philadelphia, Philadelphia, United States of America, 2 University of Pennsylvania Perelman
School of Medicine, Philadelphia, United States of America

To describe a single center experience performing arterial embolization for pediatric and young adult
trauma.

A retrospective IRB approved review was performed for demographics, indications, procedure
details, complications, and outcomes. 31 children and young adults were identified as suitable for
inclusion over a 17yr period (median age 13.5 years, range 4.5 months 25 years; median weight 49.3
kg, range 3.6 108 kg). Embolization was performed following non iatrogenic trauma in 16 children
(12 blunt, 4 penetrating) and following iatrogenic trauma in 15 children. Technical success was
defined as angiographic embolization success and clinical success as clinical resolution.

Technical success was achieved in 100% (31/31) of children while clinical success was achieved in
87.1% (27/31). Median time from injury to embolization was 5 days (range 0 97 days). Embolization
was performed in 47 vessels (22 unique arteries) in the abdomen (n=19) [liver (n=8), kidney (n=4),
spleen (n=4), intestine (n=3)], lower extremity (n=4), face (n=4), pelvis (n=2), thorax (n=1), and
pharynx (n=1). Six children had multiple vessels embolized on initial angiography. Embolic agents
included coils (74.2%), gelfoam (12.9%), coils and gelfoam (9.6%), and coils and thrombin (3.2%). For
continued bleeding, 3 (9.7%) patients underwent repeat embolization, 2 (6.5%) patients underwent
postembolization surgery, and 1 patient required reversal of anticoagulation. Mortality in this series
was 9.7% (3/31), with 6.5% (2/31) due to continued bleeding with shock and multiorgan failure.
There was one (3.2%) embolization related complication (groin hematoma).

In children with trauma related pathology, control was achieved in the majority of children post
embolization with a low complication risk.
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P 400 / Efficacy and safety of large bore stents for malignant superior
vena cava syndrome
Choi S1, Gwon D2, Kim G2, Oh C2, Kim S2, Kim J2, Kim Y2
1Chung ang University Gwangmyeong Hospital, Gwangmyeong, South Korea, 2Asan Medical Center , Seoul ,
South Korea

Purpose
To investigate the safety and efficacy of large bore stents for the treatment of malignant superior
vena cava (SVC) syndrome.

Material and methods
Between August 2015 and November 2020, 106 patients (mean age, 63 years; range, 21 – 83 years;
M : F = 77 : 29) who underwent endovascular placement of a large bore stents for the treatment of
malignant SVC syndrome. Major study endpoints were rates of technical success, complications,
clinical success, patient survival times, and stent patency. To evaluate clinical factors related to the
patency rate of stent and survival rate, we assessed the etiology of the SVC syndrome, stent type,
presence or absence of adjuvant therapy, central line insertion, anticoagulation or antiplatelet
medication, and tumor response. Statistical analysis was performed with the Kaplan Meier curve, Log
Rank test and Cox's proportional hazards model.

Results
Stent placement was technically successful without major complication in all 106 patients. The
cumulative stent patency rates were 95%, 86%, 84%and 82% at 1, 3, 6, and 12 months, respectively.
The HERCULES Vascular Stent group had significantly higher cumulative stent patency rates than the
NITI S Vascular Stent group ( p = 0.023). The cumulative survival rate was higher in the group
showing the tumor response and the group with adjuvant treatment ( p < 0.001).

Conclusion
Endovascular insertion of large bore stent can be used as effective and safety treatment in patients
with malignant superior vena cava syndrome.
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P 401 / Lymphangiography with or without embolization in the
management of post surgical chylous ascites: a systematic review
and meta analysis
Ramasamy S1, Gunn AJ2
1Stanford School of Medicine, Stanford University, Stanford, CA, United States, 2Department of Radiology,
University of Alabama at Birmingham, Birmingham, AL, United States

Purpose:
To purpose of this article is to perform a systematic review and meta analysis for the evaluation of
safety and efficacy of lymphatic interventions in the management of post surgical chylous ascites.

Material and methods:
PRISMA guidelines was followed for the design and execution of this systematic review. A
comprehensive literature search of PubMed, MEDLINE, Embase and Cochrane databases was
performed for studies published from 2000 to February 2022. The search used the MeSH or EMTREE
terms with common keywords. The search strategy was confined to English language. Articles found
through the search were first sorted for relevancy based on titles and abstracts after duplicate
reports were excluded. Case reports, review articles, editorials, letters, and conference abstracts
were also excluded. Full text articles were obtained for included studies.

Results:
More than 400 publications were identified from the literature search and more than 14 articles met
the selection criteria and were included for this study. First author; publication year; study type;
study location and period; patient age and sex; maximal daily drainage output; previously
unsuccessful surgical treatment; diagnostic intranodal or pedal lymphangiography approach,
technical success; embolic agent used; clinical success; and complications were extracted from the
included articles.

Conclusion:
Lymphatic interventions are successful and safe in the treatment of postoperative lymphatic leaks in
the abdomen and pelvis that have failed to respond to conservative treatment. Lymphatic
embolization should be performed whenever possible.
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P 402 / Cardiac arrhythmia complications in interventional radiology:
characterization, outcomes, and increased risk during hepatic venous
procedures
DePietro D1, OLeary C1, Trerotola S1, Gade T1, Nadolski G1

1Perelman School of Medicine at the Hospital Of The University Of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia , United States of
America

Purpose:
Characterize the type, frequency, risk factors, and outcomes of cardiac arrhythmia complications
(CACs) in interventional radiology (IR).

Materials and Methods:
Between 2010 and 2021, 105 CACs in 105 patients (52 female: 53 male; mean age 58 ± 16 years)
were identified from a quality assurance database. Medical history, procedural and arrhythmia
details, and outcomes were collected. Descriptive statistics were performed and relative risk (RR)
was calculated.

Results:
CACs occurred in 0.1% of encounters (105/122,975; 59% outpatient (n=62) and 41% inpatient
(n=43)). Medical history most commonly included cancer (46%), liver disease (26%), prior arrhythmia
(23%), and diabetes (20%). Seventy two percent occurred during a venous procedure, 19% (n=20)
during a non vascular procedure, and 9% (n 9) during an arterial procedure. Supraventricular
tachycardia was most common (31%, n=33), followed by atrial fibrillation (28%, n=30) and
bradycardia (21%, n=22). CACs were most common in TIPS related procedures (1%, 7/686) and
transjugular liver biopsy (TJLB, 0.4%, 12/3,239). The RR of CAC in venous/non venous procedures was
2.9 (95% CI:[1.9 4.5], P<0.01). The RR of TIPS related/all other procedures was 12.7 (95% CI:[5.9
27.2], P<0.01), TJLB/all other procedures was 4.76 (95% CI:[2.6 8.7], P<0.01), and TIPS related
procedures/TJLB was 2.7 (95% CI:[1.1 6.9], P=0.03). Fifty one percent of arrhythmias resolved with
treatment by the proceduralist, 22% (n=23) required a medical rapid response, and 8% (n=8) of
patients coded. Overall, 44% (n=46) required an escalation of care.

Conclusion:
Hepatic venous procedures have the highest risk of CACs. CACs often required an escalation of care
and IRs should be highly familiar with arrhythmia treatment algorithms.
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P 403 / Online graphical abstracts as an IR education medium for
medical students and junior doctors
Lorch N1, Rao M2, Chaudhary N3, Mandal I4
1Leeds Teaching Hospital Trust, Leeds, United Kingdom, 2University College London, London, United Kingdom,
3University of Glasgow, Glasgow, United Kingdom, 4John Radcliffe Hospital, Oxford, United Kingdom

Purpose:
Medical student exposure to interventional radiology continues to be limited. This has implications
for recruitment to the specialty and potentially limits the range of therapies offered to patients.
Increasing exposure through education promotes the specialty and educates future clinicians on the
role and referral process for IR.

Materials and methods:
Twenty educational graphical abstracts were disseminated via the social media networks Instagram
and Twitter during the period prior to medical school summative assessments. The content was
designed around common medical presentations and a related IR procedure; epidemiological,
clinical, anatomic, and pathologic information was included. This permits distanced, on demand
access, as well as serendipitous and peer to peer sharing through a network model. To date, we have
covered nearly all of the BSIRT and CIRSE undergraduate curricula in this format.

Results:
Our graphical abstracts were viewed over 17,000 times. Of this, the rate of further engagement was
2%, comparable to similar social media accounts. There was a significant difference in the number of
views between vascular IR content, such as angioplasty, compared to non vascular procedures such
as gastrostomy (p<0.005).

Conclusion:
Online dissemination of graphical educational content is an effective way of supplementing didactic
education in IR. Many other resources have been developed to instruct senior trainees to perform
procedures, but we show the value of combining education on basic clinical presentations with IR
procedures targeted towards students and junior doctors. Future educational initiatives should
include a social media component, aimed to raise interest and awareness among future clinicians,
particularly of non vascular interventions.
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P 404 / Factors associated with high drainage catheter output in
iatrogenic pelvic lymphoceles
Moussa A1, Aly A1, Maybody M1, Camacho J2, Ridouani F1, Hsu M3, Moskowitz C3, Petre E1, Gonzalez
Aguirre A1, Santos E1
1Interventional Radiology Service, Department of Radiology, Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center, New York,
United States, 2Interventional Radiology Service, Department of Radiology, Florida State University, Tallahassee,
United States, 3Department of Epidemiology and Biostatistics, Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center, New
York, United States

Purpose:
To identify factors that are associated with daily output from iatrogenic lymphocele drains

Materials and Methods:
This IRB approved, retrospective study included 41 patients who underwent lymphatic intervention
(Sclerotherapy or Lymphatic Embolization) for symptomatic iatrogenic lymphoceles after
percutaneous catheter drainage between 2018 and 2021. Demographic characteristics, time
between surgery and lymphatic intervention, clinical presentation, catheter output, surgical and
interventional procedure details were compared for both groups. Catheter output was defined as
low (<=100 mL/day) or high output (>100 mL/day). Statistical analysis was done using Fisher’s Exact
test for categorical variables and Wilcoxon Rank Sum test for continuous variables, using R software
(R Foundation, Vienna, Austria). The p value for statistical significance was set at 0.05.

Results:
41 patients were identified, 16 of whom were excluded due to absence of recorded output prior to
lymphatic intervention and 1 was excluded due to presence of bilateral lymphoceles. Analysis of the
remaining 24 patients showed that shorter time between surgery and the lymphatic procedure (36 vs
62 days, p value 0.042) and higher initial volume of the lymphocele (245 vs 100 mL, p value 0.013)
were associated with high catheter output. The number of resected lymph nodes (11 vs. 7 lymph
nodes, p value 0.68), size of the largest resected lymph node (3.5 vs 3.4 cm, p value 0.95), presence
of malignant involvement in resected lymph nodes and indication for drainage catheter placement
did not correlate with catheter output.

Conclusion:
Higher initial volume of lymphocele and shorter time between surgery and procedure were
associated with high catheter output.
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P 405 / Role of US guided microwave termoablation (MWA) in the
treatment of benign thyroid nodules (BTNs)
Salvatori F1, Criscuoli B2, Manni C2, Capoccetti F2, Ferrara G3, Alborino S1
1Interventional Radiology Ospedale Generale Provinciale AV3 ASUR Marche, Macerata, Italy, 2Nuclear Medicine
Ospedale Generale Provinciale AV3 ASUR Marche, Macerata, Italy, 3Anatomical Pathology Ospedale Generale

Provinciale AV3 ASUR Marche, Macerata, Italy

The purpose of this study is to evaluate the effectiveness of MWA in the treatment of BTNs.
35 patients with a dominant BTN were treated by MWA. They were symptomatic and/or growing
>2cm, solid o predominantly solid nodules, considered benign after 2 FNAs, in patients who refused
and/or were not eligible for surgery. The procedure was US guided under local anesthesia using MW
antennas (18Gx8cm or 17Gx10cm – TATO, Terumo) at a power of 10 15W for 10 15 minutes
according to the size of the nodule, with the “moving shot” technique. Clinical checks were
performed after 1, 3 and 6 months by physical examination, objective examination with Aesthetic
Score (AS 1 4), symptom assessment with Compressive Score (CS 0 10) and thyroid ultrasound to
quantify the volume of nodule. Technical success was a 50% reduction in nodule volume, clinical
success was an improvement of aesthetics and compression symptoms.

No major complications were observed, but 1 patient developed transient thyrotoxicosis with
pharmacologically resolved atrial fibrillation. During the follow up there was a reduction in the AS
score from 4 to 2 and in the CS score from 4.7 to 1.6, with a mean reduction in nodule volume of
57%, 69% and 79% respectively after 1, 3 and 6 months and with a technical success rate of 97.1%
after 6 months.

The MWA of BTNs has been shown to be an effective treatment both in reducing the volume of the
nodule and in improving aesthetics and compression symptoms; the procedure is also safe and well
tolerated by patients.
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P 406 / Intranodal lymphangiography and lymphatic embolization
treatment for groin lymphorrhea
Ngoc Cuong N1

1Hanoi Medical University hospital, Hanoi, Viet Nam

Purpose:
This article described intranodal lymphangiography and embolization of patients with lymphatic leak
post operation of the groin region for various aetiologies (lymph node resection, femoral artery
exposure).

Materials and Methods:
A retrospective analysis from 2018 to 2020 was performed and twelve consecutive patients
underwent intranodal lymphangiography and intranodal lymphatic embolization to treat
lymphorrhea or lymphocele post operation of the groin. All the lymph nodes around the wound were
punctured for lymphangiography. If the extravasation was found from the lymph node, the glue N
butyl cyanoacrylate (NBCA) diluted with lipiodol (ratio of 1:4) was injected to occlude the lymphatic
vessel laceration.

Results:
All the lymph nodes around the wound were punctured with the median number of two lymph
nodes for each patient (range from one to four lymph nodes); there were three patients with two
leakage points. Intranodal lymphatic embolization was performed by glue NBCA diluted 1:4 with
lipiodol. Additional treatment includes sclerotherapy (n=5) and percutaneous muscular flap
operation (n=1). Clinical success was achieved in twelve patients (100%) with no major
complications. One patient experienced lymphedema which was was treated by compression
stockings and rehabilitation therapy.

Conclusion:
Intranodal lymphangiography and embolization are effective methods to treat iatrogenic lymphatic
leak while all the lymph nodes around the wound should be punctured to avoid missing lesions from
other lymphatic vessels.
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P 407 / Macrocystic lymphatic malformations of the head and neck
not involving the airways: retrospective comparison of treatment
versus watchful waiting approach in the pediatric population
Gasparetto A1, Chand R1, Boszic D1, Zettel J1, Goman S1, Amaral J1
1Hospital for Sick Children, Toronto, Canada

Purpose:
The purpose of this study is to determine the likelihood of recurrent swelling and infection after an
initial swelling presentation of macrocystic lymphatic malformations (LM) of the head and neck not
involving the airway. These types of LM are not life threatening and treatment is often not pursued
or delayed.

Materials and methods:
A 5 year retrospective review of the hospital database yielded 38 patients (14 female), mean age 3.4
years old with an LM of the head and neck not involving the airway. Average follow up length was 2.7
years. Kaplan Meier curves were used to calculate the probability of swelling or infection recurrence
after an initial episode of swelling.

Results:
The probability of LM swelling recurrence in untreated patients after 6 months, 1 and 2 years was
respectively 34%, 45% and 63%. Only two patients suffered swelling recurrences after 24 and 26 days
after they were treated with sclerotherapy. Of 38 initial patients 24 were treated of which 13 after a
recurrent swelling episode. The probability of LM infection within 6 months after the initial swelling
presentation was 16% and did not change at 1 and 2 years. All infections occurred in untreated
patients.

Conclusion:
This study suggests that prompt sclerotherapy after an initial swelling presentation decreases the
number of swelling recurrences and LM infections.
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P 408 / #MedTwitter vs #IRad: comparison of ethical concerns on
medical social media
Mlambo V1, Mussatto C2, Keller E3, Hwang G3

1Stanford University School of Medicine , Stanford, United States, 2University of Kansas School of Medicine,
Kansas City, United States , 3Stanford Health Care, Division of Interventional Radiology, Stanford , United States

Purpose:
To characterize and compare the frequency of ethical concerns in social media posts between
#MedTwitter and #IRad.

Materials and methods:
A scale for assessing ethical concerns in 6 domains was developed, based initially on previous work
characterizing common perceptions of medical professionalism across cultures. The scale was vetted
via two rounds of feedback from eleven trainees and clinicians across specialties and assessed for
inter rater agreement in a preliminary analysis of 110 posts. The vetted scale was used to analyze
500 #MedTwitter posts from the general medical community and 500 #IRad posts from the
interventional radiology community made in English and in North America between September 1,
2021 and October 20, 2021. Re tweets and posts from non medical professionals/trainees were
excluded. Frequencies of ethical concerns were compared using chi squared tests with statistical
significance defined as p 0.05.

Results:
Cohen’s Kappa for inter rater reliability was 0.62 (p < 0.01) indicating substantial agreement. The
frequency of tweets with ethical concerns comparing #MedTwitter versus #IRad was significantly
different for patient privacy (0.6% vs 4.0%, p=0.0003). There was no difference among other
domains: patient dignity (1.0% vs 1.4%, p=0.56), information accuracy (0.4% vs 0%, p=0.56), conflict
of interest (0.4% vs 1.6%, p=0.06), justice and equity (0.4% vs 0.2%, p=0.56) and inter professional
respect (1.6% vs 0.8%, p=0.24).

Conclusion:
Ethical concerns on medical twitter are rare but not irrelevant given the impact on patient trust,
professional integrity and inter professional dynamics. #IRad posts tend to have more patient privacy
concerns breaches compared to general #Medtwitter posts.
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P 409 / A single center, retrospective study to compare sedation
requirements between cannabis users and cannabis naive patients
undergoing interventional radiology placement of implanted
intravenous port
Mohla A1, Fan J1, Amin S1
1Cooper University Hospital, Camden, United States of America

Purpose:
Achieving adequate sedation is imperative for procedure outcomes, anesthesia planning, and patient
safety and comfort. Emerging data suggests that patients who report a history of cannabis use
require higher levels of sedation in order to achieve adequate pain control during procedures. The
purpose of the study is to build upon previous studies in an interventional radiology context to
understand the perioperative implications of cannabis usage in patients undergoing procedures
within the interventional radiology suite.

Materials and methods:
A single center retrospective study was performed. Electronic medical records of all patients
receiving an implanted intravenous port by interventional radiology between 1/1/2018 12/31/2020
were reviewed. A total of 1536 patients were identified and included for analysis. 1325 (86%) denied
any history of cannabis use while 211(13.7%) acknowledged cannabis use. Comprehensive
comparison and statistical analysis of cannabis naive versus cannabis using patients receiving a port
was conducted including demographic information, indication for placement, comorbidities, and
peri procedural data.

Results:
Multiple linear regression demonstrated a significant positive relationship between cannabis usage
and dose of fentanyl required during IR procedures (P = 0.006). It found a significant positive
relationship between cannabis usage and dose of versed required (P = 0.019). The Independent t test
and Chi Square analysis demonstrate no significant difference in baseline demographic
characteristics between cannabis user and cannabis non user groups.

Conclusion:
Our data demonstrates cannabis using patients routinely require higher doses of sedation in order to
achieve adequate sedation during outpatient procedures. Achieving adequate sedation is imperative
for procedure outcomes, anesthesia planning, patient safety and comfort.
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P 410 / Blood diversion of spontaneous portosystemic shunts in liver
transplant
Barbosa F1, De Carlis R, Centonze L, Ferla F, Gemma P, Buscemi V, Alfonsi A, Brambillasca P, Morelli F,
Solcia M, De Carlis L, Rampoldi A
1ASST Grande Ospedale Metropolitano Niguarda , Milano, Italy

Background:
spontaneous portosystemic shunts (SPSSs) is a common founding in cirrhotic patients. Blood
diversion of SPSSs may cause severe complications after liver transplantation (OLT) because reduced
portal flow may compromise the graft. This kind of complication, although infrequent, may be lethal
and requires prompt surgical or endovascular management to restore graft portal perfusion.
The purpose of this study is to assess on CT scan the prevalence of SPSSs in cirrhotic patients
underwent OLT and the incidence of blood diversion of SPSSs related complications that require
surgical treatment.

Material and Methods:
electronic records from all 485 consecutive liver transplants from January 2017 to December 2020
were retrospectively reviewed. Twenty three patients underwent OLT without cirrhosis and were
excluded. Presence of spontaneous portosystemic shunt was assessed through CT scans. Shunt was
defined as a collateral vein connecting portal and systemic circulation with a diameter >10mm. Portal
flow assessments were performed either before or after reperfusion based on local clinical practice.

Results:
spontaneous portosystemic shunts were present in 72/462 patients (15,5%).
Among these, 3/72 patients (4%) presented blood diversion that required post or intraoperative
treatment for blood diversion to the graft. Treated portosystemic shunts were splenorenal, porto
esophageal and mesenteric caval.

Conclusion:
the presence of spontaneous portosystemic shunt that require surgical or endovascular treatment to
preserve portal prograde flow is not frequently. When present, knowledge and expertise to manage
this complication are crucial to save the graft.
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P 411 / Role of popliteal sciatic nerve block in endovascular
revascularization of critical limb ischemia
Nardelli F1, Maglia C1, Discalzi A1, Mancini A1, Gobbi F2, Calandri M1, Fonio P1

1AOU Città della Salute e della Scienza di Torino/Department of Interventional Radiology, Torino, Italy, 2AOU Città
della Salute e della Scienza di Torino/Department of Anesthesiology, Torino, Italy

Purpose:
To confirm the efficacy of the ultrasound guided popliteal sciatic nerve block to manage pain during
endovascular treatment of chronic limb threatening ischemia (CLTI).

Material and methods:
From 2020 to 2022, we prospectively collected data of 111 patients with CTLI who had received
sciatic nerve block to provide pain control during endovascular procedures. Using a visual analog
scale (VAS) pain levels were recorded at baseline,10 minutes after block, at the highest level of pain
during the procedure and at the end. Demographic characteristics and cardiovascular risk factors
were assessed.

Results:
111 patients received a popliteal sciatic nerve block before the endovascular procedure that invoved
the suprapopliteal region (46 cases), below the knee (BTK) region (20), both suprapopliteal and BTK
(20); in 25 cases only a diagnostic angiography was performed. The block was effective in the
majority of cases with a statistically significant reduction (p<0,0001) in the mean value of the VAS
from 7.86 ± 1.81 (pre procedural), to 2.04 ± 2.20 after 10 minutes and up to 0.74 ± 1.43 at the end of
the procedure (mean time 43 minutes, I.C. 95%, 38.4 – 49.2). Excluding one temporary injury
(resolved within 48 hours), no complications directly related to the nerve block occurred. Time
necessary to perform the block ranged between 4 and 10 minutes for both experienced operators
(97 cases, mean time 5.20 ± 1.09 minutes) and residents (15 cases, 5.40 ± 1.63 minutes).

Conclusion:
Ultrasound guided popliteal sciatic nerve block is a feasible and effective regional anesthesia
technique to relieve procedural and resting pain.
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P 412 / Initial experience of microwave ablation for benign and
malignant thyroid nodules: our short term results
Dionisio T1, Sousa P1

1CHVNGE, Interventional Radiology, Vila Nova de Gaia, Portugal

Purpose
To prospectively evaluate the safety, feasibility and early outcomes following percutaneous MWA of
benign and malignant thyroid nodules.

Material and methods
Before the treatments, we recorded the anatomopathological result of the nodule biopsy, volume
and type of nodule, compressive and cosmetic symptoms, and TSH and T4 levels.
We used an MWA system (TATO, Biomedical, Italy) with an 17G or 18G probe to perform all
procedures.
After each treatment, a contrast ultrasound was performed to confirm the ablation area.
Follow up evaluations were done at 6 weeks, 6 months and 12 months. Nodule volume, compressive
symptoms, cosmetic problems, adverse reactions occurred after discharge and TSH and T4 levels
were recorded.
For malignant nodules, 3 months CT was also performed.

Results
Since June 2021 we treated 25 nodules with MW ablation.
At 6 weeks follow up evaluation the volume of the nodule decreased between 50 to 72% in relation
to the initial volume and at 6 months, we verified an average volume reduction of 80% in relation to
the initial volume.
Malignant nodules were completely ablated and no recurrences were detected.
A case of post treatment subcutaneous abscess in an immunosuppressed patient was reported,
resolved with antibiotic therapy. No other complications recorded.

Conclusions
These short term results show MWA is a safe, feasible and effective treatment alternative for benign
and malignant thyroid nodules.
Its advantages, namely the rapidly improving of clinical symptomatology and cosmetic complaints,
and the fact that general anesthesia or hospitalization aren't needed, make it a promising technique
which use will likely be increasing.
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P 413 / Interventional treatment of refractory non traumatic chylous
leakages in patients with lymphoproliferative disorders
Wagenpfeil J1, Hoß K1, Geiger S1, Köster T1, Attenberger U1, Pieper C1

1Klinik für diagnostische und interventionelle Radiologie, Universitätsklinik Bonn, Bonn, Germany

Purpose
To report our experiences with interventional treatment of refractory non traumatic abdomino
thoracic chylous effusions in patients with lymphoma.

Materials and Methods
12 patients (9 male; meanage 65.2 years) with lymphoproliferative disorders already under
chemotherapy suffered from non traumatic chylous effusions (chylothorax: n=5, chylousascites: n=3,
combined abdomino thoracic effusion: n=4) refractory to conservative therapy. All underwent oily x
ray lymphangiography (0.25ml/kg body weight) to evaluate for lymphatic abnormalities (leakage,
chylolymphatic reflux with/without obstruction of central drainage). In patients with frank leakage
additional lymph vessel embolization was performed. Therapy was deemed clinically successful when
chylous effusions resolved thereafter.

Results
Lymphangiography showed lymphatic leakage in 3/12 (25%), pathological chylolymphatic reflux in
6/12 (50%), obstruction of central lymphatic flow by lymphoma mass in 1/12 (8.3%) and normal
findings in 2/12 cases (16.7%). 9/12 patients (75%) were treated by lymphangiography alone while
3/12 (25%) received additional embolization due to lymphatic leakage (all technically successful).
Overall chylous effusions resolved after interventional treatment in 10/12 cases (83.3%). Effusions
resolved in 7/9 (77.8%) after lymphangiography alone and in 3/3 patients (100%) after embolization.
Time to resolution of leakage was significantly shorter after embolization (within one day in all cases)
than lymphangiography (median 10 (range 5 30) days; p<0.001). There was no recurrence of
symptoms or post interventional complications during follow up (median 284 [40 1502] days).

Conclusions
Lymphangiography identifies lymphatic abnormalities in the majority of patients with non traumatic,
lymphoma induced chylous effusions. Interventional treatment by lymphangiography alone or
lymphatic embolization can be considered safe and effective with resolution of effusions in >80% of
cases with a shorter time to resolution after embolization.
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P 414 / Thoracic duct decompression: successful treatment of
thoracic duct congestion causing abdominal pain
O'Leary C1, DePietro D1, Itkin M1, Nadolski G1

1University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, United States of America

Purpose
Abdominal pain is a common presentation with a broad differential diagnosis. Thoracic duct (TD)
pathology is a rare cause of abdominal pain. The outcomes of patients with abdominal pain related
to thoracic duct congestion treated with thoracic duct decompression were reviewed.

Materials and Methods
Between 2014 2021, 7 patients (7F, median age 48 years, range 23–60) with abdominal pain and
terminal TD (TTD) abnormalities identified on dynamic contrast enhanced MR
lymphangiography/fluoroscopic lymphangiography were offered thoracic duct decompression. Data
and outcomes were retrospectively reviewed.

Results
Indications for lymphatic workup included a new chylous collection (n=4), suspected TD cyst (n=2), or
abdominal wall lymphedema (n=1). Median time from onset of abdominal pain to lymphatic imaging
was 50.9 months (range, 1 – 178.7). Lymphatic imaging identified an occluded lymphovenous
junction (LVJ) with dilated TD (n=2), stenotic LVJ with TD collaterals or duplication (n=3), or a filling
defect occluding the LVJ (n=2). TD decompression was performed in 6 of 7 patients via mechanical
displacement of a TTD filling defect (n=2), TTD angioplasty (n=3), and microsurgical lymphovenous
anastomosis (n=1). One patient deferred intervention after spontaneous improvement. TD
angioplasty was repeated in 2 patients. Median follow up time was 15.5 months (range, 0.6–96.7
months). Symptoms were completely resolved(n=3) or 50% improved(n=4).

Conclusion
Thoracic duct congestion is a rare, and likely underrecognized, cause of abdominal pain. Additional
signs of TD dysfunction, including neck swelling, chylous collection, and lymphedema, should prompt
lymphatic referral. Newer thoracic duct decompression techniques may offer durable solutions for
patients’ refractory to conservative therapy.
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P 415 / Intermediate high risk acute pulmonary embolism in 4 COVID
patients treated with Ekosonic Endovascular System (EKOS)
Barbosa F1, Tavoletta P, Gemma P, Montaldo C, Morelli F, Alfonsi A, Brambillasca P, Solcia M, Rampoldi
A
1ASST Grande Ospedale Metropolitano Niguarda , Milano, Italy

Purpose:
Patients with intermediate high risk (IHR) acute pulmonary embolism (APE) and COVID infection are
at increased risk for acute heart failure and death. The aim of this study was to assess the use of
ultrasound assisted catheter directed thrombolysis with EkoSonic Endovascular System (EKOS) in
SARS CoV 2 patients.

Materials and Methods:
Four SARS CoV 2 patients with APE classified as IHR were treated with EKOS (mean age: 63.76 years;
2 mean and 2 female). Clinical and echocardiographic changes (tricuspidal annular plane systolic
excursion TAPSE, pulmonary artery systolic pressure PASP, right ventricle RV size, paradoxical septal
motion) at baseline and 24 48 hours after EKOS treatment, as well as complications, mortality, APE
recurrence and days of hospitalization were assessed. 3 patients were PESI II e and 1 patient was
PESI V.

Results:
The median hospitalization was 19.5 days (range: 7 34 days). One patient died due to COVID
complications 17 days after the procedure. Improvement in TAPSE and PASP together with reduction
in RV size were observed at 24 48 hours after EKOS. Paradoxical septal motion was present in 1 case
and resolved after the procedure. No APE recurrence was observed. No bleeding complications were
observed.

Conclusions:
Our data suggests that EKOS can quickly revert the clinical hemodynamic alterations in SARS Cov 2
patients with intermediate high risk APE.
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P 416 / Outcomes from catheter intervention for acute pulmonary
emboli in a tertiary centre with an established pulmonary embolism
response team
Patel S1, Booth C1, Gupta A1, Thulasidasan N1, Diamantopoulos A1, Lams B1, Breen K1, Karunanithy N1

1Guy's and St Thomas' NHS Foundation Trust, London, United Kingdom

Purpose:
Determine the outcome of patients treated with catheter interventions as per departmental protocol
for treatment escalation that reflects the algorithm proposed by the Pulmonary Embolism Response
Team (PERT) Consortium.

Methods:
Retrospective review of patient records from those managed with catheter intervention at our
institution between April 2012 and December 2021. Risk stratification was performed as per
published European Society of Cardiology guidelines. Patient demographics, presentation imaging,
procedural details and outcomes were analysed.

Results:
64 cases (average age 54; M:F = 31:33) met the inclusion criteria and were analysed. 45 high risk and
19 intermediate high or intermediate low risk cases identified. 87% of high risk cases and 79% of
intermediate risk cases had a documented contraindication to systemic thrombolysis and/or had a
trial of systemic thrombolysis or anticoagulation prior to commencing catheter interventions.

The mode of catheter intervention was Ultrasound Assisted Catheter Directed Thrombolysis (UACDT)
in 91% and CDT only in 9%. The average duration/dose of thrombolysis was 27 hours/43mg in the
high risk group and 21 hours/30mg in the intermediate group. The 7 day and 30 day outcomes are
illustrated below.

PE related death: 2%; 6%
Non fatal symptomatic and confirmed PE recurrence: 5%; 6%
All cause mortality: 6%; 8%
International Society on Thrombosis and Haemostasis (ISTH) major bleeding: 17%; 2%
Ischaemic or haemorrhagic stroke: 3%; 4%

Conclusion:
In a carefully selected patient cohort where the prognosis is poor, catheter intervention leads to
good 7 and 30 day clinical outcomes. Whilst mostly self limiting, there remains a potential for
bleeding complications with a predominantly CDT approach.
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P 417 / Contrast medium free selective adrenal vein sampling in the
management of primary hyperaldosteronism
Schimmöller L1, Boschheidgen M1, Stegbauer J2, Kantauskaite M2, Wenker K1, Steuwe A1, Dringenberg
T3, Rump L2, Minko P1, Antoch G1

1University Düsseldorf, Medical Faculty, Department of Diagnostic and Interventional Radiology, Düsseldorf,
Germany, 2University Düsseldorf, Medical Faculty, Department of Nephrology, Düsseldorf, Germany, 3University
Düsseldorf, Medical Faculty, Department of Special Endocrinology and Diabetology, Düsseldorf, Germany

Purpose
To analyse contrast free adrenal vein sampling (AVS) for differentiating unilateral from bilateral
disease in patients diagnosed with hypertonia due to primary hyperaldosteronism (PA).

Methods
All patients with PA and subsequent contrast free AVS between 2016 and 2020 were retrospectively
included and cross sectional imaging (CSI), AVS data, and clinical data were evaluated. The
performance CSI in correlation with AVS was analysed and patients with lateralization receiving
adrenalectomy were compared with a control group treated with mineralocorticoid antagonists.

Results
In total 193 patients were included. AVS success rate was 88.1% (median effective dose 2.9mSv). CSI
accuracy with AVS as the reference standard was 60%. AVS and CSI were concordant in 70% in the
adrenalectomy group (n=54). After adrenalectomy a cure rate of 51% or an improvement rate of 33%
was observed with a median systolic blood pressure (sBP) of 130 mmHg in the follow up (FU). The
mineralocorticoid antagonist group had a median FU sBP of 140mmHg. The adrenalectomy group
had significantly better results in FU for sBP, number of antihypertensive drugs, serum potassium,
and aldosterone (p<0.05).

Conclusions
Contrast free AVS in the diagnostic management for patients with PA was a safe procedure with high
success rates. Concordance between CSI and AVS was only moderate. Patients with unilateral disease
diagnosed with AVS had excellent clinical outcome after adrenalectomy with high cure/improvement
rates.
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P 418 / Preoperative thoracic duct embolization for the prevention of
chylous leaks after thoracic surgeries
Pabon Ramos W1, Tong B1

1Duke Health, Durham, United States of America

Purpose
The purpose of this study is to report a series of thoracic duct embolizations (TDE) performed prior to
thoracic surgeries to prevent postoperative chylous leaks.

Materials & Methods
This study is a retrospective review of all patients who were referred by thoracic surgery for
preoperative TDE over a 3 year period. The thoracic surgeons determined that these patients were at
high risk of developing postoperative chylous leaks given the proximity between the lesions they
planned to excise and the thoracic duct. The primary outcome was the rate of postoperative chylous
leaks. The secondary outcome was rate of TDE complications.

Results
Nine patients (5 males, 4 females, mean age 52 years) underwent preoperative TDE. All patients had
drains routinely placed in the surgical fields at the time of surgery. One patient (11%) developed
postoperative bilateral chylothoraces. The chylothoraces were successfully treated surgically with
bilateral pleurodeses and right partial decortication prior to patient discharge. There were 2 (22%)
TDE complications. One patient was admitted on the day of TDE for 4 days due to aspiration
pneumonia. Another patient was admitted the day after TDE for 1 day due to postembolization
symptoms.

Conclusion
Preoperative thoracic duct embolization prior to thoracic surgeries that place patients at high risk for
postoperative chylous leaks seems to be effective in preventing this surgical complication. Moreover,
the complication rate of preoperative TDE is low. Thus, thoracic surgeons may consider preoperative
TDE in select cases since the procedural benefits seem to outweigh the risks.
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P 419 / Role of endobronchial ultrasound tracheobronchial aspiration
in patients with non small cell lung cancer
Gala K1, Kulkarni S1, Shetty N1, Chandra D1, Rao S1
1Tmh, Mumbai, India

Purpose:
Mediastinal staging in NSCLC is essential for treatment. Invasive mediastinal staging is required in
NSCLC and mediastinoscopy is the gold standard but it is associated morbidity. EBUS TBNA is
minimally invasive procedure with high yield for lymph node staging and is comparable to
mediastinoscopy. This study aims to evaluate efficacy of EBUS TBNA and also to evaluate whether
the EBUS features of lymph nodes can predict their cytological outcome.

Material and methods:
•Retrospective analysis of 200 patients, potentially resectable NSCLC who underwent EBUS TBNA
were included.
•EBUS technique: Contralateral hilar, bilateral level II and IV, VII and any other relevant stations were
assessed and sampled. On site cytology was done to confirm sample adequacy for all passes.

Results:
Total of 200 patients and 616 nodes studied, out of which 515 were benign and 101 malignant. Out
of 200 cases, 129 (64.5%) had <N2 disease, 59 (29.5%) had N2 disease and 12 (6%) had N3 disease.
Sensitivity of EBUS TBNA 78.87%, specificity 96.12%, negative predictive value 89.2%, and positive
predictive value 91.8% and accuracy 90%. USG features of 297 nodes were available and statistical
significant was seen in rounded shape, size > 10 mm, ill defined nodal margins, absence of hilum and
hypoechoic echotexture(p value < 0.05).

Conclusion:
EBUS TBNA is a safe and efficacious procedure for mediastinal sampling of NSCLC patients.
Familiarity with endosonographic features of lymph nodes which can predict malignancy in nodes
may further improve the yield of EBUS TBNA and reduce understaging.
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P 420 / Head and neck lymphatic malformations: anatomy, clinical
diagnosis, and management
Khurana N1, Garg T2, Hemani A, Chaurasia A, Ahuja R, Padua H
1Indira Gandhi Government Medical College, Nagpur, India, 2Division of Vascular and Interventional Radiology,
Russell H. Morgan Department of Radiology and Radiological Science, Johns Hopkins University School of
Medicine, Baltimore, United States

Learning objectives:
To review the anatomy of head and neck (H&N) lymphatics. To discuss the diagnosis and
management of H&N lymphatic malformations (LMs).

Background:
The H&N lymphatics, composed of over 300 lymph nodes, play a critical role in various disease
processes including congenital LMs, infection, malignancy, and systemic disorders. LMs occur in
approximately 1 in 2000 4000 live births, almost 75% occuring in the H&N region.

Clinical findings/procedural details:
In the H&N region, LMs can lead to significant morbidity due to the close proximity of vital structures
and can present as vision abnormalities, proptosis, dyspnea, speech difficulties, and dysphagia. LMs
can be complicated by infection and bleeding resulting in sudden expansion and compression.
Prenatal diagnosis using in utero ultrasound (US) and Magnetic Resonance (MR) imaging can usually
be made. Postnatally, US and MR imaging are used for lesion characterization and localization.
Sclerotherapy, considered amongst the first line therapies for LMs, is most commonly performed
using doxycycline and bleomycin. Sodium tetradecylsulfate, OK 432, and ethanol are used in some
cases. Some extensive and refractory LMs have been treated with sirolimus, a serine threonine
kinase inhibitor. Lesions in the oral cavity are diffusely infiltrative and microcystic, making complete
surgical excision challenging. This exhibit will include anatomical illustration of H&N lymphatics and
case based review of H&N LMs.

Conclusion:
Understanding of the anatomy, pathophysiology, clinical diagnosis, and management strategies is
essential to ensure proper treatment of H&N lymphatic malformations.
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P 421 / Lympho what? – Pictorial overview of lymphangiography and
the strategies for management of lymphorrhea
Chacon E1, Acosta L1, Diab C1, Ozen M1, Gabriel G1, Raissi D1, Galuppo R1

1University of Kentucky, Lexington, United States

Learning Objectives:
Describe the lymphatic anatomy.
Describe access routes to the lymphatic system.
Describe strategies for the management of lymphorrhea.

Background:
The modern technique of lymphangiography was introduced in 1952 by Kinmoth. Iodinated ethyl
esters of the fatty acids of poppy seed oil (Ethiodol) became the standard for performing
lymphangiography in 1950s and remains in use today.
Nowadays, lymphangiography is primarily used to evaluate patients with lymphatic trauma resulting
in lymphorrhea, resulting in chylous effusion, chylous ascites, as well other causes such as
spontaneous lymphorrhea and lymphedema. Our current understanding of tumor spread and disease
staging has been in part due to the study on lymphatics.

Clinical Findings/Procedure Details:
This exhibit will discuss the technical details of pedal lymphangiography and nodal lymphangiography
as the default choices to access the lymphatic system, although the latter has replaced pedal
lymphangiography and is less technically challenging and time consuming. Retrograde
lymphangiography through the jugulo subclavian lymphovenous junction is a described alternative
access method. Treatment of lymphorrhea is based on the source of leak. We will describe the
procedure details for thoracic duct embolization; when the thoracic duct is the culprit, embolization
with coils and glue has a reported success rate of about 90%.

Conclusion:
Traumatic or iatrogenic lymphorrhea can arise anywhere in the lymphatic system. Knowledge of the
anatomy and anatomical variations of the lymphatic system is essential to strategize the treatment
and permit safe intervention. This exhibit aims to provide a pictorial overview of lymphangiography
and the strategies for management of lymphorrhea.
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P 422 / Trans radial approach for cranial digital subtraction
angiography
Hegde S1, Gangwani G2

1KVG Medical College and Hospital, Sullia, India, 2Bhaktivedanta Hospital, Mumbai, India

Learning objectives:
To illustrate the optimal technique of the trans radial approach (TRA) for cranial digital subtraction
angiography (DSA).

Background:
In cranial angiography, the TRA is considered a safer and more useful alternative to the transfemoral
approach.

Clinical findings/procedure details:
Due to ergonomics and logistics, the right sided TRA is preferred. Pre puncture ultrasound guided
measurement of the radial artery diameter helps to choose arteries with a diameter greater than the
outer diameter of the chosen sheath.
Ultrasound guidance, a micro puncture radial access set, and a low profile hydrophilic sheath help in
radial cannulation. Simmons 2 catheter is used to hook the arteries of the aortic arch. The hydrophilic
Sim2 catheter is better since it can be used to navigate distally once the hydrophilic wire is inserted.
Multiple approaches to cannulate the carotid and vertebral arteries from the right radial access are
described in the literature, listed as follows: direct cannulation of the ipsilateral or contralateral
common carotid artery (if the anatomy is favorable), deflecting over aortic valve in ascending aorta,
and shaping with wire in descending aorta. With the left radial access, the catheter is usually formed
in the descending aorta.
Use of the smallest caliber sheath possible, adequate anticoagulation, and maintenance of patent
hemostasis and transulnar pressure can prevent radial artery occlusion. For failures from vasospasm,
vasodilators, smaller catheters, and giving time to let the spasm relax can be helpful to bail out.

Conclusion:
The TRA has a learning curve that can be overcome through familiarity with the technique and
protocol.
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P 423 / Endovascular management of inadvertent arterial injury and
catheter insertion during central venous catheter placement
Shaygi B1

1London North West University Healthcare NHS Trust, London, United Kingdom

Background:
The CVCs are increasingly used for the treatment of critically ill patients for medication
administration, hemodynamic monitoring , hemodialysis and parenteral nutrition.
Arterial injuries comprise an uncommon but serious complication of CVC placement in these already
critically ill patients. This can lead to a wide spectrum of presentations from localized hemorrhage
and hematoma to fistulization, dissection, pseudoaneurysm formation, thrombosis and neurological
deficit and stroke.

Clinical Findings/Procedure Details:
We describe factors to assist in immediate recognition of the arterial injury and inadvertent arterial
entry during CVC placement.
We will discuss the treatment options to deal with the immediate and late complications of this
entity and describe several cases treated in our institution (endovascularly and open surgery treated
cases) and represent the current evidence in the literature.

Conclusion:
Immediate recognition of the inadvertent arterial entry during CVC placement is crucial in order to
deal with the potentially dreadful complications.
Endovascular repair of the arterial injury is an effective and efficient method, which can be
considered as the first therapeutic option in the majority of cases.
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P 424 / Venous thoracic outlet syndrome: presentation, diagnosis,
and interventional radiology’s role
Cronan J1, Edalat F1, Peters G1, DePalma A1

1Emory University, Atlanta, United States of America

Learning Objectives:
1. Describe the presentation, physical exam findings, imaging and treatment of venous thoracic
outlet syndrome through a case series
2. Discuss Interventional Radiology’s role in management

Background:
The thoracic outlet is comprised of the first rib, scalene muscles, and the clavicle. Thoracic outlet
syndrome (TOS) is a non specific term applied to compression of neurovascular structures passing
through the outlet. Over 90% of cases are neurogenic. When the axillo subclavian vein is
thrombosed, TOS is colloquially called Paget Schroetter Syndrome (PSS) or effort induced
thrombosis. Patients are typically young, otherwise healthy, athletic individuals. Extrinsic
compression resulting in chronic venous stasis accompanied by an acute inciting event or repetitive
trauma is the presumed cause. Although Interventional Radiology (IR) is involved in the diagnostic
and early treatment algorithm of PSS, definitive treatment is surgical.

Clinical Findings/Procedure Details:
This case series illustrates the imaging findings, endovascular interventions and surgical treatment in
a series of patients presenting with venous thoracic outlet syndrome.

Conclusion:
PSS affects young healthy individuals. It is imperative for IR to understand the clinical presentation,
physical exam findings, and optimal percutaneous treatment of these patients because chronic
disability and poor quality of life may result from untreated or improperly treated cases.
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P 425 / Percutaneous peritoneovenous shunt: an effective last line
intervention for chylous ascites
Benishay E1, Malavia M2, Ramasamy S3, Celii F4
1Northwestern University Feinberg School of Medicine, Chicago, United States, 2University of Missouri Kansas City
School of Medicine, Kansas City, United States, 3Loyola University Medical Center, Maywood, United States,
4Department of Diagnostic and Interventional Imaging, McGovern Medical School, The University of Texas Health
Science Center, Houston, United States

Learning objective:
To delineate the role of peritoneovenous shunting in the management of chylous ascites.

Background:
Chylous ascites (CA) results from the leakage of triglyceride rich lymphatic fluid into the peritoneal
cavity. Etiologies include malignant, cirrhotic, traumatic, congenital anomalies, infectious,
postoperative, and cardiogenic. Complications are related to disruption of the immune system,
nutrition status and fluid/electrolyte balance. Imaging is used to locate the lymphatic injury, such as
CT, lymphoscintigraphy, and MR lymphangiography. Procedures for CA treatment include
paracentesis, transjugular intrahepatic portosystemic shunt, peritoneovenous shunting (PVS), and
lymphatic embolization.

Clinical findings/procedure details:
PVS for CA is performed using a Denver shunt; a flexible pump chamber with two catheters, available
in 11.5F or 15.5F. In CA, the use of a single, unidirectional valve within the chamber is adequate to
prevent blood reflux into the venous catheter, though double valves exist. One catheter is
fenestrated and is placed into the peritoneal cavity to drain CA, while the other catheter is inserted
into the superior vena cava/right atrial junction via the internal jugular vein. The pump chamber is
placed over the lower ribcage and must be manually pumped to push chyle into the shunt and back
into the venous circulation. Complications include shunt occlusion and disseminated intravascular
coagulation.

Conclusion:
The safety and efficacy of Denver shunts in the setting of refractory chylous ascites is improving and
should be considered as an option for patients who have not obtained relief with other procedures.
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P 426 / Management of the pregnant patient in the interventional
suite
Allen G1, Cooper P, Hayden R, Irvine I, Francis A, Greene L, Cullen A, Ryan A
1Waterford University Hospital, Radiology Department, Waterford, Ireland

Learning Objectives
1. To identify the requirements for adequate preparation of pregnant patients for IR procedures,

interms of MDT involvement, timing, consent and procedural planning.
2. To consider the additional needs of the pregnant patient with regards to medications, radiation

exposure, and positioning.
3. To recognise the risks to the foetus and reduce these where possible.

Background
Many conditions arising during pregnancy, and complications of pregnancy itself, are treatable in the
IR suite, avoiding the need for open surgery and general anaesthesia, leading to increasing IR
referrals for pregnant patients. The risks of surgical options must be balanced against the risks of
interventional radiology, most notably radiation exposure. Interventional Radiologists should be
versed in the management of these patients and aware of the specific challenges that arise.

Clinical Findings
There are a number of areas where our considerations differ from the non pregnant patient,
specifically relating to consent, positioning, sedo analgesic and anticoagulant medications, and
radiation exposure to breast tissue. We also must consider the developing foetus in terms of timing
(gestation), the potential need for foetal monitoring and medication / radiation exposure. In this
exhibit we will discuss these considerations and outline the best practices for safe management of
the mother and foetus in the IR Suite.

Conclusion
Increasingly, issues arising during pregnancy will be dealt with in IR, and the IR team must be
prepared to adapt accordingly to the unique set of challenges posed by this patient group to ensure
the safety of both mother and unborn child.
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P 427 / Techniques of lymphangiography and lymphatic interventions
for treating post operative lymphatic leaks
Kulkarni C1, Moorthy S1, Karumathil Pullara S1
1Amrita Institute of Medical Sciences and Research Centre, Cochin, India

Learning objectives:
Understanding the percutaneous lymphatic intervention techniques used for treating various post
operative lymphatic leaks

Background:
Advances in surgical techniques have led to an increase in complex surgeries for various indications
in both adult and pediatric age groups. Inadvertent injury to the thoracic duct or its contributing
branches can lead to a chylous leak and its accumulation, thus increasing morbidity and mortality
among vulnerable patients. The clinical manifestations of a lymphatic leak are dependent on the
location and severity of the lymphatic injury. Detecting the exact site of the injury is extremely
challenging. Recent developments in imaging of the lymphatic system have helped in detecting the
site of the leak and in better understanding the physiology of the lymphatic flow. Treatment
strategies depend on the site of the leak and symptom severity.

Procedure details:
In this poster, we review the lymphatic anatomy, techniques of lymphangiography, and
percutaneous lymphatic interventions for the treatment of post operative lymphatic leaks

Conclusion:
Minimally invasive techniques of lymphangiography and lymphatic interventions allows for successful
diagnosis and treatment in the majority of post operative lymphatic leaks with minimal risk to
patients, thus decreasing morbidity and mortality.
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P 428 / "The fine art of negotiating" in radiology: a primer for medical
students, residents, and early career interventional radiologists
Meshekow J1, Meshekow G2, Thompson K3, Maddineni S3, McCabe S3, Gerard P3, Cuthbertson E1, Lee
S1, Niman D1, Panaro J1, Cohen G1, Rozenblit G3

1Temple University Hospital, Department of Radiology; Lewis Katz School of Medicine, Philadelphia, USA, 2Cooper
University Hospital, Department of Radiology; Cooper Medical School of Rowan University, Camden, USA,
3Westchester Medical Center, Department of Radiology; New York Medical College, Valhalla, USA

Learning Objectives:
To discuss the core concepts and techniques of negotiation as it relates to students, residents, and
early career interventional radiologists.

Background:
Negotiation is the ability to reach an agreement by means of an approach mutually satisfy all parties.
Successful negotiations usually result in trade offs, where each interested party relinquishes
something of lesser value in return for something else. Taken as a whole the act of negotiation is
intrinsically chaotic; interested parties do not know each other’s the desired outcome. Negotiation
and influencing techniques are paramount for achieving an ultimate goal, facilitating problem
solving, building collaborative relationships, managing conflict, and gaining support. Currently,
medical and radiology education places little emphasis on these learned skills. Our project aims to
discuss the art of negotiation as it applied to field of interventional radiology.

Clinical Findings/Procedure Details:
I. Define the Types of Negotiation
II. Provide an overview of the Negotiation Pie
III. Discuss effective strategies for Negotiation.
a. Advocate
b. Best Alternative to a Negotiated Agreement (BATNA)
c. Conflict Styles
IV. Describes Barriers to Effective Negotiation
V. Suggested Readings
VI. Review of a Negotiation skillset is essential for medical students, trainees, and early career
interventional radiologists.

Conclusion:
Effective negotiation is an important but rarely taught concept in interventional radiology. As
aspiring and early practicing radiologists, we are routinely faced with negotiation at every career
level. Having a firm understanding of the core concepts and strategies of negotiation as they apply to
interventional radiology is essential for ultimate success.
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P 429 / Radiofrequency ablation of benign symptomatic thyroid
nodules
Paredes H1

1Instituto de investigación sanitaria del Hospital Universitario Puerta de Hierro de Majadahonda, Majadahonda,
España

Learning objectives:
Efficacy and safety of radiofrequency ablation in the treatment of normal or hyperfunctioning benign
symptomatic thyroid nodules

Background:
It has been proven that this technique can reduce the size of the symptomatic benign nodules by 30
61% at a month, and 80 93.5% at 4 12 months, with a 100% reduction in the previous
symptomatology, and its disappearance in most cases.

Clinical findings/ proceduce details:
The method used was a straight monopolar antenna, internally cooled, 18G×70 mm.
Use of 30 40W with an increase >50 100 .
For radiofrequency ablation, patients are placed in a supine position with the neck extension cord
and a grounding pad was placed on each leg the is used moving shot technique, to avoid
complications during the realization of the technique as the hyperechoic cloud caused by the gas
generated by the heat.
The length of the electrode was 1 cm and can be visualized
by means of a transverse ultrasound image and with minimum heat exposure of the risk triangle
including the recurrent laryngeal nerve and/or the esophagus.
Patients were followed up at 1, 3 and 6 months after the technique, in which they returned to
measure the diameters of the nodules, residual volume, the presence or absence of pain, whether
the nodule was visible or palpable, evaluation of the reintervention, TSH and post ablation T4.

Conclusión:
RF ablation appears to be an effective and safe alternative to surgery for the treatment of
symptomatic benign thyroid nodules.
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P 430 / Anatomical variation of the thoracic duct and its implications
for interventional radiologists
O'Halloran N1, O'Sullivan G1

1Galway University Hospital, Galway, Ireland

Learning objectives
Embolisation of the thoracic duct is being increasingly utilised as a method of treating chyle leak and
fistula secondary to iatrogenic injury to the duct. However, it’s variable anatomy presents a challenge
to interventional radiologists. Therefore, we aim to provide an overview of anatomic variations of the
thoracic duct.

Background
The thoracic duct is the largest vessel in the lymphatic system and carries 1 2 litres of lymphatic fluid
daily. As a result of anomalies in embryological development, the classical anatomy of the adult
thoracic duct is only present in 40 60% of patients. The many potential variations and the difficulty in
visualising the thoracic duct in pre operative imaging increases the risk of iatrogenic injury to the
thoracic duct in thoracic and cervical procedures, which is known to occur in up to 25% of patients
following neck dissection, in 2 4% of oesophagectomies and in 0.4% of patients undergoing thoracic
surgical interventions. Post operative chylous fistula can result in hypovolaemia, metabolic and
nutritional depletion, infection and increased mortality of 50%. The high variability of thoracic duct
anatomy also presents challenges to interventional radiologists attempting to embolise the duct for
treatment of chyle leak.

Clinical findings/procedure details
Up to nine different broadly categorised variations of the thoracic duct have been described in the
literature. Each of these require different specific consideration in embolisation procedures.

Conclusion
A greater understanding of thoracic duct anatomy is required to reduce rates of iatrogenic injury and
to improve outcomes in embolization of the thoracic duct.
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P 431 / The role of the interventional radiologist in caring for
palliative cancer patients
Gu K3, Charles J1, Shaikh J2
1University of South Florida Morsani College of Medicine, Tampa, United States, 2Department of Interventional
Radiology, Tampa General Hospital, Tampa, United States, 3Dr. Kiran C. Patel College of Allopathic Medicine, Fort
Lauderdale, United States

1. To review common procedures interventional radiologists offer palliative care cancer
patients, with a focus on indications, technique, and relative efficacy.

2. To raise awareness of the capacity of interventional radiology to provide effective palliation
for cancer patients

Palliative care seeks to improve the quality of life (QoL) of patients and families facing life
threatening malignancies. The complexity of advanced cancer patients often prohibits traditionally
invasive procedures such as surgery. Interventional radiologists have an expertise in delivering both
diagnostic and therapeutic minimally invasive, image guided care and therefore present a pivotal
opportunity to provide palliative care for cancer patients. This exhibit will aim to describe the
interventional radiologist's armamentarium in managing cancer patients with a special emphasis on
palliative care, thereby providing a more holistic approach in improving the QoL of cancer patients.

This review will focus on several of the common procedures performed by interventional radiologists
to provide palliation: 1. Tunneled peritoneal or pleural catheter placement for fluid drainage; 2.
Management of painful spine metastasis with focus on radiofrequency ablation and subsequent
kyphoplasty; 3. Cryoneurolysis for pain control with a focus on pudendal, intercostal and celiac
plexuses; 4. Biliary and duodenal stenting for malignant biliary and small bowel obstruction; 5.
Decompressive gastrostomies for malignant obstruction; 6. Trans arterial embolization for
uncontrolled hemorrhage.

Minimally invasive procedures are well suited for cancer patients, many of whom have complex
comorbidities and symptoms that preclude more invasive treatments. Interventional radiologists
offer safe and effective, symptom specific palliation using minimally invasive procedures in a wide
range of applications for cancer patients.
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P 432 / Interventional radiology in the management of gastro entero
pancreatic neuroendocrine tumours (GEP NETs): updated scientific
evidence and therapeutic strategies
De Rosa G1, Orgera G1, Ronconi E1, Lucertini E1, Zolovkins A1, Rossi M1

1Azienda Ospedaliera Sant'Andrea, Roma, Italy

Learning objectives:
To describe the current status on the role of interventional radiology in the management of gastro
entero pancreatic neuroendocrine tumors (GEP NETs).

Background:
GEP NETs represent a group of heterogeneous tumors both in terms of clinical manifestations and
imaging characteristics; they often metastasize especially in the liver , becoming no longer
operable through conventional surgical procedures and frequently associating with a disabling
paraneoplastic symptomatology.

Procedure details:
In this review the current therapeutic approaches that interventional radiology offers are described,
comparing the embolization techniques (TAE, TACE, TARE) and the thermoablation ones (RFA, HIFU,
IRE, MWA, cryotherapy) on the primary lesion and on the metastases, and the evidence obtained so
far through the literature.

Conclusion:
Thanks to a minimally invasive approach offered by image guided procedures, Interventional
radiology offers a valid solution in the management of primary and metastatic inoperable and / or
symptomatic GEP NETs, thus often being the only viable therapeutic option. However, there are no
univocal data that suggest the clear superiority of one of the aforementioned techniques, and the
final therapeutic choice always requires a multidisciplinary evaluation of each patient, which
integrates the anatomical and clinical data.
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P 433 / Improving patient safety in the interventional radiology suite
through human factors
Francis A1, Hayden R1, Irvine I1, Cooper P1, Allen G1, Greene L1, Ryan A1

1University Hospital Waterford, Waterford, Ireland

Learning objectives
1. To elucidate the basic principles underpinning Human Factors.
2. To describe the application of Human Factors principles in the healthcare setting.
3. To explain how human factors can be utilised in the IR suite specifically, and its impact on

reducing the risk of adverse patient events.

Background
The modern IR suite is a central hub for the diagnosis and treatment of a multitude of conditions. The
demand placed on the IR department is increasing, as is patient throughput, leading to the potential
for an increasing rate of adverse events.
Human factors include non technical skills such as communication, teamwork, decision making and
leadership, all of which are recognised as critical to enhanced patient care. They are vital to high level
team performance and foster an open culture within departments, where mistakes can be learned
from, in a constructive, blame free environment.

Clinical findings
The study of Human Factors provides benefits to individual team members by enhancing key skills
such as teamwork and conflict resolution. We will show how it improves tasks within the IR suite
such as streamlining equipment, procedures and checklists and improves the department as a whole
by enhancing the leadership and communications culture. These parameters are often overlooked
but have a significant impact on overall patient experience and outcomes.

Conclusion
Human factors play a significant role in patient outcomes. By creating a culture that thrives on
communication, teamwork and sound decision making, IR can provide safer, more efficient care to
the growing number of patients it serves.
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P 434 / Interventional radiology in pain management: imaging guided
nerve blocks
Yildiz Z1, Kurt Z1, Taydas O1, Danisan G1, Ates O1, Ozdemir M1, Ozturk M1

1Sakarya University, Faculty of Medicine, Sakarya, Turkey

Learning Objectives:
To evaluate nerve blocks, an essential tool in neoplastic and non neoplastic pain management, from
an interventional radiological perspective.

Background:
Pain is a universal health problem defined as an unpleasant sensory experience that accompanies
existing or potential tissue damage. Although interventional radiological procedures related to pain
management are very diverse, they are mainly based on nerve blocks. Nerve blocks can be
performed under imaging guidance for many different nerves in the body.

Clinical Findings/Procedure Details:
Imaging guided nerve blocks can be performed in neoplastic and non neoplastic diseases. Celiac and
superior hypogastric plexus blocks are most commonly used in neoplastic diseases. The celiac plexus
is the largest visceral plexus and contains pain fibers from the upper abdominal viscera.
Percutaneous imaging guided celiac plexus block effectively reduces persistent abdominal pain in
patients with upper abdominal malignancies. The superior hypogastric plexus contains afferent pain
fibers from most pelvic structures. Therefore, superior hypogastric plexus block is an effective
method for pain due to pelvic tumors. Nerve blocks can also be used in cases other than neoplastic
diseases. Femoral and sciatic nerve blocks can be performed under ultrasound guidance of the lower
extremity. Femoral and sciatic blocks are also used successfully in the pain management of
endovascular interventional procedures. Generally, ethanol is used for neurolysis in nerve blocks,
and local anesthetics are used for temporary blocks.

Conclusion:
Interventional radiology successfully provides pain management with imaging guided nerve blocks in
neoplastic and nonneoplastic diseases in different parts of the body.
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P 435 / Preoperative embolization of vascular tumors of head and
neck: an update
Arora K1, Ukirde V, Gursale A, Bansal A
1LTMGH, SION , Mumbai, India

Learning Objectives
To enumerate the common vascular tumors of head and neck and discuss various techniques and
agents used in preoperative embolization.
Describe relevant functional vascular anatomy to avoid procedure related complications.

Background
Management of vascular tumors of the head and neck is challenging and requires a multidisciplinary
approach.
Transarterial embolization of these vascular tumors can be used as an adjunctive therapy prior to
surgical resection or as a palliative therapy in patients who are ineligible for surgery.
Embolization causes devascularization of the tumor and reduces blood loss during surgery, decreases
the operative time and provides a clean operative field allowing complete resection of the tumour
and thereby decreasing morbidity and mortality.

Clinical Findings/Procedure Details
In this essay, we will discuss the common vascular tumours of head and neck which require
preoperative embolization such as juvenile nasopharyangeal angiofibroma, paraganglioma,
meningioma, hemangiopericytoma etc.
We will then study the functional vascular anatomy and the anastamotic pathways between external
carotid artery and internal carotid artery or vertebral artery.
Current methods, principles and techniques of embolization by transarterial route, direct puncture
and combination method will be discussed.
Review on the use of various embolic agents such as polyvinyl alcohol particle, onyx, glue, gelfoam
etc. will be provided.
Lastly, procedure related complications, their prevention and management will be discussed.

Conclusion
Preoperative embolization is an important adjunct to surgery in the management of vascular
tumours of head and neck.
Understanding of the functional vascular anatomy, embolization techniques and agents is necessary
for safe and effective embolization.
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P 436 / Turf wars in radiology: competitors or collaborators?
Appiakannan H1, Gadepally R1, Reeves R1, Ford R1, Winokur R1

1Sidney Kimmel Medical College at Thomas Jefferson University, Philadelphia, United States

Learning Objectives
1. To explore the idea of “turf wars” in minimally invasive procedures
2. To appreciate challenges faced by interventional radiologists in practice when it comes to
competing with other specialists for Intracranial Mechanical Thrombectomies (iMT)

Background
Inter specialty competition tends to arise when there are high reimbursement procedures performed
by more than one clinical specialty. iMTs are performed by Neurosurgeons (NS), Radiologists,
Neurologists, and to a lesser extent, other providers. While this has led to beneficial collaboration at
some institutions, it has also led to “turf wars” at others. Turf wars are known to have major
implications for patient care and outcomes, facility utilization, hospital reimbursement, and physician
compensation.

Clinical Findings
Data from the 2016 2020 nationwide Medicare Part B fee for service database was used to tabulate
the utilization rates of iMT by provider specialty. From 2016 to 2020, iMT rates increased for NS
(+175.6%). During this time, Radiologists also saw an overall increase in rates (+67.9%), but
surprisingly utilization decreased from 2019 to 2020 ( 13.2%). From 2016 to 2020, the rate of iMTs
performed by Neurologists also increased (+97.8%); however, the Neurologist growth plateaued
between 2018 and 2020.

Conclusion
While inter specialty competition is inevitable, promoting the highest standards of patient care is
vital. Despite Radiologists having the highest iMT rates of all providers, their foothold over the
procedure is shrinking. Radiologists may prevent further losses by demonstrating their value;
specifically, being available for acute decision making, participating in multidisciplinary conferences,
and taking ownership of post procedure longitudinal clinical management.
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P 437 / MR and ultrasound are all what you need for simplifying the
clutter in vascular malformation – a survival guide to diagnosis and
treatment strategy
Bharadwaz A1

1Aarhus University Hospital, Aarhus, Denmark

It is extremely important to classify each individual vascular anomaly correctly, as this has significant
treatment consequences. The correct classification of vascular anomalies is given by ISSVA, but is
extensive and does not combine imaging modalities or how to approach in clinical situation. Besides,
in a clinical context, it can be difficult to distinguish between the various vascular anomalies only
from appearance and many anomalies have similar medical histories and symptoms.

We propose this extremely simple work up plan using imaging modalities to correctly classify and
plan for treatment for vast majority of vascular malformations (see flowchart and diagrams).

Tha Fat sat (STIR) MR sequence is most important, shows high signal intensity in venous and
lymphatic malformations, but not in others. It is difficult to see capillary malformation on MR. AVM
displays multiple flow voids in all sequences. Venous malformations enhance after MR contrast
Gadolinium, but lymphatic malformations don't. Hemangiomas show soft tissue component,
hyperintense signal on STIR/T2 with flow voids and enhance after contrast.

Ultrasound with Doppler shows increased vascularity (arterial and venous) in all types of vascular
tumors, and in AVM/AVF. In tumors, however, there is a solid soft tissue in addition to vascularity,
whereas in AVM/AVF there is no soft tissue component. Besides, arterialization of draining veins is
seen in an AVM/AVF. Lymphatic malformations are anechoic and without flow, whereas venous
malformations show slow flow. Capillary malformations can not generally be seen on ultrasound and
show no flow unless a dedicated very high frequency dermatological transducer (20MHz) is used.
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P 438 / Venous malformations: a primer on the spectrum of disease
and treatment options
Chand R1, Gasparetto A1, Carcao M1, Amaral J1
1The Hospital for Sick Children, Toronto, Canada

Learning objectives:
To provide the viewer with a comprehensive and up to date presentation that highlights the most
relevant clinical and educational points related to the diagnosis and management of venous
malformations.

Background:
Venous malformations can be focal, multifocal, and diffuse. Sclerotherapy has largely replaced
surgery as a treatment option for focal lesions and when combined with systemic medical therapy,
may offer clinical benefit in targeting symptoms for diffuse lesions. Cryoablation has also recently
emerged as a viable treatment option for fibro adipose vascular anomaly (FAVA), which typically
presents with pain, contracture, and phlebectasia. There is variation with respect to available
sclerotherapy agents, preparations, and delivery methods. Successful cryoablation of FAVA relies on
appropriate patient selection and use of advanced cross sectional imaging software during
intervention. PIK3CA mutation has been identified in both venous malformations and FAVA.

Clinical findings/procedure details:
A pictorial essay, including representative lesions in the head and neck, extremities, abdomen, and
genitals will be provided along with key educational and clinical details, highlighting treatment
strategies. The mechanism and appropriate selection of systemic medical therapy will be
summarized.

Conclusion:
Venous malformations have a wide spectrum of manifestations and FAVA has recently been
identified as distinct clinical entity. Effective treatment relies on optimal sclerotherapy delivery,
cryoablation, and/or systemic medical therapy when appropriate.
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P 439 / CT guided pudendal nerve cryoablation for pudendal
neuralgia
Armani H1

1St. George's University, , United States

Introduction:
Pudendal neuralgia is a painful condition due to PN compression, trauma, or neuropathy. Typical
treatment of pudendal neuralgia includes medical management (focusing on analgesia). For patients
with refractory pudendal neuralgia nonresponsive to medical management, surgical and
interventional radiology are the only options. Surgical ablation of the pudendal nerve can have
serious complications and therefore, alternative options using interventional radiology (including
image guided thermal ablation, chemical ablation or cryoablation of the pudendal nerve) has been
employed. Clinically, cryoablation affords several advantages over other options, including direct
visualization of the ablation zone and decreased intraprocedural and postprocedural pain. In contrast
to surgical or heat mediated ablation, cryoablation also has less complication as it does not disrupt
the acellular epineurium or perineurium, thus reducing the risk of neuroma formation and may allow
eventual nerve regeneration. Cryoablation also avoids the risk of systemic toxicity associated with
chemical nerve ablation.

Procedure:
Before cryoablation, a diagnostic injection of long acting local anesthetic can provide critical
diagnostic information and define the approach for ablation. Cryoablation is subsequently performed
by placing cryoablation probes under CT guidance in the region of the pudendal nerve, such that the
defined ablation zone will include the nerve. A transgluteal approach is typical. Gauze soaked in
warm saline can be used to protect the skin from cold injury. Two alternating freeze thaw cycles are
then undertaken, ranging from 6 to 10 minutes and from 3 to 5 minutes, respectively. Post
procedure, the probe is removed, and a bandage is placed on the insertion site.
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P 440 / Transfemoral arterial access complications: imaging features
and minimally invasive treatment options
Polder J1, Medsinge A1, Linquester W1, Dhangana R1

1University of Pittsburgh Medical center, PITTSBURGH, United States of America

Learning objectives:
1.To discuss the imaging appearance of various complications associated with femoral arterial access
2.To describe minimally invasive treatment options for these complications.

Background
Femoral arterial access still remains the most common arterial access used for various endovascular
procedures/interventions used by interventional radiologist, interventional cardiologists, neuro
interventionalist and vascular surgeons. Access site related complications is a major cause of
procedure related morbidity and mortality.
After clinical evaluation, imaging plays an important role in the delineation of the injury and planning
the management.
Minimally invasive treatment options constitute an important way to treat many of these
complications.

Clinical Findings/Procedure details
We would like to present the major complications of femoral arterial access such as retroperitoneal
hematomas requiring transfusion, arterial dissection, AV fistula formation, arterial thrombosis and
arterial pseudoaneurysms. We will also discuss risk factors for these complications.
Duplex ultrasound is an excellent noninvasive initial imaging modality for anatomic details and
hemodynamic information such as in pseudoaneurysms and AV fistulas. CT scan is especially useful in
suspected retroperitoneal bleed, evaluating morbidly obese patients for any suspected complication
and in determining central extent of arterial dissection/thrombus.
We will be discussing the indications and technique for presenting minimally invasive treatment
options such as percutaneous thrombin injections of pseudoaneurysms, ultrasound guided
compression and endovascular measures such as coil embolization of branch pseudoaneurysms.

Conclusion
Access site complications related to femoral artery puncture are common and varied. Interventional
radiologist can play an important role in their identification and management.
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P 441 / Using ethylene vinyl alcohol (Onyx) in the treatment of
peripheral high and low flow vascular malformations: assessment of
clinical efficacy and patient satisfaction outcomes
Tirukonda P1

1Changi General Hospital, singapore, Singapore

Learning objectives:
To illustrate the use of Onyx, an ethylene vinyl alcohol copolymer liquid embolic agent in the
treatment of peripheral vascular anomalies. Correlation with technical, clinical success, operator and
patient satisfaction.

Methods:
Locations of vascular malformation: thigh (n=2), supraclavicular fossa (n=1), upper limb(n=3), calf
(n=2)) and feet (n=2). No of high flow: 3 ; No of low flow: 7.
Patient satisfaction survey (questionnaire) was carried out at 3, 6, 18 months follow up in 9 patients
and 3 month follow up in one patient.

Results:
The procedures were technically successful in all the patients (100%). There was one incidence of
non target embolization to the left great toe in one patient with spontaneous recovery with no tissue
loss. Clinical success was achieved in 9 out of 10 patients.
There was no other direct adverse effects as a result of treatment with ONYX.
Follow up showed that 9 out of 10 patients were symptom free at 18 months, well satisfied with the
treatment and improved quality of life.

Conclusion:
The ease of handling and control during complex embolization procedures in combination with its
established safety profile makes ONYX the first choice embolic material in suitable morphologies of
vascular anomalies.
Treatment with onyx in our experience has resulted in significant improvement in quality of life of
the treated patients.
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P 442 / If things go wrong, don’t go with them: pearls to lead an
effective debrief in interventional radiology
Fitzgerald K1, Knight J1
1University of Washington, Department of Radiology, Division of Vascular and Interventional Radiology, Seattle,
United States

Learning Objectives:
Provide an interventional radiologist (IR) specific framework for leading an effective debrief.

Background:
In medicine, a debrief is often regarded as a meeting with persons who were involved in a complex
or traumatic situation to review processes, communicate concerns, provide emotional support and
provide feedback. Debriefing after difficult situations has become a standard tool of many medical
specialties, such as surgery and emergency medicine, with specialty specific literature available.
There is however, a paucity of IR specific guidance available for communication techniques to lead a
team after a difficult situation. In these tough situations, medical personnel are often “second
victims” suffering from anxiety or depression afterwards. Debriefing can decrease anxiety,
depression, and traumatic stress symptoms.

Clinical findings/procedure details:
We will address the following strategies: identify scenarios that could benefit from a debrief,
considerations for planning, identifying objectives, tailoring tactics to specific goals and additional
components for successful debrief.

Conclusion:
Debrief sessions typically have multiple variables and can be tailored to suit idiosyncrasies of
different situations. IRs have an opportunity to take these difficult situations and provide comfort
and quality improvement through good communication and leadership.
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P 443 / The role of the clinical nurse specialist in paediatric
interventional radiology
De Lara A1, Bango Garcia M1, Credo A1, Feliciano A1, Balinong L1, Conway B1, Boolkah S1,
Diamontopoulos A1, Karunanithy N1, Parthipun A1, Monzon L1, Saro H1

1Guys And St Thomas' Hospital, London, United Kingdom

LEARNING OBJECTIVE
1. To develop, implement, and evaluate the Clinical Nurse Specialist role within Paediatric
Interventional Radiology

BACKGROUND
Paediatric IR is a fast growing field within interventional radiology. Organising cases can be
challenging as a lot of variables are needed to be considered such as availability of appropriate lab
and appropriate sizes of devices, increase need of sedation and anaesthetic support and obtaining
consent for patients who have complex social needs.
To bridge the gap and increase theatre activity, we have developed the role of a paediatric
Interventional Radiology Clinical Nurse Specialist as a point of contact for referrals. The purpose of
this study is to present this working model.

CLINICAL FINDINGS
We will present our current model which shows the Paediatric IR Clinical Nurse Specialist becoming
the first point of contact for referrals and having a complete overview of available slots and pending
procedures. The CNS will prioritise cases according to urgency and liaise with both the IR consultants
and referring teams. By doing so, issues can be flagged up and addressed before hand thus avoiding
further delays.

CONCLUSION
The model has proven to be effective. Having a dedicated person to appropriately populate the list,
source out the correct equipment and flag up issues beforehand help utilize theatre time, manpower
and resources more efficiently and more cost effectively.
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P 444 / IR management of postoperative chyle leaks – pearls
gathered by learning from experience
Lyall F1, Ghauri S2, Miles R1

1Derriford Hospital, Plymouth, United Kingdom, 2Royal Cornwall Hospital, Truro, United Kingdom

Learning objectives:
1. Indications for IR management of chyle leaks.
2. Ultrasound guided lymphangiogram.
3. Percutaneous embolisation of cisterna chyli and thoracic duct.
4. Tips and tricks to aid procedure and increase effectiveness.

Background:
Post operative chyle leak is a recognised complication of several thoracic and abdominal surgical
procedures, including Ivor Lewis oesophagectomy. Some of these may be managed conservatively,
however patients with large volume chylous pleural effusions or ascites are unlikely to resolve with
conservative management alone. Percutaneous embolisation provides an effective means of treating
these patients, particularly following diagnostic lymphangiogram.

Clinical findings/procedure details:
We describe the process of ultrasound guided lymphangiogram and percutaneous embolisation of
the cisterna chyli and thoracic duct using images from our extensive case series. We illustrate tips
and tricks which will aid the efficiency of the procedure as well as increasing its efficacy. Many of
these are hard earned pearls of wisdom gathered by learning from experience (or mistakes!).

Conclusion:
Embolisation of postoperative chyle leak is a useful tool in the armamentarium of the interventional
radiologist, which provides the patient with dramatic resolution of symptoms.
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P 445 / Diagnosis and management of post operative lymphatic
leakage with interventional radiology
Tabarsi E1, Repajic M1

1Keck School Of Medicine Of Usc, Montebello, United States

1. Describe the various methods by which diagnoses of lymphatic leakage can be obtained. 2.
Describe the various therapies under investigation for control of symptomatic lymphoceles

Lymph node resection can result in the development of lymphoceles and potential post operative
complications. Identification of lymphatic damage is complicated due to the small/complex nature of
lymphatic vessels (LVs) and compounded by the low flow and transparent nature of lymph.1 This
makes it harder to detect slowly leaking LVs both during and after surgery.

The conventional method of diagnosing post operative LV leakage has traditionally been
radionuclide based lymphoscintigraphy, but poor resolution makes it unsuitable for visualization of
small LVs.
Management of lymphoceles typically involves scarring or embolization. Sclerotherapy involves use
of an irritant to scar the surrounding LVs. While technically simple, it often requires repeat
treatments. Aside from sclerotherapy, selective blockage of LVs via direct needle insertion of
embolitic agents, embolization glue, or both has proved reliable; however, these procedures have
limited efficacy in patients with high drainage volume – though certain adjustments (like injecting
into lymph nodes and forcing slow, antegrade flow towards the target) have been shown to increase
the odds of successful embolization.4

While still evolving, the applications of MRL and lymphatic IR techniques have shown a broadening
role in the non surgical management of post operative lymphoceles; and the management of these
complications without the need for additional corrective surgery should continue the long tradition
of improved patient outcomes in the minimally invasive field of IR.4 5
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P 446 / A review on the utility of IR simulation in resident and fellow
education
Gadepally R1, Appiakannan H1, Lee P1, Anton K1, Winokur R1

1Sidney Kimmel Medical College at Thomas Jefferson University, Philadelphia, United States

Learning Objectives:
1. To discuss the challenges of cultivating procedural competency in IR procedures that trainees may
have limited exposure to at their home institutions
2. To appreciate the role of simulation in standardizing IR education and boosting the confidence of
trainees who may not have access to treat specific pathologies

Background:
Interventional Radiology (IR) is the most recent specialty to receive a primary certificate from the
ACGME. While this is an exciting development, a lack of training standardization in comparison to
other procedural fields remains. Additionally, length of training and procedural volumes can vary
significantly between sites. This variability is particularly pronounced in trainee endovascular
procedure volumes.

Clinical Findings/ Procedure Detail:
Standardized simulation curriculums across procedural fields such as Interventional Cardiology,
Vascular Surgery, and Neurosurgery have led to significant improvements in written test scores,
instructor assessments, and operator confidence, particularly in high acuity, low occurrence (HALO)
procedures. Preliminary feedback from medical students, Diagnostic Radiology trainees interested in
IR, and IR trainees who performed a simulated renal artery aneurysm coil embolization indicated that
simulation in IR training would significantly improve their procedural skills and enhance their
education. While there is much interest, widespread simulation training has yet to be adopted in
formal IR training curricula.

Conclusion and/or Teaching Point:
Studies have shown that achieving the highest level of expertise is correlated with hours spent on
deliberate practice. Simulation training presents an opportunity to augment training and increase
procedural confidence in HALO procedures.
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P 447 / Treatment of lymphatic leaks: the different faces of chyle
leaks and their percutaneous management
Binkhamis S1, Safar B1, Rana T1, AlEhaideb A1, AlRehaili B1, Saleem S1, Badran M1

1KING FAISAL SPECIALIST HOSPITAL AND RESEARCH CENTER, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia

Learning Objectives:
Understanding the anatomy, physiology, causes, and various percutaneous techniques to treat chyle
leaks.

Background:
Chyle leaks constitute and complex and di cult pathology to treat. They occur in various locations
such as the pleural or peritoneal cavity and the pericardial space or around any lymph node chain.
Each region has unique properties and physiology and requires a clear understanding and
multidisciplinary approach for appropriate management.

Clinical Findings/Procedure Details:
We present to you the various faces of chyle leaks and their percutaneous management.
We will educate the reader and provide various techniques on how to perform lymphatic
embolizations in various pathologies such as:
1. Chylothorax and thoracic duct embolization.
2. Chylopericardium and thoracic duct embolization.
3. Protein losing enteropathy and hepatic lymphatic embolization.
4. Peritoneal lymphatic leaks post retroperitoneal lymph node dissection.
5. Cervical and groin lymphatic leaks.

Conclusion:
Chyle leaks are uncommon pathologies that require special expertise to treat them percutaneously.
We hope that our exhibit will educate the audience on the various pathologies, decision making, and
management techniques for successful interventions.
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P 448 / Ergonomics in the interventional suite; what the IR needs to
know regarding the risk of work related musculoskeletal disorders
Hayden R1, Irvine I1, Greene L1, Cooper P1, Allen G1, Francis A1, Cullen A1, Ryan A1

11Division of Interventional Radiology, Department of Radiology, University Hospital Waterford, Waterford,
Ireland

Learning objectives
1. To appreciate the risks arising from occupational hazards due to bad posture, suboptimal
instrument machinery usage and a limited awareness of ‘ergonomic principles’.
2. To describe the specific risks in the interventional suite leading to work related musculoskeletal
disorders (MSDs).
3. To recommend modifications that can be made to individual IR’s behaviours and patient room set
up for procedures based on ergonomic principles.

Background
Although long recognised in the workplace, occupational injury remains under appreciated in
healthcare.Absence due to MSDs in the NHS costs £400m per year: the equivalent of 9.5 million
working days. MSDs are prevalent amongst IRs but have received little attention because of under
reporting.

Clinical findings
The physical demands of IR are distinct from those of diagnostic radiology, as procedures require
standing while wearing heavy personal protective garments, performing long technically complex
procedures while moving equipment, and the adoption of awkward ‘non neutral’ postures in non
ergonomic working conditions. A rapid work pace, repetitive motion, insufficient recovery time and
other forceful manual exertions all contribute to MSDs. Age and cumulative exposure to stress at
work are further contributors.
Reducing the incidence of MSDs requires a multifactorial approach, including changing work rest
schedules, organising lists appropriately and optimising the patient room setup to minimise the
adoption of mechanically challenging positions for long periods. Suites should be evaluated from an
ergonomic perspective and optimised to reduce the risks to all operators.

Conclusion
This exhibit outlines the issue of occupational MSD in IR and recommends practical steps to offset
the risks to individual IRs and their teams.
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P 449 / How to create quality of life metrics and patient reported
outcomes measures (PROMs) for interventional radiology (IR):
essential tools for an increasingly patient centered field
Gong A1, Garg T, Gowda P, Khalil A, Wu A, Weiss C
1Johns Hopkins School Of Medicine, Baltimore, United States

Learning Objectives:
Overview of the role of quality of life and PROMs in interventional radiology
Roadmap to creating PROMs for clinical trials
How to identify disease areas and proximal symptoms in need of PROMs
Assessing validity, reliability, and responsiveness for PROMs
Practical considerations for PROMs development

Background:
IR has pioneered many minimally invasive interventions with the goal of faster recovery and
improved patient experiences; however, there is a lack of evidence supporting these benefits.
Creating robust and validated PROMs that systematically capture patient perceptions will help
interventional radiologists close this evidence gap.

Clinical Findings/Procedure Details:
Current PROMs developed for/used in IR includes disease specific instruments such as the uterine
fibroid symptom and quality of life (UFS QOL), Venous Insufficiency Epidemiologic and Economic
Study of Quality of Life (VEINES QOL/Sym), and the International Prostate Symptom Score (IPSS).
FDA qualified PROMs are a required clinical outcome measure for clinical trials. Patient focused
PROM creation begins with systematic understanding of the disease or condition, conceptualization
of treatment benefit, and selection/development of the outcome measure.
Content elicitation can be achieved through closed ended and open ended questions using cross
sectional survey instruments and in depth focus groups. These allow the development of conceptual
disease models and conceptual frameworks.
Different types of validity must be assessed (content, construct, criterion), reliability

(reproducibility, internal consistency), and responsiveness.
Practical and logistical considerations for PROM deployment must be addressed including survey
fatigue, readability, acceptability, and administration modality.

Conclusions:
We review the use of HRQOL/PROs in IR today and how to approach PROM development and
creation.
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P 450 / NEUWAVE™ Ablation Confirmation Software in microwave
ablation of hepatocellular carcinoma
Gofur E1, Furusato Hunt O1, McCabe S, Rozenblit G, Maddineni S
1Westchester Medical Center, New York, United States

Learning Objectives
1. Review the indications for microwave ablation of hepatic tumors and principles of treatment
planning.
2. Demonstrate both advantages and disadvantages of Ablation Confirmation software in guiding
probe placement.
3. Highlight treatment outcomes using post procedural follow up imaging from example case studies.

Background:
Percutaneous microwave ablation is an effective modality for minimally invasive treatment of
hepatic tumors. The keys to ensure technical success and minimize under treatment stem from
patient selection and treatment planning. Furthermore, achieving an adequate treatment margin and
preventing local disease recurrence depends heavily on optimal probe placement. Prior to recent
advances in software, intra procedural decisions were largely based on pre/post and fluoro CT
imaging. These images are limited in assessment of treatment margin and accurately depicting the
probe location relative to the target tumor. The NEUWAVE Ablation Confirmation software augments
this decision making by predicting ablation margins and depicting probe location in a three
dimensional manner. Utilizing case studies, we demonstrate our experience with this software in
microwave ablation of hepatic tumors.

Clinical Findings/Procedure Details:
10 case studies will be presented that utilize the Neuwave Ablation Confirmation software. For each
case, pre/post and intra procedural imaging will be displayed. Imaging will include the 3D rendering
of the tumor and probe that is displayed by the Neuwave Ablation Confirmation software.

Conclusion and/or Teaching Points:
NEUWAVE Ablation confirmation software can augment decision making regarding probe placement,
and can serve as an important adjunct to existing methods for interventional radiologists during
microwave treatment for hepatic tumors.
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P 451 / Polidocanol form sclerotherapy for symptomatic vertebral
hemangioma
Sekiguchi T1, Koizumi J2, Ono S1, Kobayashi H1, Hara T1
1Tokai University Hospital department of Radiology, Isehara,

Clinical History/Pre treatment Imaging:
A 26 year old man with back pain and numbness in the front of both thighs with a history of
vertebroplasty for L3 vertebral hemangiomas (VHs) 2 years ago. MRI of the lumbar spine showed a
mass in the L3 body protruding into the spinal canal.

Treatment Options/Results:
With the patient under local anesthesia and in the prone position on the angio CT, the bone biopsy
needle was placed through the left pedicle and entered the vertebral body under CT. 10 cc of
Polidocanol foam was injected under CT fluoroscopy. Tract embolization was performed with 50 %
NBCA Lipiodol to avoid the leak of polidocanol foam along the tract after the biopsy needle removal.
There were no complaints from the patient during treatment. The patient's numbness and back pain
were disappeared the next day.

Discussion:
Symptomatic VHs are rare. There is no standard treatment for symptomatic VHs, but surgery,
ethanol injection, vertebroplasty, and radiotherapy have been reported. Polidocanol can be foamed.
Therefore, the drug tends to stay in the lesion and can reduce the injection dose. In addition,
polidocanol has an analgesic effect and does not have the painful complaints of ethanol infusion
during treatment.

Take home points:
Polidocanol foam sclerotherapy is an effective and minimally invasive technique in the treatment of
symptomatic VHs. It requires tract embolization to avoid leak the injected foam.
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P 452 / Giant paratracheal macrocystic lympangioma in 10 days old
newborn: a successful treatment with bleomycin injection
Paladini I1, Epifani E1, Capurri G1, Andreone A1, Montermini I1, Fantoni M1, Menozzi R1

1Azienda Universitaria Ospedaliera di Parma, Parma, Italy

Clinical history/Pre treatment imaging:
Prepartum ultrasound on a fetus showed a giant paratracheal laterocervical cyst. A tracheostomy
was performed after birth and an early postnatal MRI characterized the mass as a giant macrocystic
lymphangioma.

Treatment options/Results:
A percutaneous aspiration of the cyst was performed and 20 ml of lymph was collected, then the
injection of 3 mg of bleomycin in a solution of 15mg/10 ml mixed with solution of 5 ml of gelatine
sponge and contrast medium was performed. One month follow up showed a significative reduction
of the lesion with an almost complete resolution after 2 months, showed by a further MRI.
Tracheostomy was then removed.

Discussion:
Bleomycin is the less aggressive sclerosant agent with the best outcome. In under 16 years old
patients 1 gr/kg in the maximum dose recommended.

Take home points:
Bleomycin is safe even in newborn.
Macrocystic lymphangiomas show a successful response to sclerosant agents.
Surgery should not be considered as first line therapy event for lymphangiomas in newborn
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P 453 / Off label utilisation of mechanical plug vascular closure
device for management of inadvertent innominate arterial puncture:
a case report
Lo H, FUNG K1, CHENG K1, CHO D1

1Kwong Wah Hospital, Hong Kong, Hong Kong

Clinical history
An 87 year old male with chronic renal failure was to undergo his first hemodialysis session. During
an attempt of hemodialysis catheter insertion at an outside institution, innominate artery puncture
was suspected. Puncture site was controlled with a 16G Angiocatheter. CT showed catheter
transgressing innominate artery into ascending aorta.

Treatment / Result
Patient was transferred to our unit. Multidisciplinary discussion between interventional radiologist,
neurosurgeon and vascular surgeon decided to proceed with arteriotomy closure by a mechanical
plug vascular closure device (VCD).
Preliminary angiogram confirmed the puncture site at innominate artery. The 16G Angiocatheter was
exchanged to a 5Fr vascular sheath over Terumo guidewire. A 6Fr Angioseal was deployed for
puncture site closure. A 11.5mm occlusion balloon was temporarily inflated at innominate artery for
haemostasis.
Completion angiogram demonstrated successful closure of arteriotomy.
Patient recovered uneventfully.

Discussion:
VCD is a minimally invasive option for arteriotomy closure. We chose mechanical plug VCD due to its
readily availability in our centre. There is theoretical risk of dislodgement of haemostatic plug.
Alternatives include suture mediated VCD, though deep location of innominate artery may lead to
failure of suture deployment.
Other options include surgical repair and covered stent deployment. Due to deep location of
innominate artery and patient’s comorbidities, surgical repair is challenging. Covered stent
deployment is difficult due to short landing zone and high risk of excluding other supra aortic
branches. Stent thrombosis is another concern.

Take home points
Off label use of VCD is a minimally invasive option for inadvertent puncture of innominate artery.
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P 454 / Thyroid artery embolization for “downhill esophageal
varices” due to goiter; a case report
Kakehata S1
1Hirosaki University, Hirosaki, Japan

Clinical history/pre treatment imaging
A 66 year old man, who had a history of hyperthyroidism at the 30s, was treated with Thiamazole
and had twice partial thyroidectomy for the goiter.
An esophagogastroduodenoscopy showed varices in the upper esophagus. Contrast enhanced CT
and angiography showed a large cervico mediastinal goiter and aneurysm of the right inferior thyroid
artery, and the collateral veins in the mediastinum connected to the esophageal varices. We
considered a “downhill esophageal varices (DVE)”, which had blood drainage from goiter to the
upper esophageal veins resulting in varices.

Treatment options/results
It was considered that adhesions from the twice partial thyroidectomy and development of collateral
veins in the mediastinum would make a surgical treatment difficult.
Therefore, we carried out thyroid artery embolization with the following treatment strategy including
1) coil embolization of the right inferior thyroid artery aneurysm, 2) palliative embolization by N
butyl cyanoacrylate of the thyroid artery to reduce blood drainage from goiter into the varices. The
embolization was divided into three sessions to prevent thyrotoxicosis.
After the embolization, the esophageal varices and goiter gradually regressed. Although, low grade
fever and pain after embolization were observed, there was no thyrotoxicosis.

Discussion
We showed a rare case with DEV by goiter. Previously, thyroidectomy has been reported as a
treatment of DEV by goiter. The reduction of blood flow into the varices by thyroid artery
embolization may be useful treatment strategy.

Take home points
The thyroid artery embolization may be a safe and useful method for DVE in patient with goiter, who
are difficult to surgical treatment.
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P 455 / Intranodal lymphangiography and embolization of an inguinal
lymphocele
Scharf G1, Jage S1, Stroszczynski C1

1University Hospital Regensburg, Department of Radiology, Regensburg, Germany

Clinical history:
An 81 year old female patient was admitted to our hospital with a right sided inguinal lymphocele
after multiple inguinal surgeries. The lymphocele had recurred after surgical excision and did not
cease secretion of lymphatic fluid after repeat doxycycline instillation via a sonographically placed
drainage.

Treatment options:
Multiple options are available in the treatment of lymphoceles. Usually, they are treated
conservatively and regress over time. Other treatment options include drainage placement with or
without sclerotherapy or surgical excision. Due to failure of these treatments, lymphangiography was
performed.
Lymphangiography was performed with the patient in supine position under general anesthesia. A
right inguinal lymph node caudal to the lymphocele was punctured under ultrasound guidance with a
22G cannula. Careful manual injection of iodine based contrast agent depicted lymphatic vessels.
Afterwards, ethiodized oil was injected with a flow rate of 12 ml/h and opacified the draining
lymphatic vessels. After 5 minutes, transfer of ethiodized oil into the lymphocele and the within
placed drain was observed. Subsequently, we carefully injected a mixture of 1 ml N Butyl 2
Cyanoacrylat (NBCA) + Methacryloxysulfolan (MS) and 1 ml ethiodized oil via the previously placed
cannula and embolized the lymphatic leakage. In the following days, secretion from the lymphocele
ceased.

Discussion:
Intranodal lymphangiography and embolization with NBCA glue is well established in the treatment
of thoracic lymphatic leaks. Our case shows that it is also a promising treatment for a lymphocele
refractory to other treatment options.

Take home points:
Lymphangiography and NBCA embolization is an alternative treatment for refractory lymphoceles.
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P 456 / review of management options for traumatic lower extremity
artery pseudoaneurysms: a pictorial essay
Rana P1, Manaparambil J1, Owusu E1, Zhang Y1, Singh S1
1New York Health and Hospitals: Jacobi Medical Center / Albert Einstein College of Medicine , Bronx, United
States of America

We report two unusual cases of lower extremity pseudoaneurysms that were diagnosed on
ultrasound and CT angiography of the lower extremity following trauma.

Case 1: A 17 year old male presented with self inflected stab wound to the anterior thigh. Initial
ultrasound evaluation demonstrated small subcutaneous hematoma. Delayed anemia prompted CT
angiography of the lower extremity and demonstrated a 5cm pseudoaneurysm. Selective coil
embolization of the feeding branch vessel successfully excluded the pseudoaneurysm.

Case 2: A 96 year old female presented after fall and found to have comminuted femoral fracture.
Patient underwent open reduction and internal fixation. Continued postoperative bleeding requiring
transfusion prompted CT angiography of the hip which demonstrated a 3cm gluteal artery
pseudoaneurysm. Direct thrombin injection resulted in successful embolization of the
pseudoaneurysm.

Gluteal and profunda femoris artery pseudoaneurysms are rare, vascular lesions that typically arise
from trauma associated with femoral fractures or iatrogenic injury during orthopedic repair. Lower
extremity pseudoaneurysms from penetrating and blunt trauma have been reported, but are very
uncommon. Although rare, these lesions are clinically important and can be potentially lethal. Late
presentations of pseudoaneurysms can make the diagnosis much more difficult and can lead to poor
outcomes. Several treatment options are available depending on the location and characteristics of
the pseudoaneurysm.

The diagnosis of lower extremity pseudoaneurysms can be challenging especially with delayed
presentations. Pseudoaneurysms should be considered when clinical features, such as anemia, pain,
and swelling acutely worsen. Angiography is crucial for diagnosis, however treatment options vary
and are case dependent.
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P 457 / Endovascular treatment of an iatrogenic left internal
mammary artery to left subclavian vein fistula
Spearman B1, Medsinge A1, Orons P1

1University of Pittsburgh Medical Center, PITTSBURGH, United States of America

Clinical History/Pre treatment imaging
A 41 year old female with ventricular arrhythmia status post left subclavian approach implantable
cardioverter defibrillator (ICD) placement approximately 20 years ago underwent extraction and
reimplantation of her ICD due to lead degeneration. Following the procedure, the patient developed
a "swishing sound in her left ear."
CT angiography demonstrated an arteriovenous fistula between the left subclavian vein and a
hypertrophied left internal mammary artery (LIMA).

Treatment options/Results
Left subclavian artery angiogram confirmed hypertrophied LIMA with fistula to the left subclavian
vein. To avoid potential migration of the embolic agent due to high flow across the fistula, venous
access was obtained, and a 10 X 40 mm balloon catheter was inflated in the left subclavian vein
across the fistula. Under fluoroscopic guidance, an 8 mm Amplatzer vascular plug was carefully
deployed into the hypertrophied LIMA. Post deployment left subclavian artery angiogram showed an
appropriately positioned plug in the LIMA and absence of flow distally with nonopacification of the
subclavian vein. The left subclavian artery was otherwise opacified well. The patient’s swishing sound
in the ear resolved immediately.

Discussion
Iatrogenic arteriovenous fistula can develop after extraction of ICD leads as in this patient who had
this ICD for almost 20 years and should be considered in the differential diagnosis in appropriate
clinical settings (pulsatile tinnitus/ ‘swishing sound in the ear’ after an ICD removal)

Take home points
Endovascular therapy including IR can play an important role in management of rare iatrogenic
fistulas such as LIMA to subclavian vein.
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P 458 / Large left emiscrotal symptomatic AVM: one step
embolisation using liquid embolic (EASYX QMedics)
Capurri G1, Paladini I1, Montermini I1, Comelli S2, Andreone A3, Risolo S1, Epifani E1
1Ospedale Maggiore Di Parma, Parma, Italy, 2ARNAS G. Brotzu, Cagliari, Italy, 3Ospedale Sant'Orsola Malpighi,
Bologna, Italy

Clinical history/Pre treatment imaging:
A 24y.o. male, previously treated for a varicocele five years ago, was recently discovered with a large
left scrotal AVM after presenting pain and left emiscrotal swelling and pulsation. US and CTAngio
pretreatment study confirmed AVM suspect. Multidisciplinary clinical evaluation was previously
performed by Plastic surgeons and Urologists.

Treatment options/Results:
Under general anesthesia, via right femoral artery access with Neuron Max 6F sheath, iliac and
femoral angiography confirmed the large left emiscrotal AVM. Main feeders to the lesion were 2
hypertrophic pudendal arteries arising respectively from left hypogastric and common femoral
arteries, the venous outflow was highlighted through 5 main tributary veins to the femoral and iliac
ones.
Selective microcatheterism of the 2 main feeders was obtained with back balloon protection.
13 ml of liquid embolic agent (Easyx QMedics) were used to obtain one step complete
devascularisation of the complex large malformation.
Corticosteroid therapy was started during the procedure and continued for at least 10 days
afterwards together with adequate analgesia.

Discussion:
Scrotal large complex AVMs and their endovascular treatment are very rare in Literature.
New liquid embolic agents, already well known for their application in neuro and body AVM, has
shown to be safe and effective also in this rare pathological conditions.
Obviously a multidisciplinary approach is always required in case of post procedural complications.

Take home points:
Minimally invasive one step embolisation using liquid embolic agents of large scrotal AVMs has to be
considered as a valid and reliable option alone or combined with later surgical approach.
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P 459 / Percutaneous puncture of the intercostal vein: an alternative
approach for difficult central venous access
Tanaka K1, Higashihara H1, Kosai S1, Yano H, Kashiwagi E1, Nagai K1, Ono Y1, Tomiyama N1

1Osaka University Graduate School of Medicine, Suita, Osaka, Japan

Clinical History/Pre treatment Imaging:
A 33 year old female with short bowel syndrome requiring lifelong total parental nutrition (TPN) was
referred for placement of a central venous catheter. She had multiple percutaneous central venous
catheterizations due to infection, resulting in superior and inferior vena cava occlusion. Computed
tomography demonstrated the dilated right 6th intercostal vein draining into superior vena cava
(SVC) via the azygos vein.

Treatment Options/Results:
Under ultrasound (US) guidance, the 6th intercostal vein measuring 1.7 mm in diameter was
punctured using a 22 gauge needle. Then, a 0.018 inch guidewire was introduced through the needle
followed by a 2.9 F steerable micro catheter advancement into the azygos vein. The steerable micro
catheter was inverted in the azygos vein, resulting in successful negotiation of a 0.025 inch guidewire
into the infra azygos SVC via the azygos arch. A 4.2 F cuffed silicone catheter was eventually
advanced over the wire, terminating at the atriocaval junction. This catheter has been patent for the
last 13 months.

Discussion:
Central venous access can be challenging in patients with thrombosed central veins. The use of
intercostal veins has been described as an alternative route for central venous access by surgical
method. However, percutaneous access of the intercostal vein has not been reported. The use of
high resolution US and a steerable micro catheter helped us for safe access of the intercostal vein
and quick negotiation of the guidewire into SVC.

Take home Points:
Percutaneous approach of the intercostal vein can be considered as a safe and alternative option for
difficult central venous access.
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P 460 / Adrenal venous sampling: right tools for specific anatomy, a
case report
Georgiadou M1, Nikolaou V1

1General Hospital Of Nikaia Piraeus, Nikaia, Piraeus, Greece

Clinical history/Pre treatment imaging:
A 65 year old patient with a known right adrenal incidentaloma in CT examination 8 years ago, not
further investigated, was diagnosed with primary aldosteronism refractory to medical therapy the
last 6 months. He was referred to the interventional radiology department for adrenal venous
sampling (AVS).

Treatment options/Results:
AVS was performed with the aim to diagnose lateralization of disease so that patient could be
managed surgically. After right common femoral vein access, left adrenal vein was catheterized with
a microcatheter and right adrenal vein (RAV), albeit using curved catheters, it was finally catheterized
with a Bentson Hanafee Wilson 1 (Terumo®) hydrophilic catheter. Selectivity indexes (ie. cortisol
gradients between adrenal and peripheral venous samples) were over 2 in both sides, and
lateralization ratio suggested unilateral aldosteronism. Moreover, digital subtraction angiography
depicted significant enlargement of the adenoma, prompting further investigation.

Discussion:
AVS, especially of the RAV, is technically demanding due to the small size of the vein and the
difficulty in distinguishing it from other veins that drain in this area. According to literature, catheters
that are suggested for catheterizing RAV, even these that have been designed for this specific
purpose, are curved. In this case, the use of an angled catheter demonstrated that uniqueness of
anatomy poses an extra challenge and that a pre procedural CT venography could offer a better
planning of the procedure.

Take home points:
Pre procedural CT venography and the use of appropriate tools are the key points for technical
success and reduction of procedure time in AVS.
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P 461 / Bronchial artery to pulmonary artery fistula: uncommon
presentation of life threatening hemoptisis, a case report
Fernández Rovira T1, Corominas Muñoz D1

1Hospital Clinic, Barcelona, Spain

A 89 year old male patient with history of minor hemoptisis and fibrocicatricial lung distorsion on
right upper lobe (probable childhood TB infection), presented to the emergency department with
life threatening hemoptisis, tachycardia and shortness of breath. Thoracic angio CT was performed
for evaluation of bronchial arteries prior to urgent interventional embolization, demonstrating mild
bilateral bronchial artery hipertrophy and two millimetric rounded images on early enhanced phases
proyected on right upper lobe, suggestive of Rasmussen’s pseudoaneurysms.

Angiography was performed, first with venous femoral access for right pulmonary artery
angiography, but no pseudoaneurysm was found. Further arterial femoral access was performed,
confirming bronchial artery hipertrophy and a pseudoaneurysm communicating with right upper
segmentary pulmonary artery, so bronchial artery to pulmonary artery fistula was diagnosed.
Embolization with EVOH (ethylene vinyl alcohol copolymer) was done on both pulmonar and
bronchial arteries, with exclusion of pseudoaneurysm. No further episodes of hemoptisis on a 6
month follow up period were reported.

Bronchial artery to pulmonar artery fistula is uncommon but high risk of rupture and life threatening
hemoptisis may occur. Embolization treatment is usually required. Low pulmonary sistemic pressure
in contrast to high sistemic pressures gives aditional risk to high output bleeding into the respiratory
tract. High suspition and detection on CT scans prior to angiography are key to manage these
patients, as selective angiography with arterial and venous access is needed.

Bronchial artery to pulmonary artery fistula is rare but may be life threatening. Embolization on
pulmonary and bronchial supply should be done in order to close both blood supplies.
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P 462 / Endovascular repair of bronchovascular fistula following lung
transplant
Carrier J1, Dougherty R1, Sherk W1

1University of Michigan, ANN ARBOR, United States of America

Clinical History / Pre treatment imaging:
A 53 year old female with autoimmune disorder associated interstitial lung disease underwent
bilateral lung transplant with multiple complications including cardiac arrest requiring ECMO support
and pulmonary hemorrhage requiring left upper lobectomy. She developed refractory hemoptysis
with bronchoscopic evidence of left mainstem bronchial hemorrhage which was treated with
bronchial blocker placement. CTA demonstrated active hemorrhage near the left pulmonary artery
anastomosis and interventional radiology was consulted for management.

Treatment Options/Results:
Initial pulmonary angiography demonstrated an outpouching of contrast adjacent to the left donor
pulmonary artery suspicious for bronchovascular fistula. Despite bronchial blocker tamponade, this
had increased in size on follow up angiogram (Figure 1). At that time, a covered stent was placed
across the anastomosis followed by coil embolization of an endoleak filling the fistula. Completion
angiography demonstrated successful exclusion of the bronchovascular fistula (Figure 2). Post
procedure, her hemoptysis resolved and follow up bronchoscopy revealed no active sites of
bleeding. Later, she unfortunately developed dehiscence of the left upper lobectomy stump suture
line and ultimately the decision to terminally wean from ECMO was made given the lack of available
surgical options.

Discussion:
Bronchovascular fistula is an exceedingly rare but often devastating complication after lung
transplantation. Lobectomy, pneumonectomy, and primary graft repair have been described;
however, scant data are available to guide management. Here, we report technically successful
endovascular exclusion of a post transplant bronchovascular fistula which persisted despite
lobectomy.

Take home Points:
Endovascular exclusion may be considered as a first line tissue sparing treatment option in the
management of post transplant bronchovascular fistulae.
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P 463 / Stent graft treatment of a giant asymptomatic extracranial
vertebral artery aneurysm
Nguyen T1, Pataki Á1, Nemes B1

1Semmelweis University, Department of Interventional Radiology, Budapest, Hungary

Clinical history/Pre treatment imaging:
An asymptomatic 74 year old male with no previous neck trauma, had a follow up chest x ray for
prostatic malignancy, which revealed a right paratracheal mass as an incidental finding with slight
tracheal dislocation. Thin slice computed tomography angiography (CTA) was performed in our
department, which demonstrated a partially thrombosed (55×57 mm) right extracranial vertebral
artery aneurysm involving the V1 segment with a dominant right and a hypoplastic left vertebral
artery. Brain CT scan revealed a small (15×17×18 mm) asymptomatic right cerebellar chronic
ischemic lesion.

Treatment options/Results:
Sacrificing the dominant vertebral artery was not an option due to the hypoplastic left vertebral
artery which terminated in the V2 segment, and an incomplete Willis circle with hypoplastic anterior
communicating and right posterior communicating artery. After careful consideration, two low
profile balloon expandable polytetrafluorethylene covered stents (BeGrafts, Bentley InnoMed GmbH,
Hechingen, Germany) were chosen to cover the affected arterial segment. The first BeGraft (5×28
mm) was deployed distally and the overlapping second graft (5×58 mm) was deployed proximally.
Follow up examinations were scheduled at 2, 12, 24, 36, and 48 months. The patency of the stent
grafts was confirmed with no sign of endoleak on CTA at 48 months.

Discussion:
When the patency of the parent artery is crucial, the use of stent grafts, flow diverters, or double
layer micromesh stents are the preferred endovascular treatment methods.

Take home points:
We hereby present a case of an asymptomatic unruptured giant vertebral artery aneurysm of
atherosclerotic origin, treated successfully with BeGraft implantation in the V1 segment, patent after
four years.
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P 464 / Traumatic lumbar artery IVC fistula in a patient with multiple
life threatening injuries
Chetan M1, Millar Mills M1, Kearns D1, Tapping C1

1Oxford University Hospitals NHS Trust, Oxford, United Kingdom

History:
A 19 year old man with multiple stab wounds arrived by air ambulance, initially shocked. Following
resuscitation with blood products, he had a CT showing multiple life threatening injuries: a lumbar
artery IVC fistula with retroperitoneal haematoma, haemoperitoneum due to hepatic laceration and
pseudoaneurysm, and pneumoperitoneum secondary to duodenal perforation.

Treatment:
He was urgently transferred to the interventional suite. A large pseudoaneurysm arising from a right
sided lumbar artery and fistulating to the IVC was embolised with coils until cessation of arterial flow.
He was subsequently transferred to theatre for a laparotomy. Once the duodenum was exposed, a
large IVC defect was seen with active haemorrhage and he became haemodynamically unstable. The
IVC defect was repaired, then the duodenal perforation sealed with an omental patch.
The patient made an excellent recovery and was discharged 7 days later.

Discussion:
Given the multiple life threatening injuries, there was extensive discussion between interventional
radiology, vascular surgery and general surgery to prioritise the order of interventions. Embolization
of the lumbar artery IVC fistula was prioritised given the potential for catastrophic arterial
haemorrhage following laparotomy and loss of tamponade. There was significant haemorrhage from
the IVC defect intra operatively, but this may have been life threatening had the arterial supply not
been embolised first. The hepatic pseudoaneurysm was elected for conservative management in
order to prioritise the emergency laparotomy, and did not subsequently need embolisation.

Take home points:
This case highlights the need for collaborative decision making in an emergency when multiple life
threatening injuries are present.
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P 465 / "Extreme" vs standard revascularization techniques:
comparable outcomes for a wider treatable population
Ronconi E1, Tipaldi M, Siciliani F, Bozzi F, Laghi A, Rossi M
1Azienda ospedaliera Sant'Andrea La Sapienza Università di Roma , roma, Italy

Purpose
To evaluate whether the use of "extreme" lower limb revascularization procedures in those patients
for whom a standard endovascular strategy is not feasible, is able to achieve similar results in terms
of minor and major amputations, reintervention rate and overall survival

MMs
240 patients (161m, 79f, mean age 80y + 10.2) who underwent lower limb revascularization
procedures between 2015 and 2021 were restrospectively evaluated.Procedures were labeled as
"extreme" when non standard revascularization techniques were required, such as plantar loop,
retrograde approach, retrograde endovascular navigation, and subintimal recanalization longer than
10cm with or without re entry devices. Major and minor amputation events, reintervention rate and
OS were assessed

Results
Overall, we observed 13 major amputations (6%) and 34 minor amputations (14%). The
reintervention rate was 20%, with an average interval of 12.8 months. 66 procedures were labeled as
"extreme": with 57 (86%) successful straight flow restoration and 9 (13%) failed.
Non extreme procedures showed an amputation rate greater than 8% with an average interval from
intervention of 3.7 months; an amputationrate of less than 19%. "Extreme" procedures showed an
amputation rate greater than 9% with an average interval from intervention of 1.5 months and an
amputation rate of less than 9%.Populations were compared using Kaplan Meier whichshowed no
significant differences in amputation p=0.16.

Conclusions
Outcome of the "extreme" revascularization procedures was comparable to that obtainable, in less
complex anatomical pathological conditions, with standard techniques. It is therefore justified and
recommendable to resort to their use as a larger patient population become eligible for endovascular
treatment.
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P 466 / Final results from the GPX embolic device first in human
clinical trial
Holden A2, Krauss M3, O'Hara R4, Jones J1, Phillips C1

1Fluidx Medical Technology, Salt Lake City, United States of America, 2Auckland City Hospital, Auckland, New
Zealand, 3Christchurch Hospital, Christchurch, New Zealand, 4University of Utah, Salt Lake City, USA

Purpose:
The GPX Embolic Device is a novel embolic agent designed for use in durable and pre operative
peripheral embolization procedures where there is intent for distal penetration. GPX is delivered into
the body as a low viscosity fluid material that follows vascular flow and that solidifies in response to
physiological ionic strength, forming a gel like, solid embolic.
Final clinical study results will be presented. The trial examined the use of GPX in the peripheral
vasculature. The primary objectives of this study are to evaluate safety and early indicators of
performance for the GPX Embolic Device.

Materials and Methods:
This is a single arm, multi center, open label, non randomized, prospective, feasibility study.
Enrollment consists of subjects with diverse peripheral embolization needs. Technical success,
freedom from adverse events, and handling/performance characteristics are being assessed.

Results:
The trial included embolizations of hypervascular tumors (primary and secondary), renal AMLs, and
portal veins. In all such cases completed to date, the GPX fully embolized targeted vessels, distally
occluded complex vessels and vessel beds, and exhibited good visibility during delivery and post
material delivery. Target regions in these cases have been assessed as fully occluded at the first
angiogram (taken immediately after delivery), and the procedures were considered technical
successes. Final procedural and follow up results from the trial will be presented.

Conclusion:
Distal occlusion cases with GPX Embolic Device have been promising. To date, these cases have met
their clinical endpoints, including complete occlusion of the target region, good radiographic visibility
during and post material delivery, and favorable handling characteristics.
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P 467 / Mechanical thromboaspiration for distal thrombo embolic
complications during limb salvage procedures in patients with critical
limb ischaemia and diabetic foot ulcers: a high volume single center
study
Cecchi G, Argirò R, Nezzo M, Bellini L, Floris R, Morosetti D
1University of Rome Tor Vergata, Rome, Italy

Purpose:
To assess the safeness and effectiveness of mechanical thromboaspiration devices of neuro
interventional derivation in the treatment of acute distal embolism occurring during percutaneous
lower limb revascularization procedures in diabetic patients with critical limb ischaemia.

Material and Methods:
We retrospectively analysed 734 lower limb angioplasty interventions carried out in from September
2013 to April 2019 in our centre. All the patients had critical limb ischaemia along with unhealing
ulcerative desease of footh. Patients underwent dual antiplatelet therapy 3 days before procedure.
We looked for distal embolic complications treated with mechanical thrombectomy.
Primary endpoints were thrombectomy success, procedural success and amputation free survival at
1 month. In 37% of cases we used Catalyst 5 catheter, in 3 cases the Penumbra 4 MAX and only in
one case we used Penumbra 3 MAX. An angiographic control was subsequently obtained. When
vessel patency wasn’t restored the aspiration was repeated.

Results:
We found 41 cases of thromboembolic complications (5.5%): 4 in the popliteal tract, the other below
the knee joint level.
Technical success was seen in all cases (100%). In 18 patients more than one passage was necessary.
Overall procedural success in 40 out of 41 cases (97.5%). In one patient refractory dissection of
Posterior Tibial Arthery was seen. Amputation free survival at 1 month follow up was seen in 38
patients.

Conclusion:
Our experience with neuro derived catheters for clot retrieval in the lower limb arteries is
encouraging, allowing for better percentage of technical success of revascularization procedures and
lower rates of amputations.
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P 468 / Endovascular treatment of calcific lesions of the common
femoral artery using atherectomy device associated with scoring
balloon angioplasty in diabetic patients with high "major amputation"
risk
Crociati S1, Argirò R, Nezzo M, Fraioli F, Floris R, Morosetti D
1University of Rome Tor Vergata, Rome, Italy

Purpose:
To investigate outcome of patients with calcific lesions in the common femoral artery(CFA)
undergoing endovascular procedures with atherectomy device and scoring balloon angioplasty
combined with treatment of steno occlusive disease of remaining arterial districts of lower limb.

Material and Methods:
Between January 2015 and December 2018,11 diabetic patients at high risk for "major amputation",
with calcific lesions of CFA and ischemic ulcers were retrospectively evaluated. Technical success was
defined as revascularization of CFA with residual stenosis lower than 30%. Primary endpoints were
immediate increase of perilesional transcutaneous oxygen pressure (TCPO2) >40 mmHg, ulcerative
lesions improvement, rejected major amputation, resolution of rest pain.

Results:
The success rate of procedures was 100%. No patient underwent surgical conversion. One case of
peri operative bleeding at brachial access site was observed. There wern’t cases of arterial dissection
or distal embolization. The average baseline value of perilesional TCPO2 was 21.8±9.2 mmHg. The
mean TCPO2 value was 57.4±7.2 mmHg three days after procedure(P < 0.05), and 51.2±9.8 mmHg 15
days after(P < 0.05). Minor amputations were performed in five patients with advanced ulcerative
lesions. No major amputations were performed. One patient developed new occlusion of CFA for
extension from external iliac artery and underwent a new endovascular procedure. We observed an
overall primary patency rate of 91% and a primary assisted patency rate of 100% in our 18 month
follow up.

Conclusions:
Endovascular approach for severely calcified atherosclerotic lesions of the common femoral artery
seems to represent a valid therapeutic option with promising results in terms of clinical outcome and
low complication rates.
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P 469 / Below elbow angioplasty for critical limb ischemia
Breider T1, Arslan B1

1Rush University Medical Center, Chicago, United States

Purpose:
To evaluate technical and clinical success rates at 6 months and 1 year in patients receiving arterial
angioplasty below the elbow for treatment for critical limb ischemia.

Methods:
The electronic medical record system of our institution were reviewed to identify all patients with
critical limb ischemia. Among them, patients who underwent upper extremity angioplasty in the
radial, ulnar, and/or interosseous arteries between 2013 and 2022 were selected. Indications for
intervention were non healing ulcers, gangrene, and rest pain. Patients with potential steal
syndrome due to dialysis access were included if they had ischemic symptoms together with below
elbow arterial disease. Rates of technical success and clinical success were calculated in this patient
population.

Results:
A total of 19 interventions (on 19 limbs, 17 patients total, 10M 7F) were identified. Chief
comorbidities were renal insufficiency (95%), hypertension (89%), diabetes (68%), CVD (63%), CAD
(42%), HLD (37%), CHF (32%), Atrial fibrillation (16%), and smoking history (32%) with 29% of patients
having received a prior amputation. Technical success rate was 89%. Clinical success as defined by
avoided amputation was 92% at 6 months (n=12) and 86% at 12 months (n=7).

Conclusion:
Upper extremity critical limb ischemia is relatively uncommon occurrence in the upper extremities.
Interventional management has favorable outcomes similar to below knee interventions.
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P 470 / Safety and efficacy of rotational thrombectomy for treatment
of peripheral artery disease – a large single center retrospective
study
Artzner C1, Martin I1, de Graaf R2, Nikolaou K1, Grözinger G1

1Universitätsklinikum Tübingen, Tübingen, Germany, 2Klinikum Friedrichshafen, Friedrichshafen, Germany

Purpose:
To evaluate the safety and efficacy of rotational thrombectomy (RT) in a large single center cohort
for the treatment of acute, subacute, and chronic total occlusions of the lower extremity.

Material and Methods:
This retrospective study included patients treated with RT between 2010 and 2020. All cases were
treated using RT (Rotarex®S, Straub Medical). Procedural characteristics, stage and onset of disease,
clinical data, and outcome parameters were documented.

Results:
In total, we included 397 procedures in 293 individual patients with a mean age of 69.8±12.0 years
and 64.8% male and 35.2% female. Interventions were acute 47.5%, subacute 22.2%, and chronic
30.3%. The target lesions were the iliac 7.1%, iliac/femoropopliteal 5.0%, femoropoliteal 59.4%,
femoropopliteal/below the knee 27.0%, and below the knee 1.5%. 6F RT was used 92.2%. Additional
thrombolysis was necessary in 32% of procedures. Successful revascularization was achieved in
90.9% cases. The arithmetic mean ankle brachial index increased from 0.33±0.29 to 0.81±0.25
(p<0.0001). Bypass grafts were less likely to be fully treatable and required additional lysis (p<0.001).
Adverse events occurred in 46.1% of cases, of which 76.6% were CIRSE grade 1 or 2. Peripheral
embolization (22.4%) was most frequent and required further interventional treatment in 67.4% of
cases. Complications directly related to RT were mostly perforations (2.8%) that occurred more
frequently with 8F RT in the iliac arteries (p = 0.025).

Conclusion:
RT is a safe and efficient method for the treatment of occlusions of the arterial circulation of the
lower extremity with Bypass occlusions having a higher propensity for residual thrombi requiring
additional lysis therapy.
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P 471 / Configurational variations of the aorto iliac (AI) segment
Sz nyi Á1, Dósa E1, Nyárády B1, Vértes M1, Philippovich M1

1Heart and Vascular Center, Semmelweis University, Hungarian Vascular Radiology Research Group, Budapest,
Hungary

Purpose:
Our goal was to identify the configurational variations of the AI segment to serve as a basis for future
research and to analyze their association with cardiovascular (CV) risk factors.

Methods:
Posteroanterior lower limb DSA images of 1000 consecutive patients (621 males; median age: 68
[IQR, 62–76] years) without AI steno occlusive disease were evaluated retrospectively. For
comparison, reconstructed AI CTA/MRA images of 40 patients under 18 years of age (19 males;
median age: 7 [IQR, 2–14] years) were also assessed. The angle of inclination of the infrarenal aorta,
the angle of the common iliac arteries (CIAs) with the infrarenal aorta and with each other, the
course of the CIAs, and the CV risk factors were examined.

Results:
Ninety five AI configurations were found. The median angle of inclination of the aorta was 8 (IQR, 3–
16)°, the median angle of the left CIA with the aorta was 156 (IQR, 148–163)°, the median angle of
the right CIA with the aorta was 156 (IQR, 148–162)°, and the median angle between the CIAs was 49
(IQR, 40–59)°. The most common AI configuration was type 12A (6.9%; left leaning aorta and CIAs).
The median duration of hypertension was significantly longer in patients with an elongated AI
segment than in those without (P=0.036). All 40 patients under the age of 18 had a type 1A AI
configuration (straight abdominal aorta, acute angle between CIAs).

Conclusion:
There are many AI configurations among older adults. Long standing hypertension can lead to
arterial elongation.
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P 472 / Long term mortality following paclitaxel coated balloon
angioplasty in the femoropopliteal artery for intermittent
claudication and critical limb ischaemia: A real world single centre
experience
Almazedi B1, Abdel Hadi O1, Abdi S1
1York and Scarborough Teaching Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust, Interventional Radiology, York, United Kingdom

Purpose:
To investigate the effectiveness and all cause mortality rate following paclitaxel drug coated balloon
(DCB) angioplasty in the femoropopliteal segment for treating patients with intermittent claudication
(IC) and critical limb ischaemia (CLI).

Materials and Methods:
Retrospective review of all consecutive cases of IC and CLI patients treated with DCB angioplasty of
the femoropopliteal segment performed between 2016 and 2020 at a medium sized teaching
hospital. Electronic medical records were reviewed to assess the freedom from target lesion
revascularisation (TLR) rate, complications and all cause mortality at the end of the follow up period.

Results:
Total of 189 patients; 74 female and 115 male; median age 71 (range 46 – 95). Indications:
intermittent claudication (n=95), and critical limb ischaemia (n=94) including 37 at risk bypass grafts.
Follow up ranged from 12 months to 5 years. All procedures were technically successful. Freedom
from TLR in 74% of patients (n=140). Repeat angioplasty performed in 19% (n=36), 9 of these
patients undergoing further DCB angioplasty. Surgical revascularisation performed in 7% (n=13).
Procedure related complications occurred in 6% (12); with five patients requiring subsequent surgical
treatment. One distal embolization aspirated at time of angioplasty. All cause mortality occurred in
15% of patients (28) over the follow up period. This comprised of 8% (8/95) in the IC group and 21%
(20/94) of CLI patients.

Conclusion:
DCB angioplasty of the femoropopliteal segment remains an effective treatment option in
symptomatic peripheral arterial disease with low complication rates. Our study's all cause mortality
compares favourably with recently published literature with a significantly lesser trend in claudicants.
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P 473 / Therapeutic approach of high flow arteriovenous
malformations (AVM) of the lip via embolization followed by surgical
excision and functional restoration: a single center study
Ioannidi M1, Alexandrou M, Roth C, Politi M, Rustemeyer J, Papanagiotou P
1Department of Radiology, Areteion University Hospital, National and Kapodistrian University of Athens, Athens,
Greece., ATHENS, Greece

Purpose
To present and retrospectively evaluate the efficacy of endovascular and percutaneous embolization
with the use of Liquid Embolics followed by surgical excision,functional restoration and aesthetic
reconstruction in patients with high flow AVMs of the lip.

Materials and Methods
Three patients with high flow AVMs of the lip underwent endovascular and percutaneous
embolization with liquid embolics followed by surgical excision,functional restoration and aesthetic
reconstruction.Two patients were presented with an AVM of the lower lip and one patient with one
of the upper lip.All patients presented with complaints of recurrent swelling, pain and bleeding.The
length of decreased symptoms period and complications during the embolization procedure were
evaluated.

Results
Mean patient age was 14 years old(male female:2 1).Mean embolization sessions were 4.Size of the
AVM was up to 4X3cm.Mean period of embolization before surgical resection was 12.6 months.Two
patients underwent endovascular and percutaneous embolization with the use of the Onyx Liquid
Embolic System,whereas in one case Glue was used as well.In all of the cases, over 95% of total
occlusion of the nidus was reached before proceeding to surgical resection.All patients underwent
total excision of the AVM,functional restoration and aesthetic reconstruction of the area.In the case
of one embolization session,inflammation of the puncture site and inability to heal properly for a
month were noticed.

Conclusion
Embolization with the use of liquid embolics in patients with high flow AVMs of the lip appears to be
an available procedure to successfully occlude the nidus and proceed with surgical
resection,functional restoration and aesthetic reconstruction of the area.
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P 474 / First year experience with Penumbra Indigo aspiration
thrombectomy device in acute lower limb ischemia – a single center
study
Ludányi K, Nemes B, Gyánó M
1Semmelweis University Heart And Vascular Center, Budapest, Hungary

Purpose:
Our retrospective clinical study investigated the short term results of the use of Indigo aspiration
thrombectomy device in acute lower limb ischemia.

Material, Methods:
We analyzed 23 Rutherford stage IIa b acute lower limb ischemic cases. There were 12 female and 11
male patients. The mean age was 66,8±13,1 years (female: 68,2±12,5, male: 65,4±14,2). The mean
BMI value was 26,8±5,4kg/m2 (female: 25,9±5,7 male: 28,0±5,2). The mean GFR value was 73,1±24,7
ml/min/1.73 m2 (female: 80,4±14,7 male: 66,5±30,4). The primary technical success rate was 100%.
The minimum follow up time was 30 days.

Results:
There were 15 femoropopliteal, 4 crural and 4 multisegmental occlusions. Stents were implanted in
11 cases and in 12 cases only ballon angioplasty was applied. Immediate intervention related
complication was not reported. The mean follow up time was 54 days. 13 cases were complaint free
in the follow up period. In 10 cases were recurrence. Correlation were not found between
complications and demographical data or the localization of the lesion. Between the two groups
were no significant difference in Aspirin Protect, Low Molecular Weight Heparin or oral anticoagulant
administration. Only the clopidgrel administration showed significant difference, in the recurrent
group significantly less clopidogrel was administrated (4 vs 10, 0.039 p<0.05).

Conclusion:
In a well chosen patient population the Penumbra Indigo aspiration system can be an effective tool
to treat acute lower limb ischemia cases. In this study significant correlation was detected only in the
number of reoccurrence and clopidogrel administration. According to this we changed our local
protocol and planning further investigation on a larger series.
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P 475 / Interim analysis results of a prospective monocentric study
on totally percutaneous deep foot veins arterialization
Migliara B1

1Pederzoli Hospital, Peschiera Del Garda, Italy

Purpose.
For “no option” CLTI patients, arterialization of the foot venous system could be considered an
alternative treatment for limb salvage1 5.
The aim of this study is to evaluate the safety and effectiveness of our own standardized technique
(Pioneer Peschiera Revascularization technique, PiPeR technique) using an IVUS guided catheter6.

Material and Methods.
This study represents a prospective monocentric analysis on a continuous series of 18 “no option”
CLTI patients treated, from April 2019 to August 2021, using the PiPeR technique6.
This study is conducted after the approval of the Verona Rovigo Ethical Committee (n°6106,
30.01.2020) and all patients subscribed a specific consent.

Results.
We performed 18 p DVA in patients with “no option” CLTI, 12 male and 6 female. Median age is 74,4
years (60 87).
Eleven patients in Rutherford 5 class (61,1%) and 7 in Rutherford 6 class (38,9%). Based on the WIfI
classification: 16 (88,9%) in stage 4; 1 in stage 3 and 1 in stage 2. All these patients with a previous
failed angioplasty of the tibial and foot arteries.
Procedural success rate is 100%.
During the follow up (median 502,7 day) we had 3 deaths (16,7%), not directly related to the
arterialization. The limb salvage rate is 83,3%, because we had 3 major amputations; the AFS is
66,7%.

Conclusion.
Based on these interim analysis results of our registry, p DVA, using the PiPeR technique, seems to
be safe and effective for “no option” CLTI patients facing major amputation, with no mortality
related to the intervention and an acceptable limb salvage rate and amputation free survival.
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P 476 / Application of the GoBack™ crossing catheter in endovascular
revascularissation of chronic total occlusion in patients with chronic
limb threatening ischemia
Raskin D1, Barash Y1, Silverberg D1, Halak M1, Hater H1, Khaitovich B1

1Sheba medical center, Ramat Gan, Israel

Purpose:
To assess the application of GoBack™ crossing catheter in endovascular treatment of chronic total
occlusion (CTO).

Materials and Methods:
A retrospective review of chronic limb threatening ischemia (CLTI) patients treated for CTO with the
application of the GoBack™ crossing catheter (Upstream Peripheral Technologies, Haifa, Israel)
between May 2020 and August 2021 was performed . Twenty six 4 Fr GoBack catheters were applied
in 26 limbs in 26 patients (20 men, average age 75.7 years)..Average occlusion length was 232 mm
(18 466) in external iliac (3), common (2) and superficial femoral (19), popliteal (13) and posteorior
tibial (3) arteries. All occluded arteries were heavily calcified. Technical success was defined as
successful GoBack catheter application for lesion crossing or luminal reentry. Patients were followed
for up to 15 months.

Results:
Successful catheter application was achieved in 25 of the 26 cases (96%) in external iliac (2), common
(3) and superficial femoral (5), popliteal (13) and tibial (3) arteries. Subintimal reentry was achieved
in 15/16 arteries (94%)and intraluminal lesion crossing in 10/10 (100%).

Conclusion:
The GoBack™ 4 Fr crossing catheter could be a valuable tool in recanalization of CLTI patients with
CTO when guidewire manipulation is unsuccessful.
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P 477 / Feasibility of dual energy computed tomography in the
preoperative evaluation of peripheral chronic total occlusions
Matthaiou N1, Galanakis N1, Kontopodis N2, Papadakis A3, Kehagias E1, Charalambous S1, Perisinakis K3,
Maris T3, Ioannou C2, Tsetis D1

1Interventional Radiology Unit, Department of Medical Imaging, University Hospital of Heraklion, Heraklion,
Greece, 2Vascular Surgery Unit, Department of Cardiothoracic and Vascular Surgery, University Hospital of
Heraklion, Heraklion, Greece, 3Department of Medical Physics, University Hospital of Heraklion, Heraklion, Greece

Purpose:
Managing patients with Chronic Total Occlusions (CTOs) of the peripheral arteries is difficult and
often requires advanced invasive techniques and specialized preoperative planning. The aim of this
study is to highlight the benefits of Dual Energy Computed Tomography (DECT) in the pre procedural
CTO characterization and treatment planning of patients with peripheral arterial disease (PAD).

Materials and methods:
In a 2 year period, 41 patients aged between 50 and 88 years underwent DECT angiography before
percutaneous endovascular treatment of peripheral arterial CTO, using a fast rate switching tube
potential from 80 to 140 kVp. Patients were classified in four groups, based on guidewire crossing
difficulty and crossing duration. DECT values, such as Effective Z (Zeff) and Dual Energy Index (DEI),
were collected and subsequently correlated to guidewire crossing difficulty.

Results:
Technical success was achieved in 78% of patients. In 17 cases crossing was deemed easy, in 10
moderate, in 5 hard and there were also 9 failed attempts. There was statistical significant
correlation between DECT values and the crossing difficulty categories (p<0.001), moreover there
was significant difference (p<0.05) between Zeff of easy, moderate, hard and failed categories.

Conclusion:
DECT angiography might be a promising tool in the pre procedural evaluation of PAD patients with
peripheral CTOs, providing valuable information regarding patient selection and planning of the
revascularization strategy. Moreover, it could be helpful in the selection of the appropriate PTA
materials, based on the lesion characteristics. Further research should be invested in this field, to
determine the optimal treatment approach.
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P 478 / Image guided embolotherapy of arteriovenous
malformations of the face
Schmidt V1, Masthoff M2, Brill R3, Sporns P4, Köhler M2, Schulze Zachau V4, Takes M4, Ricke J1,
Seidensticker M1, Wohlgemuth W3, Wildgruber M1

1Department of Radiology, University Hospital, LMU Munich, Munich, Germany, 2Clinic for Radiology, University
Hospital Muenster, Muenster, Germany, 3Clinic and Policlinic of Radiology, Martin Luther University Halle
Wittenberg, Halle (Saale), Germany, 4Department of Neuroradiology, Clinic for Radiology & Nuclear Medicine,
University Hospital Basel, Basel, Switzerland

Purpose
To evaluate the safety and outcome of image guided embolotherapy of extracranial arteriovenous
malformations (AVMs) primarily affecting the face.

Materials and Methods
A multicenter cohort of 28 patients presenting with AVMs primarily affecting the face was
retrospectively investigated. Fifty image guided embolotherapies were performed, mostly using
ethylene vinyl alcohol copolymer (EVOH) based embolic agents. Clinical and imaging findings were
assessed to evaluate response during follow up (symptom free, partial relief of symptoms, no
improvement, and progression despite embolization), lesion devascularization (total, 100%;
substantial, 76 99%; partial, 51 75%; failure, <50%; and progress), and complication rates (classified
according to the SIR guidelines). Sub analyses regarding clinical outcome (n=24) were performed
comparing patients with (n=12) or without (n=12) subsequent surgical resection after
embolotherapy).

Results
The median number of embolotherapy sessions was 2.0 (range, 1 4). Clinical outcome after a mean
follow up of 12.4 months (±13.3; n=24) revealed a therapy response in 21/24 patients (87.5%).
Imaging showed total devascularization in 14/24 patients (58.3%) including the 12 patients with
subsequential surgery and 2 additional patients with embolotherapy only. Substantial
devascularization (76 99%) was assessed in 7/24 patients (29.2%), partial devascularization (51 75%)
in 3/24 patients (12.5%). Complications occurred during/after 12/50 procedures (24.0%) including
8.0% major complications. Patients with subsequent surgical resections presented more frequently
symptom free at the last follow up compared to the group having undergone embolotherapy only
(p=0.006).

Conclusion
Image guided embolotherapy is safe and effective for treating extracranial AVMs of the face.
Subsequent surgical resections after embolization may substantially improve patient’s clinical
outcome emphasizing the need for multimodal therapeutic concepts.
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P 479 / Endovascular deep venous arterialization of the foot with off
the shelf devices
Beland M1, Méthot M2, Gahide G3

1CHU de Québec Department of Radiology, Québec, Canada, 2CHU de Québec Department of Surgery, Québec,
Canada, 3Centre Hospitalier Universitaire de Sherbrooke Department of Radiology, Sherbrooke, Canada

Purpose
Deep venous arterialization of the foot is a ‘’last resort’’ technique to prevent major amputation in
cases of critical limb ischemia without endovascular or surgical revascularization option. No
dedicated endovascular device is approved for this technique in North America. The objective of the
present study was to assess the efficacy of percutaneous deep venous arterialization(pDVA)
performed with off the shelf devices in cases of no option critical limb ischemia of the foot.

Materials and Methods
This was a single center study conducted from January 2018 to January 2021 using a prospectively
held registry. Consecutive patients with pDVA performed with off the shelf devices were included.
Technical success, primary/secondary patencies and limb salvage at 6 and 12 months were reported.

Results
15 consecutive cases (14 patients) were performed. They were all Rutherford 6 without endovascular
or surgical revascularization option. 10(67%) were diabetic and 4(27%) were dialysis dependant.
Technical success was 93%(14/15). Of those successful procedures(N=14), 3 were not included in our
analysis (1 death within 30 days not related to the procedure (nosocomial pneumonia), 1 patient
asked for an amputation at 6weeks and 1 asked for discontinuation of dialysis, both for poor quality
of life reasons), leaving a total of 11 cases to analyse. Primary and secondary patencies and limb
salvage rate were 27%(3/11), 55%(6/11), 64%(7/11) at 6 and 12 months. For salvaged limbs(N=7),
wound healing was complete at 12 months for 100% of patients(7/7).

Conclusion
pDVA performed with off the shelf devices is a promising ‘’last resort’’ technique for no option
critical limb ischemia patients to prevent major amputation.
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P 480 / Retrospective analysis of results of a rotational mechanical
debulking device in patients with acute, subacute and chronic lower
limb artery occlusion
Wissgott C1

1Imland Klinik Rendsburg Institute for Diagnostic and Interventional Radiology, Rendsburg, Germany

Purpose
To evaluate the safety and effectiveness of the Rotarex®S atherothrombectomy device for the
treatment of acute, subacute and chronic femoropopliteal artery occlusions.

Methods
In total 273 patients with acute (n=87), subacute (n=121) and chronic (n=65) occlusions were treated
by mechanical debulking with the Rotarex®S catheter between 2013 and 2018. All patients had
occlusions of the femoropopliteal arteries. The ankle brachial index (ABI) was determined prior to
and after the intervention. An additional follow up to establish patency at 1 month was performed
using color coded duplex sonography.

Results
The mean age of the patients was 71.2 ± 8.5 years (49 91). The mean lesion length was 15.9 ± 5.3 cm
(range 4 31 cm). The technical success rate was 98.1% (268/273). In 242 patients (88.6%), adjunctive
balloon dilation of the underlying lesion was performed using drug coated balloons, and 55 (20.1%)
patients required additional stent implantation. Clinically, there was an increase in the ankle brachial
index from 0.49±0.21 to 0.87±0.14 post intervention. No distal embolizations were observed and
there was no need of additional lysis. In 3 patients (1%) a perforation occurred which could be
treated by prolonged balloon inflation. There were no amputations or deaths up to 30 days post
intervention

Conclusions
Atherothrombectomy of lesions in femoropopliteal arteries using the Rotarex®S is safe and
effective. The low rate of peri interventional stenting and low rate of complications recommended
Rotarex®S as a first line treatment for debulking and vessel preparation.
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P 481 / Safety and efficiency of the Mynx Grip vascular closure device
in patients with severe peripheral arterial occlusive disease
Marx C1, Groetz S, Lehmann C, Wolter K, Asady R, Thomas D
1St. Vinzenz Hospital, Cologne, Germany

Purpose:
The Mynx Grip System is a frequently used vascular closure device. However, according to the IFU,
safety and efficacy of the system in patients with clinically significant peripheral vascular disease in
the vicinity of the puncture has not been adequately studied.
Thus, the aim of this study was to investigate the safety and efficacy of Mynx Grip for femoral arterial
closure in patients with severe peripheral arterial occlusive disease (PAOD).

Materials and methods:
A total of 452 patients (mean age: 72 ± 11.3 years) received femoral puncture closure using Mynx
Grip. After release of the Mynx device, the groin was compressed for 5 minutes and then a
compression bandage was applied for 4 hours. 24 hours after closure of the punctured femoral
artery, clinical inspection and sonographic control were performed. Femoral artery punctures
included 384 (85%) antegrade and 68 (15%) retrograde punctures. Primary endpoints were technical
success, device failure, and complications within 24 hours.

Results:
In 288 cases (64%) a 5F vascular sheath and in 164 cases (36%) a 6F vascular sheath were used.
Overall technical success rate was 100% after retrograde puncture and 98% after closure of an
antegrade access. Aside from 5 pseudoaneurysms (1,1%) and two hematomas requiring surgery
(0,4%), there were no major complications. The pseudoaneurysms could all be successfully treated
with thrombin injection.

Conclusion:
The Mynx Grip vascular closure device is safe and effective in achieving haemostasis in patients with
severe peripheral arterial occlusive disease undergoing retrograde as well as peripheral angioplasty
procedures.
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P 482 / 3D guidance techniques for a retrograde approach to the
superior gluteal artery in the endovascular treatment of internal iliac
artery pathologies
MAREK P1, REVEL MOUROZ P1, NGUYEN A1, PARTOUCHE E1, LACROIX E1, ROUSSEAU H1

1CHU Toulouse Rangueil, Department of Radiology, Toulouse, France

Purpose:
The anterograde approach is the reference endovascular technique for internal iliac artery (IIA)
pathologies.
However, a ligature or placement of a stent graft opposite the origin of the IIA prohibits this
approach. The objective of this study is to describe access to the IIA retrogradely via the superior
gluteal artery using 3D guidance methods after MD CT.

Materials and methods:
We report 3 cases: 2 with a history of EVAR excluding the origin of the internal iliac arteries with
aneurismal evolution of the internal iliac artery due to a retrograde type II endoleak and 1 with
buttock claudication after chronic atherosclerosis occlusion of IIA following a bilateral iliac arteries
stenting.

Results:
The patients were positioned in prone position, under general anesthesia. After fusion between the
CTA and the MD/CT, the puncture of the superior gluteal artery was obtained retrogradely under
fluoroscopic control, with a 3D "track vision" (GE) guidance method.
The two patients with a type II endoleak underwent retrograde embolization of the aneurysmal sac
with coils and OnyxTM. Recanalization of the hypogastric artery with “kissing” stenting was possible
for the third, between the common and II arteries.

Conclusion:
Our experience shows that the percutaneous approach via the superior gluteal artery is a feasible
and safe approach in the treatment of IIA pathologies in case of exclusion of the origin of internal
iliac artery.
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P 483 / Efficacy of cutaneous anaesthesia for pain control during
endovenous laser ablation of the great saphenous vein
Malik R1, Kumar A1, Randhawa K1, Gupta R1

1All India Institute of Medical Sciences Bhopal, Bhopal, India

Purpose
To Evaluate the safety and efficacy of Cutaneous Anaesthesia , for pain control during injectable
tumescent anaesthesia in Endovenous laser ablation of Greater Saphenous Vein (GSV)

Material and Methods
Retrospective evaluation of 50 patients (35male,15 female),who had undergone Endovenous Laser
ablation for Greater Saphenous Vein insufficiency was done. All of these patients had undergone
cutaneous application of cream based Skin anesthetics consist of Lidocaine 2. 5%W/W and Prilocaine
2. 5%W/W along the length of GSV to be ablated . Cream was applied at least an hour before
cleaning and draping the patient for Procedure. To facilitate application of cream GSV was marked
under USG guidance. All patients received tumescent anaesthesia. Pain score of all patients were
recorded with visual analog score (VAS)

Results
Patients who underwent EVLT with cutaneous anaesthesia reported pain score as follows 20
patients gave pain score of 1 (minimal pain), 15 patients gave pain score of 2 (mild annoying pain), 10
patients gave pain score of 3 (minimal nagging pain). Only 5 patients gave pain score of 4 (nagging
uncomfortable troublesome pain).
Mean recorded Pain score was 2 with range of 1 4. However overall experience of Patients was
satisfactory with ability to immediate ambulation and walk in walk out Procedure

Conclusions
Cutaneous anaesthesia is a safe, adequate, and effective option to decrease and/or eliminate the
intraoperative discomfort associated with tumescent anaesthesia injections and laser ablation during
endovenous laser ablation of the greater saphenous vein.
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P 484 / Retrograde tibial access for revascularization of long chronic
total occlusion in patients with chronic limb threatening ischemia
Raskin D1, Barash Y1, Silverberg D1, Halak M1, Hater H1, Khaitovich B1

1Sheba medical center, Ramat Gan, Israel

Purpose:
To evaluate tibial single access in treatment of long chronic total occlusion (CTO) in patients with
ipsilateral chronic limb ischemia (CLTI).

Materials and Methods:
In this retrospective study, data was collected on patients treated for ipsilateral CTO via a tibial artery
access between March 2017 and March 2021. Fifty nine limbs in 57 patients, (42 men, average age
73 years; range 47 96) were treated. Patient's symptoms were classified in accordance with the
Rutherford category. The end points were freedom from major amputation and the need for
reintervention up to one year of follow up.

Results:
Out of the 59 treated limbs, technical success was achieved in 57 (97%). The treated multilevel
segments involved 5 common and 12 external iliac arteries, 23 common and 37 superficial femoral
arteries, 23 femoropopliteal segments, 14 popliteal arteries and 4 bypasses. Mean length of
occlusion was 186 mm (range 7 670). Rutherford classification of the treated limbs were category 5
and 6 in 45 patients and category 4 in 14 patients. Three procedural complications occurred and
successfully treated during the same procedure. No immediate post procedural complication was
encountered. Median follow up was 13 months (range 1 45.3). Reintervention was required in 9
limbs, after an average of 6 months. One year free from amputation rate was 91.2%

Conclusion:
Single access via the ipsilateral tibial artery can be a useful, effective and safe approach for treating
CTO in CLTI patients.
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P 485 / Real world outcomes of Cook Zilver PTX in femoro popliteal
district: multicenter experience
Paladini I1, Epifani E1, Capurri G1, Andreone A1, Montermini I1, Bianchini C1, Freyrie A1

1Azienda Universitaria Ospedaliera di Parma, Parma, Italy

Purpose
To evaluate the outcomes after femoro popliteal stenting with Cook Zilver PTX.

Materials and Methods
Prospectively collected data from four Units were retrospectively analyzed considering Zilver PTX
deployed from August 2009. Preoperative comorbidities, Rutherford classification, arterial
characteristics and stent data were considered. Target lesion revascularization (TLR) was defined as
reintervention performed for 50% diameter stenosis after clinical symptoms. Primary outcome was
the freedom from TLR (ffTLR) . Secondary outcomes were primary patency (PP) of the stent,
amputation free survival (AFS).

Results
Considering 203 patients (mean age: 73.5 years ±10.6; male: 66.5%) and 263 stents (median 2
stents/patient), chronic limb threatening ischemia (CLTI) affected 154 patients . Arterial lesion has
mean length of 107 mm with a reference vessel mean diameter of 5.5; chronic total occlusion was
treated in 153 patients, popliteal artery was involved in 56 cases and prior endovascular intervention
was performed in 27 cases. Two or more tibial vessels were patent in 124 (61.1%). Follow up was
23.2 months.
At 1, 2 and 3 years, the ffTLR was 90.6%±4.2%, 86.4%±6.1% and 80.4%±8.3%, respectively, and the PP
was 85.6%±5.0%, 74.2%±7.6% and 72.7%, respectively. Negative prognostic factor for ffTLR and PP
was the reference vessel diameter (p=0.001 and p<0.001, respectively). At 1, 2 and 3 years, the AFS
was 81.8%, 75.5% and 74.2%; coronary artery disease (p=0.041) and CLTI (p=0.011) resulted negative
prognostic factors.

Conclusion
The rate of ffTLR and PP were high; small vessel diameter is negative factor for both ffTLR and PP.
The rate of AFS is 75% at 2 years.
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P 486 / Single centre retrospective cohort study assessing the
outcomes post 'SAFARI’ procedure in critical limb ischaemia
Banat J1, Francis S1, Kennedy P1

1Department of Radiology, Royal Victoria Hospital, Northern Ireland., Belfast, United Kingdom

Purpose:
Subintimal arterial flossing with antegrade retrograde intervention “SAFARI” is a method for
recanalisation of chronic total occlusions when antegrade access has failed. We aimed to evaluate
the outcomes at Belfast Trust over 10 year period.

Materials and methods:
Retrospective review of all ‘SAFARI’ interventional procedures of infra inguinal occlusive disease
from January 2010 to April 2021. Assessed site of vascular access, technical success rate,clinical
improvement at clinic follow up, time to further angioplasty or bypass procedure, time to and site of
amputation and six month limb salvage rate.

Results:
SAFARI was performed in 34 lower limbs in 31 patients (21 male and 10 female) with critical limb
ischemia. Retrograde access was successfully achieved 31 (91%) of cases. Most frequently obtained
access anterior tibial artery/dorsalis pedis 22/31(71%), followed by posterior tibial artery 6/31(19%)
and peroneal artery 3/31(10%). Technical success rate of SAFARI procedure was 68% (23/34).
Clinical improvement noted in 21/23(91%) of successful SAFARI cases and 2/11 (18%) of failed SAFARI
cases. Post attempted SAFARI 10/34(29%) patients had further procedure (7 angioplasty and 3
attempted surgical bypasses). Average time to further procedure was 137 days (angioplasty 135 days
and bypass 140 days). The six month major amputation rate following technically successful SAFARI
was 2/23 (17%) and 3/11 (27%) following failed SAFARI.
Limb salvage rate at 6 months post successful SAFARI was 19/23 (82%) and following failed SAFARI
8/11 (72%).
No significant immediate post procedure complications.

Conclusion:
SAFARI is a viable technique for achieving documented clinical improvement and limb salvage in
patients with critical limb ischemia.
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P 487 / BIOPACT RCTrial – Head to Head Passeo Lux versus IN.PACT
Admiral in the femoropopliteal area: preliminary 12 month analysis
of 102/302 patients
Deloose K1
1AZ Sint Blasius, Dendermonde, Belgium

Purpose:
Reporting a preliminary 12 month analysis and trend description of the outcomes of a head to head
RCT BIOPACT with 2 drug coated balloons, Passeo 18 Lux and IN.PACT Admiral in the treatment of
subjects with stenotic, restenotic or occlusive lesions of the femoropopliteal artery.

Materials and methods:
RCT Biopact is a prospective, multi centre, non inferiority clinical trial on the treatment of
femoropopliteal lesions with a 1:1 randomisation Passeo 18 Lux versus the IN.PACT Admiral in 302
patients. The primary efficacy endpoint is freedom from CD TLR at 12. The primary safety endpoint is
a composite of freedom from device and procedure related death through 30 days, freedom from
major target limb amputation and CD TLR through 12 months. The patients will be followed for 5
years.

Results:
In August 2022, the 1 year follow up of 102 patients will be available. Lesion lengths are varying
between 4.5 and 18cm (mean 6.4cm IN.PACT Admiral group versus 7.1cm Passeo LUX group).
Current preliminary data show similar primary patencies and freedom from CD TLR rates at 12
months in both DCB groups. There were no device and procedure related deaths nor major target
limb amputations.

Conclusion:
This interim analysis of a breaking head to head RCT underlines safety and efficacy of both study
devices (Passeo 18 Lux and IN.PACT Admiral DCB) . A preliminary comparison and full data analysis in
103/302 patients at 12 months is expected in August 2022.
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P 488 / Complications in angiography and interventional radiology:
which variables are negative prognostic?
Tesdal K1, Gierer L1, Gerbig M2, de Graaf R1, Weiss C3

1Institut für diagnostische und interventionelle Radiologie, Friedrichshafen, Germany, 2Abteilung für
Gefäßchirurgie und Gefäßmedizin, Medizincampus Bodensee, Bodensee, Germany, 3Abteilung für Medizinische
Statistik, Biomathematik und Informationsverarbeitung, Universitätsmedizin Mannheim, Mannheim, Germany

Purpose
To evaluate procedure related complications due to transfemoral and transbrachial angiography and
vascular interventions.

Material and methods
In the time period from 1/2010 to 01/2019, complications of all patients undergoing combined
angiography and vascular intervention for peripheral arterial disease (PAD) were recorded
prospectively. Primary end point was clinical findings at dismissal. Society of Interventional Radiology
(SIR) adverse event (AE) classification with stratification of complications based on outcome was
used. Prognostic relevance of puncture site and selected variables with respect to complication rate
were analyzed with Chi2 tests.

Results
Of 5814 patients, 117 patients (2.01%) with a mean age of 75.4±9.8 years (70 women and 47 men)
experienced minor (41%) or major (59%) complications. Minor complication type A: 22 (19%), type B:
26 (22%), type C: 13 (11%), type D: 51 (44%) and type F: 5 (4%). Puncture site was transfemoral in
101 (86%), transbrachial in 12 and both in 4 patients. 40 (34%) were outpatients. Results of Chi2 tests
showed that negative prognostic variables with respect to complication rate were stationary versus
outpatients (p=0.005) and puncture site (transfemoral versus transbrachial) which slightly failed to
reach statistical significance (p = 0.072). Furthermore, a weakly significant test result could be found
for the association between lysis and complication type (p = 0.067).

Conclusion
Percutaneous vascular interventions for the treatment of PAD, are associated with low complication
rates. Stationary versus outpatient, lysis and transfemoral puncture site versus transbrachial are
negative prognostic variables.
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P 489 / Comparing TCOM and NIRS in chronic non healing wounds
Nygard A1, Richards L1, Walter C1, Orr S1, Thors A1, Gupta K1, Rohr A1, Hansen C1, Alli A1

1The University of Kansas Medical Center, Kansas City, United States of America

Purpose:
Part of the evaluation in people with non healing wounds is measurement of tissue oxygen levels of
the surrounding skin. The gold standard for this measurement is transcutaneous oxygen
measurements (TCOM). While accurate and useful, TCOM is time consuming and expensive. This
study aims to explore the accuracy and efficiency of near infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) in a clinical
setting compared to TCOM.

Material and Methods:
Four NIRS measurements were obtained and averaged in the same area of TCOM probe placement.
Melanin correction was retrospectively applied at the discretion of the primary investigator. Data
was stratified by Wagner score, Fitzpatrick skin scale rating, and use of melatonin correction. Pearson
correlation was calculated to explore the relationship between TCOM and NIRS.

Results:
76 patients were included, 57 (75%) of which had a Fitzpatrick skin score of 1,2, or 3, and 19 (25%)
had Fitzpatrick skin scores of 4,5, or 6. Correlation coefficients between TCOM and NIRS with melanin
correction for Fitzpatrick 1 3 (r= 0.01), Fitzpatrick 4 6 (r=0.14), Wagner 0 2 (r= 0.11), Wagner 3 5
(r=0.07) as well as non melanin correction for Fitzpatrick 1 3 (r= 0.03), Fitzpatrick 4 6 (r=0.15),
Wagner 0 2 (r= 0.15) and Wagner 3 5 (r=0.07) were obtained.

Conclusion:
There was a weak correlation between measurements taken with TCOM and NIRS. This may be due
to inter user variability including photos taken at different angles and variable ambient lighting. The
early version of the NIRS software also offered a manual toggle for “melanin correction” which
altered measurements and was used at the investigator’s discretion, introducing further variability.
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P 490 / A single centre study comparing aspiration mechanical
thrombectomy to catheter directed thrombolysis in acute limb
ischaemia treatment
Khan F1, Kearns D2, Patel 2, Macdonald A2, MacKinnon T2, Howard D3, Wigham A2

1University of Oxford Medical School, Oxford, United Kingdom, 2Department of Interventional Radiology, John
Radcliffe Hospital, Oxford University Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust, Oxford, United Kingdom, 3Department of
Vascular Surgery, Oxford University Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust, Oxford, United Kingdom

Purpose:
To determine which Acute Limb Ischaemia (ALI) patients are most suitable for Aspiration Mechanical
Thrombectomy (AMT) and compare clinical and radiological outcomes with catheter directed
thrombolysis (CDT).

Materials and Methods:
We performed a single centre retrospective study using local electronic patient records dating
between January 2018 2022 for ALI patients that underwent either AMT with the Penumbra Indigo
system (Penumbra Inc) or CDT. Where available, pre , intra and post intervention data were
recorded including patient history, Rutherford classification for ALI, a modified ‘Thrombo aspiration
In Peripheral Ischaemia’ (mTIPI) score of the angiograms, adjunct use and relative importance of
Penumbra or CDT for clot clearance.

Results:
The characteristics and outcomes of 35 ALI events that were treated with the Penumbra system +/
adjuncts were compared to 38 ALI events managed with CDT +/ adjuncts not including the
Penumbra system. We found no significant differences between the Rutherford severity
demographic, reintervention rate, non bleeding related events, limb salvage rate and post treatment
mTIPI score upon comparison between respective Rutherford severity subgroups. Limb salvage was
best achieved in patients with a Rutherford severity of 2b or lower. HDU stay was significantly
greater for patients who received CDT but not the Penumbra system intervention (p<0.00001) as
were the number of bleeding related events (p<0.05). Adjunct usage was similar, however, for
relative contribution to the improved TIPI score, the Penumbra system outperformed CDT.

Conclusion:
AMT with the Penumbra system provided a safer and potentially more cost effective alternative to
CDT with equivalent outcomes in the management of ALI.
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P 491 / Percutaneous cryoablation for symptomatic localized
peripheral congenital hemangioma: feasibility and short term results
Khalil A1, Garg T1, Gong A1, Gowda P1, Farhan A1, Weiss C1

1Interventional Radiology, The Russell H. Morgan Department of Radiology and Radiological Science, Johns
Hopkins University, Baltimore, USA

Purpose:
To evaluate the feasibility, safety, and effectiveness of percutaneous cryoablation for the treatment
of peripheral, congenital hemangioma (CH).

Methods:
We retrospectively reviewed all patients with peripherally located CH who underwent percutaneous
cryoablation at our center between November 2019 and October 2021.

Results:
Three patients (1 male and 2 females; age range:13–25 years old) with biopsy proven, lower
extremity intramuscular non involuting CH that underwent image guided (ultrasound or CT)
percutaneous cryoablation (Galil ablation systems). All patients presented with worsening clinical
manifestations of variable durations (range:1–7 years), including localized swelling, limited mobility,
and intermittent pain (range:8–10/10) that worsened with activity and was nonresponsive to over
the counter analgesics.
"Ice balls" with good lesion coverage were noted on immediate post ablation imaging. All patients
were discharged <24 hours with well controlled pain and no major complications. Patient 2 suffered
a skin burn with blister formation, which improved with conservative treatment. At 1 month follow
up, all patients reported pain resolution (0/10) with return of full mobility.

Conclusion:
Percutaneous cryoablation appears to be an effective and safe treatment for patients with peripheral
CH. This modality has the potential to be included as a minimally invasive first line therapeutic
option in properly selected patients.

Table 1
Patient Location size (cm) Guidance method Probes (n) Cycle Freeze time
(min) Thaw time (min)
1 R soleus 2x2x3.4Ultrasound 1 1 8 6

2 8 1
CT 1 1 12 8

2 10 2
2 R vastus medialis 4.7x3.2x6.9 CT 4 1 10 5

2 8 5
3 R vastus medialis 3.4x2.5x3.1 CT 2 1 8 4

2 8 3
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P 492 / Improving the consent process – how better to inform
patients and protect clinicians?
Al Khalil M1, Contractor U1, Stimpson A1, Davies C1

1Department of Vascular Surgery, Morriston Hospital, Swansea, United Kingdom

Learning objectives:
To assess the variability in consent documentation for peripheral angiography and angioplasty in our
unit and compare this to new online consenting platforms in a bid to provide relevant training to
improve the process.

Background:
Informed consent is required prior to any medical investigation or procedure. The consent form is
used as a proxy marker of this discussion. The consent documentation should clearly state the name
and laterality of the procedure, the intended benefits, risks and alternatives.
Traditionally this has been documented on a free text consent form within the UK, however online
consent platforms have been rising in popularity.

Procedure details:
Clinicians who provide consent for angiography in our unit completed an anonymous online survey.
This asked them to document the important parts of their consent process.
20 clinicians responded. The majority had not used any online consent tools. The procedure was
described admirably to the patient in all cases with laterality documented. Clinicians were good at
describing the benefits of the procedure in lay terms but did not document the possible alternatives.
In describing the potential risks, only one clinician documented frequency of such risks. Of those
surveyed, 45% would provide patient information leaflets.

Conclusion:
As a result of the survey findings feedback and training on online platforms (which allow patients to
consent in their own time and clinicians to document risks with additional information provided) has
been delivered. This ensures a robust and reproducible procedure is followed.
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P 493 / An interventional radiologists guide to regional anaesthesia in
below the knee revascularization
Shah N1, Kyaw Tun J
1Royal London Hospital, London, United Kingdom

Learning objectives
Define the indications, contraindications and complications for regional anaesthesia in below the
knee revascularization
Describe the popliteal and saphenous nerve anatomy and expected distribution of anaesthesia
Outline the pharmacology of anaesthesia and drug choice
Illustrate the equipment and technique of ultrasound guided nerve block

Background
Effective analgesia can be difficult to achieve during below the knee revascularization procedures.
Patient comfort and compliance is crucial during the procedure to acquire diagnostic angiography to
allow appropriate treatment.
Traditionally, analgesia is achieved with sedation and local anaesthetic. However, we find that using
combined ultrasound guided nerve blocks of the sciatic nerve and the saphenous nerve provide
excellent anaesthesia and patient compliance without the need for sedation.

Procedure details
We review:
Indications, contraindications and complications for regional anaesthesia
Describe the popliteal and saphenous nerve anatomy and expected distribution of anaesthesia. With
particular attention drawn to the complementary distribution of anaesthesia of the sciatic and
saphenous nerve block which gives anaesthesia to the entire leg.
Drug choice A number of anaesthetic agents can be chosen depending on the time of onset and
duration of anaesthesia required. We illustrate the differences between these.
Illustrate the equipment and technique of ultrasound guided sciatic and saphenous nerve block.

Conclusion
Ultrasound guided regional anaesthesia is safe, effective and time efficient for patients undergoing
below the knee revascularization. It is feasible for this to be performed by the interventional
radiologist immediately pre procedure.
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P 494 / Treatment of calcified common femoral artery lesion using
intravascular lithotripsy and drug eluting balloon angioplasty
Drescher P1, Kispert J
1Advocate Aurora West Allis Memorial Hospital, Milwaukee, United States of America, 2Dept of Interventional
Radiology, ,

Purpose:
Endovascular treatment (EVT) of common femoral artery (CFA) lesions remains controversial.
Intravascular lithotripsy (IVL) has shown promises to treat heavily calcified arterial lesions with rare
dissections and secondary stent (SS) placement. We report our experience utilizing IVL followed by
drug eluting balloon angioplasty (DES) in heavily calcified CFA stenoses.

Materials and Methods:
21 patients (23 limbs) with Rutherford Stage 3 6 and heavy calcified CFA lesion were treated with IVL
and DEB in a single institution. Patients were followed prospectively with angiography, color duplex
ultrasound and clinically. Primary outcome were primary patency (PP) of the treated segment, target
lesion re intervention (TLR) and SS rate. Secondary outcome was death (D), amputation (A), major
complications (MC). Analysis of patient characteristics, additional intervention and comparison to
randomized IVL trials was performed.

Results:
Follow up period was 1 30 months (mean 18.1 months). All CFA lesion had severe calcification with
26% occlusions. Additional interventions were performed in 74% including: 33% tibial, 33% aorto iliac
and 55% femoropoliteal intervention. PP at 12 months was 78%. Average patency (AP) was 18.8
month and excluding early death 21 mo. SS was 0%. TLR and A rate were 4% and 9% at 1 year.
Overall reintervention rate was 30%. D rate in the observation period was 14%. MC was 13% mostly
access site hematoma.

Conclusion:
IVL in combination with DES demonstrate acceptable intermediate term results for heavily calcified
CFA. The lack of SS and AP of 18.8 months is promising in this challenging patient population.
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P 495 / Endovenous laser ablation along with sclerotherapy for lower
limb varicose veins: basic principles, techniques, and clinical
outcomes
Elghitany N1, Elghitany N, Bedair A, Elsayed N, Hetta O
1Ain Shams University, Cairo, Egypt

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:1.To understand the anatomy of the varicose veins as well as its types.2. To
review the basic principles of laser ablation(LA) ,treatment indications, procedures, complications of
LA, and clinical outcomes with a literature review.

BACKGROUND: In the past 15 years, the minimally invasive endovenous treatments of varicose veins
have been widely accepted. The efficacy and the negligible post operative side effects are reported in
a large number of evidence based publications. The NICE Guidelines (2013) considering the varicose
vein treatment ,recommend in case of an insufficiency of saphenous veins first the endovenous
thermal ablation with radio frequency or laser.

CLINICAL FINDINGS/PROCEDURE DETAILS:Proper clinical and duplex ultrasound are performed
preoperatively to assess if the patient is a candidate for laser ablation. The procedure is done under
local anesthesia by administrating tumescence along the whole course of the GSV. The GSV is
cannulated just below the knee. The laser fiber is advanced to 1 2 cm below the saphenofemoral
junction and withdrawn during ablation. Also, ablation of perforators was done through cannulating
them separately, then sclerotherapy is injected in the superficial spider veins through butterfly
cannula. After the treatment, the legs is wrapped in bandage and compressive stocking for at least 2
weeks.

CONCLUSION AND/OR TEACHING POINTS: Endovascular laser ablation of varicose vein is the first line
therapy.Several studies and guidelines have endorsed the effectiveness, safety, and clinical efficacy
of laser ablation in terms of improvement in symptoms, and cosmetics in the treatment of varicose
veins.
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P 496 / Arterial injuries of drug addicted patients: which role does
interventional radiology play?
Gabrielli D1, Pagano P1, Boni M2, Di Giosia P2, Marinucci C3, D'Emidio F1
1"C. e G. Mazzoni" Hospital, AV5 ASUR Marche; Unit of Interventional Radiology, Ascoli Piceno, Italy, 2"C. e G.
Mazzoni" Hospital, AV5 ASUR Marche; Vascular Medicine Unit, Ascoli Piceno, Italy , 3"C. e G. Mazzoni" Hospital,
AV5 ASUR Marche; Unit of Radiology, Ascoli Piceno, Italy

Learning objectives:
To describe vascular complications seen in drug addicted patients as well as tips and tricks to
solve them.

Background:
Interventional radiology allows to manage vascular complications in patients with drug addiction, as
definitive procedure or as a “bridge” to surgery. The majority of patients shows injuries of the lower
extremity blood vessels; the common femoral artery (CFA) is the most common site of repeated
injury which leads to the formation of pseudoaneurysms. Arteriovenous fistulae and hematomas
with contrast extravasation due to adjacent arterial vessels rupture could coexist too.

Clinical findings/procedure details:
CFA pseudoaneurysm appears as a pulsatile mass, usually with skin and soft tissue infections, with or
without peripheral vascular compromise. Imaging is necessary to establish the diagnosis, to localize
and characterize pseudoaneurysm, to identify associated complications and to map relevant vascular
anatomy for treatment planning. Computed tomography angiography (CTA) is the current imaging
modality of choice. Endovascular treatment and/or surgery are utilized to treat pseudoaneurysm
depending on the patient’s clinical condition. Furthermore, the technical modalities of the
endovascular treatments are always based on morphofunctional features of the lesions, the
possibility to perform selective/superselective catheterization of the injured artery and the
availability of different devices.

Conclusion:
The management of vascular complications in drug addicted patients is still controversial. However,
endovascular treatment is an alternative to surgery especially in patients with severe co morbidities
and consequently high risk of mortality.
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P 497 / The potential use of Sirolimus in critical limb ischaemia (CLI)
Huasen B1, Swali M1, D'Souza S1
1Lancashire University Hospital, Preston, United Kingdom

Learning objectives:
1. To understand what “Sirolimus” is in DCB technology.
2. The difference between Sirolimus and Paclitaxel in DCB.
3. How Sirolimus can be incorporated in the management of CLI, clinical trial reviews.

Background:
Sirolimus (Rapamycin; immunosuppressant) is an anti proliferative agent, originally used in
transplant patients to avoid rejection. Sirolimus coated balloons (DCB) offer wider therapeutic index
and lower risk of dose dependent toxicity. However, enhancers are required due to tissue
bioavailability. The achievement of encapsulating Sirolimus in micro reservoirs/polymers resulted in
a new generation of effective and targeted Sirolimus DCBs.
Paclitaxel is also an anti proliferative agent with high lipophilic properties, which requires an
excipient, to aid migration into tissue. Transportation into target vascular tissues remains poor (30%
lost during procedures). The particulates lost into systematic circulation could create distal
embolisation and pathological changes in non target organs.
Following recent meta analysis suggesting associated increased mortality with the use of Paclitaxel
coated devices, clinicians have been, understandably, apprehensive in using drug coated technology.
For many years (1990) Sirolimus has been used in the management of coronary artery disease (CAD).
To date no associated mortality has been reported.

Clinical Findings:
We summarise 3 clinical trials for Sirolimus (2019 2020) and 5 pivotal clinical trials for Paclitaxel
(2015 2018).

Conclusion:
With recent suggestion of increased mortality using Paclitaxel devices, Sirolimus DCB offer an
alternative option in managing CLI patients. Although it is new in peripheral vascular disease, the
drug has been widely used in CAD, suggesting Sirolimus DCB may be safer, and possibly more
effective, than Paclitaxel.
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P 498 / Distal embolization of Angio Seal footplate treated with
superwoven stent placement
O'Leary C1, Clark T2
1University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, United States of America, 2University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia,
United States of America

Clinical History:
A 71 year old male, with a history of smoking, myocardial infarction, cirrhosis and hepatocellular
carcinoma, presented with right calf claudication. His symptoms began after a cardiac catheterization
via right transfemoral access. Hemostasis was achieved with an Angio Seal. During IR consultation 2
weeks post procedure, his ankle brachial index was 0.7 on the right and his right pedal pulses were
diminished.

Treatment:
Six weeks post catheterization, diagnostic arteriography via contralateral femoral access
demonstrated patent iliac and femoral arteries. A focal high grade stenosis of the popliteal artery, P2
segment, was thought to represent an embolized Angio Seal footplate and adherent clot (image 1).
Foreign body retrieval was unsuccessful using a 7mm SpiderFX embolic protection device and 6
10mm EnSnare. Given the patient’s comorbidities, a 6mm x 40mm Supera stent was deployed in the
popliteal artery (Image 2). The patient’s claudication resolved without complication at 6 weeks follow
up.

Discussion:
Angio Seal achieves hemostasis with a bioabsorbable intravascular anchor and extravascular collagen
plug. Arterial ischemia due to stenosis, occlusion, or distal embolization of the anchor are rare
complications reported in <0.3%[1,2]. Case reports describe endovascular treatment including
retrieval with an embolic protection device, snare, or alligator forceps; directional atherectomy,
angioplasty and thrombolysis, or stent placement[3–8]. Surgical alternatives include embolectomy or
endarterectomy and patch closure[9,10]. Given the limited data, appropriate treatment depends on
the available equipment and expertise, and patient co morbidities.

Take home points:
Knowing the treatment options for rare but serious complications is an important precursor to device
use, in this case distal embolization of the Angio Seal footplate.
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P 499 / Percutaneous mechanical thrombectomy for high risk
pulmonary embolism in a 31 year old colorectal cancer patient
Gebauer B1, Lüdemann W1

1Department of Radiology, Charité–Universitätsmedizin Berlin, Berlin, Germany

Clinical history/Pre treatment imaging:
A 31 year old male was referred from the Emergency Department with persistent chest pain and
SOB. HR was 130 bpm, RR was 23 breaths/min, and SpO2 was 85% on room air. Relevant medical
history included colorectal carcinoma and active adjuvant chemotherapy. CT imaging revealed
bilateral and central obstruction of the pulmonary arteries (PA) and elevated RV/LV ratio of 2.4.
Biomarkers including troponin, NT pro BNP, and lactate were elevated. Patient required
vasopressors and was diagnosed with high risk pulmonary embolism (PE) in accordance with ESC
criteria.

Treatment options/Results:
Mechanical thrombectomy was performed with the FlowTriever System during a 135 minute
endovascular procedure. Mean PA pressure decreased from 35 mmHg pre thrombectomy to 17
mmHg post thrombectomy; tachycardia resolved with HR decreasing to 85 bpm. Vasopressors were
discontinued and respiratory support was not required. Patient was monitored in the ICU for 2 days
and discharged 1 week post procedure with normal RV/LV ratio of 0.4. A staging CT conducted 6
months later showed no sequelae of PE.

Discussion:
Venous thromboembolism, including PE, is a leading cause of death in cancer patients. High risk PE
treatment in cancer patients is challenging because the frontline treatment recommendation,
systemic thrombolysis, may carry increased bleeding risk due to cancer associated coagulopathy.
Mechanical thrombectomy offers an alternative treatment approach to rapidly extract thrombus,
stabilize hemodynamics, and relieve right heart strain without the attendant bleeding risks of
thrombolysis.

Take home points:
Mechanical thrombectomy with the FlowTriever System successfully treated a high risk PE patient
with cancer, normalizing hemodynamics and right heart function without thrombolytic associated
bleeding risks.
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P 500 / Use of the Outback re entry catheter for salvage of an
iatrogenic aorto iliac occlusion
Nourzaie R1, Das J, Abbas H, Thulasidasan N, Diamantopoulos A
1Guys and St Thomas NHS Foundation Trust, London, United Kingdom

Clinical history/Pre treatment imaging:
A 68 year old man presented with rest pain affecting the left lower limb. CT aortic angiogram
demonstrated a flush chronic total occlusion (CTO) of the left common iliac artery (CIA). Successful
subintimal recanalization of the left CIA was achieved with re entry above the aortic bifurcation. A
PTFE stent was deployed cranial to the left CIA CTO. Contrast instillation from the contralateral CIA
demonstrated iatrogenic occlusion of the right aortoiliac junction by the stent, the distal segment of
which was still in the subintimal space.

Treatment options/Results:
The Outback reentry catheter was placed from right CFA access and positioned adjacent to the
covered stent. The re entry device needle was deployed from the true to the false (subintimal) lumen
into the stent to allow guidewire re entry into the infrarenal aorta. Successful balloon angioplasty
and stenting of the iliac arteries was performed with excellent result on completion angiography. The
stents appeared widely patent on follow up imaging at 1 year.

Discussion:
Conventional catheter and wire subintimal recanalization was successful in crossing the CIA CTO,
however the Outback catheter was used as an essential bailout device to guide a wire from a
compromised previously widely patent true lumen to a false lumen to manage accidental aortoiliac
occlusion by a PTFE stent graft.

Take home points:
The Outback re entry catheter can be used as a salvage measure following failed conventional
subintimal re entry techniques, either from the false to the true lumen, or as in this case, from the
true to the false lumen.
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P 501 / Off label use of Ovation aortic endograft limbs in hybrid
repair of common femoral and popliteal aneurysms
Chaudhuri A1

1Bedfordshire Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust, Bedford, United Kingdom

Clinical history/pre treatment imaging:
A 72 year old male patient presented with incidental bilateral common femoral artery and popliteal
artery aneurysms (CFAA: right 27mm,left 67mm;PAA: right 57mm,left 44mm). He had no abdominal
aortic aneurysm but had a right common iliac artery aneurysm (currently under surveillance).

Treatment options/results:
Surgical options were valid for all four aneurysms, but considering the length/extent of surgery
involved, and after multidisciplinary/patient discussion, hybrid options were adapted. He underwent
asynchronous (left, then right) bilateral hybrid repairs consisting of open bifurcated CFAA repair
followed by popliteal endovascular aneurysm repair (PEVAR) using 13mm heparin bonded
endoprostheses on the left (Viabahn, WL Gore & Associates, Flagstaff, USA) and off label deployment
of 14mm iliac limbs (Ovation, Endologix, Irvine, USA) on the right given that the landing zone
diameters were fractionally too large to allow the Viabahn. An early type 3a (equivalent) endoleak
likely related to the lie of the endografts in the large, tortuous right PAA was treated by additional
limb reline, and the patient remains stable 6 months from the index procedures and is maintained on
lifelong dual antiplatelet therapy.

Discussion:
Off label use of iliac limbs for PEVAR has been described with another device but not with Ovation.
The long term fate regarding such off label deployments is unknown, and thus continued rigid
surveillance– as is our protocol remains of paramount importance.

Take home points:
Off label use of iliac limbs is feasible along with more conventional endografts for PEVAR. A hybrid
approach for treating the rare combination of bilateral CFAA/PAA is also thus feasible.
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P 502 / Endovascular embolization for micro arteriovenous fistula of
the lower extremity with severe hemorrhagic skin ulcer
Tanaka H1, Fukuyama N1, Kawaguchi N1, Kido T1
1Department of radiology Ehime university school of medicine, Toon Ehime, Japan

Clinical History/Pre treatment imaging
We report selective endovascular embolization for sever hemorrhagic skin ulcer in the lower
extremity due to micro arteriovenous fistula(micro AVF). A 40’s year man suffered from left lower
extremity varicose vein with hemorrhagic skin ulcer. Spurting bleeding from ulcer continued after
stripping surgery and foam sclerotherapy. CT angiography showed early venous filling in the lower
dilated superficial veins with no visualized nidus. The refractory ulcer was diagnosed secondary to
micro AVF.

Treatment options/Results
Compression therapy and elastic bandage did not reduce the symptoms and bleeding from ulcer. We
performed selective endovascular embolization for micro AVF. The lower extremity angiography
showed faint stain around skin ulcer and dilated early venous filling as micro AVF.A microcatheter
was inserted into several feeding arteries of micro AVF and coil embolization was performed.
Spurting bleeding from ulcer disappeared immediately and gradually the lower extremity skin ulcer
healed in follow up period. No complications were observed during procedure.

Discussion
Micro AVF is a minute, short shunt between an artery and a vein that does not pass through a
capillary vessel. Micro AVF is important one cause of refractory lower extremity skin ulcer and lower
extremity varicose vein. Compression and elastic bandage is standard therapy. When the effect as
expected is not obtained, endovascular embolization with coils or ligation of micro AVF are
considered in recent years.

Take home points
Endovascular embolization for refractory lower extremity hemorrhagic skin ulcer secondary to micro
AVF is safe and useful alternative therapy.
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P 503 / Combination of micro pedal access sheath and micro
angioplasty ballon for retrograde revascularization of below the
knee arteries
Stroth A1, Schiwy M1, Sieren M1, Jacob F1, Wien J2, Barkhausen J1, Stahlberg E2
1University Hospital of Schleswig Holstein Campus Luebeck, Department of Radiology and Nuclear Medicine,
Luebeck, Germany, 2 SANA Hospital, Institute for Diagnostic and Interventional Radiology / Neuroradiology,
Luebeck, Germany

Clinical history:
An 86 year old male patient presented with peripheral artery disease (Rutherford Category 5). The
initial angiogram showed segmental occlusion of the anterior tibial artery (ATA). Initial antegrade
revascularization of ATA failed due to vessel calcification and lack of wire pushability. Furthermore,
the intervention had to be interrupted due to the intractable back pain of the patient. The final
angiogram showed a sufficiently contrasted dorsalis pedis artery (DPA) distal to the occlusion. For
this reason, the patient was referred for a re intervention with a planned primary retrograde
transpedal procedure a few days later.

Treatment:
Primary retrograde transpedal puncture of DPA and placement of a micro pedal access sheath were
performed. A straight wire allowed retrograde intraluminal passing of the occlusion. Retrograde
percutaneous transluminal angioplasty (PTA) was done using a low profile micro PTA balloon, which
is compatible with the placed micro sheath. Technical success was achieved and documented by
retrograde angiogram. No complications were reported. 6 and 12 month follow up examination
showed healing of the ulcer and a patent ATA.

Discussion:
Combining a micro pedal access sheath with a micro PTA ballon during retrograde transpedal access
may offer technical advantages over retrograde revascularization of below the knee arteries using a
retrograde transpedal access due to a shorter distance to reach the lesion and a stable wire
pushability to pass the lesion. Using the described approach, transfemoral access is not necessarily
needed, which may lower the risk for potential access complications.

Take home points:
After a failed antegrade revascularization of below the knee arteries, a primary retrograde
transpedal approach using a mirco pedal access sheath combined with a micro PTA ballon may offer
a promising combination to achieve technical success and successful limb salvage.
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P 504 / Iatrogenic arteriovenous fistulas (AVF) after endovascular
recanalization and angioplasty of BTK arteries occlusions, leading to
stealing of the BTK blood flow. Successful correction of stealing by
DES stents
Ivanov A1

1Medservice hospital, Salavat, Russian Federation

82 year old female, 62 year old male.
Ds: CLTI, Rutherford 5.
DUS, TA (both patients): popliteal, all tibial arteries occlusions.
Balloon guided recanalization and angioplasty were performed. The patients had a complication –
AVF (in one case – in the only opened tibial artery ATA; in the other – in well developed fibular
artery). In both, shunting of all arterial blood through the fistula was observed. There was no arterial
flow distal to the AVF (empty foot). In one case, this was detected intraoperatively, in the other –
developed not immediately (detected after 2 weeks).

Original solution:
The arteries have stented in the AV shunt segments by a coronary (DES) stents. In each case 1 stent
was needed.

Results:
Antegrade flow in the tibial artery distal to the AVF was restored. The AVF didn't close completely,
but the AV drainage was significantly reduced. Patients were discharged without CLTI.

Conclusion:
If an AVF develops after angioplasty of the tibial arteries occlusions, stenting of the tibial artery at the
site of the fistula can be used to minimize the stealing of BTK arterial blood flow. This method allows
most of the fistula flow to be reoriented to the native arteries flow, which helps to achieve the
revascularization goals.

Ivanov Andrey, 453266, Russia, Salavat, Oktyabrskaya 35, 7(996)5825209, nuriv@mail.ru
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P 505 / Multisegmental stent fractures with extensive
pseudoaneurysm formation in the superficial femoral artery – a rare
late onset complication
Deeg J1, Skalla E1, Freund M1, Widmann G1

1Innsbruck Medical University, Department of Radiology, Innsbruck, Austria

Clinical history/Pre treatment imaging
An 80 years old man with multiple comorbidities was referred from his nursing home to the
emergency department with a massive swelling of the left limb and worsen pain. His past medical
history included stenting of the SFA 13 years ago using three overlapping nitinol stents (6/120, 6/120,
6/100) with an overall stented length of ~25 cm. During the last three years the patient was not
available for follow up.
Present ultrasound and computed tomography angiography scans revealed up to seven stent
fractures with multiple pseudoaneurysms. Some of the stents were literally bursted into multiple
fragments. Bloodflow to the limb was preserved but with a delayed perfusion of the distal limb.

Treatment options/Results
In agreement with the vascular surgeons and the interventional angiography team open surgical
repair using left femoral popliteal (end to end) artery bypass with a PTFE prothesis was performed.

Discussion – Take home points
Frequency of stent fractures may range between 2% and 65% (Davaine, 2013; Rits, 2008). Several
influencing factors are described in the literature. Despite the choice of one stent design over
another, a more determinant factor regarding the onset of stent fractures is the length of the stented
segment with a “high risk” group of a stented length of > 16 cm (Scheinert, 2005; Schlager, 2005).
Therefore, life long routine follow ups especially in the “high risk” group, are important to prevent
major late onset complications. Small fractures and pseudoaneurysms can often be treated by a
minimal invasive interventional approach whereas large fractures and pseudoaneurysms may need
surgical repair.
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P 506 / Endovascular repair of massive groin pseudo aneurysm at
surgical anastomosis breakdown site of complex ilio femoral
popliteal bypass graft
Almazedi B1

1York and Scarborough Teaching Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust, Interventional Radiology, York, United Kingdom

Clinical History/Pre treatment imaging:
A 65 year old male on oral anticoagulation presented with 3 week history of progressive swelling in
right groin. History of endovascular repair of infrarenal aortic aneurysm 10 years previously
complicated 7 years later with right limb occlusion treated with left to right ilio femoral crossover
graft followed by right femoro popliteal surgical bypass two years later for critical limb ischaemia. CT
confirmed 8.2cm right groin pseudo aneurysm at site of complex surgical anastomosis.

Treatment Options/Results:
Under local anaesthetic via left retrograde femoral percutaneous access using 12 French sheath a
self expanding covered stent graft was inserted across the large right groin pseudo aneurysm from
distal ilio femoral crossover into proximal right femoro popliteal graft to seal the aneurysm. Puncture
site haemostasis achieved with suture mediated closure device. Intravenous antibiotics given
preoperatively to minimise the risk of graft infection. Subsequently, the haematoma was evacuated
and aneurysm sac excised surgically.

Discussion:
Open surgical repair of the anastomosis breakdown would be complex and associated with high
morbidity due to scarring and multiple previous operations with risk of limb loss. Inflammatory
markers were normal and patient afebrile with no signs of infection making endovascular repair an
attractive option that is minimally invasive performed percutaneously under local anaesthesia.

Take home points:
Breakdown of anastomosis and pseudo aneurysm formation is a recognised but rare complication
following bypass surgery that can potentially be limb and life threatening.
In the absence of infection, minimally invasive endovascular techniques with use of covered stents
should be considered to avoid the high morbidity associated with redo complex open surgery.
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P 507 / Comparison between angio CT vs cone beam CT in terms of
patient radiation exposure during transarterial chemoembolization
for liver cancer
Nowak M1, Viry A1, Racine D1, Holderbaum do Amaral R2, Heymann G2, Ponti A2, Saltiel S2,
Tsoumakidou G2, Villard N2, Denys A2, Duran R2

1Lausanne University Hospital (CHUV) / Institut of Radiation Physics , Lausanne, Switzerland, 2Lausanne University
Hospital (CHUV) / Department of Radiology and Interventional Radiology, Lausanne, Switzerland

Purpose:
Cross sectional imaging is increasingly used with intra arterial therapies such as trans arterial
chemoembolization (TACE). Cone beam CT (CBCT) and more recently scanner coupled with a C arm
system (angio CT) have been developed to provide additional 3D information. Although clinical this
information helps in better tumor targeting, it has an impact on patient radiation exposure. Our
study aimed to compare patient exposure during TACE for liver cancer with CBCT or angio CT
modalities.

Material and methods:
This study analyzed data from patients who underwent TACE at Lausanne University Hospital
(August 2015 to February 2021) on two modalities: CBCT (Philips Allura Xper FD20), and Angio CT
(Canon Alphenix 4D CT). For both imaging modalities, clinical (e.g. BMI) and dosimetric quantities
(e.g., dose area product, dose length product) were compared, and tumor response (according to
modified RECIST) was assessed. We calculated effective doses based on dosimetric indicators and
associated conversion factor.

Results:
Ongoing analysis of 132 TACEs performed (CBCT, n=55; angio CT, n=77) in 53 patients. Angio CT
allowed a 27% decrease in total patient radiation exposure (2D /3D imaging) when compared to
CBCT (median 27.1 vs 37.7mSv) with a clear trend (p=0.076). Dose from 2D imaging (fluoroscopy and
digital subtraction angiography) was 2.2 times less irradiating with Angio CT vs CBCT (median 16.3 vs
7mSv; p<0.001). 3D imaging delivered a similar dose between Angio CT and CBCT (median 19.2 vs
16.4mSv; p=0.169). Treatment targeting (p=0.376) and tumor response (p=0.764) were identical
between the groups.

Conclusion:
A clear trend of lower total patient exposure was observed with angio CT when compared to CBCT.
More patients are currently being included.
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P 508 / Diagnostic performance of digital variance angiography in
reduced X ray lower limb examinations
Mihály Z1, Góg I2, Gyánó M3, Legeza P1, Kiss J4, Osváth S4, Szigeti K4, Sótonyi P1, Nemes B3

1Heart And Vascular Center, Department Of Vascular Surgery, Semmelweis University, Budapest, Hungary,
Budapest, Hungary, 2Department of Vascular Surgery, Hungarian Defence Forces Medical Centre, , Budapest,
Hungary, 3Department of Interventional Radiology, Heart and Vascular Center, Semmelweis University,,
Budapest, , Hungary, 4Kinepict Health Ltd, , Budapest,, Hungary

In previous clinical studies Digital Variance Angiography (DVA) provided higher contrast to noise ratio
and better image quality than Digital Subtraction Angiography (DSA). The aim of this study was to
investigate the diagnostic performance of DVA in reduced radiation lower limb examinations.

We enrolled 30 patients undergoing diagnostic lower limb X ray angiography. In three anatomical
regions duplicated series were made by normal and reduced dose X ray protocol (N: normal 1,2
microGy/frame, R: reduced 0,36 microGy/frame). The diagnostic value of DSA and DVA images was
evaluated in a task based survey. Six readers were asked to identify the arteries and evaluate the
degree of stenosis. The endpoints were the number of recognized arteries, and the sensitivity and
specificity of DVA R images compared to DSA N.

There was no significant difference in the overall number of recognized arteries (DSA N: 5.56±0.01,
DVA R: 5.46±0.01) and in the proportion of arteries suitable for diagnosis (DSA N: 92.3±0.1 %, DVA R:
93.5±0.1 %). DVA R reproduced the DSA N diagnostic categories with 0.84 sensitivity and 0.80
specificity. When the discordant decisions were supervised and the valid diagnostic category was
determined by an expert, the accuracy of DSA N and DVA R was identical in the abdominal and
femoral regions, but DVA R had significantly higher accuracy in the crural region (91% vs 80%).

DVA allows a very substantial (70%) reduction of DSA related radiation exposure in lower limb
angiographiy without compromising the diagnostic value of images, therefore this technology might
increase the safety of these endovascular procedures.
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P 509 / Analysis of patient’s X ray exposure in hepatic
chemosaturation procedures: a single center experience.
Ebel S1, Beeskow A1, Teske F1, Struck M2, van Boemmel F3, Gößmann H1, Denecke T1
1University hospital of Leipzig Department of interventional and diagnostic radiology, Leipzig, Germany,
2University hospital of Leipzig Department of Anesthesiology, Leipzig, Germany, 3University hospital of Leipzig
Department of Hepatology, Leipzig, Germany

Purpose:
Hepatic chemosaturation is a technique in which a high dose of the chemotherapeutic agent
melphalan is administered directly into the liver while limiting systemic side effects.
We reviewed our institutional experience regarding patient´s X ray exposure caused by the
procedure.

Material and Methods:
Fifty six procedures, performed between 2016 and 2022 in 21 patients by three interventional
radiologists (IR), were analyzed regarding the patient’s exposure to radiation. Dose area product
(DAP) and fluoroscopy time (FT) were correlated with the experience of the IR and whether the
preprocedural evaluation (CS EVA) and the procedure were performed by the same IR. Additionally,
the impact of previous liver surgery on DAP/FT was analyzed.

Results:
Experienced IR require less DAP/FT (49.48±17.57 μGy m2/13.2±3.84 min vs. 69.32±29.98 μGy
m2/15.77±7.82 min; p<0.001). Chemosaturations performed by the same IR who performed CS EVA
required less DAP/FT (41.12±12.09 μGy m2/11.46±4.41 min vs. 62.19±11.41 μGy m2/15.55±7.91 min;
p<0.001). Chemosaturations in patients with prior liver surgery with involvement of the inferior cava
vein required significantly higher DAP/FT (153.41±26.58 μGy m2/25.43±4.57 min vs. 55.77±24.59
μGy m2/14.44±7.55 min; p<0.001).

Conclusion:
There is a significant learning curve regarding the procedure of hepatic chemosaturation. Due to
dose reduction the evaluation and chemosaturation therapy should be performed by the same IR.
Procedures in patients with previous liver surgery require higher DAP/FT.
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P 510 / Cumulative effective dose during fluoroscopically guided
interventional procedures (FGI): analysis of more than 5000 FGIs in a
single European center
Gizewski E1, Verius M1, Jaschke W1

1Medical University Innsbruck, Radiology, Innsbruck, Austria

Purpose:
In FGIs, patients may be exposed to a substantial radiation dose level above 100mSv resulting in an
increased risk of stochastic effects.

Material and Methods:
3982 patients (mean age, 64.95 years; 41.1% female) undergoing 5667 FGI procedures were included
in our data analysis. From dose data, mean values, five percentiles (10th, 25th, 50th, 75th, 95th), and
interquartile ranges for age and dose were calculated. Radiology reports and imaging data was used
in order to analyze the reasons why patients received a CED of 100 mSv or higher.

Results:
Patients received a median/mean CED of 14.23/6.11 mSv. 133 patients (3.34%12.8% female, 87.2%
male) received a cumulative effective dose larger than 100 mSv (mean/median 173.0/145.9 mSv).
Mean age at first intervention was 66.1 years. The average number of procedures was 2.72. 83.4% of
the patients underwent multiple procedures within one year. CED > 100mSv were encountered in
EVAR, pelvic, and mesenteric interventions (stent or embolization), hepatic interventions
(chemoembolization or TIPS), cerebral aneurysms and cerebral arterio venous malformations.

Conclusions:
In our center, less than 4% of all patients treated by FGIs received a cumulative effective dose >100
mSv. We conclude, that high CED may occur in a small group of patients, but most patients will not
encounter stochastic effects since they suffer from severe diseases and are older than 65 years.
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P 511 / Radiation exposure assessment in paediatric catheter
ablation for supraventricular tachycardia treatment
Avgoullas K1, Ploussi A1, Papagiannis I2, Avramidis D2, Tsoutsinos A2, Maragkou A3, Efstathopoulos E1,
Seimenis I4
12nd Department of Radiology, Medical Physics Unit, National and Kapodistrian University of Athens, Attikon
University Hospital, 12462, Athens, Greece, 2Department of Pediatric Cardiology and Adult Congenital Heart
Disease, Onassis Cardiac Surgery Center, 356 Andrea Sygrou Av, Kallithea, 17674, Athens, Greece, 3Abbott
Laboratories, Alimos 17456, Athens, Greece, 4Medical School, National and Kapodistrian University of Athens, 75
Mikras Asias Street, 11527, Athens, Greece

Purpose:
To evaluate the radiation exposure in paediatric patients undergoing radiofrequency catheter
ablation (RFA) for supraventricular tachycardia (SVT) treatment.

Materials and Methods:
This single institution study enrolled 118 paediatric patients who underwent RFA to treat SVT. All
procedures were assisted by a non fluoroscopic navigation system. Somatometric and exposure data
were retrospectively registered following institutional ethical approval. Patients were divided into
two groups according to the SVT type: A group (n=28, atrioventricular nodal reentry tachycardias
AVNRTs) and B group (n=90, accessory pathways APs). A group was divided in A1 group (n=24,
slow/fast) and A2 group (n=4, fast/slow), whilst B group in B1 group (n=28, left free wall), B2 group
(n=29, right free wall) and B3 group (n=33, septum), based on AP location. Fluoroscopy time (FT), Air
Kerma Area Product (PKA) and PKA per patient body weight (BW) were compared between groups.

Results:
FT, PKA and PKA/BW were 1.1±2.8 min, 23.6±58.6 Gym2 and 0.6±1.4 Gym2/kg, respectively, for A
group and 2.2±2.5 min, 97.9±333.4 Gym2 and 1.9±4.5 Gym2/kg, respectively, for B group. All
exposure parameters were significantly lower (p<0.001) for A group compared to B group. Slow/fast
and fast/slow AVNRTs didn’t differ in terms of exposure indices. B1 group had significantly higher FT,
PKA and PKA/BW values (3.1 ± 2.7 min, 200.3 ± 577.2 Gym2, 3.4 ± 7.6 Gym2/kg) than B2 and B3
groups, while the latter exhibited comparable results.

Conclusion:
Radiation exposure in paediatric patients undergoing RFA is highly variable, but seems to correlate
with the type and location of SVT substrate. Treatment of left sided APs results in higher radiation
burden, mainly due to the transseptal access which requires fluoroscopic guidance.
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P 512 / Ovarian veins inversion of flow endovascular treatments: tips
and tricks to reduce patient radiation exposure
Perissi S1, Rossi U2, Liotti M2, Petrocelli F1, Valdata A2, Pinna F2, Femia M3, Cariati M3

1Vascular and Interventional Radiology, IRCCS Policlinico San Martino, Genova, Italy, 2Interventional Radiology,
E.O. Ospedali Galliera, Genova, Italy, 3Diagnostic and Interventional Radiology, ASST Santi Paolo e Carlo Hospital,
Milan, Italy

Learning objectives:
to illustrate possible tips and tricks to reduce female patient radiation exposure during endovascular
treatment techniques of ovarian vein inversion of flow with pelvic congestion syndrome.

Background:
clinical symptoms, correct imaging diagnosis and consequently treatment for pelvic congestion
syndrome have evolved over the years. Clinical spectrum can varies from few symptoms to
debilitating pelvic pain. Many female patients have been treated for pelvic congestion syndrome
based on many different methods with various degrees of accuracy and reproducibility. Thus, it
remains debatable, which is the imaging analysis and classification to define the candidates for
possible endovascular treatment techniques. The main disadvantage of percutaneous techniques is
the exposure to ionizing radiation. Given that the procedure is generally performed on otherwise
healthy young female patients, it is mandatory to reduce radiation exposure to the minimum
possible.

Clinical Findings/Procedure Details:
the aim of this poster is to illustrate radiological tips and tricks to minimize X Ray dose to female
patient as “Ovarian veins inversion of flow endovascular treatments protocol”: 1) low dose
fluoroscopy protocols, 2) collimation, 3) from two to four pulse rates fluoroscopy, 4) fluoroscopy
registration, 5) direct radiation exposure visualization, 6) no use of fluorography, and 7) imaging post
processing. All these technical precautions may lead a reduction of area radiation.

Conclusions:
The use of radiological tips and tricks to minimize X Ray dose in patient candidate to endovascular
treatment techniques of ovarian vein inversion of flow, should be mandatory, given that the
procedure is generally performed on healthy young female patients.
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P 513 / Derivo2 Embolization Device (DED®, Acandis GmbH): first
Italian multicenter experience in splancnic unruptured aneurysms
treatment
Erta M, Moramarco L, Quaretti P, Cionfoli N, D’Agostino M, Rosella F, De Donato G, Pasqui E, Ruffino
M, Crespi S, Boschetti M, Casadei A, Discalzi A, Patanè D, Corona M, Federica S, Corraine S, Fusaro F,
Ferrari A, Comelli S
1ARNAS G.BROTZU, CAGLIARI, Italy

Material and methods:
20 cases of visceral and renal aneurysms with FDS placement were retrospectively evaluated
between November 2020 and February 2022. The multicenter study collected data from 11 Italian
centers. In total, 19 Derivo 2 were placed.
A first 3 month CTA follow up imaging was evaluated.
Patients were divided by gender: n 9 men (45%) and 11 women (55%). The average age was 65 years.
The aneurysms were subdivided on the base of location: n 1 (5%) in the superior mesenteric artery, n
2 (10%) in the celiac trunk, n 10 (50%) in the renal arteries, n 5 (25%) in the splenic arteries , n 1 (5%)
in the hepatic artery and n 1 (5%) in the pancreatic duodenal artery. The mean size of the aneurysms
were 18mm x 17mm. All patient underwent double antiplatelet therapy(DAPT).

Result:
In all cases (100%) an immediate contrast medium stagnation was observed inside the aneurysmal
sac right after the FDS placement as a sign of initial and effective flow diversion.
In 3 cases (16%) there was an incomplete FDS expansion: both cases solved by angioplasty stent
remodelling.
Acute intrastent thrombosis was reported in 1 cases (5%).
In 1 cases (5%) the procedure was not completed due to technical problems.
There were no peri procedural major complications (0%).

Conclusion:
FDS placement neuro experience has show to be a valid support to extend this technology in
splancnic aneurysms with comparable safety and efficacy.
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P 514 / Long term outcome of catheter directed embolization of
small bowel hemorrhage
Verhalleman Q, Bonne L, Laenen A, Maleux G
1University Hospitals KU Leuven, Department of Radiology, Leuven 3000, Belgium, 2University Hospitals KU
Leuven, Department of Gastroenterology, Leuven 3000, Belgium, 3Interuniversity Institute for Biostatistics and
Statistical Bioinformatics UHasselt and KU Leuven, Leuven 3000, Belgium

Purpose :
To retrospectively evaluate the safety, efficacy and long term survival of transarterial embolization
(TAE) in patients with severe small bowel hemorrhage and to identify potential risk factors for
recurrent bleeding.

Materials & Methods :
Between January 2006 and December 2021, 31 patients underwent TAE for severe small bowel
hemorrhage in the authors’ institution. Technical success was defined as disappearance of contrast
extravasation on completion angiography and clinical success was defined as cessation of blood loss
associated with stable hemoglobin level. Recurrent bleeding and procedure related complications
were analyzed. Last, patients’ demographics, comorbidities, etiology and site of bleeding were
analyzed for potential risk factors for recurrent bleeding.

Results:
Technical and clinical success was obtained in n=30 (97%) and in n=18 (58%) respectively. Bowel
ischemia, requiring surgery, was noted in n=2 (6%); recurrent bleeding after TAE occurred in n=10
(32%) patients; 4 of them required re intervention. Thirty day mortality was 10% (3/31) and
estimated 5 year overall survival was 60%. No prognostic factors for rebleeding were identified.

Conclusion:
Transcatheter embolization is a relatively safe procedure for the management of small bowel
hemorrhage and is associated with a high technical success. Clinical success was moderate, mainly
related to a relatively high early rebleeding rate. A minority of patients with early rebleeding needed
a re intervention.
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P 515 / Transplant renal artery stenosis outcomes at a high volume
renal transplant center
Kim P1, Di Geronimo R1, Khan A1, Virk H2, Vu C1, King E1
1UC Davis Medical Center, Department of Radiology, Division of Vascular & Interventional Radiology, Sacramento,
United States of America, 2UC Davis School of Medicine, Sacramento, United States of America

Purpose:
To provide outcomes of endovascular interventions for transplant renal artery stenosis (TRAS) at a
single, high volume transplant center.

Materials & Methods:
A single center retrospective review was performed of all TRAS related visceral angiograms and
interventions by interventional radiology from August 2010 to July 2020. Primary outcomes included
primary patency and graft survival. Subgroup analysis was performed on intervention strategy, e.g.
angioplasty or stenting or both.

Results:
168 patients met inclusion criteria. Out of 203 arteriograms for TRAS, no further intervention was
performed in 51 cases. 152 interventions were performed; 73% were angioplasty only, 15% were
stenting only, and 12% were both. 37% of stents were placed primarily and 63% were placed as a
secondary intervention for refractory stenosis or for bail out.
Overall graft survival was 87% after a mean follow up of 6.04 years. In the intervention group, overall
graft survival was 88%. Graft failure occurred at a mean of 3.44 years post intervention. Of the 15
patients who had graft failure, only 1 graft failed due to refractory TRAS.
Primary patency rate was 86.2% after a mean follow up of 2.6 years. 3 , 6 , and 12 month primary
patency rates were 93.9%, 91.6%, and 89.3%, respectively. Primary patency rate for primary stents
was 87% compared to 84% for angioplasty alone (p=0.9).

Conclusion:
At a single center, a decade of endovascular interventions for transplant renal artery stenosis show
that angioplasty and/or stenting has reasonable mid term patency, with no difference between
techniques. Overall graft survival was similar between the intervention group and the non
intervention group.
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P 516 / Traumatic and not traumatic intraparenchymal renal
bleedings: correlation between CT and angiography findings and
embolization efficacy
Rossini N1, Floridi C1,2, Bruno A1, Macchini M2, Mincarelli C2, Rosati M2, Agliata G1, Candelari R2

1Radiology Department, University Hospital, Ospedali Riuniti of Ancona, Polytechnic University of Marche,
Ancona, Italy, 2Interventional Radiology Unit, Ospedali Riuniti of Ancona, Ancona, Italy

Purpose:
To investigate the accuracy of contrast enhanced computed tomography (CECT), as compared to
angiography, in identification of presence, site and cause of post traumatic and not traumatic
intraparenchymal renal bleedings (IRB). To evaluate embolization treatment efficacy.

Materials and methods:
This retrospective monocenter study includes patients with IRB underwent to CECT and angiography
pre treatment and then treated with arterial embolization. Diagnostic accuracy of CECT for presence,
site and cause of IRH was correlated with angiography features considering the standard of
reference. Embolization treatment efficacy was evaluated.

Results:
Thirty patients were retrospectively evaluated in 47 months. Compared to angiography, CECT
showed 93% diagnostic accuracy in terms of hemorrhage recognition and 77% in bleeding site
recognition. Vascular lesions causing IRB were: pseudoaneurysm (8 cases), trauma (8 cases),
arteriovenous fistola (3 cases), iatrogenic (5 cases), angiomyolipoma (2 cases), other causes (4 cases).
Between CECT and angiography there was discrepancy of vascular lesion findings in 8 cases (27%).
Embolization was realized with non magnetic coils and with fibrin sponges. The technical success rate
of embolization, evaluated in post treatment CECT, was 77% (23 cases). Residual bleeding was
observed in 1 case (3%). Post treatment CECT was unavailable in 6 cases (20%). Pre and post
treatment values of creatinine and hemoglobin were not significantly modified.

Conclusion:
CECT has elevated diagnostic accuracy in detecting presence and site of IRB. It has a lower accuracy
than angiography in defining the cause of IRB. Embolization is safe and effective in treating IRB.
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P 517 / Cone beam computed tomography image fusion in renal
tumor ablation: preliminary data
Lanza C1, Carriero S1, Biondetti P1,2, Angileri A2, Ierardi A2, Carrafiello G1,2

1Università degli Studi di Milano, milano, Italy, 2IRCSS Fondazione Ca' Granda Policlinico di Milano, Milano, Italy

Purpose:
to assess the value of intra procedural cone beam computed tomography (CBCT) with magnetic
resonance (MR) or CT imaging fusion technique in the guidance of percutaneous microwave ablation
of renal neoplasms.

Materials and methods:
15 patients (8 males, 7 females, mean age 65.3) underwent percutaneous ablation sessions for 15
renal tumors. The mean size of the lesions treated was 20.4 mm. All the procedures were performed
in a dedicated angiography room setting; CBCT ablation planning capabilities included multimodality
image fusion. Preoperative contrast enhanced CT was available in 12 patients, whereas MRI in the
remaining. All patients were considered inoperable due to comorbidities, advanced age, and/or
refusal to undergo surgery.
Technical success and technical effectiveness were calculated. Complications and recurrences were
registered.

Results:
microwave ablation of renal tumors under CBCT guidance with fusion technique was technically
successful in 14 out of 15 cases (93%). The mean procedural time was 49.7 min. No procedure
related complications were reported. No enhancing tissue was visualized in the area of ablation at 1
month follow up. All 15 cases were recurrence free at last follow up assessment; no cancer specific
deaths were registered.

Conclusion:
CBCT CT/MR image fusion is technically feasible and seems to be effective in achieving correct
targeting and complete ablation of renal lesions. This approach bears the potential to overcome
most of the limitations of unenhanced CBCT guidance alone; larger series are needed to validate this
technique.
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P 518 / Percutaneous transluminal angioplasty for treatment of
transplant renal artery stenosis
Xiao N1, Lovik S3, Leventhal J3, Ansari M2, Resnick S1
1Northwestern Memorial Hospital/Northwestern University, Department of Radiology Section of Interventional
Radiology, Chicago, United States of America, 2Northwestern Memorial Hospital/Northwestern University,
Department of Medicine (Nephrology and Hypertension), Section of Organ Transplantation, Chicago, United
States of America, 3Northwestern Memorial Hospital/Northwestern University, Department of Surgery, Section of
Organ Transplantation, Chicago, United States of America

Purpose
Transplant renal artery stenosis (TRAS) is a feared complication after renal transplant and results in
hypertension, decreases in GFR , graft failure and even death. Percutaneous transluminal angioplasty
(PTA) is first line therapy, however there is limited data regarding its efficacy, feasibility, and safety.
This study reports an 18 year experience of TRAS PTA outcomes.

Materials and Methods
A retrospective analysis of all renal transplant patients from 2000 2018 who underwent graft related
angioplasty with/without stent placement was performed. Data abstraction included glomerular
filtration rate (GFR), blood pressure, peak systolic velocities (PSV), complications and graft survival.

Results
56 patients were encountered. 47 patients underwent PTA with stent placement; 9 underwent PTA
alone. Technical success was defined by angiographic resolution of the stenosis and was achieved in
all patients. 52 cases were performed with CO2 angiography. There was a significant increase in post
procedure GFR (+9 mL/min, P value<0.01,95%CI: 1.0 17.3), a reduction in systolic blood pressure ( 15
mmHg, P value<0.02,95%CI: 2.7 28.5) and reduction in PSV ( 219 cm/sec, P value<0.01). In patients
undergoing PTA alone, there was no significant decrease in GFR (P=0.27). Graft function at one year
was preserved in 54 patients; one patient suffered from graft failure secondary to FSGS and one to
rejection. One major intra procedural complication occurred when a patient developed acute
thrombus and was successfully treated with rheolytic thrombectomy. One patient developed
restenosis secondary to stent fracture 2 years post procedure and underwent successfully
endovascular intervention with graft preservation.

Conclusion
TRAS PTA is a safe and effective therapy which results in significant improvements in graft function
and survival.
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P 519 / Performance of cone beam computed tomography (CBCT)
renal arteriography for renal tumor embolization
Kim M1, Choi J1, Hong H1

1Department of Radiology, Kangbuk Samsung Hospital, Sungkyunkwan University School of Medicine, Seoul,
South Korea

Purpose:
To analyse tumor feeder, overall image quality, and performance of CBCT renal arteriography for
renal tumor embolization.

Material and methods:
Fifty four patients with renal tumor were included in this study. Maximum intensity projection of
CBCT were scored for overall image quality of renal artery branches (5 point scale). Performance of
CBCT renal arteriography was classified into three groups as follows: Group A = All tumor feeders can
be confirmed solely based on the CBCT; Group B = All feeders are detected in CBCT, but there are
some possible feeders, which need to be confirmed with selective DSA; and Group C = Tumor feeders
are not detected in CBCT, so the feeder is detected based on selective DSA. Tumor size, location, and
enhancement on pre procedure CT and breathing motion and opacification of the renal collecting
system on CBCT were also evaluated.

Results:
There were 32(59.2%) patients in group A, 15(27.8%) patients in group B, and 7(13.0%) patients in
group C. Significant determining factors for performance of CBCT renal arteriography were age
(p=0.040), overall image quality (p<0.001), and breathing motion (p<0.001). In particular, 6 of 7 cases
in group C had breathing motion artifact, and overall image quality was 2 (moderate or severe
blurring of renal artery branches with difficulty in identifying interlobar artery level).

Conclusions:
In most cases, the performance of CBCT renal arteriography was good enough to detect tumor
feeders for renal tumor embolization. However, additional selective DSA is required when overall
image quality is deteriorated due to breathing motion.
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P 520 / Combined arteriovenous catheter directed thrombolysis for
acute renal vein thrombosis
Lagha E1, Ahmed I1, Raja U1, Karunanithy N1, Diamantopoulos A
1Guy's & St Thomas' NHS Foundation Trust, London, United Kingdom

Purpose:
To assess the technical success and clinical outcome of arterial/arteriovenous catheter directed
thrombolysis (CDT) for acute renal vein thrombosis (RVT).

Material and methods:
A retrospective study was performed of all patients suffering from acute RVT treated with arterial
CDT at a London teaching hospital between 2011 and 2021. Patient demographics, past medical
history and clinical outcome following treatment were assessed.

Results:
Five patients with thrombosed renal veins had unilateral treatment with arterial or arterio venous
CDT either with initial commencement of venous treatment followed by step up to combined
arteriovenous infusion within a 48 hour thrombolysis period. Two patients underwent prior
thrombectomy. One allograft and four native veins were treated. Three patients were found to have
pre existing haematological risk factors. Flow was restored in all treated veins. All patients improved
clinically with no technical or post procedure complications. Median Estimated Glomerular filtration
rate improved from 35 (IQR 30) to 79 (IQR 30).

Conclusion:
Arterial CDT in combination with venous CDT demonstrated effective and rapid treatment of
thrombosed renal veins with resulting improvement in renal function and no complications.
Combined arteriovenous CDT can be considered as a step up option where initial venous CDT fails to
improve venous outflow.
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P 521 / A systematic review of the endovascular management of
renal artery aneurysms
Sheahan K1, Alam I2, Pehlivan T2, Tong E1, Lee M1

1Department of Radiology, Beaumont Hospital, Dublin, Ireland, 2Royal College of Surgeons in Ireland, Dublin,
Ireland

Purpose:
To report a systematic review of the endovascular management of renal artery aneurysms (RAA).

Materials and Methods:
A systematic review based on guidelines from the Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews was
performed to summarize the current experience with endovascular management of RAA. A
comprehensive electronic search was performed using PubMed, MEDLINE, EMBASE, and Cochrane
databases without language restrictions over a 21 year period from 2000 through 2021. Both free
text and medical subject headings were used to enhance search sensitivity and consisted of the
following terms: “renal artery,” “aneurysm,” AND “endovascular.”

Results:
The systematic review included 24 studies published between 2007 and 2021 describing the
endovascular treatment of RAA. In the systematic review cohort, 441 RAA were treated in 414
patients using endovascular techniques with a 95.6 % technical success, 17.9% overall complication
rate, 0% peri procedural mortality, and 3.9% re intervention rates. Mean age of patients was 52.44
(range, 13 85) with a female predominance in sex distribution (63% female). Metallic coils were the
most commonly used embolic material in 12 studies. Stent assisted coiling (12 studies) was
frequently used followed by balloon assisted coiling (7 studies). The most common complication
secondary to embolisation was renal infarction (55 patients, 13.3%), however, 90% (50/55) were
without significant impairment of renal function.

Conclusions:
Endovascular treatment of RAA is associated with excellent technical success and renal parenchymal
preservation rates. Major complication (2.4%) and periprocedural mortality rates (0%) are
comparatively low. A few RAA (3.9%) required future re intervention suggesting imaging follow up is
essential after initial treatment.
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P 522 / The 10 years survival outcome of MRI guided cryoablation for
biopsy proven T1a renal cell carcinoma (RCC)
Abdelsalam M1, Mecci N, Awad A, Lu T, Matin S, Karam J, Ahrar K
1The University Of Texas Md Anderson Cancer Center, Houston , United States

Purpose:
To evaluate the long term survival outcomes of MRI guided Cryoablation for Biopsy proven T1a RCC.

Materials and Methods:
We retrospectively reviewed our renal ablation data base between January 2007 and June 2021, we
included only patients with solitary denovo histologically diagnosed T1a RCC (< 4 cm) who underwent
MRI guided Cryoablation. Patient with recurrent or bilateral RCC, genetic syndromes, not biopsy
proven RCC and patients who underwent CT guided ablation were excluded. For each patient, we
recorded: Demographics, tumor size/laterality,histology, complications, recurrence at ablation site or
elsewhere in the kidney, development of metastases, survival/death and cause of death. Survival
outcome were estimated using Kaplan and Meier product limit estimator.

Results:
Twenty nine MRI guided procedures were performed for 29 lesions in 29 patients (18 males and 11
females, median age 70 years. Median tumor size was 2.2 cm. The average follow up for all subjects
was 3.47 years (range: 0.42 – 11.5 years). Only 1 patient (3.4%) developed Grade III Calvain dindo
complication. The most common pathology was clear cell RCC (n=19). None of the patients
developed local recurrence at the ablation site or metastasis from RCC. Two patients developed new
lesions in the kidneys separate from the ablation zone. The 5 years /10 years OS and DFS were
72%/55.6% AND 90.5%/90.5%respectively. The LRFS, MFS, and CSS were 100% at 5 years and 10
years.

Conclusion:
MRI guided cryoablation is a safe and highly efficacious modality for treatment of T1a RCC . The 5
years and 10 years survival data reveals long standing favorable outcome.
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P 523 / Partial splenic artery embolization as an alternative to
splenectomy in patients with thrombocytopenia due to
hypersplenism
Elghitany N, Elghitany N, Bedair A, Elsayed N
1Ain Shams University Radiology Deaprtment, Cairo, Egypt

Learning objectives:
1.To choose the suitable patient for this procedure.
2. To know the technique for this procedure.
3.To learn how to follow up the patient in mean of the expected outcome and complications

Background:
Patients with liver cirrhosis, suffering from hypersplenism causing thrombocytopenia.Splenectomy
predispose a great risk.

Clinical findings/procedure details:
Clinical manifestations of bleeding or bruising.CBC showing low induces specially platelets , also
should have a bone marrow aspirate showing hypercellular bone marrow proving the cause of the
low platelets is the hypersplenism. A simple procedure done through arterial femoral puncture with
6F sheath inserted, 4F cobra guided by 0.89 mm hydrophilic wire into the splenic artery .
Embolization was often performed using 500 to 700 m particles suspended in contrast medium.
Partial splenic artery embolization was done by non selective method .The catheter tip was placed in
the main splenic artery but distal to the origin of major pancreatic branches. Embolic particles were
injected until the parenchymal blush was reduced .After finishing the maneuver, catheter and sheath
were removed and manual compression was done for hemostasis. Follow up CBC was done after two
weeks.

Conclusion:
Partial splenic artery embolization is an effective great alternative for splenectomy in patients with
hypersplenism causing thrombocytopenia
Not only it is a straightforward, fast method that is smoothly performed under local anesthesia, but
also results in enhanced hematological indices along with negligible morbidity rates with
conservation of the immunological role of the remaining non infracted splenic parenchyma. An
outstanding improvement in blood elements count after embolization was recorded.
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P 524 / Pediatric reno vascular hypertension: an interventional
radiologist's perspective
Rajagopal R1, Goyal K, Khera P, Garg P, Yadav T, Tiwari S
1All India Institute of Medical Sciences, Jodhpur, India

Learning objectives:
1. To describe the various pathologies causing pediatric renal artery stenosis.
2. To describe the optimal imaging strategies in children presenting with hypertension having a
suspected renal artery stenosis.
3. To describe the various endovascular therapies which can be offered to children with renal artery
stenosis.

Background:
Renovascular hypertension (RVH) contributes to about 5 25% of secondary etiology of hypertension
in children and delayed diagnosis can result in adverse clinical outcomes. Antihypertensive drug
therapy is used in conjunction with endovascular or surgical interventions for management of
Pediatric RVH. Endovascular therapy with angioplasty is generally preferred in appropriately selected
children with good clinical outcomes.

Clinical findings/procedure details:
Renal angiography and angioplasty is usually performed by percutaneous transfemoral route in
children. The use of stents is generally avoided as they can act as sites of stenosis as the child grows.
We describe the imaging and intervention in different diseases causing Pediatric RVH like congenital
fibrosis, fibromuscular dysplasia, neurofibromatosis and Takayasu arteritis using case examples from
our institution.

Conclusion:
A multidisciplinary approach in management including paediatric nephrologists, paediatric
radiologists and interventional radiologists, and paediatric surgeons is vital for optimal clinical
outcomes. Knowledge of various pathologies and endovascular options is essential for interventional
radiologists as they are indispensable in pediatric renovascular hypertension management team.
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P 525 / Endovascular treatment of renal congenital high flow
arteriovenous fistulas
Santonocito S1, Malfa P1, Failla G1, Camerano F1, Bonomo S1, Calcara G1, Basile A2, Patanè D1

1A.O.E Cannizzaro, department of diagnostic and interventional radiology, Catania, Italy, 2A.O.U. Policlinico San
Marco, department of diagnostic and interventional radiology, Catania, Italy

Renal arteriovenous fistula (AVF) is a very rare condition: 0.04% of autoptic findings.
Just 39% of AVFs are symptomatic: cardio vascular modifications (hypertension, heart failure), micro
and macrohematuria, renal failure.
Congenital AVFs (almost 25%) are direct comunications between an artery and a vein, with dilated
renal artery and vein, often with enlarged arterial and/or venous aneurysms.
Instead acquired AVFs (75%) are the result of iatrogenic maneuvers (usually biopsies), surgery,
traumas, infections or tumours; generally there have normal or slightly enlarged blood vessels, often
with a pseudoaneurysm, specially in the traumatic ones.
Embolisation as a endovascular treatment is considered the gold standard option for renal AVFs,
because less invasive and with a lower morbidity compared to traditional surgery (parent artery
ligation, nephrectomy).
We observed in our institution, from 2017 to 2021, 6 cases of congenital renal AVF(4 m, 2 f, middle
age 61)treated in angio suite with embolization treatment, using single or combined devices (most of
all detachable coils, plugs).
In our case series we want to show technical, anatomic and hemodynamic aspects, tips and tricks,
results.
We want to enphasize the role of pre and post procedural imaging(CT angiography, eco color
Doppler), not just for diagnosis, but also for planning and follow up(MPR,MIP,VR reconstructions,
vessel analysis).
Technical success was obtained in 100% of cases.
In conclusion, in AVFs is necessary to have different type and measures devices available and have a
good knowledge of these devices. It's important to have a large experience with these pathologies.
A multidisciplinary approach is mandatory for the management of these conditions.
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P 526 / Transradial cannulation of extra hepatic collateral supply for
intra arterial therapy of hepatic tumours
Wu Y1, Quek L1, Pua U1

1Tan Tock Seng Hospital , Singapore , Singapore

Learning objectives:
To learn the technique of selective cannulation of extra hepatic collateral artery via transradial
access (TRA).

Background:
In recent years, TRA has been widely used by interventional radiologists to perform hepatic intra
arterial therapy as TRA is associated with higher patient satisfaction and lower complication rate as
compared to transfemoral access. However, selective catheterisation of tumour feeding artery can
be technically challenging via TRA due to longer distance and poor catheter stability, especially with
extra hepatic collateral supply.

Procedure details:
In our institution, majority of the hepatic intra arterial procedures are performed via TRA by using
dedicated radial catheters. The unique shape of the radial catheter provides good support from the
posterior aortic wall that makes it easier to cannulate target tumour feeding artery. In this poster,
several cases of TRA hepatic intra arterial intervention that required selective catheterisation of
extra hepatic collateral supply by using dedicated transradial catheters will be presented including
technique of selective cannulation of right inferior phrenic artery, adrenal artery and left gastric
artery.

Conclusion:
TRA selective catheterisation of extra hepatic collateral feeding artery can be performed effectively
by using a dedicated radial catheter.
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P 527 / Renal ablation revisited – neither too hot, nor too cold
Madhavan S1, Chin K3, Tan A1, Sivanathan C1, Tan B1, Lo Hoau Gong R1, Too C1, Venkatanarasimha N1,
Chan Ju Min S1, Lee K1, Patel A1, Ng T2, Ho H2, Gogna A1

1Department of Vascular and Interventional Radiology, Singapore General Hospital, Singapore, Singapore,
2Department of Urology, Singapore General Hospital, Singapore, Singapore, 3Diagnostic Radiology, Changi
General Hospital, Singapore, Singapore

Learning Objectives:
Through this educational review, we aimed to investigate and illustrate the use of percutaneous
image guided ablative methods in the treatment of renal tumours.

Background:
Historically, renally impaired patients with renal tumours have been treated with nephron sparing
surgical resection. However, due to an increasing prevalence of an elderly demographic coupled with
complex medical conditions, some patients with renal tumours have prohibitive surgical risks. Rapid
advancements to Percutaneous Ablation (PA) techniques have made them an attractive alternative.
We sought to analyse selected cases from our institution’s experience across ten years to determine
the effectiveness of PA. The pre procedure considerations, technical challenges, adjunct protective
techniques and potential pitfalls will be discussed to shed light on how image guided PA can be
utilised in tackling renal tumours.

Clinical Findings/Procedure Details:
Patients pre determined for PA were carefully selected based on multidisciplinary tumour board
discussions. Procedural room settings and patient/personnel positions were optimised with an
ergonomic friendly set up. The procedure was performed with the most appropriate imaging
modality either computed tomography or ultrasound or both with the help of fusion imaging.
Adjunct protective measures such as hydrodissection, gas insufflation, balloon interposition,
electrode torquing and cooled pyeloperfusion were selectively performed to enhance the safety
profile of the procedure. Procedurists need to be aware of the potential complications that can arise
such as injury to bowel loops, pelvicalyceal system and the renal vascular bed.

Conclusion:
This pictorial essay will arm readers with essential information regarding safe image guided PA of
renal tumours in order to achieve good oncological outcomes.
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P 528 / Hepatic artery aneurysms: endovascular therapeutic
techniques
Perissi S1, Rossi U2, Liotti M2, Petrocelli F1, Valdata A2, Pinna F2, Femia M3, Cariati M3

1Vascular and Interventional Radiology, IRCCS Policlinico San Martino, Genova, Italy, 2Interventional Radiology,
E.O. Ospedali Galliera, Genova, Italy, 3Diagnostic and Interventional Radiology, ASST Santi Paolo e Carlo Hospital,
Milan, Italy

Learning objectives:
to describe in hepatic artery aneurysm all the three possible endovascular therapeutic techniques.

Background:
Hepatic artery aneurysms are a very rare disease, but they can be fatal if they have uncontrolled
rupture. MD CT is the “gold standard” diagnostic imaging in detecting hepatic artery aneurysms and
for their possible treatment planning. Treatment of hepatic artery aneurysms is indicating in case of:
clinical symptoms (pain, distal embolization, rupture), more than twice the diameter of the normal
hepatic artery or more than 2 cm increased in diameter, and in pregnant women. Invasive treatment
for hepatic artery aneurysms can be surgical or endovascular. Endovascular approaches in hepatic
artery aneurysms, compare to conventional abdominal surgery, benefit in its less invasiveness.

Clinical Findings/Procedure Details:
the aim of this poster is to focus as the teaching points of the three endovascular therapeutic
techniques for hepatic artery aneurysms (common and proper hepatic artery segments – ruptured
and unruptured): a) packing embolization, b) isolation embolization and c) stenting deployment.

Conclusions:
patients affected by hepatic artery aneurysm necessitate of an appropriate multidisciplinary
discussion, focusing attention on aneurysm anatomical location, characteristics, extension, patient
age and possible comorbidities. All these are necessary to determine the specific “tailored”
treatment for each single case.
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P 529 / Diagnosis and grading of hepatic injuries in abdominal major
trauma for planning interventional radiology management
Perissi S1, Rossi U2, Liotti M2, Petrocelli F1, Valdata A2, Guastavino A3, Femia M4, Cariati M4

1Vascular and Interventional Radiology, IRCCS Policlinico San Martino, Genova, Italy, 2Interventional Radiology,
E.O. Ospedali Galliera, Genova, Italy, 3Interventional Radiology, Ospedale Villa Scassi, Genova, Italy, 4Diagnostic
and Interventional Radiology, ASST Santi Paolo e Carlo Hospital, Milan, Italy

Learning objectives:
to describe and illustrate type and grading in hepatic injuries in abdominal major trauma for the
planning of conservative, interventional radiology and surgery management.

Background:
abdominal major trauma can lead to various organs and structure injuries, and the second most
frequent is the liver. The American Association for the Surgery Trauma grading system is widely used
by emergency radiology and physician. MD CT in abdominal major trauma is the first line imaging
modality to determine the diagnosis and to plan the possible therapies. Interventional radiology
management, with transcatheter embolization is one of the possible treatments.

Clinical Findings/Procedure Details:
with the knowledge of the American Association for the Surgery Trauma grading system and clinical
parameters, a patient with hepatic injury can be immediately send to its most appropriate
management. The aim of this poster is to illustrate: 1) describe the American Association for the
Surgery Trauma hepatic grading system, 2) imaging evaluation of hepatic injury, 3) the possible
conservative, endovascular and surgery therapies, 4) focusing on possible advantages of
interventional radiology procedures and their follow up.

Conclusion:
a better knowledge of hepatic injuries in abdominal major trauma, in particular on MD CT, can lead
to more rapid diagnosis and consequently to a correct treatment from patients.
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P 530 / Splenic artery embolization before elective splenectomy:
experience at our institution
Sempere Campello M1, Martín Carrillo A1, Ramon Company F1, Bonnín Liñares 1, Barrero Varón S1,
Nieto García C1

1Hospital Universitari Son Espases (Balearic Islands), PALMA DE MALLORCA, Spain

Learning objectives:
To review the splenic artery embolization (SAE) procedure previous elective splenectomy and
describe our institution's experience.

Background:
Splenectomy is the treatment of choice in processes such as hypersplenism or neoplasia. However,
intraoperative haemostasis remains a matter of concern. In this context, some groups propose SAE
prior to surgery to reduce intraoperative bleeding risks and surgical times.
We retrospectively reviewed the SAE procedures prior to elective splenectomy performed at our
institution. We describe the interventional technique and present the indications, the operative data
and the pathological diagnoses.

Clinical findings/procedure details:
At our institution, seven patients (six men, one woman; median age 48 years (13 74)) underwent SAE
prior to elective splenectomy from January 2010 to March 2021. The indications for splenectomy
were hypersplenism and neoplastic processes. The median splenic volume was 1986.57 ml (1315
3449.18 ml). All procedures were performed on the same day of surgery using a combined distal and
proximal arterial embolization technique. The median time between the embolization and surgery
was 152 minutes (103 165), and the median operative time was 90 minutes (57 110). Two patients
required preoperative and one intraoperative transfusion. One patient died due to surgery
complications, and three patients had minor post surgical complications. After surgery, the median
hospital stay was eight days (4 10).

Conclusion:
Pre surgical SAE is a valuable and safe technique in patients who are candidates for elective
splenectomy due to hypersplenism or neoplastic processes.
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P 531 / Acing AVS: practical tips for adrenal venous sampling with left
renal vein variants
Matsumoto M1, Trerotola S1
1University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, United States

Learning objectives:
1. List common left renal vein (LRV) variants.
2. Describe tips for adrenal venous sampling (AVS) in the setting of LRV variants.

Background:
AVS is a highly technical procedure, with varying success rates depending on expertise (1 3).
Interventionalists should know common LRV variants, including duplicated (Du) (17%), circumaortic
(Ca) (4%), and retroaortic (Ra) (3%) LRVs that may require technical adjustments (4).

Procedural details:
A detailed approach to AVS can be found in reviews (5). Here, we present focused, case based tips
for approaching 3 variant LRVs:
1. RaLRV (Fig. 1): The orientation and length of the LRV usually require a hockey stick like catheter,
such as multipurpose or Berenstein.
2. CaLRV (Fig. 2): The LAV invariably enters the LRV in the “normal” anatomic position. Therefore,
proceed with Simmons 3 to select the anterior CaLRV segment.
3. DuLRV (Fig. 3): As with CaLRV, the LAV usually enters the “normal” LRV; proceed with Simmons 3
to select the more superior LRV.

Teaching points:
If there is cross sectional imaging, look at it. Knowing the presence of a LRV variant is half the

battle.
In our experience, if there is a LRV in the expected anatomic position (i.e., anterior segment of

CaLRV, superior branch of DuLRV), the LAV enters there; AVS usually proceeds as expected.
If a LRV is not found in the expected anatomic location, switch to RaLRV mode.
The RaLRV will be long and may be tight where the aorta crosses, usually requiring a multipurpose

or Berenstein.
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P 532 / Angioplasty and stent treatment of transplant renal artery
stenosis
Paredes H1

1Instituto de investigación sanitaria del Hospital Universitario Puerta de Hierro de Majadahonda, Majadahonda,
España

Learning objetives:
To analyze the evolution of renal transplant patients with arterial stenosis of the graft treated by
percutaneous transluminal angioplasty and stent placement

Background:
Arterial stenosis of the renal graft constitutes an important complication that produces arterial
hypertension, worsening of renal function and even loss of the renal graft and that has an incidence
that ranges between 1 and 23%.
It occurs during the first two years after transplantation.
The diagnosis of suspected imaging is performed with Doppler ultrasound, and the renal
arteriography of choice for diagnosis and treatment.
The use of transluminal percutaneous angioplasty without stent placement has been associated with
re stenosis rates of 16% 62% according to some studies, while the same procedure with stent
placement caused a re stenosis rate less than 10%.

Clinical findings/ procedure details:
Initial angiography was performed to evaluate stenosis under ipsilateral common femoral artery
approach with a 6 Fr guiding catheter using a nonionic isosmolar contrast medium.
After an intravenous bolus of 5000IU of heparin a 0.014 inches guidewire was used to cross the
stenosis and was positioned into a distal renal branch. A 6 x 15mmmetallic balloon expandable y
stent was positioned and primary stent placement wasperformed under roadmap technique.
Arteriography showed ideal stent positioning without residual stenosis or complications. An closure
device was used for hemostasis.

Conclusion:
The study suggests that correction of renal graft artery stenosis with percutaneous transluminal
angioplasty and stent placement is effective and safe, given the improvement in glomerular filtration
rate and blood pressure control.
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P 533 / Embolization of multifocal small branch pseudoaneurysms in
patient with ruptured hemorrhagic pancreatic pseudocyst
Kratovska A1, Zaiceva V1, Zdanovskis N1, Šilovs A1, Mundeciems A1, Ivanova P1, Ponomarjova S1
1RAKUS "Gai ezers" , Riga, Latvia

Clinical history/Pre treatment imaging
51 year old male presented to emergency department with acute abdominal pain and HGB 7,4g/dl,
SBP 100/60mmHg. Previous clinical history revealed alcohol induced chronic pancreatitis. Abdominal
computed tomography (CT) showed large ruptured hemorrhagic pseudocyst. CT angiography
revealed suspicion for pseudoaneurysm of posterior pancreatic artery and posterior superior
pancreatoduodenal artery (PSPA).

Treatment options/Results
Open surgery was refused. Digital subtraction angiography (DSA) confirmed pseudoaneurysm of
posterior pancreatic artery. The flow in gastroduodenal artery was retrograde and directed from
superior mesenteric artery (SMA). Selective DSA of SMA confirmed 1 pseudoaneurysm in PSPA.
Whereas superselective DSA of posterior inferior pancreatoduodenal artery (PIPA) revealed
additional 2 pseudoaneurysms invisible on preprocedural CT or selective DSA of SMA. Embolization
of all multifocal pseudoaneurysms performed in in door/out door technique with 0.020” detachable
coils. Percutaneous drainage of intraabdominal free fluid was performed on postprocedural day.
Patient discharged 12 days after admission.

Discussion
Hemorrhagic pancreatic pseudocyst occurs due to enzymatic erosion of the arterial wall. High
mortality rates (40%) are reported. Most common bleeding sites are splenic artery (30—50%),
gastroduodenal artery (17%), pancreatoduodenal arteries (11%). Particular case represents multiple
potential sources of bleeding. In cases with multifocal arterial wall damage it may not be possible to
detect the exact source of bleeding neither on preprocedural CT, nor intraprocedural selective DSA.

Take home points
1. Small multifocal pseudoaneurysms are frequently not visible on pre procedural CT.
2. Bidirectional superselective catheterization from both SMA/inferior pancreatoduodenal and
gastroduodenal/superior pancreatoduodenal artery approach should be performed for complete
visualization of arcade pathology.
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P 534 / Stent retriever mechanical thrombectomy for the treatment
of transposed splenic artery thrombosis
Jab o ska M1,2, Regent B1,2, Gorycki T1,2
1Medical University of Gdansk, Gdansk, Poland, 2University Clinical Centre, Gdansk, Poland

Clinical history/Pre treatment imaging:
61 year old patient admitted to the Surgery Department for resection of the pancreatic Intraductal
papillary mucinous neoplasm. During the elective pancreaticoduodenectomy, the proper hepatic
artery (PHA) was inadvertently transected and reconstructed with a splenic artery (SA) transposition
graft. On the following day, a Doppler ultrasound (DUS) revealed an absent HA flow and signs of
acute liver injury, which was also confirmed by a CT scan.

Treatment options/Results:
The decision was made to proceed with endovascular revascularization. The celiac trunk was
engaged with Judkin’s Right 5F catheter (Terumo Corp., Japan) and the initial digital subtraction
arteriogram showed complete occlusion of transposed SA.
The distal access catheter Sofia 6F (MicroVention Terumo, Tustin, California) and Stentretriever
Solitare X 4/40mm (Medtronic, Minneapolis, MN) were used to perform a double mechanical
thrombectomy of the thrombosed anastomosis.
The check angiogram showed recanalization of the transposed SA with significant anastomotic
stenosis, which was treated with stent placement.
Postprocedural imaging examinations (DUS, CT) confirmed patency of the SA transposition graft and
HA.

Discussion:
Anastomotic thrombosis is a rare but potentially fatal complication of HA reconstruction. Urgent
surgical intervention (open thrombectomy or revision and reanastomosis of the HA) has been the
traditional approach to revascularisation. Endovascular procedures must be considered as a less
invasive alternative for surgical treatment.

Take home points:
Despite stent retrievers being primarily designed for acute ischemic stroke, we showed that in an
emergent situation, they can be safely and effectively use in different vascular territories.
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P 535 / Three cases of segmental arterial mediolysis (SAM), a rare
vascular disease, treated with intra arterial embolization
Lucertini E1, Cecconi G1, Campana F1, Saraceni A1, Tipaldi A2, Ronconi E2, Arpesani R1

1Ospedali Riuniti di Livorno, Livorno, Italy, 2AOU Sant'Andrea, Roma, Italy

Clinical History:
CASE 1: Female, 52 years, with abdominal pain and hypotension. CECT showed multiple dissecting
aneurysms of the arterial arcade of the lesser gastric curvature and hematoma of the gastric wall.
CASE 2: Female, 79 years, with hemorrhagic shock. CECT showed multiple aneurysms of the right
hepatic artery (with anatomical variation Michel III) and of the superior pancreaticoduodenal artery,
with peripancreatic hematoma.
CASE 3: Male, 83 years, with abdominal pain and cold sweats. CECT showed multiple
pseudoaneurysms of the pancreaticoduodenal arterial arcade and local hematoma.

Treatment/Results:
Catheter based endovascular technique is the preferred option in the management of segmental
arterial mediolysis (SAM). As suggested by guidelines, the embolization technique was chosen basing
on the specific case and on the expertise of the operator. In CASE 1 and 2 endovascular coiling was
performed, while the third patient was treated with liquid embolic system (Onyx). In all cases a
successful embolization has been obtained.

Discussion:
SAM is a rare vascular disease of splanchnic arteries and a leading cause of spontaneous intra
abdominal hemorrhage, produced by the lysis of the outer media of the arterial wall, which can
generate intramural hemorrhage, aneurysms and pseudoaneurysms (often multiple), dissections and
hemorrhages.
The acute process has a mortality rate of 50% and it often necessitate urgent endovascular
treatment.

Take home points:
SAM is a rare but increasingly recognized vascular disease. CECT can be helpful in recognize this
potentially fatal condition and it allows an accurate pre procedural planning, which is crucial to
obtain a successful life saving endovascular treatment.
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P 536 / Management of renal cell carcinoma with extensive caval
thrombosis utilizing a temporary atrial caval filter through a
combined endovascular and open surgical technique
Piacentino F1,2, Fontana F1,2, Curti M1,2, Ossola C1,2, Coppola A1,2, Venturini M1,2

1Insubria University, Varese, Italy, 2Circolo Hospital/ Radiology and Interventional Radiology Department, Varese,
Italy

The most common cause of neoplastic thrombotic infiltration of the inferior vena cava is renal cell
carcinoma (RCC). In the present report we described a case of a patient with massive RCC and
extensive neoplastic thrombosis reaching the retrohepatic tract of the inferior vena cava. After a
discussion in a multidisciplinary team meeting we decided to perform a radical nephrectomy with
vena cava thrombectomy along with the support of a novel removable vena cava filter in order to
avoid thromboembolism during the surgical procedure. Furthermore, a preoperative renal artery
embolization with a non adhesive liquid embolic agent was performed ahead of the surgical
procedure in order to reduce the risk of intraoperative bleeding. The surgical procedure performed
the day after was based on a hybrid endovascular surgical approach consisting in nephrectomy, liver
derotation, cavotomy with the additional use of a novel temporary caval filter, thus reducing the risk
of intraoperative thromboembolic dissemination.
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P 537 / Hepatic artery PTA stenting in liver transplant, complicated
by vascular rupture
Manfrin A1, Groff S1, Giorgino A1, Barbiero G2, Battistel M2

1Istituto di Radiologia, Azienda Ospedale Università Padova, Padova, Italy, 2UOC Radiologia, Azienda Ospedale
Università Padova, Padova, Italy

Clinical history/pre treatment imaging
A 51 year old man with history of HCC underwent liver transplantation. In the following days, an
increase in liver enzymes was reported. He underwent liver biopsy and HVPG, both negative.
A careful evaluation of the postoperative CECT raised the suspicion of an arterial disease.

Treatment options/results
Re transplant or angioplasty with stenting.
After MDT discussion, we enrolled the patient for an angiographic study and possible stenting.

Discussion
DSA of the hepatic artery demonstrated an irregularly stenotic segment of 3,5 cm downstream of the
surgical anastomosis with intrahepatic filiform branches. These findings were suggestive of an
arteritis.
We released a self expanding bare stent (6 40 mm) and we dilated it with balloon catheters (6 40
mm and 6 20 mm).
The following DSA showed good expansion of the stent with extravasation of contrast medium in
correspondence with the treated segment. This damage was probably due to the wall weakness of
the arteritic arterial vessel.
A self expanding covered nitinol stent (6 25mm) was released inside the bare stent.
At the final DSA no extraluminal leak and good hepatic arterial flow were observed.

Take home points
Arterial anastomosis is the most likely site of post transplant complications.
Always perform a CECT including an arterial phase to evaluate arterial anastomosis.
Pay attention to the arterial features: if there are arteritic hallmarks, there is a high risk of rupture.
Always keep a covered stent available!
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P 538 / Stenting of left renal vein for nutcracker syndrome
treatment: a case report
Gil M1, Pérez P1, Sirvent M1, Masana M1, Sánchez I1, Llagostera S1
1Hospital Universitari Germans Trias i Pujol, Badalona, Spain

Clinical history:
A 42 year old woman, smoker, who was otherwise healthy was referred because abdominal pain
since 2015, dyspareunia and urge incontinence without response to analgesic treatment or
hormonal. As surgical history, it’s remarkable arthrodesis L5 S1 (2016) and fallopian tube ligation.

Angio MRI:
Dilatation of left ovaric vein and stenosis and posterior dilatation of left renal vein in the aorto
mesenteric space, with dilatation of peri uterine and paravaginal venous plex.

Treatment options:
Initial surgical treatment with embolization of venous plex with coils (September 2016 & February
2018), with persistence of limiting pain.
July 2020: Endovascular treatment of NCS with the implantation of auto expanding stent in LRV
(Zilver vena 14x60mm).

Results:
The patient is still asymptomatic in 12 months follow up. Radiological control with abdominal
ultrasound exam. Dupplex patency of the LRV stent.

Discussion:
The treatment of NCS is still controversial. Initially conservative and medical treatment must be
considered (with use of angiotensin converting enzyme inhibitors for proteinuria and simple anti
aggregation). Surgery should be considered when there is no response. On the open surgery
approach we have the LRV transposition with patch venoplasty, left kidney autoimplantation or LRV
bypass

Take home points:
Surgical treatment must be considered if there is no clinical response to medical treatment.
It's important the accurate diagnosis with imaging and dynamic test for the success of the

treatment.
The treatment of NCS with stenting of LVR is a safe surgery associated to a clinical response in

97.6%
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P 539 / Celiac axis stenting and gastroduodenal artery aneurysm
embolization
Sollami O1, Epifani E1, Capurri G1, Paladini I1, Montermini I1, Partesano R1

1Ospedale Maggiore , Parma, Italia

CLINICAL HISTORY/PRE TREATMENT IMAGING
A 44 year old men has been admitted to our Unit because of the occasional finding in a Computed
Tomography (CT) then confirmed by a Diagnostic Angiography, of a sub occlusive Celiac Axis (CA)
stenosis, a Right Hepatic Artery (RHA) originating from the Superior Mesenteric Artery (SMA), and an
aneurysmatic Gastroduodenal Artery (GDDA), with a 20 mm diameter saccular aneurysm, originating
from the RHA, which supplies the left hepatic artery and the splenic artery.

TREATMENT OPTIONS/RESULTS
Using a coaxial right femoral approach, the CA was engaged with an Infinity 6F sheath and an
Herculink balloon expandable stent was placed at the origin of the vessel. Then, the GDDA was
engaged with a Velocity microcatheter and was embolized with Penumbra coils from the origin of the
right gastroepiploic artery to the aneurysm sac. At last, three covered stents were placed in the RHA
covering the branch of the GDDA.

DISCUSSION
Because of the high flow through the GDDA, a flow diverting stent in the parent artery would not
have guaranteed the progressive thrombosis of the aneurysm sac.
Therefore, in order to preserve the flow through this artery and to prevent the aneurysm
reperfusion, we decided to place a covered stent in the first tract of the RHA.

TAKE HOME POINTS
In order to choose the best treatment of visceral aneurysm, it is essential to know vessel’s anatomy
and hemodynamics. In these cases of high flow aneurysms, there is lack of studies recommending the
use of flow diverting stent as a primary treatment.
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P 540 / Hyperperfusion injury and renal extravasation following
percutaneous angioplasty of an occluded renal artery
Bharadwaz A1

1Aarhus University Hospital, Aarhus, Denmark

A 39 yr woman admitted with headache, high BP (190/120 mmHg. CTA showed near occlusion of
right renal artery. Renography showed right renal function of 2%. Patient was on 4 antihypertensive
medication.
PTRA without stenting was done following consensus MDT decision to have better BP control. Later
the patient developed flank pain, decreased BP 105/83, Hb fall (6 g/L), increased pulse (105). CTA
revealed multiple active renal cortical bleeding and a large perirenal hematoma. Embolization
contemplated but patient stabilized and CTA the next day revealed no extravasation.

Hyperperfusion injury with extravasation following revascularization of stenotic renal artery is rare.
Only 2 cases have been reported in the literature. In all three reports there was renal recovery,
significantly better control of BP and decreased need for medication.

Chronic stenosis of the artery leads to a pressure gradient and compensatory dilatation of distal
resistance vessels. Autoregulatory mechanisms are chronically activated and distal arterioles loose
their ability to constrict after sudden restoration of perfusion pressure. Sudden change in the
pressure gradient and derangement of autoregulatory mechanism leads to arteriolar capillary
breakdown and leakage.

Learning points:
1. Vessel changes occur distal to a chronic stenosis, or occlusion.
2. Sudden restoration of perfusion causes increase flow to the 4th power of change in diameter.
3. Small arterioles are unable to constrict in response to sudden increase in flow/pressure after PTRA.
4. Extravasation from kidney can be managed conservatively or by embolization.
5. Despite hemorrhage, some restoration of renal function and significant reduction in
antihypertensive medications can be achieved.
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P 541 / Successful glue embolization using no touch technique for
renal artery dissecting pseudoaneurysm in vascular Ehlers Danlos
syndrome
Horinouchi H1, Kotoku A, Fukuda T
1National Cerebral and Cardiovascular Center, Suita, Japan

Clinical history/Pre treatment imaging:
A 33 year old man was transferred to our hospital complaining of acute right abdominal pain.
Contrast enhanced CT showed right renal artery dissecting pseudoaneurysm (Fig.1). He had histories
of recurrent pneumothorax. He had undergone coil embolization and stenting for bilateral renal
artery dissection and ruptured aneurysm and open surgery for left common iliac artery rupture at
another hospital. Vascular Ehlers Danlos syndrome (vEDS) was confirmed using genetic testing,
which revealed a COL3A1 mutation.

Treatment options/Results:
First, a 6 F sheath was placed in right iliac artery after allowing open femoral artery exposure.
Second, a 6 F guide catheter was inserted into abdominal aorta. Right renal artery was cannulated
using no touch technique by placing a second guidewire within the guide catheter to prevent the
catheter tip from rubbing aortic wall. Following cannulation, a microcatheter was selectively
advanced into the pseudoaneurysm. Finally, glue embolization with n butyl cyanoacrylate (NBCA)
was successfully performed (Fig.2). The patient experienced no complications during the follow up.

Discussion:
vEDS is a particular type of Ehlers Danlos syndrome, a group of genetic connective tissue disorders
characterized by vascular complications. Endovascular and surgical techniques can cause secondary
complications owing to vessel fragility. In the present case, no touch technique minimized the
contact between the guide catheter and aortic wall and reduced the potential for complications.
Since coil embolization carries the risk of secondary complications due to the radial force of coils,
liquid embolization agents, including NBCA, might be appropriate for vEDS.

Take home points:
In vEDS, glue embolization using no touch technique is both safe and efficacious.
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P 542 / Successful splenic artery aneurysm coil embolisation via the
superior mesenteric artery
Swali M1, Simpson J, Mathew A, D'Souza S, Venigalla K, Hosmane S, Huasen B, Sammut J
1Lancashire Teaching Hospitals NHS Trust, Preston, United Kingdom

A 78 year old male patient attended for an elective embolisation of an 4.5cm splenic artery
aneurysm.

Past medical history: chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, hypertension, Chronic kidney disease,
type 2 diabetes mellitus, previous lymphoma, prostate and skin cancer.

Surveillance CT angiograms demonstrated an increase in size from 4cm's 9 months prior. This
aneurysm was unprotected with lack of thrombus.

Coil embolisation was planned. No surgical option was offered given patient's co morbidities. Our
institution preferentially treats splenic artery aneurysms endovascularly.

It wasn't possible to catheter the splenic artery via the coeliac axis due to a stenosis.

Discussion amongst our team considered a direct stick approach to embolise the aneurysm, however
access track was limited and deep.

The CT angiogram demonstrated a large pancreaticoduodenal arcade accessible via the SMA.
Attempt to cross via this method was taken given the diseased coeliac axis and failure of a wire
advancement far enough to treat the stenosis prior to embolisation.

Successful embolisation of the distal splenic artery aneurysm was possible via cannulation of the
SMA with a sheath and a mother catheter into the inferior pancreatico duodenal artery. A
microcatheter was then able to navigate through the gastroduodenal artery, across the coeliac axis
into the distal splenic artery aneurysm and treatment was with micro coils.

The value of preparation can not be understated and often coeliac axis disease can be overlooked.
We have learnt that on occasion the splenic artery is accessible endovascularly despite coeliac artery
disease via the pancreatico duodenal arcade retrogradely.
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P 543 / Giant splenic artery aneurysm embolisation: a challenging
case
Mak R1, Fung H1, Chow B1

1Queen Elizabeth Hospital, Hong Kong, Hong Kong

Clinical history:
A middle aged lady presented with a 3 month history of intermittent left upper abdominal pain, with
recent increase. CT showed a 10 cm splenic artery aneurysm with evidence of recent intra
aneurysmal bleeding.

Results:
Urgent splenic artery embolisation was arranged. Celiac angiogram confirmed a huge aneurysm, with
the splenic artery as both the proximal feeder and outflow. Supported by 6Fr Mach 1 guiding
catheter, the outflow was cannulated successfully with 5Fr C1 catheter, then further cannulated with
Excelsior 1018 micro catheter with the aid of Fathom 014 micro guidewire. The outflow artery was
packed with eleven 4 10mm Interlock 018 coils. Aneurysm sac embolisation was performed with six
8 24mm Ruby standard coils, and three 30 60cm Ruby packing coils. Recheck angiogram showed only
half of the aneurysm was trapped. An H1 catheter was exchanged and embolisation was completed
with 25% Histo acryl glue lipiodol mixture.

Discussion:
Giant splenic artery aneurysms are rare, and are challenging to embolise due to its sheer size. The
principle of front and backdoor embolisation applies, but it is difficult to cannulate the backdoor in
such a spacious aneurysm. A good supporting guiding catheter is key. The enormous aneurysm sac
itself also proves difficult to trap completely. A combination of different embolic agents coil and
glue in this case may be needed. Glue injection through a 0.035" system is preferred to ensure
adequate flow into these giant aneurysms.

Take home points:
Use a guiding catheter for good support, and ensure front and backdoor embolisation. Complete
embolisation can be achieved with a combination of embolic agents.
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P 544 / Recanalization of a thrombotic mesocaval shunt from an
accessory inferior vena cava onto the superior mesenteric vein
Jage S1, Scharf G1, Stroszczynski C1

1University Hospital Regensburg, Department of Radiology, Regensburg, Germany

Clinical history:
A 63 year old male patient with polycythaemia vera, chronic portal vein thrombosis and cavernous
transformation presented with intermitting nausea and abdominal pain in the right lower quadrant.
Computertomography showed peritonitis following a thrombosis of a surgically implanted
mesocaval shunt (MCS) from an accessoric left inferior vena cava (IVC) onto the superior mesenteric
vein (SMV) (implantation 07/ 2011 following recurring variceal bleeding).

Treatmentoptions/ results:
Systemic anticoagulation and Lysis
Endovascular treatment
Surgical revision

Due to the complex nature of this case endovascular treatment was selected. Over a series of 7
interventions in 12 days perfusion of the MCS and SMV was succesfully restored.
From the accessoric IVC the thrombotic MCS was probed using a curved 6F destination sheath, an
array of micro /macro catheters and guidewires. Two nitionol stents were implanted into the shunt
and SMV. Multiple aspiration thrombectomies and percuteanous ballon angioplasties (PTA) were
performed. In between interventions we applied catheter directed thrombolysis (r TPA, 1mg/h) and
systemic anticoagulation.

Discussion:
Mesenterial shunt thrombosis can lead to portal hypertension, variceal bleeding and intestinal
ischemia. Unfortunately, no specific treatment options exist. Surgical thrombectomy is an invasive
procedure with several associated risks. Using the full arsenal of endovascular treatment options and
interdisciplinary patientcare is necessary to successfully treat patients like these. The experience with
these interventional techniques is still limited, but due to excellent results, they are a promising
treatment option.

Take home points:
Lysis in combination with thrombectomy, stenting and PTA is an alternative treatment method in
acute cases of mesocaval shunt thrombosis.
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P 545 / Sandwich embolization of a giant splenic artery aneurysm
Manfrin A1, Groff S1, Giorgino A1, Barbiero G2, Battistel M2

1Istituto di Radiologia, Azienda Ospedale Università Padova, Padova, Italy, 2UOC Radiologia, Azienda Ospedale
Università Padova, Padova, Italy

Clinical history/pre treatment imaging
Male, 75 years old, multimorbidity, hospitalized for respiratory failure related to SARS COV2.
A CECT demonstrated a splenic artery aneurism of 7.5 cm.

Treatment options/results
Given the severe conditions of the patient (ASA 4), an IR treatment was decided instead of a surgical
approach.
Possible treatments we considered in the pre procedural planning were the insertion of an
endovascular covered stent, splenic artery embolization using a vascular Amplatzer plug or coil
embolization using a “sandwich technique”.

Discussion
We selectively catheterized the splenic artery and confirmed the aneurysmal dilatation, without
evidence of contrast medium extravasation.
The complex vascular anatomy allowed us to reach the site of the aneurysm only with a
microcatheter, excluding the possibility of using an Amplatzer plug. The considerable size of the
aneurysm prevented us from positioning an endovascular stent, forcing us to use coils and surgical
glue.
We catheterized the efferent branch of the aneurysm sac and embolization was carried out using a
"sandwich technique" with detachable microcoils (8x30 mm; 9x30 mm and three 12x30 mm) and
surgical glue emulsified with ultra fluid oil.
Postprocedural DSA demonstrated complete exclusion of the aneurysmal sac with occlusion of the
splenic artery upstream.

Take home points
In patients with multimorbidity, an IR treatment often offers a safer option.
A careful study of the pre procedural images is essential to plan the most suitable approach for each
case.
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P 546 / A case of haemobilia due to rupture of a pseudo aneurysm of
right hepatic artery in patient with previous cholecystectomy
Ottolenghi S1, Pittaluga G1, Gazzo P1

1S.S.D. Angiografia ASL 2, Pietra Ligure (SV), Italy

Clinical History/Pre treatment Imaging:
A 66 years old woman who underwent cholecystectomy presented with melena, hematemesis and
anemia. After initial stabilization, EGDS demonstrated haemobilia, arising the suspect of cystic artery
damage. Contrast enhanced CT scan demonstrated a pseudo aneurysm originating from the hepatic
artery; patient was immediately referred to I.R. department.

Treatment Options/Results:
Selective angiography of the celiac trunk confirmed the presence of a pseudo aneurysm so close to
the bifurcation of the hepatic artery that placing a stent graft to exclude the sac without excluding
the left hepatic artery was challenging. It was, then, embolized with coils.
Post procedural arteriography showed minimal residual filling of the sac and occlusion of the right
hepatic artery. A super selective angiogram showed opacification of biliary tree after injection:
bleeding was accidentally triggered and an artero biliary fistula was then visible.
There was no choice but excluding the right hepatic artery with a stent straddling the left hepatic
artery and the common hepatic artery; the final control showed complete exclusion of the right liver
lobe, including the bleeding pseudo aneurysm.

Discussion:
Pseudo aneurysms are rare but possibly fatal complication of cholecystectomy; whereas treating
iatrogenic cystic artery lesion is safe, special attention has to be paid when dealing with hepatic
artery embolization to avoid potential consequences on liver vascularization.

Take home point:
Early recognition of pseudo aneurysms is crucial to rapidly achieve bleeding control and stabilize
thepatient.
Even if it is worth trying to preserve hepatic arterial supply, sometimes the need to promptly stop
bleeding may mean making drastic decisions including sacrificing part of the hepatic vascular supply.
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P 547 / Endovascular treatment of a giant splenic artery aneurysm
with stent grafts: a case report
Lo H, Fung K1, Cheng K1, Cho D1

1Kwong Wah Hospital, Hong Kong, Hong Kong

History
A 83 year old male presented with chronic back pain. CT showed a 7.6cm splenic artery
aneurysm (SAA). Patient decided to undergo endovascular stent grafting for SAA due to high surgical
risk.

Treatment
Angiogram confirmed SAA just distal to pancreatica magna artery (PMA).
Outflow splenic artery was cannulated with Sidewinder 1 catheter, then long 7Fr
guiding sheath was advanced across SAA. Six stent grafts (Four 10mm x 57mm & two 10mm x 37 mm
BeGraft) were deployed over Amplatz superstiff guidewire. Completion angiogram showed exclusion
of SAA. No endoleak. PMA and distal splenic artery were patent.
Follow up CT (one year) showed type III/IV endoleak at 3rd/4th and 4/5th grafts’ junction. Additional
stent grafts (BeGraft peripheral PLUS) were deployed. Post procedural CT (one month) showed no
endoleak.

Discussion
Risk of spontaneous rupture of giant SAA is up to 28% with 10 40% mortality. Endovascular therapy
includes embolization and stent grafting. Exclusion of aneurysm by embolising afferent and efferent
arteries, however , carries risk of recanalisation and splenic infarction. Stent grafting minimizes risk
of infarction by preserving splenic arterial flow.
Technical challenges in our case include difficulty in cannulating tortuous outflow artery and narrow
deployment window (aneurysm close to PMA). BeGraft, a balloon expandable stent graft, allows a
predictable deployment position, hence favorable in our case. Though single layered stent graft,
instead of double layered (ie BeGraft peripheral PLUS), may contribute to early type III/IV endoleak.

Take home points
Giant SAA can be treated with balloon expandable stent grafts.
Single layered stent grafts may contribute to early type III/IV endoleak.
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P 548 / Efficacy of staged partial coil embolization of the splenic
artery in patients with cirrhosis
Malayev N1, Saparbayev S2, Amankosov A2, Kubekova S3, Tostanovskaya N4, Doszhan A4

1"Kazakhstan society of interventional oncoradiologists", Nur Sultan, Kazakhstan, 2West Kazakhstan Medical
University named after Marat Ospanov , Aktobe, Kazakhstan, 3Medical University Astana, Nur Sultan,
Kazakhstan, 4National Scientific medical center, Nur Sultan, Kazakhstan

Female, 40 y.o., primary biliary cirrhosis 2 3 stage, confirmed by biopsy, AMA positive, 3 4 clinical
stage. Child Pugh A (6 points). Portal hypertension, esophageal varices 3 4 stage, hypersplenism.
Blood test: WBC 8.59 10 9/l; PLT 45.00 10E9/l.Procedure Stage 1: Selective embolization of splenic
artery with Azur CX coil (0.035”, 10mm – 19cm). Bloodstream partially reduced.Stage 2: in 2 months
– repeated embolization of major segmental branch with Azur CX detachable coil (0.018”, 10mm
32cm) with complete occlusion. First follow up in 4 months:Control blood test: WBC 5.20 10 9/l;
PLT 109.00 10 9/l/ Second follow up in 8 months:Control angiography demonstrates complete
occlusion of all lower segments of the splenic artery. On control CT we see cirrhosis of the liver,
splenomegaly, hypodense area of the spleen ischemic genesis.Ultrasound: Portal vein dilated
diameter 1.5 cm, Vmax 24 cm/s. Splenic vein dilated diameter 1.1 cm, Vmax 30 cm/s, phase flow,
synchronized with shallow breathing.Control tests: Platelets (PLT) 154.00 10E9/l. Third follow up in
12 months:

Ultrasound: Portal vein diameter 1.1 cm, V max 13 cm / s, hepatopetal, phase blood flow,
synchronized with shallow breathing.Splenic vein d 0.9 cm, V max 23 cm / s. Conclusion: Moderate
portal hypertension. Decreased linear velocity of blood flow in the portal vein. Partial selective
embolization of the splenic artery with coils demonstrated the good result in the treatment of
thrombocytopenia linked to hypersplenism and can be considered as an alternative to
splenectomy.
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P 549 / Embolisation of a superior mesenteric artery branch
aneurysm
Capurri G1, Andreone A1, Epifani E1, Paladini I1, Montermini I1
1Ospedale Maggiore Di Parma, Parma, Italy

Clinical history/Pre treatment imaging:
74yo woman, with CT occasional finding of a 21 mm superior mesenteric artery branch aneurysm.
Treatment options/Results:

Jan2020: Left omeral access and superior mesenteric artery catheterism with Neuron Max 6F sheath.
Coiling of the sac with jailing technique with a 4.5x25mm Acclino stent (good casting %: 20%,
AngioCalc software). DAPT 10 days before and 3 months after the procedure.

May2021 CT: lower density of the coil packing at the scout CT, doubtful reperfusion of the
aneurysmatic sac; patency of the mesenteric vessels.

Sep2021: DSA confirmes the reperfusion of the sac, no other branches originates from the parent
artery. Left omeral access, Benchmark catheter beyond the Acclino stent, deployement of two cardio
Graftmaster covered stents into the Acclino stent. No more leak at the end of procedure, patency of
the mesenteric vessels.

Discussion:
in the 1st procedure, we decided for jailing technique, with an open cells stent and Penumbra coils.
The follow up showed the reperfusion, so we had to deploy a covered stent.

Take home points:
It's important to perform a follow up because the aneurysmatic sacs can reperfuse although a good
coiling cast %.
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P 550 / Renal artery pseudoaneurysm endovascular treatment in a
pediatric patient
Andreone A1, Buia F1, Egidy Assenza G1, De Cinque A1, Donti A1, Lovato L1
1IRCCS AZIENDA OSPEDALIERO UNIVERSITARIA DI BOLOGNA, Bologna, Italy

Clinical history/Pre treatment imaging:
An 11 yrs old patient underwent several right renal artery endovascular angioplasty due to hard to
treat hypertension (atrophic left kidney). The principal artery resulted in persistence of both calcified
stenosis and a pseudoaneurysm.

Treatment options/Results:
Due to anatomy and small caliber of the aorta and the right renal artery, after a failed first attempt of
placing a covered stent for peripheral use, we changed strategy. A large lumen neurovascular guiding
catheter (0.071") was advanced beyond the vascular lesion; then, inside the catheter, a coronary
balloon expandable stent graft was delivered, the catheter retracted and the stent inflated to cover
both the pseudoaneurysm and the calcified stenosis.
Hypertension was partially relieved, vascular reconstruction was successful.

Discussion:
Unconventional devices designed for different anatomic regions were the key point to successfully
treat this difficult vascular lesion.

Take home points:
Off label neuroradiologic and cardiologic devices can sometimes be very useful, even though a
written informed consent and a thorough explanation of the procedure are essential, especially in
pediatric patient.
Figures: 1 pre treatment imaging. 2 post treatment imaging.
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P 551 / Successful endovascular embolization of an unusual giant
pseudoaneurysm of the middle colic artery
Giurazza F, Borzelli A1, Cangiano G1, Silvestre M1, Amodio F1, Giurazza F1, Corvino F1, de Magistris G1,
Niola R1

1Vascular and Interventional Radiology, AORN A.Cardarelli, Napoli, Italy

ClinicalHistory/Pre treatmentImaging:
70 year old woman presented to our emergency department for right upper quadrant abdominal
pain and a persistent feeling of pulsation in periumbilical region.A contrast enhanced CT scan
showed the presence of a scoliotic and stretched abdominal aortic aneurysm,with maximum
transverse diameters of 45x48mm and an incidental finding of a giant pseudoaneurysm of the middle
colic artery,with maximum transverse diameters of 83x60mm and longitudinal diameter of 100mm

Treatment Options/Results:
A selective angiography was performed and confirmed CT findings,showing a giant pseudoaneurysm
of the middle colic artery,with no evidence of out flow vessels.An endovascular exclusion of the
pseudoaneurysm was performed employing multiple metallic coils,into the pseudoaneurysm’s sac
and its in flow tract, with coaxial technique, employing a microcatheter for super selective
catetherization.Final angiography showed complete exclusion of both the pseudoaneurysm and its
in flow tract,and patency of the superior mesenteric artery and its collateral branches,confirmed by a
CT scan performed 48 hours later

Discussion:
Superior mesenteric artery and its branches pseudoaneurysms,particularly the middle colic artery,are
the rarest visceral artery pseudoaneurysm,with an incidence of 0.01%.The most common cause is
represented by pancreatitis or trauma,while rarer causes include infective endocarditis or
uncontrolled hypertension.Their elevated risk of rupture make their prompt diagnosis and treatment
mandatory:endovascular embolization represents nowadays the treatment of choice.The target is
both to pack the pseudoaneurysm’s sac with embolic agents and to exclude the neck of the
pseudoaneurysm from the circulation

Take home Points:
Endovascular embolization is a valid minimally invasive,safe, and effective alternative treatment to
traditional surgical approach to visceral artery pseudoaeurysm,with lower morbidity, mortality and
high success rates
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P 552 / Embolization of the parenchymal tract after percutaneous
portal vein catheterization (PPVC): comparison of technical and
clinical outcomes of different techniques in two referral centers
Carbone F1,2, Augello L3, Marra P1,2, Dulcetta L1,2, Di Fazio B1,2, Muglia R1, Bonaffini P1,2, De Cobelli F3,4,
Sironi S1,2
1ASST Papa Giovanni XXIII Hospital, Bergamo, Italy, 2University of Milan Bicocca, Milan, Italy, 3Vita Salute San
Raffaele University Hospital, Milan, Italy, 4Vita Salute San Raffaele University, Milan, Italy

The aim of this study was to compare the outcomes, in terms of safety and efficacy, of different
techniques of embolization of the parenchymal tract after PPVC.

This is a retrospective cohort study in patients who underwent transhepatic or transplenic PPVC
procedures between January 2010 and December 2020 in two tertiary referral centers for liver and
pancreatic surgery and transplant. The following data were evaluated: access site; embolization
technique; technical success in terms of immediate thrombosis of the tract; safety and clinical
efficacy, in terms of absence of hemorrhagic and thrombotic complications.

One hundred sixty one patients (median age = 35.7 years, IQR= 40.7 years; 80 females) underwent
220 transhepatic or transplenic PPVC procedures. The main indications were pancreatic islet
transplantation, portal anastomotic stenosis after liver transplantation, and portal vein thrombosis
recanalization. As embolic materials gelfoam was used in 105 cases (group 1), metallic micro coils in
54 cases (group 2), and cyanoacrylic glue plus lipiodol in 44 cases (group 3); in 17 cases parenchymal
tract embolization was not performed (group 4). Technical success was 98% without significant
difference among groups. Eighteen post procedural abdominal bleedings occurred, with a higher
incidence in groups 1 and 2, but the difference did not reach statistical significance. One case of non
target embolization was documented in group 1, without clinical consequences.

Embolization of the parenchymal tract after PPVC is safe and effective. Cyanoacrylic glue was
associated with a lower incidence of post procedural bleedings, compared to other materials, and
could be therefore preferred for the embolization of higher caliber accesses.
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P 553 / Long term outcomes of plug assisted retrograde transvenous
obliteration for the treatment of gastric varices and portosystemic
shunt
Kim G1, Kim S2, Choi S3, Oh C4, Kim J1, Kim Y1, Gwon D1

1Asan Medical Center, Seoul, Korea, Republic of, 2Yongin Severance Hospital, Yongin si, Korea, Republic of,
3Chung Ang University Gwang Myeong Hospital, Gwangmyeong si, Korea, Republic of, 4Korea University Guro
Hospital, Seoul, Korea, Republic of

Purpose:
to evaluate the long term outcomes of PARTO for the treatment of gastric varices (GV) and hepatic
encephalopathy (HE).

Material and methods:
This retrospective study included patients with GV or HE who underwent PARTO between January
2009 and December 2020. The Kaplan–Meier method was used to estimate the recurrence of GV,
exacerbation of esophageal varices (EV), and overall survival (OS) rates. Univariable and multivariable
Cox regression analyses were performed to identify independent factors affecting GV recurrence and
OS.

Results:
A total of 195 patients were evaluated. The technical success rate was 96.4% (188/195) and the
mean fluoroscopic time was 28 minutes. Major complications were observed in 2.1% of procedures
(4/195). The cumulative 1 , 3 , 5 , 7 , and 10 year recurrence rates of GV were 5.5%, 8.2%, 8.2%,
11.7%, and 11.7%, respectively. The cumulative 1 , 3 , 5 , 7 , and 10 year exacerbation rates of EV
were 22.6%, 24.8%, 27.5%, 27.5%, and 27.5%, respectively. The clinical symptoms of HE were
completely resolved in 97.0% (32/33) of patients at 1 week after PARTO. The cumulative 1 , 3 , 5 , 7 ,
and 10 year OS rates were 83.4%, 67.4%, 56.7%, 51.0%, and 51.0%, respectively. Previous endoscopic
treatment of GV was significantly associated with GV recurrence (HR, 4.70; P=.01). Age (adjusted HR,
1.06; P<.001), albumin (adjusted HR, 0.35; P<.001), PV thrombosis (adjusted HR, 5.92; P<.001), and
aggravation of ascites (adjusted HR, 2.16; P=.02) were factors significantly associated with OS.

Conclusion:
Long term outcomes suggest that PARTO is a clinically effective method for the treatment of GV and
HE.
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P 554 / Transjugular intrahepatic portosystemic shunt in liver
transplant recipients: outcomes in six adult patients
Masek J1, Raupach J1, Fejfar T2, Frankova S3, Husova L5, Peregrin J4, Krajina A1, Renc O1, Chovanec V1

1University Hospital Hradec Kralove, Department of Radiology, Hradec Kralove, Czech Republic, 2University
Hospital Hradec Kralove, Department of Gastroenterology, Hradec Kralove, Czech Republic, 3Institute for Clinical
and Experimental Medicine, Department of Gastroenterology and Hepatology, Prague, Czech Republic, 4Institute
for Clinical and Experimental Medicine, Department of Diagnostic and Interventional Radiology, Prague, Czech
Republic, 5Cardiovascular and Transplantation Surgery Centre, Brno, Czech Republic

Purpose:
Transjugular intrahepatic portosystemic shunt is regularly used in treatment of clinically significant
portal hypertension. Liver transplant recipients are, however, rarely indicated for the procedure. The
study retrospectively examines the results of TIPS placement in 6 patients after OLT.

Material and methods:
4 males and 2 females (aged 36 to 62 years), treated with TIPS between 2007 a 2018, were included
in the study. 5 patients had previously undergone liver transplantation for liver graft cirrhosis, 1
patient for Budd Chiari syndrome. The piggyback caval reconstruction technique was selected in 4/6
cases. PH developed after OLT due to the recurrence of underlying liver condition and sinusoidal
obstruction syndrome in half of the cases, respectively. Indications for TIPS were refractory ascites in
4 cases and variceal bleeding in 2 cases.

Results:
Standard TIPS technique was used and technical success was achieved in all cases with a procedure
related complication in one patient. One patient died shortly after TIPS placement. The remaining
patients all reported regression of clinically significant PH. Late complications appeared in two
patients. Liver retransplantation after TIPS creation was performed in 1 case. Median TIPS patency
was 55 months. 2/6 patient continue to thrive with a patent shunt.

Conclusion:
TIPS in OLT recipients is technically feasible. Favorable clinical outcomes were reported particularly in
patients treated for sinusoidal obstruction syndrome who were indicated to TIPS for refractory
ascites.
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P 555 / Mesenteric and portal vein thrombosis/stenosis presenting as
atraumatic chylous ascites: diagnosis and treatment
Li X1, Itkin M, Nadolski G
1Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania , Philadelphia , United States

Purpose:
Atraumatic chylous ascites (CA) is often secondary to lymphatic obstruction/disruption.
Portal/mesenteric hypertension may increase lymph production, leading to atraumatic CA. We
summarize our experience with portal/mesenteric decompression in managing atraumatic CA.

Material and methods:
Retrospective review identified 8 patients who were referred for atraumatic CA. The average age was
56.5 with slight male predominance (62.5%, N=5). Portal/mesenteric thrombosis/stenosis was
identified during the work up. Portal/mesenteric recanalization was attempted in all patients.
Technical success was defined as completion of the intended procedure. Clinical success was defined
as the resolution of ascites.

Results:
Etiologies include 2 cirrhosis, 1 cirrhosis and necrotizing pancreatitis, 1 chronic liver disease, 1
stenotic portal to SMV graft, 1 portal stenosis, and 2 unknown etiology. Pre operative imaging
demonstrated portal vein stenosis/occlusion in 5, SMV occlusion/stenosis in 1, and both in 2 patients.
13 procedures were performed, including TIPS creation/recanalization/angioplasty, and SMV
recanalization/angioplasty/stenting, with 92.3% technical success rate (12 out of 13). The mean
venous gradient decreased from 11.0 to 4.7 mmHg. 5 patients were available for follow up. The
average follow up length was 98.8 days.
60% achieved clinical success (no further paracentesis) and 40% achieved partial success (decreased
ascites volume) at the latest follow up. The average ascites volume decreased from 4.0 to 0.6
L/week.

Conclusion:
In patients with atraumatic CA, portal and/or mesenteric occlusion/stenosis has to be suspected, and
portal and/or mesenteric recanalization/decompression may be a viable treatment option. The
technical success in decompressing the obstruction approached 100% and all patients achieved at
least partial relief of ascites.
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P 556 / Transportal LGV embolization for esophageal varices
technique and results
Mizandari M1,2, Azrumelashvili T1,2, Urushadze O2

1New Hospitals ltd, Tbilisi, Georgia, 2Tbilisi State Medical University, Tbilisi, Georgia

Purpose
To present the image guided percutaneous transhepatic transportal embolization of LGV

Materials and Methods
LGV embolization was performed to 7 patients with life threatening esophageal bleeding; 4 patients
with HCC related PV thrombosis and 3 patients with cirrhosis. In the first group LGV embolization was
the adjunct of VesOpen procedure (PV tumor thrombus recanalization by endoluminal RFA&stenting)
whilst the second group underwent embolization as an independent procedure. PV tributary was
accessed by 18 Ga diameter puncture needle under US guidance and procedure switches to
fluoroscopy guidance and after 0.035 inch diameter wire advancement and introducer sheath
positioning 5 Fr diameter advantage catheter was manipulated down to PV confluence and after
portography advanced in the LGV for esophageal varices imaging and multiple 0.035 inch diameter
coils implantation. In 2 cases 5 Fr catheter advancement failed because of difficult angulation and
microcatheter technique has been used with microcoils.

Results
Technical result (LGV “amputation” on postprocedure angiography) has been achieved in all (100%)
cases; immediate complete cease of bleeding was documented in 5 (71.4%) cases, subcomplete – in
the rest 2 (28.6%) cases. 30 day or more stabilization period has been achieved in all (100%) cases as
shown by general condition, post embolization endoscopy and lab data.

Conclusion
LGV percutaneous transhepatic embolization is safe and effective; it should be routinely used in
cases, when endoscopic management of esophageal bleeding fails or impracticable
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P 557 / Definition of color Doppler ultrasound criteria for the
diagnosis of portal vein ostruction after pediatric liver
transplantation: correlation with hemodynamic parameters before
and after percutaneous angioplasty
Marra P1,2, Carbone F1,2, Dulcetta L1,2, Muglia R1, Bonaffini P1,2, Sironi S1,2
1ASST Papa Giovanni XXIII, Bergamo, Italy, 2University of Milano Bicocca, Milan, Italy

The aim of the study was to define color Doppler ultrasound (CDUS) criteria for the diagnosis of
hemodynamically significant portal vein obstruction in pediatric patients with orthotopic liver
transplant (OLT).

CDUS parameters of pediatric patients with OLT who underwent percutaneous angioplasty between
October 2019 and December 2021 for suspected portal vein obstruction were prospectively collected
and compared with procedural hemodynamic data before and after angioplasty. The following CDUS
parameters were analysed: peak anastomotic velocity (PAV), pre anastomotic velocity (PreAV), and
anastomotic to pre anastomotic velocity ratio (APVR). A trans stenotic pressure gradient 5 mmHg
was considered hemodynamically significant. Clinical and imaging follow up was assessed.

Ten patients (median age 3 years; IQR = 4.7 years; 3 males) underwent percutaneous portography
and angioplasty. Mean APVR was 7.6 before and 1.5 after treatment (p < .005). Mean PAV was 146
cm/s before and 63.5 cm/s after treatment (p < .001). Mean PreAV was 23.6 cm/s before and 40.6
cm/s after treatment (p = .005). Both APVR and PAV showed good correlation with mean trans
stenotic pressure gradient, respectively r = 0.74 (p = .01) and r = 0.81 (p = .005). The best performing
area under the ROC curve was 0.84 for PreAV with a cutoff value of 15 cm/s.

CDUS parameters correlate with hemodynamic findings in portal vein obstructions after pediatric
OLT. Specific cutoff values may be useful to predict hemodynamically significant stenoses and to
select patients who require percutaneous angioplasty.
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P 558 / Predictors of TIPS procedure difficulty based on
preprocedural variables a single center study
Pennix T1, Escalante Y1, De Souza F1, Clode H1, Mohan P1, Jalaeian H1

1University of Miami, Miami, United States

This study assessed preprocedural variables that could potentially predict the difficulty of a TIPS
procedure.

255 patients with TIPS placement between 01 2011 to 09 2021 were reviewed. Data included age,
cause of liver cirrhosis, indication for TIPS placement, MELD score, technical success, experience of
the operator (in years), and procedure time. The angle between the hepatocaval junction and first
branching point of the right portal vein on the sagittal plane (TIPS forward puncture angle), and the
distance between the hepatocaval junction and first branching point of the right portal vein
(puncture length) were measured on preprocedural CT images. Duration of the procedure was used
as a surrogate variable representing difficulty of the procedure. A two tailed P value less than 0.05
was considered statistically significant.

26 different primary operators were included, with median experience of 5 years (range, 0 to 33
years). Technical success was achieved in 97.5%. A total of 36 TIPS (16.67%) was placed using ICE
guidance. Mean procedure duration was 195.72 (±74.39) min. In a multivariate regression analysis,
years of provider experience ( = 4.81, SE= 1.39, P< 0.001), and MELD score at TIPS placement ( =
3.92, SE= 1.53, P=0.01) predicted the length of the TIPS procedure (Adjusted R squared: 0.1, P=
0.001). Puncture length, TIPS forward puncture angle did not predict the length of the TIPS
procedure.

Experience of the operator and the MELD score are the main predictive factors of duration of the
TIPS procedure. No preprocedural cross sectional imaging finding reliably predicted the difficulty of a
TIPS procedure.
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P 559 / The efficacy of post operative portal venous stening: with
special reference to improvement of serum albumin level
Kinota N1, Abo D1, Suzuki J1, Takahashi B1, Yasui T1, Morita R1, Soyama T1, Kimura T2, Sakuhara Y3, Kudo
K4
1Department of Diagnostic and Interventional Radiology, Hokkaido University Hospital, Sapporo, Japan,
2Department of Radiology, NTT East Japan Sapporo Hospital, Sapporo, Japan, 3Department of Diagnostic and
Interventional Radiology, Tonan Hospital, Sapporo, Japan, 4Department of Diagnostic Imaging, Graduate School
of Medicine, Hokkaido University, Sapporo, Japan

Purpose:
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the efficacy of post operative portal venous stenting (PVS)
with special reference to the improvement of serum albumin level.
Materials and Methods: This retrospective study was conducted for patients who underwent post
operative PVS. Cases with a follow up period of less than one month and pediatric cases were
excluded. Causes for stenosis, preprocedural symptoms, technical successes, symptom relief, blood
tests including serum albumin before and one month later and cumulative stent patency were
examined.

Results:
Twenty three patients were included. The cause for stenosis was malignant in 48% (11/23). 70%
(16/23) of cases were symptomatic. All cases achieved technical success. Symptoms were relieved in
94% (15/16) among symptomatic patients. Serum albumin level was significantly increased (before:
3.1 ± 0.5, 1 month: 3.4 ± 0.5 g/dL, p = 0.01). Decrease of PT% was also observed (before: 74.9 ±
14.3, 1 month: 59.4 ± 23.8 %, p < 0.01). Other blood tests did not show significant changes. During
the median follow up period of 317 days (interquartile range, 155 and 1189 days), stent occlusion
occurred in four cases. Additional stenting was performed in two cases. Overall stent patency at one
year was 83% in total, 100% in benign stenosis and 60% in malignant stenosis.

Conclusion:
Post operative PVS is effective not only for improving symptoms but also for increasing serum
albumin level.
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P 560 / Transjugular intrahepatic portosystemic shunt dislodgement,
a single institution experience
McCurry A1, Cohen D1, Davis H1, Lazarowicz M1, Heithaus E1
1University Of Florida College Of Medicine, Gainesville, United States

Purpose:
To investigate the incidence of TIPS stent dislodgement and predisposing factors.

Materials and Methods:
615 patients underwent TIPS placement from 2014 to 2021 at a single institution. Gore® Viatorr®
(W.L. Gore & Associates, Phoenix, AZ, USA) 8 10 mm diameter controlled expansion stents were used
in 347 patients, while 268 patients received Gore® Viatorr® fixed diameter stents. A retrospective
analysis was performed to evaluate the incidence of stent dislodgement. Pertinent clinical and
procedural data were included.

Results:
Of the 615 TIPS stent placements, there were a total of 5 stent dislodgements (0.8%). Of these 5
patients, indications for placement included ascites (n=1), variceal bleeding (n=2), and portal venous
thrombosis (n=2). Stent length was 8+2 cm in 4 patients and 7+2 cm in 1 patient. Three patients had
a 10mm fixed diameter stent placed, while 2 patients had a 8 10mm controlled expansion stent
placed. Dislodgement occurred during initial placement in 1 patient and during repeat intervention in
4 patients. Repeat intervention was performed secondary to portal venous thrombosis in 3 patients
and refractory bleeding in 1 patient. Of the patients undergoing repeat intervention, dislodgement
occurred during mechanical thrombectomy in 2 patients and during stent extension in 1 patient.
Mean stent dwell time prior to dislodgement was 84.8 days (0 222 days).

Conclusion:
This study highlights the low rate of TIPS stent dislodgement, with an incidence of 0.8% at a single
institution over a 7 year period. Although rare, operators must remain aware of factors leading to
dislodgement and the appropriate management.
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P 561 / Platelet count and spleen volume in patients with liver
cirrhosis and portal hypertension undergoing transjugular
intrahepatic portosystemic shunt placement
Meine T1, Yerdelen S1, Maasoumy B2, Wacker F1, Meyer B1, Hinrichs J1
1Hannover Medical School/ Institute for diagnostic and interventional Radiology, Hannover, Germany, 2Hannover
Medical School/ Department of Hepatology, Gastroenterology and Endocrinology, Hannover, Germany

Purpose
To evaluate platelet count(PLT) and spleen volume(SV) in patients with liver cirrhosis and portal
hypertension following transjugular intrahepatic portosystemic shunt(TIPS) placement.

Material&Methods
Overall, 317 adult patients with liver cirrhosis and portal hypertension received TIPS placement
(08/2015 09/2021). Inclusion criteria were CT 3months before and CT 12months after TIPS and
recorded PLT at the time of imaging. Exclusion criteria: administration of platelet concentrates
<8days before blood sampling, hematological disorders, infectious diseases, occlusion or stenosis of
the TIPS or additional liver interventions. PLT and SV were assessed pre and post TIPS in 36 patients.
Comparison of pre and post TIPS data were conducted with a two sided wilcoxon signed rank test.
Additionally, patient population was divided in two groups according to pre existing
thrombocytopenia (PLT 75000/μl group A n=24 vs. <75000/μl group B n=12) and compared using a
Mann Whitney U test. Values were given as median(min;max).

Results
The overall PLT showed no significant difference pre to post TIPS (p=0.984). Otherwise, SVpre TIPS
was higher compared to SVpost TIPS
(788cm3(130cm3;2997cm3)vs.712cm3(132cm3;2478cm3),p=0.006). PLTpre TIPS of group A was
higher compared to group B
(134000/μl(80000/μl;219000/μl)vs.58000/μl(25000/μl;72000/μl),p<0.001). Likewise, PLTpost TIPS
was higher in group A (111000/μl(25000/μl;233000/μl)vs.79000/μl(31000/μl;162000/μl),p=0.027).
SVpre TIPS of group A was lower compared to group B
(688cm3(130cm3;1622cm3)vs.991cm3(353cm3;2997cm3),p=0.013). Also, SVpost TIPS was lower in
group A (563cm3(132cm3;1228cm3)vs.875cm3(190cm3;2478cm3),p=0.034). While PLT and SV
changes showed no significant difference in group A (pPLT_A=0.096,pSV_A=0.267) the chances in
group B were significantly different following TIPS placement (pPLT_B=0.012,pSV_B=0.007).

Conclusion
Platelet count was not significantly different in patients following TIPS placement, whereas spleen
size decreased significantly. In patients with thrombocytopenia (PLT<75,000/μl) prior TIPS platelets
increased and spleen size decreased significantly.
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P 562 / Comparison of TIPS placement with ICE guidance and
conventional TIPS with CO2 portography
Pennix T1, Escalante Y1, De Souza F1, Clode H1, Mohan P1, Jalaeian H1

1University of Miami, Miami, United States

Ultrasound guidance during TIPS with intracardiac echocardiography (ICE) is a new concept in
placement of TIPS. This study compares TIPS placement using ICE (without Co2 portography) with
conventional TIPS placement using Co2 portography.

255 patients who underwent TIPS placement between 01 2011 to 09 2021 were reviewed and
divided into 2 groups. 38 patients (14.9%) in Group A underwent TIPS placement using
intraprocedural intravascular ultrasound guidance with a 10 Fr AcuNav™ Ultrasound Catheter
(Acuson Siemens, Mountain View, CA). 217 patients in Group B (85.1%) underwent TIPS placement
using Co2 venography. Baseline patient and preprocedural variables were compared. A two tailed P
value less than 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Median age of the cohort was 56.64(± 11.36) years, with male to female ratio of 1.7. The most
common causes of cirrhosis were ETOH (n=74, 30.3%), Hepatitis C (n=57, 23.4%), and NASH (n=58,
23.8%). The most common indication for TIPS placement was refractory ascites (n= 101, 41.6%) and
acute variceal bleeding (n= 77, 31.7%). There was no statistically significant difference in technical
success rates, total procedure times, or fluoroscopy times. However, patients in Group A had less Air
Kerma and DAP, and the number of procedures that were performed with a total Air Kerma of less
than 2 Gy was statistically higher in patients who had TIPS using ICE guidance.

Use of ICE can reduce radiation exposure to the patient and operator. ICE enables the operator to
decrease or totally omit Co2 portography, which translates to lower Air Kerma and DAP.
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P 563 / Prognostic factor of sarcopenia and myosteatosis on the
occurrence of post portal vein embolization and post hepatectomy
complications in patients treated for primary liver cancer
Korganow H1, Tacher V1, Pigneur F1, Luciani A1, Amaddeo G2, Zaarour Y1, Vitellius M1, Kobeiter H1,
Derbel H1

1Diagnostic and Interventional Medical Imaging department, Henri Mondor University Hospital, Creteil, France,
2Hepatology department, Henri Mondor University Hospital, Creteil, France

Purpose:
To evaluate prognostic value of morphometric markers (sarcopenia and myosteatosis) on the
occurrence of post portal vein embolization (PVE) and post hepatectomy complications in patients
treated for primary liver cancer.

Material and method:
In this monocentric retrospective observational study were included all patients who underwent PVE
in preparation for hepatectomy as part of the management of hepatocellular carcinoma or
intrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma, between January 2013 and October 2020. Degree of sarcopenia
was assessed by the total skeletal muscle index at the level of the 3rd lumbar vertebra. Degree of
myosteatosis was assessed by mean muscle attenuation at L3. Portal post embolization
complications were reported and classified according to Loffroy scale. Post hepatectomy
complications were reported and classified according to Clavien Dindo scale. The correlation
between sarcopenia/myosteatosis and the presence of post PVE and post hepatectomy
complications was evaluated using the square Chi test.

Results:
In the 40 included patients, a significant correlation was noted between the presence of sarcopenia
and the occurrence of post PVE (p=0.001) and post hepatectomy complications (p=0.003).
Myosteatosis was only correlated to post hepatectomy complications (p=0.04). Nor sarcopenia
neither myosteatosis were correlated to severe post PVE and post hepatectomy complications.

Conclusion:
Morphometric markers are significantly correlated to post PVE and post hepatectomy complications
occurrence. However, the input of these biomarkers in the therapeutic decision should be discussed
given the absence of significant impact on severe complications.
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P 564 / Effects of constrained transjugular intrahepatic portosystemic
shunt created using 10 mm versus 12 mm endoprostheses on
portosystemic pressure gradient, rates of hepatic encephalopathy &
variceal bleeding
Borse R1, Subramanian H2, Dixe De Oliviera Santo I3, Schlachter T4, Cornman Homonoff J5
1Yale New Haven Hospital, New Haven, United States, 2Yale New Haven Hospital, New Haven, United States, 3Yale
New Haven Hospital , New Haven, United States, 4Yale New Haven Hospital , New Haven, United States, 5Yale
New Haven Hospital, New Haven, United States

Purpose:
To compare how creation of constrained transjugular intrahepatic portosystemic shunt (TIPS) using
differently sized (10 versus 12 mm) endoprostheses affects degree of portosystemic pressure
gradient (PSPG) reduction, rates of variceal bleeding (EV), and hepatic encephalopathy (HE).

Materials:
This single center retrospective analysis included 60 patients (46 men, 14 women, mean age 55.1
years) undergoing TIPS between 2013 and 2018 for EV (mean MELD = 14.2 ± 6.3). A constrained TIPS
was created by deploying a 10 (group 1) or 12 mm (group 2) Viatorr endoprosthesis inside a balloon
expandable stent. PSPG’s were measured before and after TIPS creation. New West Haven grade 2
or higher HE within 90 days of TIPS was recorded. Fischer’s exact and paired t tests were used to
compare rate of HE development, repeat EV and degree of PSPG reduction between the two groups.

Results:
Of the 60 patients, 48(80%) received the 12 mm endoprosthesis and 12(20%) received the 10 mm
endoprosthesis. Mean PSPG decrease was significantly larger (p: 0.0003) in group 2 (pre 21.4 ± 5.9,
post 10.1 ± 5.8, absolute difference: 11) than group 1 (pre 19.8 ± 1.4, post 10.1 ± 3.8, absolute
difference: 9). 30 patients (50%), 7 from group 1 (60.7%) and 23 in group 2 (57.3%) developed HE
without significant difference between the two groups (p: 0.7). Repeat EV rates weren’t significantly
different between the groups (group 1: 16.6%, group 2: 12.5%, p: 0.65).

Conclusion:
Constrained TIPS creation using 12 mm compared to 10 mm endoprosthesis is associated with a
greater PSPG reduction without significant difference in rates of HE or EV.
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P 565 / Trends in transjugular intrahepatic portosystemic shunt
placement and revision among medicare patients from 2010 to 2018.
An analysis of procedural volume, specialty involvement, and
submitted charges
Di Geronimo R1

1UC Davis Medical Center, Sacramento, United States of America

Purpose:
The performance of transjugular intrahepatic portosystemic shunt (TIPS) placement may vary heavily
based on local expertise and hospital preferences. Limited data currently exists on national trends in
the performance of TIPS insertions and revisions by procedural volume, specialty volume, and
submitted charges.

Methods:
This study utilized data derived from publicly available databases provided by the Center for
Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS). Billing data from the CMS Physicians/Supplier Procedure
Summary (PSPS) Master Files from 2010 to 2018 were obtained. The billing codes 37182 and 37183
were used. Total procedure volume was calculated from submitted minus denied services.

Results:
From 2010 to 2018 the volume of TIPS insertions increased by 14.4% from 1,588 to 1,817. TIPS
revision increased by 41.4% from 611 to 864. The ratio of revisions to insertions increased from 0.38
in 2010 to 0.48 in 2018. Interventional Radiologists performed the vast majority of TIPS (97.0% to
99.2%) and subsequent revisions (97.9% to 98.0%) with a few procedures performed by Vascular
Surgery. The average submitted charge for TIPS was $3,413.9 in 2018 increased from $3028.3 in
2010.

Conclusions:
Both TIPS insertions and revisions increased among Medicare patients from 2010 to 2018 suggesting
continued adoption and availability of the procedure. Review of institutional data would be beneficial
to understand the increasing ratio of revisions to insertions since clinical indications cannot be
assessed by the current database.
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P 566 / Safety and feasibility of gun sight technique for transjugular
intra hepatic portosystemic shunt (TIPS) creation
Park L1, Frenk N1, Choi T1, Cohen E1, Lynskey G1, Sabri S1
1Medstar Georgetown University Hospital, Department of Radiology, Washington, United States of America

Purpose:
To evaluate the safety and feasibility of gun sight technique for Transjugular Intra hepatic
Portosystemic Shunt (TIPS) creation.

Materials and methods:
TIPS creation using gun sight technique on 42 patients (M:F, 29:13; median age 56 years, range 21 75
years) was reviewed. Thirty five patients (83%) had previous portal vein thrombosis (PVT 4 acute,
27 chronic, 4 acute on chronic), 9 patients (21%) had had failed prior TIPS attempts. Indications,
technical details, complications, and outcomes were retrospectively reviewed.

Results:
TIPS creation was technically successful in 41 patients (98%). Indications for TIPS included PVT (83%),
bleeding (33%), ascites (24%), and hepatic encephalopathy (when combined with spontaneous
portosystemic shunt closure, 10%). Reasons for gun sight included PVT (83%), failed conventional
passes (50%), unfavorable anatomy (24%), and pre existing TIPS (2%). There were 6 adverse events
possibly or probably related to gun sight technique, 4 of which were classified as severe (including
hepatic artery pseudoaneurysm and arterioportal fistula requiring embolization, hemothorax
requiring embolization and drainage, and biliary obstruction requiring stenting). There were 3 deaths
within 30 days of TIPS creation. Seven patients (21%) developed TIPS thrombosis within 90 days, all
of which had history of PVT. Secondary patency at 1 year was 88%. Median follow up was 222 days
(range, 4 1884 days)

Conclusion:
Gun sight technique for TIPS creation in challenging cases has a high rate of technical success. The
risk for severe complications particular to this technique is low and should be weighed against the
risks of multiple standard passes with the transjugular needle and of failure to complete the
procedure.
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P 567 / Balloon assisted portal vein embolization using N butyl
cyanoacrylate–Lipiodol–Iopamidol (NLI) in swine
Okuhira R1, Higashino N1, Fukuda K1, Koike M1, Kamisako A1, Tanaka R1, Koyama T1, Sato H1, Ikoma A1,
Minamiguchi H1, Sonomura T1
1Wakayama Medical University/Radiology, Wakayama, Japan

Purpose:
To evaluate the feasibility of balloon assisted portal vein embolization (PVE) using N butyl
cyanoacrylate (NBCA)–Lipiodol–Iopamidol (NLI), a non adhesive liquid embolic material, in swine.

Subjects and Methods:
Two portal vein branches in each of eight female swine (n=16) were embolized using NLI231 (n=8) or
NLI141 (n=8). A 6Fr sheath was inserted into the main trunk of the portal vein under laparotomy, and
PVE was performed using NLI231 or NLI141 under balloon occlusion with a 5Fr balloon catheter.
Portal venography was performed before, immediately after, and 3 days after PVE to evaluate the
migration of NLI and assess the success or failure of PVE. The livers were then removed for
histological evaluation.

Results:
No migration of NLI231 was observed in all eight procedures immediately or 3 days after PVE.
Migration of NLI141 was observed in one procedure immediately after PVE and in six procedures at 3
days after PVE. The embolized portal branch was recanalized in one procedure at 3 days after PVE in
the NLI141 group. Histologically, the embolic material was observed in the proximal portal veins in
the NLI231 group, and in the peripheral portal veins in the NLI141 group. Inflammatory cell
infiltration was observed around the portal veins containing NLI in both groups.

Conclusion:
NLI231 is more suitable than NLI141 for balloon assisted PVE.
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P 568 / Single center evaluation of impact of partial splenic
embolization on platelet values in patients with hypersplenism
Abdul Z1, Musa B1, Naif A2, Mbuguje E2, Laage F3, Ramalingam V4, Asch M5

1MUHAS, Dsm, Tanzania, United Republic of, 2MNH, DSM, Tanzania,United Republic of, 3Section of Vascular and
Interventional Radiology, Yale School of Medicine, New Haven, CT, USA, New Haven, USA, 4Beth Israel Deaconess
Medical Center Division of Interventional Radiology, Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA, USA, Boston, USA,
5Lakeridge Health, Ontario, Canada, Ontario, Canada

Purpose:
Partial splenic embolization (PSE) is a safe treatment for hypersplenism. This procedure was first
introduced in Tanzania in 2019.This study evaluates the impact of PSE in platelet values in patients
with hypersplenism.

Materials and Methods:
All PSE were performed in patients with thrombocytopenia due to hypersplenism (Platelet values <
150 × 103/ L).Procedures were performed at Muhimbili National Hospital from March 2019 through
June 2021. CT scans were done prior to PSE to evaluate anatomy and measure splenic volume.
During the procedure inferior distal branches of the splenic artery were engaged and embolized to
complete stasis using PVA particles ( 350 500 microns). Follow up CT performed 1 month post
procedure to measure embolization volume. Laboratory parameters (FBP) were examined 2 weeks ,
1, 3 and 6 months post procedure

Results;
Our study includes 10 patients with an average age of 53yrs (38 85yrs). At the study conclusion 8/10
patients had undergone all required imaging and labs. Average embolization area was 61.9% .
Average pre procedure platelet value was 64x103/ L. 6/8 demonstrated a rise of platelets in the
second week post procedure with average platelet value of 210x 103/ L and a drop to an average of
117.6x103/ L toward the end of the 6th month. The majority of the patients with embolization area
>60% had significant rise in platelets values at some point during the 6 months of the study.

Conclusion:
PSE has shown a positive effect in treating thrombocytopenia in patients with hypersplenism .
Embolization/infarction of >60% has shown to produce positive results.
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P 569 / Comparison of complications after portal venous
embolization (PVE) in patients with ductal cholangiocellular
carcinoma (CCC) and patients with liver metastases of colorectal
carcinoma (CRC): a matched cohort study
De Beukelaer F1, Schulze Hagen M1, Isfort P1, Munagala H1, Kuhl C1, Pedersoli F1, Bruners P1

1Department of Diagnostic and Interventional Radiology, RWTH Aachen University, Aachen, Germany

Purpose:
To compare complications after PVE in patients with ductal CCC versus CRC liver metastases and
identify possible predictive factors.

Material and Methods:
In this retrospective study we analyzed the medical records of patients, who received PVE with n
butyl cyanoacrylate (NCBA) via a standardized ipsilateral approach between January 2010 and March
2019. The cohorts were matched for gender and age. Complications were categorized according to
the CIRSE classification. A chi square test of independence was performed to examine the relation
between tumor entity and complications. In total 30 individual factors were analyzed regarding their
predictive value. Significant predictive factors were identified by backward conditional binary logistic
regression.

Results:
160 patients with either CCC (n=80) or CRC (n=80) were included. 33 of 160 patients presented with
complications: 26 (CCC: 20; CRC: 6) “minor” (CIRSE 1/2), 4 (CCC 3; CRC 1)“intermediate” (CIRSE 3) and
3 (CCC:2 ; CRC: 1) “severe” (CIRSE 4/5) complications.
The chi square test of independence was significant (p = .01).
Volume of the future liver remnant (OR 0.99; 95% CI 0.92–1.00, p <.01) and severe liver steatosis (OR
14.00; 95% CI 1.46–134.11, p = 0.02) were the only significant predictive factors for occurrence of
“minor” complications. For “intermediate” and “severe” complications no statistically relevant
predictive factors could be identified.

Conclusion:
The incidence rate and severity of complications after PVE are higher in patients with CCC compared
to patients with CRC liver metastases. Severe liver steatosis and the volume of the future liver
remnant are relevant predictive factors for minor complications.
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P 570 / Image guided portal vein access in transjugular intrahepatic
portosystemic shunt (TIPS) creation: initial experience with Argon
Scorpion X® access kits
Sankhla T, Park P, Loya M1, Majdalany B1, Kocharyan H1, DePalma A1, Krishnasamy V3, Nezami N2,
Shaikh J4
1Emory University School of Medicine, Atlanta, United States of America, 2University of Maryland, Baltimore, ,
3New York Presbyterian Columbia University, New York, , 4Tampa General Hospital USF, Tampa,

Purpose:
Transjugular intrahepatic portosystemic shunt (TIPS) placement is a well established procedure for
managing sequela of portal hypertension. There have been multiple advances and preferences
surrounding imaging guidance for portal vein access. In addition to advances in image technology,
there have been advances in the tools used for portal access. The objective of this study is to
evaluate the feasibility, safety, and efficacy of using a novel bi directional portal vein access kit which
improves visibility, directionality, and ultimately allows ease of TIPS creation.

Materials and Methods:
This retrospective multicenter study looks at the early data from the use of the Argon Scorpion X
access kit. A total of 15 patients were evaluated who had TIPS creation in both emergent and non
emergent setting. Technical success was defined as the moment the needle accessed the portal vein.

Results:
All portal access procedures were used with ICE and Argon Scorpion X kit. 15 patients were included
in the study; 10 for ascites, 4 for variceal hemorrhage, and 1 for portal thrombus mitigation. 0 cases
required the needle to be entirely removed from the hepatic vein to adjust the curvature of the
needle. Technical success was achieved in 100% of cases with an average of 2.7 passes, with 0
arterial or capsular passes noted. No immediate, 1 or 3 month major complications were noted.

Conclusion:
The ScorpionX bidirectional kit is feasible, safe, and effective in acquiring portal venous access. This
kit may play an essential role when angles may not be favorable given patient’s anatomy.
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P 571 / Comparing effect of constrained transjugular intrahepatic
portosystemic shunt created for refractory ascites vs variceal bleed
on portosystemic pressure gradient, rate of hepatic encephalopathy,
paracentesis & variceal rebleed
Borse R1, Schlachter T2, Cornman Homonoff J3
1Yale New Haven Hospital, New Haven, United States, 2Yale New Haven Hospital , New Haven, United States,
3Yale New Haven Hospital , New Haven, United States

Purpose:
Comparing how indication for constrained transjugular intrahepatic portosystemic shunt (TIPS)
creation, specifically refractory ascites (RA) or variceal bleeding (EV) affects degree of portosystemic
pressure gradient (PSPG) reduction, frequency of paracentesis, repeat variceal bleeding (RVB) and
hepatic encephalopathy (HE).

Materials and methods:
This single center retrospective analysis included 103 patients (74 men, 29 women, mean age 57.6
years) undergoing TIPS between 2013 2018 for RA (group 1, n 59, mean MELD score 14.0 +/ 4.5) or
EV (group 2, n 44, mean MELD score 14.2 +/ 6.3). Constrained TIPS was created deploying 10 or 12
mm Viatorr endoprosthesis inside a balloon expandable stent. PSPG's were measured before and
after TIPS. NewWest Haven grade 2 or higher HE within 90 days of TIPS was recorded. Mann
Whitney and Paired t tests were used to compare degree of PSPG reduction, HE development rate,
frequency of paracentesis, RVB before and after TIPS.

Results:
Median gradient reduction was significantly greater in group 1 (10 mmHg) compared to group 2 (8
mmHg) (p 0.03). 59 patients (57%) developed new HE following TIPS, although the rate did not differ
between groups (group 1: 38/59, group 2: 21/44, p 0.10). In both groups, average number of
paracenteses/weeks decreased significantly following TIPS (group 1: pre 1.5±2.8, post 0.8±3.5, p
0.00001; group 2: pre 0.65±1.7, post 0, p 0.0001). In group 2, RVB frequency was significantly lower
after TIPS (p 0.005).

Conclusion:
Constrained TIPS creation causes greater reduction in pressure gradient for RA than EV and
significant decrease in frequency of paracentesis, RVB without associated increase in rate of new
onset HE.
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P 572 / Successful treatment of extra hepatic portal vein obstruction
in pediatric native liver using interventional radiology
Capilnean A1, Pommier R1, Le Cam S1, Lacaille F2, Fouquet V1, Ackermann O1, Franchi Abella S1
1Hôpital Bicêtre Hôpitaux Universitaires Paris Saclay; Paediatric Interventional and Diagnostic Radiology, Le
Kremlin Bicêtre, France, 2Hôpital Universitaires Necker, Paris, France

Purpose:
Treatment of symptomatic portal hypertension related to extrahepatic portal vein obstruction
(EHPVO) in pediatric patients mainly relies on surgery. Endovascular treatment is poorly reported.
We present 4 cases of treatment of EHPVO using interventional radiology treatment.

Material and methods:
Between 2000 and 2021, 4 children, aged (5 to 10 yo) had successful treatment of EHPVO with IR.
Clinics, biology, endoscopy, Echo Doppler, and Elastography techniques before and after treatment
were collected.

Results:
Two patients were treated using percutaneous trans hepatic angioplasty (PTA) as follows: one had
very tight stenosis of the main portal vein not diagnosed before portography with normalization of
the portal anatomy and hemodynamics at 20 years follow up (FU). The other patient had significant
stenosis between a vein of the cavernoma and portal bifurcation, with PHT improvement after 2
successive PTA, and no significant PHT at 5 years FU.
Two other patients were treated by creating a new pathway by passing the EHPVO using self
expandable stents through cavernomatous veins, between the right portal branch and the superior
or inferior mesenteric veins. Both patients had complete thrombosis of the stents post procedure,
which resolved after 1 month of anticoagulation therapy. One patient had a complete resolution of
PHT at 2 years FU. The second patient had a recurrence of PHT 1.5 year fu, successfully treated by
PTA and placing a new stent.

Conclusion:
Liver portal reperfusion in children with EHPVO is possible either by PTA of the portal vein or
cavernomatous veins or by the creation of a pathway by passing portal obstruction.
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P 573 / Preoperative liver venous deprivation in major liver resection:
a single center experience
Neves T1, Luz J2, Fonseca A1, Caetano A1, Torres D1, Vasco Costa N1, Ribeiro V1, Veloso Gomes F1,
Coimbra É1, Bilhim T1
1Centro Hospitalar e Universitário de Lisboa Central (Hospital Curry Cabral), Lisbon, Portugal, 2Brazilian National
Cancer Institute INCA, Rio de Janeiro, Brasil

Portal vein embolization (PVE) promotes hypertrophy of the future liver remnant (FLR) increasing
safety before major liver resection. PVE alone does not always induce sufficient liver regeneration
and a combination of PVE with embolization of hepatic veins (liver venous deprivation – LVD) may
result in greater FLR regeneration. We evaluate the effect of LVD in FLR hypertrophy before major
hepatectomies, comparing it to PVE.

We conducted a retrospective, single center study, that included patients with primary or secondary
malignant liver tumor, proposed for liver resection, submitted to preoperative LVD. Twelve patients
submitted to LVD were included and compared to our previously reported prospective PVE cohort
(n=30). The main outcome was FLR absolute hypertrophy measured by computed tomography liver
volumetry before and 14 days after both PVE and LVD. Linear regression models were used to
quantify the association of the type of procedure (PVE /LVD) with outcomes, while also adjusting for
confounding factors (FLR volume and ratio).

After adjusting for the effect of pre procedure FLR, LVD was associated with a significant FLR increase
of 25.2% (p=0.004) compared to PVE. Fluoroscopy and procedure time were significantly greater in
LVD group (p < 0.001). Major complications occurred twice in both groups. Hospital and intensive
care unit stay were similar after LVD and PVE. Ninety two and 80% of patients in LVD and PVE group,
respectively, were submitted to the planned liver surgery.

LVD is an alternative technique to PVE and might be associated with greater FLR increase before
major liver resection.
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P 574 / Right vs left portal branch puncture in TIPS creation with
controlled expansion covered stent: comparison of clinical outcomes
Maruzzelli L1, Tuzzolino F1, Miraglia R1, Petridis I1, Luca A1

1Mediterranean Institute for Transplantation and Advanced Specialized Therapies (IRCCS ISMETT), Palermo, Italy

to retrospectively compare outcomes of TIPS performed by puncturing left portal vein (LPV) vs right
portal vein (RPV) to access the portal system.

193 consecutive patients underwent TIPS with controlled expansion covered stent by using the LPV
(37 patients) or the RPV (156 patients). Patients were followed until last clinical evaluation, liver
transplantation or death.

demographics and clinical characteristics of the two groups were comparable. Median follow up 9.6
months (range 0.03 50.6). Portosystemic pressure gradient (PSG) before TIPS 15.6 mmHg ± 4.7 in
RPV group (RPVG) vs 15.4 mmHg ± 4.5 in LPV group (LPVG) (P=0.735). After TIPS, PSG 6.4 mmHg ± 2.8
in RPVG vs 6.2 mmHg ± 2.2 (P=0.623). In LPVG, the stent was dilated to 8 mm in 100% of patients vs
78% of RPVG (P=0.009). Two (5.4%) and 22 (14%) patients underwent TIPS revision in LPVG and RPVG
(P=0.15). The incidence of overt HE was 13% in LPVG and 24% in RPVG (P=0.177). Rebleeding
occurred in 3 of 49 patients (6%) with variceal bleeding as indication: 2/41 patients (4.9%) in RPVG vs
1/8 patients (12.5%) in LPVG (P=0.417). Among 126 patients with refractory ascites 20 patients
(15.9%) needed paracentesis 3 months after procedure: 18/101 patients (17.8%) in RPVG vs 2/25
patients (8%) in LPVG (P=0.231). 37 patients (19%) died: 32 (21%) in RPVG and 5 (14%) in LPVG
(P=0.337).

compared with RPV puncture, in TIPS created through the LPV the targeted PSG was reached with a
smaller stent diameter. However, no significant difference in clinical outcomes were observed.
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P 575 / Safety and efficacy of TIPS associated with ultrasound
assisted thrombolysis in acute splanchnic thrombosis
Morelli F, Morelli F1, Barbosa F1, Solcia M1, Alfonsi A1, Brambillasca P1, Airoldi A1, Rampoldi A1

1Ospedale Niguarda Ca'Granda, Milano, Italy

Acute splanchnic thrombosis(AST) generally leads to portal hypertension that may induce acute
bowel infarction and variceal bleeding/refractory ascites: this severe condition may be inadequately
treated by anticoagulation.
We report our experience in the association of TIPS with ultrasound assisted thrombolysis (EKOS) in
people with acute splanchnic thrombosis.

We described patients with AST who underwent TIPS+EKOS from December 2020 to December 2021.
According to our standard operating procedure we injected 10 20 mg of alteplase in 10 24 hours in
relation to the thrombus extension.
Patient characteristics, intraprocedural data, complications according to Dindo Clavien classification
and follow up were recorded.

We treated 5 patients: 3(60%) were female; mean age was 55 years (range 49 58).
Overall, 1 patient (20%) had cirrhotic thrombosis, 4 patients (80%) noncirrhotic thromboses.
TIPS was technically well placed in all cases(mean puncture attempts:4.5).
We treated 2 (40%) porto mesenteric thromboses and 3 (60%) porto spleno mesenteric thromboses
with one or two EKOS catheters, respectively. In one case a second cycle of EKOS was performed; in
another case EKOS was started 5 days after the TIPS.
3 (60%) patients had complications consisting on 1 (20%) grade IIIa, 1 (20%) IIIb and 1 (20%) grade V,
all due to hemoperitoneum. At follow up, we observed 1 (25%) complete resolution of the
thrombosis, 2 (50%) partial resolutions of the thrombosis with TIPS patency and 1 (25%) complete
resolution of the thrombosis without TIPS patency.

TIPS+EKOS can be a rescue procedure in AST and may be considered as an option in high volume
centres. In our experience tha main complication was hemoperitoneum.
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P 576 / The endovascular management of parastomal varices: a
single center experience and systematic review
Sheahan K1, Sheahan K1, Sokol Randell D1, Abdelsayed G2

1Beaumont Hospital, Radiology Department , Dublin, Ireland, 2Royal College of Surgeons in Ireland, Dublin, Ireland

Learning Objectives and Background:
Parastomal variceal bleeding (PVB) is a rare complication occurring in up to one third of patients with
an ostomy and concurrent cirrhosis and portal hypertension. Given PVB treatment has not been well
established, our study aims to report our experience in the management of this critical condition in a
single tertiary center. Following, a systematic review of the literature will be conducted analyzing
PVB treatment efficacy.

Methods:
A retrospective case series approved by the Beaumont Research Committee was performed on
patients diagnosed with PVB between 2015 and 2021. Baseline patient demographic variables were
collected in conjunction with pre and post operative serum levels of hematocrit, hemoglobin, pro
thrombin and platelet count. Primary outcomes included mortality and bleeding free survival.
To compare our experience with published research, a literary review was conducted of the major
scientific databases. Articles were systematically reviewed by three independent authors and
included based on pre determined criterion.

Clinical Findings:
Seven patients with PVB who presented to our tertiary care center were included in this study. The
average age was 55.8, 85% were male, and all but one (Asian) were Caucasian. All patients had
cirrhosis with resultant portal hypertension. The patients were treated with transvenous obliteration
or direct percutaneous sclerotherapy through the SMV. All patients were discharged home with no
bleeding outcomes reported at this time.

Conclusion:
We consider percutaneous embolization and transvenous to be efficacious treatment of PVB.
However, given the lack of literary consensus regarding PVB treatment further interventional control
trials are needed to determine efficacy.
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P 577 / Portal vein embolization, hepatic vein embolization and liver
venous deprivation – less is more?
Fonseca A1, Bilhim T
1Central Lisbon University Hospital Center, Lisbon, Portugal

Learning objectives:
Recognize the importance of Portal and Hepatic Vein Embolization and Liver Venous Deprivation
(LVD) in increasing the Future Liver Remnant (FLR) before hepatectomy, the implications of these
embolization sequences in FLR increase and adverse outcomes.

Background:
Liver failure after major hepatectomy remains the main cause of postoperative mortality, usually due
to a small FLR. Portal Vein Embolization (PVE) is the standard technique to increase FLR. Hepatic Vein
Embolization (HVE) has been used, particularly in extrahepatic cholangiocarcinomas, when the FLR
increase after PVE is not enough. It has been hypothesized that patients at high risk for insufficient
FLR increase after PVE should undergo LVD. However, some surgeons have the perception that
patients undergoing LVD lose more blood during surgery due to the increase in venous congestion.

Clinical findings and procedure details:
Step by step review including pre , intra and post procedural features of patients treated with PVE,
sequential PVE followed by HVE and LVD. Correlation with surgical outcomes, namely surgery
duration, blood loss and post surgical liver failure will be made. Based on the type, location and size
of liver tumor, underlying liver disease, biliary obstruction, type of surgery planed, a proposed
algorithm will be provided for PVE, PVE followed by HVE and LVD.

Conclusion:
LVD might be an added value in selected patients where PVE might not be enough to increase the
FLR in time for surgery. The pros and cons of LVD and PVE have to be taken into account when
choosing between these two liver regeneration techniques.
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P 578 / Modified gun sight transjugular intrahepatic portosystemic
shunt stent technique
Lukies M1, Moriarty H1, Phan T1
1Alfred Health, Melbourne, Australia

Learning objectives:
Demonstration of gun sight transjugular intrahepatic portosystemic shunt (TIPS) stent technique
Presentation of the technique as an alternative primary or salvage technique

Background:
Conventional TIPS stent insertion is highly successful in high volume centres. However, success rates
may be lower in low volume centres and repeated puncture attempts may cause hepatic trauma.
Although originally described as a salvage porto caval method, we present a technique of primary
gun sight porto hepatic TIPS including potential benefits.

Procedure details:
Over a 12 month period, 6 gun sight TIPS procedures were performed, with 100% technical success.
The modified technique involved:
percutaneous punctures of a portal vein branch and the right internal jugular vein
wire and catheter access into the target hepatic and portal venous segments
fashioned snares created using fixed core .018" wires through the catheters
gun sight puncture under fluoroscopic guidance through the snares
fixed core 0.18" wire passed through to establish through and through access
balloon dilatation of the parenchymal tract and passage of the sheath for TIPS stent deployment
coil embolisation of the percutaneous portal venous puncture tract

Advantages of gun sight TIPS include the fluoroscopic guided transhepatic puncture and use of
typically on shelf low cost equipment and a 10Fr sheath, without requiring a dedicated TIPS set or
endovascular ultrasound. Disadvantages include liver capsular puncture, not required with the
conventional technique.

Conclusion:
Primary gun sight TIPS is an alternative technique that may be advantageous in low volume centres
without access to intravascular ultrasound, with a potentially higher technical success rate and lower
overall cost.
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P 579 / The role of imaging in portal vein thrombosis: from diagnostic
assessment to interventional radiology approaches
Dulcetta L1,2, Marra P1,2, Carbone F1,2, Di Fazio B1,2, Muglia R1, Bonaffini P1,2, Sironi S1,2
1Department of Radiology, Papa Giovanni XXIII Hospital, Bergamo, Italy, 2University of Milano – Bicocca, Milan,
Italy

Learning objectives:
To illustrate diagnostic and interventional imaging for the characterization and treatment of portal
vein thrombosis (PVT).

Background:
The spectrum of congenital and acquired PVT manifestations is illustrated, with focus on the
pediatric population; diagnostic and interventional imaging techniques are described.

Clinical findings:
PVT is most commonly presented as an incidental finding at imaging in the screening for liver
diseases or for unrelated reasons. PVT can be classified on its: extension (extended into intrahepatic
right/left portal vein, extrahepatic portal vein, both intrahepatic and extrahepatic portal vein, or into
the superior mesenteric vein and/or splenic vein); degree (partial or complete); and age (acute or
chronic, with and without cavernomatous transformation). This work relies on the experience gained
with a large series of congenital and acquired PVT in a referral center for pediatric liver
transplantation. Diagnostic and interventional imaging techniques are described, including:
ultrasonography with color Doppler or contrast, first line examination; CT and MR angiography,
offering a panoramic view of the intra extrahepatic portal system; transjugular retrograde
portography, a minimally invasive procedure allowing the fine assessment of the native intrahepatic
portal system; percutaneous transhepatic, transplenic or transmesenteric portography, the
interventional radiological approach for attempting portal vein revascularization; transjugular
intrahepatic porto systemic shunt. Pre post operative imaging assessment of the meso rex bypass is
also discussed. Pictorial iconographic findings of the different forms of PVT by these imaging
techniques are illustrated.

Conclusion:
PVT represents a clinical condition associated with significant morbidity and mortality. Diagnostic and
interventional imaging plays a crucial role in conservative, interventional, or surgical management.
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P 580 / TIPS reduction techniques
Mitreski G1, Owen A1, Brooks M1, Esler S1, Asadi H1, Ranatunga D1

1Austin Health, Heidelberg, Australia

Learning objectives:
Understand hepatic anatomy and indications for TIPS
Understand indications for TIPS reduction
To familiarise oneself with different techniques to reduce flow across a TIPS

Background:
Transjugular intrahepatic portosystemic shunt (TIPS) aims to reduce high portal pressures associated
with hepatic cirrhosis and manage complications including refractory ascites and variceal
haemorrhage. The procedure is not without risks with hepatic encephalopathy, sepsis, fluid overload,
stent dysfunction, and hepatobiliary injury documented complications of TIPS.

In cases of hepatic encephalopathy post TIPS, recalcitrant to medical therapy, consideration can be
made to reduce flow across the TIPS thereby reducing what can often be debilitating
encephalopathy. We describe differing techniques for TIPS reduction via a pictorial essay, their
applicability, efficacy and safety profile.

Conclusion:
By understanding indications and techniques to reduce flow across a TIPS stent, the interventionalist
has at hand means to treat known complications of TIPS including hepatic encephalopathy.
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P 581 / Direct puncture of the left gastric vein for embolization of
gastric varices with n butyl cyanoacrylate glue using a balloon flow
control technique
Koretsune Y1, Sone M2, Sugawara S2, Itou C2, Kimura S2, Omori J2, Ozawa M2, Arai Y2, Kusumoto M2

1Osaka University, Department of Diagnostic and Interventional Radiology, Suita shi, Japan, 2National Cancer
Center, Department of Diagnostic Radiology, Tokyo, Japan

Clinical history/Pre treatment imaging:
A 67 year old man with a large serous cystic neoplasm of the pancreas presented with frequent
hematemesis due to gastric cardia varices. Contrast enhanced computed tomography (CE CT)
showed that the dilated and tortuous left gastric vein (LGV) was the main feeder of the gastric varices
(Figure 1).

Treatment options/Results:
Although endoscopic variceal ligation was performed, sufficient hemostasis was not achieved.
Balloon occluded retrograde transvenous obliteration (BRTO) was technically difficult to perform
because the drainage routes of the varices, such as the gastrorenal or gastrocaval shunt, could not be
detected in CE CT.
Although percutaneous transhepatic sclerotherapy (PTS) is a safe and established method, it was
impossible to cannulate the LGV because of the small orifice. Thus, LGV was directly punctured under
ultrasound guidance with an 18 gauge needle and the microballoon catheter was advanced to the
varices. Finally, multiple feeders and varices were embolized with n butyl cyanoacrylate glue using a
balloon flow control technique (Figure 2). Hemostasis was achieved and shrinkage of gastric varices
was confirmed at 1 year follow up.

Discussion:
Bleeding of the gastric varices is life threatening and thus immediate intervention is required.
Although BRTO and PTS are effective, a direct puncture of the feeding vein might be an option in case
of difficulties in reaching the gastric varices.

Take home points:
Direct puncture of feeding vein might be an option for treatment of gastric varices when the
transhepatic portal vein approach is estimated to be difficult.
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P 582 / Coil and n butyl 2 cyanoacrylate migration into the stomach
after tips for gastroesophageal variceal bleeding: a case report and
review of literature
Zhang Y1, Nie C1, Zhou T1, Zhou G1, Zhu T1, Chen S1, Wang H1, Wang B1, Yu Z1, Jing L1, Xia Q1, Chen H1,
Sun J1
1The First Affiliated Hospital, College of Medicine, Zhejiang University, Hangzhou, China

Clinical history:
A 46 year old man with hepatitis B cirrhosis underwent transjugular intrahepatic portosystemic
shunt (TIPS) placement for uncontrolled gastroesophageal varices (GEVs) bleeding secondary to
portal hypertension in August 2018.

Treatment options/results:
During the procedure, large GEVs were embolized using a coil and n butyl 2 cyanoacrylate. The
patient tolerated the procedure well, and no immediate complications occurred. Hemostasis was
also achieved. After a year, coil and n butyl 2 cyanoacrylate migration into the stomach was
observed. Attempts to remove the coil using a biopsy forceps during esophagogastroduodenoscopy
failed. The patient refused further intervention on the coil to prevent further complications and
received conservative therapy instead. Close surveillance with endoscopy is recommended for
detecting coils and varices.

Discussion and take home points:
1) We report an extremely rare complication after a TIPS.
2) This case highlights the management and follow up recommendation for such rare cases.
3) Our experience may provide guidance on the management of future similar cases.
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P 583 / Interventional radiology in the management of chronic
obstruction of the portal vein in pediatric patients
Tietz E1, Keil S1
1University Hospital RWTH Aachen, Aachen, Germany

Clinical History/Pre treatment Imaging:
A 7 year old patient with esophageal varices due to chronic extrahepatic portal vein occlusion caused
by thrombosis with cavernous transformation was admitted several times for life threatening
hematemesis.

Treatment Options/Results:
To treat the underlying portal hypertension, the patient was implanted with a shunt between the left
renal vein and the superior mesenteric vein and later also a meso Rex shunt. However, during the
inpatient stay, repeated obstruction of both shunts occurred. Eventually, an interventional approach
via the right femoral vein succeeded in passing the shunt and placing a catheter herein. Angiography
showed hepatic and splenic varices and a small bulge corresponding to the origin of the thrombosed
portal vein. A microcatheter was used to pass through the portal vein into the intrahepatic branches.
The portal vein was then successfully and permanently reopened with PTA and implantation of a
balloon expandable stent (10×39 mm).

Discussion:
When conservative treatment options for portal vein occlusion are exhausted in pediatric patients,
surgical options such as portosystemic or meso rex shunt are usually considered next. Interventional
radiology is used only as a last resort, if at all, although it directly addresses the underlying occlusion.
Even without a surgical portosystemic shunt as an access route, as in this case, it can be
accomplished. Two other patients, aged 5 and 16years, who had additional thrombosis of the
mesenteric veins, were also successfully recanalized after prior TIPS placement.

Take home points:
Interventional radiology should be increasingly considered as invasive first and second line therapy
in pediatric patients with chronic portal vein obstruction.
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P 584 / TIPS in a patient with persistent left superior vena cava – The
first new generation stent placed in Latin America
Barragan C1, Escobar N, Lizarazo D, Rivero O2, Torres D2, Borrero R2

1Toronto General Hospital / UHN MSH, Toronto, Canada, 2Fundacion Santa Fe de Bogota University Hospital,
Bogota, Colombia, 3Instituto Nacional de Cancerologia, Bogota, Bogota

Clinical history/Pre treatment imaging:
A 70 year old male presented to the emergency department complaining of 6 episodes of melena.
Multimodality imaging study (US, CT and MRI) revealed findings of liver cirrhosis. EGD was performed
and bleeding esophageal varices were clipped. He was discharged and after 5 days he presented
again with abdominal pain and distention. New CT revealed SMV thrombosis with extension to the
main and right portal veins. Liver hemodynamics was performed finding a pressure gradient of 14
mmHg. As an incidental finding a persistent left superior vena cava draining into the coronary sinus
was found as an anatomic variant.

Treatment options/Results:
A TIPS procedure with this uncommon anatomical variant was performed accessing through the left
IJV and conducted in traditional fashion with success. There were no complications related to the
procedure and could have been done in no longer time that regular TIPS are. The Porto Systemic
Gradient went down in 10 mmHg. Patient had an adequate clinical evolution and was discharged
after 3 days asymptomatic.

Discussion:
TIPS procedure has been described "the most challenging procedure in IR". Not all IR are familiarized
with it. Our patient has a persistent Left SVC, which is a rare condition affecting less than 0.3% of
population. Is very important to know the anatomic before the procedure and the drainage of the
SVC to select amenable candidates for TIPS.

Take home Points:
Always perform a CTA prior the TIPS procedure. TIPS procedure is not contraindicated in patients
with left persistent SVC.
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P 585 / Percutaneous transhepatic embolization – an option to treat
massive rectal variceal bleeding due to portal hypertension
El Farargy M1, Lakshminarayan R1, Shrivastava V1, Sebastian B1

1Hull University Teaching Hospitals, Hull, United Kingdom

Clinical History/Pre treatment imaging:
A 55 year old female presented with haematochezia, ascites, jaundice, sepsis and a haemoglobin of
59. Her past medical history included decompensated alcoholic liver disease (Child's C11), congestive
cardiac failure, repeated hepatic encephalopathy and recurrent upper and lower gastrointestinal(GI)
bleed requiring endoscopic management. Admission CT angiogram revealed once again large rectal
varices. Whilst in hospital, she continued to have multiple episodes of large lower GI bleed and
endovascular intervention was sought.

Treatment options/Results:
Following multidisciplinary discussions, the risks of a TIPSS procedure significantly outweighed its
benefits. Therefore, rectal variceal embolization was performed via a percutaneous transhepatic
route. Three major veins were identified draining from the rectal varices, and subsequently
embolised with coils and glue. Post procedural venogram confirmed cessation of flow into the
varices. The patient was discharged 1 week later and made a satisfactory recovery.

Discussion:
Rectal varices are reported in 38 56% of patients with liver cirrhosis. Bleeding rectal varices pose a
significant mortality risk if not appropriately managed. Although TIPSS is strongly recommended by
the British Society of Gastroenterology for variceal bleeding, it may be contraindicated due to various
risk factors, including significant hepatic encephalopathy. Evidence for bleeding control by rectal
variceal embolization, without TIPSS placement, is scarce. We discuss the indications, technique,
outcomes and complications of this procedure.

Take home points:
Isolated rectal variceal embolization through a percutaneous transhepatic access is a life saving
option to control haematochezia when TIPSS is contraindicated in selected patients.
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P 586 / Liver growth and portal hypertension improvement after
percutaneous recanalization of chronic portal vein thrombosis in non
cirrhotic participants
Levigard R1, Salas H
1Rede D'or São Luiz, RIO DE JANEIRO, Brazil

Purpose
To evaluate liver function improvement and volume gain after percutaneous recanalization of
chronic portal vein thrombosis (PVT) in non cirrhotic patients.

Materials & Methods
In this retrospective study, five non cirrhotic participants between 21 and 67 years old with
secondary chronic PVT (4 21 years from diagnose) were submitted to percutaneous portal vein
recanalization, followed by varices and shunts embolization.

Results
After a mean of 12,6 months, all portal veins remained patent and there was complete resolution of
portal hypertension (PH) symptoms in all participants. There was a significant increase in liver volume
of 39.8 19.0% (p=0.042), platelets count of 53120 ± 20188/μl (p=0.042), and a significant decrease in
total bilirubin levels from 1.04 0.23mg/dL to 0.51 0.09mg/dL (p=0,043). We also found a non
significant increase in albumin levels from 3.88 ± 0.39g/dL to 4.38±0.27g/dL (p=0.078) and decrease
in spleen diameter from 16.88 4.03cm to 14.15 2.72cm (p=0.068).

Discussion
In this retrospective study, even with a small number of participants, we were capable of showing a
median of 39,8% increase in liver volume, laboratorial liver function improvement, platelets count
and resolution of PH symptoms after portal vein recanalization followed by shunt embolization.

Conclusion
In this small series of cases, recanalization of chronic PVT in non cirrhotic participants was feasible,
successful and safe despite the prolonged time of occlusion. This is a new and promising approaching
to an old and still challenging disease.
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P 587 / Percutaneous porto caval shunt made in Padova University
Hospital
Groff S1, Giorgino A1, Manfrin A1, Barbiero G2, Battistel M2

1Istituto di Radiologia, Azienda Ospedale Università di Padova, Padova, Italy, 2UOC Radiologia, Azienda Ospedale
Università di Padova , Padova, Italy

Clinical history
A 61 year old female patient with a 10 cm HCC in the sixth and seventh hepatic segments was
admitted to our hospital for hepatic resection.
The hepatobiliary MDT meeting recommended a surgical porto caval transposition due to the
elevated intraoperative bleeding risk.
Our IR team suggested a percutaneous porto caval shunt, as TIPS was not feasible due to the
patient’s vascular anatomy and the presence of the neoplastic lesion.

Treatment options
The surgical porto caval transposition was feasible but it would have significantly increased both the
anesthesia and surgery time.
The patient’s CECT was evaluated to check for portal vein and inferior vena cava (IVC) spatial
relationship and we enrolled her for a percutaneous porto caval shunt.

Discussion
1. CT time. Under CT guidance, percutaneous puncture of both portal vein and IVC was obtained with
a 21G Chiba needle and a 0.014inch guidewire was advanced into IVC.
2. Angiography time. Transhepatic and right femoral venous accesses were obtained. A snare
catheter was advanced from the femoral access and the transhepatic guidewire was pulled back to
the femoral access to create a stable system. Simultaneous portography and cavography
demonstrated the position of the tract between the two vessels, which was dilated with a balloon
catheter and a covered nitinol stent was released. The final portography documented good flow
through the shunt.
During surgery, good bleeding control was possible.

Take home points
When TIPS is not feasible, percutaneous porto caval shunt seems to be a solution to reduce bleeding
risk in selected patients.
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P 588 / Stuck between a blocked stent and a hard liver:
recanalisation of thrombosed transjugular intrahepatic portosystemic
shunt (TIPS)
Lee Z1, Lim D, Ng K
1Singhealth, Singapore, Singapore

Clinical History/Pre treatment imaging
62 year old gentleman with background of Child A NASH liver cirrhosis, status post TIPS creation by
IR on 12 months ago. Currently admitted for melena and profound fall in haemaglobin.

Treatment options/Results
Urgent US and CT confirm TIPS occlusion secondary to acute thrombus.
Initial attempt to catheterise the stent via the right internal juglar vein proved unsuccessful.
Retrograde approach via transhepatic puncture of the left portal vein allowed successful
cannualation of the stent. However, there was difficulty crossing the thrombus proximally. Successful
rendezvous of both wires and pull through was achieved using a snare. After angioplasty and
deployment of new stent, flow through the TIPS was restored, albeit sluggish. The procedure was
concluded prematurely when patient turned unstable.
Thrombolysis was performed 2 weeks later, via transjugular approach. After catheterisation of the
now partially patent stent, pulsed injection of Alteplase and heparin was administered. Procedure
was again terminated early due to puncture site carotid artery pseudonaneurysm.
Residual stent stenosis was treated 1 week later with extension of stent, showing brisk flow.

Discussion
TIPS dysfunction from thrombosis can be catastrophic. Patients are often unstable, requiring
expedient recanalisation. in our case of poor access via pure transjugular approach, transhepatic
puncture and pull through method was employed. Also, our patient required staged/repeat
procedures due to clinical instability and rethrombosis.

Take home points
Pull through via transhepatic access can expedite catheterisation of the stent. Caution during
thrombolysis is advised due to patient's coagulopathy. A combination of angioplasty, stent extension
and thrombolysis can greatly improve patency rates.
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P 589 / Percutaneous creation of direct intrahepatic portosystemic
shunts – an alternative for failed TIPS creation
Mostafa K1, Trentmann J1, Andersson J1, Günther R2, Braun F2, Schaefer J1
1University Medical Center Schleswig Holstein (UKSH), Kiel University. Department of Radiology and
Neuroradiology., Kiel, Germany, 2University Medical Center Schleswig Holstein (UKSH), Kiel University.
Department of Internal Medicine I, Kiel, Germany

Clinical history:
This case series consists of 8 patients who underwent creation of a percutaneous direct intrahepatic
portosystemic shunt (DIPS) between 2016 and 2020. All patients presented with liver cirrhosis with
portal hypertension as underlying condition. Indications for percutaneous DIPS creation were
previous unsuccessful transjugular shunt (TIPS) creation attempts and pathoanatomic changes of the
liver venous vasculature not allowing TIPS.

Treatment options:
We achieved portal venous decompression by percutaenous DIPS insertion. Here, the left or right
branch of the portal vein (PV) and inferior vena cava (IVC) are punctured simultaneously through the
caude lobe of the liver under ultrasonographic and fluoroscopic guidance. A guidewire is then placed
through the PV into the IVC and is snared and externalized via an inguinal venous access. Finally, a
stent graft is deployed from the IVC into the PV to create the DIPS.

Results:
Successful DIPS insertion was achieved in 8/8 patients. No deaths were reported within 30 days.
Excellent DIPS patency was confirmed sonographically and in CT angiography after 1.5, 2, 3 and over
5 years respectively.

Discussion:
The conventional DIPS procedure is known to be a feasible and safe alternative for TIPS, however
sophisticated equipment like endovascular ultrasound probes are needed for it. We performed the
procedure percutaneously with a common interventional armamentarium and we could show that
percutaneous DIPS creation is a feasible alternative for failed TIPS insertion. Also, it can be
performed fast than conventional DIPS creation.

Take Home Message:
Percutaneous DIPS creation is a fast, feasible and safe alternative for failed TIPS creation.
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P 590 / Bi directional approach for the recanalization of chronic
Yerdel Type 4 portal vein thrombosis
Celebioglu E1, Güvenir S1, K r mker O1, Özkan H1, Bilgiç S1
1Ankara University School of Medicine, Ankara, Turkey

Clinical History/Pre treatmentimaging:
57 years old male patient(Child Pughscore:C) with known chronic porto spleno mesenteric
thrombosis(YerdelType4) since 2016 referred to our IR clinic with thrombocytopenia, splenomegalia,
gastric varices and recurrent gastric bleeding. At dynamic CT, large splenorenal shunts and ascites
were diagnosed due chronic Yerdel Type4 portal thrombosis, and the patient was decided as
untransplantable according to clinical and laboratory findings.

Treatmentoptions:
1. Portal vein recanalization(PVR) through a tans splenic/trans hepatic access
2. PVR/TIPS
3. PVR/Transplantation
4. Best medical treatment

Results:
Patient’s splenic vein could not be catheterized through a trans splenic access due to total occlusion
and, large spleno renal shunting. However, through a flouro guided roadmap image obtained in a
wedged trans hepatic fashion the intrahepatic portal branches could be catheterized. Afterwhat the
portal and splenic veins were successfully recanalized(Fig 1.). Patient’s symptoms were
regressed(Child Pugh score:A) after successful PVR through the trans hepatic access and no recurrent
bleeding was reported at 6 months. Transplantation was discussed with the transplant team and
patient was added to the transplantation list according to the current clinical, imaging and laboratory
findings.

Discussion:
PVR could be a good option even for the patients with Yerdel Type 4 thrombosis, though clinical and
interventional discussing in a multimodality team with a case based approach is very important for
those patients.

Take homepoints:
1. Team work is very important at interventional radiology.
2. PVR could be a good option for patients with chronic portal vein thrombosis.
3. Transplantation could still be discussed even in Yerdel type 4 portal vein thrombosis if

successful PVR could be achieved
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P 591 / Laparotomy assisted direct SMV access to facilitate difficult
portal vein recanalization and TIPS placement
Albright J1, Anbari H1, Bahakel C1, Waits S1, Gemmette J1
1University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, United States of America

A 46 year old male with gastric sleeve surgery 5 years prior complicated by chronic portal vein
thrombus was referred for evaluation. Patient demonstrated sequelae of portal hypertension
including frequent large volume paracentesis and prior bowel resection for venous mesenteric
ischemia. Case deemed challenging by chronic central portal vein thrombosis with thrombus
extension through the splenic vein.

Initial transhepatic access to the portal venous system was achieved, though this access
demonstrated a tortuous network of perihepatic varices without suitable intrahepatic portal vein
target for TIPS placement. Decision was made to seek alternate access to the portal system to allow
for pre TIPS recanalization. Through a limited supraumbilical exploratory laparotomy a peripheral
tributary of the superior mesenteric vein was cannulated under direct visualization, allowing for
placement of a 6 French sheath. Blunt recanalization of the central/intrahepatic portal vein was then
achieved through this access. Following this a snare from the SMV access was placed in the
intrahepatic portal venous system, allowing for needle targeting from the middle hepatic vein. With
this access TIPS placement was successfully performed. Patient has not required repeat paracentesis,
but did undergo TIPS angioplasty 2.5 months after initial procedure for a central stenosis.

This case demonstrates alternate access routes to the portal venous system in challenging situations
of chronic central portal vein thrombosis with splenic vein involvement, allowing for TIPS placement
and treatment of portal hypertension.

TIPS placement in chronic central portal vein thrombosis may be assisted by direct laparotomy
assisted peripheral SMV access, allowing for central recanalization before TIPS placement.
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P 592 / Portal vein embolization success in a patient with insufficient
contralateral hypertrophy after ALLPS (Association Liver Partition and
Portal Vein Ligation for Staged Hepatectomy)
Cak r M1

1 stanbul Training and Research Hospital, Istanbul, Turkey

A 57 year old female patient with a diagnosis of hepatic right dominant bilobar metastatic colon
adenocarcinoma showed that left lobe volume increased from 250 cm3 to 360 cm3 after ALLPS 1
surgery but adequate contralateral left lobe hypertrophy did not develop. Contrast enhanced upper
abdominal CT angiography revealed that the peripheral branches of the right lobe portal vein were
recanalized on the ground of cavernous transformation(Image 1). Complementary portal vein
embolization was decided to give the patient a chance for ALLPS 2 surgery. In the interventional
radiology unit, portal vein branches and multiple portohepatic shunts were totally occluded with a
mixture of glue lipiodol at a concentration of 33%. Simultaneous right hepatic vein embolization was
also performed. In the images taken 15 days later, the left lobe volume was 480 cm3, and the ALLPS
2 surgery was successfully performed when the contralateral hypertrophy reached the desired level.

Portal vein embolization is a successful treatment method that is applied to provide contralateral
lobar parenchymal hypertrophy before major liver surgery and has a very important place in
interventional radiology practice. The ALLPS procedure, which is a two stage liver surgery, which has
recently been introduced as a surgical method, is similarly another alternative for contralateral
hypertrophy. Since portal vein ligation is performed with ALLPS surgery, classical portal vein
embolization is not possible with the contralateral approach, but successful portal vein embolization
and then targeted contralateral hypertrophy can be achieved by catheterizing isolated segmental
patent portal vein branches on the cavernous transformation ground, as in the case we presented.
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P 593 / Outcomes of covered self expanding metal stents in ureteric
obstruction
Saoud M1, Fotheringham T1, Kyaw Tun J1
1Royal London Hospital, London, United Kingdom

Background/purpose
Ureteric obstruction can be treated with antegrade insertion of a ureteric stent. Ureteric covered
self expanding metal stents (SEMS) can be used to treat ureteric strictures and do not require
exchange after 4 6 months unlike double J stents (DJS). The aim of the study was to determine the
outcomes in patients treated with a Uventa (Taewong, South Korea) SEMS.

Method
Retrospective review of cases of ureteric obstruction treated with antegrade placement of the
Uventa SEMS between 2011 2019. All procedures carried out following informed consent under
conscious sedation or general anaesthesia. Antegrade access with 9F sheath was used and following
canulation of the ureteric stricture 7 10mm diameter 6 12cm length covered SEMS were placed.

Results
A total of 69 ureters were treated in 42 patients. Mean age range 63.7 (range 30 85) years. Sex M:F
21:21. The cause of ureteric obstruction was malignancy in 41 patients and benign in 1 patient. All
procedures were technically successful. Infection was seen in 5 patients and one patient developed a
perinephric collection following insertion. Clinical failure of ureteric drainage was seen in 20/69
(29%) at 12 months due to stent failure or tumour progression. Re occlusion related to SEMS failure
seen in 12/69 (17%) with; stent encrustation =6, endothelial hyperplasia =3, migration =1, fungal ball
=1, fistulation =1. Tumour progression either with extensive involvement of the bladder or in the
ureter beyond the stented segment was seen in 8/69 (12%).

Conclusion
Covered SEMS require fewer reinterventions than DJS at 12 months in ureteric obstruction.
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P 594 / Single centre experience of regular stent exchanges for
patients with refractory complications in ileal conduits after radical
cystectomies
Moonan A1, Husain F, Madhavan A, Hamza H, Sebastian F
1Medway Maritime Hospital, Gillingham , United Kingdom

Aims
To demonstrate the effectiveness of a tailored regimen of regular stent exchanges by interventional
radiology in patients with refractory ureteroileal anastomotic strictures refractory to repeat surgical
and interventional procedures. Literature in this area is sparse and further studies are required to
elucidate best practice.

Material and Methods
Retrospective analysis using RIS of four patients undergoing regular long term retrograde stent
exchanges by Interventional Radiology from September 2013 – November 2021. A total of 153 stent
exchanges performed for these long term patients, with tailored ureteric exchange regimen’s varying
between 6 weeks to 13 weeks.

Results
A tailored regimen of long term regular stent exchanges has enabled longterm patency rates,
allowing for a better quality of life for patients, where there are less repeated infections and
subsequent need for percutaneous nephrostomies. Continued infective and hydrostatic insult to the
kidney would ultimately lead to renal failure and need for dialysis.
Long term stent exchanges is not without its own risks, which include encrustation due to urinary
stasis leading to blockage and obstruction, migration of stents requiring further intervention and
dislodgement.

Conclusion
Most complications involving ileal conduits can be managed with interventional radiology
techniques. Repeated bacteriuria is a common complication with ileal conduit diversions. Patients
present with signs and symptoms of infection and this requires prompt decompression with
percutaneous nephrostomy.
At this institution we perform regular long term stent exchanges, at approximately 6 13 weeks
interval with apparent success in managing this select cohort of patients with reduced morbidity
from recurrent bacteriuria and better quality of life.
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P 595 / Benefit of repeat prostatic artery embolization on persistent
or recurring lower urinary tract symptoms
Lehrer R1, Boeken T2, Di Gaeta A2, Querub C2, Al Ahmar M2, Dean C2, Pellerin O2, Sapoval M2

1Université de Paris, Paris, France, 2Interventional Radiology Department, Assistance Publique Hôpitaux de Paris,
Hôpital Européen Georges Pompidou, Paris, France

Purpose:
To evaluate the benefits of repeat prostate artery embolization (rePAE) for patients with persistent
or recurring symptoms after initial prostate artery embolization (PAE).

Materials and methods:
Single center retrospective study that included all patients who underwent a second PAE between
December 2014 and November 2020 for persistent or recurring lower urinary tract symptoms.
Symptoms were assessed at follow up consultations before the initial treatment, after the first PAE
(PAE 1), and after the second PAE (PAE 2), using the international prostate symptom score (IPSS) and
quality of life (QOL) questionnaires. Patient characteristics, anatomical presentations, technical
success rates, and complications of both procedures were collected.

Results:
A total of 24 consecutive patients (mean age: 63,5 ± 8,7 years) underwent two embolizations within
the same center. Median follow up starting from PAE 1 was 843 days and 272 days after PAE2. RePAE
was performed after a mean delay of 574 days following PAE1. After PAE2, clinical success rate was
33% (7/21) and was higher for patients treated for recurring symptoms (50%) than for patients
treated for persistent symptoms (18%) (OR: 4.5 (95% CI 0.63 – 32 P = 0.13)). No major adverse events
were recorded. The main finding was initial prostatic artery revascularization

Conclusion:
RePAE is useless in patients who did not improve after initial PAE. Re embolization of patients who
were initial responders provides a clinical success rate of 50 % ,allowing interventional radiologist
and urologist to better council patients in case of secondary clinical failure after PAE.
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P 596 / Prostatic artery embolization for benign prostatic hyperplasia
during the COVID pandemic. A countermeasure to prostatic surgery
cancellations
Moschouris H1, Stamatiou K2, Spanomanolis N1, Tsetsou I1, Bisyri K1, Kiakidis T3, Malagari K3
1General Hospital Tzanio, Radiology Dpt, Piraeus, Greece, 2General Hospital Tzanio, Urology Dpt, Piraeus, Greece,
3Evgenidion University Hospital, Athens, Greece

Purpose:
To describe the utilization and role of prostatic artery embolization (PAE) for symptomatic benign
prostatic hyperplasia (BPH) during the COVID pandemic in a single tertiary center.

Materials and methods:
From March 2020 to November 2021, 105 patients with symptomatic BPH, were referred for
evaluation for PAE as a result of cancellation of their scheduled surgery (transurethral resection or
open prostatectomy) due to the COVID pandemic. The usual selection criteria for PAE were applied.
Patients with indwelling bladder catheter (IBC) and severe lower urinary tract symptoms (LUTS) were
given priority over patients with moderate LUTS. For PAE, vascular access was gained via the femoral
(4 French sheath) or left radial artery and PA was catheterized with a microcatheter (<=2.0 French).
Embolization was performed with microspheres (100 300 and/or 300 500 microns, Embosphere,
Merit Medical). Definition of clinical success was based on reduction of International Prostate
Symptom Score (IPSS) of at least 25% from the baseline, or successful removal of IBC.

Results:
65 patients (mean age: 71.5 years, mean prostatic volume: 90.6ml) eventually underwent PAE during
the study period (IBC/severe LUTS: 31/34; unilateral/bilateral PAE: 14/51; radial/femoral access:
12/53 patients). All patients were discharged 3 10 hours post PAE. Clinical success rates were 98.5%,
90.2%, 80.2% and 80.2% at 3, 6, 12 and 18 months post PAE, respectively. Mean IPSS improvement
was 52.8%. Complications (only minor: 12/65 patients) were managed on outpatient basis.

Conclusions:
During the COVID pandemic, PAE proved to be an effective countermeasure to prostatic surgery
cancellations.
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P 597 / The role of interventional radiology in the management of
urologic complications post renal transplant: a single center
experience
Alqarni H1, Karsuo A2, Linjawi A1, Alshaer D1, Justaniah A1, Zia Z1, Majed A1

1King faisal specialist hospital and research center , Jeddah, Saudi Arabia, 2East Jeddah Hospital, jeddah, KSA

Purpose
The prevalence of urologic complications after renal transplant ranges from 2.6 – 13%, which can
result in graft loss. The aim of this study is to assess the safety and efficacy of interventional
radiology procedures for urologic complications post renal transplant.

Materials and Methods
1000 consecutive renal transplant patients were retrospectively reviewed at our institution from
January 2016 till October 2021. Patients with no urologic complications were excluded. Clinical and
procedural records were reviewed for patients with nonvascular urologic complications whom
required procedures by Interventional Radiology. Technical and clinical success rates, as well as
complications, were recorded.

Results
35/1000 (3.5%) patients had non vascular urologic complications (ureteric obstruction 31/35 (88%),
urinary leak 4/35 (11%). Mean time for manifestation of leak and obstruction was 7 days and 3.3
years, respectively. Mean follow up was 43.3 months ( (Range from 4 102 months). All patients
underwent nephrostomy placement (100%),while ureteric stents were placed in 34/35 (97%)
patients, ureteroplasty was performed in 13/35 (37%) patients. Technical success was 100% for
nephrostomy and 97% for ureteric stent placement. 94% of patients demonstrated clinical success by
eGFR improvement in 5 7 days. 2/35 (5%) patients had renal pelvis perforation which was managed
conservatively. 4/35 (11%) patients lost their grafts due to prolonged obstruction 2/35 (5%), and
rejection 2/35 (5%).

Conclusion
Interventional radiology procedures are safe and effective in managing non vascular urologic
complications in renal transplant patients.
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P 598 / Prostatic artery symmetry during PAE: lowering the learning
curve
Schuchardt P1, Jazayeri Moghaddas O1, Parikh N2, Salloum E2
1University of South Florida Department of Radiology, Tampa, United States, 2Moffitt Cancer Center and Research
Institute Department of Radiology, Tampa , United States

Purpose
To evaluate the rate of pelvic symmetry of prostatic artery (PA) origin during prostate artery
embolization (PAE).

Materials and Methods
Between 2016 and 2021, 135 patients underwent PAE for moderate severe lower urinary tract
symptoms (LUTS). Only patients with single bilateral PAs that were successfully embolized were
included, resulting in 109 patients for analysis. PA origin was evaluated using de Assis classification
and compared to contralateral side for symmetry. Clinical effectiveness and prostate volume
reduction (PV) were evaluated 6 weeks post PAE using international prostate symptom score
(IPSS)and quality of life (QOL) scores and cross sectional imaging, respectively.

Results
Baseline averages were: IPSS 18.3 (3 34), QOL 4.1 (1 6), and PV 113 cc (14.2 367 cc). Average
decrease in IPSS, QOL, and PV was 8.9 ( 13 to 23) (p< 0.001), 2 ( 1 to 5) (p< 0.001), and 27.7% ( 10%
to 64.8%) (p< 0.001) six weeks after PAE, respectively. PA symmetry was found in 51.4% (56/109) of
patients subclassified as follows: anterior division (Type II) (37.5%, 21/56), internal pudendal (Type
IV) (17.9%, 10/56), common cystoprostatic trunk (Type I) (17.9%, 10/56), and obturator (Type III)
(16.1%, 9/56). Among the 53 patients with asymmetric PA origins, the most common asymmetric
combination were anterior division and obturator artery (20.8%, 11/53), though wide variability was
observed.

Conclusion
Given variability of PA anatomy, knowledge of expected PA origin can be helpful for operators
learning PAE. This study shows that symmetric PA origin can be expected in approximately half of
patients perhaps lowering the learning curve for these operators.
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P 599 / Initial experience and quality reserve of digital variance
angiography in prostatic artery embolization
Vogl T1, Booz C1, Yel I1, Alizadeh L1, Kiss J2, Gyánó M2,3, Góg I2,3, Szigeti K2,4
1Institute for Diagnostic and Interventional Radiology, Johann Wolfgang Goethe University Frankfurt, Frankfurt,
Germany, 2Kinepict Health Ltd, Budapest, Hungary, 3Heart and Vascular Center, Semmelweis University ,
Budapest, Hungary, 4Department of Biophysics and Radiation Biology, Semmelweis University, Budapest ,
Hungary

Purpose:
Our aim was to investigate whether DVA has similar quality reserve in prostatic artery embolization
(PAE). The secondary aim was to explore the potential advantages of the color coded DVA (ccDVA)
technology in PAE.

Methods and Materials:
The retrospective observational study enrolled 30 patients (mean±SD age 68.0±8.9, range 41 87)
undergoing PAE at our institution between January and December of 2021. Altogether 127
acquisitions were included in the analysis. DSA and DVA images were generated from the same raw
series. The CNR values were calculated, and the image quality was evaluated by 4 experienced
readers in a randomized blinded survey, using a 5 grade Likert scale. Data were expressed as median
and interquartile ranges (IQR) and analyzed by the Wilcoxon signed rank test.

Results:
DVA images provided 4.1 times higher CNR than DSA images, the median (IQR) CNR values were 29.5
(19.5 45.4) and 7.2 (4.9 11.1), respectively, p<0.001. DSA images received significantly higher Likert
score than DSA images, the median (IQR) values were 4.33 (4.00 4.67) and 3.67 (3.00 4.00),
respectively, p< 0.001.

Conclusions:
Our data show that DVA provides higher CNR and better image quality in PAE. This quality reserve
might be used for dose management (reduction of radiation dose and contrast agent volume), and
ccDVA technology has also a high potential to assist PAE interventions in the future.
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P 600 / Determinants of patient radiation exposure during prostatic
artery embolization: a retrospective study in three Scandinavian
centers
Svarc P1, Hagen T2, Waltenburg H3, Andersson C4, Bläckberg M5, Baco E6, Taudorf M1, Røder M7,
Lindgren H8, Kløw N2, Lönn L1
1Rigshospitalet, Department of Radiology, Copenhagen, Denmark, 2Oslo University Hospital, Department of
Radiology and Nuclear Medicine, Oslo, Norway, 3Danish Health Authority, Radiation Physics, Copenhagen,
Denmark, 4Helsingborg Hospital, Department of Hematology, Oncology and Radiation Physics, Helsingborg,
Sweden, 5Helsingborg Hospital, Department of Urology, Helsingborg, Sweden, 6Oslo University Hospital,
Department of Urology, Oslo, Norway, 7Rigshospitalet, Department of Urology, Copenhagen, Denmark,
8Helsingborg Hospital, Department of Surgery, Section of Interventional Radiology, Helsingborg, Sweden

Purpose:
To evaluate the influence of center experience and several patient and procedure related factors on
patient radiation exposure during prostatic artery embolization (PAE) in three centers with different
PAE protocols and levels of experience. Understanding factors that influence radiation exposure is
crucial in effective patient selection and procedural planning.

Materials and methods:
352 consecutive PAE procedures from January 2015 to June 2020 were included in the data analysis.
Dose area product [DAP (Gy*cm2)] was selected as the primary outcome measure of radiation
exposure. A multiple linear regression model was built to determine significant predictors of
increased or decreased radiation exposure.

Results:
There was considerable variation in DAP between the centers. Intended unilateral PAE (p=0.03) and
each 10 additional patients treated (p=0.02) were significant predictors of decreased DAP.
Conversely, increased patient body mass index (BMI, p < 0.001), fluoroscopy time (p < 0.001) and
number of digital subtraction angiography (DSA) acquisitions (p < 0.001) were significant predictors
of increased DAP.

Conclusion:
To minimize patient radiation exposure during PAE radiologists may, in collaboration with clinicians,
consider unilateral embolization, pre interventional CTA for procedure planning, using
predominantly anteroposterior (AP) projections and limiting the use of cone beam CT (CBCT) and
fluoroscopy.

Reference to published article: Svarc, P., Hagen, T., Waltenburg, H. et al. Center experience and other
determinants of patient radiation exposure during prostatic artery embolization: a retrospective
study in three Scandinavian centers. Eur Radiol (2021). https://doi.org/10.1007/s00330 021 08351 5.
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P 601 / The impact of percutaneous nephrostomy dysfunction on the
workload of the interventional radiology department and associated
financial implications: a single centre UK experience
Halai V1, Tanasescu G1, Sek T1, Osborn P1, Wilby D1, Flowers D1

1Queen Alexandra Hospital, Portsmouth, United Kingdom

PURPOSE
To evaluate the effect nephrostomy dysfunction has on the interventional radiology department
workload and to assess the associated wider financial implications on the hospital.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
We retrospectively reviewed patients presenting to our institution with nephrostomy dysfunction
from May 2016 to May 2017. The intervention received was examined and the cost of each element
of care including hospital bed admission was calculated using NHS costing guidance.

RESULTS
Nephrostomy dysfunction resulting in need for intervention made up a third of all nephrostomy
related interventions performed at our unit. The most common causes for dysfunction were
dislodgement, blockage and leakage. A total of 65 interventions were performed for nephrostomy
dysfunction with 74% comprising of exchanges and 26% comprising of re insertions with fresh
punctures. The total annual estimated cost of emergency department and urology clinical nurse
specialist review, investigations, intervention and hospital admissions resulting from nephrostomy
dysfunction amounted to £235,068.

CONCLUSION
Nephrostomies can have a significant negative impact on patient’s quality of life, there are relatively
high associated rates of dysfunction with resultant financial implications as well as need for ongoing
intervention and regular exchanges. The aforementioned factors should be an important
consideration for interventional radiologists and urologists prior to nephrostomy insertion,
particularly for purposes of palliation. Additionally, there is little evidence to support one
nephrostomy design or fixation method over another and this is an area that requires further
investigation and innovation by medical device companies to improve the quality of life of patients
and decrease healthcare costs.
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P 602 / Prostate artery embolisation from radial approach: clinical
outcomes and complication rate
Weaver J1, Aldin Z1, Manolas V1, Gharib A1, Khatari T1
1Princess Alexandra Hospital, Harlow, United Kingdom

Purpose:
Prostate artery embolisation (PAE) is a recognised treatment of lower urinary tract symptoms (LUTS)
caused by benign prostatic hyperplasia/hypertrophy (BPH). Radial approach offers several potential
benefits over femoral approach: possible radiation dose reduction and early patient mobilisation as
an ambulatory day case procedure. This study aims to assess the clinical outcomes and complication
rate of radial approach PAE.

Materials and Methods:
Single centre retrospective observational study of fifty patients who underwent radial approach PAE
performed by a single vascular radiology consultant between January 2020 and July 2022. Outcome
measures included the International Prostate Symptom Score (I PSS), Quality of Life (QoL), prostatic
volume and uroflow studies.

Results:
Average I PSS point reduction of 12 points, with a maximum of 27 point reduction achieved following
PAE. Only two patients had worsening of symptoms following PAE. QoL improved by an average of 3
points. Prostate volume reduced by on average 30%. Only one patient experienced significant
haematoma associated with radial approach and no patients had pseudoaneurysm.

Conclusion:
Radial approach PAE is associated with good symptomatic relief of LUTS and offers a feasible
alternative to femoral approach for ambulatory day case patients with low complication rate.
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P 603 / Fluoroscopic guided transurethral double J stent removal in
renal transplant recipients
Kryger M1, Dalzell C1, Park A2, Haskal Z1
1University of Virginia Medical Center, Department of Radiology, Charlottesville, United States, 2University of
Texas Southwestern Medical Center, Department of Radiology, Dallas, United States

Purpose:
To report results of fluoroscopic guided transurethral removal of double J ureteral stents in renal
transplant recipients and demonstrate outpatient feasibility with a range of operator experience.

Materials and Methods:
Between September 2020 and September 2021, 28 patients (14 male, 14 female, mean age 54.4
years, range 28 – 72 years) were referred for fluoroscopic guided transurethral double J stent
removal. Twenty nine procedures were performed by 6 interventional radiologists with mean 13.5
years experience (range 0 29 years). Patients’ urethras were cannulated directly or via existing Foley
catheters. Stents were removed by direct capture with a snare device in 12 cases (41%) or modified
snare technique via para axial guidewire engagement with the stent in 16 cases (55%). All procedures
but one were performed with moderate conscious sedation and urethral lidocaine; one was
unsuccessful due to patient discomfort and the stent removed under general anesthesia.

Results:
Technical success rate was 97% (28/29 procedures). Seven procedures (24%) were outpatient. The
remaining 22 procedures (76%) were performed on patients admitted for other reasons. Eleven of
these patients (50%) were discharged within 48 hours. SIR B complications occurred in 2 patients
(7%). One was a urinary tract infection treated successfully with antibiotics. The other was hematuria
requiring blood transfusion and anticoagulation interruption, which resolved in 96 hours and was the
only discharge delaying complication.

Conclusion:
Fluoroscopic guided transurethral transplant double J stent removals can be performed with high
success rate and few procedural complications by physicians with a broad range of experience,
potentially on a majority outpatient basis.
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P 604 / Comparison between the volume of embolic used and clinical
outcomes during prostate artery embolisation
Brewin J1, Barge T1, Tapping C1

1Oxford University Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust, Oxford, United Kingdom

Purpose:
Prostate artery embolization (PAE) is a minimally invasive procedure to manage benign prostate
hyperplasia (BPH). Whilst positive clinical outcomes are well established, determining clinically
relevant peri procedural end points has proved challenging. We investigated whether the total
volume of embolic used during PAE correlated with changes in prostate volume, prostate specific
symptom scores and quality of life scores to determine whether this could provide a clinically useful
end point to predict adequate embolization.

Material and Methods:
Data for prostate volume, IPSS and EQ 5D 5L scores before and 12 months following PAE, along with
the total volume of embolic used, for 16 patients who underwent PAE as part of the STREAM registry
was gathered. All patients were embolised using the same technique and 200mcm PVA or 300 500
mcm Embosphere particles by the same 2 operators. Mann Whitney U Test was used for statistical
analysis.

Results:
Total embolic volume correlated with a decrease in prostate volume (p<0.01) and IPSS (p=<0.01)
score at 12 months post PAE, which were preserved even once volume of embolic had been
corrected for the pre procedural prostate volume. There was no correlation between embolic
volume and EQ5D5L (p=0.42) score.

Conclusion:
The total volume of embolic used during PAE appears to correlate with a reduction in prostate
volume and the clinically important IPSS scores during PAE. The direct clinical implications of this are
however limited at this stage due to the small sample size and retrospective nature of the study.
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P 605 / Trends in the utilization of retrograde ureteral stent
placement versus percutaneous renal interventions among medicare
patients. An analysis of procedural volume, specialty involvement,
and average submitted charges
Di Geronimo R1, Kim P1, Garewal A1, Taghavi R1, Choi J1, Andrews R1, Rao S1, Shah A1

1UC Davis Medical Center, Sacramento, United States of America

Purpose:
Management of ureteral obstruction or ureteral injury can differ based on the etiology, local
expertise, and a variety of other factors. Limited data currently exists on trends in percutaneous
versus retrograde renal/ureteral interventions on a national level.

Methods:
This study utilized data derived from publicly available databases provided by the Center for
Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS). Billing data from the CMS Physicians/Supplier Procedure
Summary(PSPS) Master Files from 2010 to 2018 were obtained. Percutaneous interventions included
percutaneous placement of a nephrostomy tube, nephro ureteral stent, or ureteral stent.

Results:
Throughout the study period, percutaneous renal interventions increased by 57.6% (20,785 to
32,763) in comparison to 1.75% for retrograde ureteral stent placement (142,377 to 144,882). The
ratio of retrograde ureteral stent to percutaneous renal intervention ranged from 6.85 (2010) to 4.42
(2018). In 2018, IR performed less than 0.1% of all retrograde ureteral stent placements while
Urology performed 6.4% of the total percutaneous renal interventions (increasing from 432 in 2010
to 2,125 in 2018 (+391%)). Percutaneous renal interventions and retrograde ureteral stent placement
was uncommon outside of IR and Urology. Analysis of submitted charges in 2018 showed that the
average submitted charge for a percutaneous renal intervention was $1403.3 compared to $1587.5
for a retrograde ureteral stent.

Conclusions:
Among Medicare patients, percutaneous renal interventions are becoming increasingly common
while the volume of retrograde ureteral stent placement has remained relatively unchanged. Urology
is increasingly performing percutaneous renal interventions, a trend likely to continue into the
future.
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P 606 / Percutaneous nephrostomy and ureteric stenting in
obstructing pelvic malignancy. Is it justified?
Christmas D1, Llewellyn O2, Blackmur J3, Laird A3

1Department of Radiology NHS Lothian, Edinburgh , United Kingdom, 2Department of Radiology Royal
Infirmary of Edinburgh, Edinburgh, United Kingdom, 3Department of Urology Western General Hospital,
Edinburgh, United Kingdom

Aims
Intervention via percutaneous nephrostomy (PCN) or ureteric stenting (US) for obstructing pelvic
malignancy (OPM) is not without risk, and has quality of life implications for patients who are at the
end of life. This study aims to identify who will benefit, this interim analysis aims to quantify the
issue.

Materials and Methods
This is an ongoing multicentre retrospective analysis of 276 patients who received US or PCN for
OPM between 2012 2020. Suitable patients were identified using the hospital electronic records
system and PACS. Entries were filtered for indication of OPM and other indications were excluded.

Results
276 patients underwent US or PCN during the time period. Bladder, prostate, colorectal, and cervical
cancer made up the most common causative malignancies, with prevalence 35.5%, 15.2%, 11.2%,
9%. 100 patients (36%) were managed ultimately with nephrostomy, 176 (64%) with stenting.
Mortality 6 months post procedure was 41%, (113 pts), and 221 patients (80%) died within the
follow up period (median: 8.5months, IQR, 2 26). 88% of patients receiving nephrostomy died with a
post procedure survival of 3 months (IQR 1 8). 76% of patients stented died, with a post procedure
survival of 5 months (IQR 2 15months). Of the total cohort, 155 patients (56%) did not receive any
further oncological treatment.

Conclusion
A significant proportion of patients with OPM who underwent US and PCN procedures at/towards
the end of life received no further oncological treatment, and post procedural survival was short in
both interventions. Further work aims to identify which patients will benefit from these potentially
undesirable procedures.
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P 607 / Percutaneous nephrostomy: review of practice and service
provision at a tertiary centre. Is a 24/7 service necessary?
Hsabo E1, Smith M1, Hasabo E2, Cardwell H3, Omar N3

1Department of Urology, Wythenshawe hospital, Manchester University NHS Foundation Trust, Manchester,
United Kingdom, 2Faculty of Medicine, University of Khartoum, Khartoum, Sudan, 3Department of Radiology,
Wythenshawe hospital, Manchester University NHS Foundation Trust, Manchester, United Kingdom

Purpose:
To determine the success rate, major and minor complication rates of percutaneous nephrostomy
performed by the interventional radiology department at Wythenshawe hospital, United Kingdom.

Materials and methods:
This observational study involved all consecutive patients who had undergone percutaneous
nephrostomy (PCN) insertion at Wythenshawe hospital between January 2020 and October 2021.
Information on patient demographics, clinical indication, timing of nephrostomy insertion, procedure
description along with the reported complications were gathered retrospectively.

Results:
A total of 135 patients were identified with a calculated success rate of 98%. Just over half of them
(52%) were males with the majority being elderly aged 70 90 (n=59, 43.7%). Unilateral PCN without
ureteric stenting was the most common procedure performed (82.96%). Our analysis also highlighted
a major complication rate of 2.96% (4/135) and a minor complication rate of 13.3% (18/135). The
most common indications for PCN insertion were urinary tract calculi (41.48%), malignancy (35.56%)
and obstructive uropathy (13.3%). We also found that 20 patients have waited longer than 24 hours
before the procedure (14.8%) with an average wait of 7 days. Interestingly, only 37% of procedures
were performed out of hours and the average postoperative hospital stay was 5 days.

Conclusion:
Our study found a satisfactory success rate, short hospital stays, low major and minor complication
rates following PCN insertion when compared to the RCR national standard. Our finding also
indicated that strengthening the existing service can overcome the need for 24/7 out of hours
coverage.
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P 608 / Fluoroscopic guided retrograde transurethral ureteric stent
insertion technical challenges and solutions
Motyer R1, Courtney M1, O'Neill H1, O'Mahony J1, McEniff N1, Brennan I1, Ryan J M1, Guiney M1

1St. James's Hospital, Dublin, Ireland

Learning Objectives:
Describe the technique of fluoroscopic guided retrograde transurethral ureteric stent exchange and
outline potential technical pitfalls through a series of recent cases at our institution.

Background:
Fluoroscopic guided retrograde ureteric stent exchange is a commonly performed procedure at our
institution, typically for patients with a background of treated gynaecological malignancy. This
approach is generally well tolerated and the avoidance of general anaesthetic is a major advantage
over conventional cystoscopy. This is of particular importance in the given patient cohort, with many
requiring long term stenting, warranting routine exchange every 16 20 weeks.

Clinical findings/procedure details:
The procedure is performed under conscious sedation with urinary catheter in situ. Under
fluoroscopic guidance, the urinary bladder is accessed with a guidewire via the urinary catheter
which is subsequently removed. A snare device is then used to partially remove the ureteric stent
withdrawing the distal pigtail via the urethra whilst maintaining access to ureter with remaining
stent. Retrograde stent exchange is then performed over a guidewire. Our case series demonstrates
a variety of challenging technical situations and potential pitfalls, including stent encrustation, stent
malposition, tangled stents and snares, and loss of access. Steps to resolution are discussed, with
successful outcomes ultimately achieved in the majority of cases.

Conclusion:
Fluoroscopic guided retrograde ureteric stent exchange is a commonly performed procedure at our
institution, numbering >1600 cases, however the technique is not universally performed in all
interventional departments. We aim to outline the procedure and highlight key technical learning
points through a series of challenging cases that we have encountered.
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P 609 / Interventional radiologic management of ureteroenteric
strictures in patients with ileal conduit: a through and through access
Georgiadou M1, Nikolaou V1

1General Hospital Of Nikaia Piraeus, Nikaia, Piraeus, Greece

Learning objectives:
To describe cases of ureteroenteric strictures in patients with Bricker anastomosis that were
managed in the angiosuite. To present the procedure undertaken and the appearance or not of any
complications.

Background:
Ureterointestinal strictures in patients that have undergone urinary diversion with ileal conduit
creation (Bricker technique) can be observed in the early post operative period due to intraoperative
ischaemia or urinary leakage in the anastomosis that lead to inflammation and fibrosis. Aim of
therapy is the preservation of urine drainage via the existing route without any further
complications. Although surgical reanastomosis is a therapeutic option, it accounts for high morbidity
and mortality rates for such fragile patients. Hence, minimally invasive procedures are preferable.

Clinical findings/procedure details:
Affected patients are usually septic with impaired renal function and ultrasound examination positive
for hydronephrosis. A nephrostomy tube is placed for immediate improvement of clinical condition
and for using an antegrade approach. Patients are placed in lateral decubitus position, a hydrophilic
guidewire and an angled catheter are used to overcome the stenosis and to be manipulated out of
the stoma. Then balloon dilatation of the stricture and retrograde, over the guidewire, placement of
a long (40 50cm) billiary drainage catheter are feasible. No complications were observed and
complete technical success was achieved as soon as the stricture was surpassed. Patients are
submitted to periodic replacement of their drainage catheter, on an outpatient basis.

Conclusion:
Ureteroenteric strictures in patients having Bricker anastomosis can be treated minimally invasively
with safety and effectiveness.
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P 610 / Renal transplant complications: the role of the interventional
radiologist
Butrón Hernández D, Riveros Gilardi B, Hernández Villegas A, Gabutti Thomas J,
Guerrero Hernández M
1Instituto Nacional de Ciencias Medicas y Nutricion "Salvador Zubirán", Ciudad de Mexico, Mexico

Learning Objectives:
Understand the surgical technique and types of anastomosis in kidney transplantation
Review common and not so common complications after renal transplant
Detect and analyze useful imaging findings in the diagnosis of complications after transplantation
Describe the interventional radiologist role in the management of complications associated with

renal transplantation

Background:
Kidney transplant is the treatment of choice in patients with end stage renal disease over peritoneal
dialysis and hemodialysis.

The increase in this type of surgery has improved the style and quality of life of patients, however,
there is the possibility of developing complications, therefore the role of the interventional
radiologist is important to detect and offer minimally invasive management of such complications for
an adequate patient outcome.

Clinical Findings/Procedure Details:
Surgical technique in kidney transplant

Complications:
Vascular: renal artery stenosis and thrombosis, renal vein thrombosis, and iliac artery stenosis;

pseudoaneurysm; arteriovenous fistula
Renal parenchyma: infection/abscess; rejection
Collecting system: ureteral obstruction/stenosis
Perinephric: urinoma, hematoma, lymphocele

Conclusion:
Knowing, identifying, and analyzing each possible complication after kidney transplantation is part of
the role of the interventional radiologist, however much of its strength lies in offering a minimally
invasive treatment which is increasingly being accepted by other physicians and by the patients
themselves, to give an alternative besides surgery, and an early solution to the complication that is
presented.
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P 611 / Pictorial review of common complications in radical
cystectomy patients with ileal conduits and the role of Interventional
Radiology
Moonan A1, Baron C, Dru R, Husain F, Sebastian F, Madhavan A
1Medway Maritime Hospital , Gillingham , United Kingdom

Learning objectives:
To illustrate the role of interventional radiology in the diagnosis and management of ureteroileal
anastomotic complications

Background:
Bladder cancer is a common malignancy and ileal conduits is the most common type of urinary
diversion used after radical cystectomy surgery. Interventional radiologists can play a key role in both
the diagnosis and management of complications relating to ileal conduits.

Clinical findings:
Complications can be classified as early and late. Early complications include urinary leakage and
ureteral obstruction. Loopography can be used to identify urinary leak and cross sectional imaging
used to identify any collections/ urinomas. Urgent decompression with a nephrostomy and use of
antegrade stenting to treat an infected and obstructed system.
Late complications include ureteroleal anastomotic strictures which is reported to occur in upto 10%
of patients. Exact cause of benign stricturing in ureteroileal anastomosis is not clear. Loopography
can be used to identify presence of stricturing. Similarly management with nephrostomy and
antegrade stenting used in initial period and subsequent balloon dilatation performed of strictured
segements.
Urolithiasis is another common complicatio. There is an increased risk of stone formation due to a
number of reasons including urinary stasis, bacterial colonisation and presence of foreign body
stents. Percutaneous nephrostomy allows for decompression and allows the urologist to undertake
subsequent procedures to treat stone disease.

Conclusion:
Interventional radiology plays a pivotal role in the diagnosis and management of ureteroileal
complications with the aim of preserving renal function and reducing morbidity to optimise patients'
quality of life.
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P 612 / Diagnosis and management of complications following renal
transplant
Cooper P, Allen G, Greene L, Hayden R, Irvine I, Francis A, Cullen A, Ryan A
1Division of Interventional Radiology, Department of Radiology, University Hospital Waterford, Waterford City,
Ireland

Learning objectives:
1. To describe the common and important complications in patients who have undergone

kidney transplantation.
2. To recognise the best modalities for timely detection of complications.
3. To discuss the role of the interventional radiologist in the management of these

complications.

Background:
Renal transplantation remains the standard of care for patients with chronic kidney failure. Since the
first renal transplant in 1954, there have been dramatic improvements in surgical techniques, post
transplant management and therapeutic strategies to optimise survival rates and minimise
comorbidity. Despite these advances, complications still occur in many cases.

Clinical findings/procedure details:
Complications can be divided into vascular (renal artery stenosis, inflow iliac artery stenosis, renal
vein thrombosis, and intrarenal arteriovenous fistula), urological (urinary obstruction, urinary leak,
calculus formation, perinephric collections such as a lymphocoele or urinoma), and nephrogenic
(chronic allograft nephropathy, acute tubular necrosis, rejection, neoplasms).
The timely diagnosis of renal transplant complications is crucial, and with constant refinement of
interventional techniques, the necessity for surgery continues to reduce in many cases. In this poster,
we describe the most commonly encountered complications in the post renal transplantation
patient, the most effective means of diagnosis, and discuss the specific role of the interventional
radiologist in their management.

Conclusion:
Despite ongoing improvements in post renal transplant therapies and technology, complications still
arise; the interventional radiologist plays a crucial role in the management of many of these
complications following prompt, accurate diagnosis.
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P 613 / Complications of partial nephrectomy: what the
interventional radiologist needs to know
Do J2, Meisinger Q1, Newton I1, Friend C1

1VA San Diego Health Care, San Diego, United States of America, 2University of California San Diego, San Diego,
USA

Learning Objective:
Understand partial nephrectomy complications and their respective interventional management.

Background:
Renal Cell Cancer is a very common malignancy with over 100,000 patients diagnosed in Europe and
60,000 diagnosed in the USA. As opposed to radical nephrectomy, partial nephrectomy (PN) has
increasingly become the operative standard of care for smaller tumors. Patients are often faced with
choice between PN and ablation. The interventional radiologists needs to be aware of complications
of PN so they can fully discuss alternatives to ablation with patients. They must also understand the
complications as they are often called up to treat them using minimally invasive techniques.

Clinical Findings/ Procedure Details:
Our educational abstract will review imaging diagnosis of complications of partial nephrectomy as
well as interventional management options. We will review pseudoaneurysm, hemorrhage, AV
fistulas, urinoma/urine leak, post operative abscess, as well as local recurrence.

Conclusion:
Partial nephrectomy is an increasingly common therapy for renal cell carcinoma. We present
complications in a pictorial essay format to further the interventional radiologist's understanding of
complications and treatment options.
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P 614 / Interventional techniques for removing a non deflating Foley
catheter
Sharma S1, Emeje O1, Al Shalchi M1, Kawa B1, Wetton C1, Ignotus P1, Shaw A1

1Maidstone and Tunbridge Wells NHS Trust, Tunbridge Wells, United Kingdom

Learning objectives:
To describe interventional radiology techniques and outcomes for removal of a non deflating Foley
catheter.

Background:
Urinary catheterisation is a common intervention in NHS hospitals; a recent study showed 18.6% of
hospital inpatients were catheterised. Difficulty in removing the catheter is a common complication,
often caused by inability to deflate the balloon.
We describe, by pictorial essay and flow chart, interventional radiology step wise techniques for
removal of a non deflating Foley catheter.

Procedure details:
USS is first used to confirm the balloon is still inflated. Initial techniques include cutting the inflation
channel, passing a guidewire up the inflation channel into the balloon under fluoroscopy, and finally
passing a microcatheter. Percutaneous puncture/active rupture of the balloon is reserved for cases
where the above techniques fail.

Conclusion:
Interventional radiology offers multiple safe and effective techniques for management of retained
non deflating Foley catheters. The use of a microcatheter has not been previously described.
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P 615 / Use of radiofrequency tip wire to cross ureteral anastomotic
obstruction for placement of retrograde nephroureteral stent
Ramakrishnan V1, Brader R1, Bream P1

1University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, United States

Learning Objectives:
1.Present a novel technique of utilizing the PowerWire radiofrequency wire to transverse
ureteroenteric strictures in patients with illeal conduits and prior failed placement of a retrograde
nephroureteral stent.
2. Describing the technical aspects and advantages and disadvantages of this procedure.

Background:
Radiofrequency tip wires can be utilized in recanalization of central venous stenosis. In the literature,
this wire has been utilized in urologic and non urologic interventions. Ureteroenteric strictures after
ileal conduit creation are considered a late surgical complication. We propose a novel technique
utilizing the PowerWire radiofrequency device to transverse distal ureteroenteric strictures in these
patients when standard procedures have failed.

Clinical Findings:
In the first case, internalization of a stent past a ureteral stricture had failed. A radiofrequency wire
was utilized to cross this stricture and a retrograde nephroureteral stent was placed. There was a
complication of abscess formation which resolved with drainage. In the second case, sharp
recanalization across a stricture using a Rosh Uchida TIPS needle (Cook, Indianapolis, IN) was
unsuccessful. Subsequently, a radiofrequency wire crossed the stricture and a left retrograde
nephroureteral stent was placed. In the final case, the patient developed bilateral ureteroenteric
strictures where a radiofrequency wire was used to transverse the right ureteral stricture and
balloon dilation was performed resulting in extra luminal contrast extravasation. A 7mm x 2.5 cm
Viabahn stent graft (Gore, Flagstaff, AZ) and retrograde nephroureteral stent were placed
afterwards.

Conclusion:
The radiofrequency wire is a feasible alternative for recanalization of ureteroenteric strictures after
ileal conduit creation.
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P 616 / Early percutaneous antegrade – retrograde rendezvous repair
of a transected ureter – a real therapeutic option
Garvey C, Rohan P, Ryan JM .
1St James's Hospital, Dublin, Ireland., Dublin, Ireland

A 46 year old female underwent elective laparoscopic abdominal hysterectomy and bilateral
salpingo oophrectomy for refractory endometriosis. The operation and early post operative course
were unremarkable however, 7 days post operatively she presented with urinary leak from the
wound site and vagina. Computed tomography (CT) urogram demonstrated a right distal complete
ureteric transection with leakage of urine into the pelvis and fistulation into the vagina.

The patient underwent a “Rendezvous” procedure via a retrograde cystoscopic approach during
which a 250 cm guidewire was used to cannulate the right vesicoureteric junction and advanced into
the retroperitoneal cavity where it was coiled. Using a previously inserted right percutaneous
nephrostomy, a guidewire was advanced in the antegrade direction through the site of ureteric
transection in to the retroperitoneal cavity.

A “Gooseneck” snare catheter was passed over the guidewire and under fluoroscopic guidance the
retrograde wire was snared and brought externally via the nephrostomy access achieving a through
and through access. An 8Fr nephroureteric stent was then inserted.

Interval imaging at 6 weeks showed significant healing of the ureter but a leak remained. The
nephroureteric stent was replaced and left in place for a further 6 weeks, then exchanged for a
ureteric stent which was left in place for 6 months. A subsequent retrograde ureterogram showed
complete healing of the transected ureter. The ureteric stent was removed.

Ureteric injuries are usually iatrogenic. They present significant therapeutic challenges with debate
regarding the optimal approach. An early percutaneous Rendezvous approach represents an
effective, minimally invasive option to repair a transected ureter.
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P 617 / Successful ureteric embolization for lower urinary tract fistula
with partial duplication of the renal pelvis treated by coils and
additional N butyl 2 cyanoacrylate glue and vascular plug
Hasegawa T1, Tsuboi M1, Yukawa T1, Takahashi Y1, Ota E1, Arai Y2
1Osaki Citizen Hospital/Diagnostic Radiology, Miyagi, Japan, 2National Cancer Center Hospital/Diagnostic
Radiology, Tokyo, Japan

Clinical history/Pre treatment imaging:
A 54 year old female with advanced cervical cancer underwent chemoradiotherapy, leading to urine
leakage due to a ureterovaginal fistula ten months after treatment. A nephrostomy was insufficient,
and the patient required 11 12 pads per day.

Treatment options/Results:
Ureteral embolization was chosen to improve the quality of life. A 4 Fr angiographic catheter was
advanced to the ureter through the nephrostomy route, and four 0.035 inch fibered coils were
placed. The leakage disappeared on ureterography, and a 16 Fr nephrostomy balloon catheter was
placed. However, the nephrostomy drainage was insufficient due to the partial duplication of the
renal pelvis, and 5 6 pads per day were still required after the embolization. An additional
embolization was performed five days later. The ureterography re visualized the leakage through the
coils (Fig. 1). A 6 Fr guiding sheath, a 4 Fr catheter, and a 1.98 Fr microcatheter were inserted. First,
50% NBCA glue was administered proximal to the coils; then, a vascular plug was placed proximal to
the NBCA cast (Fig. 2). The urinary leak completely stopped, and the 16 Fr nephrostomy balloon
catheter was reinserted. No urinary leakage recurrence was noted in a 1.5 year follow up.

Discussion:
Coils are often suitable for ureteral embolization; however, they may be insufficient if the
nephrostomy drainage is inadequate, as in partial duplication of the renal pelvis. No reports in the
literature examined the relation of nephrostomy drainage and morphology of the renal pelvis or
ureter.

Take home points:
Ureteral embolization may require choosing the embolic materials in relation to the effectiveness of
nephrostomy drainage.
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P 618 / "Uroptysis!" unexpected discovery of nephro bronchial
fistula following nephrostogram
Motyer R, O'Neill H1, O'Neill S1, O'Mahony J1, Courtney M1, Brennan I1, McEniff N1, Ryan J M1, Guiney
M1

1St. James's Hospital, Dublin, Ireland

Clinical history/Pre treatment imaging:
42 year old female admitted with abdominal pain and raised inflammatory markers. CT abdomen
and pelvis revealed an obstructing left sided PUJ calculus, xanthogranulomatous pyelonephritis
(XGP), multiple pararenal and perisplenic abscesses and large left sided pleural effusion with
compressive atelectasis. DMSA confirmed non functioning left kidney.

Treatment options/results:
Conservative management with targeted antimicrobials, percutaneous perinephric drain insertion
and left nephrostomy. Nephrostogram demonstrated interpolar calyceal rupture. Inflammatory
markers remained elevated and interval CT TAP showed evolving left empyema warranting chest
drain insertion. Nephrostogram performed prior to planned antegrade ureteric stenting
demonstrated persistent calyceal rupture with contrast tracking from the upper pole above the left
hemidiaphragm diaphragm, opacifying the right bronchial tree. The patient was noted to cough at
this time. Immediate CT TAP confirmed left nephro bronchial fistula. The nephrostomy was left in
situ and patient ultimately discharged with outpatient intravenous antibiotic therapy, close follow up
and plan for interval nephrectomy and fistula repair.

Discussion:
XGP is an uncommon sequelae of chronic renal suppurative infection, most frequently secondary to
long standing obstruction from staghorn calculus. Females are affected with a 2:1 predilection, most
commonly of middle age, with clinical presentation often non specific. Severity is based on degree of
surrounding tissue involvement. Nephro bronchial fistula is a rare complication of XGP, with a limited
number of case reports published worldwide.

Take home points:
XGP should be considered in cases of suspected chronic pyelonephritis and may mimic neoplasm.
Particularly close attention for complications such as calyceal rupture and fistulation is warranted
when performing urological interventions in cases of XGP.
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P 619 / Uretero iliac artery fistula: a rare cause of gross haematuria
treated by transarterial repair
Leyva Vasquez Caicedo M1, Gonzalez Nieto J1, Armijo Astraín J1, Méndez Montero J1
1Hospital Universitario Clínico San Carlos. Vascular and Interventional Radiology Unit, MADRID, Spain

Clinical history:
A 75 year old woman was admitted to our hospital for hematuria and hemodynamic instability. She
had undergone abdominoperineal resection followed by radiotherapy for rectal cancer 6 years
previously. Subsequently, she developed a left ureteral stricture related to the prior radiation
therapy, which was managed with chronic ureteral stent exchanges every 3 months.
A CT scan of the abdomen and pelvis showed no fistula or extravasation.

Treatment options:
A pelvic arteriogram revealed a small outpouching and communication between the left internal iliac
artery and the ureter. A diagnosis of ureteral–iliac artery fistula was confirmed.
Utilizing the right femoral artery approach, a self expanding nitinol stent graft encapsulated with
polytetrafluoroethylene (10x40mm) was deployed over the point of the fistula. Angiogram obtained
after deployment of covered stent shows complete exclusion of the fistula without further constrast
extravasation.

Discussion:
Ureteral–iliac artery fistula is a rare but potentially life threatening entiity. Once it is suspected a
quick diagnosis and treatment should be established.
The pathophysiology of ureteral–iliac artery fistula formation begins with damage to one or both
components of the fistula: the ureter and/or the artery. The constant pulsation of an adjacent artery
transmitted to an already radiation induced damaged ureter may produce pressure necrosis at the
site where the ureter crosses the iliac artery, resulting in the formation of a fistula between the two
structures due to activation of the inflammatory cascade.

Take home points:
We report a case of a successful management of ureteral – iliac artery fistula with endovascular
stenting.
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P 620 / Traumatic anterior urethral transection managed with
radiologic primary urethral realignment
Chetan M1, Millar Mills M1, Kearns D1, Tapping C1

1Oxford University Hospitals NHS Trust, Oxford, United Kingdom

History:
A 54 year old farmer presented 24 hours after a straddle injury with inability to void, blood at the
meatus, and perineal bruising. Retrograde urethrogram showed a complete transection of the bulbar
urethra with extravasation of contrast and lack of bladder opacification (Goldman type V injury).

Treatment:
Immediately following the urethrogram, realignment was performed radiologically using a retrograde
hydrophilic wire across the urethral transection and into the bladder. This was exchanged for a stiff
wire, then a 14 Fr urinary catheter was inserted over the wire.
A follow up urethrogram performed 6 weeks later showed the rupture had sealed with a stricture at
the bulbar urethra, and a trial without catheter was elected.
6 months later, the patient remains catheter free with no further intervention. He does have poor
flow and frequency secondary to urethral stricture and is planned for an optical urethrotomy in the
near future.

Discussion:
Urethral injuries are traditionally managed with urinary diversion via suprapubic catheter followed by
delayed urethral repair, however there is good evidence in the literature that radiologic or
endoscopic primary urethral realignment is safe and effective. Radiologic primary urethral
realignment has the advantage of avoiding need for a general anaesthetic and lithotomy position,
particularly relevant in those with pelvic fractures, as well as avoiding suprapubic catheterisation,
which was in line with our patient's wishes.

Take home points:
Continuity of the ruptured urethra was successfully achieved in this first case of fluoroscopic primary
urethral realignment at our centre.
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P 621 / A single centre 7 year experience of IVC filter retrieval:
retrieval rates and factors associated with IVC filter care
Ward A1, Dulku G1, Hasan H1

1

Department of Medical imaging and interventional radiology, Fiona Stanley Hospital, Perth, Australia

Purpose:
Less than 10 years after their development, reports were emerging that retrievable IVC filter use had
dramatically increased, that clinical indication was highly variable, and that absence of appropriate
follow up was reflected in comparatively low retrieval rates. These trends, alongside emerging
reports of complications from retained, retrievable filters prompted the FDA, CIRSE and BSIR, among
others, to examine retrieval practices and take measures to improve filter care.
Our primary aim was to determine our institution’s IVC filter retrieval rates over a 7 year period.
Secondary aims included factors associated with filter care; insertions, retrievals, indications, dwell
time and unsuccessful retrievals/complications.

Materials & methods:
A retrospective analysis of our institution’s IVC filter database between 10/2014 and 09/2021.
Additional data was obtained from electronic medical records & imaging databases where indicated.

Results:
200 IVC filters were retrieved (63% male, 37% female). The majority were Celect (100) and Denali
(87) and the most common indication was VTE prophylaxis in the setting of trauma. Unsuccessful
retrieval at first attempt occurred in 20 cases while dwell time for a retrieved filter ranged from
6days to 14years with the majority (140) having been in situ for <6months.
178 filters were inserted. 95 of those were successfully retrieved at the time of review (53.4%).
Controlling for deceased patients and permanent filters, retrieval rates of filters both sited and
removed at our institution was 79.8%.

Conclusion:
As a tertiary rehabilitation hospital we retrieve more filters than we place
Our retrieval rates are at the upper end of the spectrum presented in the literature
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P 622 / Catheter aspiration thrombectomy combined with filter
protection is safe and effective in the treatment of acute inferior
vena cava filter thrombosis
Chen Y1, Deng G1

1Zhongda Hospital, Medical School, Southeast University, Nanjing, China

Purpose:
To evaluate the safety and efficacy of catheter aspiration thrombectomy combined with filter
protection in the treatment of acute inferior vena cava filter thrombosis (IVCFT).

Materials and methods:
23 patients admitted to our center between June 2017 and June 2021 underwent the procedure, and
the original and protective filters were retrieved one by one. For efficacy analysis, patients were
evaluated for the original filter retrieval rate, change in thrombus size and IVC occlusion rate,
improvement in clinical symptoms and signs. For safety analysis, patients were evaluated for the
occurrence of procedure related complications and were followed up for more than 6 months.
Moreover, the change in IVC occlusion rate and fluoroscopy time were evaluated in relation to
patient gender, age, D dimer, time from original filter placement to treatment, filter brand, thrombus
location, and preoperative thrombus size.

Results:
22 original and 23 protective filters were successfully removed. Venography showed unobstructed
IVC, and residual mural thrombus was seen in 13 patients. No patient developed intraoperative
pulmonary symptoms or signs. The patient's chest tightness, elevated skin temperature and swelling
of the affected limbs were relieved. All patients showed no positive signs and symptoms during the
follow up. Correlation analysis showed that the change in IVC occlusion rate correlated with patient
gender and thrombus location; fluoroscopy time correlated with patient gender, filter brand, and
thrombus location.

Conclusion:
The procedure for acute IVCFT has a high rate of original filter removal and can effectively relieve
patients' symptoms and signs with few procedure related complications.
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P 623 / Initial UK experience of the Inari ClotTriever in mechanical
venous thrombectomy for iliofemoral deep vein thrombosis
Kong M1, Elzein A1, Wilton E1, Wigham A1

1Oxford University Hospitals NHS Trust, Oxford, United Kingdom

Purpose:
The role of mechanical thrombectomy technology is increasing in the management of occlusive deep
vein thrombosis (DVT). This describes the initial experience of a tertiary UK Hospital in the use of the
Inari ClotTriever device for iliofemoral venous thrombectomy.

Material and methods:
An ongoing prospective cohort study of venous thrombectomy with the Inari ClotTriever device was
performed over a ten month period between 15/04/21 18/02/22 at a single tertiary UK hospital.
Demographics, initial presentation and immediate procedural outcomes were recorded. Clot
clearance was measured with contrast venogram and intravascular ultrasound. Vascular doppler
ultrasound and symptom improvement were assessed at 24 hours, 2 weeks and 3 months post
procedural follow up. Re occlusion rates and subsequent re intervention of the treated segment
were also measured.

Results:
Fourteen patients were treated with the Inari ClotTriever device (9 Male, 5 Female). Median age of
52 years (18 70 years). General anaesthesia was used in 43% (6) and local anaesthesia for 57% (8) of
cases. Median number of passes with the device was 5.5 (range 4 12). Complete clot evacuation
ranged between 80 90%. Average number of iliac/femoral vein stents inserted 1.6 (0 4). Primary
assisted patency was 100%, with 3 month primary patency rate of 86% (two requiring re intervention
within 3 months). No requirement for thrombolytics or ICU admission. The 30 day mortality was
zero. Re occlusion rate at six months was zero.

Conclusion:
Initial experience suggests that the ClotTriever device for mechanical venous thrombectomy in
iliofemoral deep vein thrombosis is safe and effective. Follow up vascular ultrasound demonstrated
good identification of the requirement for re intervention.
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P 624 / Application of Byrd Dilator Sheaths in IVC filter removal
Moqbil S1, Czeczelewski M1, Mikos E1, Pyra K2, Szmygin M2

1Students’ Scientific Society at the Department of Interventional Radiology and Neuroradiology, Medical
University of Lublin, Lublin, Poland, 2Department of Interventional Radiology and Neuroradiology, Medical
University of Lublin, Lublin, Poland

Purpose:
The aim of the study was to evaluate the efficiency of Byrd Dilator Sheaths in IVC filter removal.

Material and Methods:
61 inferior vena cava filter removal procedures were performed in the Department of Interventional
Radiology and Neuroradiology, Medical University of Lublin, between 2020 and 2021. Access was
used from the right femoral vein using the Seldinger technique. The filters were removed using the
"lasso" technique. In case of difficulties with filter removal a Byrd dilator was used to separate the
filter from the inferior vena cava wall.

Results:
Byrd dilators were used in 14 (22.9%) cases because of resistance in removing the filter using a
vascular loop. In all cases, the filters were left in the IVC beyond the time recommended by the
manufacturer. In 13 (92.9%) patients, IVC filters were successfully removed. No complications in the
form of IVC wall damage were claimed, but vein stenosis was found at the site of the removed filter
in 9 patients. Follow up phlebography performed after 3 weeks showed normal IVC.

Conclusions:
If the filter is kept in the IVC for prolonged period of time, ingrowth of the filter into the vessel wall
occurs. Byrd Dilator Sheats show limited side effects and are potentially an effective method of filter
removal when other approaches are unsuccessful. Studies on a larger group are needed to obtain
information on the safety and efficacy of this method.
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P 625 / Usefulness of the oblique position for dilating the subclavian
vein when implanting a central venous (CV) catheter or port
Higashino N1

1Wakayama Medical University, Wakayama, Japan

Purpose:
To evaluate the usefulness of the oblique position method to dilate the subclavian vein when
implanting a CV catheter or port.

Materials and Methods:
Sixty seven patients ranging in age from 71 to 90 years old were enrolled in this study. Patients were
placed in the supine position, and their bodies were tilted 30° using a cushion placed beneath either
shoulder. The diameter of the subclavian vein was measured by ultrasound in the left anterior
oblique (LAO), right anterior oblique (RAO), and horizontal (H) positions.

Results:
The mean±SD (95% confidence interval) diameter of the right subclavian vein was 16.89±5.10 (15.51–
18.27) mm in the LAO position, 7.15±4.01 (6.07–8.24) mm in the RAO position, and 10.87±3.97
(9.80–11.94) mm in the H position. The diameter of the left subclavian vein was 8.90±4.63 (7.66–
10.14) mm in the LAO position, 15.96±4.29 (14.82–17.11) mm in the RAO position, and 11.62±3.81
(10.60–12.64) mm in the H position. The subclavian vein diameter changed significantly when the
patients were repositioned into both the oblique position (P<0.0001).

Conclusion:
The oblique position, which lowers the target side, was effective for dilating the subclavian vein
when implanting a CV catheter or port.
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P 626 / Trends in IVC filter placement and removal among Medicare
patients from 2012 2018: analysis of procedure volume, place of
service, specialty involvement, and cost
Jenner Z1, Di Geronimo R, Liou F, Kim P, Shah A, Vu C
1University of California Davis Medical Center, Sacramento, United States of America

Purpose:
To provide an updated trend analysis of procedure volume, service place, provider specialty
(Interventional Radiology IR, Vascular Surgery VS, Cardiology IC), and cost for inferior vena cava
(IVC) filter placement/retrieval among Medicare beneficiaries from 2012 2018.

Methods:
Data was derived from publicly available CMS databases. Billing data from the CMS PSPS Master Files
from 2012 2018 were obtained. Billing codes 37191 37193 were used. Mann Kendall test analyzed
statistically significant trends in procedure volume. ANOVA and Bonferroni analysis compared mean
charges.

Results:
From 2012 2018, IVC filter placement decreased from 57,785 to 29,005 ( 49.8%, p<0.01). IVC filters
placed increased from 4,060 to 7,591 (+87.0%, p<0.05). The net difference between filters placed and
removed was +256,567. Most filters were placed inpatient (82.2 84.6%). Filter removal was
predominantly outpatient (83.6 89.5%).
Radiology placed the majority of filters, increased from 58.4% to 68.7% between 2012 2018.
Radiology removed most filter (63.5% to 68.0% between 2012 and 2018). Filter removal to
placement ratio by specialty was similar (0.15 IR, 0.16 VS, 0.13 IC). In 2018, IR charged less for IVC
filter placement ($2,360, p<0.01) when compared to VS ($3,390) and IC ($2,580). IC charged the
lowest for retrieval ($2,030, p<0.01) compared to VS ($3,013) and IR ($2,758). IR was cheaper than
VS (p<0.01). Mean reimbursement rates for filter placement (+7.0%) and removal (+8.4%) both
increased.

Conclusions:
IVC filters placement per year has significantly decreased while filter removals have increased. A
large disparity exists between filters placed/removed. IR places and removes the majority of IVC
filters at a lower submitted charge than VS.
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P 627 / Early outcomes of the randomized control trial comparing the
efficacy of radiofrequency ablation and foam sclerotherapy for
perforating veins
Deshpande A1, Kumar S1
1All India Institute Of Medical Sciences, New Delhi, India

Purpose:
To compare the technical and clinical efficacy of the radiofrequency ablation (RFA) and foam
sclerotherapy (FS) for closure of the incompetent perforating veins (IPV).

Methods:
This was a single centre randomized controlled trial, including the patients with IPVs (isolated or post
truncal vein ablation) causing symptomatic chronic venous disease, excluding patients with
secondary or congenital aetiologies. The patients were randomized in two arms (1:1) after the
baseline doppler. RFA was performed using a radiofrequency stylet and FS was performed using
polidocanol. The patients were evaluated at 48 hours and 1 month post procedure. The CEAP and
revised Venous Clinical Severity Score (rVCSS) were calculated at the baseline and 1 month.

Results:
A total of 82 IPVs were treated in 80 limbs of 80 patients (40 each) with a mean age of 41.26 ± 13.56
years (73 males and 7 females). The baseline characteristics were similar except for the age and prior
truncal vein ablations. The closure rates of RFA and UGFS were 81.5% and 90% respectively (p <
0.05), at 48 hours without any recanalization at 1 month. The patients showed significant clinical
improvement (p > 0.05) in CEAP and rVCS scores at 1 month in both arms. However, no significant
difference (p < 0.05) was observed in the % change of rVCSS in the two groups. Only one patient had
isolated distal deep venous thrombosis in the FS arm.

Conclusion:
The radiofrequency ablation and foam sclerotherapy showed equal early clinical and technical
efficacy for the closure of incompetent perforator veins.
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P 628 / Impact of an enterprise wide IVC filter database and
physician dashboard on IVC filter retrieval rates and compliance with
follow up
Foster H1, Sens J2, Sabri S1, Tabori N1, Cardella J1, Frenk N1, Sivananthan G1

1MedStar Georgetown University Hospital and Washington Hospital Center, Washington, United States,
2Georgetown University School of Medicine, Washington, United States

Purpose:
To retrospectively evaluate the effect of implementing an IVC filter (IVCf) database on retrieval rates
and follow up compliance within a health care system comprised of multiple academic and
community hospitals. Secondary endpoints include a comparison of outcomes based on indication
for placement at academic versus community hospitals.

Materials and Methods:
An automated IVCf database was created to monitor IVCf status after placement. Outcomes before
implementation of the database (pre database cohort, n=313) were compared to the post database
cohort (n=279). Retrospective chart review included indications for IVCf placement and retention.
Outcomes were considered “compliant” if the filter was retrieved or deemed permanent. Filters with
pending removal status were considered “noncompliant”.

Results:
IVCf removal rates were similar between the post database and pre database cohorts (p=.541).
There was a higher overall follow up rate in the post database group compared to the pre database
group (80% vs. 64.9%, p=.007). A higher baseline retrieval rate was observed at academic hospitals
when compared to community hospitals (p=.011). After implementation of the database, this
difference was attenuated (p=.923) due to improved filter retrieval rates at community hospitals.
Increasing age (OR=.97, p=.001) and filters placed for a contraindication to anticoagulation due to
bleeding decreased the likelihood of filter removal.

Conclusion:
In summary, the IVCf database did not significantly increase filter retrieval rates, but improved
overall follow up rates in both academic and community hospitals. In addition, the retrieval rates,
which were significantly lower at community hospitals pre database, equilibrated with academic
hospitals post database.
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P 629 / A review of the incidence, outcome and management of
venous stent migration
Sayed M1, Salem M4, Desai K2, O’Sullivan G3, Black S1
1Guy's And St Thomas Hospitals Nhs Foundation Trust, London, United Kingdom, 2Department of Radiology,
Northwestern University Feinberg School of Medicine, , Chicago, USA, 3Department of Radiology, Galway
University Hospital, Galway, Ireland, 4Nottingham University Hospitals NHS Trust, Nottingham, United Kingdom

Introduction
A recognised complication of venous stenting is stent migration. The aim of this systematic review
was to identify number of cases reported in published literature describing stent migration, to
recognise risk factors associated with this complication and outcomes following migration.

Methods
A review was conducted following PRIMSA guidelines and registered on PROSPERO. MEDLINE,
EMBASE, and PubMed database and key references were searched using specified keywords. All
relevant data for primary procedure and subsequent presentation with stent migration was
retrieved. Data assessed was too low quality to allow for statistical analysis.

Results
Between 1994 2020, 29 case reports and 2 case series (31 articles) provided data for 54 events of
stent migration with 47/54 providing some data for stents used. Patients' mean age in who migration
occurred: 50 years. 57.6% (n=30) were male. Most reported cases were 60mm or less in length
(38/46, 82.6%). Only 3 of the reports were stents greater than 14mm diameter (3/47, 3.6%). No
reported migrated stents were more than 100mm length. In 85% of the migrated stent events,
retrieval was attempted with 56% via endovascular approach. The immediate outcome was
satisfactory in 100% of the reported attempts whether endovascular/open approaches.

Conclusions
The risk of migration is rare but underreported. The majority of reported cases are shorter and
smaller diameter stents. The paucity of published data and short term follow up provided, suggest
more formal data collection would provide a truer reflection of incidence. Clear strategies to avoid
migration need to be followed to prevent this complication.
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P 630 / Impact of mechanical thrombectomy in treating isolated
femoral popliteal deep vein thrombosis
Marino A1, Mojibian H1

1Yale School of Medicine, Department of Radiology & Biomedical Imaging, New Haven, United States

Purpose:
It is currently unclear whether patients experiencing isolated distal deep vein thrombosis (DVT)
benefit from intervention. We investigate the safety and efficacy of mechanical thrombectomy with
the ClotTriever System (Inari Medical, Irvine, CA) for patients with isolated femoral popliteal DVT.

Materials and Methods:
CLOUT is a prospective, multi center, all comer registry of lower extremity DVT patients treated with
the ClotTriever System, of which interim results are available for the first 250 patients. The primary
effectiveness endpoint is complete or near complete ( 75%) thrombus removal assessed by an
independent, core laboratory.

Results:
This sub analysis is focused on the 42 (18.3%) patients experiencing isolated femoral popliteal DVT:
64.3% were male, 28.6% had history of DVT, and 47.6% had a contraindication for thrombolysis. The
median thrombectomy time was 25 minutes, median blood loss was 50 mL, and all procedures were
single session. No adjunctive thrombolytics were administered and no patients required overnight
ICU monitoring post procedure. The primary effectiveness endpoint was achieved in 88.4% of limbs,
with a median Marder score reduction of 100%. Within 30 days, there was no pulmonary embolism,
no mortality, and 1 (2.8%) procedure related readmission. At 6 months, 85.0% of vessels had flow
and 90.0% were compressible; 81.5% of patients were free of post thrombotic syndrome, with
significant reduction in pain and improvement in quality of life.

Conclusions:
Outcomes from the CLOUT registry suggest that the ClotTriever System can be used safely in patients
with isolated femoral popliteal DVT, effectively removing thrombus, reducing long term functional
limitations, and improving quality of life through 6 months.
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P 631 / Association between wedged hepatic venous pressure and
prognosis of balloon occluded retrograde transvenous obliteration
for gastric varices
Koyama T1, Minamiguchi H1, Sonomura T1, Ikoma A1, Sato H1, Tanaka R1, Kamisako A1, Higasino N1,
Fukuda K1
1Wakayama Medical University, Wakayama, Japan

Purpose:
Balloon occluded retrograde transvenous obliteration (BRTO) is an effective treatment for gastric
varices, but recurrence of gastric varices, exacerbation of esophageal varices and ascites, and
decreased liver function may occur after the procedure. We investigated the association between
wedged hepatic venous pressure (WHVP) measured before and after BRTO and the recurrence of
gastric varices, exacerbation of esophageal varices and ascites, liver function, and overall survival
(OS).

Material and Methods:
WHVP was measured before and after BRTO in 38 patients who underwent BRTO for gastric varices
in our department between June 2011 and June 2017. Five percent ethanolamine oleate iopamidol
was used as the sclerosing agent for BRTO. Gastric varices, esophageal varices, ascites, and liver
function were evaluated before, and at 1, 3, and 6 months after BRTO. OS was calculated using the
Kaplan–Meier method. Prognostic factors were investigated using univariate and multivariable Cox
proportional hazards models.

Results:
Gastric varices recurred in 3 of 38 patients (7.9%). Pre and postoperative WHVPs were not
significantly associated with the recurrence of gastric varices. However, higher pre and
postoperative WHVPs were significantly associated with increased ascites (p=0.017, p=0.029) and
exacerbation of esophageal varices (p=0.004, p=0.032). High postoperative WHVP ( 22 mmHg) was
significantly associated with shorter OS (p=0.041).

Conclusion:
Elevated WHVP may be associated with post procedural complications and shorter OS after BRTO for
gastric varices.
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P 632 / Feasibility of endovascular recanalization in post thrombotic
syndrome of intentionally interrupted inferior vena cava
Monnin bares V1, Rodiere M, Finas M, Douane F, Lablee A, Larralde A, Zarqane H, Kovacsik H, Thony F,
Bommart S
1CHU Arnaud de Villeneuve Montpellier, Radiology department, Montpellier, France

Purpose:
Surgical plication of inferior vena cava was commonly used until the eighties for prevention of
pulmonary embolism, associated with high incidence of post thrombotic syndrome (PTS). This study
aims to assess the feasibility and safety of endovascular ilio caval recanalization after intentionally
surgically interrupted inferior vena cava by external plicating clip.

Material and methods:
Endovascular ilio caval recanalizations in relation with previous vena cava clip plication were
extracted from the retrospective French multicentre database and further analysed. All procedure
data were retrospectively reviewed, including technical aspects, technical success, and outcomes
(clinical response and ultrasound stent patency).

Results:
From 2016 to 2018, 8 patients from 4 different centres underwent endovascular iliocaval
recanalization for PTS in relation with previous caval interruption by clip. Recanalization of iliocaval
occlusion through the clip and stent reconstruction were successfully performed for all of them
without complications. After angioplasty, plicating clip was opened in U shape (n=3) or ovalized
without significant residual stenosis (n=5). Patency of the inferior vena cava was maintained for all
patients with a mean follow up of almost two years after stenting. All patients were clinically
improved.

Conclusion:
Endovascular recanalization and stenting of surgical vena cava clip plication is technically feasible
without morbidity. Restoration of blood flow through the iliocaval occlusion, using non invasive
endovascular technique, even as late treatment may be durable, with improvement of patient’s
venous symptoms.
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P 633 / Percutaneous large bore pulmonary thrombectomy with the
FlowTriever device: Initial experience in intermediate high and high
risk patients
Lüdemann W1, Zickler D2, Kruse J2, Koerner R2, Lenk J1, Erxleben C1, Torsello G1, Fehrenbach U1,
Jonczyk M1, Guenther R1, De Bucourt M1, Gebauer B1

1Charité Universitätsmedizin Berlin, Department of Diagnostic and Interventional Radiology, Berlin, Germany,
2Charité Universitätsmedizin Berlin, Department of Nephrology and Medical Intensive Care, Berlin, Germany

Purpose:
This retrospective cohort study investigates outcomes of patients with intermediate high and high
risk pulmonary embolism (PE) who were treated with transfemoral mechanical thrombectomy (MT)
using the large bore Inari FlowTriever aspiration catheter system.

Material and methods:
27 patients (mean age of 56.1 ± 15.3 years) treated with MT for PE between 04/2021 and 11/2021
were reviewed. Risk stratification was performed according to European Society of Cardiology (ESC)
guidelines. Clinical and hemodynamic characteristics before and after the procedure were compared
with the paired Student’s t test, duration of hospital stay was analyzed with the Kaplan Meier
estimator.

Results:
Of 27 patients with PE, 18 (66.7%) were classified as high risk. Mean right to left ventricular ratio on
baseline CT was 1.7 ± 0.6. After thrombectomy a statistically significant reduction in mean pulmonary
artery pressures from 35.9 ± 9.6 to 26.1 ± 9.0 mmHg (p=0.002) and heart rates from 109.4 ± 22.5 to
82.8 ± 13.8 beats per minute (p<0.001) was achieved. Two patients died after the procedure due to
prolonged cardiogenic shock. Three patients died of complications not directly related to PE. One
patient needed short cardiopulmonary resuscitation during the procedure due to clot displacement.
Patients with PE as primary driver of clinical instability had a median intensive care unit (ICU) stay of
2 days (0.5–3.5 days). Patients who developed PE as a complication of an underlying medical
condition spent 11 days (9.5–12.5 days) in the ICU.

Conclusion:
Large bore MT for PE without adjunctive thrombolysis proved to be effective and safe even in a
predominantly high risk collective.
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P 634 / Pulmonary embolism managed with pulmonary
thromboaspiration with or without concurrent IVC filter placement:
results of a pilot study
Ustünsöz B1, Parrotte S1, Fairchild A1, Datri J1, Grobe C1, Ferral H1

1LSUHSC IR (Louisiana State University Health Science Center Interventional Radiology), New Orleans, United
States of America

The purpose of this study was to compare outcomes in patients with pulmonary embolism who
underwent pulmonary artery thromboaspiration with concurrent IVC filter placement or without
concurrent IVC filter placement.

A total of 21 patients underwent pulmonary artery thromboaspiration with Inari FlowTriever device.
Data on filter placement/removal, RV/LV ratio, BMI, troponin, intubation status, and overall
outcomes were evaluated (Independent T and Fisher’s Exact Tests).

Thromboaspiration was successful in 95.2% (n=20/21) of patients. Fifteen patients had concurrent
IVC filter placement (G1). Six patients did not have a filter placed (G2). Patients in G1 had a mean
RV/LV ratio of 1.77 (1.17 2.4), mean troponin of 0.52 (0.06 1.81), mean pulmonary artery (PA)
pressure of 28 (14 37), and mean BMI of 30.7 (13.2 43.3). Patients in G2 had a mean RV/LV ratio of
1.95 (1.59 2.5), mean troponin of 0.17 (0.02 0.32), mean PA pressure of 29.6 (23 36), and mean BMI
of 26.2 (18.9 34.9). There were no significant differences between the two groups. Eight patients
expired within 30 days of procedure: 5 during admission, 3 after discharge. Mortality rate in G1 was
33.3% (n=5/15) and 50% (n= 3/6) in G2, which was not statistically different. Mortality from recurrent
PE was 0% in G1 patients and 33.3% in G2 patients. Mortality from recurrent PE analyzed by Fisher’s
Exact Test showed no statistical difference between the 2 groups (p = 0.71). No deaths were directly
related to thromboaspiration.

Thromboaspiration with concurrent IVC filter placement was safe and may prevent death from
recurrent pulmonary embolism after intervention.
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P 635 / Unreported venous thromboembolism on CT abdomen and
pelvis and the possibility of earlier diagnosis and intervention
O'Halloran N1, Lehane C1, O'Malley E1, O'Sullivan G1

1Galway University Hospital, Galway, Ireland

Venous thromboembolism (VTE) has an incidence of approximately 1 in 1000 persons annually and
accounts for more than 250,000 hospital admissions annually in the US. Half of all VTEs in cancer
patients are incidentally detected without any clinical suspicion of VTE. VTE on routine imaging may
be overlooked by non vascular specialist radiologists. The aim of this study was to evaluate if VTE
may be detected earlier in asymptomatic patients on routine abdominal imaging.

All patients who underwent intervention for lower limb and pelvic VTE (venography, IV ultrasound,
thrombolysis/thrombectomy, venoplasty and stenting) between 2008 and 2021 and who had a CT
abdomen/pelvis at least one month prior to intervention were identified. These studies were
reviewed by a vascular interventional radiologist to assess for evidence of deep venous disease that
was unreported on initial reading.

Five hundred and fourteen patients underwent venous intervention for inferior vena cava or
iliofemoral venous disease who had previous CT investigation. Sixty five per cent of these CT studies
that were retrospectively reviewed by a vascular interventional radiologist demonstrated evidence of
VTE. The presence of venous pathology was described in 14% of reports provided by non vascular
specialist consultant radiologists. Clinical suspicion of venous disease was mentioned in only 10% of
CT requests from the referring physicians.

Deep venous pathology is under reported as an incidental finding on CT abdomen/pelvis. The high
rate of venous intervention demonstrated in this patient cohort highlights the importance of
including abdominal and pelvic veins as a review area when reporting all CTs.
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P 636 / Our success rate in IVC filter retrieval and the utilisation of an
effective method to improve recall rates for retrieval
Skarparis Y1, Qasem E2, Hartley R3

1James Cook University Hospital, Middlesborough, United Kingdom, 2James Cook University Hospital,
Middlesborough, United Kingdom, 3James Cook University Hospital, Middlesborough, United Kingdom

Inferior vena cava filter insertion for an interventional radiologist comes with a price – its retrieval. A
BSIR registry in 2013 recommended a success rate above 80%. The primary aim was to monitor our
retrieval rate success and secondary aim to monitor the effectiveness of maintaining a prospective
database and its role in improving the recall rate for retrieval.

Data was obtained for those patients that had a filter insertion and trial at retrieval between 2017
2021. A retrieval/recall database was obtained which was kept up to date by administrative staff. A
PACS database search was also performed with terms such as “inferior vena cava filter
insertion/retrieval” to match the existing manually updated local database.

Of 54 patients with a filter insertion, 50 (93%) had a successful retrieval. 3 of the 50 successful
patients required two attempts at retrieval. The most common indication for insertion was a
diagnosis of DVT and/or PE and the patient was also in need of surgery (74% of total patients). There
was a mismatch of 5 patients (of the total of 54) which were not included in the local database but
were present in the PACS search.

Our retrieval rates are above the 80% expected retrieval rates expected by BSIR. In comparison to
prior local there has been a consistent improvement in retrieval rates. The 5 patients omitted in our
local database constitute a 9% (5/53) mismatch which is significantly less in comparison to the one
reported at the BSIR registry which was 28% (207/721).
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P 637 / Adrenal venous sampling: a technical review
Schoenheit T1, Shields J, Liles A
1University of Michigan Department of Vascular and Interventional Radiology, Ann Arbor, United States of
America

Learning Objectives:
Discuss the key components of adrenal vein sampling (AVS) with respect to aldosterone physiology,
technique, and interpretation and review the AVS protocol used at our high volume tertiary care
center.

Background:
Primary aldosteronism is a common secondary hypertension and, in the case of adrenal cortical
adenomas, is potentially amenable to surgical treatment. The prevalence of hypertension secondary
to primary hyperaldosteronism is estimated to be as high as 15%, of these up to 62.5% may benefit
from surgical treatment. Historically, AVS has been considered technically challenging with some
studies reporting as low as 50% success. To compound the difficulty, published techniques of AVS
vary widely in terms of catheter selection, Cosyntropin use, sequential versus simultaneous selection,
and interpretation. In this work, we will discuss the techniques employed by a tertiary care center
with greater than 70 AVS cases annually, including the variations from the published literature.

Clinical Findings/Procedure Details:
Although AVS is challenging there are three critical areas prone to error: cannulating the adrenal
veins; obtaining adequate samples; and interpreting the results. In this illustrative review, we will
discuss our institution’s AVS protocol including variations from published literature including: tandem
access to accommodate simultaneous bilateral samples, modified Guidecatheters to facilitate blood
acquisition, obtaining pre and post Cosyntropin samples, and consistent thresholds for selective,
lateralization, and suppression indices.

Conclusion:
Adrenal Venous Sampling is a critical component to the management of Primary Aldosteronism. By
using the techniques and equipment employed at our tertiary center we have consistently been
successful, efficient, and accurate.
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P 638 / Techniques for the retrieval of migrated SVC stents from the
right atrium
Hesketh R1, Ngo A1

1University College London Hospital, London, United Kingdom

Learning objectives
The learning objectives are to familiarise the reader with:

• Strategies for avoiding stent migration including appropriate case selection, stent types and
deployment techniques.

• The techniques that have been described for endovascular stent removal in the literature.
• Problem solving during stent retrieval including a novel technique for stent retrieval.

Background
Stent migration to the right atrium is a rare complication that may be encountered during SVC stent
deployment, potentially resulting in fatal arrhythmia. Multiple techniques have been described for
the endovascular retrieval of migrated stents, knowledge of which is essential for practitioners
deploying SVC stents due to the requirement for prompt treatment to limit the arrythmogenic
consequences.

Clinical Findings / Procedure details
Herein techniques for stabilising and snaring migrated stents are described and illustrated with
examples including gooseneck snaring, balloon assisted snaring and modified loop snaring. Following
snaring, stents can be removed or potentially redeployed with bridging stenting from the IVC to the
SVC also an option. We discuss the potential problems encountered during stent removal adaption of
techniques when limited equipment is available and present a novel technique of balloon assisted
stent removal after a migrated stent was unable to be withdrawn into the vascular access sheath.

Conclusion
SVC stent migration to the right atrium can result in life threatening arrythmia. This e poster
summarises the available techniques that can be employed following stent migration which may
need to be performed in a pressured, time critical environment.
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P 639 / Phlegmasia cerulea dolens: a review with case examples
Sankhla T1, Kocharyan H1, Loya M1, Peters G1

1Emory University Department of Radiology and Imaging Sciences, Atlanta, United States of America

Learning Objectives:
1. Define Phlegmasia Cerulea Dolens
2. Discuss presentation, diagnosis, and management
3. Emphasize percutaneous treatment techniques

Background:
Phelegmasia celulea dolens (PCD) is a rare condition in which acute extensive venous thrombosis
occurs in an extremity. Severe venous hypertension causes transudation of fluid into the interstitial
space which can lead to compartment syndrome and tissue ischemia. If not promptly recognized and
treated, venous gangrene ensues. There is a male predilection with the majority of cases involving
the left lower extremity. Risk factors include malignancy, OCP use, and hypercoagulable states.

Clinical findings/procedure Details:
Patients present with sudden pain, swelling, cyanosis of the limb +/ diminished distal pulses.
Pulmonary embolism is seen in 12 40% of patients. The goal of treatment is to restore venous
outflow from the extremity before gangrene occurs. In additional to IV heparin, percutaneous
thrombectomy and catheter directed thrombolysis or surgical thrombectomy are warranted.
We will show 3 cases which were managed with catheter directed thrombolysis, percutaneous
thrombectomy and endovascular stent placement. We will describe the clinical presentation,
treatment timelines and show both limb salvage and amputation examples.

Conclusion:
PCD is a rare, potentially life and limb threatening condition with reported mortality rates up to 40%
and amputation rates up to 50%. Prompt diagnosis and treatment is critical for limb salvage and to
minimize morbidity. Catheter directed therapy has become the mainstay of treatment with favorable
outcomes when initiated in a timely fashion.
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P 640 / Improved IVC filter management using a dedicated filter
tracking software
Heister D1, Huy B2

1Radiology Consultants, Little Rock, US, 2William Carey University College of Osteopathic Medicine, Hattiesburg,
US

Introduction:
While retrieval rates of IVC filters have improved recently, they remain low. We suspect this is a
result of the limited resources available for routine follow up of the highly co morbid IVC filter
patient population. This study compared the efficacy of a commercial software designed to
streamline the process of tracking these patients (Filter Tracker (FT), VIR systems, Little Rock, AR,
USA) to our prior conventional spreadsheet (SS) system. We hypothesized that using FT would result
in improved filter management.

Methods:
A retrospective analysis was performed of all patients with a retrievable IVC filter comparing the first
six months using FT and a corresponding 6 month interval when a conventional spreadsheet was
used. Efficacy was defined using CMS Merit Based Incentive Payment System (MIPS) Clinical Quality
Measure (#421). Data were collected and processed according to these guidelines and data
completeness and performance rates were calculated. Quality and performance measures were then
compared between FT and SS using Chi square in R with an
alpha value of 0.05.

Results:
Both systems included a similar number of patients over the respective time periods (FT n=44, SS
n=42). MIPS defined data completeness was 100% for both systems. Performance rate was
significantly improved with the use of FT (95% with FT vs 9.5% with SS, 2 =19.538, p<0.0001).

Conclusion:
This single institution retrospective study demonstrated that using a dedicated IVC filter tracking
software significantly improved the MIPS defined quality metric as compared to a conventional
spreadsheet system with an overall performance of 95%.
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P 641 / Primary adrenal Cushing's syndrome and adrenal vein
sampling
Li A1,2, Lubitz S3
1University Radiology Group, LLC, East Brunwick, United States, 2Rutgers Robert Wood Johnson Medical School,
Department of Radiology, New Brunswick, USA, 3Rutgers Robert Wood Johnson Medical School, Department of
Medicine, New Brunswick, USA

Learning Objectives:
Cortisol secretion pathway
Diagnostic evaluation of Cushing’s Syndrome (CS)
Role of non invasive imaging and adrenal venous sampling (AVS) in primary adrenal CS
AVS technique and protocol
AVS results interpretation

Background:
CS phenotypes range from the classic findings of central obesity and violaceous striae with
osteoporosis and hypertension to no clinical symptoms in subclinical CS. CS can be caused by a
primary disorder of the adrenal glands, such as a cortisol secreting adrenal adenoma. Adrenal CT
allows evaluation of venous anatomy and detection of pathologies such as hyperplasia, adenomas,
and adrenocortical carcinoma. AVS can determine the laterality of autonomous cortisol secretion.

Clinical Findings/Procedure Details:
After premedication with dexamethasone, adrenal veins (AV) are sampled sequentially for cortisol
and epinephrine using standard techniques. Epinephrine confirms AV selectivity. Cortisol gradient
(AV/PV) > 6.5, contralateral cortisol gradient (AV/PV) 3.3, and CLR 2.3 suggests unilateral cortisol
secreting adenoma. Cortisol gradient (AV/PV) > 4.1 bilaterally, and CLR < 2 suggests bilateral cortisol
hypersecretion.

Conclusion:
Understanding the diagnostic process in CS, Interventional Radiologists can be a partner in
localization or confirming the source of cortisol hypersecretion through AVS. AVS should be
considered in patients with an established diagnosis of ACTH independent CS when adrenalectomy is
being considered. In addition to patients with bilateral adrenal nodules or bilateral macronodular
adrenal hyperplasia, AVS can be reassuring to the endocrinologist and surgeon in presumptive
unilateral disease.
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P 642 / Above the kidneys – pictorial review of suprarenal IVC filters
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1University of Utah, Salt Lake City, USA, 2Oregon Health Science University, Portland, USA

Learning objectives:
Review indications for suprarenal filter placement
Describe the technique for suprarenal IVC filter placement and subsequent retrieval
Overview of complications of suprarenal IVC filter placement

Background:
Inferior vena cava (IVC) filters are approved for placement in the infrarenal IVC, however there are
certain clinical scenarios when suprarenal IVC filter placement is needed. This includes infrarenal IVC
thrombus, IVC stenosis, gonadal or renal vein thrombus, certain anatomic variations, and pregnancy.
The suprarenal IVC tends to be larger in diameter and more variation due to proximity to the heart.
Initially this raised concern for increased migration of the filters however more recent studies have
demonstrated the safety and efficacy of suprarenal IVC filters.

Clinical/Procedural details:
This pictorial review will cover the specific indications for placement of a suprarenal IVC filter. It will
also provide an illustrated guide of the technique for suprarenal filter placement and retrieval as well
as the differences with infrarenal IVC filter placement. This will include a step by step guide as well as
possible complications.

Conclusions:
Despite initial concerns of safety and increased migration recent studies have shown suprarenal IVC
filters to be safe and effective. This poster will serve as a pictorial review for interventional
radiologists covering the unique indications for placement of a suprarenal IVC filter, technique for
placement and retrieval highlighting differences with infrarenal IVC filters, and possible
complications.
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P 643 / Effectiveness of combined portal and hepatic vein
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Learning objectives:
The aim of this systematic review is to provide an up to date overview of the available literature on
the effectiveness of Portal Vein Embolization (PVE) and the novel procedure Combined Portal and
Hepatic Vein Embolization (PVE/HVE).

Background:
Patients with primary or secondary liver tumours are ideally treated by resection with the intention
to achieve cure. However, not all patients are eligible for surgery due to an insufficient future
remnant liver (FLR) prior to resection. Regenerative liver procedures intent to increase the FLR
preoperatively to reduce the risk of posthepatectomy liver failure (PHLF). PVE is the gold standard to
induce FLR hypertrophy. Recently PVE/HVE was introduced.

Clinical findings/procedure details:
A systematic literature search was conducted in November 2021. There was no restriction on date of
publication. Retrospective cohort and comparative studies were included. Primary outcome was
resectability and secondary outcome was the FLR volume increase. Two of the Authors
independently screened titles, abstracts, and full texts.

Seven comparative articles and five PVE/HVE cohort studies were included. Resectability in all
included patients within the comparative studies was 75% in the PVE group and 89% in the PVE/HVE
group. Both procedures induced FLR hypertrophy, but PVE/HVE demonstrated superior growth.

Conclusion:
PVE/HVE is likely more effective than PVE in inducing liver hypertrophy which resulted in the higher
overall resectability rate. Moreover, the effectiveness of PVE/HVE should not only be evaluated in
terms of resectability, but also in terms of the ability for patients to undergo surgery in a shorter
timeframe after embolization.
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P 644 / Heparin induced thrombocytopenia causing acute venous
stent thrombosis in a patient undergoing endovascular therapy for
severe acute lower limb deep venous thrombosis
Kumar A1, Malik R1, Gupta R1

1All India Institute of Medical Sciences Bhopal, Bhopal, India

A 27year old male presented with severe pain and swelling due to extensive left lower limb deep
venous thrombosis. It involved almost entire left lower deep venous system extending from popliteal
vein to ilio femoral veins and extending into distal inferior vena cava (IVC). Patient did not have
symptomatic relief after 3 days of intravenous heparin infusion and referred for endovascular
therapy. After placing Prophylactic IVC filter, aspiration thrombectomy was done through left
popliteal vein access . Catheter directed thrombolysis was started with urokinase (70,000IU/hour)
through multi side hole infusion catheter along with subtherapeutic infusion of unfractionated
heparin (500 IU /hour) through popliteal vein sheath. After 24 hours of infusion venogram revealed
complete recanalization of veins with unmasking of underlying May Thurner lesion . This was treated
with balloon angioplasty and 16x60mm self expanding metallic stent. Patient was kept on low
molecular weight heparin (LMWH) (Injection Clexane 0.6ml BD) after procedure. Two days later
patient again had increase in left lower limb swelling. Doppler evaluation confirmed stent thrombosis
with recurrent left ilio femoral thrombosis. His Platelet count which had fallen from 4,20,000 to
58,000 since initiation of Heparin. Diagnosis of Heparin Induced Thrombocytopenia (HITT) was
established in view of above clinical findings. Patient was switched to Injection Fondaparinux (7.5mg
s.c.) once daily. Repeat Aspiration thrombectomy and Catheter directed thrombolysis was done for
24hrs followed by complete recanalization. Injection fondaparinux was continued for 7 days with
bridging to oral anticoagulation with warfarin with target INR of 2 3 .Patient did not have any
recurrence thereafter.
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P 645 / Unrecoverable IVC filter with extensive chronic thrombus and
venous congestive symptoms
Butrón Hernández D1, Guerrero Hernández M
1Instituto Nacional de Ciencias Medicas y Nutricion "Salvador Zubirán", Ciudad de Mexico, Mexico

Clinical History
53 year old male with prior history of:
1. Acute complicated diverticulitis (2018)
PO Sigmoidectomy + descending colostomy + Hartmann procedure

2. Intermediate risk of pulmonary embolism
Heparin induced thrombocytopenia

3. Left leg deep vein thrombosis
IVC filter placement (2018)
PO of two failed IVC filter removal attempts (2018 and 2019). Second attempt (2019) led to a

chronic thrombosis of IVC with collateral venous circulation and congestive venous symptoms.

Treatment Options
It was decided to perform angioplasty of both, the IVC and filter with stent placement inside
Patient presented clinical improvement. Subsequent controls will be carried out to assess the inferior
vena cava patency.

Discussion
We present a case of a complex removal vena cava filter. On its second attempt in 2019, formed a
thrombus that remained and spread despite anticoagulant treatment, conditioning after one year
congestive venous symptoms. Unusual treatment with IVC angioplasty and stent placement across
the filter, in order to reduce the symptoms, was decided
In complex cases of IVC filter removal with chronically obstructed IVC placing a stent along the filter
is a safe option that reduces the patient's symptoms; however, it should not be our first therapeutic
option and should be reserved for complex cases.

Take home Points
IVC filters should be removed as soon as the patient status and criteria allow them.
Complex cases of IVC filter removal with chronically obstructed IVC, placing a stent across the filter

is a safe option
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P 646 / Stent placement for the treatment of portal vein stenosis in
pediatric liver transplant recipient
Collado Torres M, Rodríguez Díaz R, Ponce Dorrego M, Novo Torres J, Fernández L, Hernández Cabrero
T, Garzón Moll G
1Hospital Universitario La Paz, Madrid, Spain

An 11 year old male who underwent liver transplantation in 2017 for sclerosing cholangitis
secondary to DCDC2 defect. Subsequent Doppler ultrasounds showed splenomegaly, venous
aneurysmal dilatation and portal stenosis treated on three times by balloon angioplasty. The last
Doppler US showed recurrence of stenosis (flow acceleration from 20 cm/s (2018) to 132 cm/s (2021)
and worsening of platelet counts. After reviewing the case in a multidisciplinary committee, the
placement of a portal stent was decided.

The procedure was performed with the patient under general anesthesia. The liver (portal branch)
was punctured with US. Direct portography confirmed portal venous stenoses and the translesional
pressure gradient was measured (6 mmHg). After administering a bolus of heparin, the stenotic
segment was treated with balloon angioplasty followed by stent placement (10 x 29 mm). Repeated
portography showed no residual stenosis and decreased translesional pressure gradient (1 mmHg).
No stenosis recurrence was detected during a follow up period of 11 months.

Portal vein complications following paediatric liver transplantation have an incidence of 3–14% and
can lead to graft failure resulting in significant morbidity mortality. Percutaneous transluminal
angioplasty with or without stent placement, first reported by Raby in 1991,
has become the primary treatment option for portal vein complications following liver
transplantation. In our instution, has been established as the treatment of choice for
posttransplantion portal venous stenosis.

This case highlights the pivotal role of endovascular repair as first line treatment for portal vein
stenosis. As well as stent placement as a safe and effective intervention for recurrence of venous
stenosis.
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P 647 / Endovascular removal of a common femoral vein stent graft
Arora M1, Lewis A1, Frey G1, Toskich B1, Ritchie C1, Devcic Z1
1Mayo Clinic, Jacksonville, United States

Clinical History
A 25 year old female with recurrent in stent thrombosis presented with left leg pain and swelling for
one year. Her Villalta and venous clinical severity scores (VCSS) were 10 and 11, respectively. A
computed tomography venogram demonstrated a severely narrowed balloon expandable stent graft
(BES) in the common femoral vein (CFV). Initial recanalization resulted in improved flow, but re
thrombosis and stent narrowing recurred at 2 weeks post procedure due to inappropriate placement
of the BES at the hip inflection point. Therefore, endovascular retrieval of the BES was attempted.

Result
Overnight catheter directed thrombolysis was performed to re establish flow. Endobronchial forceps
were advanced through a 16 French sheath and used to gently engage the BES. The BES was removed
in a piecemeal fashion which was confirmed using a non contrast cone beam CT. This venous
segment was relined with a 10 mm diameter Abre venous self expanding stent. A final venogram
demonstrated brisk inline flow and the patient was placed on Lovenox, Brilinta, and Aspirin. Her last
ultrasound at 202 days post procedure demonstrated a widely patent stent construct. At 174 days
post procedure her Villalta and VCSS decreased to 2 and 4, respectively.

Discussion
BES have less flexibility and conformability and are more likely to be crushed at inflection points.
When conventional endovascular techniques fail to reestablish long term patency of a repeatedly
narrowed BES, stent removal may be the only solution.

Take Home Points
An inappropriately placed BES can cause recurrent DVT and stent narrowing. Endovascular stent
removal can be safely performed using endobronchial forceps.
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P 648 / Successful use of the Penumbra Indigo system to preserve
central venous access in a case of post stent graft insertion
thrombosis to reach bowel transplantation in a child with intestinal
failure and end stage vascular access
Gladkikh M1, Avitzur Y1, Parra D1

1The Hospital for Sick Children, Toronto, Canada

Clinical History/Pre treatment Imaging:
This report describes a 9 year old child with intestinal failure, with unsuccessful central venous line
(CVL) insertion attempt due to central venous occlusion without direct route to the SVC.
Multidisciplinary decision was made to attempt a venous recanalization to obtain a CVL and
successfully reach bowel transplantation.

Treatment Options/Results:
Flow was re established by re canalizing a venous collateral in the expected location of the right
brachiocephalic vein. A stent graft was placed with a CVL through it. Occlusive stent graft thrombosis
was noted at 24 hour venogram follow up. This was successfully managed with the Penumbra
System (PS) CAT8, re establishing stent patency. The patient was discharged on anticoagulation.
Routine follow up with venography at four months showed a new non occlusive stent thrombus,
which was again successfully managed with the PS. Surveillance imaging at 6 months showed no
stent re occlusion. The patient successfully received a bowel transplant and the CVL was removed
once intravenous therapy was not required.

Discussion:
The PS is a mechanical thrombectomy device that was initially described for management of arterial
cerebral thrombosis in adults. Its application had increased to other regions and to the venous
system. There is limited data regarding venous PS use in children.

Take home points:
This case illustrates successful use of the Penumbra system in a child to maintain central venous
access to reach bowel transplant. The procedure was well tolerated and no complications were
encountered.
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P 649 / Successfully embolization of an unusual type II congenital
extrahepatic portosystemic shunt
Mack A1, Serafini A1, Ciferri F1, Discalzi A1, Muratore P1, Gatti M1, Fonio P1

1A.O.U. Città della Salute e della Scienza di Torino, Dipartimento Diagnostica per Immagini e Radiologia
Interventistica, Turin, Italy

A 67 y.o. man referred to our attention for an accidental CT finding of voluminous shunt between the
inferior mesenteric and inferior caval veins via the internal iliac vein compressing the rectum with
tenesmus and pelvic pain.
The patient had previously undergone hemorrhoidectomy with no clinical benefit.
There was no other relevant medical history. Liver function (assessed by morphological and
functional examinations) was regular.
A diagnosis of congenital extrahepatic portosystemic shunt (CEPS) has been made.

With a 5F left femoral vein access, we navigate through the shunt via the right internal iliac vein and
we proceed to a transcatheter embolization using microcoils and Plug. Final venography
demonstrated complete occlusion of the shunt.
One month after the procedure, the patient reports complete resolution of clinical symptoms.

Type I CEPS is characterized by the absence of the intrahepatic portal veins supply, while type II CEPS
has a side to side portocaval shunt caused by partially diverted portal flow to the systemic circulation
with a preserved or hypoplastic main portal trunk. CEPS may develop severe liver, cardio pulmonary
and neurological complications. Exceptionally, no morphological or functional hepatic alterations
were detected in this patient.

While liver transplantation is the only curative treatment for type I CEPS, shunt occlusion by surgical
ligation or endovascular embolization is the most common treatment for type II CEPS. Endovascular
embolization has the advantages of shorter procedure time and less intraoperative blood loss. In
addition, this procedure was performed in Radiology Unit day hospital service, resulting in reduced
hospital cost and days of hospitalization.
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P 650 / Protein losing enteropathy due to suprahepatic vein stenosis
in a liver transplant patient
Solis B1, Aragón I1
1Universidad de Costa Rica, San José, Costa Rica

INTRODUCTION
This is a case of suprahepatic vein stenosis in a patient with liver transplant who suffered protein
losing
enteropathy and was treated successfully with balloon dilatation in the site of stenosis.

CLINICAL HISTORY
We present a 10y o patient with liver transplant (twice) due to autoimmune BSEP antibodies disease.
After the second intervention he presented protein loss of unknown origin and elevation of liver
enzymes.
Imaging studies were performed (including US and MRI) thinking the cause could be an IVC stenosis.
After studying the patient it was clear that the protein loss was secondary to venous stenosis on the
suprahepatic vein.

RESULTS
The patient underwent abdominal US and color Doppler US which documented that the suprahepatic
vein was permeable but there was an important stenosis at the proximal site (1,4mm) with
associated turbulence of blood flow and PSV of 312cm/s at this point. No ascitis was found. An MRI
confirmed the diagnosis.
Balloon dilatation was successfully done at first but after a couple years, patient presented with the
same clinical condition requiring a second dilatation. This treatment has helped this patient get a
better life quality.

DISCUSSION
Ballon dilatation is a technique that has proved to be functional in pediatric immunosuppressed
patients avoiding complexity of surgical interventions and potential rupture of anastomosis during
angioplasty.

TAKE HOME POINTS
PLE is an uncommon clinical syndrome that should be considered in liver transplant patients.
Imaging can exclude venous stenosis as a cause of PLE.
Treatment should be adapted to each patient according to clinical presentation.
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